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Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town
Halll

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from
our Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr.
Theresa Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton
and | got terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking
forward to answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in
your questions anytime by filling out and submitting this form before or during
the Town Hall. We'll try to get to as many of your questions as we can!
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There'smore tocome,sostaytuned!
ry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me

your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and | wil try to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volumeof emails itis
proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,
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Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter

Our mailing addross is
fT SE
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:35:28 PM
To: Peter Bengtson <mundo7111@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Comment on : Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunites!

Hi Pete! Yes,that'sone ofour problems. Allbills are assignedto a committee, but I don’t think the RTS
system works unless they appear on an agenda, right? So unfortunately, there i little we can

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
602-926-5178
kengel @azleg gov

Andrea Martinez
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Feb 7, 2021, at 4:11 PM, Peter Bengtson <mundo71 11@gmail com> wrote:

Senator Engel,

Background:

‘This morning | responded to Sandy Bahr's Legislative Alert #6 by going on RTS to
support or oppose 17 bills.

Iwas part of the LD9 group meeting with Victoria Steele at the virtual Environmental Day
atthe Legislature. One of the interesting (to me) items that came up was Victoria's
comment that she was interested in some way to reach out to environmentalists to get
‘some help supporting bills she sponsored.

My Comment:

Your message essentially was what Victoria asked for. You described a number of bills
that you thought needed to be passed. However they are not yet assigned to a
committee. I'm an RTS guy. |jump on Sandy's legislative alerts over the weekend and
oppose or support the bills. | also send messages to the LDS legislators if she asks.

Getting your message distributed once the bills are assigned to committee plus a simple
support or oppose the bill is easier for me to take action

Thanks for all you are doing in the Legislature. Stay safe up there.

Pete Bengtson
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On Sun, Feb 7, 2021 at 2:22 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg gov> wrote

Dear Friend,
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Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
‘address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filling its time passing non-
pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
Voting rights or pile on more tax cuts.

It does not have to be this way. In this newsletter | would like to talk about some
of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and
to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some of the
disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our elections.
ll conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard - in support or
‘opposition to the bills currently being considered

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

Ive now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These bills
‘address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landiord-tenant
act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing.
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

‘Thousands of Arizona families are at risk of eviction when the moratorium,
‘extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The.
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are large
loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but t doesn't pay rent in arrears or
give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the.
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job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the
paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they are evicted.
Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their credit
that will dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in
today’s New York Times, some families are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid
‘an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and moving in with other family
members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will
be a huge help. This money will be distributed by the AZ Department of Economic
Security and the legislature is not directly involved in its distribution. It is important
to note that not all families struggling qualify for this aid and for some tenants with
an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes too late. Working with
Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's some solutions I'm proposing
in legislation:

SB 1666 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 million to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding upon
its agreement not to file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing and
‘appropriates $10 millon toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, or
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
‘general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements, eviction
‘and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing of
any filing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment of rent
that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates of March
11,2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to inform
prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an inquiry,
on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the legisation

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-tenant laws.
I have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues, raised by
stakeholders;
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$B 1038 landlord tenant; rent fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
landlords to notify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent
just 5 days before they actually file to do so, oneof the shortest periods for such
notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, often over a weekend, to pull
together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short
time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as five days is
usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive, rental
assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one thing and
‘one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one
Very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending evictionnotification;mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional trips
they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants about
housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the number
of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in
‘advance of a pending eviction action and to provide them information about
housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in High Country.
News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not discouraged from
making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1039 eviction prevention; study committee: Establishes a study committee on
statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array
fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Comittee is charged with
determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and mitigate the financial and
personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensure
tenants understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing
affordability and propose legislation to address problems identified by the
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committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

For those who wish to take a deeper dive in some of additional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

$B 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver
SB 1662 constable ethics standards board; membership
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
$B.1664 landlord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention
and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but
instead is spending a large amount of ts time and effort keeping alive conspiracy
theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bls to removeArizonans from the
Voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack all justification
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple bills
pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting laws.
‘The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the Arizona
Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after the count is
formally certified by the governor and secretary of state — and even after
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Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this bill that
‘completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bills that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
practically invented mail-in ballots and over 80 percentofArizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the time
of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote at a polling location. |
oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the
‘outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are someof the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many of
the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor debate and
final vote.

$B 2720: ballots; election contests certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn the
results of a presidential election

‘SB 1069permanent earlyvoting list;eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting list (PEVL) if the voter fails to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on the
ballot.

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or a
set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recount in a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Foor.

$B1020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the ability of a county recorder
or other officer in chargeofelections to designate emergency non-electioneering
polling places.
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Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

SB 1358:recorders; voter registrations;publicbuildings: - Prohibits a county
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-fine vote.

$B.1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in counties
using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose of a
hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described
above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and other topics by
going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click “Bills Tracking,” hit "Search on left
side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You will see the list of
bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give lfe to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of Supervisors in
‘contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment!). The reason? Senate
Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a crazy- broad subpoena
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from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to obtain copies of 2.1 million
Voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified elections equipment by a
sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing its own audit. Because | am
on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant in the County's
lawsuit to quash that subpoena!

The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
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Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak"
(RTS) system,

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account.
Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will create
‘an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system

Look out for future emails from me about specifi bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!
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Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from our
Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa
Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and | got
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terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking forward to
‘answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in your questions
‘anytime by filling out and submitting this form before or during the Town Hall
Well try to get to as many of your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me

your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and | will ry to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails itis
proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,

KE

Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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BE EB BE

Peter Bengtson
1280 E. Paseo Pavon
Tucson, AZ 85718
(520) 219-3507
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:35:58 PM
To: Peter Bengtson <mundo7111@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Comment on : Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunites!

Hi Pete! Yes,that'sone ofour problems. Allbills are assignedto a committee, but I don't think the RTS
system works unless they appear on an agenda, right? So unfortunately, there i little folks can do other than
writetheir legislators to try to get bills onto an agenda. Sigh

‘Oneofmy more minor bills is on the NREW Senate agenda this week —

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
602-926-5178
kengel @azleg gov

Andrea Martinez
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Feb 7, 2021, at 4:11 PM, Peter Bengtson <mundo71 11@gmail com> wrote:

Senator Engel,

Background:

This morning | responded to Sandy Bahr's Legislative Alert #6 by going on RTS to
support or oppose 17 bills.

1 was part of the LD9 group meeting with Victoria Steele at the virtual Environmental Day
atthe Legislature. One of the interesting (to me) items that came up was Victoria's
comment that she was interested in some way to reach out to environmentalists to get
‘some help supporting bills she sponsored.

My Comment:

Your message essentially was what Victoria asked for. You described a number of bills
that you thought needed to be passed. However they are not yet assigned to a
committee. I'm an RTS guy. |jump on Sandy's legislative alerts over the weekend and
oppose or support the bills. | also send messages to the LDS legislators if she asks.

Getting your message distributed once the bills are assigned to committee plus a simple
support or oppose the bill is easier for me to take action

Thanks for all you are doing in the Legislature. Stay safe up there.

Pete Bengtson
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On Sun, Feb 7, 2021 at 2:22 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg gov> wrote
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Dear Friend,

Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
‘address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filling its time passing non-
pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
Voting rights or pile on more tax cuts,

It does not have to be this way. In this newsletter | would like to talk about some
of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and
to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some of the
disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our elections.
ll conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard - in support or
‘opposition to the bills currently being considered

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

I've now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These bills
‘address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landiord-tenant
act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing.
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

‘Thousands of Arizona families are at risk of eviction when the moratorium,
‘extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The.
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are large
loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but t doesn't pay rent in arrears or
give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the.
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job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the
paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they are evicted.
Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their credit
that will dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in
today’s New York Times, some families are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid
‘an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and moving in with other family
members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will
be a huge help. This money will be distributed by the AZ Department of Economic
Security and the legislature is not directly involved in its distribution. It is important
to note that not all families struggling qualify for this aid and for some tenants with
an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes too late. Working with
Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's some solutions I'm proposing
in legislation:

SB 1666 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 million to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding upon
its agreement not to file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing and
‘appropriates $10 millon toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, or
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
‘general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements, eviction
‘and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing of
any filing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment of rent
that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates of March
11,2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to inform
prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an inquiry,
on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the legisation

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-tenant laws.
I have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues, raised by
stakeholders;
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$B 1038 landlord tenant; rent fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
landlords to notify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent
just 5 days before they actually file to do so, oneof the shortest periods for such
notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, often over a weekend, to pull
together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short
time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as five days is
usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive, rental
assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one thing and
‘one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one
Very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending evictionnotification;mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional trips
they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants about
housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the number
of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in
‘advance of a pending eviction action and to provide them information about
housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in High Country.
News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not discouraged from
making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1039 eviction prevention; study committee: Establishes a study committee on
statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array
fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Comittee is charged with
determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and mitigate the financial and
personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensure
tenants understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing
affordability and propose legislation to address problems identified by the
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committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

For those who wish to take a deeper dive in some of additional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

$B 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver
SB 1662 constable ethics standards board; membership
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
$B.1664 landlord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention
and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but
instead is spending a large amount of ts time and effort keeping alive conspiracy
theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bls to removeArizonans from the
Voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack all justification
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple bills
pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting laws.
‘The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the Arizona
Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after the count is
formally certified by the governor and secretary of state — and even after
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Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this bill that
‘completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bills that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
practically invented mail-in ballots and over 80 percentofArizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the time
of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote at a polling location. |
oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the
‘outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are someof the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many of
the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor debate and
final vote.

$B 2720: ballots; election contests certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn the
results of a presidential election

‘SB 1069permanent earlyvoting list;eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting list (PEVL) if the voter fails to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on the
ballot.

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or a
set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recount in a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Foor.

$B1020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the ability of a county recorder
or other officer in chargeofelections to designate emergency non-electioneering
polling places.
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Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

SB 1358:recorders; voter registrations;publicbuildings: - Prohibits a county
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-fine vote.

$B.1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in counties
using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose of a
hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described
above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and other topics by
going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click “Bills Tracking,” hit "Search on left
side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You will see the list of
bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give lfe to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of Supervisors in
‘contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment!). The reason? Senate
Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a crazy- broad subpoena
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from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to obtain copies of 2.1 million
Voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified elections equipment by a
sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing its own audit. Because | am
on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant in the County's
lawsuit to quash that subpoena!

The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
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Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak"
(RTS) system,

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account.
Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will create
‘an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system

Look out for future emails from me about specifi bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!
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Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from our
Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa
Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and | got
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terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking forward to
‘answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in your questions
‘anytime by filling out and submitting this form before or during the Town Hall
Well try to get to as many of your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me

your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and | will ry to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails itis
proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,

KE

Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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BE EB BE

Peter Bengtson
1280 E. Paseo Pavon
Tucson, AZ 85718
(520) 219-3507
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:36:28 PM
To: Peter Bengtson <mundo7111@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Comment on : Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunites!

Hi Pete! Yes,that'sone ofour problems. Allbills are assignedto a committee, but I don't think the RTS
system works unless they appear on an agenda, right? So unfortunately, there i little folks can do other than
writetheir legislators to try to get bills onto an agenda. Sigh

‘Oneofmy more minor bills is on the NREW Senate agenda this week — SCR
https //appsazleg gov/BillStas/BillOverview/75911

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
602-926-5178
kenge @azleg gov

Andrea Martinez
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Feb 7, 2021, at 4:11 PM, Peter Bengtson <mundo111@gmail com> wrote:

Senator Engel,

Background:

This morning | responded to Sandy Bahr's Legislative Alert #6 by going on RTS to
support or oppose 17 bills.

Iwas part of the LD9 group meeting with Victoria Steele at the virtual Environmental Day
atthe Legislature. One of the interesting (to me) items that came up was Victoria's
comment that she was interested in some way to reach out to environmentalists to get
‘some help supporting bills she sponsored.

My Comment:

Your message essentially was what Victoria asked for. You described a number of bills
that you thought needed to be passed. However they are not yet assigned to a
committee. I'm an RTS guy. |jump on Sandy's legislative alerts over the weekend and
oppose or support the bills. | also send messages to the LDS legislators if she asks.

Getting your message distributed once the bills are assigned to committee plus a simple
support or oppose the bill is easier for me to take action.

Thanks for all you are doing in the Legislature. Stay safe up there.
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Pete Bengtson

On Sun, Feb 7, 2021 at 2:22 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleggov> wrote
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Dear Friend,

Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
‘address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filling its time passing non-
pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
voting rights or pile on more tax cuts,

It does not have to be this way. In this newsletter | would like to talk about some
of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and
to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some of the
disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our elections.
ll conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard - in support or
‘opposition to the bills currently being considered

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

Ive now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These bills
‘address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landiord-tenant
act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing.
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

‘Thousands of Arizona families are at risk of eviction when the moratorium,
‘extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The.
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are large
loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but t doesn't pay rent in arrears or
give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the.
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job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the
paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they are evicted.
Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their credit
that will dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in
today’s New York Times, some families are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid
‘an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and moving in with other family
members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will
be a huge help. This money will be distributed by the AZ Department of Economic
Security and the legislature is not directly involved in its distribution. It is important
to note that not all families struggling qualify for this aid and for some tenants with
an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes too late. Working with
Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's some solutions I'm proposing
in legislation:

SB 1666 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 million to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding upon
its agreement not to file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing and
‘appropriates $10 millon toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, or
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
‘general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements, eviction
‘and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing of
any filing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment of rent
that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates of March
11,2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to inform
prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an inquiry,
on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the legisation

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-tenant laws.
I have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues, raised by
stakeholders;
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$B 1038 landlord tenant; rent fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
landlords to notify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent
just 5 days before they actually file to do so, oneof the shortest periods for such
notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, often over a weekend, to pull
together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short
time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as five days is
usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive, rental
assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one thing and
‘one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one
Very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending evictionnotification;mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional trips
they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants about
housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the number
of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in
‘advance of a pending eviction action and to provide them information about
housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in High Country.
News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not discouraged from
making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1039 eviction prevention; study committee: Establishes a study committee on
statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array
fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Comittee is charged with
determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and mitigate the financial and
personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensure
tenants understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing
affordability and propose legislation to address problems identified by the
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committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

For those who wish to take a deeper dive in some of additional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

$B 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver
SB 1662 constable ethics standards board; membership
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
$B.1664 landlord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention
and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but
instead is spending a large amount of ts time and effort keeping alive conspiracy
theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bls to removeArizonans from the
Voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack all justification
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple bills
pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting laws.
‘The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the Arizona
Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after the count is
formally certified by the governor and secretary of state — and even after
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Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this bill that
‘completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bills that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
practically invented mail-in ballots and over 80 percentofArizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the time
of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote at a polling location. |
oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the
‘outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are someof the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many of
the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor debate and
final vote.

$B 2720: ballots; election contests certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn the
results of a presidential election

‘SB 1069permanent earlyvoting list;eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting list (PEVL) if the voter fails to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on the
ballot.

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or a
set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recount in a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Foor.

$B1020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the ability of a county recorder
or other officer in chargeofelections to designate emergency non-electioneering
polling places.
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Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

SB 1358:recorders; voter registrations;publicbuildings: - Prohibits a county
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-fine vote.

$B.1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in counties
using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose of a
hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described
above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and other topics by
going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click “Bills Tracking,” hit "Search on left
side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You will see the list of
bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give lfe to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of Supervisors in
‘contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment!). The reason? Senate
Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a crazy- broad subpoena
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from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to obtain copies of 2.1 million
Voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified elections equipment by a
sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing its own audit. Because | am
on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant in the County's
lawsuit to quash that subpoena!

The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
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Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak"
(RTS) system,

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account.
Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will create
‘an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system

Look out for future emails from me about specifi bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How to Participate in Politics.

Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from our
Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa
Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and | got
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terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking forward to
‘answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in your questions
‘anytime by filling out and submitting this form before or during the Town Hall
Well try to get to as many of your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me

your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and | will ry to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails itis
proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,

KE

Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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BE EB BE

Peter Bengtson
1280 E. Paseo Pavon
Tucson, AZ 85718
(520) 219-3507
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:36:58 PM
To: Peter Bengtson <mundo7111@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Comment on: Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunities!

Hi Pete! Yes,that'sone ofour problems. Allbills are assigned to a committee, but I don't think the RTS
system works unless they appear on an agenda, right? So unfortunately, there i little folks can do other than
writetheir legislators to try to get bills onto an agenda. Sigh

‘Oneofmy more minor bills is on the NREW Senate agenda this week — SCR 1046
htps://www.azleg.gov/legtext/SSleg/IR/ills/SCR1046P. pdf
hutps //apps azleg gov/Bill Staus/BillOverview/75911

“The bill is a resolution in suppor

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
602-926-5178
kengel @azleg gov

Andrea Martinez
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Feb 7, 2021, at 4:11 PM, Peter Bengtson <mundo71 11@gmail com> wrote:

Senator Engel,

Background:

‘This morning | responded to Sandy Bahr's Legislative Alert #6 by going on RTS to
support or oppose 17 bills.

Iwas part of the LD9 group meeting with Victoria Steele at the virtual Environmental Day
atthe Legislature. One of the interesting (to me) items that came up was Victoria's
comment that she was interested in some way to reach out to environmentalists to get
‘some help supporting bills she sponsored.

My Comment:

Your message essentially was what Victoria asked for. You described a number of bills
that you thought needed to be passed. However they are not yet assigned to a
committee. I'm an RTS guy. |jump on Sandy's legislative alerts over the weekend and
oppose or support the bills. | also send messages to the LDS legislators if she asks.

Getting your message distributed once the bills are assigned to committee plus a simple
support or oppose the bill is easier for me to take action
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Thanks for all you are doing in the Legislature. Stay safe up there.

Pete Bengtson

On Sun, Feb 7, 2021 at 2:22 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleggov> wrote

=
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Dear Friend,

Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
‘address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filling its time passing non-
pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
voting rights or pile on more tax cuts,

It does not have to be this way. In this newsletter | would like to talk about some
of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and
to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some of the
disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our elections.
ll conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard - in support or
‘opposition to the bills currently being considered.

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

I've now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These bills
‘address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landlord-tenant
act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing.
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

‘Thousands of Arizona families are at risk of eviction when the moratorium,
‘extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The.
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are large
loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but t doesn't pay rent in arrears or
give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the.
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job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the
paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they are evicted.
Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their credit
that will dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in
today’s New York Times, some families are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid
‘an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and moving in with other family
members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will
be a huge help. This money will be distributed by the AZ Department of Economic
Security and the legislature is not directly involved in its distribution. It is important
to note that not all families struggling qualify for this aid and for some tenants with
an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes too late. Working with
Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's some solutions I'm proposing
in legislation:

SB 1666 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 million to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding upon
its agreement not to file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing and
‘appropriates $10 millon toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, or
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
‘general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements, eviction
‘and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing of
any filing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment of rent
that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates of March
11,2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to inform
prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an inquiry,
on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the legisation

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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Photo courtesy of Tucson.com.

Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-tenant laws.
I have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues, raised by
stakeholders;
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$B 1038 landlord tenant; rent fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
landlords to notify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent
just 5 days before they actually file to do so, oneof the shortest periods for such
notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, often over a weekend, to pull
together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short
time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as five days is
usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive, rental
assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one thing and
‘one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one
Very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending evictionnotification;mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional trips
they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants about
housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the number
of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in
‘advance of a pending eviction action and to provide them information about
housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in High Country.
News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not discouraged from
making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1039 eviction prevention; study committee: Establishes a study committee on
statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array
fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Comittee is charged with
determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and mitigate the financial and
personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensure
tenants understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing
affordability and propose legislation to address problems identified by the
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committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

For those who wish to take a deeper dive in some of additional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

$B 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver
SB 1662 constable ethics standards board; membership
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
$B.1664 landlord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention
and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but
instead is spending a large amount of ts time and effort keeping alive conspiracy
theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bls to removeArizonans from the
Voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack all justification
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple bills
pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting laws.
‘The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the Arizona
Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after the count is
formally certified by the governor and secretary of state — and even after
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Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this bill that
‘completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bills that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
practically invented mail-in ballots and over 80 percentofArizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the time
of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote at a polling location. |
oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the
‘outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are someof the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many of
the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor debate and
final vote.

$B 2720: ballots; election contests certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn the
results of a presidential election

‘SB 1069permanent earlyvoting list;eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting list (PEVL) if the voter fails to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on the
ballot.

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or a
set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recount in a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Foor.

$B1020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the ability of a county recorder
or other officer in chargeofelections to designate emergency non-electioneering
polling places.
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Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

SB 1358:recorders; voter registrations;publicbuildings: - Prohibits a county
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-fine vote.

$B.1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in counties
using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose of a
hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described
above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and other topics by
going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click “Bills Tracking,” hit "Search on left
side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You will see the list of
bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give lfe to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of Supervisors in
‘contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment!). The reason? Senate
Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a crazy- broad subpoena
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from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to obtain copies of 2.1 million
Voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified elections equipment by a
sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing its own audit. Because | am
on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant in the County's
lawsuit to quash that subpoena!

The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
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Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak"
(RTS) system,

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account.
Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will create
‘an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system

Look out for future emails from me about specifi bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How to Participate in Politics.

Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from our
Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa
Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and | got
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terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking forward to
‘answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in your questions
‘anytime by filling out and submitting this form before or during the Town Hall
Well try to get to as many of your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me

your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and | will ry to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails itis
proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,

KE

Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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BE EB BE

Peter Bengtson
1280 E. Paseo Pavon
Tucson, AZ 85718
(520) 219-3507
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:37.28 PM
To: Peter Bengtson <mundo7111@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Comment on: Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunities!

Hi Pete! Yes,that'sone ofour problems. Allbills are assigned to a committee, but I don't think the RTS
system works unless they appear on an agenda, right? So unfortunately, there i little folks can do other than
writetheir legislators to try to get bills onto an agenda. Sigh

‘Oneofmy more minor bills is on the NREW Senate agenda this week — SCR 1046
htps://www.azleg.gov/legtext/SSleg/IR/ills/SCR1046P. pdf
hutps //apps azleg gov/Bill Staus/BillOverview/75911

“The bill is a resolution in supportof outdoor recreation. It was brought to me by Kirk Astroth and outdoor
recreational organizations.

Twould rather one ofmy substantive environmental, climate or water bills had made i

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
602-926-5178
kengel @azleg gov

Andrea Martinez
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Feb 7, 2021, at 4:11 PM, Peter Bengtson <mundo71 11@gmail com> wrote:

Senator Engel,

Background:

This morning | responded to Sandy Bahr's Legislative Alert #6 by going on RTS to
support or oppose 17 bills

Iwas part of the LD9 group meeting with Victoria Steele at the virtual Environmental Day
atthe Legislature. One of the interesting (to me) items that came up was Victoria's
comment that she was interested in some way to reach out to environmentalists to get
‘some help supporting bills she sponsored.

My Comment:

Your message essentially was what Victoria asked for. You described a number of bills
that you thought needed to be passed. However they are not yet assigned to a
committee. I'm an RTS guy. |jump on Sandy's legislative alerts over the weekend and
oppose or support the bills. | also send messages to the LDS legislators if she asks.
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Getting your message distributed once the bills are assigned to committee plus a simple
support or oppose the bill is easier for me to take action

Thanks for all you are doing in the Legislature. Stay safe up there.

Pete Bengtson

On Sun, Feb 7, 2021 at 2:22 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleggov> wrote

=
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Dear Friend,

Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
‘address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filling its time passing non-
pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
voting rights or pile on more tax cuts,

It does not have to be this way. In this newsletter | would like to talk about some
of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and
to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some of the
disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our elections.
ll conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard - in support or
‘opposition to the bills currently being considered.

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

I've now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These bills
‘address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landlord-tenant
act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing.
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

‘Thousands of Arizona families are at risk of eviction when the moratorium,
‘extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The.
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are large
loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but t doesn't pay rent in arrears or
give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the.
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job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the
paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they are evicted.
Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their credit
that will dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in
today’s New York Times, some families are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid
‘an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and moving in with other family
members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will
be a huge help. This money will be distributed by the AZ Department of Economic
Security and the legislature is not directly involved in its distribution. It is important
to note that not all families struggling qualify for this aid and for some tenants with
an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes too late. Working with
Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's some solutions I'm proposing
in legislation:

SB 1666 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 million to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding upon
its agreement not to file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing and
‘appropriates $10 millon toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, or
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
‘general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements, eviction
‘and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing of
any filing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment of rent
that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates of March
11,2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to inform
prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an inquiry,
on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the legisation

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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Photo courtesy of Tucson.com.

Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-tenant laws.
I have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues, raised by
stakeholders;
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$B 1038 landlord tenant; rent fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
landlords to notify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent
just 5 days before they actually file to do so, oneof the shortest periods for such
notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, often over a weekend, to pull
together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short
time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as five days is
usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive, rental
assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one thing and
‘one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one
Very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending evictionnotification;mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional trips
they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants about
housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the number
of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in
‘advance of a pending eviction action and to provide them information about
housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in High Country.
News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not discouraged from
making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1039 eviction prevention; study committee: Establishes a study committee on
statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array
fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Comittee is charged with
determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and mitigate the financial and
personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensure
tenants understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing
affordability and propose legislation to address problems identified by the
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committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

For those who wish to take a deeper dive in some of additional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

$B 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver
SB 1662 constable ethics standards board; membership
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
$B.1664 landlord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention
and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but
instead is spending a large amount of ts time and effort keeping alive conspiracy
theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bls to removeArizonans from the
Voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack all justification
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple bills
pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting laws.
‘The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the Arizona
Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after the count is
formally certified by the governor and secretary of state — and even after
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Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this bill that
‘completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bills that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
practically invented mail-in ballots and over 80 percentofArizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the time
of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote at a polling location. |
oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the
‘outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are someof the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many of
the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor debate and
final vote.

$B 2720: ballots; election contests certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn the
results of a presidential election

‘SB 1069permanent earlyvoting list;eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting list (PEVL) if the voter fails to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on the
ballot.

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or a
set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recount in a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Foor.

$B1020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the ability of a county recorder
or other officer in chargeofelections to designate emergency non-electioneering
polling places.
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Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

SB 1358:recorders; voter registrations;publicbuildings: - Prohibits a county
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-fine vote.

$B.1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in counties
using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose of a
hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described
above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and other topics by
going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click “Bills Tracking,” hit "Search on left
side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You will see the list of
bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give lfe to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of Supervisors in
‘contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment!). The reason? Senate
Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a crazy- broad subpoena
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from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to obtain copies of 2.1 million
Voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified elections equipment by a
sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing its own audit. Because | am
on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant in the County's
lawsuit to quash that subpoena!

The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
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Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak"
(RTS) system,

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account.
Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will create
‘an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system

Look out for future emails from me about specifi bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How to Participate in Politics.

Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from our
Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa
Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and | got
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terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking forward to
‘answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in your questions
‘anytime by filling out and submitting this form before or during the Town Hall
Well try to get to as many of your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me

your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and | will ry to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails itis
proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,

KE

Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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BE EB BE

Peter Bengtson
1280 E. Paseo Pavon
Tucson, AZ 85718
(520) 219-3507
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“Thsfarthis legislative session has been a big disappaintment. Rather than
address the pandemic, the Legislature has been fling is ime passing non-
pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year andteeing up bills that undercut our
voting rights or pile on more tax cuts.

It doesnothave to be this way. In this newsletter | would liketotalk about
Some of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housingcrisiswe are
facing and to contrast these proacive,pandemic elated measures with some
of the disturbing bills that| believe vl suppress the voteand undermine our
elections. I1| conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard in
Support or opposition tothe bills currently being considered.

Spotlight on Mybillsto Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

I've now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These
bills addresstheshort-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in ou landiord-
tenant act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing.
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$490 milion in rental reie fom the latest federal stimulus package, and that
will bea huge help. This money will be distributed by the AZ Department of
Economic Securityand the legislature is not directly involved in its distribution.
Itis importanttonote that not all families struggiing qualify for this aid and for
‘Some tenants with an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes.
too late. Working vith Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's
some solutions I'm proposing in legislation:

$8168 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 millon to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditionsa landlord's receiptof anyofthis funding
upon its agreementnotto file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Comittee.
Status: Has yet tobeplaced on a Committee agenda

8.1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program” in the AZ Department of Housing
and appropriates $10 milion toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, or
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
general housing maters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements,
eviction and foreclosure processes and referralto housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriationsand Senate Commerce Committees.
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B 1663 state; emergency:eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing
of any fing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment
of ent that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates
of March 11,2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to
inform prospective tenants that they may answer "No record” in responseto an
inquiry, on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the
legislation.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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easy fx and one very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet tobeplaced on a Committee agenda

$B1130; constables;pending eviction notification; mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for ther mileage with respect to any additional
rips they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenanis.
about housing resources. A pilotprojectby Pima County constables found the
number of evictions tumbled afer constables did this basic outreach to inform
tenants in advance ofa pending eviction action and to provide them information
about housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in
High Country News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not
discouraged from making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of
their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Commitee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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8.1039eviction prevention; study commitiee: Establishes a study committee.
on statewide eviction prevention and housing affordabilty and specifies a broad
array fo stakeholderstoserve on the study committee. The Commitee is
charged with determininghow the state can reduce eviction flings and mitigate:
the financial and personal costs of evitionstotenants and landlords, explore.
processes to ensure tenants understand thir rights under the aw, gather
information on housing affordabiltyand propose legislation to address
problems identifiedbythe committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

For those who wish to take a deeper dive in someof additional bils that | have
introduced, please see:

8.1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver
$8162 constable ethics standards board; membership.
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8 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
‘SB 1654 landlord tenant; evictions; forms.

What the Arizona Legislature is doing insteadofeviction-
prevention and pandemic relief:

ButtheArizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises,
butinstead is spending a large amount of fs time and efort keeping ave
conspiracy theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bils to remove
Auizonans from the voting ols, and burdening our lection officials with more
bureaucratic requirementsthat seem to lack al justifcation.

Graphic courtesyofthe New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31,2019.

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple
bills pending in the Arizonalegislaturethat would upend our election and voting
laws. The most extreme bills Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the
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Arizona Legislature to overturn the results ofa presidential election, even after
the counts formally certified by the governor and secretary ofstate— and
even after Congress counts the state's electors. See this arlice for more on this
bill hat completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bis that seek torestrictthe use of main ballots. Arizona
practically invented mail-in ballots and over 80 percent of Arizonans use them,
findingtheygive them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the:
time of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote ata poling
location. | oppose each of these bills hatappear to be an effort by those.
unhappy with the outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are some of the bills | am mostconcerned about. As you can see, many
of the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor
debate and fnal vote.

8.2720: ballots; election contests; certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
‘sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn
the resusof a presidential election.
8.1069 permanent early voting ist eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting list (PEVL) f the voter fails to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election fo two consecutive primary and
general electionsforwhich there was a federal, statewide of legisative race on
the ballot,
Status: Passed the Government Committeeon a party-line vote; waiting
debate on the Senate Floor.

81083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or
a set numberofvotes to one-halfof ane percent, the tigger for an automatic
recount in a primary or general election.
Status: Passed the Government Committeeon a party-line vote; waiting
debate on the Senate Floor.
881020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the abiltyof a county
recorder or other officer in charge of elections to designate emergency non-
electioneering poling places.
Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-ine vote.
$B 1358; recorders; voter registrations; public buildings: Prohibitsa county
recorder from conducting a voter registration ive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not goverment owned.
Status: Passed the Government Comitteeon a party-ine vote.
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B1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Reauires ballos in
counties using voling centers to be separated and grouped by precinct orthe
purposeof a hand count audi.

Status: Passed the Government Comitteeon a party-fine vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easly find my evitin-prevention and housing afordabilty bis
described above, as well as my bilson education, water, criminal justice and
other topics by going to: wwazleg gov, lick ‘Bills, cick “Bis Tracking.”
Hit “Search on let side menu, lick “Sponsors” and search undermy name.
You wil see thelist of bis that ave “prime” sponsored or co-sponsored.
Enjoy!

twill be a Tough Week Ahead
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Tomorrow, the Senate wil spend more countless hours trying to give lf to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
‘sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of
Supervisors in contempt (hich makes them subjectto imprisonment). The
reason? Senate Republicans are upset the Board failed to complytowith a
crazy- broad subpoena from the Chair ofthe Senate Judiciary Committee to
oblain copiesof2.1 millon voted secret ballots and the inspection of cerified
elections equipment by a sketchy auditing company and is instead i pursuing
its own audit, Because | am on the Judiciary Commitee, | am actually named
as a defendant in the County's lawsuit to quash that subpoena!

“The complaintofthe Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Comittee.

Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!
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You can register your support or opposition o particular bills once the bill has.
made itonto a Commitee agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak”
(RTS) system.

Youmay have heard that you needtogo in person to activate your RTS.
account. Lucky, tere is an organization tha can activate your account on
your beh

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voling to request an account They vil
create an accountfo you atthe Capitol and not you when ts ready.

This legisiatve manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system.

Lookout for future emails from me abou specific bls to oppose of support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!
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Graphic courtesyof the New York Times, How to Participate in Polcs.

Another GREAT way to participate: Join ourMarch 6th LD10 Town
Hall

Join us 10:11:30 on Saturday, March Sh for ur next Town Hall Photo from
our Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Or.
Theresa Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stepharie Stah! Hamiton
and I got trifc questions fom those who were abletotune in. We're looking
forward to answering more of your questions on March 6h! You can send in
Your questions anytimeby fling out and submitting tis form before or during
the Town Hall. Welltryto get to as many of your questions aswe cant
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
11y to keep my Facebook page updated with newsof recent events. Email me
Your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg,gov and | il ry fo gt back to
You (but unfortunately, please keep in mind tha, due to volume of emails ts
proving impossible o respond toevery email receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Halll

Best,

Kirsten Engel
Arizona State Senator
Legistue ist 10
Offce Phone: (602) 528.5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter

f
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From: Kirsten Engel
Sent: Friday, March 19, 2021 358 PM
Subject: 896979a5-dc61-4080-943-OBectbcsaffc

MEDIA ALERT: Senate Democrat's Press Conference on Senate Audit of the 2020 Election

IMMEDIATE RELEASE. Josslyn Berry| 602:376:5705

March 19th,2020

PHOENIX- After news that Senate President Karen Fann is discussing using volunteers to count voter’ ballots and an
ongoing lackof transparency with the public, Senate Democrats will hold a press conference with Supervisor Steve.
Gallardo on the Senate Republican's audit o the 2020 election.

WHAT: Senate Democrats’ press conference on Senate audit of 2020 election results

WHEN: Monday, March 22nd at 10:30AM

WHO: Senate Democratic Leader Rebecca Rios, Senator Martin Quezada, Senator Kirsten Engel, and Maricopa
County Supervisor Steve Gallardo.

WHERE: Arizona State Legislature: Rose Garden
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From: Kirsten Engel
Sent: Monday, March 22, 2021 10:06 AM
Subject: 896979a5-dc61-4080-943-OBectbcsaffc

MEDIA ALERT: Senate Democrat's Press Conference on Senate Audit of the 2020 Election

IMMEDIATE RELEASE. Josslyn Berry| 602:376:5705

March 19th,2020

PHOENIX- After news that Senate President Karen Fann is discussing using volunteers to count voter’ ballots and an
ongoing lackof transparency with the public, Senate Democrats will hold a press conference with Supervisor Steve.
Gallardo on the Senate Republican's audit o the 2020 election.

WHAT: Senate Democrats’ press conference on Senate audit of 2020 election results

WHEN: Monday, March 22nd at 10:30AM

WHO: Senate Democratic Leader Rebecca Rios, Senator Martin Quezada, Senator Kirsten Engel, and Maricopa
County Supervisor Steve Gallardo.

WHERE: Arizona State Legislature: Rose Garden
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 5, 2021 6:13:54 PM
To: Barbara Jo Borch <artstar3d@gmail com>
Subject: Re: The AZ Budget stalemate continues

Barbara, tha
Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
6029265178
kengel @azleg gov

Andrea Martinez
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Jun 5, 2021, at 4:10 PM, Barbara Jo Borch <artstar3d@gmail.com> wrote

‘Thank you so very much for keeping me informed! I appreciate your efforts as a senator who
clearly represents your constituency and isdoing
a wonderful job. The governor and his GOP cronies seem more interested in their political careers
than in passing a sensible budget that will help
the citizensofArizona who pay their salaries and expect them to use our taxes wisely, for things
like education. Arizonans have been shamed by
the embarrassing election recount that continues to serve the lie of the stolen election and damages
our democracy. Who paid for this stupidity - was
it the taxpayers? And now the budget fiasco. Please keep up the fight - this has to stop! Thank you
forall you do.
Barbara Jo Borch

On Fri, Jun 4, 2021 at 2:33 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg gov> wrote:
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Dear Friend,
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The Arizona Budget saga continues with no clear resolution in sight. Last week,
after it became clear that the extreme flat tax budget deal worked out between the
Governor and GOP legislative leadership did not have sufficient votes to pass,
both the House and the Senate recessed with the expectation of returning on or
before June 10th

In response, the Governor promptly vetoed 22 bills that the legislature had sent to
his desk. In an editorial published today in the Arizona Daily Star, I tell it lie itis:
Gov. Ducey's veto spree was a blatant budget power play that harms Arizonans
by tossing several good policy proposals and undermining the legislative process.

‘This budgetary train wreck could have been avoided with the exercise of some
basic statesmanship. Statesmanship here would have meant GOP leaders
reaching across the aisle to craft a budget that a true majority of lawmakers could
support. This would be a budget that eschews extreme tax cuts that slash funding
for cities and towns, potentially jeopardizing basic city services, in favor of the
smart investmentof our temporary budget surpluses in COVID recovery for
families and small businesses and services and programs that benefit all
Arizonans.

Unfortunately, statesmanship seems to be in short supply in the Arizona
legislature right now.
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It's not over il its over. I'l keep workingfor a decent budget that reflects your
priorities. In the meantime, however, you can get the latest scoop by tuning into
our LD10 Town Hall tomorrow morning, Saturday June 5th, 10-11 am.! See
details below!
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All my best,
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Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 926-5178
Follow me on Facebook

EB EB EB EB
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From: kengel@azleg gov
Sent: Sunday, July 4, 2021 1:57:30 PM
To: Adam Kinsey <adam(@saguarostrategies com>Chesney Richter

<chesneykrichter@gmail. com>michael @kirstenengel com:Scott Saleska
<srsaleska@gmail com>

Subject: Fwd: Arizona Legislative Report News Notes July 2, 2021

Fyi - Aaron Lieberman claims he raised 250K in 48 hrs for Gov run

Kirsten Engel

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Josselyn Berry <JBerry@azleg gov>
Date: July 2. 2021 at 17:01:55 EDT
To: " SDEMMEMS" <SDEMMEMS@azleg gov, " SDEMSECS" <SDEMSECS@azleg gov>, * Senate
Democratic Staff” <SenateDemocratResearchStafT@azleg gov=, * Senate Democratic Staff Interns"
<SenateDemocraticStaffinterns@azleg gov>
Subject: FW: Arizona Legislative Report News Notes July 2, 2021

From: Luige Delpuerto <Melpuerto@azcapitoltimes.com>
Sent: Friday, July 2, 2021 2:01:48 PM (UTC-07:00) Arizona
To: Josselyn Berry <JBerryQarieg gov>
‘Subject: Arizona Legislative Report News Notes July 2, 2021

Avizona Logislatie
Report

RCEETE

July 2, 2021
COPYRIGHT2021 Arizona Capitol Reports**

DO NOT FORWARD THIS EMAIL. The data that comprises the Arizona Legislative
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Report arefrom copyrighted Arizona Capitol Reports files and are intendedfor the
exclusive use ofour clients. It is illegal 10 reproduce, reprint or electronically
disseminate any of these reportsbyany means without prior written approval.

55th Legislature: 1st Regular Session

THE HOUSE AND SENATE ADJOURNED SINE DIE on June 30, Wednesday, at
4:54pm

55th Legislature; Ist Special Session

THE HOUSE AND SENATE ADJOURNED SINE DIE on June 17, Thursday, at |
pm

NEWS NOTES

DEMOCRATS SEEKING REFERENDUM NEED 118.823 SIGNATURES IN
THREE MONTHS

Dem organizers filed referendums to send two controversial new election laws to the
ballot and are working on another referendum on a budget bill. Eric Kramer, chair of
the Navajo County Democratic Party and the filer of each referendum, told our reporter
hundreds of volunteers have been out collecting signatures for a couple weeks to send
Ugenti-Rita's S1485 (early voting list; eligibility) to the ballot. This morning, Arizona
Deserves Better, which is behind the first referendum effort, filed a new one on H2569
(elections; private funding; prohibition). which prohibits election officals from using
private grants. Kramer said the organizers are working on a third referendum, this time
on $1819 (budget procedures; budget reconciliation; 2021-2022), which contains a
host of last-minute election measures from Fann, Borrelli and Townsend. That bill
creates provisions for ballots printed on security paper, establishes a task force to
investigate social media ites that ban or suspend political accounts, lets the
Legislature appoint someone to review voter rolls, and gives the attomey general
supreme power over election litigation through the endof Bmovich’s and Hobbs
tems. Kramer said he’s working closely with Alison Porter, the Save Our Schools
organizer who was instrumental in referring the 2017 school voucher expansion to the
ballot. Voters soundly rejected the ESA expansion law. The organizers are only using
volunteers to collect signatures now, but plan to use a mix of paid and volunteer
circulators throughout the summer. The group has until Sept. 29, 90 days after sine die,
to collect 118,823 signatures.
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MORE COUNTIES = MORE SUPERVISORS, MORE SPENDING, BIGGER
GOVERNMENT

Rogers plans to slice and dice Maricopa County following a session in which she was
duped by an activist who ran a complex Borat-style stunt to introduce a bill to create a
16th county. The idea started with Kelli Ward, who posed a question to her Twitter
followers askingif Maricopa County should be split into multiple counties because its
population is so much larger than other counties. “1,000 times yes. will propose this
bill unless someone else beats me to it. Will probably have to order a study frst to see
how we would do it” Rogers responded (LINK). This year, Rogers introduced $1653
(study committee; county boundaries; appropriation) and became the latest northern
Arizona politician to propose cutting out the mostly white southern portions of Navajo
‘and Apache counties to form a new county - this time to be called *Sitgreaves.” After
$1653 made it to COW, where Democrats read from a lengthy and racially-charged
document drafted by its main proponent, Jesse Valencia, Valencia sent a mea culpa
explaining that he started the project as a publicity stunt for a film and then kept up his
persona

TILTING AT WINDMILLS IS HARDER THAN IT LOOKS

Fannis the latest elected official to face a recall attempt ~ though the Sedona doctor
organizing it acknowledged that t's a long shot she'll actually face a new election, let
alone be removed from office. William Levinger filed the recall petition last week and
has until Oct. 21 to collect atleast 36,444 signatures to force an election. I think that
it’s possible to gather the signatures, but the district that she represents has decided that
it'sacceptable to have Paul Gosar be their representative to Congress in spite of the
fact that he seems to be opposed to protecting the constitution,” Levinger told our
reporter. His recall effort is based on Fann’s authorization of the Senate's ongoing
audit, which remains murky but will directly or indirectly cost taxpayers millions of
dollars. The Senate is on the hookfor $150,000 in its contract with the CyberNinjas,
$20,000 for security and the costofutilities for two months at Veterans’ Memorial
Coliseum. Maricopa County also needs to buy or lease new election equipment to
replace the equipment the county said was compromised by the audit. “Ifan audit like
this were conducted by Democrats, the Republican party would be howling,” Levinger
said. More than a dozen recall efforts, most led by Trump supporters angry at fellow
Republicans, have already failedthisyear. All five Maricopa County supervisors,
Ducey, Bowers, Hoffman, Hobbs and Finchem survived recall attempts, and Boyer
successfully avoided two. Only one recall succeeded in Arizona's history ~ the effort
to recall $0170 author Russell Pearce, who lost in the election to Jerry Lewis.
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BLACKMAN DISSECTS FAILURE TO PASS EARNED RELEASE CREDITS
BILL

Blackman dedicated the latest episode ofhis “The Walt Blackman Show” podcast to
dissecting the deathof $1064 (eamed release; credits; prisoners), accusing longtime
victims’ rights advocate Steve Twistof using his substantial influence in the Capitol to
Kill the bill “1 will tell my listeners that I worked in good faith, across the aisle, across
all spectrumofgovernment and folks that needed to be involved in the stakeholder
meetings, and worked in good faith, and what happened is the people that did not want
this bill were not working in good faith,” Blackman said in Friday's episode.
Blackman said thebill's opponents claimed it would “defund the police” and lead to
drug and sex traffickers getting timeofftheir sentences, which he said wasn't true,
listing off the types of more serious offenders who would not have been eligible for
early release and saying the savings could have gone into law enforcement and prison
rehabilitative programs. He also touted the support for the bill from longtime anti-tax
advocate Grover Norquist and groups, such as the American Legislative Exchange
‘Council and Americans for Tax Reform. “Its so conservative that other states have
used the languageoffof H2713 and applied it to their states,” Blackman said, referring
tothe original House bill number. Blackman said Twist has Ducey’s ear. “The
legislative body is not. calling the shots for reform in Arizona,” he said. “Special
interests are doing that”

HOFFMANTOSEEKCIVICSCURRICULUM MANDATENEXTYEAR

Although disappointed the legislation was stripped from the final K-12 BRB, Hoffman
expectsa proposal to impose a civics curriculum mandate that would have required
students receive instructions on the evils of communism and totalitarianism to be
introduced next year. He also praised the budget for barring schools from requiring
Covid vaccines or face masks, and for banning certain types of instruction related to
ace, ethnicity or sex. “This bil bans teaching critical race theory in our schools,”
Hoffman said, adding, “Now, critical race theory, just to be clear _. teaches that your
Kid is racist or sexist because of the coloroftheir skin ..” Rodriguez cut himoffwith
an objection, saying he wanted to correct Hoffman under House rule 18D, although he
‘added he would withdraw his objection ifHoffman rephrased to make it clear he is
expressing his opinion. Insteadof rewording, Hoffman thanked Rodriguez for the
‘opportunity to clarify. “Oneofthe most vocal proponentsofcritical race theory, Ibram
Kendi, has described critical race theory and the anti-racism movement as a whole that
the only answer to prior racism is current racism and the only answer to current racism
is future racism,” Hoffman said. The civics education measure was copied from a
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recently passed Florida legislation.

WHAT ABOUT TRANSPARENCY?

Just before adjourning sine die, the Senate officially repealed its Covid emergency
rules. When the Legislature returns next year—or for a special session that Townsend
and no one else believes wil happen ~ lawmakers will no longer be allowed to vote
remotely. But the bulk of the Senate’s Covid restrictions — including the rules that have
kept the public out of the building and that Fann used as an excuse to keep reporters
out of caucus meetings ~ aren't included in the rule change approved by the majority
ofthe Senate. Instead, they're laid out in a Covid-19 protocol document created by
Fann’ office at the beginning of the session, under a Senate rule that gives Fann
‘general control ofthe building. A Senate spokesman did not return our reporter's call
about whether the Covid protocol remains in effect, but it was still being zealously
enforced yesterday. At one point, Marsh had to go downstairs to fll the water bottle of
a teacher playing flute outside because security officers were under orders not to lt the
teacher in even to refill her water in 106-degree heat, our reporter was still blocked
from caucus meetings and staff and pages were still required to wear masks on the
floor.

LEGISLATURE REVERTS TO IN-PERSON VOTING

“The House also voted to repeal Rule 38, its Covid protocols that allow lawmakers to
vote remotely. The House had done more to relax Covid restrictions for lawmakers,

staff and members of the public. Moststaffmembers haven't been wearing masks for
more than a month, and members of the public have been allowed into the House
gallery to observe the proceedings. The House got rid ofits mask mandate for
lawmakers and mostofthe glass partitions dividing lawmakers’ desks in late March
after Ducey issued an executive order overriding local mask mandates

SECRETARY OF STATE CANDIDATES: GREAT JOB, BRNO!

Bolick and Finchem, the two Republican House members who are seeking their party's
nod for Secretary of State, joined Ugenti-Rita in praising the US Supreme Court's 6-3
decision Thursday in Briovich v DNC to uphold Arizona’s ban on ballot harvesting
and its requirement that voters must vote in the correct precinct for their ballots to
count, “Today is a win for Arizona,” Bolick said. “There is more work to do, but Iam
committed to securing Arizona's elections and restoringyourconfidence that your vote
counts.” Finchem also praised the ruling and highlighted his vote for the 2016 law
banning ballot harvesting that was the subject of the challenge
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BLACKMAN CALLS BOLICK DEAR LEADER

In another Secretary of State-race related news, Blackman on Wednesday urged people
join him in contributing to Bolick’s campaign. “As a military combat veteran, I've

seen firsthand what good leadership looks like.” he said. “Shawnna Bolick is that
leader.”

ENJOY THE LONG WEEKEND!

We will not be publishing on Monday in celebrationof Independence Day. We will be
back on Tuesday. In the meantime, whatever you do, have fun!

NEWS RELEASES

Reps. Gallego, Hayes, Adams, and Houlahan lead call

to Invest in and Diversify the Educator Workforce

WASHINGTON, DC - Today, Rep. Ruben Gallego (0-A2), long wilh Reps. Jahana Hayes (O-
CT), Alma Adams (D-NC), Chrissy Houlahan (D-PA) and 18 other Members of Congress, sent
aletter to Senate and House leadership caling on them to enact spending legislation that
reflects President Biden's proposed $9 billion to trai, equip and diversity the American
educator workforce,

The U.S. education system s facing a teacher shortage and teacher diversiy crisis. The
‘COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated this criss, with polis showing that teachers of coor in
particular are more likey to retire cary or leave the profession becauseofthe pandemic. Even
before the pandemic, studies showed that completion of teacher prep programs ell by one-

rd between2010 and 2018 and that whi over half of all students in the U.S. are non-white,
only 20 percent of our teacher workforce is made up of people of colo.

“The letter urges the Appropriations Commitee to begin to address these crises by investing $9
billon o address teacher shortages, improve teacher preparation, srengthen pipelines for
teachers of olor, invest in educator leadership, and help current teachers earn in-demand
credentials. Manyof the leter's proposals are also included in President Biden's American
Familes Plan

“Our teachers and students have faced an incredibly dificult year due o pandemic. AS
teachers, especially teachers of coor, have lef or consider leaving the workforce, he
education system needs a substaniial investment in teacher preparation, diversity, and
retention. The investments outlined in the American Familes Plan including my proposed
Teacher Diversity and Retention Act, wil relieve and strengthenourAmerican education
system, and help ensure every student has access a high qually education.” said Rep.
Ruben Gallego (AZ07). am proud to advocate for teachers and aspiing teachers to receive
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the support they need and to increasingly become a workforce that reflects the diversily of the
Students they serve.”

“Our nation s in the middle ofa teacher shortage — one that is especially prevalent for
educalors of color. This legislation supports the increaseof a diverse workiorce by equipping
‘educators with the tools required to recover from the pandemic, improve classroom
environments, miligate teacher shortages by improving the educator pipeline and curb
retention issues by developingbettercareer advancement opportuniies o leadership. tis
important to priorize educationaswe move forward. This is an important step forward toward
diversiy and retention in the education worklorce,” said Congresswoman Hayes (CT-05).

“Research has shown conclusively that Black students who have just one black teacher are
more likely to enrol in college.” said Congresswoman Adams (NC-12). ‘Hiring and retaining
diverse educators in America’s worklorce ensures that the coming generations of students will
see themselves reflected in the people who will shape them. Im happy 10 join thi effort to
faciltate a more diverse teaching workloroe that will help our students see more opportunities
and possibiies.”

“Our teachers and students have had an unprecedentedly difficult past 15 months.” said
‘Congresswoman Houlahan (PA-06). “We have a responsibity, now more than ever, to
invest inourcountry's future, which means investing in teachers and our kids’ education
“That's why I'm proud to join Representatives Gallego, Hayes and Adams in this effort to invest
in teacher preparation, diversity and retention. As someone who taught high school chemistry,
1 know the profound sacrifices our teachers make o provide our children with the best
education possible. | aso know how important ts for ourstudents 10 see themselves reflected
in their teachers, which is why | believe a more diverse teaching talent poolis So necessary.
‘You can't be what you can' see. Is time every student be able 10 see themselves in the
people who instruct, nurture and teach them. Our education system, communities and country
willbe all the better for i.”

‘Teach Plus CEO and President Roberto J. Rodriguez said: “We applaud Congressman
‘Gallego and Congresswomen Hayes, Adams and Houlahan for taking up President Biden's.
charge to prepare, support and invest in a diverse and talented teaching workiorce. The
American Families Plan is a game changer for the futureof teaching and the teaching
profession. There has never been a more important time to make these investments — our
children’s future depends on it”

‘The NEA applauds Reps. Gallego, Hayes, Adams, and Houlahan for leading this important
letter to acknowledge the historic funding proposed by the American FamiliesPlan to advance
the educator workforce," said Marc Egan, NEA Director of Government of Relations. ‘For
years, the educator profession has faced serious challenges of attrition, only to be hampered
further by the COVID-18 pandemic. Implementing President Bidens proposal to upiit the
educator pipeline would demonstrate Congress's commitment towards retaining profession
ready teachers, and recruiting a diverse educator workforce that accurately reflects the.
Students they serve.”

“As an organization thal advocates for funding for Hispanic-Serving Istiutions, we support
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his legislation that invests in existing programs to further siengthenteacher diversiy
efforts” said HACU President and CEO Antonio R. Flores. ‘Hispanic students account for
27 percent of elementary and secondary U.S. public-school students, yet only § percent of
teachers are Hispanic. Strengthening the pipeline and increasing recruitment and retention of
diverse teachers at Hs and MSs is crucial”

“Fortoo long, our federal goverment has faled o afford every student in America a quay
education regardlessof thelr zip code.” said Khaliah Harris, Team Managing Director for
the Center for American Progress. ‘Priorizing our students and the adults who develop
thems a ciical component of the American Families Plan that Congress must commit 0, and
a pivotal step towards addressing decades of racial and economic injustice.”

Roxanne Garza, Senior Policy Advisor, Education at UnidosUS said: “Latino students,
English leamers, and other underserved student populations have been disproportionately
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. One way to ensure that students have the best chance
forleaming recovery s to make certain tha they have access to qualified teachers that reflect
their racial, cultural, and linguistic background. We strongly support funding provisions in the:
American Famies Plan to recruit, prepare, and retain a more diverse teacher workforce
through the FY2022 appropriations process.”

“This eter has been endorsed by Teach Plus, National Education Association, Center for
American Progress, UnidosUS, Teach forAmerica, National Center for Learming Disabiltes,
Education Trust, New America, TNTP, and Hispanic Association of Colleges and Universities

Reps. Jones, Gallego Introduce Bill to Restore Section

2 of the Voting Rights Act

Hours after the Supreme Court's decision weakening Section 2of the Voting Rights Act,
the Inclusive Elections Actof2021 would restoreandstrengthen this critical provision

WASHINGTON, DC — Today, Reps. Mondaire Jones (D-NY) and RubenGallego (D-
AZ) introduced the Inclusive Elections Act of 2021, legislation t restore Section 2 of the Voting
Rights Act, which bars states and locales from adopting election laws that disparately burden
the voting rights of people of color and linguistic minorities. The bill comes just hours after the:
Supreme Courts devastating decision in Bmovich v. Democratic National Comittee, which
carved loopholes into the law that significantly reduce ts power 0 S10p voter Suppression.

“The Voting Rights Act of 1965 was the crown jewel ofthe Civ Rights movement, but over the
past decade, the Roberts Court has staged an aout assault on the VRA, culminating in
today's Bmovich decision,” said Congressman Mondaire Jones. “At a ime when the voting
rights of Black and brown Americans are under atack to a degree not seen since Jim Crow,
protecting the sacred right 0 vote is more important than ever. The Inclusive Elections Act of
2021 would undo the Supreme Courts destructive decision by outlawing discriminatory voter
Suppression laws like the ones the Court just upheld in Arizona.”
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“Democracy is under attack by state legislatures across the country, including inArizona. The
fight of every Americanto have equal access to the ballot — regardless of their race or politcal
orientation i critical t a functioning democracy. The Supreme Court trampled on that right
today by upholding two Arizona laws that make it harderto vote for Latino, Black, and Native
American communities in particular,” said Congressman Ruben Gallego. “Our very.
democracy is at stake in this ight, and Congress must act. Im proud to introduce this bill with
‘Congressman Jones to protect voters of color rom discrimination and help restore the:
foundation of our democracy.”

State Rep. Aaron Lieberman Raises $250,000 in First

48 Hours of Campaign

90 Percent of Donors Are From Arizona

PHOENIX, AZ - Today State Representative Aaron Lieberman (LD 28) job creator, education
leader and candidate for governor, announced that is campaign raised $250,000 in th first
48 hours since fs launch on June 29.

His faunch video, tilled “Right Leader, Right Now.” can be viewed here, as wel as with
captions in English and Spanish

“Aaron's a diferent kind of candidate, one with a track record of creating jobs while developing
innovative solutions to complex problems, and we're tiled 50 many Arizonans are Supporting
him ight out of the gate,” said Miguel Medrano, campaign manager.

“Aaron is hearing from people throughout he state that they want an end to extreme partisan
dysfunction and a star to real investments in education, healthcare, clean water and ar, so
that we can have a booming economy which helps every Arizonan succeed.” added Medrano.

During is time in the private sector, Aaron founded two organizations, Jumpstart andAcelero
Learning, that have grown to impact nearly 1 millon young chiren and their families whie
‘employing thousands of peopl.

wo

Aaron Lieberman, state representative for Legislative District 28 and a social entrepreneur, is a
candidate for govemor of Arizona. Afer seeing first-hand th effectiveness and success of
early childhood inervention programs, Aaron launched Jumpstar, a national nonprofit to
ensure al chiiren had the opportunity to enter kindergarten prepared to succeed. To date,
more than 50,000 college students have served, working with more than 100,000chidren and
eaming over $200 milion in scholarships through AmeriCorps. Later, he founded Acelero
Learning to close the achievement gap for Head Start chien. Impacting over 40,000 kids
‘every day, children enrolled in Acelero’s programs make gains at nearly three times the
national average. Aaronwas bor and raised in Arizona. He and his wife five in Phoenix,
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where theye raising their two sons. Aaron's daughter s studying history at Yale, his alma
mater

For more information, please visit aarondaz.com. Follow Aaron on Facebook, Twier and
Instagram at @asrondaz.

Mesa Chamber Announces New Green Flag Mesa

Program Participant Business Launch

Mazz Metals & Artwork achieves launch day success through business incubator

{Mesa, AZ] The Mesa Chamber of Commerce is proud to announce that Mazz Metals and
Attwork, an incubator business organized though the Mesa Chamber of Commerce's
innovative Green Flag Mesa partnership with Mesa Community College, officially launched
thei business today. The new business features custom artwork matched wilh unique welded
metal frames in ether a seamless or rustic metal. Orders can be placed oniine.

“Mazz Metals& Aftwork is excited 10 be opening today and we are grateful {0 be a part of the
‘Green Flag Mesa Program. Both Mesa Community College and the Mesa Chamber have been
great partners in helping us get {0 this day.” Shared Laura Sipp, the owner ofthe new
business

“In creating the Green Flag Mesa Program, this is exactly the outcome we had hoped for
shared Sally Harrison, President and CEOof the Mesa Chamber of Commerce. ‘Creating
creative, new businesses s the foundation of helping Mesa excel in the 21% Century.”

Mazz Metals and Artwork i online at mazzmetalandartworks. com

NEWS CLIPS

House ends session with flurry of bills

By Julia Shumway, Nathan Brown Arizona Capitol Times
07:02:21

“The House wrapped up tis year's legisative session by, among other things, voting to give
ural lawmakers more money.

“The Senate voted June 29 to pass HB2053, which increases the dail stipend or ing
expenses for lawmakers outside of Maricopa County during the session. The House followed
Suit June 30. 1s currently set at $80a day for the frst 120 days of the session, dropping fo
520 ater that The bil wil increase t 10 $207 — the averageofthe sx highest monthsof the
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federal employee per de or Maricopa County or the frst 120 days of the session, and cut
itin half after that. (To read more, click here).

GOP lawmakers seek limits on voter power

By Julia Shumway Arizona Capitol
Times 07-0221

In 2022, depending on which advocacy groups succeed in gathering enough suppor, voles
may see questions on their ballot asking abou capping medical debt stopping secretive
election spendingo ending machine counting of alts

TheyI aso be asked to vote to make it more iffcul for ciizens fo make lating laws through
the iniative process, fe legislative Republicans finaly succeeded in sending two infative-
liming referendums to th ballot. (To read more, ick here

Early voter law changed before SCOTUS

ruling

By Howard Fischer Capitol Media
Services 07-02-21

A new ruling upholding Arizona election laws comes as state lawmakers just changed one of

he reasons the U.S. Supreme Court agreed to leave those statutes in place.

In concluding the ban on bllt harvesting does not vila the Voting Rights Act, the court
cited how easy iis for Arzonans to cast early bal, Justice Samuel Alto pointed ou ha,
among other tings, “any vters may ask 0 be sent an early ballot automaticaly i future
elections” That was true a the time the case was argu at the court in March. (To read more,
click here).

Political Notebook: Friese has big haul in

CD 2 race

By Tim Steller,Henry Brean , Danyelle Khmara , Nicole Ludden Arizona Daily
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Sar 07-0221

Thee candidates have already entered he Democratic race in Congressional Distict 2. (To
read more, lick ere)

State budget includes $46M to repave SR-

By Michael Zogg Today's News
Herald 00221

Arizona's sate budge for FY2022 includes $321 milion in road maintenance and expansion
projects including $46.7 millon fo repave State Route 95 fom Lake Havasu City north to
Bullhead Ci,

Rep. Leo Biasiucci (R-Lake Havasu City) has been pushing to obtain fundingfor the repairs he:

says ar long past cue. Pat of the project wil repave the highway rom Lake Havasu Cl
noth 1thejunction with 4. Tha portionofhe repairs wil cost about 26 millon. The state
wil iso epave SRS from ulead Ciy south through Mohave Valley to the bridge leading
into Needles, California, which will cost about $21 million. (To read more, click here).

County jail suffered $300,000 shortfall in

By Sam Ribakoff’ Easter Arizona
Courier 07-02-21

‘Graham County'schief financial officer i blaming COVID-19fora $300,000 shoal in FY20-
21, saying the federal government and Bureauof Indian Affairs sent fr fewer inmates fo the
County 0 be housed last year

The Graham County Board of Supensars voted June 28 0 cover the loss with county general
funds. (To read more, click here).
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Arizona newspaper takes state Senate,

Cyber Ninjas to court for audit info

By Dominick Mastrangelo The Hill
07.0221

Arizona's leading newspapers suing th state Senate and a digital contractor in a bid 10 obtain
information about the GOP-backed audi of the 2020 election resus n Maricopa County

The Arizona Republic reported Thursday has fied a special action in Maricapa County
Superior out seeking nancial recordsand communications about the aud fom the
{Avzona) Senate and Cyber Ninjas the company camying out the audi, (To read mor, cick
here).

Majority more concerned about voting

access than fraud: poll

By Jordan Williams “The Hill

00221

A majority of Americans are concer about having access {0 vot rather than preventing
voterfraud, according o an NPRIPBS NewsHourMarist Poll released Friday.

Vihen it comes to priory in voting laws, 5 percent of respondents said the priory shoud be
“making sure that everyone who wants to vote can do so." (To read more, click here).

End

x
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Subject: Press Conference re: Senate Audit of 2020 Election Results

Location: Rose Garden

start: 312212021 10:15 AM

End: 312212021 11:15 AM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurence: (none)

Organizer: Kirsten Engel

Required Attendees: Kirsten Engel

MEDIA ALERT: Senate Democrat's Press Conference on Senate Audit of the 2020
Election

IMMEDIATE
RELEASE

Josselyn Berry | 602-376-5705

March 1th, 2020

PHOENIX- After news that Senate President Karen Fann is discussing using volunteers
to count voter's ballots and an ongoing lack of transparency with the public, Senate
Democrats will hold a press conference with Supervisor Steve Gallardo on the Senate
Republican's audit of the 2020 election.

WHAT: Senate Democrats’ press conference on Senate audit of 2020 election
results

WHEN: Monday, March 22nd at 10:30AM

WHO: Senate Democratic Leader Rebecca Rios, Senator Martin Quezada, Senator
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Kirsten Engel, and Maricopa County Supervisor Steve Gallardo.

WHERE: Arizona State Legislature: Rose Garden
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:37:58 PM
To: Peter Bengtson <mundo7111@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Comment on: Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunities!

Hi Pete! Yes, that's oneofour problems. All bills are assigned to a committee, but I don't think the RTS
system works unless they appear on an agenda, right? So unfortunately, there i little folks can do other than
writetheir legislators to try to get bills onto an agenda. Sigh

‘Oneofmy more minor bills is on the NREW Senate agenda this week — SCR 1046
htps://www.azleg.gov/legtext/SSleg/IR/ills/SCR1046P. pdf
hutps //apps azleg gov/Bill Status/BillOverview/75911

“The bill is a resolution in supportof outdoor recreation. It was brought to me by Kirk Astroth and outdoor
recreational organizations.

Twould rather oneofmy substantive environmental, climate or water bills had made it onto an agenda, but I
‘would appreciate your support of this resolution!

Thanks for all you do. Wow, 17 comments, that is a lot!

Best,
Kirsten

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
602-926-5178
kengel @azleg gov

Andrea Martinez.
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Feb 7, 2021, at 4:11 PM, Peter Bengtson <mundo71 11@gmail com> wrote:

Senator Engel,

Background:

This morning | responded to Sandy Bahr's Legislative Alert #6 by going on RTS to
support or oppose 17 bills

1 was part of the LD9 group meeting with Victoria Steele at the virtual Environmental Day
atthe Legislature. One of the interesting (to me) items that came up was Victoria's
comment that she was interested in some way to reach out to environmentalists to get
some help supporting bills she sponsored.
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My Comment:

Your message essentially was what Victoria asked for. You described a number of bills
that you thought needed to be passed. However they are not yet assigned to a
committee. Im an RTS guy. | jump on Sandy's legislative alerts over the weekend and
oppose or support the bills. | also send messages to the LDS legislators if she asks.

Getting your message distributed once the bills are assigned to committee plus a simple
support or oppose the bill is easier for me to take action

Thanks for all you are doing in the Legislature. Stay safe up there.

Pete Bengtson

On Sun, Feb 7, 2021 at 2:22 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg gov> wrote
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Dear Friend,
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Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
‘address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filling its time passing non-
pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
Voting rights or pile on more tax cuts.

It does not have to be this way. In this newsletter | would like to talk about some
of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and
to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some of the
disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our elections.
ll conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard - in support or
‘opposition to the bills currently being considered

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

Ive now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These bills
‘address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landiord-tenant
act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing.
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

‘Thousands of Arizona families are at risk of eviction when the moratorium,
‘extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The.
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are large
loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but t doesn't pay rent in arrears or
give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the.
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job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the
paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they are evicted.
Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their credit
that will dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in
today’s New York Times, some families are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid
‘an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and moving in with other family
members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will
be a huge help. This money will be distributed by the AZ Department of Economic
Security and the legislature is not directly involved in its distribution. It is important
to note that not all families struggling qualify for this aid and for some tenants with
an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes too late. Working with
Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's some solutions I'm proposing
in legislation:

SB 1666 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 million to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding upon
its agreement not to file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing and
‘appropriates $10 millon toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, or
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
‘general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements, eviction
‘and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing of
any filing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment of rent
that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates of March
11,2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to inform
prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an inquiry,
on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the legisation

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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Photo courtesy of Tucson.com.

Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-tenant laws.
I have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues, raised by
stakeholders;
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$B 1038 landlord tenant; rent fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
landlords to notify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent
just 5 days before they actually file to do so, oneof the shortest periods for such
notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, often over a weekend, to pull
together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short
time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as five days is
usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive, rental
assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one thing and
‘one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one
Very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending evictionnotification;mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional trips
they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants about
housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the number
of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in
‘advance of a pending eviction action and to provide them information about
housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in High Country.
News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not discouraged from
making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1039 eviction prevention; study committee: Establishes a study committee on
statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array
fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Comittee is charged with
determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and mitigate the financial and
personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensure
tenants understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing
affordability and propose legislation to address problems identified by the
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committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

For those who wish to take a deeper dive in some of additional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

$B 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver
SB 1662 constable ethics standards board; membership
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
$B.1664 landlord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention
and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but
instead is spending a large amount of ts time and effort keeping alive conspiracy
theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bls to removeArizonans from the
Voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack all justification
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple bills
pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting laws.
‘The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the Arizona
Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after the count is
formally certified by the governor and secretary of state — and even after
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Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this bill that
‘completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bills that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
practically invented mail-in ballots and over 80 percentofArizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the time
of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote at a polling location. |
oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the
‘outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are someof the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many of
the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor debate and
final vote.

$B 2720: ballots; election contests certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn the
results of a presidential election

‘SB 1069permanent earlyvoting list;eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting list (PEVL) if the voter fails to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on the
ballot.

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or a
set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recount in a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Foor.

$B1020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the ability of a county recorder
or other officer in chargeofelections to designate emergency non-electioneering
polling places.
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Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

SB 1358:recorders; voter registrations;publicbuildings: - Prohibits a county
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-fine vote.

$B.1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in counties
using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose of a
hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described
above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and other topics by
going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click “Bills Tracking,” hit "Search on left
side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You will see the list of
bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give lfe to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of Supervisors in
‘contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment!). The reason? Senate
Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a crazy- broad subpoena
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from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to obtain copies of 2.1 million
Voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified elections equipment by a
sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing its own audit. Because | am
on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant in the County's
lawsuit to quash that subpoena!

The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
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Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak"
(RTS) system,

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account.
Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will create
‘an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system

Look out for future emails from me about specifi bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How to Participate in Politics.

Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from our
Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa
Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and | got
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terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking forward to
‘answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in your questions
‘anytime by filling out and submitting this form before or during the Town Hall
Well try to get to as many of your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me

your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and | will ry to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails itis
proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,

KE

Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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Peter Bengtson
1280 E. Paseo Pavon
Tucson, AZ 85718
(520) 219-3507
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel dazleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday. December 9, 2020 5:46:36 PM
To: Nick A <econamold @gmail com:Chris Gast <christopher gast@ gmail.com> Chesney

Richter <richtck08@gmail.com>:Stephanie Hamilton <stepstahlhamilton369:@gmail.com=>:cl

Subject: Fwd: In Today's Yellow Sheet
Attachments: 12-9-20.pdr

In Today's Yelow Sheet Dec. 0.2020
ELECTION FRAUD PROTESTERS TARGET BOWERS’ HOME
‘Somebody shared Bowers’ house address and personal phone number
on Twitter yesterday and people angry about lection results began
protesting outside.
‘SHOPE, TOMA, GRANTHAM: IT'S NOT COOL
‘Shope, Toma and Grantham condemn any behavior that escalates to
protests ouside someone's home, hey tod our reporter today.
ARE YOU SURE YOU'RE READY FOR 20212
With just over a month unti members of the 55h Legisaturetake their
Seals, UgenttRia pre-fied the first bil of the 2021 session

YOU'VE GOT TWO YEARS UNTIL THE NEXT ELECTION
Mesnard wanied S1001foan elecion bil he plans 1 iiroduce to
Send a signal {0 volers that the Legislature takes their concerns about
election security Seriously, he todourreporter.

ARIZONA'S VACCINE DOSESTO ARRIVE DEC. 13
“The fst shipments of the COVID-19 vaccine wil armive in Arizona
Sometime next week and wil frst be distributed in Maricopa and Pima
counties, tate ofcials said to0ay

ARIZONA,STATESTARGETFACEBOOKINANTITRUSTLAWSUITBmovih's office s fining 47 oer sales in fling an aniiust lawsuit
against Facebook. he announced today.
‘CONGRESSMEN'S FAVORITE PASTIME
Stanion sn' the first Arizona congressman to propose boycalting
Aizona in response fo an acilon - or naciion - on the part of the stat.

TOVAR KEEPS DUNN'S POLICY ADVISOR
‘Gommissioner-elect Anna Tovar is aleady picking her Corp Comm
staff and she doesn have to go far forherpolicy advisor.

SUBSCRIBERAGREEMENT | PRIVACYNOTICE
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NEWS NOTES AND GOSSIP

ELECTION FRAUD PROTESTERS TARGET BOWERS’ HOME
n siamo oy Somchody shared Bowers’ house address and

OT TE AL[0 [4,[3] personal phone number on Titer yesterday
oy 5 atl Sb and peopl angry about cection resuls began

WY an || protesting ouside. Another protest is expected
| es a FLL I vcnune. Bowers and Fann both hve shir
a own Dept of Public Safty security detail, and

ee Maricopa County Sheriffs deputies monitored
& « ona his property last might because of the protest,
» 2 Dae One of Townsend's Twitter followers shared
Bem Caos Bowers’ Mesa address in response to. a
=e oh 5 Townsend tweet about House Chi of Staff
SON ae Michael Hunter thwarting her attempts to hold

i LOA ~~ an clecton hearing that Bowers had not given
Wo be her permission to have. (Only the Speaker or
A b Senate President can authorize committee
— EERE carings outside of their regularly scheduled

time during the regular session) Nicole Garcia, a candidate for Phoenix City Council who wil proceed to a
runoff cection ths sping, separately tweeted Bowers” personal phone number last night. Addresses are a
mater of public cord — unless one ofthe residents is cligible to have the address protected because he or
She is a judge ora victim of stalking or domestic violence. for example. Elected officials’ addresses, which
are required on candidate fling forms and financial disclosures, are casio to find online, but it sil takes a
certain velof work to get tha information. In response to the doxxing. Townsend twctd ths moming:

1 cannot condone ths action” (LINK). When another Taviter use responded that she could not condone
Bowers" lack of action. Townsend responded. “Me either” (LINK). Townsend did not return a phone call
from our reporter byourdeadline.

SHOPE, TOMA, GRANTHAM: IT’S NOT COOL
Shope.Toma and Grantham condemn any behavior tht escalate to protests outside someon’ hom, hey
told our report today. While they wre refering to Bowers, they sadtheirconcern extends beyond the

speaker's case. Shope publicly called the doxxing and protests ofthe House Speaker “gross” and “crappy”
in separate Tvittr posts. He tod our rerio it's not acceptable” to do tis to anyone, including to Hobbs
ar Mitch McConnell. “You shouldn't have to fear for your safety at your own home,” he said. Shope said
Townsend's teat about not condoning the “action”5 not enough, but “ts a good star Tora, who will
serveasthe next Majority Leader, shared the same sentiment as Shope. “Obviously, concerns me and it
should concem anybody. For me, hk it’s crossing the line,” he old our reporter. He called it “un-
American.” “We don't do hs as Republicans. I's one thing to make yourdispleasurc known o someone
intheir offical capacity - showing upa the Capitol and protesting and what not. I quite another to ty to
terrorize thei family a thei home. he sad. Toma sad he easonthe phone with Bowersasit happened
and could hear cas honking in the background. Grantham, who wil servgs speaker pro tem old our
reporter hecondemnsthe behavior, as well. “Escalating to that level is inappropriate and | condermn it.” he
Said via text.

Page 19 December, 2020
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ARE YOU SURE YOU'RE READY FOR 2021?
With just oeramonth util members ofth 55 Legislatrs ak thee sts, Ugeni-Ritapre-od the frst
illo th 2021 csi: Her SIO0T (sat mpl suger nfo soni 1 a rod of st cars
$1430 (breast implant surgery: informed consent), which passed the Senate unanimously and was approved
by House eh sr but ver rcv lve in th House. Senators wll hve unt Jn. 19andepson unl Fob. to ques il be did. and all 201 ils mut be nod nth Sn

Fob. 1 and the Howse by Feb Fda, Fb. 19, the ast da to hear bills in commis i hiChamberoforigin, while March 26 wil be tet day to hea ls commits dh opposing shar“he 100 ay of sion wll llon Apr 20

YOU'VEGOTTWOYEARSUNTILTHENEXTELECTION
Mesnard wanted $1001for an election bill he Ee i eTins to nds 1 cnt glo tre EERE
thatthe Legislaturetakes theirconcems about | SSR Shin ns HElection sccuty Serious he told ow | IES Sey
reporter. Ugenti-Rita, however, beat him to © ££ = on
dhe number Mesnard said it will sill be his JS iol ae
first bill of the year. The measwre would (0 vas B00
require that counties audit 3 percent of their | + old eRalt, 5 ope 0 he cure santo 0 ABST
requirement that they auc 2 percent. I [oi A fA
would also allow the Atomey General, on (SOMATA Fe o i
Sceretary of State or Legislative Council to (45 10 FsPUT A RS: = Hi
require that an individual county further STI} OTE i 7Ehpt msgs Lk alMaricopa County to cress ts uit 13 percent his yr bt he it hve any authority 10 eqs
Mesnard’s bill would also allow anyone to request a full recount — provided he or she pays for it. Manythr ste ave thi sr in pla bt Agen ony ETI Scouts nCuBr aise ee In
presidental ac, the Sates coun avs would on 8 gered th Tres Dec andes 3Feehan 200 vcs, o 0 of 1 eenofhe vie ah ichves numbers smal, gains reshe recount threshold shiks to thr 50 ves or 10 of 1 percent Mewand acknowledged tht is Ol
ons do anythin 0 sires complsins abot th 2030 cleo, but he Sad 1 cold help bud vor
Confidnes intr lotions. “Wo nd o bend over backard, ose f ots Il bit ofcia money
and takes a little extra effort, toremove as much distrust as possible.” he said.

ARIZONA'S VACCINE DOSES TO ARRIVE DEC. 13
"he fst shipmentsofthe COVID-19 vacine wil rive i Arizona sometime net wick and wil irb
distributed in Maricopa and Pima counties, state officials said today. The state is expecting 383,750 dosesby th end of Decomber and wil ponies heh cane worker, sds of longa crs aie,
educators and vulnerable populations.” The announcement from Dept of Health Services and Ducey’s
office (LINK) provides more clarity on the vaccination planofficials outlined last week. One week after the
states two largest counties receive shipmentsof 47,000 doses to Maricopa and roughly 11,000 for Pima, all
1S coumis, ot es our ribs and som murin flies wil cc dose, well. I's imprint 0 nteht rvs Shipments Fs vain no th sams thin 3 people bin Sh 1 ne vp 10 SG
Doctors told our reporter that next summer seems to be the target for when the virus will be “undercoma and Dr. Can Chit sid 3 muh on KTR ts moming (LIV

rase20r9 [—r
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ARIZONA, STATES TARGET FACEBOOK IN ANTITRUST LAWSUIT
Bmovieh's office is joining 47 other states in fling an antitrust lawsuit against Facebook, he announced
today. The bipartisan sui targetsFacebook'spurchases ofsmaller competitors.suchas Instagram, and its
blocking of some services from third-party apps that could become competitors. “Facebook's dominant
market power has been illegally achieved atthe costofconsumer choice, market innovation, and consumer
privacy,” Bmovich said in a news release. The lawsuit alleges that Faccbook holds an “unprecedented,
virtually 360-degree view of users and their contacts, interests, preferences, and activities” that allows it (0
continue making money from its users ven when i's against those users” interests. The 48 suing sales are
socking a court order to prevent Facebook from continuing to block third-party apps and require that the
company give notice before it spends more than S10 millon 10 acquire another company. In an email,
Jennifer Newstead, Facebook's vice president and general counsel, called the lawsuit “revisionist history,
and a “chilling warming to American business that no sal is ever final.” “Antitrust laws exist fo protect
consumers and promote innovation, no to punish successful businesses” Newstead said. adding Instagram
and WhatsApp became “incredible products” because Facebook invested billions of dollars to develop
features and beter experiences for users. “People and small businesses don't choose 0 use Facebook's fice
services and advertising because they have (0 hey use them because our apps and services deliver the most
value. We are going 10 vigorously defend people's ability o continue making that choice,” she said

CONGRESSMEN’S FAVORITE PASTIME
Stanton isn't the first Arizona congressman to propose boycolting Arizona in response to an action — or
inaction ~ on the part of the state. In 2010, Grijalva proposed a boycott afer the state enacted SBIOT0,
Russell Pearce’s hardline immigration law. Grijalva’s boycott drew a swift backlash. and in the ection
that ar, the veteran legislator faced a political novice, Republican Ruth McClung, who gave him a un for
His moncy. MeClung won 44percentofthe voleto Grijalva’s 30 percentinwhat many viewasarebuke of
the Democrat's boycort. Grijalvahad traditionally won 60 percentofhisdistrictsvote in past lections. He
has since recovered. He won this year's lection with 65%of the vote. Stanton this week said “bad-actor
states and cites” that refuse to impose mask mandates should not get federal aid. “Congress has a
responsibility to put resources in the handsof those who are taking thicriss sriously and these bad actors
can't be trusted.” Stanton said inanews release

TOVAR KEEPS DUNN'S POLICY ADVISOR
Commissioner-lect Anna Tovaris already picking her Corp Comm staff and she docsn't havefo go far for
Her policy advisor. Tovar said she plans to keep Erin Ford Faulhaber, who curtntl serves in tha roe for
Commissioner Boyd Dunn. One GOP railbird said it i unusualfor a policy advisor to jump from a member
ofone party 10 the nex. Tovar didn’t comment further on what madeherdecide o keep Faulhaber on staff

Pagesofy December9, 2020
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PRESS RELEASES AND NEWS CLIPS

Sinema, Kelly: $13 Million in COVID-19 Federal Relief Heads to
Arizona
Arizona Senators Kyrsten Sinema and Mark Kelly announced today that S13 millon in federal COVID
relief funds is heading to the Arizona DepartmentofHealth Services to reimburse the sate for purchases of
gowns, coveralls, disposable thermometers, gloves, and N9S masks to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
“Today's funding will help shore upbudgetsin Arizona and continue (0 help slow the spreadofCOVID-19
and protect frontline health workers caring for Arizona families during the pandemic.” said Sinema.
“These funds are important to ensure Arizona can continu geting our health care workers the protective
equipment they need to safely treat patients as we face ise in COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations. To
slow that rise. all Arizonans should follow public health guidance including wearing masks and social
distancing.” sad Kelly.
“The Department of Homeland Security and Federal Emergency Management Agency funds cover 75% of
the cost share, meaning thataotalof $17.716,359.41 was spent on reimbursable costs from May 7, 2020 to
June 26,2020 for Arizona Departmentof Health Services” response to the COVID-19pandemic.
“These funds were made possible through Sinema’ urgingof the President (0 issue a Major Disaster
DeclarationforArizona, whichallows the state o access more public safety resources fo combat the
coronavirus outbreak

i

Thursday Virtual Roundtable: On the 5th Anniversaryofthe Paris

Climate Accord: Arizona is still in!
(Arizona)-OnThursday. December 10th at 200pm. rableArora ivi, scienceand youth leaders
including Tempe Mayor Corey Woods: Sonia Klinsky. Senior Sustainability Scents, Global Insitute of
Susainability and Innovationa Arizona State Universi: State Senator-lect Kirsten Engel: and Daniela Lopez. a
15-year-old youth climate ead from Mesa. will gather fora virtual roundiabl discussion bout he Pars Climate
Agreement and what it means forArizonacommunis and families.
“This Saturday. December 12, marksthe scar anniversary ofthe landmark Accords that ar simed at limiting the
impacts ofclimate change. Sadly,on November 4h. los than 2 mors ag. heUnited Sates officially of the
agreement and abandoned our position of eaderhip. residen-<lct Joc Biden has said he'll joint: Paris
‘Agreement on day 1. which will mark drastic change in course on climate change policy in the United States.
Whatdoes thismeanfor Arizona? Our panelists will provide some necessary insight and expertise to help that
question
Who:
«State Senator-cect Kirsten Engel
© Mayor Corey Woods, Cityof Tempe
«Sonja Klinsky. Senior Sustainability Scienist, Global InstitueofSustainability and Innovation at Arizora Sate
University
+ Daniella Loper. co-lead for Arizona Youth Climate Coalition
What: Viral Roundable
Where:
+ OnlineviaZoom with RSVP.pleaseemailadam@sagecrecksolutonscon

Page dors December9, 2020
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+ Facebook Live: psy facebook converenis/| TOOS0S300111228/
‘When:Thursday, December 10th at 2:00 PM MST
Contacts:

Sandy Bar, Scr Club - Grand Canyon Chiaptr: (602) 99-5790 sandy bahtasierclu os
Adam Piniey. Sage Creek Solutions: (406) $79-6524 adamsagecresksoluionscom

i

AG Brnovich Joins Multistate Lawsuit Seeking to End Facebook’s
Alleged Illegal Monopoly
Facebook is AccusedofThwariing Competition,Reduced Consumer Privacy for Profits
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Atiorcy General Mark Binovich today joinedabipartisan coalitionof 43 atomeysgeneral
in filinganantitrust lawsuit against Facebook Inc, alleging that he company has and continues to stifle competition
to protect ts monopoly power llgaly. The ws alleges that Facebook violated Section 2 of he Sherman Act and

Section of the Clayton Act by legally acquiring competitors in predatory manner and cuting services fo smaller
threats. depriving users ofthe benefitsofcompetition and reducing privacy proictions along he way — all 0 boost
ts bottom line through increased adscrtising eveme
“Facebook's dominant market power has been egaly achieved at the costofconsumer choice, market innovation.
and consumer privacy.” said General Mark Brnovich. “Our bipartisan coalition of Atoreys General is commited 0
Standing up for llofthe consumers and hardworking small businesses tat ave been Farmed long he way.”
nan effort fo “builda competitive moat”aroun the company and naintain ts market dominance, Facebook employs
variety of methods0 impede competition. The two most utilized srategics avebeen 0) acquire smaller rials
and potential rivals before they could threaten Facebook’ dominance and (i) sufocat and squash third-party
developersthat Faccbook invited 0 wile is platform. These llega tactics rable Facebookto maintain 1s
monopolyoverthe social networking market.
“Reduced Privacy and Foner Options
Faccbook's unl ful monopoly gives i broad discretion 0 set the tems for ho is users private information is
collectedandused 0 further ts business intrest. When Facebook. cuts of integration third-party desclopers, users
anno casily move their owninformation—such as thei listsoffrends— toothersocial networking services. This
decision forces users ociter say puto star her online lives fromscratchif they want (0 try an alcrati.
“The volume,velocity. and varietyofFacebook's use data giv it an unprccedenicd, virally 360-degree view of
users and hei contacts nerests, preferences, and activities. The more usrs Facebook can acquire and comvince (0

Spend additonal time on ts platforms. the more data Facbook can accumulate by sureiling he actites of 1s sers
and hereby increase is monopolistic revenues through adrtising
Because Facbook users havenowhere cls 10 0, the company is abl to make decisions bout how to cure cont
on the platform and use the personal information i colects from users (0 futher is busines incre, evenif those
choices confit withthe ntrests and preferencesofFaccbook users
Since aking office, General Brmovich has prioritized consumer daa privacy. In March 2018, General Brnovich si
Jeter0 Facebook discussing his obligation 15 Atomey Generalto hp “ensure hat the privacy ofthe people of
Arizona is respected and prosrved.” He also mised concerns about Facebook allowing hird-pary application
developers 0 hot oly acces personal dat from Faccbook users but also scauirs comprehensive daa sboufrendsof
those Facsbook users.
Acquisition of Competitive Threats

Faccbook employs unique dta-gatering tools (0 moritor ne apps all nan fort 0 sce whatisgaining traction with
users. That data helps Facebook: select acquisition targets tha pose the rcatst threats to Facebook's dominance.
Once selected. Facebook offers th ads of hese compas vas! amounts of money — that greatly nf the values
ofthe apps 0avoid any competitionfo Faccbookinhe future
“The to most bsious examples ofthis successful strategy were Instagram andWhaispp— ofwhich posedaunique
and direct threat 0 Facebook's monopoly.
Purchaseofinsaeram
‘Aferntaly trying to build isown srsion ofInstagram with elaively low traction Facsbook acquired Instagram

for S1 billion. despite the company not havingaingle cent ofrevenue and valuing self at only $500 millon.
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Facebook offered double he purported valuation of Instagram even though Mark Zuckerberg previously described the
$500 millon value as “crazy.”
PurchaseofWhatspn
While Facebook initially focused on several merging mbile messaging services, WhatsApp was viewed as the
“category leader” withover 400 millon active users worldwide in 2014. Accordingly. WhatsApp. provided the
greatest reat.
Facebook fared Whatspperoding ts monopoly power, and also was concerned that WhatsAppcould ultimately be
bought by competing belemrtl, Google, that had previouslyshown interest in social networking.
“This led Faccbook. in February 2014, toacquire Whas pp for early $19 billion —wildly more than the extravagant
price CEO Zuckerberg had recommended paying a few months carler and the $100 million another conpetior
offered 0 buy the company two years carlcr
Cutting CompetitorsOI from Facchook Overnight
“The miisttecomplaintfurther alles i Facebook targets competitors witha “buy or bury” approach. Ifhey
refuse 0be bough out, Faccbook uscd an “open frsi-closed ter” site tosop compet thas, or deter them
rom competing at the inception. Facebook opened ts platformto apps createdby third-party developers in an flor
10 increase functionalityon thesit and, subscquerly. increase the mumberof users on Facebook. Facebook also
drove traffic 0 third-party it by making i casirfo users (0 sgn in. o hat Facebook could capture valuable data
about is users” o-Faccbook activity and enhance ts ability to target advertising.
‘Afr yearsofpromaling open acces 10 ts platform. in 2011, Facebook began 0 rescindand block accesso the site
10 apps thatFacebook viewed as ctal or potential competitive threats. Facebook understood that am abrupt
ermination ofesiablished access (0th st can be devastating an app — especially one sill elatvely ne (0 the
market. Some ofthese companies experienced almost overnight drop-off in user engagement and downloads, and their
growth alld.
Remedies
“The bipartisan coalitionofsats requests that he court alt Facebook's egal, anticompetitive conduct and block the
company from continuing this behavior n the future. Additionally. he coalition asks the court 10 restrain Facebook
from making further acquisitions valued at or i excess of $10 millon without advance notice. The courts also asked
10require divestiture orrestncturing of llgally acquired companies, or othercure Facebok assets along with any
additional, approprine relict
“The complaint was filed in he U.S. District Courtfo he District ofColumbia
Separately.butincoordination ith the multistate coalition. hs Federal Trade Commission (FTC) today fied a
comphint agains Faccbook n the U.S. District Court forth Districtof Columbia
“This casisbeing handled by Unit Chief Dara Vogel and Assistant Attomey General Christina Grey from the Civil
Ligation Division.
Copy ofthe complint,

AG Brnovich Leads 20-State Amicus Brief Supporting Kentucky
AG’s Defense of State Laws in Federal Court
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Attorney General Mark Brnovich announced today that Arizoe led a20-sae amicus brief
urging the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) fo reverse decision by he Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
hat prevented the Kentucky Attomey General from intervening to defend a sate ln aferth sat official named
declinedto continue defending the law throughth appelile process.
“Avizonans know first-hand how elected oficial can filo respect te la.” said General Brmovich. “Atiomeys
Genera ae duty to ensure stat Fs recive Faith defenseregardless ofthe inactionof other government
officals”
“The mater of sri capitulation in tigationi no reserved fo Kentucky. The Arizona Atorey General's Offic,
for example. has ad 1 ntrvene in several important lectioncasesover the past yearaftr the Arora Secretary of
State failed0 defend challenged laws. One such prominent case, Smovich v DNC. is now before SCOTUS,
The issueof whether an Atos General can interne in federal court fo continue the defenseof a challenged state
Jaw is an important componentofou democratic system of governance. Public oficialar not empowered to repeal
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ty crac sat avsuniter. Fedora courts must pit Aton General cone he deen of sie
‘hen others will ot. Tis uk specthevers: ily 10 letlgsotrsspay fomeenafc nd
reserecs the checks bees willnhe S'S gland pees:
Tie Keck case. he tomes Geert defend he Ste woefffhe Caine for Hal ad Family
Senet (CHI) Th Sct ofHIS sapped bth Gover Whe the CHES hose not 10 sek flr
evi of Sih Cut Cour of Ppa deci. 1h Kemucky AoC Camera ved renhcr
od coin fendinghe I. However he Sih Cru id not allow hs Keacky Atoms enero
nemene. The Kenucks Aor Gono sacking SCOTUSto conor wetherasai orcy ner should be
lowed 10 meen 0deenis Tw. ahr fda coutof Apes alates nd 1c sie oil vill
end
‘Atomey General Bric was fined inthebri by AtoreysGenera eprsening he followin ses Alama,
lk, Arkansas, Goon. Indira Kana, Lows, MKORSpi. Misous, Mom, brs. Oi. OKAbOME
South Caroline,South Dabo, Teese. Teva, Uh and Wee iris
Copy ofAmicusBricf.

Screening Meeting Information for Maricopa County Commission on
Trial Court Appointments
Ti Martcopn County Commission om Trl Court Apis will mt 0 vee 2 aplcions fo two
ances otheSupraCou in Niro County wale by the teen oJudges Doug Gerach nd Jenne
Grin
“he mecing agenda, public stingnot and the applications canbe viewedonlin t the Commission's
website,Bips/AWAaZ6OUTSOVI.
“he meting willbe 5:30: mon Friday, December 1, 2020, in conference room 34 ofthe Ariz Sie
Couns Buin. 1501 W- Washingion Pheri. AZ $3007 Public comment seeped this mesg. however in
one maim social discs hr vs ldSng Wo NY croumgs Saher o Gall ft G3-15-
S533 1h mein aces ode 94 35 478.
1ou wih to al ais meetin. 3 st Sd Swnorton od te Subs f Sour comments0
Blbnca Morensatbmarenoaoutoas to bs 130 im on Friday. December 11 030

Ph

Congressman Biggs Votes Against the NDAA Conference Report
WASHINGTON,D.C. Toni. the Us. House of Represents pas hs Confrence Report .ccompany
THR 353 Alo Thorstery Netona Dose. thrisaion-1 CongressmanBiggs vtedane 4s sonar
report and sed te Followers
port our mills and ase ord in spport of he National Defers thrztonctinprevious ers

Howener, this sears eon of he ND wes chk ull ofectndatmerc reve her odin in
Condconsi vt oppor. Both he policeand proces are brokenor is NDA andhe Foe mt
ein to conser hs bl deran pe ile provers. he contdratons und he NDIA ar oo pornfo them
Jor————"
The NLfl to priorities border security aperatonslog the southern border. I lows or endless wars
coins tspeer. 1 cide my onent ht wondd hve required le Deparment ofDee to

Teprt to Contoson dfs seni letcontr -ind uoes he repel of he Catone
eer aston ont ofthe ones DOhtsv men

Due hese reasons, ad thers. wsford 10 oppose is conference report, support President Tunp's
promiseythslato onc echo is dk andTill do verini porforet Comers
lt he ale fo ove i. econ an ts do ch eerootro. hoe Devcon ollgncn
illohock. 1ale niwork ih Gvot Foo hceesrom he Und Sits Coren
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Sinema Hosts Call with Arizona Mayors and County Leaders to
Answer Coronavirus Surge
Sinema contin holding regula calls with zona masors andcount leaders, Tribal communities, nonprofit
leaders small business owners, andfirst responders
WASHINGTON Arizona srior Srator Kyrsin Sinema hosed call with Arizona mayors and county leaders
about he Coronavirus-reated concerns he importance f slowing the spreadof he virus across Arizona, and what
Sinema is fighting forin next coronavirusrele egishive package.
“Working directly with local leaders (0 sop the spread of the coronavirus anddelivercoronavirus relief (0
communities in need will help save Arizona lives and jobs, and set our cconomy up forafull recovery,” said
Sinema.
Mayors and county leaders from across Arizona joined Sinema on today's cll 0 discuss how 0 stop the spread of
coronavis, provide updates ona ext cororavinus-relicf package, and hear how 10 access coronavins relicl.
resources. Sinema has held regula calls with Arizona non-profit aders, small business owners. and first responders
Sinema has also addeda resources page to her website, wy. inci setaesosoroms for Arizomans looking forthe
aiest information on oronavins.

4

Arizona Transportation Electrification Forum to highlight the
adoption of clean electric vehicles across the state
PHOENIX — The second annual Arizona Transportation Electrification Forum will bing together the key players in
Arizona's growing lect vehicle (EV) sector. including EV manufacturers policymakers. ils, cducators and
imovators. TheForum will convene virwallon Friday,December11,2020,
“The event will feature a viral EV ride and drive, and address variety of opis. including an overview of he EV
market natiomvide and how the market is active and growing in Aizona. The even will lso dive into the synersy
between transportation electrification policies in Arizona and economic recovery policy forts. U.S. Rep. Greg
Stanton will be featuredasthe ey note speaker, highlghing what Arizona can expect from he federal level on
transportation lectrifiction policics. The Forum will so includ an awards ceremony for those lading he cleciric
vehicle transition in Arizona. as wel s videos from EV drivers in he sate. The even wil conclude witha sris of
concurrent case studs focusedon including equity considerations in any transporaton electrification policics and
programs. flee electrification. programsfo th public and privat sectors, and polices cities can adopt 0 advance:
transportation electrification.
(Come eam about the benefits ofcecrfed transportation and what Arizona i lads doing 0 suppor mare EVs on
1c roads, and how Arizona can acceler the adoption of cecric vehicles.
WHAT: Atvona Transporation Electrification Forum

WHEN: Friday, December 11, 8 am—2.00 pm MST
WHERE: Virually on Zoom. regisirtion a aztcforumcom
who: Presence by Plug In America he Energy Policy Innovation Council at Arizona State University
and th Southwest Encray Efficiency Project. Participating organizations include American Lung Association
‘Arsona, Arizona PIRG Education Fund. Arizona Public Servic. Atlas Public Policy. he Elctnfcation Coalition.
EVao, Lucid Motors, Ct ofPhocni. Salt River Project, Siemens, Tucson Electric Power, and Wester Resource
Advocates. U.S. Rep. Gre Stanton of Arizona Congressional Disrct is also our featured speaker. Sosfull sgenda.
About Plug In America: Plug In Americaithe ation’ leading independent consumer vice fo accelerating (he use
of luge cectic vehicles in the Urited Sats. Formed as a non-profit in 2008, Plug In America provides pracical,
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About the Southwest Energy Efficiency Project:

»
“It’scrossing the line.”

» ima, on behavior thatescalates and leads to protests outsideOF THE DAY? Jims cross tosis is

ansevosess 2505s



From: Kirsten Engel<kengel @azleg.gov>
Sent: ‘Wednesday, December 9, 2020 5:46:42 PM
To: Nick A <econamold@gmail com>;Chris Gast <christopher gastgmail com> Chesney

Richter <richtck08@gmail com> Stephanie Hamilton
<stepstahlhamilion369@gmail.com>:Claire Knipe <claire @arizonalist org>

Subject: Fud: In Today's Yellow Sheet
Attachments: 12-920 pdf

1n Today's Yellow Sheet Dec. 9.2020
ELECTION FRAUD PROTESTERS TARGET BOWERS" HOME
‘Somebody shared Bowers’ house address and personal phone number
on Twitter yesterday and people angry about election resus began
protesting outside.

SHOPE, TOMA,GRANTHAM:IT'S NOTCOOL
‘Shope. Toma and Grantham condemn any behavior that escalates to
protests outside someone's home, they toki ourreporter today.

AREYOUSUREYOU'REREADYFOR20212
With justover a month uni members of the 55th Legislature take their
seats, Ugenti-Ria pre-fied the first bil ofthe 2021 session.

YOU'VE GOT TWO YEARS UNTIL THE NEXT ELECTION
Mesnard waned $1001 for an election bill he plans o introduce to
send a signal to voters that theLegislaturetakes their concems about
election security seriously, he told our reporter.

ARIZONA'S VACCINE DOSES TO ARRIVE DEC. 13
“The first shipments of the COVID-19vaccinewil arive in Arizona
Sometime next week and wil first be distributed in Maricopa and Pima
counties, state officials said today.

ARIZONA, STATES TARGET FACEBOOK IN ANTITRUST LAWSUIT
Bimovichs officeis joining 47 other states in fing an anirust lawsuit.
against Facebook, he announced today.

CONGRESSMEN'S FAVORITE PASTIME
Stanton isn the first Arizona congressman to propose boycotting
Arizona in response to an action  o inaction — on the part of the state.

TOVAR KEEPS DUNN'S POLICY ADVISOR
Commissioner-elect Anna Tovar is already picking her Corp Comm

staff and she doesn't have to go far for her policy advisor.
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NEWS NOTES AND GOSSIP

ELECTION FRAUD PROTESTERS TARGET BOWERS’ HOME
n siamo oy Somchody shared Bowers’ house address and

OT TE AL[0 [4,[3] personal phone number on Titer yesterday
oy 5 atl Sb and peopl angry about cection resuls began

WY an || protesting ouside. Another protest is expected
| es a FLL I vcnune. Bowers and Fann both hve shir
a own Dept of Public Safty security detail, and

ee Maricopa County Sheriffs deputies monitored
& « ona his property last might because of the protest,
» 2 Dae One of Townsend's Twitter followers shared
Bem Caos Bowers’ Mesa address in response to. a
=e oh 5 Townsend tweet about House Chi of Staff
SON ae Michael Hunter thwarting her attempts to hold

i LOA ~~ an clecton hearing that Bowers had not given
Wo be her permission to have. (Only the Speaker or
A b Senate President can authorize committee
— EERE carings outside of their regularly scheduled

time during the regular session) Nicole Garcia, a candidate for Phoenix City Council who wil proceed to a
runoff cection ths sping, separately tweeted Bowers” personal phone number last night. Addresses are a
mater of public cord — unless one ofthe residents is cligible to have the address protected because he or
She is a judge ora victim of stalking or domestic violence. for example. Elected officials’ addresses, which
are required on candidate fling forms and financial disclosures, are casio to find online, but it sil takes a
certain velof work to get tha information. In response to the doxxing. Townsend twctd ths moming:

1 cannot condone ths action” (LINK). When another Taviter use responded that she could not condone
Bowers" lack of action. Townsend responded. “Me either” (LINK). Townsend did not return a phone call
from our reporter byourdeadline.

SHOPE, TOMA, GRANTHAM: IT’S NOT COOL
Shope.Toma and Grantham condemn any behavior tht escalate to protests outside someon’ hom, hey
told our report today. While they wre refering to Bowers, they sadtheirconcern extends beyond the

speaker's case. Shope publicly called the doxxing and protests ofthe House Speaker “gross” and “crappy”
in separate Tvittr posts. He tod our rerio it's not acceptable” to do tis to anyone, including to Hobbs
ar Mitch McConnell. “You shouldn't have to fear for your safety at your own home,” he said. Shope said
Townsend's teat about not condoning the “action”5 not enough, but “ts a good star Tora, who will
serveasthe next Majority Leader, shared the same sentiment as Shope. “Obviously, concerns me and it
should concem anybody. For me, hk it’s crossing the line,” he old our reporter. He called it “un-
American.” “We don't do hs as Republicans. I's one thing to make yourdispleasurc known o someone
intheir offical capacity - showing upa the Capitol and protesting and what not. I quite another to ty to
terrorize thei family a thei home. he sad. Toma sad he easonthe phone with Bowersasit happened
and could hear cas honking in the background. Grantham, who wil servgs speaker pro tem old our
reporter hecondemnsthe behavior, as well. “Escalating to that level is inappropriate and | condermn it.” he
Said via text.
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AREYOUSUREYOU'REREADYFOR20212
With just overamonth until membersofthe 35th Legislature take their seats, Ugenii-Rita pre-filed the first
bill of the 2021 session. Her S100] (breast implant surgery: informed conse) is a retrod of last year's
1439 (breast implant surgery: informed consent), which passed the Senate unanimously and was approved
by House hel-hu ser but never received a final vote in the House. Senators wil have nil Jan. 19 and
representatives until Feb. 5 to request bills be drafted, and al 2021 bills must be introduced in the Senate
by Feb. | and the House by Feb 8. Friday, Feb. 19, is the last day to hear bills in commities in their
chamberof origin, while March 26 will be th last day to hear bis in committeesin the opposing chamber.
“The 100th day ofsession will alon April 20.

YOU'VEGOTTWOYEARSUNTILTHENEXTELECTION
Mesnard wanted S101foran election bill he TT ro
plans to introduce to sendasignal to voters || ,
thatthe Legislaturetakes theirconcems about | SSR Shin ns HE
election sccurity seriously, he told our | oe
reporter. Ugenti-Rita, however, beat him to | CESS a
dhe number Mesnard said it will sill be bis|) ee
first bill of the year. The measwre would (0 vas B00
require that counties audit 5 percentof their ++ = .
ballots,as opposed to the current story yt GURL r

would also allow the Atomey General, on(SOMATA Fe o i
Secretary of State or Legislative Council to [45 TR i z iiTT
require that an individual county further = GF 'WOTERS:T [i
increase the audit percentage. Brmovich asked 4. iat HHL
Maricopa County o increase its audit to 5 percent this year, but he didn’t have any authority (0 requir it.
Mesnard’s bil would also allow anyone 10 request a full écount — provided he or she pays for it. Many
other states have his feature in place, but Arizona only permits recounts in extraordinarily close races. In a
presidential race. the state's recount laws would only gt triggered if the difference between candidates is
less than 200 votes, or 1/10 of | percentof the votes cast, whichever number is smaller. In legislative races.
the recount threshold shrinks to cither 50 votes or 1/10 of 1 percent. Mesnard acknowledged that his bil
won't do anything to address complaints about the 2020 lection, but he said it could help build voter
confidence in future elections. “We need to bend over backwards, even i it costs a tle bit ofextra money
and takes afte extra effort toremoveas much distrust as possible.” he said.

ARIZONA'S VACCINE DOSES TO ARRIVE DEC. 13
“The first shipments ofthe COVID-19 vaccine vil amie in Arizona sometime nest week and will first be
distributed in Maricopa and Pima counties, state officials said today. The sate is expecting 383,750 doses
by the end of December and will prioritize “health care workers. residents of long-tem care faclitics,
educators and vulnerable populations.” The announcement from Dept of Health Services and Ducey’s

office (LINK) provides more clarity on the vaccination planofficialsoutlined last weck. One weekaferthe
state's two largest counties receive shipmentsof47,000 doses to Maricopa and roughly 11,000 for Pima, all
15 counties,a leastfour tribes and some nursing faclitics will receive doses. as wel. I's important 0 ote
that receiving shipments of the vaccine is not the same thing as people being able to line up to receive it.
Doctors told our reporter that next summer seems (© be the target for when the virus will be “under
control.” and Dr. Cara Christ sid as much on KTAR this moming (LINK
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ARIZONA, STATES TARGET FACEBOOK IN ANTITRUST LAWSUIT
Bmovieh's office is joining 47 other states in fling an antitrust lawsuit against Facebook, he announced
today. The bipartisan sui targetsFacebook'spurchases ofsmaller competitors.suchas Instagram, and its
blocking of some services from third-party apps that could become competitors. “Facebook's dominant
market power has been illegally achieved atthe costofconsumer choice, market innovation, and consumer
privacy,” Bmovich said in a news release. The lawsuit alleges that Faccbook holds an “unprecedented,
virtually 360-degree view of users and their contacts, interests, preferences, and activities” that allows it (0
continue making money from its users ven when i's against those users” interests. The 48 suing sales are
socking a court order to prevent Facebook from continuing to block third-party apps and require that the
company give notice before it spends more than S10 millon 10 acquire another company. In an email,
Jennifer Newstead, Facebook's vice president and general counsel, called the lawsuit “revisionist history,
and a “chilling warming to American business that no sal is ever final.” “Antitrust laws exist fo protect
consumers and promote innovation, no to punish successful businesses” Newstead said. adding Instagram
and WhatsApp became “incredible products” because Facebook invested billions of dollars to develop
features and beter experiences for users. “People and small businesses don't choose 0 use Facebook's fice
services and advertising because they have (0 hey use them because our apps and services deliver the most
value. We are going 10 vigorously defend people's ability o continue making that choice,” she said

CONGRESSMEN’S FAVORITE PASTIME
Stanton isn't the first Arizona congressman to propose boycolting Arizona in response to an action — or
inaction ~ on the part of the state. In 2010, Grijalva proposed a boycott afer the state enacted SBIOT0,
Russell Pearce’s hardline immigration law. Grijalva’s boycott drew a swift backlash. and in the ection
that ar, the veteran legislator faced a political novice, Republican Ruth McClung, who gave him a un for
His moncy. MeClung won 44percentofthe voleto Grijalva’s 30 percentinwhat many viewasarebuke of
the Democrat's boycort. Grijalvahad traditionally won 60 percentofhisdistrictsvote in past lections. He
has since recovered. He won this year's lection with 65%of the vote. Stanton this week said “bad-actor
states and cites” that refuse to impose mask mandates should not get federal aid. “Congress has a
responsibility to put resources in the handsof those who are taking thicriss sriously and these bad actors
can't be trusted.” Stanton said inanews release

TOVAR KEEPS DUNN'S POLICY ADVISOR
Commissioner-lect Anna Tovaris already picking her Corp Comm staff and she docsn't havefo go far for
Her policy advisor. Tovar said she plans to keep Erin Ford Faulhaber, who curtntl serves in tha roe for
Commissioner Boyd Dunn. One GOP railbird said it i unusualfor a policy advisor to jump from a member
ofone party 10 the nex. Tovar didn’t comment further on what madeherdecide o keep Faulhaber on staff
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PRESS RELEASES AND NEWS CLIPS

Sinema, Kelly: $13 Million in COVID-19 Federal Relief Heads to
Arizona
Arizona Senators Kyrsten Sinema and Mark Kelly announced today that S13 millon in federal COVID
relief funds is heading to the Arizona DepartmentofHealth Services to reimburse the sate for purchases of
gowns, coveralls, disposable thermometers, gloves, and N9S masks to prevent the spread of COVID-19.
“Today's funding will help shore upbudgetsin Arizona and continue (0 help slow the spreadofCOVID-19
and protect frontline health workers caring for Arizona families during the pandemic.” said Sinema.
“These funds are important to ensure Arizona can continu geting our health care workers the protective
equipment they need to safely treat patients as we face ise in COVID-19 cases and hospitalizations. To
slow that rise. all Arizonans should follow public health guidance including wearing masks and social
distancing.” sad Kelly.
“The Department of Homeland Security and Federal Emergency Management Agency funds cover 75% of
the cost share, meaning thataotalof $17.716,359.41 was spent on reimbursable costs from May 7, 2020 to
June 26,2020 for Arizona Departmentof Health Services” response to the COVID-19pandemic.
“These funds were made possible through Sinema’ urgingof the President (0 issue a Major Disaster
DeclarationforArizona, whichallows the state o access more public safety resources fo combat the
coronavirus outbreak

i

Thursday Virtual Roundtable: On the 5th Anniversaryofthe Paris

Climate Accord: Arizona is still in!
(Arizona)-OnThursday. December 10th at 200pm. rableArora ivi, scienceand youth leaders
including Tempe Mayor Corey Woods: Sonia Klinsky. Senior Sustainability Scents, Global Insitute of
Susainability and Innovationa Arizona State Universi: State Senator-lect Kirsten Engel: and Daniela Lopez. a
15-year-old youth climate ead from Mesa. will gather fora virtual roundiabl discussion bout he Pars Climate
Agreement and what it means forArizonacommunis and families.
“This Saturday. December 12, marksthe scar anniversary ofthe landmark Accords that ar simed at limiting the
impacts ofclimate change. Sadly,on November 4h. los than 2 mors ag. heUnited Sates officially of the
agreement and abandoned our position of eaderhip. residen-<lct Joc Biden has said he'll joint: Paris
‘Agreement on day 1. which will mark drastic change in course on climate change policy in the United States.
Whatdoes thismeanfor Arizona? Our panelists will provide some necessary insight and expertise to help that
question
Who:
«State Senator-cect Kirsten Engel
© Mayor Corey Woods, Cityof Tempe
«Sonja Klinsky. Senior Sustainability Scienist, Global InstitueofSustainability and Innovation at Arizora Sate
University
+ Daniella Loper. co-lead for Arizona Youth Climate Coalition
What: Viral Roundable
Where:
+ OnlineviaZoom with RSVP.pleaseemailadam@sagecrecksolutonscon
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+ Facebook Live: psy facebook converenis/| TOOS0S300111228/
‘When:Thursday, December 10th at 2:00 PM MST
Contacts:

Sandy Bar, Scr Club - Grand Canyon Chiaptr: (602) 99-5790 sandy bahtasierclu os
Adam Piniey. Sage Creek Solutions: (406) $79-6524 adamsagecresksoluionscom

i

AG Brnovich Joins Multistate Lawsuit Seeking to End Facebook’s
Alleged Illegal Monopoly
Facebook is AccusedofThwariing Competition,Reduced Consumer Privacy for Profits
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Atiorcy General Mark Binovich today joinedabipartisan coalitionof 43 atomeysgeneral
in filinganantitrust lawsuit against Facebook Inc, alleging that he company has and continues to stifle competition
to protect ts monopoly power llgaly. The ws alleges that Facebook violated Section 2 of he Sherman Act and

Section of the Clayton Act by legally acquiring competitors in predatory manner and cuting services fo smaller
threats. depriving users ofthe benefitsofcompetition and reducing privacy proictions along he way — all 0 boost
ts bottom line through increased adscrtising eveme
“Facebook's dominant market power has been egaly achieved at the costofconsumer choice, market innovation.
and consumer privacy.” said General Mark Brnovich. “Our bipartisan coalition of Atoreys General is commited 0
Standing up for llofthe consumers and hardworking small businesses tat ave been Farmed long he way.”
nan effort fo “builda competitive moat”aroun the company and naintain ts market dominance, Facebook employs
variety of methods0 impede competition. The two most utilized srategics avebeen 0) acquire smaller rials
and potential rivals before they could threaten Facebook’ dominance and (i) sufocat and squash third-party
developersthat Faccbook invited 0 wile is platform. These llega tactics rable Facebookto maintain 1s
monopolyoverthe social networking market.
“Reduced Privacy and Foner Options
Faccbook's unl ful monopoly gives i broad discretion 0 set the tems for ho is users private information is
collectedandused 0 further ts business intrest. When Facebook. cuts of integration third-party desclopers, users
anno casily move their owninformation—such as thei listsoffrends— toothersocial networking services. This
decision forces users ociter say puto star her online lives fromscratchif they want (0 try an alcrati.
“The volume,velocity. and varietyofFacebook's use data giv it an unprccedenicd, virally 360-degree view of
users and hei contacts nerests, preferences, and activities. The more usrs Facebook can acquire and comvince (0

Spend additonal time on ts platforms. the more data Facbook can accumulate by sureiling he actites of 1s sers
and hereby increase is monopolistic revenues through adrtising
Because Facbook users havenowhere cls 10 0, the company is abl to make decisions bout how to cure cont
on the platform and use the personal information i colects from users (0 futher is busines incre, evenif those
choices confit withthe ntrests and preferencesofFaccbook users
Since aking office, General Brmovich has prioritized consumer daa privacy. In March 2018, General Brnovich si
Jeter0 Facebook discussing his obligation 15 Atomey Generalto hp “ensure hat the privacy ofthe people of
Arizona is respected and prosrved.” He also mised concerns about Facebook allowing hird-pary application
developers 0 hot oly acces personal dat from Faccbook users but also scauirs comprehensive daa sboufrendsof
those Facsbook users.
Acquisition of Competitive Threats

Faccbook employs unique dta-gatering tools (0 moritor ne apps all nan fort 0 sce whatisgaining traction with
users. That data helps Facebook: select acquisition targets tha pose the rcatst threats to Facebook's dominance.
Once selected. Facebook offers th ads of hese compas vas! amounts of money — that greatly nf the values
ofthe apps 0avoid any competitionfo Faccbookinhe future
“The to most bsious examples ofthis successful strategy were Instagram andWhaispp— ofwhich posedaunique
and direct threat 0 Facebook's monopoly.
Purchaseofinsaeram
‘After ntaly trying to build isown srsion ofInstagram with elaively low traction Facsbook acquired Instagram

for S1 billion. despite the company not havingaingle cent ofrevenue and valuing self at only $500 millon.
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Facebook offered double he purported valuation of Instagram even though Mark Zuckerberg previously described the
$500 millon value as “crazy.”
PurchaseofWhatspn
While Facebook initially focused on several merging mbile messaging services, WhatsApp was viewed as the
“category leader” withover 400 millon active users worldwide in 2014. Accordingly. WhatsApp. provided the
greatest reat.
Facebook fared Whatspperoding ts monopoly power, and also was concerned that WhatsAppcould ultimately be
bought by competing belemrtl, Google, that had previouslyshown interest in social networking.
“This led Faccbook. in February 2014, toacquire Whas pp for early $19 billion —wildly more than the extravagant
price CEO Zuckerberg had recommended paying a few months carler and the $100 million another conpetior
offered 0 buy the company two years carlcr
Cutting CompetitorsOI from Facchook Overnight
“The miisttecomplaintfurther alles i Facebook targets competitors witha “buy or bury” approach. Ifhey
refuse 0be bough out, Faccbook uscd an “open frsi-closed ter” site tosop compet thas, or deter them
rom competing at the inception. Facebook opened ts platformto apps createdby third-party developers in an flor
10 increase functionalityon thesit and, subscquerly. increase the mumberof users on Facebook. Facebook also
drove traffic 0 third-party it by making i casirfo users (0 sgn in. o hat Facebook could capture valuable data
about is users” o-Faccbook activity and enhance ts ability to target advertising.
‘Afr yearsofpromaling open acces 10 ts platform. in 2011, Facebook began 0 rescindand block accesso the site
10 apps thatFacebook viewed as ctal or potential competitive threats. Facebook understood that am abrupt
ermination ofesiablished access (0th st can be devastating an app — especially one sill elatvely ne (0 the
market. Some ofthese companies experienced almost overnight drop-off in user engagement and downloads, and their
growth alld.
Remedies
“The bipartisan coalitionofsats requests that he court alt Facebook's egal, anticompetitive conduct and block the
company from continuing this behavior n the future. Additionally. he coalition asks the court 10 restrain Facebook
from making further acquisitions valued at or i excess of $10 millon without advance notice. The courts also asked
10require divestiture orrestncturing of llgally acquired companies, or othercure Facebok assets along with any
additional, approprine relict
“The complaint was filed in he U.S. District Courtfo he District ofColumbia
Separately.butincoordination ith the multistate coalition. hs Federal Trade Commission (FTC) today fied a
comphint agains Faccbook n the U.S. District Court forth Districtof Columbia
“This casisbeing handled by Unit Chief Dara Vogel and Assistant Attomey General Christina Grey from the Civil
Ligation Division.
Copy ofthe complint,

AG Brnovich Leads 20-State Amicus Brief Supporting Kentucky
AG’s Defense of State Laws in Federal Court
WASHINGTON, D.C. - Attorney General Mark Brnovich announced today that Arizoe led a20-sae amicus brief
urging the Supreme Court of the United States (SCOTUS) fo reverse decision by he Sixth Circuit Court of Appeals
hat prevented the Kentucky Attomey General from intervening to defend a sate ln aferth sat official named
declinedto continue defending the law throughth appelile process.
“Avizonans know first-hand how elected oficial can filo respect te la.” said General Brmovich. “Atiomeys
Genera ae duty to ensure stat Fs recive Faith defenseregardless ofthe inactionof other government
officals”
“The mater of sri capitulation in tigationi no reserved fo Kentucky. The Arizona Atorey General's Offic,
for example. has ad 1 ntrvene in several important lectioncasesover the past yearaftr the Arora Secretary of
State failed0 defend challenged laws. One such prominent case, Smovich v DNC. is now before SCOTUS,
The issueof whether an Atos General can interne in federal court fo continue the defenseof a challenged state
Jaw is an important componentofou democratic system of governance. Public oficialar not empowered to repeal
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ty crac sat avsuniter. Federal courts must pit Atos General cone he deen of sie
‘hen others will ot. Tis uk specthevers: ily 10 letlgsotrsspay fomeenafc nd
reserecs the checks bees willnhe S'S gland pees:
Tie Ketek case. he tomes Geert defend he Ste woefffhe Caine for Hal ad Family
Senet (CHI) Th Sct ofHIS sapped bth Gover Whe the CHES hose not 10 sek flr
evi of Sih Cut Cour of Ppa deci. 1h Kemucky AoC Camera ved renhcr
od coin fendinghe I. However he Sih Cru id not allow hs Keacky Atoms enero
nemene. The Kenucks Aor Gono sacking SCOTUSto conor wetherasai orcy ner should be
lowed 10 meen 0deenis Tw. ahr fda coutof Apes alates nd 1c sie oil vill
end
‘Atomey General Bric was fined inthebri by AtoreysGenera eprsening he followin ses Alama,
lk, Arkansas, Goon. Indira Kana, Lows, MKORSpi. Misous, Mom, brs. Oi. OKAbOME
South Caroline,South Dabo, Teese. Teva, Uh and Wee iris
Copy ofAmicusBricf.

Screening Meeting Information for Maricopa County Commission on
Trial Court Appointments
Ti Martcopn County Commission om Trl Court Apis will mt 0 vee 2 aplcions fo two
ances otheSupraCou in Niro County wale by the teen oJods Doug Gerach nd Jenne
Grin
“he mecing agenda, public stingnot and the applications canbe viewedonlin t the Commission's
website,Bips/AWAaZ6OUTSOVI.
“he meting willbe 5.30: m on Friday, December 1, 2020, in conference room 34 ofthe Ariz Sie
Couns Buin. 1501 W- Washingion Pheri. AZ $3007 Public comment seeped this mesg. however in
one maim social discs hr vs ldSng Wo NY croumgs Saher o Gall ft G3-15-
S533 1h mein aces ode 94 35 478.
1ou wih to al ais meetin. 3 st Sd Swnorton od te Subs f Sour comments0
Blbnca Morensatbmarenoaoutoas to bs 130 im on Friday. December 11 030

Ph

Congressman Biggs Votes Against the NDAA Conference Report
WASHINGTON,D.C. Toni. the Us. House of Represents pas hs Confrence Report .ccompany
HR 353 Alo Thorstery Netona Dose. thrisaion-1 CongressmanBiggs vtedane 4s sonar
report and sed te Followers
port our mills and ase ord in spport of he National Defers thrztonctinprevious ers

Howener, this sears eon of he ND wes chk ull ofectndatmerc reve her odin in
Condconsi vt oppor. Both he policeand proces are brokenor is NDA andhe Foe mt
ein to conser hs bl deran pe ile provers. he contdratons und he NDIA ar oo pornfo them
Jor————"
The NLfl to priorities border security aperatonslog the southern border. I lows or endless wars
coins tspeer. 1 cide my onent ht wondd hve required le Deparment ofDee to

Teprt to Contoson dfs seni letcontr -ind uoes he repel of he Catone
eer aston ont ofthe ones DOhtsvmn

Due hese reasons, ad thers. wsford 10 oppose is conference report, support President Tunp's
promiseythslato onc echo is dk andTill do verini porforet Comers
lt he ale fo ove i. econ an ts do ch eerootro. hoe Devcon ollgncn
illohock. 1ale niwork ih Gvot Foo hceesrom he Und Sits Coren
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Sinema Hosts Call with Arizona Mayors and County Leaders to
Answer Coronavirus Surge
Sinema contin holding regula calls with zona masors andcount leaders, Tribal communities, nonprofit
leaders small business owners, andfirst responders
WASHINGTON Arizona srior Srator Kyrsin Sinema hosed call with Arizona mayors and county leaders
about he Coronavirus-reated concerns he importance f slowing the spreadof he virus across Arizona, and what
Sinema is fighting forin next coronavirusrelelegislative package.
“Working directly with local leaders (0 sop the spread of the coronavirus anddelivercoronavirus relief (0
communities in need will help save Arizona lives and jobs, and set our cconomy up forafull recovery,” said
Sinema.
Mayors and county leaders from across Arizona joined Sinema on today's cll 0 discuss how 0 stop the spread of
coronavis, provide updates ona ext cororavinus-relicf package, and hear how 10 access coronavins relicl.
resources. Sinema has held regula calls with Arizona non-profit aders, small business owners. and first responders
Sinema has also addeda resources page to her website, wy. inci setaesosoroms for Arizomans looking forthe
aiest information on oronavins.

4

Arizona Transportation Electrification Forum to highlight the
adoption of clean electric vehicles across the state
PHOENIX - The second annual Arizona Transportation Electrification Forum will bing together the key players in
Arizona's growing lect vehicle (EV) sector. including EV manufacturers policymakers. ils, cducators and
imovators. TheForum will convene virwallon Friday,December11,2020,
“The event will feature a viral EV ride and drive, and address variety of opis. including an overview of he EV
market natiomvide and how the market is active and growing in Aizona. The even will lso dive into the synersy
between transportation electrification policies in Arizona and economic recovery policy forts. U.S. Rep. Greg
Stanton will be featuredasthe ey note speaker, highlghing what Arizona can expect from he federal level on
transportation lectrifiction policics. The Forum will so includ an awards ceremony for those lading he cleciric
vehicle transition in Arizona. as wel s videos from EV drivers in he sate. The even wil conclude witha sris of
concurrent case studs focusedon including equity considerations in any transporaton electrification policics and
programs. flee electrification. programsfo th public and privat sectors, and polices cities can adopt 0 advance:
transportation electrification.
(Come eam about the benefits ofcecrfed transportation and what Arizona i lads doing 0 suppor mare EVs on
1c roads, and how Arizona can acceler the adoption of cecric vehicles.
WHAT: Atvona Transporation Electrification Forum

WHEN: Friday, December 11, 8 am—2.00 pm MST
WHERE: Virually on Zoom. regisirtion a aztcforumcom
who: Presence by Plug In America he Energy Policy Innovation Council at Arizona State University
and th Southwest Encray Efficiency Project. Participating organizations include American Lung Association
‘Arsona, Arizona PIRG Education Fund. Arizona Public Servic. Atlas Public Policy. he Elctnfcation Coalition.
EVao, Lucid Motors, Ct ofPhocni. Salt River Project, Siemens, Tucson Electric Power, and Westem Resource
Advocates. U.S. Rep. Gre Stanton of Arizona Congressional Disrct is also our featured speaker. Sc full sgenda.
About Plug In America: Plug In Americaithe ation’ leading independent consumer vice fo accelerating (he use
of luge cectic vehicles in the United Sats. Formed as a non-profit in 2008, Plug In America provides pracical,
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About the Southwest Energy Efficiency Project:

»
“It’scrossing the line.”

» ima, on behavior thatescalates and leads to protests outsideOF THE DAY? Jims cross tosis is
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel48@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, February 9, 2021 5:49:25 PM
To: jerodmacevoy@azmirrorcom Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg gov>
Subject: Sen Engel Newsletter with info about eviction bills

Hi Jerod, recall talking to you back in January after I had just dropped justa couple of my eviction related
bills. T have now dropped all of them (9) and Idecribe them in the newsletter that I just sent out over the
weekend. Ps see below
Feel free to let me know if you would like to talk about them in more detail.

sincerely,

Kirsten Engel
cell 520 461-2478
kengel @azleg gov<mailto kengel @azleg gov>

Subject: Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunities!
Reply-To: State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov<mailto kengel@azleg gov>>
What the AZ Legislature could be doing but isn't
[https //mcusercontent com/379bcf4769d8d9acabeect34/images/fc]860-dc8d-435a-889f-3 1defbacdafs png]
Dear Friend,

“Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than address the pandemic, the
Legislature has been filling its ime passing non-pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills
that undercut our voting rights or ple on more tax cuts.

Tt does not have to be this way. In this newsletter I would like to talk about some of my proposals for addressing
the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with
someof the disturbing bills that I believe will suppress the vote and undermine our elections. I'l conclude with
some ways you can make your voice heard - in support or opposition to the bills currently being considered.

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing Stability in Arizona

Ive now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These bills address the short-term
eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landlord-tenant act, and the long-term challengeofcreating more
affordable housing.

[https //meusercontent com/379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34/images/f4ddasc-146d-409d-basa-
besdbos1 lel S png]

Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

‘Thousands of Arizona families are at riskofeviction when the moratorium, extended by the Biden
Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The moratorium is helping to keep a roofover people's heads
(though there are large loopholes that result in evictions continuing). but it doesn't pay rent in arrears or give
families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the job market. Fanilies eligible for
rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before
they are evicted. Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their credit that will
dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in today's New York
‘Times<https://engelforarizona.us17 list-manage com/track/click?
=379bcf4769d8d%acabedect34&id=b39b232013&e=7262138991>, some families are going to extraordinary
lengths 10 avoid an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and moving in with other family members into
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crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over $490 million in rental relief
from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will be a huge help. This money willbedistributed by the AZ
DepartmentofEconomic Security and the legislature is not directly involved in ts distribution. It is important
to note that not all families struggling qualify for this aid and for some tenants with an eviction already on their
records, the assistance comes too late. Working with Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's some
solutions I'm proposing in legislation

SB 1666 affordable housing; appropriation<https://engelforarizona us 7 Jist-manage com/track/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect 34&id=b7a97e2506&e=7262038991>: appropriates 525 million to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt ofanyof this funding upon its agreement not to ile,
finalize or enforce an eviction action

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Committee
Status: Has yet tobe placed on a Committee agenda
SB 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation<hitps://engelforarizona us| 7.list-manage. com/track/click?
u=379cf4769d8d%acabedect34&id=20461150/9&e=7262£38991>: Establishes a new grant program, the
"Housing Assistance Program” in the AZ DepartmentofHousing and appropriates S10 million toward the
program during 2021-22. Under the legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action
agency, or HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing navigators to
provide community outreach, education and resources related to general housing matters, effective tenancy,
leases and rental agreements, eviction and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited<https://engelforarizona us17 list-
manage com/track/clicku=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect3ddid-a06ad42294&e=7262£38991>: Requires the
sealingofany filing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment ofrent that was rendered
during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the datesofMarch 11, 2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing
applications to inform prospective tenants that they may answer "No record” in response to an inquiry, on a
housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the legislation

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
[https //mcusercontent comy/379bcf4769d8d9acabeect34/images/d95e63al -8d6d-4a8 T-bSHi-56af3ec9c2co png]
Photo courtesy of Tucson.com
Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-tenant laws. I have introduced the
following bills to deal with some of these issues, raised by stakeholders:

SB 1038 landlord tenant; rent; fifteen days<https //engelforarizona us]7 list-manage com/track/click?
u=379bef4769d8d%acabedect34&id=TcMb792ce8&e=T262138991>. Currently, Arizona law requires landlords
0 notify tenantsoftheir intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent just S days before they actually file to
0 50, oneofthe shortest periods for such notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, oftenover a
‘weekend, to pull together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short time period
has been a particular problemduring the pandemic, as five days is usually too shorta timeframe for tenants to
apply for and receive, rental assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bil does one thing and
one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one very much needed for tenants
and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet 10 be placed on a Committee agenda
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SBI130: constables; pending eviction notification; mileage<htips://engelforarizona.us17 list-
manage comtrack/clicku=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=29521b042e8&e=7262138991>: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional trips they make to visit tenants in
the eviction process to inform the tenants about housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables
found the number of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in advance ofa
pending eviction action and to provide them information about housing options. This successful pilot program
was even featured in High Country News=https://engelforarizona us17 list-manage.com/track/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=efb1986941&e=7262138991>1 This bill is designed to ensure that
constables are not discouraged from making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own
pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
[https //mcusercontent comy/379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34/images/2e308ced-d6aa-4223-add1
hadSf1 18740 png]

SB 1039 eviction prevention: study committee<hitps:/fengelforarizona us| list-manage.com/track/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=TObF27ad3ee=7262138991>: Establishes a study committee on statewide
eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array fo stakeholders to serve on the study
committee. The Committee is charged with determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and mitigate
the financial and personal costsofevictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensure tenants
understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing affordability and propose legislation to
address problems identified by the committee

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
For those who wish to take a deeper dive in some of additional bills tat I have introduced, please see

SB 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver<https/engelforarizona us17 list-manage com track/click?
u=379bef4769d8d%cabedect34&id=53411163eeke=7262138991>
SB 1662 constable ethics standards board; membership<https://engelforarizona us! 7.Jist-
manage com/rack/click?u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedec634&id=ce448d4d408e=7262038991>
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver<https/engelforarizona.us17 lst-manage comtrack/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=b§037e4291&e=7262(38991>
SB 1664 landlord tenant; evictions; forms=https //engelforarizona.us17 list-manage com/track/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=ba24635d56& e=726238991>
‘What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but instead is spending a large
amount ofits time and effort keeping alive conspiracy theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bills to
remove Arizonans from the voting rolls, and burdeningour election officals with more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack all justification.

[https //meusercontent comy/379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34/images/8e626b47-2fc4-4a5a-b965-
75d6313da0a9. png]
‘Graphic courtesyof the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression State, Jan 31, 2019.
As has been widely reported in the national<https//engelforarizona us7 ist-manage comtrack/click?
u=379bef4769d8d%cabedect34&id=4a80a267dede=7262£38991> and local
press<https://engelforarizona us17 list-manage com/track/click”
=379bef4769d8d9acabedect34&id=6e6571 1fdede=7262038991>, there are multiple bills pending in the
Arizona legislature that would pend our election andvoting laws. The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB
2720, would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after the
count is formally certified by the govemor and secretary of state — and even after Congress counts the state's
electors. See this article<htups//engelforarizona us|7 ist-manage com/track/click?
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u=379bef4769d8d9acabedect 34&id=Gbfaca00926 e=T262138991> for more on this bill that completely
circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bills that seek to restrict the use ofmail-in ballots. Arizona practically invented mail-in ballots
and over 80 percentofArizonans use them, finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives
and, in the imeofCovid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote ata polling location. I oppose each of
these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the outcome of the November 2020 election to
suppress the vote.

Below are someofthe bills 1 am most concerned about. As you can see, manyof the Senate bills have passed
outof committee and are ready for Floor debate and final vote.

SB 2720 ballots; election contests;certificates<https://engelforarizona us! Jist-manage com/track/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=14d3ac434&e=T262138991>: As mentioned above, this bil sponsored by
Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overtum the results ofa presidential lection.

SB 1069 permanent early voting list; eligibility:<htps;/engelforarizona.us17 list-manage com/track/click
u=379cf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=bf138caedade=7262(38991> Removes a voter from the permanent early
voting list (PEVL)ifthe voter fails to vote by early ballot in both the primary election and the general election
for two consecutive primary and general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on
the ballot

Status: Passed the Goverment Committee on aparty line vote; waiting debate on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections, recount margin<hips //engelforarizona.us17 list-manage.comtrack/click?
u=379cf4769d8d%acabedect34&id=F38a2b0abdde=7262038991>: Increases, from one-tenthofone percent or
a set number of votes to one-halfofone percent, the trigger for an automatic recount in a primary or general
election.

Status: Passed the Government Committeeon a party-Jine vote; waiting debate on the Senate Floor.

SB1020 voting locations; electioneering<https://engelforarizonaus 7 list-manage.com/track/click?
u=379cf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=0ad18c5d4d&e=7262038991>; Removes the ability ofa county recorder
or other officer in chargeofelections to designate emergency non-electioneering polling places

Status: Passed the Govemment Committeeon a party-line vote.

SB 1358: recorders; voter registrations; public buildings <https //engelforarizona us17 list-
manage comirack/click?u=379bcf4769d8d9acabeSect 34&id=6asaca3b20&e=7262038991> Prohibits a county
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter registration event at any location that
is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Govemment Committeeon a party-line vote.

SB 1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual<hitps//engelforarizona.us1 7 list-manage.com/track/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34 id=3488edasfase=7262038991>: Requires ballots in counties using voting
centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose ofa hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Govemment Committee on a party-line vote.

‘Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described above, as well as my bills
‘on education, water; criminal justice and other topics by going to: www.azleg gov<http://www.azleg gov>,
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click "Bills", click "Bills Tracking." hit "Search" on left side men, click "Sponsors" and search under my
name. You will see the fstofbills thatI have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!

[https //mcusercontent com/379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34/images/2ec093ec-871b-4370-9f54-
$489967c7da jpeg]
“This past Monday was the deadline for filing bills in the Senate. I droppedoff the last of my 47 bills!
Twill be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow. the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give life to baseless conspiracy claims about
the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board
of Supervisors in contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment). The reason? Senate Republicans are:
upset the Board failed to comply 10 with a crazy- broad subpoena from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary
‘Comittee to obtain copies of 2.1 million voted secret ballots and the inspectionof certified elections
equipment by a sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing its own audit. Because I am on the
Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant in the County's lawsuit o quash that subpoena!

[https //mcusercontent com/379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34/images/743f1bS6-88af-4ab2-a99f-
991dbedect77. png]
‘The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the subpoena issued by the Chairofthe
Senate Judiciary Committee
Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to makeyour voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bil has made it onto a Committee:
agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak” (RTS) system.

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account. Luckily, there is an
organization that can activate your account on your behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account <https/engelforarizona us list-
manage comtrack/clicku=379bef4769d8d9acabedect34&id=5556d45646&e=7262138991>They will create
an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when it's ready.

“This legislative manual<https;//engelforarizona us 7 list-manage com/track/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=c79Tad836f&e=7262038991> walks you through how to use the Request
10 Speak system

Look out for future emails from me about specific bills to oppose or support and thank you in advance for
speaking out on these important issues!

[https //mcusercontent comy/379bcf4769d8d9acabedect34/images/6abes3bd-fod4-43c3-8968-
b2cfe6ladce png]
‘Graphic courtesyof the New York Times, How to Participate in Politics
Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March th for our next Town Hall! Photo from our Jan 30th Town Hall with
special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie
Stahl Hamilton and 1 got terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking forward to
answering moreofyour questions on March 6th! You can send in your questions anytime by filling out and
submitting this form <https://engelforarizona us17 list-manage com/track/click”
u=379bef4769d8d9acabedect34&id=0b4346c07e&e=7262038991> before or during the Town Hall. We'l ry to
get toas many of your questions as we can!

[https //meusercontent com/379bef4769d8d9acabedect34/images/035e6052-5a58-425d-b4f7-
Sbdedf7Sebdc png]
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During the January 30th LD10 Town Hall, we heard from Pima County Health Director and Admiral Theresa
Cullen on the status of the pandemic in Pima County as well as progress on the vaccine roll-out. Reps Domingo
DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and myself gave a legislative update. Tune in March 6th from 10-
11:30 for our next Town Hall. Details on
‘www facebook com/engelforarizona<http://ww. facebook com/engelforarizona>.
‘There's more to come, so stay tuned!
Try to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me your comments and concerns at
kengel @azleg gov<mailto kengel @azleg gov> and I will ry to get back to you (but unfortunately, please keep
in mind that, due to volume of emails it is proving impossible to respond to every email I receive).
See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,

[https //gallery mailchimp.com/379bef4769d8d9acabedect34/images/eOe0af3b-6eda-4225-9119-
9242feadTceT png]

Kirsten Engel
Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Followmeon Facebook<hitps://engelforarizona.us17 list-manage com/track/click?
u=379bef4769d8d9acabedect34&id=88aabiaccke=7262038991> and
Twitter<https://engelforarizona.us17 list-manage com/track/click?
u=379bcf4769d8d%acabedect34&id-0c89df1c27&e=T262138991>

[https //cdn-images mailchimp com/icons/social-block-v2/outline-light-facebook-48 png]
<htps://engelforarizona.us17 list-manage com/track/click?
u=379bef4769d8d9acabedect34&id=82f1bfdbo8&e=7262138991>

[https //cdn-images mailchimp com/icons/social-block-v2/outline-light-twitter-48 png]
<htps://engelforarizona.us17 list-manage com/trackclick?
u=379cf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=ch83f5e0a2&e=7262138991>

[https //cdn-images mailchimp com/icons/social-block-v2/outline-light-instagram-48 png]
<https://engelforarizona us!7 list-manage com/track/click?
u=379bef4769d8d9acabedect 34&id=92faSddf4cke=7262038991>

[https //cdn-images mailchimp com/icons/social-block-v2/outline-light-link-48 png]
<https://engelforarizona.us17 Jist-manage com/track/click?
u=379cf4769d8d9acabedect34&id=8d2ab 161b7&e=7262£38991>

Copyright © 2019, All rights reserved.

Our mailing address is
1700 W. Washington St., Phoenix, AZ 85007
‘Want to change how you receive these emails?
You can update yourpreferences<hitps://engelforarizona us|7 list-manage.com/profile?
u=379bef4769d8d9acabedect34&id=a06b137dd0&e=7262(38991&c=fbal 60126¢> or unsubscribe from this
list<https://engelforarizona us!7 list-manage com/unsubscribe?
u=379bef4769d8d9acabedect34&id=a06b137dd0&e=7262(38991&c=fbal 601 26¢>.
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From: Kirsten Engel </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3124C09DI6484DES96TDECTE242BBEBB-
KRISTEN ENG>

Sent: Tuesday, November 17, 2020 9:23:40 PM
To: Nick A <econarmold@gmail com>;Chris Gast <christopher.gast@gmail.com>;Stephanie

Hamilton <stepstahlhamilton369@gmail com>
Subject: Fwd: In Today's Yellow Sheet
Attachments: 11-17-20,pdf

Kirsten Engel

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message

From: Josselyn Berry <JBerry@azleg gov>
Date: November 17, 2020 at 16:47:39 MST
To: * SDEMMEMS" <SDEMMEMS@azleg gov>, * SDEMSECS" <SDEMSECS@azleg gov, Kirsten Engel
<kengel@azleg gov, Rosanna Gabaldon <rgabaldon@azleg.gov>, * Senate Democratic Staff"
<SenateDemocratResearchStafT@azleg gov>
Subject: FW: In Today's Yellow Sheet

In Today's Yellow Sheet November 17,2020

THE BACKSTORY IS EVEN WEIRDER
Last week's resignation of Rac Chomenky as chairofthe Maricopa County
GOP was precipitated by a months-longpower struggle betwen the county
party and theTramp campaign,former county GOP Executive Director Van
DiCarlo tld our reportcr.

HER ORIGINAL RANT MAKES MORE SENSE IN CONTEXT
Chomenky has not rtumed calsforcomment at her office but confirmed parts
of the story this week on Twiter, where she wrote tha as she was arriving at
the County Election Cente, she was fold that Swoboda had signedinas an
obser.

TRUMP’S TEAM USED BULLY TACTICS, YOU SAY?
As DiCarlo els it~ and Chomeriky tweets it - he wrestling between Trump
‘campaign representaives and the county party started over who would train
poll observers.
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IF SHERESIGNED,WHOWOULDBETHESCAPEGOAT?“The Trump campaign slo demanded Chorrnky pr-sign paperwork that poll
observes fl out, andat on point, sh fl so uncomfortable wih what the
Trump campaign was asking her do, sh afeed 10 resign, according to
Diario
WITH TALK LIKE THAT, NO WONDER HE RESIGNED
DiCarlo nt 50 sure that it even matcrs hat Chomenky wasn't thee forthe
et
WE WERE STARTING TO GETWORRIED ABOUT DOUG
With pressure mounting from several elected officialso sue a statewide mask
mandate, Ducy se 10 fae the public in his First press conference snc the
cocton

‘THREE-DAYWORKWEEK!Bowers chose Jake Hoffman, whose political consulting im askicked of
social media fo using fuk accounts o spread clction disnformtion, fo be
Sccondin-command to Kavanagh onthe new House Government and Elecions
Commit.
WHAT'S BLUE ON TOP AND RED ALL OVER?
Ouigoing Arizona Democratic Party hai Felecia Rotllini abruptly ended a
all with our reportr today afte insisting Democrats had banner yar.
IT'S REALLY BRINGING OUT THEBEST PEOPLE
Former lawmaker BarbaraBlevwstr joined he horus of Republicans calling on
legislators to stata spsial scsson 0 conduct “an immediate recount ofthe
2020 general clocton- a prospect that's highly unlikely
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by rmCat ers 1s erscd Alri rsd Toes, November 17,2020

NEWS NOTES AND GOSSIP

THE BACKSTORY IS EVEN WEIRDER
Last week's resignation of Rac Chomenky as chair of the w
Maricopa County GOP was precipitated by a months-ong UEENEAMITRUNOROPS,
power struggle between the county party and the Trump SLHEIBAUFANDIBIAMES)YOU!
campaign. former county GOP Exccutive Director Van gi kd
DiCarlo fold our reporter. Another former top-level party (GO AIEEE
official largely confirmed his account. Chomenky's Rec {psa
resignation followed criticism from within her own party that -
Sh Fue fo appear 1 observ the October ogi and accuracy GB Wo
testofvoting machines in the county. Chomenky’s absence BC oS i
looked suspicious to conservatives convinced that the voting &) a
machines helped enable vote fraud, and intense criticism from fl©
Townsend and others led up to her abrupt resignation last .
week (YS, 11/11) But, according to DiCarlo, who resigned x
vstrday in protest, Chomenky snot to blame, On the day of 'GHT IMMA HEAD OUT
the logic and accuracy test, Chomenk had ef hr law offic to observe the est when she got a phone call
that Gina Swoboda, the Trump campaign's Arizona director of elections, had arrived and declared herself
Chomenky's designee to observe th test without her knowing. Chomenky tumed around, oly 10 receive a
call from the county informing her that Swoboda had left and instead a representative from the state party
named Jack Clark had taken over the duty. DiCarlo said that the county told Chomenky that there was a
“big problem,” and that she was advised that Swoboda could not observe the test because she’s a
representative from a campaign, and candidates are not allowed to enter voting facilis afte carly bllos
so out. Megan Gilbertson, a spokeswoman for the Maricopa County Elections Department, told our
reporter that the county's policy i not to allow candidates, campaigns or their agents inside the ballot
tabulation room, and Swoboda was invited to watch from the public observation area instead. Clark also
came to the test. but when the county called Chomenks. she said he wasn't authorized 0 act as her agent.
Steven Slugocki, the Maricopa County Democratic Chair who first pointed out Chomenky’s absence on
Twitter, said he remembers Swoboda waiting outside the facility and some man from the state party -
presumably Clark—coming in and initialinga fewofthe machines. “He and I even joked about it. He was
Tike, “guess I'm geting kicked out,” Slugoeki told ou reporter. Swoboda did not rtum an email or phone
all nor did spokesman for the Trump campaign in Arizona

HER ORIGINAL RANT MAKES MORE SENSE IN CONTEXT
Chomenky has not returned calls for commenta her office but confirmed parts of the stor this weck on
Twitter, where she wrote thaa she was aiving at the County Election Center, she was told that Swoboda
had signed in as an observer. “Although | had RSVP'd as the GOP-uwthorzed Observer, AZ law allows
only one single observer per party.” she wrote (LINK). “AZ Election Day Operation Director Swoboda
knows this and House Elections Commitice Chaiman Kelly Townsend knows thi. To avoid a GOP public
conflict in front of the Democrat Secretary of State and county chairman, I did not walk in" This
background also shines a light on Chomeniky’s vitriolic response to Townsend on Twitter last week. Tl
tell you what, ll resign when you sprout even an ounce of integrity and obtain the intelligence to check
your facts before spreading filth aboutperson whom you don't know on atopic about which you have not
the slightest cue,” she wrote (YS,11/10)
Page 1s November 17, 2020
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TRUMPS TEAM USED BULLY TACTICS, YOU SAY?
‘As DiCarlo tells it — and Chomenky tweets it — the
wrestling between Trump campaign representatives and BE
the county party started over who would train poll
observers. Before the primary, the county began training
the observers - volunteers who go to polling places to BEST
watch for imegularitcs —but found the applicant pool to 5
be thin. “There were about 10,000 one hour time slots
that had to be filled." he said. “Lets jus say we weren't
successful.” Ahead of the November lection, DiCarlo
and Chomenky' got a cal from Swoboda. who said the
Trump. campaign wanted to take over the reciting
training and deploying poll observers, DiCarlo said. “The fe

problem with that is the authorization to be a pall
observeri the exclusive purviewofthe county party.” he said (LINK). Chomenky, not sure ifshe could
legally abdicate hor responsibilities and not particulary wanting to regardless refused. The campaign could
not abide by this. “They came to her, and with heavy-handed tactics, pressured her nto relinquishing her
duties.” DiCarlo said. “They said, If you don't do this. we're going to lose the clection, and if we lose.
you'r going to be the person responsible for it” After weeks of pressure, DiCarlo, Swoboda and
Chomenky centered into an agreement: The Tramp campaign could recruit and train observers, but they
‘must provide an updated listoftrainees and copiesofthe training materials — with the opportunity to make
additions-to the county GOP. “They did't follow through oncither one,” DiCarlo sad. Thi, for obvious
reasons, was problematic for Chomenky. “There's sbout 1000 ways a palling observer can 2010. poling
location and do something or say something that can be illegal and got them thrown out” DiCarlo
continued. “The county chairwoman would bear responsibility in that”

IF SHE RESIGNED, WHO WOULD BE THE SCAPEGOAT?
- . The Trump campaign also demanded Chomenky pre-signRe I ollrr1cu and ten po. S20
Gon uncomfortable with what the Trump campaign was asking her to
A Poll osc offer to sien, according to DiCarlo. “What they were

demanding of Rac was that she sign ono thousand. blank
pol sion. authorization forms and tum them over to Gina,” he said. She
A cont begnudgingly agreed, but didn't move fast ough, and the angry
RESIN alls resumed, along with mals, texts and tweets. Eventually,

hile Chomenky was out of town, the campaign demanded that
GN cic hand over the forms, and told her that an envoy would meet

Her upon her arival at Sky Harbor to retrieve them, DiCarlo
said. Separately. the Trump campaign asked Chormenky to

relinquish access to the live-lookup vote fie that al county party chairs and State partes can access. This
amangement made her uncomfortable, as she’s not just a party activist but also an attomey who could be
Subject to bar complaints. “Because of the agreement you sign with the Maricopa County clectons
department, there's a certain amount of liability that attaches to the chairmanifand when that information
is uscd improperly or becomes public,” DiCarlo said. “Rac, because of her profession, has added
exposure” As such, she offered to resign an let First Vice Chaimnan Linda Brickman ake over- that way.
ifsomething improper were to occur with th voter data. Chommenks's carser wouldn't b in jeopardy. But
Suwaboda and the Trump campaign asked that she stay. DiCarlo said

Page20s November 17, 2020
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WITH TALK LIKE THAT, NO WONDER HE RESIGNED
DiCarlo ist so sure tht it ven mates that Chomenky wasn't thee forthe est he Figur that if there
was 3 problem with the logic of the tabulation machines, it could hurt Democrats as well - meaning tht
Sluzock or the various county or sat official present would key have said something However. this
did't stop the waves of cricism. “That one tse from Kelly Townsend got .266 likes.” DiCarlo said
“That was the str that broke the camels back. How do you explain yourselfo 5.000-plus people who
already have the mindset that you were negligent?”

WE WERE STARTING TO GET WORRIED ABOUT DOUG
With pressure mounting from several clected officals to issue 3 statewide
mask mandate, Ducey 1s Set to face the public in his rst press confoence

Sine the lection. I's unclear hat th govemor's focus will be, but HoffmanCerda publihd Stn cling for ewig mask and, among &)
oer efforts, saving they “arc essential o protecting our healheare and 2
duction professionals and nsitutions, including our sudents and faisSh lou Duy bo nam. b's ir sh arson he )f
gover. Phoeni Mayor Kae Galloookamor dire approach. 1 fave 173 ORAL
askod [Duce] 0 issueastatewide mask mandate and keep that order in pace (| [A1 LL2I0%
until we have wid distribution of2 vaccine, more fictive tment, or
both. she tweeted and said during her State of the Cty address today. Duce has nt spoken to Gallego
sine he allowed ciis 0 issue mask mandates in June and he did not atend 3 press conference with
Hoffman and Dept of Health Services Dirstor Cara Christ st wk about schools and soronavis. Duce
is now th any govemor in the county to not sive any lve public statements to the press in the past vo
edks (LINK

THREE-DAY WORKWEEK!
Bowers chose Jake Hoffman, whose politcal conslin fim was kicked off socal media for using fake
accounts to spread clction disinformation, to be sccond-n-command to Kavanagh on the new House
Goverment and Elections Commitee. Hoffman is also personaly banned from Twit for his use of
Russian troll farm tactics to push disinformation (VS. 10/14). Besides that eycbrow-rising pick. the
biggest change from Bowers’ announcement bout Republican commit assignments today is that the
House will ha far er committees just 13 compared 019 this scar- lowing Bowers to shorten the
four-day workweek down to jut thr days. Thursdays wil be solely dedicated to floor action. Gone arc
ihe Federal Relations Commits, the Regulatory Affairs Committe, the State and Inerational Afis
Commitee, and the Technology’ Commit. Besides mashing Goverment and Elections conmitces
together, Boers hd th Miliary and Veterans Airs Commits absorb the Public Safty Commitee to
become the Miltary Afais and Pubic Safty Committ. The Land and Agriculture Commitee also
added a rural component to become the Land, Agriculture and Rural Affars. There's also one new
committee: Blackman, aftera fll tem of agitating for sentencing reform, will at last gt his sanding
committee on Criminal Justice Reform. Th now chairs include Pratt, who will take over for J Allen on the
Judiciary Committe: Osborne. who will replace Barto on the Heal and Human Services Committe:
Bolick, who wil chair Ways and Means, replacing Toma, now the House major leader and Carol, who
will replace Campbel on Transportation. Nut will replace Kem on Rules, nd replace Shope as head of
Edics Payne wil remain chairof he retooled Miltary Affi and Public Sait Commitee: Dunn will
retin control of the new Land, Agriculure and Rural Affairs Committe: Cobb and Kavanagh will
continue to le oer the powerful Appropriations Commitee, Udal ill remainchar of the Education
Committe alongside freshman Rep. Bevery Pingel and Nott will remain chai of the Natural
Resources, Energy and Water Commitee
Page sars November 17, 2020
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WHAT'S BLUE ON TOP AND RED ALL OVER?
Ougoing Arizona Democratic Pany chair Felecia Rotel yer a
abruptly ended a call with our reporter today afer insisting | (LCDITLY wm J
Democrats had a banner ear. “We ar a bu sate” she | (HASTILY .
emphatically told our reporter. She pointed to the fact that | 4 3
vans sow ba wo Deora DS Santos in vem ood UE bh
Mark Kelly, two Democrats on Corp Comm and sent its 11 |
electoral votes to a Democrat for the first time since 1996. A
‘Adding a seat to Corp Comm sil docs not give Democrats gyControl of he bods. Repuiicans kept he mrt n both in
legislative chambers, retained all Maricopa County seats and IgrnB a.
the simplistic arsument that Arizona is blue. Yet Rotelini = ;
argued that nothing went wrong for Democrats in the lection. “We killed it in carly voting. That's why
Biden had a 10 percent advantage on the night of the election.” she said. Biden still only won by three-
tenths ofa percent. She saidifpeople want to blame her for not winning more seats further down the ballot,
then that's their business. “Politics is a blood sport and if folks have to find sombody to blame for
something, then that is what I signed up for as chair, but | can tell you that we wil continue to work very
hard to flip more scats.” she said. The state part will hav to do that without Rotellin in charge as she’s
already announced she won't un again (YS. 11/16). Rotellni then ended the call with ourreporter after
being asked if the Biden or Kelly campaigns could have used their national resources or endorsements to
help down ballot candidates. “1 really don't have a comment on that. | need o get fF the phone. 1 work for
alivingand Ihave totake cal” she said

IT’S REALLY BRINGING OUT THE BEST PEOPLE
= Former lawmaker Barbara Blewste joined the chorus of Republicans calling on

PEL cgictators to stat a special session to conduct “an immediate recount” of the
E 2020 general election - a prospect that's highly unlikely. The former lawmaker,

ql ho hasa penchant for conspiracies and racist hetoric, isa lifelong member of
As the John Birch Socity. She sent a eter to House and Senate lawmakers today

i Tl »A calling on lawmakersto immediately beginaspecial session. thoughofcourse,a
Eh ll] ein me ead by Dues or oy tosh of sach chamber
5 meaning it would need Democratic support. She attached to her email an
To interview from Fox News Lou Dobbs with Sidney Powell. a ightaving attorney
II who represented former National Security Adviser Mike Flynn during the Russia
EIT probe. Powell “exposes the altered clections programofthe Dominion Voting
i Systems and indicates comupion of state govemors and other site officials
similar to Joseph Biden in the Burisma-Ukraine case,” Blewster wrote. Cals oraudits and recounts have
become commonplace among conservatives who have bought into (or propagated) bascless claims of
lection fraud centering on the use of Dominion Voting Systems, a company that several sites contracted
with for voting machines. House leadership has not signaled any intrest in a special session on this subject.
Blewster, who represented the Dewey arca in the carly 2000s, had a record of racist, deeply homophobic
and anti-Semitic remarks while at the Legislature, t the point that her name still comes up as one of the
most controversial lawmakers to ever serve. Among the most frequently repeated sorics of hr time at the
Capitol is when she told then-Republican lawmaker Barbara Leff who objected to holdingaspecial session
over Passover, tht she was suprisd to leam Leff was Jewish “because you don't have a big hooked nose
and you don’t act like one” (LINK),
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PRESS RELEASES AND NEWS CLIPS:

Speaker Bowers Announces House Committees and Republican Member
Assignments
STATE CAPITOL, PHOENIX— House Speaker Rusty Bowers today anurcd commits, shies, and
Republican member assignmentsfor the 55°Legislature 1" Regular Session.
DemocraticLeader lect Regd Blingixpectd 1 ounce Democrc member assignments in he eae
fe
MONDAY PM
Tah & Human Services
Rep Toame Osborne (Ch)
Rep Reina Cob (Vice Chi
Rep. Joseph Chaplik
Rep Jacque atkr
Rep Jism Wimeth
Land. Agricltare& Raral Afles
Rep Tm ann (Coan)Rep Joc Jom (Vice ChRep Brenda Baroneh Did Cook
Rep Gal Grin
Rep. Fank Prat
Mary Afr&Public Safe
Rep RavnPiva (Chi
Rep. Quang Nguyen (Vice Chair)
Rep Wall Backman
Rep Ju Burges
ep Jom Fillmore
Rep. Mark Finchem
Rep John Kavamogh
Rep Bret Robs
Rules
Rep. Becky Nut (Cli
Rep Tosrama(Vi Chi
Rep Leo Bie
Rep Rusty Bowers
Rep. BenToma
TeSbAv EM
CommerseRep. efWeningrChai
Rep Sev Ksr (Vics Chi)
Rep Josph Chalk
Rep. David Cook
Rep. Becky Nat
Rep Justin Wimeth
Edvcaton
RepNichelle dal (Chu)eh Beers Pinger (Vee Chie
Rep Jo fon
Rep. oan Neuen
Rep. Fk Prt
Rep. Bet Rober

Page sors November17,2020
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Natural Resources, Energy & Water
Rep. GailGriffin (Chain)
Rep. Judy Burges (Vice Chain)
Rep. Frank Carroll
Rep. Tim Dunn
Rep. Mark Finchem
Rep. Jacqueline Parker
WEDNESDAY AM
Government & Elections
Rep. John Kavanagh (Clair)
Rep. Jake Hoffman (Vice Chi)
Rep. Judy Burges
Rep. Frank Carroll
Rep. John Filmore
Rep. Kevin Payne
Rep.JeffWeninger
Judiciary
Rep. Frank Prat (Chair)
Rep. JacquelineParker (Vice Chair)
Rep. Walt Blackman
Rep. Mark Finchem
Rep. Quang Nguyen
Rep. Beverly Pingereli
Ways& Means
Rep. Shawnna Bolick (Clair)
Rep. Brenda Barton (Vics Clair)
Rep. Regia Cobb
Rep. Tim Dunn
Rep. Travis Grantham
Rep. Steve Kaiser
WEDNESDAY PM
Appropriations
Rep. Regia Cobb (Chair)
Rep. John Kavanagh (Vice Chair)
Rep. Jake Hoffman
Rep.SteveKaiser
Rep. Quang Nguyen
Rep. Becky Nut
Rep. Joanne Osborne.
Rep. Michelle Udall
Criminal Justice Reform
Rep. Walt Blacknan (Clair)
Rep. Shawna Bolick (Vice Chair)
Rep. Joel John
Rep. Bret Roberts
Rep. Ben Toma
Transportation
Rep. Frank Carroll (Chair)
Rep. Justin Wilineth (Vice Chair)
Rep. Brenda Barton
Rep. Leo Biasiucci
Rep. David Cook
Rep. Kevin Payne
Rep. Frank Pratt
AS NECESSARY
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Ethics
Rep. Becky Nutt (Chain)
Rep. Frank Prat (Vice Cli)
Rep. Jacqueline Parker

Former School District Secretary Indicted for Allegedly Stealing School
District Funds
JOSEPH CITY, AZ. Attorney General ark Brnovich announcedthat basd upon an investigation performed by
he Officofthe Awitor General, a Ste Gran Jur indicted Tomnie Rac Pugh, aformer attendance seceary for the
Joseph Ciy Unified School District, Pugh is accusedofstcalng $40,136 in District funds.
Joseph City Unified School District is on of 11 public schools in Navajo Courey and provides public education from
preschool to grade 12 and serves approximately 412 students. In addition to hr duties as attendance scrtay, Pugh
wasalso esponsibefordepositing funds ised through student actiiies suchas club fundrasers and those raid by
auxiliary operations lkeatlcicevent icket sales I i alleged hatbetween Julyof 2011and January of201, Pugh
used er position ake cash payers she collected from faculty, stderts, and pares orher own personal use
Pugh was indicted on charges of FraudulentSchemesand Arifices, Violationof Duties ofa CustodianofPublic
Monies, and Theft.
A defendants are presumed innocent unl proven uly ina cout of
sistant Atomey General Mary Haris is prosecuting tis ce.
No booking phoogrph i availabe
Copy of ndictmnt
‘ArizonaAudio Genera SpecialImesigationReport

Congressman Biggs Applauds Continued Withdrawal of American
Troops from Middle East
WASHINGTON, D.C. ~ Today, US. Department ofDefense Acting Secretary Chisopler Miller announced tat the
Trumpadministration woud comin to idraw American troops from Afehanistan and Ira, According0the
acing secretary, there wouldbe2,500 roops lf in both Afghanistan and Iraq by January 15, 2021. Congressman
Biggs issued th following samen
Today a great day for ournation andforthe menand women who serve in ourils: For almost wo decades,

American troops have occupied Afghanistan and Iraq agat cost 1 our ation both in ives and in dollars Our
nen and women m nfo deserve o fight consintonall sancioned wars where American interes are on he ln.
Americanservicemembers have ought valianly inthe Middle Eat, ut the curren sigeofthese cons can no
longerjust she remendous sacrifices made by ou roops saioned in AfhanisomandIraq

Since taking office, President Trumphas kept his promis10 withdraw ou roopsfom the \ dle East and1 stop
America’ involvement in endless wars. President Trump understands hat our roops should only be wedto defend
American interests where thee is an immediate or ongoing teat t0 our citizens orale. ind President Tramp
ows hat ourpropensity for endless wars hasbankruptedour grandchilden'sfanciaures. | amgraffor the
presidents courage and commiment 101i promise, and ook forward1 hereu ofour oops.”
Last week, Congressman Biges nt. te0Prside Trung. asking him to continue o stmcgically draw down
our maton's military presenceinAfgfanisian and rag
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“They came to her, and with heavy-handed
« tactics, pressured her into relinquishing her

duties.”

OF THE DAY”? -van bicarto, formerexecutivedirector of
Maricopa County Republican Party, on the
Trump campaign's attempt 0 take overparty

dutiesfromformer Chairwoman Rae Chornenky
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel Garleg gov>
Sent: ‘Thursday. November 19, 2020 3:54:58 PM

To: Kirsten Engel <kengel48@gmail. com>
Subject: Fwd: In Today's Yellow Sheet
Attachments: 11-19-2020 pdf

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LDI0
AZ State Senator-Elect, LDI0
029263178
kengel@azleg gov

Andrea Marine
Administrative Assistant
029263178
amartinez@azleg gov

Begin forwarded message
From: Josselyn Berry <JBerry @azleg. cov
Subject: FW: In Today's Yellow Sheet
Date: November 19, 2020 a 4:36:20 PM MST
To: SOEMMEMS" <SDEMMEMS @azles zov> * SDEMSECS”
<SDEMSECS @arleg go>.“ Senate Democratic Stal” <SenateDemosraiRescarchStaflalex go>.
Kirsten Engel <hensel lez gov, Rosanna Gabaldon <reabaldon @avlegtov

InToday's Yellow Sheet November 18,2020
ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST
Marcops County SuperiorCourt judge Jon Hannah dissed ths AZGOP's
Iowa callin Fora ew hand adi ofcletion els, IGNIRE
cond “Sharpie” suit 2h at obstacle o cating lection resus in
Narcopa County
HEY, THAT'S WAY MORE THAN DUCEY SAID
Iafeefo elow Republicans ycstrd. Bower pushed backon he
ckction conspiracies some have been pushin and shot down questions abot‘Whetherhe Legislature as th shy (ode Biden's victory in Azo
AND SOMEHOW HE DIDN'T END UP WITH A CHAIRMANSHIP
Divisions betwen Republicans who want fo further auc the ction and.
hose ho want 0 respect the resultsof areas completed egal dts spilled
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overonto Twitter ast night as Roberts publicly sired is grievanceswith
Bowers

REPLY ALL
Bowers responded o Roberts “greatly mischaracterized” version ofevents in
aleterto is caucus today tiled “Seting the Record Stight

EXT Lows
Bowers response fo Roberts tweet thread, of course, engendered more
pushback.
THE TEST WAS SO GOOD, EVERYONE WANTED TO SIGN
'AZGOPChair Kell Ward and inicrim Maricopa County GOP Chai Linda
Brickman fought over who get 0 sign the paperwork cerifying the resus of
yesterday's post-election logic and accuracy est ofvoting machines in
Maricopa County

IT PUTS SWEET HOME ARIZONA TO SHAME
“Trump's Arizona lection director Gina Swaboda has been al over the
Yellow Sheet Report recently for her rol in party infighting. but her husband.
Rob. caught ouraienion for one ofthe strangestcampaign videos our reporter
has everseen

RESTIN PEACE
Former lawmaker Jey Overon, a Republican who served n the Legislature
fornine vars inthe te 19905 nd carly 20005 passed aay carlicr this month.

SUBSCRIBERAGREEMENT |PRIVACY NOTICE
Youre rooting isomabecauseyou reregesubscribe of eiGunbeatspacom To chang Yur scout

teens5ova onsetvnwinsionsaga
ye have any auestons, comments suggestionsor newsiete,pasesndanmi1 eto@yelushtepsn com.
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by ronsCapi Reports, LLC hesterserd. Al ightreser Thurda, November 19,2020

“NEWS NOTES AND GOSSIP:

ANOTHER ONE BITES THE DUST
Maricopa County Superior Court judge John Hannah
dismissed the AZGOP'slawsuit calling foranew hand \4 2
audit of lection results, leaving a second “Sharpicgate” 7;Jy= -
suit as the last obstacle to certifying election results in . #
Maricopa County. Hannah's ruling came out = 5
immediately before our deadline and an accompanying :
Fling with his explanation was not yet available, but he
was skeptical during yesterday's arguments. He also
cleared Hobbs" office to request attorney's fees under a
tate statute that specifically applies to lawsuits brought BY a
without substantial verification, giving another insight ~~ J ia 4
into Hannah's annoyance with the case (LINK). The©
state GOP sought to force the county to separate its ballots by precinct and perform a hand auditof 2
percent of precincts. Following guidance from the Election Procedures Manual — which bears the force of
law — Maricopa County did its audit from 2 percentof voting centers. The hand counted audit results
matched perfectly with ballots counted by tabulating machines. Party attorney Jack Wilenchik argued that
precinct results would be more accurate, claiming that hackers would seck to change votes in specific
precincts. With this dismissal, the only remaining election litigation is attomey Alexander Kolodin's repeat
tempt 0 allow twoof his Sharpicgate plaintiff t vote again and watch heir votes be counted. A hearing
for that case is scheduled for tomorrow moming. (However, Trump's lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, claimed
without evidence today tht thre was a nationally coordinated attempt to seal the election, and pledged

anotherlawsuit in Arizona (LINK))

HEY, THAT'S WAY MORE THAN DUCEY SAID
In a letter to fellow Republicans yesterday, Bowers pushed back on the election conspiracies some have:
been pushing and shot down questions about whether the Legislature has the ability to deny Biden's vitory
in Arizona. “Given the outcome of the presidential race in Arizona, an enormous amount of pressure is
being directed at my office and my collcagucs,” Bowers wrote in th letr,a copy of which our reporter
obtained today (LINK). “I wish to respond by simply saying - 1 took an oath to support the Constitution of
the United States and the Constitution and lasof the State ofArizona.” Bowers has privately indicated his
faith in the integrity of the state's election systems and the validity ofthe result, evenifhe doesn’t like the
outcome. However, withthe backing of conspiracy-pedsling AZ GOP ChairKelli Ward, a vocal contingent
~ Roberts, Blackman and others amon them — has continued (0 question Biden's victory, even as election
officals fe threats of violence. In the leter, Bowers cited statute (including laws authored by current
membersof the caucus) o explain tha the Legislature cannot retroactively select nw presidential electors:
that lectors must cast their votes for the candidate who won Arizona; tht there wer: “zero discrepancies”
in Maricopa County's hand count; that none of th testing of Maricopa County's tabulation cquipment has
revealed any tabulationerrors:and that lawmakers cannot force Maricopa County to hand count votes at all
ofits voting centers, among other points. “Many ofthe issues arc or have been adjudicated,” Bowers wrote.
“We all are emotionally vested to one degree or another, but these are truths that1 feel bound to uphold,
expecting that the courts will give a ina expression oftheir binding force upon me and us.”
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AND SOMEHOW HE DIDN'T END UP WITH A CHAIRMANSHIPsomeme
the clection and those who want to respect the results of Nl AT'S CALLED)
already completed legal audits spilled over onto Twitter - Er bh Jarnchester Rt
himintohis office and “made it very clear” that he didn’t he) i he
want Roberts to release a letter he sent to Bmovich and the plEefe SE
Speaker's motives are, but it was disappointing that the 2EheetShane
Republicans in both chambers sign the letter, which boen JE
useof voting centers instead of precinct polling place is in 1A ASSERed Cook ra men is support he ho bn ds wi ae HeCELEmTaneeeEdEE aEe TRERECTeSSEER
REPLY ALLMEAL| etEESemiEehmhnSEE n esSLLThERLLentFoi a peEniETSE
NEXT TIME, CC YELLOW SHEETET HC tt
for the Senate, replied to Bowers, writing that she was “dismayed” with his response. “This email isEEE tn aEEENECiCEETDSELTRIEI IETERR nTET:
er rn
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THE TEST WAS SO GOOD, EVERYONE WANTED TO SIGN

'AZGOP Chair Kell Ward and interim Marcops County GOP. [FIserrrreer
Chair Linda Brickman fought over who 86 fo sin tho
paperwork certifying the results of yesterday's post-electionFon a. omg ea oF ai ates Mariage
County, according to one anloker: Brickman, the ir vico ”
co of th Makaps County GOP who Took over abe the K 3
resignationofRac Chomenky, was on hand to observe the test, US
as is the purview ofa county party chair. However, not unlike FEC 5
the situation that eventually led to Chomenky’s departure, Te
‘Ward attended the test and claimed her right to sign the paper OF THE LOGICAND LLRIS
certifying the results (V5, 1D. Steven Shugock, th chair of the Marcops Democratic Party, who
ines th exchange, sud Ward grabbed the pape ae th bers od ined eading Ward, Ercan
and her husband snatching the sheet back and forth from cach other. “Then I tried to grab it,” Slugocki said.
Tas sling, ‘Pls don rip Peso dnt ip i This al anspied nll iw of st and Souty

observers as well as the media. Slugocki said he didn’t notice at the time that Brickman had signed the
Varo whi also whing ~coicton domed” (LINK). Ward and Brcaran cvenly apeed i Sho
Could sign th paper, but oly fr Brickman had taken photo, Stocks Sad. “Kell ins th paper, thn
omaou todorsscorns sa oppoin From ofves

IT PUTS SWEET HOME ARIZONA TO SHAME

Trump's Arizona lectins dirctor Gina Swoboda has benIICNETTEETTITERTIIID a over the Yellow Sher Report ecnty for her role in pay
i infighting, but her husband, Rob, caughtourattention for one:SATA oFBrncnToso Spot es OL

E Rob Swobods, cuenta vie har ith he LD23 GOP. 5dt Ea pa te ret
RE TN cine. Ho amounced his candidacy with a twits

TRATED video that stan with an image of ancient fighters holding
¥ EREEEEEE round shields as they stare down from a hill and only gets

weirder from there (LINK). There's plenty of patriotic stock footage of historical documents and flags —
ongangDs Foga is ely Wagon ves an Spell, Peers oe “MAS rk
ou consiutional 1epublic” pea on sree word art and et cfs that would SORES cv 8
amines Minos Bora Moat tue Soouih Santos oonmsesbom
will modernize LDZ3 anda crosswalk symbal dislyin the phase “sop He” appears on seven. The
next fewslidesare an eclectic mix, with pictures including the word “racism” on a crumpled up picce of
Jape and “mrt base ove an ago oF phy. Stock rt of people ofvarious races and graphic of
many ands menting th rnb pride 1 ino ballot bo sccompany ration shout how BeI each
out 0 ail patriotic Americans, and he video ends with an cxhoiation fo Make LDZ3 grat again” writen
in font tht reso ransom not ade of magazin ler

REST IN PEACE

Foner lawmaker Jar Overton, a Republican who served in the Legislature or nin yeas in the late
199 and carl 20005 passed away caethis month (LINK) Overton. who alsoscrved on the Lichfield
Park City Council and variety of hie organizations, was bom i 193 in Kansas Cit, Misour and
moved around frequently before settling in the West Valley. After leaving the Legislature, he bought a
rhage LE Fat ions od wi fos Minors BIR Uns om 1
other membersofthe association announcing his passing, Overton's wife of 63 years, Grace, wrote that the

Paver? —
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couple had just moved to an independent living facility in Peoria. “Asalways he was trying to make sure |
was taken care of inthe best way possible,” she wrote.

PRESS RELEASES AND NEWS CLIPS

Democratic Leader Bolding Announces Committee Assignments
PHOENIX - Democratic Leader ReginaldBolding (D-27) today announced Democratic commie assignments or
the 55° Legislature following Speaker Bower's announcement caricr this week
MONDAYPM
Health & Human Services
Rep. Keli Butler (Ranking Member)
Rep. Randy Friese
Rep. Alma Hernandey.
Rep. Amish Shah
Land, Agriculture & Rural Affairs
Rep. Lorewo Sierm (Ranking Member)
Rep. Andra Dalossandro
Rep. Mit Epstein
Rep. Diego Rodriguct
Rep. Artando Teller
Miliary Affairs & Public Safety
Rep. Jennifer Jermaine (Ranking Member)
Rep. Richard Andrade
Rep. Myron Tsosic
Rep. Daniel Hemander
Rep. Melody Hermandey
Rep. Jenifer Longdon
Rules
Rep. Dicgo Espinoza (Ranking Member)
Rep. Domingo DeGrzia
Rep. Mit Epsiin
TUESDAY PM
Commerce
Rep. Pamela Powers Hannley (Ranking Member)
Rep. Dicgo Espino

Pagedof? Novenber 19.2020
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Rep. Charlene Ferman:
Rep. Robert Via
Education
Rep. Jenifer Paik (Ranking Menber)
Rep. Dai Hemandes
Rep. Athena Salman
Rep. Jud Schwicbert
Natural Resources, Energy & Water
Rep. Andis Cano (Ranking Menber)
Rep, Andrea Dalesandro
Rep. Aaron Licberman
Rep, Stptanic Sahl Hailon
WEDNESDAYAMGovernment & Elections
Rep. Alena Saman (Ranking Mere)
Rep, Kell Butler
Rep.Jnr Jenin:
Rep. Jenifer Paik
Rep. Scphaic Sahl Hanlon
Rep. Raquel Terin
Judiciary
Rep. César Chives Ranking Member)
Rep. Domingo DeGrria
Rep. Melody Hemandes
Rep. Diego Rodrigues
Wass& Means
Rep. Miz Epsin Ranking Member
Rep, Andrés CaroRep. Pamela Powers Harley
Rep. Loren Sema
Appropristons
Rep, Randy Frcs (Ranking Menber)
Rep, César Chiver
Rep. Carine Femandez
Rep. Aaron Liberman
Rep. Jud Schwicoert
Criminal Justice Reform
Rep. Diego Rodrigues (Ranking Member)
Rep, Reinald Bodine
Rep. Alma Hemandsr
Rep. Raquel Trin
Transportation
Rep. Richard Andrade (Ranking Merbcr)
Rep. Robert Vio
Rep. Amish tal
Rep. Aando Teller
Rep. Myron Tose
Ethics
Rep. Alma Hermandes (Ranking Merber
Rep, Domingo DeGrria

Senate President sets up email account for voting reports

Pasesor? November 19, 2020
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(Phocni, Sate Caphol ~~ With questions swing over cletion gry in Arson, Senate President Karen Fann
lod amon te Serre Republic Cans Sing up speci ml scout0 Ener documented profof
tiggules n te 3020 General Elton n Arson. The email wil bo The wi November 27. 2030. 50
‘iri Rasen who ave Tstiand Knowledge ofpose aad con dota the acount.
Ni ove end homContaers he Salo coord abot the von proces Arisa sd Prusdert
Fann ve consistently si, het videofFr we. ms1 look i. Thi en account will be.
Tesoues orpoopie who at eae oF PRODHCHRSiAriscocon rote. My ps is will srt ou 1h
Tots Fromvagug legions, Eve vs Sswhen of he vormony ofcooned began lot 0 cnr
ters hve cones ne doction sem.”
To epor cider of awd os ny ice von gules, sens souk ed a dtl dsrpion
10 2020¢kection@azles,gov. Please include name and contact information so those looking into the incident can followup Th Sire Proudion il orn(posdy Some anAer all ovdene efor he Seonmss:
Whichis et 0k place on November 0. 3020.

Biden Campaign Statement on latest AZ Ruling
Statement from Goff Burgan. the Biden Campae's Arona Commncaions Diesoralin wis olor ad hile cme strlenwas mlb rd Smrepirint,dB ght
ings oF th Arison Republic Pay shoud Sop (mango ermine Arzonns thine and Falions.
Tivrolng ss 2 winior Avsorans wh nod ot econ Tamiers tos ll. I'si or Governor Dues aid ols
10 move Toward ad cogs he wil of he voters, enh rossng cs Arizomisacing with COVID-1.

Rep. Teller Isolating After COVID-19 Diagnosis
PHOENIX - Rep Ando Teller anounced day ta eas sedpsi or COVID-19. Hes sling and
Tcosrng at bone Inhale
Con Wednesday armoon was informed ha had esd posi for COVID-19 afr expeincing mid sympoms
Tote fof yo Foil, Sollee ng insfot fe uppouing oF gp] ov econ. 1 eeeboon rE
rection ought es pandemic - hich us 1d Going patho he commis|Sve i A vis
Ee copious vy we,drwire ora | tgs agar oa olrains-moe
Takataeswhi out.kpphysi diane, and sy at homeyouGn

Phoenix, Tucson, Flagstaff, and Tolleson Mayors Hold
Press Conference on the Rise of COVID-19 Cases Across the State
incon lvorsRegina Romero, Kate Gallego, Coral Evans, and tna Tovarconcernedabou rio in COVID-19
WHAT: Aricona Mayors Regia Romer, Kat Gallego, Coral Evans, and Anna Tovar od vial rss conference
oni of COVID-I3 aes actus he sue
WHEN: Fda, November 20, 2020 1330 am
WHERE:The viru press conference will b vi Zoom:
MDS 00m A000S09 dV Gal IS JONDYLZ EOVRin)
Nicing ID 9 0995 096
Paseode (957
Membersof the press, please RSVP 0 iat 110conasox.
The press conference will also be live-streamed on Mayor ReginaRomero's FacebookPage:

Pagesor? November 19,2020
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Arizona Department Of Health Services Strengthens Mask Wearing

Requirement For Schools
Emergency Measure Aims To Improve Mitigation Measures On Campuses And Buses
PHOENIX — To procet the health ofour school communis, the Arizona Department of Health Services (ADHS)
{oda isted an emergency measure requiring district and charcr schools 0 immediatly mandate thatmasks are worm
on school campuses, on schoolbusesand during school-associated activites by all students, Faculty. aff, comractors,
and visors
“Keeping kid and teachers sa saneof our op priori.” said Governor Doug Ducey. “This emergency mesure
issued by ADHS addresses te serious threat COVID-19 poses ©ourcommunities, I requires schools 0 implement
he simple step of mask-wcaring (0 reduce transmission and keep our Kid safe.”
In ul. Governor Ducey ssued ExceutiveOrder 2020-51. which requiredal school districts and charir schools to
develop and implement policy 10 requir masks foal sa and students. 1110 required ADHS and the Arizona
DepartmentofEducation to work collaboratively o develop the Guidance for Safely Returning to Schools, based on
hc Roadmap for Reopening Schools
As part ofthis guidance, schools must implement COVID-19 mitigarion strates based on the schoolber hmarks,
10 keep students and staff safc on campuses These mitigation statics include mask-wearing physical distancing
increased cleanin and disinfecting protocols limiting he sizeofgroups, and increased hand hy iene.
“Based on rece released dats, we now know masks provide more protection than previously thought.” sid ADHS
Dircctor Dr. Cara Christ. “The new studies show that wearinga mask also procets the mask wearer, not just hose:
around them. | encourage everyone 10 weara mask wherever they ar around people ey don't Ive with"
Public health works closly with schools {0provid technica assistance to schools onimplementing mitigation
measure, such as masks. To ensureeveryone who nds2mask has acces 0 one, ADHS has partnered with Hanes
10 provide five fres masks o students and thei fills. Famili and schools can 0 to azhealthgov ordermasks to
ave fre masks shipped (0 hem.
For mor information.please visi Jalgov/COVIDI9

Arizona Department of Health Services Releases Menu of Health Tips for

Safer Holiday Gatherings
Smallergroups, moving dinner ouside helpreduce COVID-19 risk
‘Your menu may be the same this car, butother aspectsof Thanksgiving may need fo be different to reduce the risk of
transiting COVID-19.
“Thar's why theArizona Department of Health Services has developed mem of precantirs to take during holiday
gatherings. Doing ane makes your Familyandsour gests safer. Doing more is evenbeter
I's an unfortunate reality hat household gtcrings re conrbuting 0 the current ris in COVID-19 ase, percent
positivity. and stress on our ealcare system.” said Dr. Cara Christ, director of ADHSthe Arizona Department of
Healh Service. “Th holidayscam bring together more households nd more generations. including older individuals
who are more vulncrabc to COVID-19 and youn aduls nd cildren who are more kel 0 be asymptomatic
caries Following thse simple guidelines can help keep everyone safe duringth holidays ™
Recommendations for ster hol aiberings

Page70f7 November 19.2020
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“I wish to respond by simply saying - I took an
« oath to support the Constitution of the United

States and the Constitution and lawsofthe State

of Arizona.”NET AY?CF THE DAY
- Bowers, on the pressure he’s facing to attempt
10 nullify the results of the presidential election

Pages er? November 19, 2020
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, February 5, 2021 9:42:01 PM
To: Kirsten Engel <kengel48@gmail.com>
Subject: FW: maricopa-county-v-fann-request-to-quash-subpoenas pdf
Attachments: maricopa-county-v-fann-request-to-quash-subpoenas pdf

Kisten Engel
AZ State House Rep. LOT
AZ State Senator.Elect LOTO
802.526.5175
kengel@azieg gov
Andrea Martinez
‘Adminstatve Assistant
2.265178
martinez @azieg gov

From: lisette flores <lsette_flores@hotmailcom>
Date: Friday, February 5, 2021 at 10:33 PM
To: Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg.gov>, Martin Quezada <MQuezada@azleg gov», Lupe Contreras
<lcontreras@azleg.gov>
Subject: maricopa-county-v-fann-request-to-quash-subpoenas.pdf

Members, | was able to get a copy of the complaint filed today by the Maricopa BOS. Senate Judiciary committee
members and PresidentFannare named as defendants.

Jim Barton was representing the D membersin the ligation stemming from the fist subpoena issued in December.
This complain s based on the subpoena issued in January. ll be confirming that his representation will continue and
once we have that verified, maybe we can meet this weekend or Monday.

Please let me know if you haveany questions.

Sent from my iPhone

ARZN_REV00034649_FW maricopa-county-v-fanr-request-to-quash-subpoenas. pdf. htm



1 Law Offices
HINSHAW & CULBERTSON LLP

2 2375 E, Camelback Rd.
Suite 750

3 Phoenix, AZ 85016
602-631-4400

4 602-631-4404
stully@hinshawlaw.com

5s
Stephen W. Tully (014076)

6
ALLISTER ADEL

7[|MARICOPA COUNTY ATTORNEY
||Thomas . Liddy (019384)

Emily Craiger (021728)
9|[JosephI. Vigil (018677)

Toon Be Gri)
10|| JosephE. LaRue (031348

Deputy County Attorneys
11|| liddyt@meao maricopa gov

craigere@mcao.maricopa gov
12|| vigifi@meao maricopa.gov

ranco|(@ mao.maricopa. gov
13|| laruej@mcao.maricopa gov

14||CIVIL SERVICES DIVISION
225 West Madison Street

15|| Phoenix. Arizona 85003
Telephone (602) 506-8541

16|| Facsimile(602)506-4317
ca-civilmailbox@meao.maricopa. gov

17
Attorneys for Maricopa County Plaintiffs

18
19 IN THE SUPERIOR COURT OF THE STATE OF ARIZONA
2 IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF MARICOPA

2
MARICOPA COUNTY: JACK| No.

22|| SELLERS, in his official capacity as|=~
Chaigman ofthe Maricopa County Board

23|| of Supervisors: and BILL GATES.
CLNTTICRMAN. STEVE CHUCRI,|COMPLAINT

24|| and STEVE GALLARDO, in their
olicial capacities as Members of the

25|| Maricopa County BoardofSupervisors,

26 Plaintiffs,
27

28

1
1015000779563 1
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v.1
KAREN FANN, in her official capacity

2|| as President of the Arizona Senate:
WARREN PETERSON, in his official

3|| capacity as Chairman of the Arizona
Senate Judiciary Committee; WENDY

4|| ROGERS, in her official capacity as Vice
Chairmanof the Arizona Sena Judiciary

5|| Committee; NANCY BARTO, SONN
BORRELLI LUPE CONTRERAS,

6|| KIRSTEN ENGEL. VINCE LEACH,
and MARTIN QUEZADA, in their

7|| official capacities as the Menibers of the
o|| Arizona Senate Judiciary Comite,

Defendants.9
10

Il Come now Plaintiffs MARICOPA COUNTY; JACK SELLERS, in his official

12|| capacity as Chairman of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors; and BILL GATES,
13||CLINT HICKMAN, STEVE CHUCRI, and STEVE GALLARDO, in their official

14|| capacities as Membersofthe Maricopa County BoardofSupervisors, (together, “Plaintiff

15||Maricopa County” or the “Maricopa County Plaintiffs”), by and through Counsel, and for
16|| their Complaint state as follows:
17 INTRODUCTION

18 1. This case isnot about whether the Arizona legislature has the power to issue
19|| subpoenas: it does. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs respect the Arizona legislature,
20 || including both the Arizona Senate and the Arizona House of Representatives, and

21||recognize their authority to issue subpoenas and to insist that all parties comply with lawful
22|| subpoenas,
2 2. Rather, this case is about the limited powerof the Arizona Senate to issue a

24|| subpoena commanding the presence of a witness at a hearing that does not exist,
25||commanding the production of2.1 million voted, secret ballots in violation of Arizona
26|| statute, and commanding the inspection of certified elections equipment by a team of|

27|| uncertified laymen who have demonstrated a stunning lack of knowledge about election
28|| processes and election security.

2 1015030779563 1
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1 3. Inshort, this case is about sham legislative subpoenas.

2 4. On January 12,2021, the Presidentofthe Arizona Senate and the Chairman
5 of that chamber’s Judiciary Committee issued subpoenas commanding the Maricopa
4||County Board of Supervisors, Maricopa County Recorder, and Maricopa County|

5|| Treasurer to appear for testimony before the Judiciary Committee on January 13 at 9:00
6||a.m.—fewer than twenty-four hours later—and to bring with them, among other items,
7|[ roughly 2.1 million voted, secret paper ballots and certified elections equipment used in

8|| the 2020 general election in Maricopa County. See Exhibit A.
9 5. Those subpoenas did notfollow a voteof the full Arizona Senate to establish
10||an investigation related to the 2020 general election in Arizona. See, e.g., Buell v. Superior,

11 {| Court, 96 Ariz. 62, 64 (1964). Instead, the subpoenas followed a prior legal dispute about
12| similar legislative subpoenas requesting these items and months of conspiracy theories|
13 {| debunked by the press and rejected by the courts following the 2020 general election in

14 ||Maricopa County.!
1s 6. Ina show of good faith, the Chairman of the Maricopa County Board of]
16 {| Supervisors, the Maricopa County Recorder, and the Maricopa County Treasurer appeared.

17 {| with counsel at the Arizona Capitol to testify before the Judiciary Committee and discuss;
18 {the subjectof these subpoenas, despite our stated objectionsto the subpoenas. See Exhibit
19 |B.

20 7. But there was a problem: there was no hearing at the Arizona Senate on
21 {|January 13; one was never scheduled, and one was never held. Despite this obvious set-

22(| up. in the days thatfollowed—and, again, as a sign of good faith—the Maricopa County|
3
2 1 See, “ga Madeleine Ngo, Fact check: Arizona Senate, aricope County)

pegging deal on clection data, USA Today, (an 21, 2021, 7:10 pm),
25 https://www.usatoday.com/story/news/factcheck/202 1/01, 21/maricopa-col nty-

agreement-arizona-senate-joe-biden-inauguration/6661033002/ (“Trump~ and his,
36||Shpporters have repeatedly afleged that Biden unfairly won the 2020 clection. but these
26 | claims are baseless,” and collecting some debunked conspiracy theories): see also Jeremy)
3|| Duda Fann picks. Trump-atlid firm with history of fase election siaiements o audi

Maricopa" election, AZ * Mimor (Feb. © 3. 2021, 811 am),
28 https://www.azmirror.com/2021/02/03/fann-picks-trump-allied-firm-with-history-of-
4 alse-election-statements-to-audit-maricopa-election/.

3 Toss
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1 {| Board of Supervisors and the Maricopa County Recorder produced over 11 gigabytes of]

2|| data (estimated over halfa million pages) requested by the Senators in their subpoenas,
3 including the Voter Registration Database (subject to the redactions of certain personal
4|| information required by law) and numerous computer log files and ballot tabulation reports

5|| associated with the November 3, 2020, general election. The Board also voted to perform,
6||two additional audits of its elections equipment to once again confirm that the baseless,
7||conspiracy theories about the 2020 general election in Maricopa County were just that—

8| baseless. These audits were in addition to the statutorily mandated hand count completed
9||on November 9, 2020 that the machines performed with 100% accuracy.

10 8. Rather than working with the Board to resolve this dispute, the President of|

11 {| the Arizona Senate and the Chairman of the Judiciary Committee introduced a resolution
12{ to hold the individual membersofthe Maricopa County Board of Supervisors in contempt.
13||See Exhibit C.

14 9. As explained in more detail below, the only one who has acted
15 {| contemptuously is whomever drafied the subpoenas in the nameofthe Arizona Senate,
16|| including the demand to appear and testify at a hearing — who knew at the time of the}

17||writing that there would be no hearing — that is the person who has shown contempt for
18 [| the Arizona Senate. Presently, the Senate intends to hold individual Maricopa County)
19|| Supervisors in contempt for failing to obey an unlawful subpoena. They ignore the fact

20 | that the Chairman of the Board of Supervisors attempted to obey the subpoena despite its
21 {| unlawfulness but was rebuffedby the Senate; and, that Maricopa County’s elected officals,

22(|have produced a multitude ofdocuments in response to the subpoenas, despite them being,
23 {| unlawful. In sum, these Senators ignore the good-faith efforts of the Maricopa County|
24| Plaintiffs to work with them. They instead choose to threaten the Board of Supervisors,

25 with imprisonment and misdemeanor-prosecution, which are the possible outcomes of a
26 | finding of contempt
27 10. These Senators have left Plaintiff Maricopa County with no choice but to

28| ask this Court for an order quashing the Senators unlawful subpoena, issued to the Board)
4

Toss
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1 || of Supervisors on January 12, 2021.

2 11. Plaintiff Maricopa County recognizes the lawful authority of the Senate to|

5 [issue subpoenas, and also recognizes that the Senate has the right to expect lawful
4|| subpoenas to be obeyed.

5s 12. But the Senate is not above the law, and it cannot demand, upon pain of
6|| imprisonment or a misdemeanor conviction, that its subpoenas be obeyed even when
7||unlawful, as it does here.

8 13. Accordingly, this Court should quash the unlawful subpoena.
9 JURISDICTION AND VENUE

10 14. This Court has jurisdiction pursuant to the Uniform Declaratory Judgments)

11 [| Act, ARS. § 12-1831er seq., and ARS. § 12-1801
2 15. The events giving rise to this action happened in Maricopa County. The
13|[Arizona Senate sits in Maricopa County. Venue is proper. A.R.S. § 12-401

jl 16. This case is subject to Tier 3 pursuant to Rule 26.2(b)(3) of the Arizona
15|| Rules of Civil Procedure as itis legally complex.
16 PARTIES

17 17. Maricopa County, a Plaintiffin this action, is a jural entity with power to sue
18|| and be sued, which power is exercised by the Board of Supervisors. A.R.S. § 11-201(A)
19 18. Plaintiff Jack Sellers is the Chairman of the Maricopa County Board of|

20|| Supervisors. He brings this suit in his official capacity.
21 19. Plaintiff Bill Gates is a Member of the Maricopa County Board of|

22 (| Supervisors. He brings this suit in his official capacity.
2 20. Plaintiff Clint Hickman is the Chairman of the Maricopa County Board of
24|[ Supervisors. He brings this suit in his official capacity.

25 21. Plaintiff Steve Chucri is a Member of the Maricopa County Board of]
26|| Supervisors. He brings this suit in his official capacity.
27 22. Plaintiff Steve Gallardo is a Member of the Maricopa County Board of]

28|| Supervisors. He brings this suit in his official capacity.
5

Toss
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1 23. Defendant Karen Fann is the President of the Arizona Senate. She is being|

2|| sued in her official capacity only.
3 24. Defendant Warren Peterson is the Chairmanofthe Arizona Senate Judiciary|
4||Committee. Heisbeing sued inhis official capacity only.

5 25. Defendant Wendy Rogers is the Vice Chairman of the Arizona Senate
6||Judiciary Committee. She is being sued in his official capacity only.
7 26. Defendant Nancy Barto is a Member of the Arizona Senate Judiciary

8||Committee. She is being sued in his official capacity only.
9 27. Defendant Sonny Borrelli is a Member of the Arizona Senate Judiciary|
10| Committee. Heis being sued inhisofficial capacity only.

hl 28. Defendant Lupe Contreras is a Member of the Arizona Senate Judiciary)
12 {| Committee. He is being sued in his official capacity only.
13 29. Defendant Kirsten Engle is a Member of the Arizona Senate Judiciary

14 ||Committee. She is being sued in his official capacity only.
1s 30. Defendant Vince Leach is a Member of the Arizona Senate Judiciary)
16 [| Committee. He is being sued in his official capacity only.

17 31. Defendant Martin Quezada is a Member of the Arizona Senate Judiciary)
18 {| Committee. He is being sued inhisofficial capacity only.

19 FACTS
20 32. Plaintiff Maricopa County conducted a general election on November 3,
21 (12020, which included an election for presidential electors (the “Election).
2 33. All of the vote tabulators and ballot printers, used by Plaintiff Maricopa)

23 [| County to conduct the Election had been certified by the Arizona secretary of state and!
24 also tested and certified by a laboratory that is accredited by the United States Elections,

25 (| Assistance Commission pursuant to the federal Help America Vote Act, as Arizona law,
26 [| requires. ARS.§ 16-442.

27 34. Prior to the Election, on October 6, 2020, the Arizona secretary of state]

28 [| conducted a pre-election logic and accuracy test of the vote tabulation machines, as
6

Toss
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1 || required by Arizona law, ARS. § 16-449, and in complete accordance with the

2|| procedures, and testing requirements and protocols, established by the Arizona Elections;
3||Procedures Manual (2019).2
4 35. The logic and accuracy test prescribed by law and conducted by the secretary|

5||of state is an auditofthe vote tabulation machines’ ability to properly read and accurately
6||tabulate ballots. It consists of using the tabulation machines to tabulate pre-marked ballots
7|| to ensure that the tabulation totals are correct.

8 36. The vote tabulation machines received a perfect score (100%) on the pre-
9||lection logic and accuracy test conducted by the Arizona secretary of state on October 6,
10|| 2020. Stated differently, the tabulation of the votes by the electronic tabulators was,

11 [| one hundred percent (100%) accurate. See Exhibit D (a true and correct copyofthe|
12 ||October 6, 2020, Logic and Accuracy Certificate of Accuracy),
13 37. After the Election, on November 18, 2020, the Arizona secretary of state]

14 [| conducted a post-election logic and accuracy test of the vote tabulation machines, as;
15|| required by the Arizona Elections Procedures Manual. (EPM (2019) at 94-95 and 235).

16 38. The post-election logic and accuracy test was conducted in complete

17 [| accordance with the procedures, and testing requirements and protocols, established by the|
18|| Arizona Elections Procedures Manual.

19 39. The vote tabulation machines received a perfect score (100%) on the post-
20 election logic and accuracy test conducted by the Arizona secretary of state on November,
21|| 18,2020. Stated differently, the tabulation of the votes by theelectronic tabulators was|

22|| one hundred percent (100%) accurate. See Exhibit E (a true and correct copy of the|

23 ||November 18, 2020, Logic and Accuracy Certificate of Accuracy).
24 40. On November 4, 2020, representatives from the Republican, Democratic,

25 {12 The operative version of the Arizona Elections Procedures Manual (“EPM) is the 2019

26 | ot wo ites Beales019. TLECTHON PROCEDURES MANUAL AP
27||PROVED. at “The Elections Procedures Manual is prepared by a‘secretary tae in.

consultation ith the clections officials in all ifeen counties. Once approved by the
2|govemorandatomey general, the Elton Procedires Manual has the forse of ow.

7
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1 {| and Libertarian political parties conducted a post-election, hand count audit of all the;

2 [ballots cast at two percent (29%) of the vote centers used in Maricopa County, as well as
3 [| over 5.000 early ballots, as required by Arizona law. ARS. § 16-602; EPM (2019) at
4 |[213-33.

5 41. The vote centers included in the two percent sample were randomly selected
6|| by the political party representatives.
7 42. The presidential race was included in the hand count audit.

8 43. There were no discrepancies found between the hand count audit and the|
9|| results tabulated by the vote tabulation machines. Stated differently, the tabulation of|
10 [| ballots by the tabulators was found to beonehundredpercent(100%)accurate. See

11 {| Exhibit F (a true and correct copy of the Hand Count Audit Report for the November 3,
12|| 2020, General Election).

13 44. Despite the various audits that demonstrated that Maricopa County's

14 {| lection was accurately tabulated, numerous challenges and election contests were filed in
15 {| superior court, contesting the results, as provided for by ARS. § 16-671 ef seq. Plaintiffs
16 [in these cases included President Donald Trump, the Arizona Republican Party, and the|

17||Chairwomanof the Arizona Republican Party, Dr. Kelli Ward.
18 45. Each of the cases alleged some form of misconduct by elections officers,

19 {| erroneous vote counts, unlawful voting, or deprivation of the right to vote. Noneof the;
20 (cases were successful, and no court found that any misconduct, erroneous vote counts, or
21 || unlawful voting had occurred such that the results of the Election should be overturned.

22(|Each was ultimately dismissed. The cases filed in Maricopa County Superior Court
23 (included:
24 «Aguilera. Fontes, No. CV2020-014083 (voluntarilydismissed, November,
25 7,2020).

2 « Donald J. Trump v. Hobbs, No. CV2020-014248 (Min. Entry Order,
27 November 13, 2020 (after conducting an evidentiary hearing, dismissing the|

2 complaint with prejudice).
8
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1 «Arizona Republican Party v. Fontes, No. CV2020-014553 (Min. Entry

2 Order, November 18, 2020 (dismissing the complaint with prejudice and

3 ordering that the Secretary of State, who had requested her fees, could file a
4 motion pursuant to ARS. § 12-349 (the frivolous litigation statute)

5 «Aguilera. Fontes Il, No. CV2020-014562 (Min. Entry, November 29, 2020)
6 (after conducting an evidentiary hearing, “dismissing] with prejudice for
7 failing to state a claim upon which relief can be granted; or alternatively,

8 denying therelief sought by Plaintiffs given their failure to produce evidence
9 demonstrating entitlement to same).

10 «Kelli Ward v. Jackson, No. CV2020-015285 (Min. Entry Ruling, December|

hl 4, 2020 (after conducting an evidentiary hearing, denying the requested
12 relief and “confirming the election,” because the court found that the;
13 evidence did not show fraud, misconduct, illegal votes, or an erroneous vote

14 count), affirmed, Ward v. Jackson, No. CV-20-0343-AP/EL (Ariz. S. Ct.
1s December 9, 2020) (“concludeing]. unanimously, that.... the challenge
16 fails to present any evidence of ‘misconduct, ‘illegal votes” or that the Biden

17 Electors “did not in fact receive the highest number of votes for office, let
18 alone establish any degree of fraud or a sufficient error rate that would
19 undermine the certainty of the election results”).

20 46. Additionally, an election contest was filed in federal district court. Bowyer,
21|| er al, v. Ducey, et al., No. CV-20-02321-PHX-DJH. Dr. Ward, the Chairwoman of the|

22 (| Arizona Republican Party, was—once again—one of the plaintiffs. Sidney Powell, a

23 ( former attomey for President Trump, was one of the plaintiffs’ attomeys. This lawsuit
24| alleged fraud resulting from foreign interference in the clection via offshore algorithms,

25 that somehow infiltrated Maricopa County’s vote tabulation equipment, leading to
26 “injections” ofvotes for President-clect Biden, and ballot fraud. The plaintiffs sought tol
27 [|decertify the election and cause Arizona's presidential electors to be awarded to President

28 [| Trump. Afier reviewing the “evidence” submitted by the plaintiffs, Judge Humetewal
9
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1 { dismissed the case. She ruled that the “Plaintiffs failed to provide the Court with factual

2| support for their extraordinaryclaims[J” Additionally, the court noted that “[a]llegations|
3 [thatfind favor in the public sphereof gossip and innuendo cannot bea substitute for eamest
4|| pleadings and procedure in federal court[.]” and, “cannot be the basis for upending

5||Arizona’s 2020 General Election.” Accordingly—because plaintiffs provided no actual,
6||evidentiary support for their absurdly-fantastic claims, [t]he Court is left with no
7| alternative but to dismiss this matter in its entirety.” (Doc. 84, Order, December 9, 2020,

8| at 28-29).
9 47. Additionally, another case challenging the result ofthe Election was filed in
10|| Pinal County Superior Court. Burk v. Ducey, No. S1100CV202001869. The plaintiffin

11 [| this matter raised the same claims as alleged by the plaintiffs in the federal court case|
12 [| discussed in the preceding paragraph. It, too, was dismissed. (Ruling on Motion to)
13|| Dismiss, December 15, 2020).

14 48. Thus, all told, there were seven separate challenges to the results of the|
15 {| Election, and all involved accusations that wrongdoingofsome sort happened in Maricopa,

16 [| County. Six superior court judges, one federal district court judge, and seven Arizona
17 ||Supreme Court Justices were involved in their disposition. None found any evidence of|
18 {| wrongdoing on the part of Maricopa County, its elections officers, or the electronic voting,
19 [| system it uses. And, none found any basis for decertifying Arizona's election or awarding,

20 (| Arizona’s eleven presidential electors to President Trump.
21 49. On December 14, 2020, the Arizona Senate Judiciary Committee purported

22| to hold a “special meeting” in order to question witnesses about the Election.
3 50. At the request of the Judiciary Commitee, the Maricopa County Plaintiffs
24| voluntarily made their officers and personnel available at this hearing. The then-Chairman

25 of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, Clint Hickman, personally appeared and!
26| testified. So did Scott Jarrett, Maricopa County's Director of Election Day and Emergency|
27|| Voting. Additionally, Thomas Liddy, the Civil Division Chief for the Maricopa County:

28 [| Attomey’s Office, appeared to answer questions about the various legal challenges to the;
10
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1 { election that had been litigated.
2 51. All told, the Maricopa County Plaintiffs” officers and personnel voluntarily|

3| provided some six hoursoftestimony, answering every question put to them, before being
4||excused from the hearing.

5 52. The same day as the special meeting by the Senate Judiciary Committee Plus|
6||One, members of the Arizona Legislature signed what purported to be a “Joint
7|| Resolution.” It requested “that the alternate 11 electoral votes be accepted for Donald J.

8||Trump or to have all electoral votes nullified completely until a full forensic audit can be
9||conducted.” It further “resolved that the United States Congress is not to consider a slate;
10|| of electors from the State of Arizona until the Legislature deems the election to be final

11 {| and all irregularities resolved.”
12 53. Notwithstanding that the Maricopa County Plaintiffs voluntarily provided|
13 [| the testimony referenced above and answered every question they were asked, in an

14 [| attempt to be helpful to the members of the Senate, President Fann and the Judiciary)
15 {| Committee served two subpoenas on the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors the next
16 [| day, on December 15, 2020, at 3:08 p.m. (the “December 15, 2020, Subpoenas”).

17 54. Each of the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas commanded the Maricopa
18 ||County Board of Supervisors “to produce, and permit inspection, testing or sampling of]
19|| the items identified in the attached Exhibit 1"—an extremely large number of documents

20( consistingofmultiple hundredsof thousands of pages, as well as all of Maricopa County's
21| election tabulators and other election-related equipment—"on or before 5:00 p.m. on
22 (| December 18, 2020 to the Chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee for inspection,

23 | testing or sampling thereafter.”
24 55. Thus, the deadline for production provided by the December 15, 2020,

25 (| Subpoenas was barely three days after the subpoenas were served.
2 56. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs could not lawfully comply with producing|
27 [| some of the items requested by the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas, such as voted ballots

28 from the November 3, 2020, general election.
n
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1 57. Additionally, the Maricopa County Plaintiffs could not produce the full

2||amount of documents requested within the three-day time period provided by the
3 [| December 15, 2020, Subpoenas.
4 58. Accordingly, the Maricopa County Plaintiffs filed a Complaint in the}

5|| Superior Court, seeking to quash the December 13, 2020, Subpoenas. Maricopa County .
6||Fann, No. CV2020-016840 (Cmplt. filed December 18, 2020).

7 59. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs’ Complaint alleged that the December 15,

8 (12020, Subpoenas were unlawful and so due to be quashed for several reasons. First,
9|| because the goal of the subpoenas was to gather data to audit the November 3, 2020,
10 [| general election, they were ultra vires and lacked a proper legislative purpose. Second, to

11 || the extent that the subpoenas sought to adjudicate an election contest or re-canvass the
12|| election, they violated the separation of powers doctrine. Third, the subpoenas sought

13 {| ballots and digital images of ballots, which violated both the Arizona Constitution and,
14|| statutory law. And fourth, the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas suffered from technical
15|| deficiencies, such as the fact that they did not command any witness to appear at any
16|| hearing, which rendered them void.

17 60. President Fann and then-Chairman Farnsworth respondedbyfiling their own
18 [| special action against Maricopa County, No. CV2020-016904 (filed December21, 2020),

19 [| and moved for a writ of mandamus that would have compelled the Maricopa County’

20|| Plaintiffs to immediately produce the subpoenaed data. In their application for an order to
21 || show cause, President Fann and then-Chairman Famsworth stated that they needed relief|
22 (| “sufficiently in advance of the congressional review of the Electoral College returns on

23||January 6, 2021"—thus demonstrating that the purpose of the December 15, 2020,
24|| Subpoenas, was to overturn the vote of the People of Arizona in the November 3, 2020,

25| election for presidentof the United States.
26 61. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs moved to dismiss President Fann’s and
27||then-Chairman Farnsworth’s Complaint, filed December 23, 2020, pointing out to the|

28||Court that Fann and Famsworth were not lawfully entitled to special action mandamus
2
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1|| relief to enforce legislative subpoenas. The Court agreed, ordering Fann’s and
2||Famsworth’s claim for special action dismissed. (Min. Entry, December 23, 2020.)

3 62. After their loss in their special action lawsuit, Fann and Famsworth, along
4 | with the rest of the Senate Judiciary Committee, filed an Answer and Counterclaim in the

5||Maricopa County Plaintiffs action challenging the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas. (No.
6 [|CV2020-016840, Answer and Verified Counterclaim, filed December 29, 2020.) They

7|| also filed a motion for preliminary injunction, again seeking an order compelling the.

8 [| Maricopa County Plaintiffs to immediately produce the subpoenaed data. The Maricopa)
9||County Plaintiffs opposed their motion, arguing that Fann and Famsworth were not
10|[ entitled to injunctive relief.

Il 63. While this motion practice was occurring, something else happened: on
12 [| January 11, 2021, the 54th Legislature ended, and the 55th Legislature began.

13 64. When the 54th Legislature ended, the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas,

14|| which had been issued by the Senate President and Judiciary Committee Chairmanofthat
15|| Legislature, became void and no longer enforceable, even had they been lawful.
16 65. Perhaps recognizing that fact, Senate President Fann and the new chairman

17|| of the 55th Legislature's Senate Judiciary Comittee, Chairman Peterson, issued new
18|| subpoenas on January 12, 2021 (the “January 12, 2021, Subpoenas”).

19 66. The January 12, 2021, Subpoenas were directed to the membersofthe Board

20|| ofSupervisors, the Maricopa County Recorder, and the Maricopa County Treasurer. The
21|| subpoenas sought identical items from each of the elected officials.

2 67. The January 12, 2021, Subpoenas sought an immense amountof documents,
23|| data, and equipment. The January 12, 2021, Subpoena directed to the Board of|
24|| Supervisors, which is at issue in this litigation, is attached as Exhibit A, and is|

25|| incorporated by reference as if fully stated herein. As evidenced by Exhibit A, the items
26|| sought by the January 12, 2021 Subpoenas included:

27 a. all of the ballot tabulation and processing equipment (i.c., machines),

28 used in the November 3, 2020, general election;
13
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1 b. numerous typesofelection log files, provided “in XML, EML, JSON,

2 DVD and XSLT formats;
3 c. the Maricopa County Voter Registration Database, containing the voter
4 registration data for all of Maricopa County's registered voters;

5s d. all 2.1 million paper ballots cast in Maricopa County in the November3,
6 2020, general election, including early ballots, Election Day ballots, and,
7 provisional ballots; and

8 e. all electronic images of the ballots cast in Maricopa County in the
9 November 3, 2020, general election.

10 68. The Senators served their January 12, 2021, Subpoenas on the Board of|

11 {| Supervisors at 3:49 p.m. on January 12. The Recorder and the Treasurer were served at
12 {| approximately thesame time. The subpoenas commanded these elected officials to appear,

13 |[at a Senate hearing to provide testimony the next day,January13,2021,at9:00a.m.—|

14. ||only 17hours from when the subpoenas were served. and also commanded the elected
15|| officials to bringwith them the multitudinous volume of items listed in the subpoenas.

16 69. Despite only being given 17 hours’ notice, the Chairman of the Board of|

17 || Supervisors, Jack Sellers, along with Maricopa County Recorder Stephen Richer and
18||Maricopa County Treasurer John Allen appeared at the Senate Building at 9:00 am. to

19 {| provide the requested testimony, and also to inform the Senate that, while they could not

20 ( possibly transport all the subpoenaed items to the Senate with only 17 hours’ notice, they|
21 {| wanted to discuss how they might begin production of the subpoenaed material that they|
22 could lawfully produce.

3 70. However, despite issuing the January 12, 2021, Subpoenas commanding the
24||Maricopa County elected officials to appear to provide testimony, the Senate had not

25| scheduled a hearing.

2 71. And so, despite the Maricopa County elected officials interrupting their|
27|[ plans with extremely little notice in order to appear before the Senate to provide testimony|

28 | that they were commanded by subpoena to provide, the Senate held no hearing, did not
14
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1 { allow them to appear, did not take their testimony, asked them no questions, but instead|

2 [they senta staffer who sheepishly informed the Chairman, the Treasurer and the Recorder|
3|| that there were no Senators to meet with them that day and asked them to leave.
4 72. Upon information and belief, the Senate is considering voting on Monday,

5|| February 8, 2021, to hold the individual members of the Maricopa County Board of|
6|| Supervisors in contempt of the January 12, 2021, Subpoena—despite the fact that the;
7||Chairman of the Board of Supervisors appeared for the hearing that the subpoena

8||commanded him to appear for, and despite the fact that the Senate did not schedule the
9|| hearing.

10 73. Later in the day on January 13, 2021, the Maricopa County Superior Court,

11 {| Judge Thomason, considered the motion for preliminary injunction filed by Fann and
12||Farnsworth related to the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas—the ones at issue in Maricopa

13||County v. Fann which had been issued while the 54th Legislature had been in session,

14 {| before the startof the current, 55th Legislature.
1s 74. Fann and the current Judiciary Committee Chairman, Petersen, argued that

16 [| despite the end of the Sdth Legislature, the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas were;
17 [| enforceable and so the Court should grant preliminary injunctive relief. The Maricopa
18 {| County Plaintiffs argued that the authorityof the Senate to enforce subpoenas issued under,
19 [| the Sath Legislature dissolved at the conclusion of that Legislature.

20 75. Once again, the Court agreed with the Maricopa County Plaintiffs, ruling|
21| that the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas were moot. (Min. Entry, January 13, 2021.) The,

22 (| Court also ruled that “the current dispute is moot” because the December 15, 2020,
23 (| Subpoenas, which were the only subpoenas at issue, were moot. (7d) To be clear, the;
24|[ Senators never sought to amend their Counterclaim to add a claim concerning the January|

25 (12,2021, Subpoenas from the Senate of the 55th Legislature. The only subpoenas before,
26||the Court were the December 15, 2020, Subpoenas from the 54th Legislature. Because

27||those subpoenas were moot, so was the Senators’ Counterclaim—and, so was the|

28||Maricopa County Plaintiffs’ Complaint secking to quash the December 15, 2020,
15
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1 || Subpoenas. The entire action before the Court was moot—which is what the Court stated

2 [lin its Minute Entry. (7d).

3 76. The Court took the added step, however, of “encourage[ing] the parties to)

4|| confer to see if the issues [arising under the newly-issued, January 12, 2021, Subpoenas]

5||may be resolved.” (ic)

6 77. None of the items subpoenaed by the January 12, 2021, Subpoenas was in;

7|| the custody or control of the Maricopa County Treasurer.

8 78. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs, along with the Maricopa County Recorder,

9|| quickly began compiling the data requested by the January 12, 2021, Subpoenas, that they

10|| could lawfully produce.

Il 79. And attomeys for the Maricopa County Plaintiffs had numerous good-faith,

12|| discussions with attorneys for Fann and Peterson, trying to reach resolution to the January

13 [| 12, 2021, Subpoenas.

jl 80. On January 15, 2021, the Maricopa County Plaintiffs and the Maricopa

15||County Recorder produced 9.5 gigabytes of responsive data to the January 12, 2021,

16||Subpoenas, subject to lawfully-required redactions, as follows:
1 «Election Log Files for the Tabulators

«Election Log Files for the Result Files
18 «Provisional Votes Files (included in the Election Log Files for the Tabulators)

«Rejected Ballots Report by Reason Code
19 «Windows event log and Access logs
2 «The Administrator& Audit logs for the EMS Election EventDesigner (EED))
“ and EMS Results Tally & Reporting (RTR) Client Applications
21 «Early Ballot Report

«Provisional Ballot Report
2 + ImageCast Central Logs
2» «BallotScanning Tabulation Machine Logs

«The Databaseofvoter rolls
2 «Forensic image of computers/devices used to work with voter rolls

«Copyof media device used to transfer voter rolls
x «Name and voter registration address.
2% «Mailing address for voters

«Dateofbirth for voters
27 «Voter ID numbers for voters
28
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\ «The manner that voters voted in the 2020 general election (early by mail, early
in person, in person on Election Day)

2 «The location at which voters voted

«The date that voters voted
3 «The political party affiliation of voters
4 «The carly ballot request date for voters

* The early ballot sent date

5 «The Voted early ballot return or receipt date:
«The Ballot canceled date

6 + The imageofballot envelope of pollbook entry
, «Final General Election Manual — Poll worker Training (2020)

«Final November 2020 General Election Day and Emergency Voting Plan
8 «Hands on Activity Outline

+ Tabulator Aid (09/14/2020)
9 «Certified letter from Secretary of State re pre-election L&A

10 « Cenified letter from Secretary of State re post-election L&A
+ Cniication leter from Secretary of Stat, accepting recommendation from

11 the Certification Committee that Dominion tabulators with electronic)

adjudication capabilities are certified for use in Arizona elections.
2 + Arizona Secretary of State List of Voting Equipment by County
13 «Arizona SecretaryofState Certified Vote Tabulating Equipment List

«Arizona Secretary of State Certification Advisory Committee Minutes
1 + Combined comespondence between Attomey General's Office and Maricopa

County pertaining to Sharpie Markers (3 letters) (Nov. 2020)
1s «Image Cast Evolution Internal Memorandum regarding approvedpensdated
1 06/04/2015

+ Maricopa County Adjudication Quick Reference Guide
1” + Electronic Adjudication Board Procedures

«Maricopa County General Election — November 3, 2020 Hand Count/Audit]18 Report
10 «Signature Verification Training Materials.

20 81. On January 21, 2021, the Maricopa County Plaintiffs provided an additional
21 || 1.82 gigabytesof data comprised of:
2 «The Cast Vote Record, containing raw data, in JSON format
3 82. All told, the Maricopa County Plaintiffs and the Recorder provided 1132

24| gigabytes of data in response to the January 12, 2021, Subpoenas
2 83. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs, along with the Recorder and the Treasurer,
26[1 also alerted the Senators that none of them possessed some of the data requested by the!

27| yanuary 12, 2021, Subpoenas including:
2
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\ + RTMLogs
* Result Pair Resolution

2 + Data and items related to “Election Systems & Software” (ESS) voting
J Systems, which Maricopa County does not use.

84. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs also asked the Senators for clarification
4

regarding some of the data requested by the January 12, 2021, Subpoena to the Board of]
5 Supervisors. The Supervisors, and their employees in the Maricopa County Elections
6 Department, did not know what this requested data was, and so they asked the Senators to
7

provide clarification, as follows:
8
5 «The meaningof“Signature Checking & Sorting Machine”

«The meaningof“FTP Transfer Points Log”
10 «The meaningof“Windows software log”
Nn «The meaningof“Network logs”

© The domain name “Adminenrdominionvotingcom” and
2 “*_dominionvoting.com domains” With regard to this one, the

correspondence noted that the Board of Supervisors, their Election
3 Department Staff, and their contacts at Dominion Voting Systems are
MN not familiar with those URLS

15 85. As of the date of the filing of this Complaint, the Senators have not
16 ’responded to the Maricopa County Plaintiffs’ requests for clarification.
7 2 i! 86. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs provided allof the above-mentioned data to

181 the House of Representatives as well as to the Senate.
19 87. While the Maricopa County Plaintiffs were supplying this data, their]
220 {lattomeys were continuing to talk with the Senators’ attorneys. On January 20, 2021, the
21 || Senators or their representatives provided the Arizona Republic a listofterms to which
22|| they were willing to agree, which included the following:
2» « “An audit will be performed including a logic and accuracy test on a
2 random sample of tabulation machines and a review of the source code

» on a random sample of tabulation machines.”
22 “The auditor will be certified by the US. Election Assistance
27 Commission and will have access to a ‘random sample of desktops,
2
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1 servers, and routers’ in a way that wouldn't disrupt county operations.”

2 « “Only authorized parties would have access to data or materials provided!
3 by the county.”
4|| Exhibit G, Jen Fifield, Arizona Republic, “Maricopa County is preparing for a new audit

5 ||of election results. Here's how it might go” January 20, 2021, available at
6||http://wwwazcentral.com/story/news/politics/elections/2021/01/20/maricopa-county-
7||supervisors-respond-subpoenas-arizona-senate-demanding-election-material-so-senate-

8 [| c/4222085001/ (last visited February 4, 2021).
9 88. Importantly, no agreement was ever reached between the Maricopa County
10 [| Plaintiffs and the Senators concerning what additional data,ifany, would be provided by,

11|| the Maricopa County Plaintiffs to the Senators. So, despite the fact that the Senators or
12|| their representatives told Arizona Republic's reporter, Jen Fifield, that the County would
13 {| provide images of ballots to the Senators, id., the County never agreed to that, because;

14 [| Arizona law prohibits the Maricopa County Plaintiffs from producing ballots or their
15|| images absent a court order.
16 89. Still, in a continued good faith effort to cooperate with the Senate, the|

17 ||Maricopa County Plaintiffs retained two U.S. Election Assistance Commission certified
18|| laboratories —Pro V&V Laboratory, and SLI Compliance—to conduct an independent

19 {| audit of the Maricopa County tabulation machines and software.
20 90. The selection of only EAC-certified laboratories to conduct this audit was
21 || necessary because a forensic audit conducted by a technician that is not certified by the

22 [| EAC could void the certification and could cause the secretaryofstate to de-certfy the;
23||equipment, meaning it could not be used in Arizona. See ARS. § 16-442(D).
24 91. Were the secretary of state to de-certify Maricopa County's election

25(|equipment, the ability of Maricopa County to conduct a free and fair, safe and secure;
26||election would be substantially undermined if not compromised altogether and thus the
27 [|County and its voters would suffer irreparable harm.

28 92. Indeed, an election will take place in Goodyear, Arizona, on March 9, 2021.
19
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1 || Plaintiff Maricopa County must have tabulators and other election-related equipment

2 [available to conduct that election; otherwise, Plaintiff Maricopa County will violate]

3 | Arizona law and also compromise ts ability to conduct a free and fair election. See, ¢..
4||ARS. § 16-447 (requiring the Boardof Supervisors to provide at cach polling location at

5|| Teast one electronic voting device that complies with the federal Help America Vote Act).
6 93. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs developed a scope of work for these EAC-
7|| certified firms that would comprehensively review the tabulators and software, as the

8| Senators represented they wanted, as follows:
9 «Verify that hash values submitted to the Arizona Secretary of State as,
10 part of the testing for certification match the components in thel

n location.

12 «Verify that no malicious software is running on the components.
13 Verify that the components are not connected to the internet.

14 «Conducta logic and accuracy testofthe 2020 General Election ballot
1s and program to confirm the equipment is accurately tabulating ballots.

16 As part of the logic and accuracy test, invite representatives from the
17 Arizona Legislature and Arizona’s political parties to participate in a
18 pre and post hand count of the ballots used during the logic and
19 accuracy test.

20 « Perform a physical security assessment of controls the County has,
21 implemented to prevent unauthorized access to central count

2 processing including ballots, tabulators, servers, and software.
3 94. The Maricopa County Plaintiffs scheduled for this analysis of their
24|| tabulation equipment to begin on February 2, 2021

25 95. On January 29, 2021, Senate President Fann inexplicably issued a press;
26| release titled, “Senate chooses its own qualified auditing firm to conduct forensic audit of
27||Maricopa County election results.”

2 96. President Fann’spress release incorrectlystatedthat“[wehave now leamed.
20
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1 || that the EAC does not certify auditors as such[,]” despite the fact that the EAC does in fact}

2|| certify laboratories that conduct auditsof election equipment

3 97. Chairman Peterson was also quoted in the press release, stating that
4|| President Fann had already chosen the firm that would conduct the Senate’s audit of|

5||Maricopa County's tabulation machines.
6 98. Currently, only two laboratories are certified by the EAC as qualified to
7||conduct analysis on election equipment—the two firms that the Maricopa County,

8| Plaintiffs retained.
9 99. Neither EAC certified laboratory has been retained by the Arizona Senate.
10 100. Chairman Peterson stated in the press release that President Fann had already|

11 || chosen the firm that would conduct the Senate’s audit; therefore, the firm that the Senators
12 [| intend to use is not EAC certified.
13 101. Upon information and belief, the President of the Arizona Senate and the

14|| Chairman of the Judiciary Committee have hired, or will hire, Allied Security Operations
15||Group (“ASOG") to perform an audit of the County's elections equipment if they
16|[ successfully gain access to this equipment. See Jeremy Duda, Fann picks Trump-allied|

17||firm with history offalse election statements to audit Maricopa election, AZ Mirror (Feb.
18 |[3, 2021, 8:11 a.m.), https://www.azmirror.com/2021/02/03/fann-picks-trump-allied-firm-,

19||with-history-of-false-election-statements-to-audit-maricopa-election/; Ben Giles & Steve

20|| Goldstein, Senate Republicans Support Resolution To Arrest Maricopa County
21||Supervisors For Contempt,  KIZZ (Feb. 3, 2021, 5:41 pm),

22||https:/kjzz.org/content/1656 193/senate-republicans-support-resolution-arrest-maricopa-

23||county-supervisors-contempt.
24 102. ASOG is not accredited by the U.S. EAC as a laboratory certified to test]

25| election equipment and systems
26 103. Upon information and belief, ASOG's employees are wholly unqualified to}
27||audit the County's elections equipment.

28 104. Upon information and belief, ASOG was founded by Russell Ramsland, and
21
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1 || also upon information and belief, the Senators intend to have Ramsland involved in

2| conductingtheir “audit.”
3 105. Ramsland has publicly claimed, among other things, that
4||George Soros helped form the “Deep State” in Nazi Germany in the 1930s—along with

5|| President George H.W. Bush's father, the Muslim Brotherhood, and “lefiists.” John
6|| Savage, Texas Tea Partiers Are Freaking Out Over ‘Deep State’ Conspiracy Theories,

7|| Vice (Sept. 20, 2018), available at,

8|htps:/www.vice comven/article/mbwaxx/texas-tea-partiers-are-freaking-out-over-deep-
9||state-conspiracy-theories.

10 106. Ramsland has been discredited for making false claims of overvoting in

11 || Michigan, basing his claims on vote totals from a completely different state—Minnesota.
12|| Clara Hendrickson, Affidavit in Michigan lawsuit seeking 10 overturn election makes
13| wildly inaccurate claims about vole,

14|| PolitiFact (Dec. 4, 2020), available at,
15|| http://www. politifact com/factchecks/2020/dec/0d/russell-james-ramslandir/affidavit-
16||michigan-lawsuit-secking-overturn-clecti/; see also, Louis Jacobson & Noah Y. Kim,

17|| Giuliani cites affidavit with
18||crucial errors in press conference, PolitiFact (Nov. 20, 2020), available at ,

19|| https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/2020/nov/20/rudy-giuliani/giuliani-cites-affidavit-

20| crucial-errors-press-conf/
2 107. A Delaware judge found that Ramsland provided “materially false
22 information” in supportof his claims of vote manipulation. Rule to Show Cause, Page v.

23 ||Oath Inc, No. $20C-07-030 (Del. Super. Ct. Dec. 18, 2020).
2 108. Indeed, extensive public reporting since the November 3, 2020 general

25||election indicates that ASOG has peddled debunked conspiracy theories and error-riddled
26||analyses in its quixotic quest to prove that election fraud occurred. Sec, c.g.. Louis
27||Jacobson & Noah Y. Kim, Rudy Giuliani cites affidavit about Michigan that erroneously|

28||includes Minnesota locations, Detroit Free Press (Nov. 21, 2020, 9:02 pm.),

2
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1 |[ https://www.freep.com/story/news/local/michigan/2020/11/21/fact-check-rudy-giuliani-

2| affidavit-errors/6366011002/ (reporting on errors in affidavit of ASOG employee Russell

5 [| Ramsland): Clara Hendrickson. Affidavit in Michigan lawsuit makes wildly inaccurate,
4|| claims about voter turnout in state, Detroit Free Press, (Dec. 4, 2020, 5:06 p.m.),

5|| nttps://wwaw freep. com/story/news/local/michigan/detroi/2020/12/04/michigan-lawsuit-

6||makes-wild-claims-voter-tumout/3829654001/ (reporting on errors in a different affidavit
7||ofASOG employee Russell Ramsland); Paul Egan, State, company officials dispute repori|

8||claiming Antrim County tabulators bungled results, Detroit Free Press, (Dec. 14, 2020,
9 [| 11:48 am.), https:/www.freep.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/12/14/michigan-|

10 ||company-officials-dispute-report-antrim-county-voting/6538325002/ (reporting on

11 ||ASOG's flawed report in Antrim County, MI); Mardi Link, State officials: Texas firm's
12|| report relies on false claims in Antrim County election lawsuit, Traverse City Record
13|| Eagle, (Dec. 14, 2020), https:/www.record-eagle.com/news/local_news/state-officials-

14|| texas-firms-report-relies-on-false-claims-in-antrim-county-election-
15|| lawsuit/article_28b45918-3¢2c-11eb-a281-8faf2b0daald.html (reporting on ASOG’s

16|[flawed report in Antrim County, MI); Paul Egan & Clara Hendrickson, Trump nveer|

17|| wrongly suggests there were defects with Michigan voting machines, Detroit Free Press,
18 [| (Dec. 15, 2020, 6:41 pm),

19||https://www_freep.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/12/15/trump-fact-check-

20||defect-voting-machines-michigan/3902951001/ (reporting on ASOG's flawed report in
21||Antrim County, MI); Todd Spanger, Former election security chief for Trump knocks

22 \\down Antrim County report, Detroit Free Press, (Dec. 16, 2020, 140 pm),

23| https://wwww.freep.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/12/16/antrim-county-report-
24||debunked-by-former-trump-election-official/3923499001/(“The former acting director of|

25 ||the EAC's Voting System Testing and Certification Program, Ryan Macias, said the
26||[ASOG Antrim County] report showed “a grave misunderstanding” of the voting system
27 [used in Antrim County as well as “a lack of knowledge of election technology and

28|| process.").

2
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1 109. Further, at a November 2020 “hearing” in Arizona, ASOG employee and|

2 [self-proclaimed “information warfare officer” and “expert on “how to get in and corrupt

3 [these machines to conduct strategic influence operations™ Phil Waldron “claimed Arizona
4|| voting machines were connected to the internet while they were being used, which is

5|| inaccurate” and “repeatedly — and falsely — suggested that signatures on mail-in ballots
6||are not verified.” Ryan Randazzo & Maria Polletta, Arizona GOP lawmakers hold meeting
7|| on election outcome with Trump lawyer Rudy Giuliani, Arizona Republic, (Nov 30, 2020,

8 [6:59 pm),
9||nttps://wwww.azcentral.com/story/news/politics/elections/2020/1 1/30/republican-
10 [| lawmakers-arizona-hold-meeting-rudy-giuliani/6468171002/ (reporting on Arizona

11 [| “hearing” testimony of ASOG employee Phil Waldron:; Aila Slisco, Trump Campaign
12||Witness Can’t Back Up Claims in Georgia Election Fraud Hearings, Newsweek, (Dec. 3,

13 [[2020, 6:15 p.m), https:/www.newsweek.com/trump-campaign-witness-cant-back-

14 ||claims-georgia-election-fraud-hearings-1552257 (reporting on Georgia hearing testimony|
15 [| of ASOG employee Phil Waldron); Craig Mauger, Why 8 claims from Rudy Giuliani's
16 [| Michigan witnesses don’t add up, The Detroit News, (Dec. 4, 2020, 4:26 p.m.),

17|| https://wwww detroitnewws.com/story/news/politics/2020/12/04/why=8-claims-rudy=
18| giulianis-michigan-witnesses-dont-add-up/3824210001/ (reporting on Michigan hearing|

19 [testimony of ASOG employee Phil Waldron). As stated above, upon information and,
20 belief, the County’ elections equipment would be “audited” by Ramsland and Waldronif
21 | obtained through the subpoena. See Duda, supra.

2 110. Additionally, Senate President Fann and her attomey, Kory Langhofer, gave
23 [an interview indicating that the true purpose of the January 12, 2021, Subpoenas is to audit
24||the November 3, 2020, general election for president of the United States. See Howard

25| Fisher, Capitol Media Services, Tucson.com, “Arizona Senate to conduct own audit of]
26 [12020 election results after all.” (n.d), hitps://tucson.com/news/state-and-regional/arizona-
27|| senate-to-conduct-own-audit-of-2020-¢lection-results-after-all/article_9bfb83¢9-f60d-

28||Sade-b81£-36afc5577cTa.amp.html?_ twitter_impression=true

24
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1 111. President Fann stated that she wants to determine “whether the results” of|

2 [the November 3, 2020, election for president, “were accurate.” /d.
3 112. Mr. Langhofer stated that [t]he Senate also wanis a review of “spoiled”
4|| ballots and what was done by election workers to determine the voter intent.” /d.

5 113. Further, the Senate’sproposed scope ofwork for ASOG includes performing
6||a hand count auditof approximately 550,000 ballots. Jeremy Duda, AZMirror, “Fann picks,
7||Trump-allied firm with history of false election statements to audit Maricopa election,”

8| (February 3, 2021), hitps:/Awww azmirror.com/2021/02/03/fann-picks-trump-allied-firm-|
9||with-history-of-false-election-statements-to-audit-maricopa-election/ (embedded “Scope;
10||of Work” document).

hl 114. The scopeofwork also states that ASOG will scan images of these ballots
12 {| onto an electronic drive or drive. (/d.) The scopeof work does not require, however, that

13 {the ballot images be destroyed when the Senate’ so-called analysis is completed.
14 115. Allowing ASOG or any other laboratory that is not certified by the EAC to
15 {| “audit” Plaintiff Maricopa County’s tabulation machines and other election equipment
16| risks causing those machines to be decertified for use in Arizona; infringing on the|

17 {| constitutional guarantee to the People of Maricopa County to have fair and free elections;
18 {| and, sowing distrust and confusion in the electorate.
19 COUNTI

20 ‘The January 12, 2021, Subpoena is Invalid Because
21 It Compelled Witnesses to Attend a Non-existent Hearing.

2 116. Plaintiff Maricopa County incorporates by reference all of the foregoing

23 allegations as if set forth herein.
24 117. The Legislatures subpoena power is limited to commanding witnesses to}

25 attend legislative proceedings. ARS. § 41-1151. Specifically, the statue says: “Al
26 (| subpoena may be issued by the presiding officer of either house or the chairman of any|
27||committee before whom the attendance of a witness is desired.”

2
2
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1 118. The January 12, 2021, Subpoena purported to command the Maricopa
2||County Supervisors to attend a hearing at the Senate, to provide testimony, at 9:00 a.m. on
3|| January 13, 2021.0
4 119. The Maricopa County Supervisors complied with the subpocna—they sent
5 {| Chairman Jack Sellers and their attomey to appear a the designated hearing.
6 120. But there was no hearing noticed or scheduled, and the Senate would not let
7||Chairman Sellers tesiify.
8 121. The Senators apparently only want access to the data and items listed in the
9 [| subpoena. But that is not how legislative subpoenaswork. Rather, the law provides thata
10 lawful subpoena must require a witness to attend and testify at a specific time and place.
11 [|ARS. § 41-1151. See also ARS. § 41-1153 (stating that contempt proceedings may be
12 [brought against “a witness neglects or refuses to obey a legislative subpoena, or,
13 [| appearing, neglects or refuses to testify,” thereby recognizing that refusing to attend or
14| restfy are the actions that can lead to contempt charges),
Is 122. Fora legislative subpoena to be lawful, there must actually be a hearing at
16. which the witness is commanded to attend in order to provide testimony.
17 123. Despite the subpoena purporting to require attendance at a hearing on
18 {| January 13,2021, a1 9:00 am., there was in fact no hearing at that time, and the subpoenaed,
19 witness —the Chairman of the Board of Supervisors—was not allowed to provide
20|| testimony. even though he appeared at the proper time and place designated by the,
21 |[ subpoena

2215 As noted in Exhibit A, the subpoena stated in pertinent part:

= YOU ARE COMMANDED TO APPEAR at the time, date and place set
2 forth below to provide testimony conceming the items sei forth in Exhibit A

atached hereto You must designate on or moreofyour aficers, agents or
25 representatives who consent to testify on your behalf about the same.
2% Date & Time: January 13, 2021 at 9:00 a.m.

a] me gm» Riee
2%
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1 124. Accordingly, the January 12, 2021, Subpoena directed to the Board of|

2| Supervisors is unlawful and unenforceable. This Court should quash it.
3 COUNT II
4 The January 12, 2021, Subpoena is Invalid

5s Because it Lacks a Proper Legislative Purpose but is Ultra Vires.
6 125. Plaintiff Maricopa County incorporates by reference all of the foregoing
7|| allegations as if set forth herein.

8 126. As all branches of goverment, the Legislature has only those powers
9||granted to it by the Constitution or authorized by statute.
10 127. A legislative subpoena is proper only if it, first, is authorized by ordinance

11 || or similar enactment, second, serves a valid legislative purpose, and third, the witnesses
12 [| or material subpoenaed are pertinent to the subject matter of the investigation. Conn.
13||Indem. Co. v. Superior Court, 23 Cal. 4th 807, 813, 3 P.3d 868, 872 (citing Wilkinson v.

14||United States, 365 U.S. 399, 408-409 (1961)
15 128. The January 12, 2021, Subpoena fails each ofthese three requirements.

16 129. The power of the legislature to issue subpoenas derives from Title 41 of the

17|| Arizona Revised Statutes.
18 130. The law provides that: “A subpoena may be issued by the presiding officer|
19 |ofeither house or the chairman of any committee before whom the attendance ofa witness

20|| is desired. The subpoena is sufficient if it states whether the proceeding is before the
21|| senate, house of representatives or a committee, is addressed to the witness, requires the
22|| attendance of the witness at a certain time and place, and is signed by either presiding

23||officer or a committee chairman. The subpoena may be served and retuned in like manner
24| as civil process. ARS. § 41-1151 (Emphasis added).

25 131. The law also provides that the Legislature or any of its committees may|
26|| subpoena a person “to attend as a witness” and “to produce, upon reasonable notice, any
27|| material and relevant books, papers or documents in his possession or under his control

28 [|.7 ARS. § 41-1154 (emphasis added).
27
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1 132. Thus, to be valid, a legislative subpoena must, first, command a witness to|

2|| appear and provide testimony at a hearing scheduled at a specific time and place.
3 133. The January 12, 2021, Subpoena to the Board of Supervisors purported to
4||command a witness to appear before the Senate,at a specific time and place some 17 hours|

5|| after the subpoena was served, but no hearing had been noticed or scheduled at that time;
6 ||and place, no hearing occurred, and the witness who appeared in response to the;
7|| subpoena—Chairman Jack Sellers—was not allowed to testify.

8 134. No law authorizes a legislative subpoena that does not require a witness to
9|| testify ata specific time and place.
10 135. Because the January 12, 2021, Subpoena did not comport with the

11 {| requirement that a lawful legislative subpoena compel a witness to appear and provide,
12 {testimony at a specific time and place, it failed the first requirement for a lawful legislative;
13 [| subpoena.

14 136. Even were that not so, the January 12, 2021, Subpoena provided 17 hours’
15 {| notice before the (non-existent) hearing at which Chairman Sellers was supposed to testify,
16 [| and also produce, among other things, all of Maricopa County's tabulation machines and|

17 {| some 2.1 million paper ballots.
18 137. ARS. § 41-1154 does not define what constitutes the “reasonable notice”

19 [| that must be provided witnesses before the hearing at which they must testify. But
20( regardless, 17 hours cannot be “reasonable notice” as the law requires for a legislative;
21 [| subpoena to be valid.

2 138. Second, the Subpoenas serve no valid legislative purpose.
3 139. The January 12, 2021, Subpoena to the Board of Supervisors seeks the 2.1
24 | million paper ballots, tabulators, and source code necessary to conduct a recount-audit of

25 the November 3, 2020, general election, as well as an auditof the machines, software, and|
26| ballots.
27 140. President Fann, and counsel for the Senate, has admitted that the purpose of|

28 the subpoena is to conduct a recount-audit of the election, as well as an audit of the;
23
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1 ||machines, software, and ballots.
2 141. There is no legislative authority to audit election results.

3 142. There is no legislative authority to conduct forensic audits of election
4|| tabulation machines, software, and other equipment.

5s 143. There is certainly no legislative authority to investigate an election after six
6|| superior court judges, one federal district court judge, and seven Arizona Supreme Court
7|[ Justices heard a total of seven election-related contests and found no evidence of]

8 [| wrongdoing on the part of Maricopa County, its elections officers, or the electronic voting,
9|[ system it uses, or any basis for decertifying Arizona's election or awarding Arizona's
10|[ eleven presidential electors to President Trump.

1 144. Because the law does not provide the Senate these powers, there can be no
12||proper legislative purpose to the January 12, 2021, Subpoena.

13 145. Third, the witnesses or material subpoenaed are not pertinent to the subject’

14 [| matter of the investigation.

1s 146. Upon information and belief, there is not currently an open investigation in
16| the Senate related to the November 3, 2020 general election.

17 147. Accordingly, the Subpoenas were issued without proper authority, are
18|| improper on their face, and serve no legislative purpose—and so, are invalid.

19 148. Rather, the subpoena seeks to further an ultra viresact of the Senate, i.e. the

20||recount audit of an election and the audit of tabulators, software, and ballots—something
21 [| the Senate lacks authority to do.

2 149. Accordingly, the January 12, 2021, Subpoena directed to the Board of]
23|| Supervisors is unlawful and unenforceable. This Court should quash it.
24 COUNT III

25 Legislative Subpoenas Cannot Lawfully Compel
26 Productionof Machines and Equipment.

27 150. Plaintiff Maricopa County incorporates by reference all of the foregoing

28| allegations asif set forth herein.
2
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1 151. The legislative subpoena power is limited to commanding witnesses to!

2| appear at hearings to testify, and to produce at those hearings “material and relevant books,
3||papers or documents[.]” ARS. § 41-1154.

4 152. No law gives the Senate authority to use a legislative subpoena to command

5 ||a witness to produce tabulators, computers, routers, and other electronic machines
6 153. To the extent that the January 12, 2021, Subpoena to the Board of|

7|| Supervisors commands the production of items beyond “material and relevant books,

8 [| papers or documents[.]" it is unlawful and invalid.
9 COUNT IV

10 Ballots and Ballot Images Cannot Lawfully be Produced in Response to the

Il January 12,2021, Subpoena.
2 154. Plaintiff Maricopa County incorporates by reference all of the foregoing
13 | allegations asifset forth herein.

1 155. The January 12, 2021, Subpoena commands that the Board of Supervisors
15|| produce ballots cast in the Election, as well as digital images of ballots.
16 156. Arizona law prohibits the Board of Supervisors from complying with this|

17 {| command.
18 157. The Constitution commands that ballots be kept secret, and provides that
19 {| Arizonans havea constitutional right to a secret ballot. Ariz. Const. art. VIL,§ 1

20 158. Some voters have been known to sign their names on their ballots, or|
21 || otherwise write identifying information on their ballots.

2 159. Disclosing voted ballots would therefore jeopardize the constitutional
23||guarantee of a secret ballot.
24 160. This threat to voter secrecy is made even worse by the fact that the recipient]

25 of the ballots, who might be able to determine for whom individual voters voted, will be,
26||membersof the Senate who themselves were on the ballot in 2020.
27 161. In addition to the Constitution, the laws that the Arizona Legislature has

28| enacted prevent the Boardof Supervisors from producing voted ballots.
30
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1 162. ARS. § 16-515(G) makes it illegal to take photographs within 75 feet of|

2 [voting locations while voters are voting. Notably, the law does not prohibit “taking

5 [| photographs of a voter with her ballot,” or “taking photographs that would tie a specific,
4|| ballot to a specific voter.” The law prohibits photography in voting locations, and so taking

5 ||a photograph of someone's voted ballot—even with no voter in the photograph—would
6|| be unlawful.
7 163. ARS. § 16-1005(H), (I), makes it unlawful to possess another's voted early|

8| ballor, unless the possessor is an election official, a United States postal worker or other|
9||worker authorized to transmit the U.S. mail, or the voter's family member, household
10| member, or caregiver. Notably, the possession of another's voted early ballot is unlawful

11 || regardless of whether the possessor knows the identity of the voter who voted that
12|| particular ballot. /d.
13 164. ARS. § 16-1018(4) makes it unlawful to “[sJhow another voter's ballot to|

14|| any person after it is prepared for voting in such a manner as to reveal the contents[ J”
15|| There are only two exceptions: one may show her own ballot to someone assisting her
16 {| with voting, and one may post to the internetapictureofher own early vote-by-mail ballot

17|| Id. Otherwise, if one shows another's voted ballot to someone—the very thing that this
18|| subpoena commands the County to do—she has broken the law
19 165. Turning over ballots and ballot images to the Committee unquestionably’

20||compromises the secrecy of the ballots, which would be a violation of the Arizona
21|| constitution and statutory law. The purpose for the request and the intentof the committee
22 is entirely unknown. Moreover, once ballots are provided to the committee and are nol

23|| longer within the custody and control of Maricopa County, they will no longer be protected
24 || and, arguably, will be subject to disclosure pursuant to any public records request made to

25 the Judiciary Committee—a further violation of the Constitution and statutory law.
26|| Accordingly, the Subpoenas are unlawful.
27 166. Additionally, the ballots are currently under seal, and cannot be unsealed

28||absent a court order, which can only be granted in limited circumstances not applicable
31
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1| here. ARS. § 16-624.

2 167. The law commands that “after the canvass has been completed, the officer
3 |[in charge of elections shall deposit the package or envelope containing the ballots in a
4| secure facility managed by the county treasurer, who shall keep it unopened and unaltered
5. for twenty-four months for elections for a federal office or for six months for all other
6| elections, at which time he shall destroy it without opening or examining the contents.”
7 [|ARS. § 16-624(A).

8 168. The Arizona Elections Procedure Manual which has the force of law,
9||ARS. 16-452, cites to ARS. 16-624(A) and commands that “[a]fter the county canvass.

10|| is complete, the officer in charge of elections must seal the voted ballots and deliver these,

11 [ballots and official retums to the County Treasurer (or a secure facility contracted by the
12||County Treasurer) for secure storage.”

13 169. Thus, the law i that the ballots are sealed as soon as the canvass is complete,
14| and remain sealed from that point until they are destroyed by the treasurer. The only way
15 [| they can be unsealed is with a court order because of a recount or contest, upon which
16 [time they come under the custody and control of the court. ARS. 16-624(D)
17 170. Here, there is no recount or election contest. Accordingly. the Court should
18. not order the ballots unsealed.
19 171. Further, the law’s command to protect the secrecy ofthe ballot, and to seal

20|[ the ballots and prevent their inspection after clections except in times of recounts or
21 contests, applies equally to digital imagesof ballots. The law expressly provides that “[t]he|
22|[ officer in charge of elections shall ensure that electronic data from and electronic or digital
23 |[images of ballots are protected from physical and electronic access, including,
24|| unauthorized copying or transfer, and that all security measures are at least as protective,
25|| as those prescribed for paper ballots.” A.R.S. § 16-625.
2% 172. Thus, there is no lawful mechanism by which the Senate can obtain ballots

27 (1% The current edition of the Arizona Elections Procedures Manual is available at
28 https://azsos.A tes/default/files/2019 ELECTIONS PROCEDURES MANUAL _AP

PROVED pd!
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1 |[or ballot images via a legislative subpoena. To the extent that the January 12, 2021,

2 {| Subpoena commands the production of ballots or ballot images, it must be quashed.

3 DEMAND FOR RELIEE

4||WHEREFORE,Plaintiff Maricopa County asks this Court to:

5s 1. Declare that the January 12, 2021, Subpoena to the Board of Supervisors is

6|| unlawful and so invalid;

7 2. Oder that the January 12, 2021, Subpoena to the Board of Supervisors is

8 [| quashed;
9 3. Award the Plaintiff Maricopa County its attomey fees under the Private;

10||Attomey General Doctrine, because by having the subpoena quashed Plaintiff Maricopa

11 ||County acted to vindicate the rights of the citizens of Maricopa County by protecting the

12|| secrecy of their ballots, as guaranteed by Arizona constitutional and statutory law. See

13 ||Meyer v. State, 246 Ariz. 188, 436 P.3d 511 (Ct. App. 2019), review denied (Aug. 27,
14{|2019) (recognizing that legislators were entitled to attorney fees under Private Attorney

15||General Doctrine where their lawsuit against the state was successful and vindicated the

16 | rights of citizens of the state).
17 4. Grant any other relief that the Court deems appropriate.

18 Respectfully submitted this Sth day of February, 2021.

19 HINSHAW & CULBERTSON LLP

20
BY: s/Stephen I Tully

21 Stephen W. Tully
» Attorneys for PlaintiffMaricopa County

2
ALLISTER ADEL

2 MARICOPA COUNTY ATTORNEY

25 BY: /s Thomas P_Liddy
ThomasP-Liddy

26 Emily Craiger
Joseph I. Vigil

27 Joseph J. Branco
Joseph E. LaRue

28 Attorneys for PlaintiffMaricopa County
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Fifty-Fifth Arizona Legislature
First Regular Session

Senate Judiciary Committee

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: The Maricopa County Boardof Supervisors

‘YOU ARE COMMANDED TO APPEAR at the time, date and place set forth below toprovidetestimony concerning the items set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto. You must designate one or more
of your officers, agents or representatives who consentto testify on your behalfabout the same.

Date & Time: January 13,2021 at 9:00 am.

Place: Arizona Senate
‘Arizona State Capitol
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

‘You or your representative must also produce, and permit inspection, testing or sampling of the
items set forth in Exhibit A at the date, time and location set forth above.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA MAY CONSTITUTE CONTEMPT OF THE
LEGISLATURE, PURSUANT TO ARS. § 41-1153

Executed this 12th dayofJanuary, 2021.

Karen Fann, Presidentofthe Arizona Senate

‘Warren Petersen, Chairman
Senate Judiciary Committee
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EXHIBIT A

For the November 2020 general election in Maricopa County, Arizona:

1. The ballot tabulation and processing equipment from each polling place and tabulationcenter.

2. The software for the equipment described above and the election management systemused.

3. Hardware and Forensic Images of Election Servers, Desktops, Removable Media (such asthumb drives, USB, memory cards, PCMIA cards, Compact Flash, CD/DVD etc.) used to transfor ballotsto tabulation centers from voting locations and to load software/programming.

4. Election Log Files, in XML, EML, JSON, DVD and XSLT formats, and any otherelection files and logs for the:
+ Tabulators
+ Result Pair Resolution
* Result Files
«Provisional Votes
+ RTMLogs
+ SQL Database Files
+ Signature Checking & Sorting Machine

5. Election Settings
+ Rejected Ballots Report by Reason Code.

6. Accounts and Tokens
+ Username& Passwords (Applications, Operation Systems)
+ Encryption Passwords (Bitlocker, Veracryp, Etc)
+ Security Tokens (Button, Yubikey, SmartCard, Etc)

7. Windows Server & Desktop
+ Windows software log
«Windows event log and Access logs
+ Network logs
+ FTP Transfer Points Log
+ Uscmames & Passwords
+ Application specific usernames and passwords (Election Software, Database Access)

8. Dominion Equipment
+ The Administrator & Audit logs for the EMS Election Event Designer (EED) andEMS Results Tally & Reporting (RTR) Client Applications.

9. Dominion Network
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+ Identityofeach person accessing the domain name Admin.enr.dominionvoting comand *. dominionvoting.com domains.
+ Windows security log of the server that is hosted at Admin.enr.dominionvoting.com+ Internal admin.enr.dominionvoting.com logs

10. Election Systems & Software (ESS) Specific
* The Administrator & Audit logs for the Electionware electionmanagement system, Ballot on Demand - BOD printing system, DS200

scanner and tabulator, DS450 scanner and tabulator, DS8S0 scanner and
tabulator, and Voting Systems (ExpressPoll, ExpressVote, ExpressVoteXL).

11. Voterrolls
+ Databaseofvoter rolls
+ Forensic imageofcomputers/devices used to work with voter rolls+ Copy of media device used to transfer voter rolls

12. Daily and cumulative voter recordsforthose who voted, with sufficient information todetermine for each voter:
+ Nameand voter registration address;
+ Mailing address
+ Dateofbirth;
+ Voter ID number;
+ Mannerofvoting (e.g., carly by mail, early in-person, in-person on Election Day)+ Voting location (ifapplicable)
«Date voted
+ Political party affiliation (ifapplicable);
+ Early ballot request date(if applicable)
+ Early ballot sent date (if applicable)
+ Voted carly ballot retum or receipt date(ifapplicable)
+ Ballot canceled date(ifapplicable)
+ Imageof ballot envelope or pollbook entry in RAW, HTML, XHTML, SVG, orother format

13. Access or control of ALL routers, tabulators or combinations thereof, used in‘connection with the administrationofthe 2020 election, and the public IPofthe router.

14. VoterRally Paper Rolls, Test Ballots, Ballot Test Matrix.

15. Accessto all original, paper ballots (including but not limited to carly ballots, Election Dayballots, and provisional ballots).

16. Each original, unique native electronic image of cach early ballot cast, with the originalassociated metadata (multiple ballot images may not be combined into a single file and no metadataassociated the original electronic ballot image shall be deleted, removed or altered).
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17. Each imageofeach early ballot cast in (a) TIFF format, (b) PDF format, and (c) JPG format(multiple ballot images may not be combined into a single file).

18. From the Dominion electronic election management system, eachofthe following must beprovided as (a) an XML file, (5) a JSON file, and (c) a TXT file:
+ Dominion Electronic Cast Vote Record
+ Ballot Images ~Raw Images
+ Ballot Images ~Ballot Audit and Review
+ Early Ballot Report
+ Provisional Ballot Report
+ Conditional Voter Registration Ballot Report
«Cast Vote Record (raw date)~ JSON
+ ImageCast Central Logs
+ Ballot Scanning Tabulation Machine Logs
+ Ballot Scanning/Tabulating Machine Tape

Any electronically stored information contained in this ExhibitA shall be electronically uploaded toone or more computer drives supplied bythe Senate Judiciary Committee or its agents
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Fifty-Fifth Arizona Legislature
First.Regular Session

Senate.Judiciary Committee

SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: Stephen Richer, Maricopa County Recorder

YOU ARE COMMANDED TO APPEAR at the time, date and place set forth below toprovide
testimony concerning the items set forth in [Exhibit A attached hereto. You must designate one or moreof your officers, ‘agents or representatives who consent to testify on yourbehalf about the same.

Date & Time: January 13, 2021 at 9:00 a.m.

Place: Arizona Senate

Arizona State Capitol
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

You or yous representative must also produce, and permit inspection, testing or sampling of theitems set forth in Exhibit A at the date, time and location set forth above.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA MAY CONSTITUTE CONTEMPT OF THE
LEGISLATURE, PURSUANT TO A.R.S. §41-1153

Executed this 12th dayofJanuary, 2021.

Karen Fann, Presidentofthe Arizona Senate

2fA
‘Warren Petersen, Chairman
Senate Judiciary Committee



EXHIBIT A

For the November 2020 general election in Maricopa County, Arizona:

1. The ballot tabulation and processing equipment from each polling place and tabulationcenter.

2. The software for the equipment described above and the election management systemused.

3. Hardware and Forensic Images of Election Servers, Deskiops, Removable Media (such asthumb drives, USB, memory cards, PCMIA cards, Compact Flash, CD/DVD etc.) used to transfer ballotsto tabulation centers from voting locations and to load software/programming.

4. Election Log Files, in XML, EML, JSON, DVD and XSLT formats, and any otherelection files and logs for the:
+ Tabulators
+ Result Pair Resolution
+ Result Files
+ Provisional Votes
+ RTMLogs
+ SQL Database Files
+ Signature Checking & Sorting Machine

5. Election Settings
+ Rejected Ballots Report by Reason Code.

6. Accounts and Tokens
+ Username& Passwords (Applications, Operation Systems)
+ Encryption Passwords (Bitlocker, Veracrypt, Etc)
+ Security Tokens (Button, Yubikey, SmartCard, Etc)

7. Windows Server & Desktop
+ Windows software log
+ Windows event log and Access logs
+ Network logs
+ FTP Transfer Points Log.
+ Usernames & Passwords
+ Application specific usernames and passwords (Election Software, Database Access)

8. Dominion Equipment
* The Administrator & Audit logs for the EMS Election Event Designer (ED) andEMS Results Tally & Reporting (RTR) Client Applications.

9. Dominion Network
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+ Identityofeach person accessing the domain name Adminen. dominionvoing comand *. dominionvoting.com domains.
+ Windows security log ofthe server that is hosted at Admin.enr dominionvofing.com+ Intemal admin.en. dominionvoting.com logs

10. Election Systems & Software (ESS) Specific
+ The Administrator & Audit logs for the Electionware electionmanagement system, Ballot on Demand - BOD printing system, DS200scanner and tabulator, DS450 scanner and tabulator, DS850 scanner andtabulator, and Voting Systems (ExpressPoll, ExpressVote, ExpressVoteXL).

11. Voterrolls
+ Databaseofvoter rolls
+ Forensic imageofcomputers/devices used to work with voter rolls«Copyofmedia device used to transfer voter rolls

12. Daily and cumulative voter records for those who voted, with sufficient information todetermine for each voter:
+ Name and voter registration address;
+ Mailing address
+ Date of birth;
+ Voter ID number;
+ Mannerofvoting (c.g., carly by mail, carly in-person, in-person on Election Day)+ Voting location(ifapplicable)
+ Date voted
+ Political party affiliation(if applicable);
+ Early ballot request date(ifapplicable)
«Early ballot sent date(ifapplicable)
+ Voted carly ballot return or receipt date (if applicable)
+ Ballot canceled date(ifapplicable)
+ Imageofballot envelopeorpollbook entry in RAW, HTML, XHTML, SVG, orother format

13. Access or control of ALL routers, tabulators or combinations thereof, used inconnection with the administrationofthe 2020 election, and the public IPofthe router.

14. Voter Rally Paper Rolls, Test Ballots, Ballot Test Matrix.

15. Access toall original, paper ballots (including but not limited to early ballots, Election Dayballots, and provisional ballots).

16. Each original, unique native electronic imageofcach early ballot cast, with the originalassociated metadata (multiple ballot imagesmaynot be combined intoa single file and no metadataassociated the original electronic ballot image shall be deleted, removed or altered).
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17. Eachimageofeach carly ballot cast in (2) TIFF format, (b) PDF format, and (c)JPG format(multiple ballot imagesmaynot be combined into a single file).

18. From the Dominion electronic election management system, cachofthe following must beprovided as (a)an XML file, (b) a JSON file, and (¢)a TXT file:
+ Dominion Electronic Cast Vote Record
+ Ballot Images — Raw Images
«Ballot Images—Ballot Audit and Review
«Early Ballot Report
+ Provisional Ballot Report
+ Conditional Voter Registration Ballot Report
+ Cast Vote Record (raw data) - JSON
+ ImageCast Central Logs.
+ Ballot Scanning/Tabulation Machine Logs
+ Ballot Scanning/Tabulating Machine Tape

Any electronically stored information contained in this ExhibitA shall be electronically uploaded toone or more computer drives supplied by the Senate Judiciary Comittee or its agents.
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Fifty-Fifth Arizona Legislature
First Regular Session

Senate Judiciary Committee

‘SUBPOENA DUCES TECUM

TO: John M. Allen, Maricopa County Treasurer

YOU ARE COMMANDED TO APPEAR at the time, date and place set forth below toprovide
testimony concerning the items set forth in Exhibit A attached hereto. You must designate one or more.
ofyour officers, agents or representatives who consent to testify on your behalf about the same.

Date & Time: January 13, 2021 at 9:00 a.m.

Place: Arizona Senate

Arizona State Capitol
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

You or your representative must also produce, and permit inspection, testing or sampling of the
items set forth in Exhibit Aatthe date, time and location set forth above.

FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THIS SUBPOENA MAY CONSTITUTE CONTEMPT OF THE
LEGISLATURE, PURSUANT TO A.R.S. §41-1153

[Executed this 12th dayofJanuary, 2021.

Zrf——
Senate Judiciary Committee
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EXHIBIT A

For the November 2020 general election in Maricopa County, Arizona:

1. Allballots (including but not limited to early ballots, Election Day ballots, and provisionalballots)

2. Each original, unique native electronic image of each early ballot cast, with the originalassociated metadata (multiple ballot images may not be combined into a single file and no metadataassociated the original electronic ballot image shall be deleted, removed or altered).

3. Eachimageofeach carlyballot cast in (2) TIFF format, (b) PDF format, and (c) JPG format(multiple bellot images may not be combined into asingle filo).

Any electronically stored information contained in this Exhibit A shall be electronically uploaded toone or more computer drives supplied by the Senate Judiciary Committee or its agents.
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aewrsTrADION © —BOL As MRRA ARCOmAOUNTYATTORNEY. FG

Maricopa County Attornep
ALLISTER ADEL

January 13,2021

Via Hand-Delivery

Arizona Senate
Arizona State Capitol
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

RE: Subpoena to the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors dated January 12, 2021

To the Senate and the Judiciary Committee:

On behalf of our client, the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors (the “Board™), this letter
acknowledges receipt of the above-referenced subpoena. The Board will work with the County Attorney
and her staff to respond to the specific requests therein; however, the Board formally objects to the
unreasonable deadline for such a subpoena - as 17 hours is not adequate time to respond. The Board looks
forward to working with you on this and other election related matters.

Sincerely,

ALLISTER ADEL
MARICOPA COUNTY ATTORNEY

Thomas P. Liddy
Division Chief

cc: Jack Sellers, Chairman Maricopa County Board of Supervisors
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[Ty as seeTITLE: Warieons county: supervisors contempt Gectaration

state of Arizona
Senate
Fifty-ifth Legislature
First Reaular session
J

SR 1005 |
Introcuced bySenators Fann: Barto, Borrell, Goyer, Gowan, Gray, Kerr, Leach,Livingston, Mesnard, Face, Petersen, Rogers, Shope, Tounsend. Ugenti-Rita

wich permission of Com ties on Rules)

A RESOLUTION
DECLARING THE WEWERS OF THE MARICOPA COUNTY SOARD OF SUPERVISORS INCONTEMPT OF THE ARIZONA SENATE.

(TEXT OF BILL BEGINS ON NEXT PAGE)

Sie
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SR 1005

1 Be it resolved by the Senate of the State of Arizona:
2 1. That Jack Sellers, Steve Chucri, 8111 Gates, Clint Hickman and
3 Steve Gallardo, members of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, are
4 in contempt of the Arizona Senate for failing to comply with a subpoene
5 executed by the President of the Arizona Senate and the chairman of the
6 Senate Judiciary Committee relating to the November 2020 general election
7 in Maricopa County.
8 2. That the members of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors
9 have not complied with the subpoenas issued on December 1, 2020 and

10 Januery 12, 2021 and have repeatedly and wilfully delayed and obstructed a
11 vite] and duly authorized investigation by the Arizona Senate.
12 3. That the President of the Arizona Senate take all legal action
13 pursuant to section 41-1153, Arizona Revised Statutes. to enforce the
14 subpoena
15 4. That a copy of this Resolution, signed by the President of the
16 Senate and countersigned by the Secretary of the Senate, be forwarded to
17 the Senate Sergeant-at-arms.

Sr
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2020 General Election Combined Voting Equipment Test

Test Date: Tuesday, 10/06/2020

We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a Logic and Accuracy Test was
conducted in Phoenix, Maricopa County by the Secretary of State for the above
named election in accordance with Arizona Statute 16-449. Furthermore, we

attest that the count produced by the equipment and programs used in the test
correctly matched the pre-audited report of votes provided by the Secretary of
State.

Signature, Date Party or Agency
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Certificate ofAccuracy
2020 GE Post-Test Combined Voting Equipment Test

Test Date: Wednesday, 11/18/2020

We, the undersigned, do hereby certify that a Post-Election Logic and
Accuracy Test was conductedin Phoenix, Maricopa County by the Secretary
of State for the above named election. Furthermore, we attest that the count

‘produced by the equipment and programs used in the test correctly matched
the pre-audited report of votes provided by the Secretary of State.

Signature Date Party or Agency
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| 23 MARICOPA COUNTY, ARIZONA (TD
[3 GENERAL ELECTION ~ NOVEMBER 3, 2020 iBs §

my HAND COUNT/AUDIT REPORT GE

synopsis:
Pursaantto AS. §16-602(3), Maricopa Coury conducted the hand countjearly ballot audit for the November
3.2020General Election, 25 of the paling places (vote centers) were counted as required by statute, which
Simounted to &poling paces (uote centers) outof175 total poling places (vote centers).
The hand count begin onWednesday,November 4,2020 st 6:08p.m. when the arcopa County Chairs ofthe

Republican, Democrat andLibertarianParty met to select the polling places (vote centers), races and early ballot

audit batches to be audited. All allots were accounted or in the central counting location before the selection
process started. The seiecton order was chosen by ft, and the Republican Party was selected 1 go first
followed by the Libertarian Party and then the Democrat Party.

With the order established, the specific poling places {vote centers) to be counted were selected with the
participating County Party Chairs alternating the various selections. Once the poling paces (vote centers) were
chosen, the 5,000 early ballots to be aulied were selected. A total of 26 batches were drawn to be audited to
Teach this 1%o 5,000 ballot total, whichever is less.
Five contested races were chosen as required by law 1 Presidential, 1 Statewide Race, 1 Statewide Galot
Measure, 1 Federal Race and 1 Sate Legsiatve Race were counted. Speciical, the following it cispla’s the
contested races that were audit:

Presidentia - President
Statewide Candidate ~Corporation Commissioner
Statewide Ballot Measure ~ Proposition 208
Federal Candidate~Us. Representative
State Lesltive - State Senator

The srasterprecinct and raceselection ists are ateached or review. The physical hand count started at $05a.m.
on Saturday, November 7, 2020 and was paused at 5:08... and then restarted snc conciuded on Monday,

November,2020 1:15 p.m, The tabulation methad used was the stacking methodfothepaperballots. The
audit was conducted by 28 boards made up of 3 members, of which not more than 2 members were from the
same political party. This hand count incued votes cast onboth the scanned ballots and the accessible marking
devises from the selected poling places (vote centers).

Early Ballot Audit:Over',000 ear alot were suited, per the requirementtoaudit 1% or 5,000 early ballots, whichever sess,
a¢ required perAdzons State Law. The early baoaudit consisted of 26batches with a eastbatch from every
machine used for tabulation. Fach batch contained approdmately 200 early ballots. There was tte over 1.9
millonearly ballots cast in Maricopa County for the November 3, 2020 General Election.

Comments:
No discrepancies were found by the Hand Count Audit Boards, Please ind to follow the poling paces (vote
centers) and early bailot reports for review.

“5 No pa)
/ [ \, a/ i. \ dH _—

Reynaldo ValenzuelaJf. Scott Jarrett
Director of Election Services and Early Voting Director of Election Day and Emergency Voting

Office of Maricopa County Recorder Adrian Fontes Maricopa County Elections Department
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ny MARICOPA COUNTY, ARIZONA TD
EESEE i : Co
Los Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet JE

J AB
ual Election: GENERAL ELECTION- NOVEMBER 3,2020 NE

Party Selected to: Oraw 1" _REP_ Draw 2"°_LBT_ Draw3" _DEM_

SECTION A. SELECTED VOTE CENTERS (LST IN ORDER SELECTED - 4 TOTAU
0166| [0009| [001s VOTE CENTER DETAILS:

0166 = Trinity Bible Church of Sun City West
0009 = ASU Polytechnic Campus
0015 = Beltania Presbyterian Church
0165 = Turf Paradise

SECTION A (Continued). SELECTED EV BATCHES (IST IN ORDER SELECTED -26 TOTAL)

SECTION B. NUMBER OF RACES TO COUNT PER CATEGORY
NUMBER OF | RECEIVED PRECINCT HAND

RACE CATEGORY Tickpane RACES PER COUNT MARGIN
CATEGORY WORKSHEET

1. President ETES |
2. Statewide Candidate [+rvrr 1
3 Statewide Ballot Measure | + [|
4. Federal Candidate [1
5. State Legislative [+ «01
MimitemtentedU00

SECTION C. RACES TO BE COUNTED
[J Race To Be Counted Category of Race

[afemesoenr——— libresdet |
[2.| CORPORATION COMMISSIONER 2. Statewide Candidate
[3[eroposimonzs [3 Statewide Ballot Measure
['4.[ U.S. REPRESENTATIVE 4.FederalCandidate
[5. [stare senator 5. State Legishtive
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aa MARICOPA COUNTY, ARIZONA AT
1 wf | Master Precinct and Race Selection Worksheet

&& Election: GENERALELECTION- NOVEMBER3,2020 Ges

SELECTED RACES

[oracervee  Jorricename [orawn]
|emesbent  [pmesoent | x|
|__STATEWIDE [CORPORATION COMMISSIONER | Xx |
|StaTewioE easuRe[prorosmonzos|x|
|FEDERAL [US.REPRESENTATVE| X|
|stateicaisiaTive [statesenator [x|

LIST OF POSSIBLE CONTESTED RACES

[orcervee  [orcename [orawn]
|PREsENT  [pRESDENT | x|
|STATEWIDE [CORPORATIONCOMMISSIONER|X_|
|STATEWIDEMEASURE[pROPOSTIONZ07 ||
|staTewioe weasure[prorosmonzos|x|

oma [ussmaor| |
 reoma [us.memsmaive|x|

[stare ease [staresewion|x|
[sareeasunve [stareepmesevarve ||
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MARICOPA COUNTY ELECTIONS DEPARTMENT

Tote scones) & toc: 2.017 baesttcto: November3, 2020
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MARICOPA COUNTY ELECTIONS DEPARTMENT

CGR GATE EARL SLOTAO WD COUN EFA OTA TOW ALLORTGHES
Total ofBatches:26 #ofBallotsfromALLBatches: 5,165 Dateof election: November3,2020
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MARICOPA COUNTY ELECTIONS DEPARTMENT

TT mn
Total ofBatches:26 #ofBallotsfromALLBatches: 5,165 DateofElection: November3, 2020
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MARICOPA COUNTY ELECTIONS DEPARTMENT

Totalof Batches: 26 #ofBallotsfrom ALL Batches: 5,165 DateofElection: November 3, 2020
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"VOTE CENTER SPECIFIC" HAND COUNT REPORTS

ano
“EARLY BALLOT BATCH SPECIFIC" HAND COUNT REPORTS

FOLLOW THiS SUMMARY
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Maricopa County is preparing for a new
. . \ :

audit of election results. Here's how it
might go
Jen Fifield Arizona Republic

‘The Maricopa County Boardof Supervisors is preparing to release election material to the

Arizona Senate in response to its subpoenas, so that the Senate can perform an audit.

‘The supervisors said in a statement on Wednesday that they continue to negotiate with the
Senate on how to respond to the subpoenas, while Senate President Karen Fann put out a
statement on Wednesday thatsaid the Senate and supervisors had come to an agreement.

‘The announcement ofa potential agreement comes the day President Joe Biden was
inaugurated and as a legal battle between the supervisors and Senate has lasted more than a
month.

Alist provided by Senate Republicans shows what could be included in the agreement,
including, but not limited to:

The county will provide images of ballots.
An audit will be performed including a logic and accuracy test on a random sample of
tabulation machines and a review of the source code on a random sample oftabulation

machines.

‘The audit will only examine material related to the "2020 election.”

‘The auditor will be certified by the U.S. Election Assistance Commission and will

have access to a "random sample of desktops, servers, and routers” in a way that wouldn't
disrupt county operations.

Only authorized parties would have access to data or materials provided by the county.
‘The parties will "work together in good faith” to resolve issues arising during the audit.

The supervisors declined to confirm the terms of the potential agreement.

ncryenrrr na 4
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‘The Senate first issued two subpoenas to the supervisors on Dec. 15 after repeatedly calling
on them to complete an additional independent audit ofgeneral election results, even though
the routine audit the county conducted went flawlessly and challenges to the outcome

alleging irregularities and fraud failed in court.

‘The subpoenas gave the supervisors three days to respond and produce a voluminous
amount of material from the general election, including images of all mail-in ballots, detailed
voter information and machines used to count votes.

Instead of responding, the supervisors sued to stop the subpoenas, saying, in part, that state
Taw prohibits the county from turning over copies of ballots and arguing the Senate was
overreaching its powers. The supervisors asked the court to decide whether they had to
respond.

Potential agreement reached regarding subpoenas

More recently, though, Supervisors Chairman Jack Sellers authorized attorneys to negotiate
with the Senate, according to county spokesperson Fields Moseley.

Once there is a final plan, the board will vote on it, Moseley said.

Inaletter to state Sen. Paul Boyer, Supervisor Bill Gates said that the supervisors, "stand
ready to work with the Arizona Senate to provide additional documents and material
responsive to the Januarysubpoena.”

"In these challenging times, webelieve that we can best represent our shared constituents by
working together to determine how our state's election system can be further improved to
ensure that every valid vote is counted,” Gates wrote.

Senate Republicans consider the negotiations complete.

“Lam pleased to announce that after a hard-fought battle to seek information on behalf of
Arizona voters regarding the integrity of the 2020 election, we have reached a favorable
agreement with the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors,” Fann wrote in her statement on
‘Wednesday. "Not only has the Board agreed to turn over all the relevant information we
sought in our subpoenas so that we may perform an audit, but they also acknowledge that the

Legislature is a sovereign power of the state and that the county is a political subdivision, and

as such, the Legislature has the constitutional and statutory authority to issue subpoenas.”

ARZN_REV00034650_maricopa-county-v-fann-requesto-quash-subpoenas. pdf
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On Jan. 19, Sellers wrote a letter to Fann acknowledgingthat the county "holds none of the
sovereign power in the state,” and that each legislative body "has power to issue legislative
subpoenas by statute and as provided by the Constitution.”

His letter seems to adhere to another oneofthe termsof the potential agreement with the

county that states, “The County will acknowledge the legislature's authority to issue
investigatory subpoenas.”

Judge had asked county, Senate to come to agreement

The supervisors, four Republicans and one Democrat, help oversee general elections in the
county and are responsible for certifying election results. The supervisors voted on Nov. 20

to certify the results of November's elections, after spending hours asking county officials
questions about the integrity of the election results.

Since the subpoenas were issued, Maricopa County Superior Court judges have considered
the intent of the subpoenas, in part to determine whether the Senate had power to issue
them.

County attorneys have argued that the subpoenas were a last-ditch attempt to try to overturn
the results of the election, in which Arizona voted to elect President Joe Biden, to which
Superior Court Judge Timothy Thomason said last week, “that ship has clearly sailed.”

Senate attorneys argued that the subpoenas were intended to give the lawmakers access to
election materials that will be important as they consider whether to pass new election-
related laws.

Attorney General Mark Brnovich weighed in, telling the court in abrief that the Senate had
the authority to issue the subpoenas.

Brnovich wrote that the supervisors misunderstood the scope of the Legislature's sweeping
authority to issue and enforce subpoenas. The brief contends the county's position is
“inconsistent with constitutional structure, governmental tradition and practice, the plain
meaning of an Arizona statute, and binding Arizona Supreme Court case law.”

At a court hearing last week, though, Thomason said that the subpoenas were now moot,

because the Legislature that issued the subpoenas adjourned and a new Legislature has
convened.
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Perhaps understandingthat this could become an issue, the Senate issued a new subpoena a
day before that court hearing, with the same demands.

A county attorney urged Thomason to wait to see how the county responded to the new
request, saying that he was “fully confident” that the county could work with the Legislature
on the request.

Thomason did not make a decision on the case and instead told the lawyers that the county
and the Legislature should come to a solution outside of court.

“Ido wonder why the senators and county officials can't sit down and work this out,” he said.
“It just seems, as responsible government officials, it is incumbent upon them to sit down
and work this out.”

A court hearing scheduled for Wednesday morning was vacated.

Arizona Republic reporters Andrew Oxford and Maria Polletta contributed to this article.

Reach the reporter atjenfifield@azcentral.com or at 602-444-8763. Follow her on Twitter
@JenAFifield.

Support localjournalism. Subscribe to azcentral.com today.
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From: Kirsten Engel </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3124C09DI6484DES96TDECTE242BBEBB-
KRISTEN ENG>

Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 3:00:44 PM
To: Scott Saleska <srsaleska@gmail com>
Subject: Fwd: MATERIALS FOR MONDAY
Attachments: Rob Rob_Arizona Senate is abusing its subpoena power to review the election pdf,Phil

‘WaldronBackground docx;Bill Gates Statement jpeg:Maricopa County 2020 Elections Fact
Sheet 2-5-2020 pdf;BOS AUDITMessaging GuidanceFINAL (1) docx

Kirsten Engel

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Josselyn Berry <JBerry@azleg gov>
Date: February 5, 2021 at 1814.38 MST
To: Jeff Winkler <JWinkler@azleg gov, Lisette Flores <LFlores@azleg gov>, Kirsten Engel
<kengel@azleg gov>, Martin Quezada <MQuezada@azleg gov>, Tony Navarrete <tnavarrete@azleg gov,
RebeccaRios <RRios@azleg gov, Lupe Contreras <lcontreras@azleg gov>, Victoria Steele
<vsteele@azleg gov>
Subject: MATERIALS FOR MONDAY

Helloall-

Here sthe messaging guidance and other materials for Monday. Have a great weekend!

Josselyn Berry (She/her)
Communication Director| Senate Democrats
602-376-5705

ARZN_REV00034651_Fwd MATERIALS FOR MONDAY htm
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Arizona Senate Republicans are abusing
their subpoena power. Strip them of it
Opinion: Senate Republicans are demanding that supervisors break the law to assist an
election review that won't be credible or trustworthy.

Robert Robb Arizona Republic

Evaluating the ruction over a review of the 2020 election between the Arizona Legislature and

the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors starts with two points, bluntly made:

First, the GOP members of the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors are the last bastion of

sanityleft in the Arizona Republican Party.

Second, no election review by Senate Republicans will be credible or trustworthy. Too many of
them were complicit in Donald Trump's plot to remain in power despite losing the presidential
election.

Ballots are protected by Arizona law

At issue are the ballots, or images ofthe ballots, from the 2020 election. And the machines

used to count them.

Senate Republican leadership issued a subpoena demanding that the county turn over both.
‘While producing an avalanche of other subpoenaed material, the county has declined to

produce the ballots or the machines.

‘There is an explicit state law that requires ballots to be locked up after an election and only
released pursuant to a court order. Imagesofthe ballots are afforded the same protection.

Senate Republican leadership has obtained no such court order. So, the leadership is
demanding that the county commit an illegal act.

‘The machines are different. There, the problem is that turning them over could invalidate their

certification under federal law or violate contractual obligations.

ARZN_REVO0034852_Rob Rob_Aizona Sates abusing is subpoena power view th deco pif
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‘The county is conducting its own testsofthe election machines beyond what is required by
state law and administrative procedures. This was a tactical mistake.

‘The board decided to do so in hopes of tamping down allegationsof irregularities still
circulating among Trumpeteers. That's never going to happen. Further tests and audits simply
feed the delusion, suggesting that there might still be something to find, or something that is
being hidden.

‘The only path forward is for everyone else to move on and leave the Trumpeteers to their
delusions.

Lawmakers' review is partisan, opaque

However, the difference between what the board did and how Senate Republicans are
proceeding is instructive.

Howthe board proceeded was entirely bipartisan. There is no distance between the four
Republican members of the board (Jack Sellers, Steve Chucri, Bill Gates and Clint Hickman)
and its Democratic member (Steve Gallardo).

The additional tests conducted by the board are entirely transparent and public. The firms that

are conducting them are known and approved by the federal government for such purposes, so
certification of the machines has not been put at risk. Legislators and media can watch the
tests taking place.

In contrast, the Senate review is entirely partisan. No Democrat is supporting it.

And it is suspiciously opaque. Senate President Karen Fann said that a firm had been hired
and then said that one hadn't. The firm hired but not hired wasn't named. Reporters turning
over rocks discovered that it includes Phil Waldron, who joined Rudy Giuliani on the
conspiracy-mongering circuit. And it's not approved by the federal government, which would
put certification of the machines at risk.

Nevertheless, all Senate Republicans have sponsored a resolutionfinding the supervisors in
contempt, subjecting them to potential arrest and detention for the duration of the session.

They're acting asjudge, jury and jailer

Now, I don't think legislatures should have subpoena power. There are no due process
‘Protections, as there are for document and witness demands issued as part ofa judicial

ARZN_REV00034652_Rob Rob,_Arizona Senate is abusing is subpoena power 10 review the election pa
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process. Ajudge can quash or modify themif they are overbroad or abusive.

“This subpoena is clearly abusive. State law requires that ballots be locked up and released only
asa result of a court order, which has not been obtained. Yet Senate Republicans are asserting
the authority to act as judge,jury and jailer and hold supervisors in contempt for not engaging
in an illegal act.

“That's a gross abuseof authority. And it arguably violates the separation of powers provision of
the state Constitution. The Legislature is clearly exercising what are quintessential judicial
powers.

Senate Republicans only have a one-vote margin. If there is any Republican in the caucus with
a shredof judgment and conscience left, now is the time to stand up and put an end to this
travesty.

Meanwhile, an initiative that, at a minimum, strips the Legislature of authority to arrest and
incarcerate would be appropriate and timely. Removing its subpoena power entirely would be
even better.

“This body has demonstrated that it cannot be entrusted with such authority.

Reach Robb at robert.robb@arizonarepublic.com.

ARZN_REV00034652_Rob Rob_Arizona Senate is abusing fs subpoena power to review the election pdf



Retired Army Colonel Phil Waldron has appeared at multiple events with Rudy Giuliani boosting voter fraud conspiracy
theories, includinga staged "hearing" that tookplaceat a Phoenix, Arizona hotel as President-clect Joe Biden's victory
in the state was certified. He has been presented as a "cybersecurity expert," although his background and credentials
in the field are unclear.

= Waldron claimed that a Maricopa County official said the county did not validate signatures on some ballots,
creating a "1.9 million vote fraud potential." That official has not produced an affidavit, he said.
‘SOURCE hittps://www foxnews.com/politcs/teump-giuliani-arizona-lection:fraud:
‘gophearing?utm_campaign=wp_the_trailer&utm medium=emailfutm sourceznewsletterfwpisrcznl thetraile

«Rudy Giuliani referred to him a his “information warfare officer” during his post-election push to uncover election
fraud. During an unsanctioned legislative hearing held in December at a Phoenix hotel, Waldron testified that
Dominion machines used in Arizona could have been hacked or even manipulated at polling places to change the
outcome of the election. But, of course, he had no actual evidence that they were hacked or manipulated and
elections officals say the machines aren't even connected to the intemet. SOURCE:
hitps://www azcentral.com/story/opinion/op-edlaurieroberts/2021/02/02/senate-republicans losing. their-
minds-over-election-audit.ial-really/4366180001/

«Retired Army Colonel Phil Waldron testified in his prior official US Gov job he occasionally “fixed foreign elections.
‘Waldron Tells Michigan Lawmakers Truckloads of Ballots for Joe Biden Were Inserted into the 2020 Election
SOURCE: https://www.thegatewaypundit.com/2020/12/col-phil-waldron-tells-michigan-lawmakers-truckloads-
ballots-joe-biden-inserted-2020-
election/2utm_source=Twitter8utm_medium=PostSideSharingButtons&utm_campaign=websitesharingbuttons

«Presented an email sent Nov. 10, from an anonymous individual claiming to have witnessed a detailed plan to
‘embed 35,000 fraud votes to each Democrat candidate's total votes while at a Pima County Democratic Party
meeting in September. SOURCE: https://www.illagenews com/story/2020/12/03/national cybersecurity:
‘expert-35000-fraud-votes-embedded-for-local-and-national-democratcandidates in-arizona/6435 html

«Retired Army Col. Phil Waldron, who was called to testify at the Georgia state Senate hearing by President Donald
Trump's personal lawyer Rudy Giuliani could not confirm allegations thataideo showing bags being "pulled from
a table" by election workers contained fraudulent ballots when questioned by Democratic Senator Jen Jordan.
SOURCE: hitps://www.newsweek,com/trump-campaign-witness-cant-back-claimsgeorgia-election-fraud:
hearings-1552257

= Ottawa County Clerk Justin Roebuck, a Republican, tweeted that Waldron didn't understand how election results
are updated on county websites. SOURCE: https:/ uw. detroitnews.com)story/news/politics/2020/12/04 why
8-caims-rudy-giulanismichigan witnesses-dont add-up/3824210001/

«He claimed soldiers were killed while seizing computer servers in Germany as part of a CIA operation after the.
presidential election. There was, in fact, no mission of the sort. SOURCE: hitps://www.military.com/daily-
news/2020/12/01/no kraken.-refer military intelligence -unit hmti
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Statement from Supervisor Gates on Arizona
Senate Contempt Resolution
Today. the Arizona State Senate Judiciary Chairman Warren Petersen, with the blessing of

Senate President Karen Fann. crafted afloor resolution to held the Maricopa County Board of

Supervisors in contempt of the Senate for not turning over the 2.1 million ballots cast in Maricopa
County during the 2020 election

The Arizona Senate Judiciary Chairman's request is simple: Give them the ballots so Colonel Phil

Waldron and his associates can examine them. Not only is it illegal under Arizona state law for

this Board to turn over custody of the ballots. it is also unfathomable that the Arizona Senate has

hired a known, and frequently debunked, conspiracy theorist to conduct their audit

From the outset of our conflict with the Senate. my priority has been the privacy and security of
voter data and the sacrosanct right of a secret ballot. The requast and subsequent retribution
from the Senate is a direct attack on both,

Additionally, the Arizona Senate has put Maricopa County In the unattainable position of following
Arizona stats law. which we in good faith believe we are doing. or submitting the information

demanded by the legislative subpoena. Maricopa County originally filedsuit to ask for clarification
from the courts what information we can legally provide to the Senate. That is not obstructionism

That is not wilfully violating a subpoena. It is a legitimate concern that the Board has in
protecting people's secret ballot and following the lave.

if the Arizona Senate believes that they have a right to examine your secret ballot. [invite them to

make a good faith argument to a court and will respect any decision henceforth. Barring a court

order. | will never be in favor of turning over your ballots.

in the meantime | stand willing and able to work with the legislature to address any concems

about howthe election was handled in order to craft legislation to address any deficiencies. | also

look forward to the results of the two independent audits currently being conducted at the request

of the Board of Supervisors. It is paramount that voters have confidence in our system and | am
hopeful that having qualified and independent auditors review the data will do just that

AEN_REVODAGS4Bites Ssementioeg



Maricopa County 2020 Elections Fact Sheet

Accomplishments
With nearly 2.6 milion voters, Maricopa County the second largestvoting jurisdiction in the nation,
whilealso being geographical larger than seven states. In the midst of a pandemic, Maricopa County
redesigned the election model to administer five safe, secure, reliable, and accurate elections, while
ensuring Arizona laws allowed a voting options. Beloware a few highlights from Maricopa County's
2020 lection Cycle

~ Served nearly 3.4 milion voters (an historic amount of voters with record turnout)
© March Jurisdictional Election

+ Chandler: 37,324 votes cast/ 23.77% turnout
* Tempe: 27,878 votes cast/ 30.71% turnout

© March PPE
* 358,390 votes cast/ 48.94% turnout

© May ursdictonal lection
* 11,478 votes cast/ 66% turnout

o August Primary
860,704 votescast/ 35.40% turnout

© November General
* 2,089,563 votes cast/ 80.51% turnout.

~ Counted more ballots fasterand reported results sooner than in pror elections.
~ Reduced the amount of voters that were required to votea provisional ballot

© 2020 18,310 Provisional Ballots / 2016 - 52,173 Provisional Ballots
- Sinificanty Increased voter communication

Published over 1,000 paid ads to communicate important election information with
voters on TV, radio, niin, social media, print and billboards

© Participated n over 300 media interviews during thePrimary and General elections
Posted over 1500 social media posts during thePrimaryand General Elections

~ Published robust and detailed Early Voting and Election Day Plans
~ Conducted over 45 public hearings and meetings to discuss 2020 Election Plans.
~ implemented a brand new accurate,reliable, and secure tabulation system to better serve

Maricopa County voters.
© Fewer overvotes: 2020 Presidential Contest 0.239% 5,002) / 2016 Presidential Contest

1.389% (21,785)
© Fewer undervotes: 2020 Presidential Contest 0.406% (8,475) / 2016 Presidential Contest
1.228% (19,256)

~ Maricopa County is considered a best iclass election department. Maricopa County provided
tours, meetings, and advice to other election jurisdictions (e.g, Salt Lake County, Harris County)
sothey could implement simiar best practices

Election Integrity

Transparency, accuracy and accountabilityare paramount to Maricopa County and ts Elections
Department. This is has been demonstrated and proven over and over again through audits, accuracy
tests, handcounts,and court cases

~ Dominion Tabulation Equipment s certified by the U.S. Elections Assistance Commission.

Page | 1
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Maricopa County 2020 Elections Fact Sheet

~ Accredited Voting System Testing Laboratories, audited by the National Institute of Technology
(NIST) performed robust security testing of the equipment prior to certifying Dominion
Equipment.

~ Over the course of 2020, Maricopa County had 11 separateLogic and Accuracy Tests completed
on ts processes and tabulation equipment. The Secretary of Sate, an independent entity,
performedfour of these tests. All 11 accuracy tess found the processes usedby Maricopa
Countyand the Dominion tabulation equipment was reliable and accurate.

~ 3 separate Hand Counts performed by the parties found the tabulation system was 100%
accurate

- 13 separate court cases and/or appealsfound noevidenceoffraud manipulation, or tampering in
Maricopa County's 2020 lection. At these court cases, Maricopa County clearly presented the
fact to judges at the county, state and federal level to address each of these allegation. Each
case was dismissed by the courts or withdrawn by the plain.

~The Elections Departmentaso ited thetabulation equipment nthe November 2019 Madison
School District election. Toverify the accuracy of the equipment, the county aso performed a
100 percent hand count ofthe Madison ballots. There was no discrepancy between the counts

Key Dates and Events for the November 2020 General Election

~ On October§, 2020, theElections Department and the Arizona Secretaryo State's Office
performeda logic and accuracy test on the tabulation equipment, Th test date was published in
the newspaper, open to the public and observedbypolitical party representatives, city clerks,
and school and health care district representatives. The law requires an erfoiess count before
tabulators and software can be used inanelection. The tests confirmed the equipment was.
tabulating balots accurately, paving the way for the November General Election in which a
record number ofvotersparticipated and lines at poling sites were kept to a minimum.

~ On November4, a hand count audi of lectin resus performed by Maricopa County politica
partes found a 100 percent match to the vote tabulation machines. The hand count audi,
whichis required by aw, covereda statistically significant sampleofbalots. The hand count was
viewable on the Elections Department's website and the resuswere shared publicly.

~ On November 17, thenChairman Cit Hickman sent a etter t0.ll Maricopa County voters
addressing someof the misinformation circulatingregardingelections. This letter was
accompanied by a nk to:factpage that provided mre detail about lection processes and is
still avalbie to any interested party

~ On November 18, the Elections Departmentandthe Arizona Secretary of State's Office
performedapostelection logic and accuracy test on the equipment to ensure it was not
changed or tampered with during the election. Members of al three political parties and a
representative from the Arizona Attorney General’ Office bserved the test.

~ On November 20, the Board held a nearly three-hour public meeting to discuss concerns and
‘questions raised by Maricopa County residents. Only afte these questions were answered ina
public forum did the Board certify the results of th election. This meeting was broadcast ve
andis sil avaiable foranyone to watch.

~ On December 14, then-Chairman ClintHickman and ElectionsDirector Sott Jarett appeared
before the Senate Judiciary Comittee and devoted six hours to fully answering questionsby
legishtors

~ On January 7, 2021 the Us. Congress confirmed the results of the Electoral College,finalizing the
November 3, 2020 General Election.

Page | 2
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IMPORTANT GUIDANCE
«itis importantto note these remarks are in contextofyourvote explanation as

SR1005 is on the third read calendar. Unless Fann grants permission to speak at
other times during the third reading of SR1005, you will have only one chance to
deliver your remarks.

SUGGESTIONS:

© When talking on the floor, visualize a friend, family member, neighbor, anyone
who isn't in politics, someone who's struggling with the pandemic andpretend
you're talking for them. It will help you stay focused on the message that this
Issue isn't important to the majorityof Arizonans. They wantyour help with the
COVID Pandemic.
Always pivot back to why aren't we focusing on the COVID pandemic.

Speaker list:
1. Rios-Opener
2. Engel- Second speaker
3. Navarrette: Third speaker
4. Quezada- Closer

Senator Rios:
My constituents are struggling every day through the COVID pandemic and they want to know
what we, as their senators,are doing right now to help them. And | can't say we're focusing on
rent relief, food assistance, unemployment insurance, or getting them and their loved ones.
vaccines. | can't say that because we're focusing on threatening the Maricopa County Board of
‘Supervisors with possible arrest for refusing to comply with these wide-ranging subpoenas for
election equipment and materials. The Republican Party has lost a stunning 8 lawsuits trying to
find fraud in the election. The Board of Supervisors has done its own audit and both the Secretary
of State and Governor Ducey have certified our election was free,fai and without issue. There is
10 there there, members. This “audit” is not about increasing voter trust. f that was the intent, you
would have included Democrats every stepofthe way, because elections are not a partisan issue
and especially when we're talking about the possibilty of an election being tampered with. We
need to move on and focus on the real crisis: The COVID-19 pandemic. As of today there are
over known positive cases COVID cases and deaths from COVID. We need to focus
on stronger action to slow this virus down before more people get sick and more loved ones are
lost. Thank you.

Senator Engel:
+ The reason there are doubls about our elections right now is because of uncorroborated

claims, misinformation and flat-out lies that have been repeated relentlessly. But here are
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the facts. More than 2 millon eligible ballots were cast in Maricopa County and there is no
evidence of fraud, misconduct or malfunction. No matter how you voted, ths election was
‘administered with integity, transparency and in accordance with state laws.

«This "audit" is not about increasing voter trust. If that was the intent, you would have
included Democrats every step of the way, because elections are not a partisan
issue and especially when we're talking about the possibilty of an election being
tampered with,

© Furthermore, if this is about being fully transparent, then why the secrecy and
backpedaling around who Senate Republicans hired? We know from reporting that
President Fann is considering a fim that produced a widely discredited report on voting in
Michigan, and includes a Trump campaign associate with a well-documented history of
spreading false and baseless claims about the 2020 election. How does that make this
less political?

IMPORTANT DATA FROM MARICOPA COUNTY ELECTIONS:
«Maricopa County is considered a best in class election department. Maricopa

‘County provided tours, meetings, and advice to other election jurisdictions (e.g.
Salt Lake County, Haris County) so they could implement similar best practices.

«Three separate hand counts performed by the parties found the tabulation system
was 100% accurate

+13 separate court cases and/or appeals found no evidence of fraud manipulation,
or tampering in Maricopa County's 2020 election. At these court cases, Maricopa
‘County clearly presented the facts to judges at the county, state and federal level
to address each of these allegations. Each case was dismissed by the courts or
withdrawn by the plaints.

«The Elections Department also piloted the tabulation equipment in the November
2019 Madison School District election. To verify the accuracy of the equipment,
the county also performeda 100 percent hand count of the Madison ballots. There
was no discrepancy between the counts.

+ On December 14, then-Chaimman Clint Hickman and Elections Director Scott
Jarrett appeared before the Senate Judiciary Committee and devoted six hours to
fully answering questions by legisiators.

‘Senator Navarrette:

» We need to move on and focus on the real crisis: the COVID-19 pandemic. As of today
there are over -——— known positive cases COVID cases and -—— deaths from COVID.
We need to focus on stronger action to slow this virus down before more people get sick
and more loved ones are lost. Like Senator Rios and I'm sure every single one of us, |
have consiituents calling my office every day asking forhelpwith getting a vaccine, getting
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help with rent or unemployment. I's truly baffing to me that not even a global pandemic
can help us set aside our differences and work together on bringing relief and help to
Avizonans.

+ We should be pouring our energy into slowing COVID, increasing vaccine distribution
across Arizona, fixing unemployment insurance, protecting families from being evicted,
helping our local smal businesses from closing down forever. Democrats have bill that
‘address ALL OF THESE ISSUES, But they haven't even received a committee hearing.
We couldbe working on that together as a legislature. Instead we're doing this.

Senator Quezada:
1 honestly cannot believe we are here on the Senate floor seriously discussing this and
entertaining the idea of arresting the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors. It is shameful. The
reason that there are doubts about our election right now is because of uncorroborated claims,
misinformation and flat-out lies that have been told over and over again about this past election,
from the former President all the way down to this very body. And here we are continuing those
lies. When wil it be enough? Our election was conducted accurately and fairy. Even Govemor
Doug Ducey, a Republican, certified the election. There will alwaysbe people that are never going
to accept the election results because they just don't agree with that perception of reality. How
longarewe going to entertain that small fragment of people,and at what cost? This is only causing
further damage to our Democracy, etc other great Quezada remarks.

ADDITIONAL TALKING POINTS

«Democrats also care about the process of running an election: one that is
transparent, fair, credible and accountable. And thanks to all the pre and post
lection checks conducted by Maricopa pursuant to law, we recognize the results
of the election are legitimate. The election was certified by both Secretary Hobbs
‘and Govemor Ducey.

« Americans’ right to vote is sacred and how elections are run is paramount to
preserving trust in our democracy. Their words and actions have kept the flame of
fraud lit and we've seen how gaslighting voters into thinking the election was stolen
and manipulated ends. We've seen nothing is enough to stop the election lies. This
‘audit won't be enough and will only continue the misinformation that the election
was manipulated.

+ Whatabout the millionsofArizonans who voted in this election and believed it was
free and fair? Why are we allowing ourselves to be terrorizedby a vocal minority of
conspiracy theorists?
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From: Kirsten Engel </0~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3124C09DIG4S$4DESI6TDECTE242BBEBB-
KRISTEN ENG>

Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 3:06:40 PM
To: Jeanie Mangold <rcginammangold gmail com>
Subject: Re: Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunities!

Jeanie, thanks, no worries, will do!

Kirsten Engel

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 7, 2021, at 15:58, Jeanie Mangold <reginammangold@ gmail.com> wrote:

“Thanks so much for your hard work on the eviction related bills and I support those.
Please vote NO on the bill to jeopardize voting rights and procedures: SB 2720, 1069, 1083, 1020, 1358, and 1240. Please
do mot allow the current stable, fair and legitimate voting processes to be changed o put barriers to free and fair clections.
Keep up the good work against the Republican lunatic fringe. | also oppose gerrymandering and believe Biggs, Gosar,
Finchem and other Arizonanz who supporied the insurrectionof January 6 shouldbe censured or removed from office.
Sincerely,
Regina Mangold

Sent from my iPad

On Feb 7, 2021, a1 222 PM, State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel Gales gov wrote:
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Dear Friend,

Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filing its time passing non-
pandemic bill stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
voting rights or pile on more tax cuts.
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It does not have to bethisway. In this newsletter | would like to talk about
some of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are
facing and to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some
of the disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our
elections. Il concludewith some ways you can make your voice heard - in
support or opposition to the bills currently being considered.

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

I've now introduced nine eviction-preventionaffordable housing bills. These.
bills address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landlord-
tenant act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis.

Thousands of Arizona families are at isk of eviction when the moratorium,
extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are
large loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but it doesn't pay rentin
arrears or give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves
back into the job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable
to satisfy the paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they
are evicted. Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a
blight on their credit that will dog their abilty to find housing for the next seven
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years. As detailed in today's New York Times, some families are going to
extraordinary lengths to avoid an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and
moving in with other family members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only partof the answer to ths crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that
will be a huge help. This money willbe distributed by the AZ Department of
Economic Security and the legislature is not directly involved in ts distribution.
Itis important to note that notall families struggling quality for this aid and for
Some tenants with an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes
too late. Working with Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's
some solutions I'm proposing in legislation:

$8,166 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 millon to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding
upon its agreement notto file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to; Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

SB1661housingassistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing
and appropriates $10 million toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, of
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements,
eviction and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B.1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing
ofany fing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment
of rent that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates
of March 11, 2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to
inform prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an
inquiry, on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the
legisiation
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Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

Photo courtesy of Tucson.com.

Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-{enant
laws. | have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues,
raised by stakeholders:

$8.1038 landlord tenant, rent, fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
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landlords to nolify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of
rent just 5 days before they actualy fle to do So, one of the shortest periods for
such notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, oftenover a weekend,
to pull together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan.
“This short time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as
five days is usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive,
rental assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one
thing and one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an
easy fix and one very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Commitee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending eviction notification; mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional
trips they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants
about housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the.
number of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform
tenants in advanceof a pending eviction action andto provide them information
about housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in

High Country News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not
discouraged from making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of
their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee.
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Commitee agenda
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SB1039evictionprevention;study committee: Establishes a study committee
on statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad
array fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Committee is
charged with determining how the state can reduce evictionfiings and mitigate
the financial and personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore
processes to ensure tenants understand their rights under the law, gather
information on housing affordability and propose legislationto address
problems identified by the committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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For those who wish to ake a deeper dive in someofadditional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

SB 1472 landlord tenant;security deposits:waiver
SB 162 constable ethics standards board; membership.
SB 1665 landiord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
SB .1664 landiord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-

prevention and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises,
but instead is spending a large amount ofits time and effort keeping alive
conspiracy theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bis to remove
Arizonans from the voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more
bureaucratic requirements that seem to lack al justification.
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019.

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple
bills pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting
laws. The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the
Arizona Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after
the count is formally cerified by the governor and secretary of state —and
even after Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this
bill that completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bill that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
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practically invented mailin ballots and over 80 percent of Arizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the
time of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote ata polling
location. | oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those
unhappy with the outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are some of the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many
of the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor
debate and final vote.

$B.2720: ballots; election contests; certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn
the results of a presidential election.

$B.1069 permanent early voting lst; eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting ist (PEVL) if the voter fais to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on
the ballot

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote; waiting
debate on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or
a set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recountin a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Commitee on a party-ine vote; waiting
debate on the Senate Floor.

$81020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the abilty ofa county
recorder or other officer in charge of elections to designate emergency non-
electioneering poling places.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

$B 1358: recorders; voter registrations; public buildings: Prohibits a county.
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

$8 1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in
counties using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the
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purposeof a hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordabilty bills
described above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and
other topics by going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click "Bills Tracking," hit
"Search" on left side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You
will see the fist of bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give life to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of
Supervisors in contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment). The.
reason? Senate Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a
crazy- broad subpoena from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to
obtain copies of 2.1 million voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified
elections equipment by a sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing
its own audit. Because | am on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named
as a defendant in the County's lawsuit to quash that subpoenal
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The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak" system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislatures "Request to
Speak” (RTS) system.

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS
account. Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your
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behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will
create an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

“This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system.

Look out for future emails from me about specific bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!

Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How fo Participate in Politics.
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Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town
Hall

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from
our Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr.
Theresa Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton
and | got terific questions from those whowereable to tune in. We're looking
forward to answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in
‘yourquestions anytime by filing out and submitting this form beforeor during
the Town Hall. Wel tryto get to as manyof your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ty to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me
Your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and I will try to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails it is.

proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall

Best,

Kirsten Engel
Arizona Sate Senator
Legislative Distt 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178

Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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From: Kirsten Engel </0~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3124C09DIG4S$4DESI6TDECTE242BBEBB-
KRISTEN ENG>

Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 3:08:14 PM
To: akuaku@comeastnet
Subject: Re: Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunities!

Hi Julie! So grcat to hear from you! Not sure that | have a great answer to that, you can call their office and ask for a
‘meetingortll theirassistant your views on particular bills. Do you have an RTS account? IFnot, Please open one and
comment on the bills!

Kirsten Engel

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb7,2021, at 15:11, akuaku@comeast net wrote:

Hi Kirsten, i's Julie Ferdon formerlyof the law school. | would like to know how one reaches the Republican
legislators. Ifmy email or postage stamp isn't fromtheirdistrict they won't open i or, if they happened to, they
wouldn't read it. Must| get on Twitter to be heard? (Iam inDistrict with like-minded representatives.)
Keep up the great work!
Julie

On 02/07/2021 1:22 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel<kengel @azleg gov> wrote:
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Dear Friend,

Thus far ths legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than address the pandemic, the
Legislature has been filing its ime passing non-pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up
bills that undercut our voting rights or pile on more tax cuts.
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It does not have to be this way. In this newsletter | would like to talk about some of my proposals for
addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and to contrast these proactive, pandemic-relate
measures with some of the disturbing bills that |believewill suppress the vote and undermine our
elections. Il conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard -in support or opposition to the b
currently being considered.

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing Stability in Arizona

I've now introduced nine eviction-preventionyaffordable housing bills. These bills address the short-term
eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landlord-tenant act, and the long-term challenge of creating more
affordable housing.
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

Thousands of Arizona families are at isk of eviction when the moratorium, extended by the Biden
Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads
(though there are large loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but it doesn't pay rentin arrears org
families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the job market. Families elgibl
for rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the paperwork requirements to actually receive a paymen
before they are evicted. Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their crec
that will dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in today's New York Times,
some families are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid an eviction - running up debt on credit cards anc
moving in with other family members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over $490 million in rental reli
from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will be a huge help. This money willbe distributed by th
AZ Department of Economic Security and the legislature is not directly involved in ts distribution. Itis
important to note that not all families struggling quality for this aid and for some tenants with an eviction
already on their records, the assistance comes too late. Working with Pima County's Eviction Prevention
Taskforce, here's some solutions I'm proposing in legislation:

$8 1666 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 million to the AZ Housing Trust Fund and
conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding upon its agreement not to file, finalize or enforce an
eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$8 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishesa new grant program, the "Housing
Assistance Program’ in the AZ Department of Housing and appropriates $10 millon toward the program
during 2021-22. Under the legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency,
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing navigators 10 provide
‘community outreach, education and resources related to general housing matters, effective tenancy, leas
and rental agreements, eviction and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing of any fing, pleading or
judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment of rent thatwas rendered during the Covid-19
pandemic and between the datesof March 11, 2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications
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SB 1038 landlord tenant; rent; fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires landlords to nofify tenants of
their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent ust 5 days before they actually fle to do so, one of
shortest periods for such notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, often over a weekend, to pull
together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short time period has been a
particular problem during the pandemic, as five days is usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply.
and receive, rental assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one thing and one.
thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one very much needed for
tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending evictionnotification; mileage: Provides that constables may be reimbursed
their mileage with respect to any additional trips they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inforr
the tenants about housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the number of
evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in advanceof a pending evict
action and to provide them information about housing options. This successful pilotprogramwas even
featured in High Country News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not discouraged from
making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Commitee agenda
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$8 1039 eviction prevention; study committee: Establishes a study committee on statewide eviction
prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array fo stakeholders to serve on the study
committee. The Committee is charged with determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and
mitigate the financial and personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensui
tenants understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing affordability and propose
legislation to address problems identified by the committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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For those who wish totake a deeper dive in some of additional bills that | have inroduced, please see:

8 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits, waiver
SB162 constable ethics standards board; membership
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
SB 1664 landlord tenant; evictions: forms

Whatthe Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention and pandemic reli

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but instead i spending a
large amount of is time and effort keeping alive conspiracy theories regarding the 2020 election, debating
bills to remove Arizonans from the voting ros, and burdening our eecion officals vith more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack al justification.
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oppose eachof these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the outcome of the Novembe
2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are someof the bis | am most concerned about. As you can see, many of the Senate bills have
passed out of committee and are ready for Floor debate and final vote.

58.2720; ballots; election contests; certificates: As mentioned above, this bill sponsored by Rep.
Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overtum the results ofa presidential election.

‘SB 1069 permanent early voting lst; eligibility: Removes a voter from the permanent early voting list (PE\
if the voter ails to vote by early ballot in both the primary election and the general electionfortwo
consecutive primary and general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on |
ballot

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-iine vote; waiting debate on the Senate Floor.

$8 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or a set number of votes to
one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic recount in a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote; waiting debate on the Senate Floor.

$8120 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the ability ofa county recorder or other officer in charg.
of elections to designate emergency non-electioneering polling places.

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-ine vote.

SB 1358: recorders; voter registrations; public buildings: Prohibits a county recorder from conducting a
Voter registration drive or other similar voter registration event at any location that is not government own:

Status: Passed the Government Commitee on a party-ine vote.

$8 1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in counties using voting centers to
separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose ofa hand count audit

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-ine vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described above, as well as my
bills on education, water, criminal justice and other topics by going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click
“Bills Tracking," hit "Search" on left side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You will see
the list of bills that | have “prime” sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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twill be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate wil spend more countless hours tringtogive Ife to baseless conspiracy claims
about the Nov. election by fkely passing the GOP-sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlied
Maricopa Board of Supervisors in contempt (which makes the subject to imprisonment). The reason?
Senate Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a crazy- broad subpoena from the Chair
the Senate Judiciary Committee to obtain copies of 2.1 millon voted secret ballots and the inspection of
certified elections equipment by a sketchy audiing company andis instead is pursuing its own audit
Because | am on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant n the County's lawsuit to
quash that subpoena!
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‘The complaintof the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak" system to make your voice heard on
bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has made it onto a Committee:
agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak” (RTS) system

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account. Luckily, there is an
organization that can activate your account on your behalf!
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Contact Civic Engagement BeyondVoting {o request an account, They will create an account for you at th
Capitol and notify you when ifs ready.

“This legislative manual walks you through how 10 use the Request to Speak system.

Look out for future emails from me about specific bills to oppose or support and thank you in advance for
speaking out on these important issues!

Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How to Participate in Politics.
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Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Halll Photo fromour Jan 30th Town Hall with
special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and
Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and | got terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking
forward to answering more of your questions on March 6h! You can send in your questions anytime by
filing out and submitting this form before or during the Town Hall. Well ry to get to as many of your
questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
Iry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me your comments and
concerns at: kengel@azleg gov and |will try to get back to you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind th.
due to volumeofemails itis proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Halll

Best,

Kirsten Engel
Arizona State Senator
Legisiative Distt 10
Office Phone: (602) 926-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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You can unt sor presencesor espace from bis is
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From: Kirsten Engel </0~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3124C09D96484DES96TDECTE242BBEBB-KRISTEN ENG=

Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 3:09:32 PM
To: Rita Gibbs <reallor_rtaicloud com>
Subject: Re: Leter from th Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunites!

Rita,hello, hello! It docs ry my patince! Hang in there!
Kirsten Engel
Sent from my iPhone
On Feb 7, 2021, at 14:55, Rita Gibbs <realtor_rtaicloud com> wrote:

don’t know how you even deal with these people in Phoenix

EE: :i EB
o
* RITA GIBBS + REALTOR®
& ALHS CNE
\ 520.241.6663
? reallor rita@coxnet

hitps www. ritasellstucson.com

Realty ONE Group Integiity
7445N Oradle Ra #201
Tucson,AZ85704

On Feb 7, 2021, at 2:23 PM, State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov wrote:
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Dear Friend,

Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filing its time passing non-
pandemic bill stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
voting rights or pile on more tax cuts.
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It does not have to bethisway. In this newsletter | would like to talk about
some of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are
facing and to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some
of the disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our
elections. Il concludewith some ways you can make your voice heard - in
support or opposition to the bills currently being considered.

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

I've now introduced nine eviction-preventionaffordable housing bills. These.
bills address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landlord-
tenant act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis.

Thousands of Arizona families are at isk of eviction when the moratorium,
extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are
large loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but it doesn't pay rentin
arrears or give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves
back into the job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable
to satisfy the paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they
are evicted. Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a
blight on their credit that will dog their abilty to find housing for the next seven
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years. As detailed in today's New York Times, some families are going to
extraordinary lengths to avoid an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and
moving in with other family members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only partof the answer to ths crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that
will be a huge help. This money willbe distributed by the AZ Department of
Economic Security and the legislature is not directly involved in ts distribution.
Itis important to note that notall families struggling quality for this aid and for
Some tenants with an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes
too late. Working with Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's
some solutions I'm proposing in legislation:

$8,166 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 millon to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding
upon its agreement notto file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to; Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

SB1661housingassistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing
and appropriates $10 million toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, of
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements,
eviction and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B.1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing
ofany fing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment
of rent that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates
of March 11, 2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to
inform prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an
inquiry, on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the
legisiation
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Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

Photo courtesy of Tucson.com.

Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-{enant
laws. | have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues,
raised by stakeholders:

$8.1038 landlord tenant, rent, fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
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landlords to nolify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of
rent just 5 days before they actualy fle to do So, one of the shortest periods for
such notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, oftenover a weekend,
to pull together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan.
“This short time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as
five days is usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive,
rental assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one
thing and one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an
easy fix and one very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Commitee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending eviction notification; mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional
trips they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants
about housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the.
number of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform
tenants in advanceof a pending eviction action andto provide them information
about housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in

High Country News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not
discouraged from making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of
their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee.
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Commitee agenda
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SB1039evictionprevention;study committee: Establishes a study committee
on statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad
array fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Committee is
charged with determining how the state can reduce evictionfiings and mitigate
the financial and personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore
processes to ensure tenants understand their rights under the law, gather
information on housing affordability and propose legislationto address
problems identified by the committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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For those who wish to ake a deeper dive in someofadditional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

SB 1472 landlord tenant;security deposits:waiver
SB 162 constable ethics standards board; membership.
SB 1665 landiord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
SB .1664 landiord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-

prevention and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises,
but instead is spending a large amount ofits time and effort keeping alive
conspiracy theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bis to remove
Arizonans from the voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more
bureaucratic requirements that seem to lack al justification.
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019.

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple
bills pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting
laws. The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the
Arizona Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after
the count is formally cerified by the governor and secretary of state —and
even after Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this
bill that completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bill that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
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practically invented mailin ballots and over 80 percent of Arizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the
time of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote ata polling
location. | oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those
unhappy with the outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are some of the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many
of the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor
debate and final vote.

$B.2720: ballots; election contests; certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn
the results of a presidential election.

$B.1069 permanent early voting lst; eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting ist (PEVL) if the voter fais to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on
the ballot

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote; waiting
debate on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or
a set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recountin a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Commitee on a party-ine vote; waiting
debate on the Senate Floor.

$81020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the abilty ofa county
recorder or other officer in charge of elections to designate emergency non-
electioneering poling places.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

$B 1358: recorders; voter registrations; public buildings: Prohibits a county.
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

$8 1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in
counties using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the
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purposeof a hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordabilty bills
described above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and
other topics by going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click "Bills Tracking," hit
"Search" on left side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You
will see the fist of bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give life to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of
Supervisors in contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment). The.
reason? Senate Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a
crazy- broad subpoena from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to
obtain copies of 2.1 million voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified
elections equipment by a sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing
its own audit. Because | am on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named
as a defendant in the County's lawsuit to quash that subpoenal
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The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak" system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislatures "Request to
Speak” (RTS) system.

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS
account. Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your
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behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will
create an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

“This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system.

Look out for future emails from me about specific bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!

Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How fo Participate in Politics.
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Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town
Hall

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from
our Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr.
Theresa Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton
and | got terific questions from those whowereable to tune in. We're looking
forward to answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in
‘yourquestions anytime by filing out and submitting this form beforeor during
the Town Hall. Wel tryto get to as manyof your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ty to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me
Your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and I will try to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails it is.

proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall

Best,

Kirsten Engel
Arizona Sate Senator
Legislative Distt 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178

Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, February 7, 2021 4:38:02 PM
To: Peter Bengtson <mundo7111@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Comment on : Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunites!

Hi Pete! Yes, that's oneofour problems. All bills are assigned to a committee, but I don't think the RTS
system works unless they appear on an agenda, right? So unfortunately, there i litle folks can do other than
writetheir legislators to try to get bills onto an agenda. Sigh

‘Oneofmy more minor bills is on the NREW Senate agenda this week — SCR 1046
htps://www.azleg.gov/legtext/SSleg/IR/ills/SCR1046P. pdf
https /apps azleg gov/Bill Status BillOverview/7591 1

“The bill is a resolution in supportof outdoor recreation. It was brought to me by Kirk Astroth and outdoor
recreational organizations.

Twould rather oneof my substantive environmental, climate or water bills had made it onto an agenda, but
‘would appreciate your support of this resolution!

Thanks for all you do. Wow, 17 comments, that is alot!

Best,
Kirsten

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
602-926-5178
kengel@azleggov

Andrea Martinez
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Feb 7, 2021, at 4:11 PM, Peter Bengtson <mundo711 1@gmail com> wrote:

Senator Engel,

Background:

This morning | responded to Sandy Bahr's Legislative Alert #6 by going on RTS to
support or oppose 17 bills.

1 was part of the LD9 group meeting with Victoria Steele at the virtual Environmental Day
at the Legislature. One of the interesting (to me) items that came up was Victoria's
comment that she was interested in some way to reach out to environmentalists to get
some help supporting bills she sponsored.
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My Comment:

Your message essentially was what Victoria asked for. You described a number of bills
that you thought needed to be passed. However they are not yet assigned to a
committee. Im an RTS guy. | jump on Sandy's legislative alerts over the weekend and
oppose or support the bills. | also send messages to the LDS legislators if she asks.

Getting your message distributed once the bills are assigned to committee plus a simple
support or oppose the bill is easier for me to take action

Thanks for all you are doing in the Legislature. Stay safe up there.

Pete Bengtson

On Sun, Feb 7, 2021 at 2:22 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg gov> wrote
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Dear Friend,
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Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
‘address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filling its time passing non-
pandemic bills stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
Voting rights or pile on more tax cuts.

It does not have to be this way. In this newsletter | would like to talk about some
of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are facing and
to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some of the
disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our elections.
ll conclude with some ways you can make your voice heard - in support or
‘opposition to the bills currently being considered

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

Ive now introduced nine eviction-prevention/affordable housing bills. These bills
‘address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landiord-tenant
act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing.
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis

‘Thousands of Arizona families are at risk of eviction when the moratorium,
‘extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The.
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are large
loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but t doesn't pay rent in arrears or
give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves back into the.
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job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable to satisfy the
paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they are evicted.
Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a blight on their credit
that will dog their ability to find housing for the next seven years. As detailed in
today’s New York Times, some families are going to extraordinary lengths to avoid
‘an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and moving in with other family
members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only part of the answer to this crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that will
be a huge help. This money will be distributed by the AZ Department of Economic
Security and the legislature is not directly involved in its distribution. It is important
to note that not all families struggling qualify for this aid and for some tenants with
an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes too late. Working with
Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's some solutions I'm proposing
in legislation:

SB 1666 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 million to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding upon
its agreement not to file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B 1661 housing assistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing and
‘appropriates $10 millon toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, or
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
‘general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements, eviction
‘and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing of
any filing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment of rent
that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates of March
11,2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to inform
prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an inquiry,
on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the legisation

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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Photo courtesy of Tucson.com

Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-tenant laws.
I have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues, raised by
stakeholders;
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$B 1038 landlord tenant; rent fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
landlords to notify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of rent
just 5 days before they actually file to do so, oneof the shortest periods for such
notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, often over a weekend, to pull
together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan. This short
time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as five days is
usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive, rental
assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one thing and
‘one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an easy fix and one
Very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending evictionnotification;mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional trips
they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants about
housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the number
of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform tenants in
‘advance of a pending eviction action and to provide them information about
housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in High Country.
News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not discouraged from
making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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SB 1039 eviction prevention; study committee: Establishes a study committee on
statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad array
fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Comittee is charged with
determining how the state can reduce eviction filings and mitigate the financial and
personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore processes to ensure
tenants understand their rights under the law, gather information on housing
affordability and propose legislation to address problems identified by the
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committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

For those who wish to take a deeper dive in some of additional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

$B 1472 landlord tenant; security deposits; waiver
SB 1662 constable ethics standards board; membership
SB 1665 landlord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
$B.1664 landlord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-prevention
and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises, but
instead is spending a large amount of ts time and effort keeping alive conspiracy
theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bls to removeArizonans from the
Voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more bureaucratic
requirements that seem to lack all justification
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019.

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple bills
pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting laws.
‘The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the Arizona
Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after the count is
formally certified by the governor and secretary of state — and even after
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Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this bill that
‘completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bills that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
practically invented mail-in ballots and over 80 percentofArizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the time
of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote at a polling location. |
oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those unhappy with the
‘outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are someof the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many of
the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor debate and
final vote.

$B 2720: ballots; election contests certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn the
results of a presidential election

‘SB 1069permanent earlyvoting list;eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting list (PEVL) if the voter fails to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on the
ballot.

Status: Passed the Government Comittee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or a
set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recount in a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote; waiting debate
on the Senate Foor.

$B1020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the ability of a county recorder
or other officer in chargeofelections to designate emergency non-electioneering
polling places.
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Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

SB 1358:recorders; voter registrations;publicbuildings: - Prohibits a county
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-fine vote.

$B.1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in counties
using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the purpose of a
hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-line vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordability bills described
above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and other topics by
going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click “Bills Tracking,” hit "Search on left
side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You will see the list of
bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give lfe to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of Supervisors in
‘contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment!). The reason? Senate
Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a crazy- broad subpoena
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from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to obtain copies of 2.1 million
Voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified elections equipment by a
sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing its own audit. Because | am
on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named as a defendant in the County's
lawsuit to quash that subpoena!

The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.
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Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak” system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislature's "Request to Speak"
(RTS) system,

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS account.
Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will create
‘an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system

Look out for future emails from me about specifi bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How to Participate in Politics.

Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town Hall!

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from our
Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr. Theresa
Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton and | got
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terrific questions from those who were able to tune in. We're looking forward to
‘answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in your questions
‘anytime by filling out and submitting this form before or during the Town Hall
Well try to get to as many of your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ry to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me

your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and | will ry to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails itis
proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall!

Best,

KE

Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178
Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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BE EB BE

Peter Bengtson
1280 E. Paseo Pavon
Tucson, AZ 85718
(520) 219-3507
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From: Kirsten Engel </0~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3124C09DIG4S$4DESI6TDECTE242BBEBB-
KRISTEN ENG>

Sent: Monday, February 8, 2021 5:06:35 PM
To: Peter Palazzo <Chicagod8 dcomeastnet>
Subject: Re: Letter from the Legislature 2021 #2: Wasted Opportunities!

‘Will do, Pete! Thanks for reading my newsletter!!

Kirsten Engel

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 8, 2021, at 17:23, Peter Palazzo <Chicagod8 @comeast net> wrote:

Hi Kristen,
Bill 2720s crazy
Please keep defending our right to vote!
“Thank you for your hard work in the senate
Pete Palazzo

Sent from my iPhone

On Feb 7, 2021, a1 222 PM, State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel Gales gov wrote:
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Dear Friend,

Thus far this legislative session has been a big disappointment. Rather than
address the pandemic, the Legislature has been filing its time passing non-
pandemic bill stuck in the queue last year and teeing up bills that undercut our
Voting rights or pile on more tax cus.
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It does not have to bethisway. In this newsletter | would like to talk about
some of my proposals for addressing the eviction and housing crisis we are
facing and to contrast these proactive, pandemic-related measures with some
of the disturbing bills that | believe will suppress the vote and undermine our
elections. Il concludewith some ways you can make your voice heard - in
support or opposition to the bills currently being considered.

Spotlight on My bills to Prevent Evictions and Promote Housing
Stability in Arizona

I've now introduced nine eviction-preventionaffordable housing bills. These.
bills address the short-term eviction crisis, systemic problems in our landlord-
tenant act, and the long-term challenge of creating more affordable housing
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Bills Addressing the Eviction Crisis.

Thousands of Arizona families are at isk of eviction when the moratorium,
extended by the Biden Administration to March 31, 2021, expires. The
moratorium is helping to keep a roof over people's heads (though there are
large loopholes that result in evictions continuing), but it doesn't pay rentin
arrears or give families a cushion going forward as they work to get themselves
back into the job market. Families eligible for rental assistance are often unable
to satisfy the paperwork requirements to actually receive a payment before they
are evicted. Many tenants now have eviction judgments on their records, a
blight on their credit that will dog their abilty to find housing for the next seven
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years. As detailed in today's New York Times, some families are going to
extraordinary lengths to avoid an eviction - running up debt on credit cards and
moving in with other family members into crowded living arrangements.

Legislation is only partof the answer to ths crisis. Arizona will be receiving over
$490 million in rental relief from the latest federal stimulus package, and that
will be a huge help. This money willbe distributed by the AZ Department of
Economic Security and the legislature is not directly involved in ts distribution.
Itis important to note that notall families struggling quality for this aid and for
Some tenants with an eviction already on their records, the assistance comes
too late. Working with Pima County's Eviction Prevention Taskforce, here's
some solutions I'm proposing in legislation:

$8,166 affordable housing; appropriation: appropriates $25 millon to the AZ
Housing Trust Fund and conditions a landlord's receipt of any of this funding
upon its agreement notto file, finalize or enforce an eviction action.

Assigned to; Senate Appropriations Comittee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

SB1661housingassistance program; appropriation: Establishes a new grant
program, the "Housing Assistance Program" in the AZ Department of Housing
and appropriates $10 million toward the program during 2021-22. Under the
legislation, a nonprofit legal services organization, community action agency, of
HUD-approved housing counseling agency may apply for funds to hire housing
navigators to provide community outreach, education and resources related to
general housing matters, effective tenancy, leases and rental agreements,
eviction and foreclosure processes and referrals to housing programs.

Assigned to: Senate Appropriations and Senate Commerce Committees
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

$B.1663 state; emergency; eviction reporting; prohibited: Requires the sealing
ofany fing, pleading or judgment in an eviction action based on nonpayment
of rent that was rendered during the Covid-19 pandemic and between the dates
of March 11, 2020 and June 30th, 2022. Requires housing applications to
inform prospective tenants that they may answer "No record" in response to an
inquiry, on a housing application, regarding a record sealed pursuant to the
legisiation
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Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda

Photo courtesy of Tucson.com.

Bills addressing systemic problems in Arizona's Landlord-Tenant Laws

‘The eviction crisis has laid bare systemic problems with our landlord-{enant
laws. | have introduced the following bills to deal with some of these issues,
raised by stakeholders:

$8.1038 landlord tenant, rent, fifteen days. Currently, Arizona law requires
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landlords to nolify tenants of their intent to evict the tenant for nonpayment of
rent just 5 days before they actualy fle to do So, one of the shortest periods for
such notices in the nation. Tenants are left scrambling, oftenover a weekend,
to pull together money or contact their landlord to work out a payment plan.
“This short time period has been a particular problem during the pandemic, as
five days is usually too short a timeframe for tenants to apply for and receive,
rental assistance from a city, county or nonprofit program. This bill does one
thing and one thing only: it extends that 5 day period to 15 days. This is an
easy fix and one very much needed for tenants and landlords alike.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Commitee agenda

$B1130: constables; pending eviction notification; mileage: Provides that
constables may be reimbursed for their mileage with respect to any additional
trips they make to visit tenants in the eviction process to inform the tenants
about housing resources. A pilot project by Pima County constables found the.
number of evictions tumbled after constables did this basic outreach to inform
tenants in advanceof a pending eviction action andto provide them information
about housing options. This successful pilot program was even featured in

High Country News! This bill is designed to ensure that constables are not
discouraged from making these visits by having to pay for the mileage out of
their own pockets.

Assigned to: Senate Judiciary Committee.
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Commitee agenda
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SB1039evictionprevention;study committee: Establishes a study committee
on statewide eviction prevention and housing affordability and specifies a broad
array fo stakeholders to serve on the study committee. The Committee is
charged with determining how the state can reduce evictionfiings and mitigate
the financial and personal costs of evictions to tenants and landlords, explore
processes to ensure tenants understand their rights under the law, gather
information on housing affordability and propose legislationto address
problems identified by the committee.

Assigned to: Senate Commerce Committee
Status: Has yet to be placed on a Committee agenda
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For those who wish to ake a deeper dive in someofadditional bills that | have
introduced, please see:

$8 1472 landlordtenant; security deposits;waiver
SB 162 constable ethics standards board; membership.
SB 1665 landiord tenant; housing assistance; waiver
SB .1664 landiord tenant; evictions; forms

What the Arizona Legislature is doing instead of eviction-

prevention and pandemic relief:

But the Arizona legislature is NOT addressing our eviction and housing crises,
but instead is spending a large amount ofits time and effort keeping alive
conspiracy theories regarding the 2020 election, debating bis to remove
Arizonans from the voting rolls, and burdening our election officials with more
bureaucratic requirements that seem to lack al justification.
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Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, Opinion, The Voter Suppression
State, Jan 31, 2019.

As has been widely reported in the national and local press, there are multiple
bills pending in the Arizona legislature that would upend our election and voting
laws. The most extreme bill is Rep Bolick's HB 2720, would enable the the
Arizona Legislature to overturn the resultsof a presidential election, even after
the count is formally cerified by the governor and secretary of state —and
even after Congress counts the state's electors. See this article for more on this
bill that completely circumvents the voters!

Most curious are bill that seek to restrict the use of mail-in ballots. Arizona
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practically invented mailin ballots and over 80 percent of Arizonans use them,
finding they give them time to research candidates and initiatives and, in the
time of Covid-19, are safer than venturing in person to vote ata polling
location. | oppose each of these bills that appear to be an effort by those
unhappy with the outcome of the November 2020 election to suppress the vote.

Below are some of the bills | am most concerned about. As you can see, many
of the Senate bills have passed out of committee and are ready for Floor
debate and final vote.

$B.2720: ballots; election contests; certificates: As mentioned above, this bill
sponsored by Rep Bolick would enable the the Arizona Legislature to overturn
the results of a presidential election.

$B.1069 permanent early voting lst; eligibility: Removes a voter from the
permanent early voting ist (PEVL) if the voter fais to vote by early ballot in both
the primary election and the general election for two consecutive primary and
general elections for which there was a federal, statewide or legislative race on
the ballot

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote; waiting
debate on the Senate Floor.

SB 1083 elections; recount margin: Increases, from one-tenth of one percent or
a set number of votes to one-half of one percent, the trigger for an automatic
recountin a primary or general election.

Status: Passed the Government Commitee on a party-ine vote; waiting
debate on the Senate Floor.

$81020 voting locations; electioneering; Removes the abilty ofa county
recorder or other officer in charge of elections to designate emergency non-
electioneering poling places.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

$B 1358: recorders; voter registrations; public buildings: Prohibits a county.
recorder from conducting a voter registration drive or other similar voter
registration event at any location that is not government owned.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

$8 1240 hand counts; precincts; procedures manual: Requires ballots in
counties using voting centers to be separated and grouped by precinct for the
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purposeof a hand count audit.

Status: Passed the Government Committee on a party-ine vote.

Where to find the 47 bills I've filed this Legislative Session

You can easily find my eviction-prevention and housing affordabilty bills
described above, as well as my bills on education, water, criminal justice and
other topics by going to: www.azleg.gov, click "Bills", click "Bills Tracking," hit
"Search" on left side menu, click "Sponsors" and search under my name. You
will see the fist of bills that | have "prime" sponsored or co-sponsored. Enjoy!
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It will be a Tough Week Ahead

Tomorrow, the Senate will spend more countless hours trying to give life to
baseless conspiracy claims about the Nov. election by likely passing the GOP-
sponsored resolution to hold the GOP-controlled Maricopa Board of
Supervisors in contempt (which makes them subject to imprisonment). The.
reason? Senate Republicans are upset the Board failed to comply to with a
crazy- broad subpoena from the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee to
obtain copies of 2.1 million voted secret ballots and the inspection of certified
elections equipment by a sketchy auditing company and is instead is pursuing
its own audit. Because | am on the Judiciary Committee, | am actually named
as a defendant in the County's lawsuit to quash that subpoenal
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The complaint of the Maricopa Board of Supervisors seeking to quash the
subpoena issued by the Chair of the Senate Judiciary Committee.

Sign up for the Legislature's "Request to Speak" system to make
your voice heard on bills you like or oppose!

You can register your support or opposition to particular bills once the bill has
made it onto a Committee agenda through the legislatures "Request to
Speak” (RTS) system.

You may have heard that you need to go in person to activate your RTS
account. Luckily, there is an organization that can activate your account on your
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behalf!

Contact Civic Engagement Beyond Voting to request an account They will
create an account for you at the Capitol and notify you when its ready.

“This legislative manual walks you through how to use the Request to Speak
system.

Look out for future emails from me about specific bills to oppose or support and
thank you in advance for speaking out on these important issues!

Graphic courtesy of the New York Times, How fo Participate in Politics.
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Another GREAT way to participate: Join our March 6th LD10 Town
Hall

Join us 10-11:30 on Saturday, March 6th for our next Town Hall! Photo from
our Jan 30th Town Hall with special guest Pima County Health Director Dr.
Theresa Cullen. LD10 Reps. Domingo DeGrazia and Stephanie Stahl Hamilton
and | got terific questions from those whowereable to tune in. We're looking
forward to answering more of your questions on March 6th! You can send in
‘yourquestions anytime by filing out and submitting this form beforeor during
the Town Hall. Wel tryto get to as manyof your questions as we can!
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There's more to come, so stay tuned!
ty to keep my Facebook page updated with news of recent events. Email me
Your comments and concerns at: kengel@azleg.gov and I will try to get back to
you (but unfortunately, please keep in mind that, due to volume of emails it is.

proving impossible to respond to every email | receive).

See you March 6th for the next LD10 Town Hall

Best,

Kirsten Engel
Arizona Sate Senator
Legislative Distt 10
Office Phone: (602) 928-5178

Follow me on Facebook and Twitter
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, March 8, 2021 2:14:15 PM
To: Nick A <econamold@gmail com>
Subject: FW Ballots Shredded and Bumed? Lawless Mess

Kirsten Engel
AZ State Senator LOTO
802.526.5175
kengel@azieg gov
Andrea Martinez
‘dminstative Assistant
228517
amarinez@azieg gov

From: Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg.gov>
Date: Monday, March 8, 2021 at 2:57 PM
To: Joanne Osborne <JOsborne@atleg.gov>, Nicholas Naumann <nicholas.j.naumann@gmail.com>
Ce: David Cook <dcook@azleg gov, Lela Alston <LAlston@azleggov, Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg.gov>,
Sonny Borrell <sborrelli@azleg gov>, Sean Bowie <sbowie@azleg.gov>, Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg.gov>,
Lupe Contreras <lcontreras@azleg.gov>, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>, Rosanna Gabaldon
<rgabaldon@azleggov», Sally Ann Gonzales <SGonzales@azleg gov», David Gowan <dgowan@azleg gov>,
Rick Gray <RGray@atleggov>, Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg.gov>, Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg.gov>, David
Livingston <dlivingston@azleggov», Christine Marsh <CMarsh@azleggov», Juan Mendez
<jmendez@atleg gov>, "J.D. Mesnard" <IMesnard@azleg.gov>, Tony Navarrete <tnavarrete@azleg gov», Lisa
Otondo <lotondo@azleggov>, Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov, Jamescita Peshiakai <jpeshiakai@azleg gov>,
Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg.gov>, Martin Quezada <MQuezada@azleg gov», Rebecca Rios
<RRios@azleg gov», Wendy Rogers <WRogers@azleg gov», "Thomas TJ. Shope” <tshope@atleggov>,
Victoria Steele<vsteelo@azleg gov», Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg.gov>, Michelle Ugenti-Rita
<mugenti-rita@azleg.gov>, Richard Andrade <RAndrade@azleg.gov>, Brenda Barton <BBarton@azleg.gov>,
Leo Biasiuc <Biasiucci@azleg.gov>, Walter Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov, Jasmine Blackwater-Nygren
<JBlackwater-Nygren@azleg.gov>, Reginald Bolding <RBolding@azleggov, Shawnna Bolick
<SBolick@azleggov», Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg.gov>, "Judy M. Burges" <jburges @azleg.gov>, Kelli

Butler<kbutler@azleggov, Andres Cano <ACano@atleg gov, Frank Carroll <FCarroll@azleg.gov>, Joseph
Chaplik <IChaplik@azleg.gov>, Cesar Chavez <cchavez@azleggov», Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg.gov>, Andrea
Dalessandro <adalessandro@azleg.gov>, Domingo DeGrazia <DDeGrazia@azleg.gov>, Tim Dunn
<TDunn@azleg.gov>, Mitzi Epstein <mepstein@atleg gov>, Diego Espinoza <DEspinoza@azleg gov», Charlene
Fernandez <CFernandez@azleggov», John Fillmore <Fillmore@azleggov»,Mark Finchem
<MFinchem@azleg gov, Randy Friese <RFriese@azleg.gov>, Travis Grantham <TGrantham@azleg gov, Gail
Griffin <GGriffin@azleg.gov>, Alma Hernandez <AHernandez@azleg gov», Melody Hernandez
<MHernandez@azleggov, Daniel Herandez <DHernandez@azleg.gov>, Jake Hoffman
JakeHoffman@azleg gov, Jennifer Jermaine<lermaine@azleg gov, Joel John <John@azleg gov, Steve
Kaiser<SKaiser@azleggov, John Kavanagh <IKavanagh@atleggov, Aaron Lieberman
<Aieberman@azleggov>, Jennifer Longdon<JLongdon@azleggov, Robert Meza <rmeza@azleg gov>,
Quang Nguyen <QNguyen@azleg.gov>, Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov», Jacqueline Parker
<IParker@azleg.gov>, Jennifer Pawlik <Pawlik@azleg.gov>, Kevin Payne <kpayne@atleg gov, Beverly
Pingerelli <BPingerelli@azleggov,Pamela Powers Hannley <ppowershannley@azleggov, Frank Pratt
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<FPratt@azleg.gov>, Bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg.gov>, Diego Rodriguez <DRodriguez@azleggov, Athena
Salman<asalman@azleggov>, Judy Schwiebert <JSchwiebert@azleggov,Amish Shah<AShah@azleggov,
Lorenzo Sierra <LSierra@atleg gov, Stephanie Stahl Hamilton <SstahiHamilton@azleg.gov>, Raquel Teran
<RTeran@azleg gov>, Ben Toma <btoma@azleg.gov>, Myron Tsosie <MTsosie@azleg.gov>, Michelle Udall
<mudall@azleg.gov>, Jeff Weninger </Weninger@azleg.gov=, Justin Wilmeth </Wilmeth@azleggov
Subject: Re: Ballots Shredded and Burned? Lawless Mess

Pi see below Rep Osborn's email forwarding nfo from the Maricopa County Recorder, Stephen Richer, regarding the
allegations regarding shredded ballots this past weekend.

Kisten Engel
AZ State Senator LOTO
802.526.5175
kengel@azieg gov

From: Joanne Osborne <IOsborne @azleg gov>
Date: Sunday, March 7, 2021 at 8:06 PM
To: Nicholas Naumann <nicholas.j.naumann@gmail.com>
Ce: David Cook <deook@azleggov, Lela Alston <LAlston@azleg gov», Nancy Barto <NBarto@atleg gov>,
Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleggov», Sean Bowie <sbowie@azleggov, Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg.gov>,
Lupe Contreras <lcontreras@azleg.gov>, Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg.gov>, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov»,
Rosanna Gabaldon <rgabaldon@azleg.gov>, Sally Ann Gonzales <SGonzales@azleggov, David Gowan
<dgowan@azleg gov», Rick Gray <RGray@azleg.gov>, Sine Kerr <SKerr@atleg gov», Vince Leach
<VLeach@azleg gov>, David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg gov», Christine Marsh <CMarsh@azleg go>, Juan
Mendez <jmende2@azleg gov>, "J.D. Mesnard" <IMesnard@azleg.gov>, Tony Navarrete
<tnavarrete@azleg gov>, Lisa Otondo <lotondo@azleg.gov>, Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov, Jamescita
Peshlakai <jpeshlakai@azleg gov, Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg.gov>, Martin Quezada
<MQuezada@azleg gov», Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg.gov>, Wendy Rogers <WRogers@azleg.gov>, "Thomas
T.1. Shope” <tshope@atleg gov, Victoria Steele <vsteele@azleg gov», Kelly Townsend
<ktownsend@azleg.gov>, Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-rita@azleg.gov>, Richard Andrade
<RAndrade@azleg gov>, Brenda Barton <BBarton@azleg gov», Leo Biasiucei <LBiasiucci@azleg gov», Walter
Blackman <WBlackman@azleggov>, Jasmine Blackwater-Nygren <JBlackwater-Nygren@azleg gov», Reginald
Bolding <RBolding@azleggov, Shawnna Bolick <Bolick@azleg.gov>, Russell Bowers
<RBowers@azleg.gov>, "Judy M. Burges" <jburges@azleg.gov>, Kell Butler <kbutler@azleg.gov>, Andres.
Cano <ACano@azleg.gov>, Frank Carroll <FCarroll@azleg gov», oseph Chaplik <IChaplik@azleg gov», Cesar
Chavez <cchavez@zzleg.gov>, Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg gov, Andrea Dalessandro
<adalessandro@azleggov>,Domingo DeGrazia <DDeGrazia@azleg.gov>, Tim Dunn<TDunn@azleggov,
Mitzi Epstein <mepstein@azleg.gov>, Diego Espinoza <DEspinoza@azleggov», Charlene Fernandez
<CFernandez@azleg gov», John Filmore <JFillmore@azleg.gov>, Mark Fincher<MFinchem @azleg.gov»,
Randy Friese <RFriese@azleg gov», Travis Grantham <TGrantham@azleg gov», Gal Griffin
<GGriffin@azleggov», Alma Hernandez <AHernandez@azleg gov>, Melody Hernandez
<MHernandez@azleggov>, Daniel Hernandez <DHernandez@azleg. gov», Jake Hoffman
JakeHoffman@azleggov, Jennifer Jermaine <JJermaine@azleg.gov>, Joel John <iiohn@azleg.gov>, Steve
Kaiser<SKaiser@azleggov, John Kavanagh </Kavanagh@atleggov, Aaron Lieberman
<Aieberman@azleggov>, Jennifer Longdon <lLongdon@azleggov, Robert Meza <rmeza@azleg gov>,
Quang Nguyen <QNguyen@azleg.gov>, Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov>, Jacqueline Parker
<IParker@azleg.gov>, Jennifer Pawiik <Pawlik@azleg.gov>, Kevin Payne <kpayne@atleg gov, Beverly
Pingerelli <BPingerelli@azleggov>,Pamela Powers Hanley <ppowershannley@azleggov, Frank Pratt
<FPratt@atleg.gov>, Bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg gov, Diego Rodriguez <DRodriguez@azleggov, Athena
Salman<asalman @azleg.gov>, JudySchwiebert <JSchwiebert@azleg gov, Amish Shah <AShah@atleg.gov>,
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Lorenzo Sierra<LSierra@atleggov, Stephanie Stahl Hamilton <SstahiHamilton@azleg.gov>, Raquel Terdn
<RTeran@azleg gov>, Ben Toma <btoma@atleg. gov, Myron Tsosie <MTsosie@atleg gov, Michelle Udall
<mudall@azleg.gov>, Jeff Weninger </Weninger@azleg.gov>, Justin Wilmeth </Wilmeth@azleg.gov>
Subject: Re: Ballots Shredded and Burned? Lawless Mess

Good Evening:

Thank you for your letter. | would ike to share some information with you from our newly elected Maricopa County.
Recorder, Stephen Richer.

Also, the audit decisions are being made and controlled, by the Senate and not the House of Representatives. Please:
see below and have a blessed week ahead.
Sincerely,
Representative Joanne Osborne

Hi Representative Osborne!

Maricopa County has not, and would never destroy votedballots until legally authorized to do so afte the 24-month
retention period.
The reality is the November General Election ballots are sealed and stored in the vault, not the warehouse. The vault is
under the watch of 24-7 camera. None of the ballots or other General Election materials from the vault were in the
garbage, and as a matter of business, the county can and does throw out trash.

The facts, these individuals were dumpster diving on Maricopa County property. Security footage shows they
attempted to break into the warehouse entrance of the Elections Department on Saturday with a board from the
dumpster.

Maricopa County plans to follow up with aw enforcement about these activites.

Afew other points to consider:

The photos circulated of the warehouse bay door are not even where the ballots are kept. The stacked pallets re
boxes of blank voter registration forms.
The blog states that Ms. Burk went to the Elections Department on Friday (3/5) and found doors wide open and
unattended. This is not true. After speaking with staf and reviewing video footage, Ms. Burk was taking pictures for
less than a minute before staff came out to see what she needed. Sheasked about the boxes and staff informed her
they were blank voter registration forms. The bay doors were not lft unattended. In the pictures you can see staf isin
the background,
The ballots are not stored in the warehouse. While six pallets were placed on a truck on Monday, March 1, in the
presence of multiple members of staff, the sealed ballots were off loaded and placed back nto a secure storage area
that evening when the Senate notified the county that they did not have a place to store them.

The photo of the one ballot could very well be the person's own ballot. It was shredded in a different direction
that the other items that have the Recorder's address on the top, which is not included on Maricopa County ballots.
We respect there are different opinions about this issue, but there is oly one set of facts. This particular blog has
published numerous false posts about Maricopa County and elections operations since November. We can't speak to
their motivations, but some of their writers clearly have no interest in the truth.

‘The blog states that the County had a wireless network name that used profanity. There are many wireless
networks nearor around the Elections Department that are not controlledby the County or the Elections
Department. Some may contain foul language, but they are owned and operated by private citizens and/or private
companies.

Sent from my iPhone
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On Mar 7, 2021, at 4:12 PM, Nicholas Naumann <nicholas j.naumann@gmal com>wrote:

Thanks for the response David. Will there be any repercussionsorjustice for this lawlessness? What are
You and your fellow legislators doing if you are not upholding and administering the rule of law?
The world is watching.
Thanks

On Sun, Mar 7, 2021 at 10:12 AM David Cook <dcook@aleg.gov> wrote:
Thank you for your email concerning elections and integrity. | am fully committed to making sure every.
legal and only legal votesare counted in our election process.

David Cook
Sent from my iPhone

On Mar 7, 2021, at 9:55 AM, Nicholas Naumann <nicholas.j.naumann@gmail.com> wrote:

Whois running the state of Arizona? Who will do the right thing on behalf of you all the
Legislature?? Those who have nothing to hide, hide nothing.

hitps://www thegatewaypundit.com/2021/03/breaking.exclusive-ballotsarizonas:
‘maricopa-county-found:shredded-dumpster-dayssenate-auditbegin
(nttps://werw thegatewaypundit.com/2021/03/breaking-exclusive-ballots-arizonas:
maricopa-county-found:shredded:dumpsterdays-senate-audit begin/)/

hitps://www thegatewaypundit.com/2021/03finding:shredded:ballots dumpster earlier:
today-mysteriousfire-breaks-maricopa-county-offcials-farm/
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From: Kirsten Engel[/O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE

(DIBOHE23PDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3124CORDSGBADESRETOECTE?
42BBEBB-KRISTEN ENG]

Location: Miosot Teams Meeting
imporaree: Noma
Subject: Aoceptec: Discussion about Monday's press conference on th ballot act
sant Tin: Fi 31912021 93000 PH UTC)
EndTime: Fri 3/19/2021 10:00:00 PM (UTC)

Required Atindees: Jeff Winker
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From: Kirsten Engel </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN-RECIPIENTS/CN=3124C09D96484DES96TDECTE242BBEBB-
KRISTEN ENG>

Sent: Friday, April 23, 2021 420.39 PM
To: Katie Maass <Katie@maass!. com>
Subject: RE: Voters dont expect another audit of Maricopa County election results

Hello,

“Thank you so much for your email. | appreciatehearing yourviews as it helps me to understand what my constituents.
‘most care about. | ranforoffice on aplatform of supporting our schools, teachers and students, voting rights, creating
quality jobs in our community, protecting ourenvironment, especially our water resources, fightingfor criminal justice:
reform and prison oversight, as well as reducing gun violence in our communities. As we move toward the conclusion of
the 2021 legislative session, you can count on me 10 advogate on your behalf.

Pleasebe sure to follow me on Facebook and Twitter for more updates on how I'm fghiing for Arizonans. 1 would ike
to keep you up to date on what | am doing in the legislature and will be adding you to my newsletter lst. Ifyou prefer,
you can unsubscribe from the newsletera any time.

Thank you,

Kirsten Engel
AZ State Senator LDI0
602-926-5178
kengel@aclengov

From: Katie Mauss <Katie@maass1. com>
Sent: Friday, March 13, 2021 11:58 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@atleg.gov>
Ce: Kirsten Engel<kengel@azleg gov»; Domingo DeGrazia <DDeGrazia@atleg.gov: Stephanie Stah! Hamilton
<SStahiHamilton@azleggov>
Subject: Voters don't expect another audit of Maricopa County election rests

Dear Senator Fann,

read tis in the Arizona Republic today and I believe you missed the pointofwhat voters expect:
"Our voters expect this audit, and it can be a big step in returning trust and confidence in our election
process."

Voters really expect he sae legislature 1 uly fundpubic education, expand health ca to mor ails, enact aws toprotect scars water
esouross increase fing 1 universes, the economicenginesof our tate | never expected an audofelection resus, especial sine the

fesuls altacy have boon audied

Whers ars you ining hemoney oothis?
Ave you ausing state house and senate routs, 107

Youarewasting me, moneyand people power.

Scars,
Kati Maass
206090353
LD10Voter
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel@zleg gov
sent: Saturday, April 24,2021 10:49:41 AM
To: Kirsten Engel <kengel48 @gmil com>
Subject: FW: ADLCC Legislative Newsclips: Week 4/19 423

anBaer oto
irgugsia en
sos atnesSemraran assoEseesirsaraioezgasiog

From: Paul Stapleton Smith <pstapletonsmith@sdem.org>
Date: Saturday, April 24, 2021 at 503 AM
To: Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg gor
Subject: ud: ADLCC Legislative Newsclps: Week 4/13- 4/23

“Thank you forallthat youaredoing to keepus rom the worst outcomes now pendingin th state legislature.

wantedto know if hese ADLCCnoticesshouldbe forwarded to ur LDleadershipteams, terror coordinators, PCs and Den activists sa matter of
course. inc these ar regularandtimely notices romth party tf, our Dem activ anuse them 10goodeffec theiwrk.Weshould promote
is25.3 ol thatalso brings awarenessofthe ADLCC toour actsts. What doyou thik?
Vim doingphonebanks llweek with the AFLCIO to alertvoters 0th urgency of thPROAct 5.3crclstructural par ofthe Biden Maris American
Jobs Act crucially mpertant that fl workers have thei hts torganizefor workplace safety nd i standards. Eve without3 formal union,
protected concerted actions onbehalof co-workers. fundamental igh.
Thank heavens we have  pro-uion President andVice resident. atthe head of our party I time forSenatorsSinema and Kel 0 sign on and fl
thir campaignpledge to support the ighs to organize.
Staysate,stay wel fight hore
Solari,

Pat
Forwarded message

From: Britany Over <bolex@31demorg>
Date: i, Apr 23, 20211 207PM
Subject: ADLCC LegislativeNewslps: Week 4110-4723
To:BritanyOe<bler arden.cig>
Ci uns ona@adem org, Ax Aare <aabare @aadem oy, Eva Bear <ebee@ardem org»

™SLOD
iuLILA

Arizona Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee
‘Arizona Legislative Newsclips
Week 4.19.21 - 423.21

Republican Iawmakers revive sweeping anti-abortion proposal inArizona | Contentious legisation that would criminalize
‘abortions based on genetic abnormalities and grant personhood righs to fetuses appears headed fo passage, afer the sole
‘GOP lawmakerto oppose the bill changed his position.
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Sen. Tyler Pace, R-Mesa, had temporarily sunk the sweeping Senate Bil 1457 earlier this month when he joined Democrats in
voting no” on the Senate flor. Bu afer reviving the legislation though a series of procedural maneuvers, he b's sponsor,
Republican Sen Nancy Barto of Phoenix, brokeredacompromise.
Avizonals GOP Senate is abusing is authority. It must end tis election audit now | Republicans in the Arizona Legislature have
Set aside dolars, hired consultants, procured the hardware and software to conduct what they call “an aud” of the 2020.
presidential eleciion n Maricopa County. Wha they dori have is the moral authority o make credible Their conduct post-
election has been so naked partisan that whatever their audit ind, ts results wil not be believed. Theyllbe mocked and
derided. State Senate Republicans insist hey are not tying 0 reverse the election, but are rather ring fo bud greater trust in
the system. But how can anyone trust them?

Thedeafening corporatesineaboutArizona's antdemocracyproposals | Arizona laws made me an activist. As a teenager, |
iivd through the passage of SB1070, the ant-mmigrant law that legalized racial profing, and saw wha t dd o our state. My
family and neighbors were targeted, and families ee ripped apart forever. While other teens were planning their Sweet sixteen,
1 spent my time knocking on doorsohelp people register to vole
Hobbs Urges Senate, Governor To Relect Purge Of Arizona's Mail Voting List | Arizona Secretary of State aie Hobbs said
Republican lawmakers are bucking the wilof he people by proposing changes fo the states popular Permanent Early Voling
Ust Senate Bil 1485 was approved Tuesday on aparty. ine vote by House Republicans. It now awaits final vote i the
‘Senate, where ts expected to pass on Thursday.
Dems won' post $1 bond, soelection auditwon'tbepaused | Abriefweekend pause inthe ArizonaSenate's election audit
hatajudge ordered on Friday won't happen because the Arizona Democratic Party declined to put up a $1 millon bond hat the
judge requested to cover any expenses thal the Senate wrongfully incurs due to the hat Maricopa Coury Superior Court Judge
‘Christopher Coury ruled that the audit must hat from 5 pm. Friday to noon on Monday. But hat order was contingent on the
Avizona Democratic Party. which brought the lawsuit seeking fo block the aud, posting a 1 millon bond fo cover any expenses.
ha the Senate wrongful incurs due to the delay. The Senate's lease of Veterans Memorial Coliseum, where the audit is being
conducted, ends on May 14
You want oseeatempertantrum?” ArizonaRepublicansideswithDemocrats,blocksvotingbil A bil that would stop some
Voters from geting a ballot automatically male o them each election faied unexpectedly in Arizona's state Senate Thursday
afer a single Republican joined Democrats in voting against the legsiation: GOP state Sen. Kelly Townsend explained her
Surprise “no” vote on the state Senate floor ami a tense episode that saw the senator get nfo a heated confrontation withthe
bis sponsor.

Arizona lection ali updates: Republic rept volunteering asi obser can provide updates but can ake nots The Arizona
Senat-ondered recountofMaricopa Cony lection ballots was to begin Friday — ncaly six monthsaftrvoter elected Joe Biden as
president — at Veterans Memorial Coliseum in Phocnis. The Senate contacted with Florida-based technology company Cyber Nias (0
Conduct the audit with taof pu couners and olunteer observers. Joumalss were died specific acces 1 reporto record the
proces, although The Arizona Republic and oer media outlets have eained an attorney to challenge tht decision

Padfo bythe Aricons Demacraic eglatie Campaign Comite, projectofthe ArizonaDsmcratic Party. ot authorizedby anycandidateor
candidates commitee.

1 srittany OlverCommunications Director
“i0essaeTT

acra eaey Lr 8StrdSSmyehosonLyConn Ge op yr

Pau Stapleton smith
Fitvice Chae tons Democratic arty
“Everybody n,n one left out. “Every momenti an orgaiing opportu. (Dolores Huerta)
The formationcontainedhscommcation om he sender may<ontan confidential formation tht maybe legally prvleged ts ended
solelyfo si by the ecient and thers authorized recive yo arnot the tended ecient), ou sr hereby osetht any disclosure,
Copying. dsribtionof aking action relation 1he contentsofths formationfs ctl rod anc maybe uno. I you received sem!
nto, lease oty th sender a theabove email ares hen immedi dee this communication fom your computer nd destroya copies
anyformat, Thank youl
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From: Kirsten Engel </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3124C09D96484DES96TDECTE242BBEBB-
KRISTEN ENG>

Sent: Sunday, April 25, 2021 8:18:17 PM

To: kennethf@aol com
Cer kengeld8@gmail.com
Subject: Re: AEA Legislative Update

Hi Ken! Good to hear from you and thanks for forwarding! The issues are very accurate. Things are more or
less a mess up there!

Kirsten Engel

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 25, 2021, at 20:06, kennethf@aol.com wrote:

Hi Kirsten,

Just wanted to share the most recent AEA Legislative Update.

Hopefully, you and your family are well staying safe. If | can be of assistance please don't
hesitate to call on me.

ken freed

——Original Message

‘Subject: AEA Legislative Update

a5 VERE big
A

April 24, 2021
TakeAction | Bill Watch List | Toolkit

We Defeated Anti-LGTBQ Bill!

Thank you to the hundreds of activists who sent emails to legislators and the
governor to defeat this discriminatory legislation. Governor Vetoed SB1456, which



would have affected not only sexual education curriculum, but all learning materials in

the classroom and make it harder for LGBTQ kids to see themselves in school
curriculum.

Stop Privatization Schemes in Our
Neighborhoods [EATEN]

Two bills threatening neighborhood public schools are close to passing out of the
Arizona Legislature. HB2427 will ban district boundaries, mandate enroliment
lotteries, and require tax dollars to market school choice opportunities, including
private school vouchers. This bill is ready for a final vote in the House.
'SB1280 and will take $10 million from the general fund to provide Uber grants to
bus students outof our neighborhoods, draining money from our neighborhood
schools. This bill passed in House Ways and Means Committee and is on its way to

Rules then Caucus before floor vote.
Contactyourlegislators tokeep theseprivatization schemes ourofour
neighborhoods.

Budget Negotiations Stalled EEE

Looks like Senate Republicans are too busy with their election audit to focus on
budget negotiations. Efforts to get Republicans on board with a flat tax proposal have
hit a roadblock with Representative Walt Blackman joining Senator Paul Boyer in
opposing Representative Ben Toma's plan accoring to the Yellow Sheet Report. AEA
objects to any state budget with new, permanent tax cuts, including flat tax or tax cap
proposals, until per-student funding reaches the national average. In addition, we will
oppose any state budget that threatens the Invest in Education Act or reduces public
education funding. At a time when we have billions of dollars in budget surplus and
the rainy day fund, Arizona's leaders should be investing in public education and our
children. Join other education supporters like you and take the Pledge to Protect
PublicEducation.

AEA Legislative Action Center Freie

Many bills have stalled and are either waiting for a hearing in Rules Comittee or a
final vote. Continue to keep up the pressure and visit our Action Center to contact
legislators to stop bills that could harm our students.

Bill Watch List

AEA is monitoring legislation that impacts education funding and policy. Keep an eye
on AEA’s Bill Watch List to stay in the know on what's happening at the Capitol

outaimlnce you subscribeftAEALegis Up.[royirye
erhm
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel vlog gov
sent: Sunday, Apel 25,2021 11:34:41 PM
To: Kirsten Engl <kengel48 @gmil com>
Subject: Re: ADLCC Legislative Newselps: Week 419 423

sn Engel52SEna 010ErTargugazia on
sods atnesSmitaassasadaraioezgasog1

From: Paul Stapleton Smith <pstapletonsmith@azdem.og>
Date: Saturday, April 24, 2021 at 503 AM
To: Kirsten Engel <kengel@szleg gor
Subject: ud: ADLCC Legislative Newsclps: Week 4/13- 4/23
Histon,
Thank you forall tht you are doing tobeepusfrom theworstoutcomesnow pendingi thestate glare
wantedto know If hese ADLCCnoticesshouldbe forwarded to ur LDleadershipteams, tery coordinators, PCs and Den activists sa matter of
course. incethese are regularandtimely notices romth partystaff, our Dem activ anuse them 10goodeffec thei wrk. Weshould promote
his 25.3 tol thatals brings awareness of theADLCC to our actst. What doyou think?
i doingphonebanksalweek withthe AFLLIOto let voters othe urgencyof the PRO Act 3 rca structural prtof the Bidar American
Jobs Act crcl mpertant that fl workers hav thei Fightstorganize for workplace safety nd i standards. Eve without3 formal union,
protected concerted actions onbehalfof coworkers. fundamental gh
Thank heavenswehave: pro-lon President andVie President tthe head of out partyI time forSenatorsSinema and Kel oign on and fl
thir campaignledgeto support the ighs to organic.
Staysate,stay wel fight hore
nSoldrty,
Pau

Forwarded message
From: BitanyOlver<bolver arden 15>
Date: ri, Apr23, 20211207PM
Subject: ADLCC LegsltieRewsclp: Week 419. 4/23
To: BritanyOe <ber@ardem.crg>
Ci uns sna@adem org,Ax Aare <aabare @aadem os, Eva Bear <ebepe@ardem org»

me
oteLALO

Arizona Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee.
Arizona Legislative Newsclips
Week 4.19.21 - 423.21

Republican l3umakersrevive sweepinganti-abortionproposalinArizona | Contentious legisition that would criminalize.‘abortions based on genetic abnormalities and grant personhood righs to fetuses appears headed fo passage, afer the sole
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GOPlawmakerto oppose the bill changed his position.

‘Sen. Tyler Pace, R-Mesa, had temporarily sunk the sweeping Senate Bill 1457 earlier this month when he joined Democrats in
voting "no" on the Senate floor. But ater reviving the legislation tough aseries of procedural maneuvers, the b's sponsor,
Republican Sen. Nancy Barto of Phoenix, brokered a compromise.
Arizona's GOP Senate is abusing fs authority. must end this election ‘audit now|Republicans i the Arizona Legisiature have.
Set aside dolars, hired consultants, procured fhe hardware and software to conduct wha they call an aud” of the 2020
presidential election in Maricopa County. What they dot have is the moral authority to make i credible Their conduc post.
election has beensonakedy partisan that whatever ther audit finds, fs results wil not be believed. They ll be mocked and
derided. State Senate Republicans insist they are not tying to reverse the election, but are rather tying to bud greater trust in
the system. But how can anyone trust them?

‘The deafening corporate sence about Arizona's anti-democracy proposals | Arizona laws made me an activist. As a teenager, |
iived through the passage of SB1070,the ant-mmigrant law that legalized racial profiing, and sawwhat tid o our tate. My
family and neighbors were targeted, and families were ripped apart forever. While other tsens were planning their sweet siteen,
spent my time knocking on doorsto help people register tovote
Hobbs UrgesSenate, Governor ToRejectPurgeOf Arizona's Mail Voting List| Arizona Secretary of State Katie Hobbs said
Republican lawmakers are bucking the wil of the people by proposing changes tothe states popular Permanent Early Voting
List Senate Bil 1485 was approved Tuesday on 3party. ine vote by House Republcans. It iowawaits a final vote in the
‘Senate, where its expected to pass on Thursday.
‘Dems won't post $1M bond. so election auditwon'tbepaused | Abrief weekend pause in the ArizonaSenate's election audit
that a judge ordered on Friday won't happen because the Arizona Democratic Party declined to put up a $1 millon bond that the
Judge requested to cover any expenses that the Senate wrongly incurs due to the halt Maricopa County Superior Court Judge:
Christopher Coury ruled that the audit must hal fom 5 pm. Friday to noon on Monday. But tha order was contingent on the
Arizona Democratic Party, which brought the lawsuit seeking to block the audi, posting a $1 millon bond to cover any expenses.
hat the Senate wrongful incurs due to the delay. The Senate's lease of Veterans Memorial Coliseum, where the audit s being
conducted, ends on May 14.

Youwanttoseeatempertanirum?:ArizonaRepublicansideswihDemocrats,blocksvotingbil | A bil that would stop some.
Voters fom getting a ballot automatically mailed to them each slection failed unexpectedly in Arizona's state Senate Thursday.
afteasingle Republican joined Democrats in voting against the legislation. GOP state Sen. Kelly Townsend explained her
surprise "no" vote on the sate Senate floor amid a tense episode that saw the senator get ino a heated confrontation wih the
bis sponsor.

Avion section audit updates: Republi repote volunteeringassuit observe cai provide updates but can ake notes | TheArizona
Senate-ondered recount of Maricopa County lection ballots was fo begin Friday — nearly si months after votes lected Joe Biden as
president—at Veterans Memorial Coliseum in Phocni. The Senate contracted with Florida-based technology company Cyber Nina 0
Conduct the audit with teamofpaid ouncesand volunicer observers Joumalists weredenied specific acces 0 fepor o esord he
process, allough The Arizona Republic and othe media outlets have retained an atomey to challenge that decision.

Paidfor by the Arizona Democratic Legislative Campaign Commitee, projectofthe ArizonaDemacratc Party.Not authorized by anycandidateor
candidates commtes.

1 sritany overCommunications Director
410563.4877

itd,otbe ot rySs 1,SOA hret 5ot 3 heSeEdTnSsNeer

Paul Stapleton smith
FisVice Cha Aon Democratic Party
“Everybody in, noone ef cut” “Every moment is an organizingopparunity.” (Dolores Huerta)
he informationcontainedi hscommunicationfrom thesender ay contain confident infomation hat maybe gal privileged. is tended
ley foruseby threcipient and others authorized10 receive. youare not th tended recipients), youre hereby nied that any disclosure,
copying, distributionor takin ation i elation the contentofthis informationfs sicty pried and maybe unlwfl.If ou eceved this email
neror,ples not the sender atheabove emi acess the neatly dle hs Communication rom yous computer and destroy1 opis i
any format Thank you!
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From: Kirsten Engel <kengel @azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 5, 2021 6:14:12 PM
To: Barbara Jo Borch <artstar3d@gmail com>
Subject: Re: The AZ Budget stalemate continues

Barbara, thank you so much for your message. 1 could not agree more!

Best,
Kirsten

Kirsten Engel
AZ State House Rep, LD10
AZ State Senator-Elect, LD10
602-926-5178
kengel@azleg.gov

Andrea Martinez.
Administrative Assistant
602-926-5178
amartinez@azleg gov

On Jun 5, 2021, at 4:10 PM, Barbara Jo Borch <artstar3d@gmail.com> wrote:

“Thank you so very much for keeping me informed! I appreciate your efforts as a senator who
clearly representsyourconstituency andis doing
a wonderful job. The governor and his GOP cronies seem more interested in their political careers
than in passing a sensible budge that will help
the citizens of Arizona who pay their salaries and expect them to use our taxes wisely, for things
like education. Arizonans have been shamed by
the embarrassing election recount that continues to serve the lie of the stolen election and damages
our democracy. Who paid for this stupidity - was
it the taxpayers? And now the budget fiasco. Please keep up the fight this has to stop! Thank you
for all you do.
Barbara Jo Borch

On Fri, Jun 4, 2021 at 2:33 PM State Senator Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleggov> wrote:
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Dear Friend,
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The Arizona Budget saga continues with no clear resolution in sight. Last week,
after it became clear that the extreme flat tax budget deal worked out between the
Governor and GOP legislative leadership did not have sufficient votes to pass,
both the House and the Senate recessed with the expectation of returning on or
before June 10th

In response, the Governor promptly vetoed 22 bills that the legislature had sent to
his desk. In an editorial published today in the Arizona Daily Star, I tell it lie itis:
Gov. Ducey's veto spree was a blatant budget power play that harms Arizonans
by tossing several good policy proposals and undermining the legislative process.

‘This budgetary train wreck could have been avoided with the exercise of some
basic statesmanship. Statesmanship here would have meant GOP leaders
reaching across the aisle to craft a budget that a true majority of lawmakers could
support. This would be a budget that eschews extreme tax cuts that slash funding
for cities and towns, potentially jeopardizing basic city services, in favor of the
smart investmentof our temporary budget surpluses in COVID recovery for
families and small businesses and services and programs that benefit all
Arizonans.

Unfortunately, statesmanship seems to be in short supply in the Arizona
legislature right now.
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It's not over il its over. I'l keep workingfor a decent budget that reflects your
priorities. In the meantime, however, you can get the latest scoop by tuning into
our LD10 Town Hall tomorrow morning, Saturday June 5th, 10-11 am.! See
details below!
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All my best,
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Kirsten Engel

Arizona State Senator
Legislative District 10
Office Phone: (602) 926-5178
Follow me on Facebook

EB EB EB EB
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From: Kirsten Engel <O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=3 124C09D96484DES96TDECTE242BBEBB-
KRISTEN ENG>

Sent: Sunday, July 4, 2021 1:57:33 PM
To: Adam Kinsey <adam@saguarostrategies com>Chesney Richter

<chesneykrichter(@gmail.com>;michael@kirstenengel com:Scott Saleska
<srsaleska@gmail com>

Subject: Fwd: Arizona Legislative Report News Notes July 2, 2021

Fyi - Aaron Lieberman claims he raised 250K in 48 hrs for Gov run

Kirsten Engel

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Josselyn Berry <JBerry@azleg gov>
Date: July 2, 2021 at 17:01:55 EDT
To: " SDEMMEMS" <SDEMMEMS(@azleg gov, " SDEMSECS" <SDEMSECS@azleg gov>, * Senate
Democratic Staff” <SenateDemocratResearchStaff@azleg gov>, * Senate Democratic Staff Interns”
<SenateDemocraticStaffInters@azleg gov>
Subject: FW: Arizona Legislative Report News Notes July 2, 2021

From: Luige Delpuerto <Melpuerto@azcapitoltimes.com>
Sent: Friday, July 2, 2021 2:01:48 PM (UTC-07:00) Arizona
To: Josselyn Berry <JBerry@azieg.gov>
‘Subject: Arizona Legislative Report News Notes July 2, 2021

Avizona Logis
Report

RCCCET

July2,2021
COPYRIGHT2021 Arizona Capitol Reports**
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DO NOT FORWARD THIS EMAIL. The data that comprises the Arizona Legislative
Report arefrom copyrighted Arizona Capitol Reports files and are intendedfor the

exclusive use ofour clients. It is illegal 10 reproduce, reprint or electronically
disseminate any ofthese reportsbyany means without prior written approval.

55th Legislature; 1st Regular Session

THE HOUSE AND SENATE ADJOURNED SINE DIE on June 30, Wednesday, at
as4pm

55th Legislature; 1st Special Session

THE HOUSE AND SENATE ADJOURNED SINE DIE on June 17, Thursday, at |
pm

NEWS NOTES

DEMOCRATS SEEKING REFERENDUM NEED 118.823 SIGNATURES IN
THREE MONTHS

Dem organizers filed referendums to send two controversial new election laws to the
ballot and are working on another referendum on a budget bill. Eric Kramer, chair of
the Navajo County Democratic Party and the filer of each referendum, told our reporter
hundreds of volunteers have been out collecting signatures fora coupleweeks to send
Ugenti-Rita's S1485 (early voting list; eligibility) to the ballot. This morning, Arizona
Deserves Better, which is behind the first referendum effort, fled a new one on H2569
(elections; private funding; prohibition), which prohibits election officials from using
private grants. Kramer said the organizers areworkingon a third referendum, this time
on $1819 (budget procedures; budget reconciliation; 2021-2022), which contains a
host of last-minute election measures from Fann, Borrelli and Townsend. That bill
creates provisions for ballots printed on security paper, establishes a task force to
investigate social media sites that ban or suspend political accounts, lets the
Legislature appoint someone to review voter rolls, and gives the attomey general
supreme power over election litigation through the endof Bmovich’s and Hobbs’
terms. Kramer said he’s working closely with Alison Porter, the Save Our Schools
organizer who was instrumental in referring the 2017 school voucher expansion to the
ballot. Voters soundly rejected the ESA expansion law. The organizers are only using
volunteers to collect signatures now, but plan to use a mix of paid and volunteer
circulators throughout the summer. The group has unl Sept. 29, 90 days after sine die,
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to collect 118,823 signatures.

MORE COUNTIES = MORE SUPERVISORS, MORE SPENDING, BIGGER
GOVERNMENT

Rogers plans to slice and dice Maricopa County following a session in which she was
duped by an activist who rana complex Borat-style stunt to introduce a bill to create a
16th county. The idea started with Kelli Ward, who posed a question to her Twitter
followers asking if Maricopa County should be split into multiple counties because its
population is so much larger than other counties. “1,000 times yes. 1 will propose this
bill unless someone else beats me to it. Will probably have to ordera study firs to see
how we would do it.” Rogers responded (LINK). This year, Rogers introduced $1653
(study committee; county boundaries; appropriation)and became the latest northern
Arizona politician to propose cutting out the mostly white southern portions of Navajo
‘and Apache counties to form a new county - this time to be called Sitgreaves.” After
$1653 made it to COW, where Democrats read from a lengthy and racially-charged
document drafted by its main proponent, Jesse Valencia, Valencia sent a mea culpa
explaining that he started the project as a publicity stunt fora film and then kept up his
persona.

TILTING AT WINDMILLS IS HARDER THAN IT LOOKS

Fann is the latest elected official to face a recall attempt ~ though the Sedona doctor
organizing it acknowledged that it's a long shot she'll actually face a new election, let
alone be removed from office. William Levinger filed the recall peition last week and
has until Oct 21 to collect at least 36,444 signatures to force an election. “1 think that
it's possible to gather the signatures, but the district that she represents has decided that
it’s acceptable to have Paul Gosar be their representativeto Congress in spiteof the
fact that he seems to be opposed to protecting the consiitution,” Levinger told our
reporter. His recall effort is based on Fann’s authorization of the Senate's ongoing
audit, which remains murky but will directly or indirectly cost taxpayers millions of
dollars. The Senate is on the hook for $150,000 in its contract with the Cyber Ninjas,
$20,000 for security and the cost of utilities for two months at Veterans’ Memorial
Coliseum. Maricopa County also needs to buy or lease new election equipment to
replace the equipment the county said was compromised by the audit, “Ifan audit ike
this were conducted by Democrats, the Republican party would be howling,” Levinger
said. More than a dozen recall efforts, most led by Trump supporters angry at fellow
Republicans, have already failed this year. All five Maricopa County supervisors,
Ducey, Bowers, Hoffman, Hobbs and Finchem survived recall attempts, and Boyer
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successfully avoided two. Only one recall succeeded in Arizona's history ~ the effort
to recall $0170 author Russell Pearce, who lost in the election to Jerry Lewis.

BLACKMAN DISSECTS FAILURE TO PASS EARNED RELEASE CREDITS
BILL

Blackman dedicated the latest episode ofhis “The Walt Blackman Show” podcast to
dissecting the deathof $1064 (eamed release; credits; prisoners), accusing longtime
victims’ rights advocate Steve Twistof using his substantial influence in the Capitol to
Kill the bill “1 will tell my listeners that I worked in good faith, across the aisle, across
all spectrumofgovernment and folks that needed to be involved in the stakeholder
meetings, and worked in good faith, and what happened is the people that did not want
this bill were not working in good faith,” Blackman said in Friday's episode.
Blackman said thebill's opponents claimed it would “defund the police” and lead to
drug and sex traffickers getting time off their sentences, which he said wasn't rue,
listing off the types of more serious offenders who would not have been eligible for
early release and saying the savings could have gone into law enforcement and prison
rehabilitative programs. He also touted the support for the bill from longtime anti-tax
advocate Grover Norquist and groups, such as the American Legislative Exchange
Council and Americans for Tax Reform. “Its so conservative that other states have
used the language off of H2713 and applied it to their sates,” Blackman said, referring
to the original House bill number. Blackman said Twist has Ducey’s ear. “The
legislative body is not. calling the shots for reform in Arizona,” he said. “Special
interests are doing that”

HOFFMAN TO SEEK CIVICS CURRICULUM MANDATE NEXT YEAR

Although disappointed the legislation was stripped from the final K-12 BRB, Hoffman
expects a proposal to impose a civics curriculum mandate that would have required
students receive instructions on the evils of communism and totalitarianism to be
introduced next year. He also praised the budget for barring schools from requiring
Covid vaccines or face masks, and for banning certain types of instruction related to
race, ethnicity or sex. “This bill bans teaching critical race theory in our schools,”
Hoffinan said, adding, “Now, critical race theory, just to be clear _. teaches that your
Kid is racist or sexist because of the colorof their skin ..” Rodriguez cut himoffwith
an objection, saying he wanted to correct Hoffman under House rule 18D, although he
added he would withdraw his objection if Hoffman rephrased to make it lear he is
expressing his opinion. Insteadof rewording, Hoffman thanked Rodriguez for the
‘opportunity to clarify. “Oneofthe most vocal proponentsof critical race theory, Ibram
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Kendi, has described critical race theory and the anti-racism movement as a whole that
the only answer to prior racism is current racism and the only answer to current racism
is future racism,” Hoffman said. The civics education measure was copied from a
recently passed Florida legislation.

WHAT ABOUT TRANSPARENCY?

Just before adjourning sine die, the Senate officially repealed its Covid emergency
rules. When the Legislature returns next year— or for a special session that Townsend
‘and no one else believes will happen ~ lawmakers will no longer be allowed to vote
remotely. But the bulk of the Senate’s Covid restrictions ~ including the rules that have
kept the public out of the building and that Fann used as an excuse to keep reporters
outofcaucus meetings ~ aren't included in the rule change approved by the majority
of the Senate. Instead, they're laid out ina Covid-19 protocol document created by
Fann’ office at the beginning of the session, under a Senate rule that gives Fann
‘general controlofthe building. A Senate spokesman did not return our reporter's call
about whether the Covid protocol remains in effect, but it was still being zealously
enforced yesterday. At one point, Marsh had to go downstairs to fill the water bottle of
a teacher playing flute outside because security officers were under orders not to let the
teacher in even to refill her water in 106-degree heat, our reporter was stil blocked
from caucus meetings and staff and pages were still required to wear masks on the
floor.

LEGISLATURE REVERTS TO IN-PERSON VOTING

‘The House also voted to repeal Rule 38, its Covid protocols that allow lawmakers to
vote remotely. The House had done more to relax Covid restrictions for lawmakers,

staff and members of the public. Moststaffmembers haven't been wearing masks for
more than a month, and members of the public have been allowed into the House:
gallery to observe the proceedings. The House got ridofits mask mandate for
lawmakers and mostofthe glass partitions dividing lawmakers’ desks in late March
after Ducey issued an executive order overriding local mask mandates.

SECRETARY OF STATE CANDIDATES: GREAT JOB, BRNO!

Bolick and Finchem, the two Republican House members who are seeking their party's
nod for Secretary of State, joined Ugenti-Rita in praising the US Supreme Court's 6-3
decision Thursday in Briovich v DNC to uphold Arizona's ban on ballot harvesting
and is requirement that voters must vote i the correct precinct for thei ballots to
count. “Today is a win for Arizona,” Bolick said. “There is more work to do, but I am
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‘committed to securing Arizona's elections and restoringyour confidence that your vote
counts.” Finchem also praised the ruling and highlighted his vote for the 2016 law
banning ballot harvesting that was the subject of the challenge.

BLACKMAN CALLS BOLICK DEAR LEADER

In another Secretary of State-race related news, Blackman on Wednesday urged people
join him in contributing to Bolick’s campaign. “As a military combat veteran, I've

seen firsthand what good leadership looks like,” he said. “Shawnna Bolick is that
leader.”

ENJOY THE LONG WEEKEND!

We will not be publishing on Monday in celebrationof Independence Day. We will be
back on Tuesday. In the meantime, whatever you do, have fun!

NEWS RELEASES

Reps. Gallego, Hayes, Adams, and Houlahan lead call

to Invest in and Diversify the Educator Workforce

WASHINGTON, DC - Today, Rep. Ruben Gallego (D-A2), long wilh Reps. Jahana Hayes (O-
CT), Alma Adams (D-NC), Chrissy Houlahan (D-PA) and 18 other MembersofCongress, sent
aleter to Senate and House leadership calling on them to enact spending legisation that
reflects President Biden's proposed $9 bin t trai, equip and diversify the American
educator workforce,

The U.S. education system is facing a teacher shortage and teacher diversity crisis. The
‘COVID-19 pandemic has exacerbated this criss, with polis showing that teachers of calor in
particular are more likely 10 etre earlyo leave the profession because of the pandemic. Even
before the pandemic, studies showed that completion of teacher prep programs ell by one-
hird between 2010 and 2018 and that whi over half of all students in the U.S. are non-white,
only 20 percent of our teacher worklorce is made up of people of coor

“The letter urges the Appropriations Commitee to begin to address these crises by investing 9
billon to address teacher shortages, improve teacher preparation, sirengthen pipelines for
teachers of olor, invest in educator leadership, and help current teachers earn in-demand
credentials. Many ofthe leter's proposals are also included i President Biden's American
Famiies Plan.

“Our teachers and students have faced an incredibly difficult year due to pandemic. AS
teachers, especially teachers of color, have lef or consider leaving the workforce, the
education system needs a substaniial investment in teacher preparation, diversity, and
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retention. The investments outined in the American Families Plan, including my proposed
‘Teacher Diversity and Retention Act, will relieve and slrengthenour American education
system, and help ensure every student has access to a high quality education.” said Rep.
Ruben Gallego (AZ-07). "| am proud to advocatefor teachers and aspiring teachers to receive
the support they need and to increasingly become a workforce that reflects the diversity of the
students they serve.”

“Our nation is in the middle ofa teacher shortage — one that is especialy prevalent for
‘educators of color, This legisiation supports the increaseof a diverse workiorce by equipping
educators with the tools required to recover from the pandemic, improve classroom
‘environments, mitigate teacher shortages by improving the educator pipeline and curb
retention issues by developingbettercareer advancement opportunites to leadership. tis
importantto prioritize educationaswe move forward. This is an important step forward toward
diversity and retention in the education worklorce,” said Congresswoman Hayes (CT-05).

“Research has shown conclusively that Black students who have just one black teacher are
more likely to enroll in college.” said Congresswoman Adams (NC-12). ‘Hiring and retaining
diverse educators in America's worklorce ensures that the coming generations of students will
see themselves reflected in the people who will shape them. Im happy to joi this effort to
faciitate a more diverse teaching workloroe that will help our students see more opportunities.
and possibiies.”

“Ourteachers and students have had an unprecedentedy difficult past 15 months,” said
‘Congresswoman Houlahan (PA-06). “We have a responsibilty, now more than ever, to
invest inourcountry's future, which means investing in teachers and our kids’ education.
‘That's why I'm proud to join Representatives Gallego, Hayes and Adams in his effort 10 invest
in teacher preparation, diversity and retention. As Someone who taught high school chemistry,
know the profound sacrifices our teachers make to provide ourchildrenwith the best

education possible. | also know how important ts for ourstudents 10 see themselves reflected
in their teachers, which is why | believe a more diverse teaching talent pool is So necessary.
‘You can't be what you can' see. I's time every student be able to see themselves in the
people who instruct, nurture and teach them. Oureducation system, communities and country
willbe all the better for it.”

Teach Plus CEO and President Roberto J. Rodriguez said: “We applaud Congressman
‘Gallego and Congresswomen Hayes, Adams and Houlahan for taking up President Biden's.
charge to prepare, support and invest in a diverse and talented teaching workiorce. The
American Families Plan is a game changer for the futureof teaching and the teaching
profession. There has never been a more important time to make these investments — our
children’s future depends on it”

‘The NEA applauds Reps. Gallego, Hayes, Adams, and Houlahan for leading this important
letter to acknowledge the historic funding proposed by the American FariiesPlan to advance
the educator workforce,"said Marc Egan, NEA Director of Government of Relations. “For
years, the educator profession has facedseriouschallenges of attrition, only to be hampered
further by the COVID-19 pandemic. Implementing President Biden’ proposal to upift the
‘educator pipeline would demonstrate Congress's commitment towards retaining profession
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ready teachers, and recruiting a diverse educator workforce that accurately reflects the
students they serve.”

“As an organization that advocates forfunding for Hispanic-Serving Institutions, we suppor this
legislation that invests in existing programs to further strengthen teacher diversity efforts,” said
HAC President and CEO Antonio R. Flores. Hispanic students account for 27 percent of
elementary and secondary U.S. pubic school students, yet ony 9 percent of teachers are
Hispanic. Strengthening the pipeline and increasing recrultmen and retention of diverse
teachers at His and MSis is crucial.”

“Fort0 long, our federal goverment has failed 0 afford every student in America a quay
education regardless of thir zip code.” said Khallah Harris, Team ManagingDirector for
the Center for American Progress. ‘Priorizing ourstudents and the adults who develop
thems a citical component of the American Families Plan that Congress must commit to, and
a pivotal step towards addressing decades of racial and economic injustice.”

Roxanne Garza, Senior Policy Advisor, Education at UnidosUS said: “Latino studens,
English leamers, and other underserved student populations have been disproportionately
impacted by the COVID-19 pandemic. One way to ensure that students have the best chance
forlearing recovery s to make certain tha they have access to qualified teachers that reflect
their racial, cultural, and linguistic background.Westrongly support funding provisions in the:
American Familes Plan to recruit, prepare, and retain a more diverse teacher workforce:
through the FY2022 appropriations process.”

“Ths etter has been endorsed by Teach Plus, National Education Association, Center for
American Progress, UnidosUs, Teach for America, National Center for Leaming Disabiltes,
Education Trust, New America, TTP, and Hispanic Association of Colles and Universiles.

Reps. Jones, Gallego Introduce Bill to Restore Section

2 of the Voting Rights Act

Hours after the Supreme Court's decision weakening Section 2of the Voting Rights Act,
the Inclusive Elections Actof2021 would restore and strengthen thi critica provision

WASHINGTON, DC — Today, Reps. Mondaire Jones (D-NY) and Ruben Gallego (D-
AZ) introduced the Inclusive Elections Act of 2021, legislation t restore Section 2 ofthe Voting
Rights Act, which bars states and localiies from adopting election laws that disparately burden
the voting rights of people of color and linguistic minorities. The bill comes just hours after the:
Supreme Courts devastating decision in Bmovich v. Democratic National Commitee, which
carved loopholes nto the law that significantly reduce ts power 0 S10p voter Suppression.

“The Voting Rights Act of 1965 was the crown jewelof the Civ Rights movement, but ver the
past decade, the Roberts Court has staged an allout assault on the VRA, culminating in
today's Brmovich decision,” said Congressman Mondaire Jones. “At a ime when the voling
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fights of Black and brown Americans are under tack 0 a degree not seen since Jim Crow,
proteciing the sacred right vote is more important than ever. The InclusiveElectionsAct of
2021 would undo the Supreme Court's destrucive decison by outlawing discriminatory voter
Suppression laws ke the ones the Cour just upheld in Arizona.”

“Democracy is under attack by sate legislatures across the country, including inArizona. The.
fightof every Americanto have equal access to the ballot — regardlessofthir raceo polcal
orientation ~ i ciicalo a functioning democracy. The Supreme Court trampled on that ight
today by upholding two Arizona laws that make t harder o vole for Latino, Black, and Native
American communes in particular.” said Congressman Ruben Gallego, ‘Our very
‘democracy is at stake in this fight, and Congress must act. I'm proud to introduce this bill with
‘Congressman Jones o protect voters of color from discrimination and help estore the
foundation of our democracy.

State Rep. Aaron Lieberman Raises $250,000 in First

48 Hours of Campaign

90 Percent of Donors Are From Arizona

PHOENIX, AZ Today Sta Representative Aaron Lieberman (LD 26), job creator, education
leader and candidate for governor, announced that his campaign raised $250,000 in the fist
48 hours since ts launch on June 29

His launch ideo, led “Right Leader, Right Now, can be viewed here, as well s with
captions in English and Spanish.

“Aaron's a diferent kind of candidate, one with a track record of creating jobs whit developing
innovative solutions o complex problems, and we'e riled so many Arizonans are supporing
im right out ofth gate” said Miguel Medrano, campaign manager.

“Aaron is hearing from people throughout the state that they wani an end fo exreme partisan
dysfunction and a start 0 real investments in education, healthcare, lean water and ai, so
that we can have a booming economy wich helps every Avizonan succeed.” added Medrano

During his time in the private sector, Aaron founded two organizations, Jumpslart and Acelero
Learning, hat have grown to impact nearty 1 millon young chidren and thir families hie
employing thousands of people.

wo

Aaron Lieberman, state representative for Legisiative Distict 28 and a social entrepreneur, is a
candidate for governor of Arizona. After seeing first-hand th effectiveness and success of
early chidhood intervention programs, Aaron launched Jumpstart, national nonprofit 10
ensure al children had the opportunity to enter kindergarten prepared to succeed. To date
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more than 50,000 college students have served, working with more than 100,000 chidren and
earing over $200 milion in scholarships through AmeriCorps. Later, he founded Acelero
Learning to close the achievement gap for HeadStart chidren. Impacting over 40,000 kids
every day, chikiren enrolled in Acelero’s programs make gains at nearly three times the
national average. Aaronwas bor and raised in Arizona. He and his wife ive in Phoenix,
where theye raising their two sons. Aaron's daughter s studying history at Yale, is alma
mater

For more information, please visit aaronéaz.com. Follow Aaron on Facebook, Tier and
Instagram at @aarondaz

Mesa Chamber Announces New Green Flag Mesa

Program Participant Business Launch

Mazz Metals&Artwork achieves launch day success (rough business incubator

Mesa,AZ) The Mesa Chamberof Commerce is proud to announce that Mazz Metals and
Artwork, an incubator business organized though the Mesa Chamber of Commerce's
innovative Green Flag Mesa partnership with Mesa Community College, officially launched
thei business today. The new business features custom artwork matched with unique welded
metal frames in eithera seamless or rustic metal. Orders can be placed online.

“Mazz Metals& Aftwork is excited 10 be opening today and we are grateful to be a part of the
‘Green Flag Mesa Program. Both Mesa Community College and the Mesa Chamber have been
great partners in helping us get 10 this day.” Shared Laura Sipp, the owner ofthe new
business.

“In creating the Green Flag Mesa Program, this is exactly the outcome we had hoped for
Shared Sally Harrison, President and CEO of the Mesa Chamber of Commerce. “Crealing
creative, new businesses is the foundation of helping Mesa excel in the 21 Century.”

Mazz Metals and Artwork i online at mazzmetalandartworks. com

NEWS CLIPS

House ends session with flurry of bills

By Julia Shumway, Nathan Brown Arizona Capitol Times
07:02:21

“The House wrapped up this year's legislative session by, among other things, voting to ive
ural lawmakers more money.
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The Senate voted June 29 to pass HB2053, which increases the daiy stipend for ving
expenses for lawmakers outside of Maricopa County during the session. The House folwed
Suit June 30. Is currently set at $50 a dayfo he fst 120 days ofthe session, dropping to
$20 afer that. Thebilwil increase i 10 S207 the averageof the six highest moni ofthe
federal employee perdiem for Maricopa County— forthe fist 120 days ofthe session, and cut
itin half afer that. (To read more, click here).

GOP lawmakers seek limits on voter power

By Julia Shumway Arizona Capitol

Times 07-02-21

In 2022, depending on which advocacy groups succeed in gathering enough support, voters.
may see questions on theirballot asking about capping medical debt stopping secretive
election spendingo ending machine counting of alts

“They also be asked vote to make i more diffcul for cizens fo make esting laws through
{he iniiaive process, afer legislative Republicans finaly succeeded in sending two nfative-
liming referendums to th ballot. (To read mre, lick here).

Early voter law changed before SCOTUS

ruling

By Howard Fischer Capitol Media

Services 07-02-21

A new ulng upholding Arizona elecion laws comes a sate lawmakers ust changed ane of
he reasons the U.S. Supreme Cour agreed to leave those statutes in place.

In conciding the ban on ballot harvesting does not violate the Voting Rights Ac the court
ted ow easy is for Aizonans to cast eary alts, Justice Samuel Alo pointed ou ha,
among other tings, “any voters may ask 0 be sent an erly ballot automaticaly i future
elections.” That was true at the time the case was argued at the court in March. (To read more,

click here).

Political Notebook: Friese has big haul in
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CD 2 race

By Tim Steller, Henry Brean, Danelle Khmara, Nicole Ludden ~ Arizona Daily
Star 07-02-21

Three candidates have already entered the Demacratic rac in Congressional District 2. (To
read more, click here).

State budget includes $46M to repave SR-

By Michael Zogg. Today's News
Herald 07-02-21

Arizona's sate budget for FY2022 includes $321 milion in road maintenance and expansion
projects including $46.7 millon fo repave State Route 95 fom Lake Havasu Ciy north to
Bullhead Ci.

Rep. Leo Biaiucc (R-Lake Havasu Cy) has been pushing 1 obain funding for the repais he
Says are long past due. Pat of he projet wil repave the highway fom Lake Havasu City
Hort 10 the Junction with 40. That portion of the repairs wil cost about $26 millon, Th state
wil also repave SRS from Bulhead City south through Mohave Valley fo the bridge leading
into Needles, California, which will cost about $21 million. (To read more, click here).

County jail suffered $300,000 shortfall in

By Sam Ribakoff Eastern Arizona

Courier 00221

Graham County’chief nancial offers blaming COVID-19 fr a $300,000 shortall in FY20-
21, saying the federal government and Bureau of cian Affairs sent far fewer inmates 1 the
county0behoused last year

The Graham Coun Board of Supervisars voted June 280 cove he foss with county general
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funds. (To read more, click here)

Arizona newspaper takes state Senate,

Cyber Ninjas to court for audit info

By Dominick Mastrangelo The Hill
07-02-21

Arizona's leading newspaper is suing the state Senate and a digital coniractor in a bid to obtain
information about the GOP-backed audit of the 2020 election resus in Maricopa County,

The Arizona Republic reported Thursday i has fed a special action in Maricopa County
Superior Court seeking financial records and communications about the aut rom the
[Arizona] Senate and CyberNinjas," the company carrying out the audit. (To read more, click

here).

Majority more concerned about voting

access than fraud: poll

By Jordan Williams “The Hill
07-02-21

A majority of Americans are concerned about having access to vot ratherthan preventing
voterfraud, according to an NPRIPSS NewsHourMarist Poll released Friday.

When i comes to priory in voting laws, 56 percent of respondents said the priory should be
“making sur that everyone who wants {0 vote can do 50.” (To read more, cick her).

End.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, January 14, 2021 2:24:07 PM
To: luvearibear@gmail.com
Subject: Re: Resolution to enforce the subpoena

Carrie, We are not in session on Fridays however we are preparing the Resolution to be introduced for next
week

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 14, 2021, at 3:22 PM, Carrie Gill <luvcaribear@gmail.com> wrote:

Name: Carrie Gill |

Email: luvcaribear@gmail com |

Phone: 4803261350 |

Leg. District: 16 |

Subject: Resolution to enforce the subpoena. |

Comments
Good afternoon. I just wanted to let you know, asa third generation Phoenician, I am not willing to
‘wait until January 20th for the court tohear the case and possibly order the Maricopa Board of
Supervisors to turn over the voting machines. I do not feel like the machines belong to the BOS, the
belong to the citizensof Maricopa County. We are eniitled to a fair and honest election. We are
eniitled to an audit. 1 would like you to pass a resolution TOMORROW (since I am a bt late:
writing this) to enforce the subpoena and either have the BOS arrested or get the information
needed to start the audit. You have an opportunity here to help rebuild the trust of Arizonans across
the state, not just those in Maricopa county. This needs to be done to help move forward. Please do
this and encourage others to be the strong leaders Arizona needs right now. Thank you,

Sent Thu, 14 Jan 2021 22:22:37 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, April 09, 2021 10:25:00 AM
To: Greg Hill <gphilhill@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Inadequate “audit”

Which is why the liberal media is not reliable information anymore. This is a fully legitimate forensic audit as
authorized by the Superior Court. The BOS and media has tried to sabotage and discredit it from day one citing
“the crazies” are just trying to overturn the election. This is entirely false. We have hundredsof thousands
‘who are questioning the integrityofour electoral system. As your elected Senators, we are responsible to our
voters to get answers to their questions to reinstall your confidence in the electoral system. It’s disheartening
the media and BOS believe you do not deserve answers to your questions. We have asked them to work with us
in selecting the auditor. they refused. They are now refusing to even answer simple questions like how the
ballots are stored

Senator Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Apr8, 2021, at 9:39 PM, Greg Hill <gphilhill@gmail.com> wrote:

If this article is accurate, which Ibelieve it to be, it simply reinforces my opinion that thissocalled
“audit” is a total sham.

hitps wwwazeentral com/story/news/politics/elections/2021/04/07/experts-question-arizona-
nates-planned-maricopa-county-election-audit/7065177002/
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, April 14,2021 5:04:18 PM
To: Doug Logan <dlogan@eyberninjas com>
Subject: FYI
Attachments: 4-14-21 pdf

hutps:/iyellowsheetreport com/files/2021/04/4-14-21. pdf
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NEWS NOTES AND 5511

WELL, AT LEAST IT’S NOT CORRUPTION
A corporation commissioner asked CEOs of gamerswily companies nt to vaccinate emplosees, © JT]
‘multiple sources at the Corporation Commission & uf
confirmed, and he wanted to send regulated -.
companics a video arguing the Covid vaccine a
Kills people. Jim O'Connor, the newly elected
Republican commissioner, has been reaching Vl

outto uilty CEOs toask them not tohave their re
employees vaccinated en masse, multiple senior 7 |S
officials at Corp Comm told our reporter. An ar -
APS. spokeswoman confirmed O'Connor and .
APS CEO Jeff Guldner hada call this week 0 y
discuss whether the utility would mandate 4
vaccines for its employes, but did not provide
our reporter with specifics. “{Guldner]
confirmed that we are not mandaung any 4[ABUTUAHAR LIHAT 121]
employees be vaccinated. APS. continues 0 "2
operate according to CDC guidelines with a focus on keeping our employes and customers safe.” Jenna
Rowell said via email, later adding that was the “extent of what I can confim.” I's unclear who else was
on the call, At one point, staff requested "Connor open a docket on the topic, but he refused, according to
multiple Corp Comm senior officials. “He's been calling the CEOs telling them to not make their
employees get the vaceine because it's been killing people,” another source told our reporter. “And
apparently he's been told to docket it because communications with utilities need to be docketed..and he
refused.” O'Connor offered a vague denial through a spokesman who didn't answer follow up questions
“Commissioner 0"Connor states thal your comments are untrue,” Nick Debus emailed our reporter. “If
you're reaching out fo them individually to ike tel them what to do — even if it’s about vaccines, which is
bizare — thats just weird,” a former commission staffer sad. “At least it sounds like staff was trying to
keep it ethical” After our reporter frst broached the topic during yesterday's marathon meeting, one source
at the Commission said staff was running around frantically trying to find out how our reporter was tipped
off. A sccond source said O'Connor was overheard yesterday telling his policyadvisor and a spokesperson
that if he deniesthe conversations happened, then the story will £0 awa. A senior official fold our reporter
that O'Connor continued his anti~vax campaign last night, as he called Corp Comm insiders to ask that
officials signoff on sending utilitiesa video providing “proof” that the Covid vaccine is killing people who
receive it. "He's alking to all of the CEOs of the big companies asking them 10 show a video that he will
provide that goes against the grainof taking the vaccination.” one Corp Comm source said, adding that at
least one CEO said the video was “not necessary.” Our reporter reached out 0 all five commissioners, and
several staff members asking for a copy of the video, but nobody responded before our deadline. The
commission was still midway through its two-day mecting and had just stared its main topic of utility
shutoffsatourdeadline (YS. 4/13

Page Lf 10 prt 14.2021
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CORP COMM SHOULD REQUIRE COMMISSIONERS TO VACCINATE,
“That call was at least the sccond time O'Connor had broached TAste wii CEOS na Mh mein 10 NOT WACOISATE
about summer preparedness, O'Connor only asked one 16 20 .
questionofcach utility that gave a presentation. “Do you folks a £5
Over at SRP mandate your cmployees fo accept the ssecine a5 Fm. @S
a condition of employment” he asked of Salt River Project 217 § )
around the 2:12:00 mark of the video (LINK) during a toally zm Nou #00
unrelated discussion. SRP and other uilitis in the meeting (Ed ih
rcourge 165 nrthTr ascentssane0Comer CNSRLH
has taken in the past year. On the campaign trail, he said he “= ee ana
docs not belive climato change is manmade - something tha astounded Corp Comm watchers considering
He was runningfo the branch ofgovernment that regulates public utilities n areasof clectiiy, water, gas
and energy

ABOLISHING THE DEATH PENALTY, ONE CANDLE AT A TIME
If the state exceutes death row inmate Frank Atwood, at

helUl cat one person the Dept of Corrections director must invite:
won't attend. Pima County Attomey Laura Conover,aong:

! 5 time opponent of the death penalty, will instead “do what” \ ATI ie he somone i Arson i to dh
3 by the state,” her spokesman Joc Watson told ur reporter

2 {hel light acand and pray very hard for all the people,
~~ d from every angle involved, suffering trauma on that day."
- me Atwood, who was convicted of kidnapping and murdering
LLLTTTY an year-old Tucson girl in 1984, is one of the two inmates

- for whom the Sate is seeking a death warant. When
Arona executes somcane, the Dept of Corrections director is required o invitea ls of specific people
‘witness the exceuton. Stat av dictates tha it include the attomey general and “at least twelve reputable
tzens ofthe dirctors selection” and that defendant must be allowed fwo clergymen and ive finds or
family members, and that no minor be allowed to witness th execution. But department protocol gts more
specif, requiring the diretor to invite five offical modia witnesses, Law enforcement, victims and
Survivors, up to hice members ofthe inmate's legal team, and “prosecutors from the jurisdiction where the
rime occurred.” which in this case means Pima County (LINK). (During th hiatus following the botched
2014 exceution, the department seted a lwsuit by agreeing t0 allow additional witnesses — journalists,
family membersand officials - to watch and hear the execution. It ls agreed 10 nt se paral drugs in
future executions and is now limited to the barbiturates pentobarbital or sodium thiopental) Conover has
moved Pima County away from capital punishment in herfirst fi months on the job, dismantin its death
penalty advisory pancl and vowing no 10 pursue the death penalty during her tenure. Watson told our
Feporter here are no remaining cass in the county where he deaih penalty is being sought. “As long a5
Laura Conover is county storey, the Pima. County Attomey's Office will not be sccking the death
penalty,” Watson said

Pagezerio sprit 10.2020
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PRO TIP: TRY FORMAT PAINTER
The Csber Ninja's contract wilh the Sate Sa momen vou pe
displays a conceming. lack of cary nd RAL FRA FA
methodology anda general shoddiness indicative RI TTC MESA 4
lawyer Jay Calhounof The Calhoun Law Firm, +SRSEY Ja ARSwash som or ow er, Ons ORS NT
of the first concerns that jumped out at Calhoun [EF of
when she reviewed the master services [J Ni L
agreement and statement of work was it uses | wy LS
different fonts throughout, signifying a cutand >enstecos ALLL9]
a cut-and-paste job,” Calhoun said, adding that SEE
the document still included unaceepted track changes. She was also concerned about the lack of clarity in
the fis’ methodology section in the statement of work, which encompasses a whole of four lines, calling
the brevity “ridiculous.” For example. the proposed scope of work section says there will be forensic:
images taken and reviewed. bu it doesn't say what analysis will be porformed. “I's going to be very
difficult 0 replicate their audit if we don't know how they went about doing i. she sid. The language
usedinthe methodologysection appeared crafed ith a certainresult in mind, she said pointingto phrases
Tike “issues where results may have been manipulated in the software.” “The word ‘manipulated is so
intentional." she ssid. “Instead of saying ‘issues where results may have mistakenly been changed.” he
agreement docs not sugeest that. They use the word manipulated, which isa loaded tem.” She said many
of theprovisions are conclusory, making statements as fact without evidence to back them up. For example,
they efor to providing “proper personnel” o conduct analysis without defining what constitutes proper
personel. “Cyber Ninjas has already assumed that there’ going (0 be a problem. she sid

IF THEY GET SUED, WE'RE ALL ON THE HOOK
y “The Senate also agres in the contract t “defend, indemnify

CEEECEVDREEITE  ong hod hamiess” Cyber Ninjas for a host of potential
TE problems with the audit, including if a third ary (lke, sa.

Wi = Dominion) sues. That protection extends to “allegations
oe : CE cid to the analysis of any third pany’s sss or
a 8ET processes or to the decryption, analysis of. collection or
Ns transfer of data to Contractor” basically puting any legal

® company it hired. There's also a provision that says Cyber
TdT EE aT2481 a, Te

= STR Tc saying no matter what thy do. if someone brings
an action against them, the state is going to defend them.” Calhoun said. Calhoun found it odd that Cyber
Ninjas issued a maser services agreement, not a simple service agreement, which she sid would be more
typical of a one-off project. While Calhoun deals with federal contracts, not state contracts, she said sho
hadn't seen a contractor issue an MSA to the government — usually it’s the other way around. Calhoun also
said she'd lke o gota copy of Cyber Nina's crrors and omissions insurance policy. E&0 insurance helps
protect companies from lawsuits related to ther negligence of mistakes. (Our reporter requested a copy of
the insurance policy from the Senate, along with other documents, but the Sena has yet to tum them
over)

Pagesafto prt 14.2021
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LET'S BE HONEST, IT WAS NEVER ABOUT THE MONEY

oer firms can make a prot off this projet. “A (LTLOEETE
recount is not inexpensive, so how [Cyber Ninjas] is =) - n
going to do all of it with two additional companies for hd Gi

Senate liaison Ken Bennett has said the Senate is ot) Re or
looking to private sources for additional private 3)

raised more than $150,000 for the audit (LINK). And —

funds through Legislative Council, if the funds are < .

provided dircetly to Cyber Ninjas, it's unlikely the “am ae

(LINK) said he “hopes” people will be able to find out who pays for the audit. But he offered no

Senate's contract doesn't require the company to disclose that.

RAILBIRDS KNOW WHAT'S UP

Te — Sw As expected, former Arizona Supreme Court Justice
1 TT ‘Andrew Gouldfiled his statementof interestfor Atiomey

al a
i ” 1d ‘happen (YS, 3/5), and one weck after we published,

a 3 Gould retired from the court. He was appointed in 2016.; een,

GUCOTTRCT TT TAM Sor si eos
general race is expected to be a wide-open field since Bmovich is termed out and is likely to run for

EE
moan

Glassmantojump in the race, as well as Lacey Cooper. who currently works in the US Attomey’s Office

ime—
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WAKE UP CALL:

Gambling bill more than sports wagering
Coil ei Series
Soyo thinkth Carls ar going 0 win hsest ane?
AZ Republican lnwmalkers seeking fat tax rate
CopiaedaServices
Wi te vce ing mor han S1 bilo beadofexpectations and beter ies forecast Republican
Kawneerae looking at omprsin ofthe Se coe backcls downfo.sine ic
Arizona. Coconino County follow feds. pause J&J vaccine due to clot reports.
Aizons, Cossnine Count followfeds.pauseJob)vaeelnsdustoclotreports
Avot health offs urgeaal Tuesday 1 the dicing fhe single-dose Joon& Johnson COVID-19
ie. followin report cold lad 0 ve ut por dngerons ood cls
‘Arizona DailySun moving its press operationso the Arizona Republic
ironly Sun
The Arison Daily Sun aed is cplocessre Fags and he sounding commis
Finchem accused of violating campaige finance low
Vlaricopa Honor
ira alco groups accusingro Valles Republican legislator ad scrary ofsi opel Mark Fincher
ofVRB AroCER ance a King Uppers dots o i persons ay Fa and Vann secon
Topo off a ofcccoegy hing
Parents Sue Federal Agentsfor Killing Teen in 2019 Ahwatukee Shootout
Fhe You Tes
The paren ofa 17ail who was Killed by oder ages during 2019 stout in Aves as sui the
ages fdr oun. agingees fore
Redistricting commission haves to interview mapping soosultants nest week
Sona ror
“he Arson Independent Redistricting Commissions ooking to move quickly one Hires as i aps p fs work,
hough wl el be+vple wash befor hes Hs not Goctonnh wll sre 5 5 OPPOE
Contant
‘A< CBP chief, Magnus must reduce politicization of agencies loval to Trump
income Dl Se (Opin Sefer)
Tucson Police Chet hs iain aed he Trumpscars mamaging confi ith he US. Border Pato nde
agen won
Sinema is abandoning her most loval voters with filibuster stand

tone DiSmon Loren Wiha) usseand
vor Republicansiecdierv1ID rqifens 0 vale by mil he arma fhe 2020 cecton
AG Mark Bruovich would save the borderland environment by .. destroving it?
intone epabic Opiion £3 lowi
The Aion ators sen led nui Bino Fevers the Bidenadninistion's pus in blingaber
wai
‘Sen. Wendy Rogers ismisleading voters in an attempt to lighten their wallets
incon Republic Opion Li Robes)Sie Sen Wendy Reger se ouk ileading undoing al, ing the respects of er abarion bile days
eli Why dois ass beng do”

Whe taxingcorporateprofitsis a lousy wavto fund government
rio Republic Option. Robert Robb)
Thooorponte com bs complain volt, There as bor ways ofsng busines sam efiint wes of
olor—
Rep. Paul Gosar doesn’t want ‘show me your papers’ laws for vaccines? Now. that’s funn
Triton pubicGm Fv pg eurpapersasforaascinedSowfuts Juny
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Funny how Republican Rep. Paul Gosar doesn't want Americans to be asked, “Where are yourpapers?” for vaccines.
but he’s fine with it for immigration?
Trust in our election system begins by educating future voters. Here's what we're doing
Arizona Republic (Op-ed. my Chan)
“The more all Arizonans know how our decentralized elections work. the beteroff we are. We helped developa
curriculum for kids oward that goal

"PRESS RELEASES:

Mayor Romero Responds to Arizona Supreme Court Ruling Upholding City of Tucson Odd-
Year Elections
“This moming. the Arizona Supreme Court led in favorofthe CityofTucson in an action brought by the Arizona
‘Attorney Generalo determine the legalityoftheCity’s Chartr-based requirementof holding its candidat elections
on odd years, despite siate laws enacted in 2018 hat sought 10 require the City (0 move those elections to even years.
“The ruling means that the City wil have its elections for the Ward 3, 5, and 6 Council seats in 2021, insteadofbeing.
forced o move 10 202. In November 2018, in response 0 the newly enacted state ws, Mayor& Council referred to
the ballot the question of whether to keep City candidate elections in odd years or move them 10 even years. Tucson
Voters voted strongly in favorofkeepingour elections on odd-years, re-afTirming a process that has been in place.
since the 1960s
“Thisis the second time in 7 years tha the State has attemptedto force the Cityof Tucson to move o evervyear
elections through state lgisiation. In 2014, the Arizona Court of Appeals rule thatthe State cannot force even year
elections on Tucson.
“The Arizona Supreme Courts opinion on the 2021 case is included asan attachment.
“Iam pleased that the Arizona Supreme Court agreed withthe Cityof Tucson that our local elections are a matter of
local concer.”saidMayor Romero. “Phosnix State Legislators have once again filed 1override the will of
Tucsonans in disrupting our local elections. Tucsonans have repeatedly affirmed that our ocal lections belong onodd.
years which allows for city-focused campaigns and robust public discourse on loca issues that would otherwise be:
overshadowedby federal and stat clections on even years.”
“1 hope that this ruling finally puts the sue to rest. and tha our State Legislators can return their focus to the pressing
issuesfacingArizonans instead ofmeddlingwith our local clections. My thanks 10 our City Attorney and his legal
team for their work to ensure that the will ofTucsonans continues o be respected.

MEDIA ADVISORY: Governor Ducey To Sign Historic Tribal-State Gaming Compact
PHOENIX — Governor Doug Ducey will bold a ceremonialsigningofa historic tribal-stic gaming compact
amendment and its associated legislation to modernize and improve gaming throughout the site tomorrow al the
Heard Museum. He wil be joined by tribal leaders and lawmakers as he ceremonially signs House Bill 2772 and the
amended compact,
Background
Earlier this week, the Arizona Legislature passeda bill that modermizes gaming in Arizona and provides additonal
revemes for Arizom and tribal rations. The legislation. House Bill 2772. i part ofa compromise that was negotiaied
inthe amended gaming compact, which i undergoing the most significant modernization i almost two decades. The
compact amendmentsandthe associated legislation took more than five years to negotiate, and it cusurcsgamingin
‘Arizonaremainslimited and regulated while providing cerainty forthe futureof the state an tribes.
NOTE: Media must arive by 10:2. Laie arivls may not be admitted. The event will be live-srcamed her:
ips: /iyoutube comc/dongduceylive
WHO: Governor Doug Ducey, Senator T.J. Shope, Representative Jeff Weninger, additional members of the Arizona
Legislature, Gila River Indian Community Governor Sicphen Roe Lewis, and additional leadersoftribal nations.
throughout Arizona
WHAT: Signingof House Bill 2772 and the amended Tribal-State Gaming Compact
WHEN: Thursday. April 15at 10:30 a.m.

Pagedof 10 prt 14,2021
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Alda must are by 10 am
WHERE: Hoard Museum
Sick Auditorium
2301 N Cent Ave
Phocai,AZ 85004
“Nusa poli requis the wearingofface masksRSVP. RSVP equred wilh names ofall endo 0 communicationsGvgov by a.m. on Thursday, Ape 15,

Arizona Department of Health Services Releases New PSA Featuring Several Community

Leaders
ThPSA is Part of the Roll Up Your SceveCampaignto Encourage Peoplet gtthe COVID-19 Vaccine
PHOENIX——The Arson Department ofHealth Scrices (ADF unhed ew public srice announcement as
parof tho Roll Up Your See 0 Get Vaccinated Against COVID-15" campign. Th nw PSA features
Communit leaders. lol cbr, and infloncers om srl indusincluding prolsson sports ans, theoth community noprol, nd he busocss community
We ae honors that his group of Arona eders and nflucers cae ogeer o cours ccryone nour
community fo gt vaccmod against COVID-19, Dr. Cary Christ sid Gein vaccinated gaint COVID-19 is one
othe best oo tht weave fo reduce the pra fhe vis ndsv ves in Arison
The PSA features: Dr. Ca Christ, ADHS distor. Pastor Sherilyn Cary:PresidingElder of Rocky Moun
District a Afcan Methodist Episcopal Chur David Adu. president ard CEOofChicanos PoLa Cava: Alan
“AP” Powell. founding cman o he HEROZONA Foundation: Dr. Coil Ross, associate dean he
University ofArison Ml nd Enid Zuckerman Cologeof Public Heli John Goodie. legendary Arima igh
school fothallconhand community ader Luis “Gonzo” Gone. Arizona Diamondbacks legend: Tom
Cimber Phossix Suns legend: Vaught Will, an Arizora-basod R&B musician and Govemor Doug Duce
The Ariz inlcneers PSA is port ofaseries of PSAS hat courage vacations saewide. The cure PSAs ar
“unin ombroadcest and cbl lvision and Social media etreGovernor Duy. Dr. Chia Spanish
Sesion wih David Adan
wat oanoupater and community Iaders for coming gether help promo this mporiant messageabout tin vcciad Dr. Chit a." ccmcrsons 1 £4 ace hen ey cans nw

appoints become available”
To lean more aboutgetting vaccinated against COVID-19, visit azhealth.gov/COVID19vaccines. To book your
acinsappoimmen. vii azhealth gov ivaccines.

Representative Cobb: “1 Won't be Intimidated from Fighting to Protect Arizonans
from Big Tech Monopolies & Exorbitant Fees”
Will continu 0fightfor 2005, which would ower costsor smal business, crease choice& singsfor
comvamers by preventing BeEels app ox
STATE CAPITOL. PHOENIX - Sis Reprscnai Regina Cobb (R-5) sid she won't back downin er ight to
rd he at-competive and monopolistic practicesofBig Toh. Cob sd she wil continu 0 bud suppor for hr
casio o protect consumers nd smal usnsses fom Bi Tech's monopolistic ecs-beter known as (he “appax Coy made the comments aor her gslation. which as scheduled for Srate Commerce Commitee ve in
March was abrapty held ut bors the bearing suid.
“Eifetivel cancelinga heaving0sop lawmakers rom having. public debate and before Arizona citizens is
wrong” Representing Cab. “Seeing Big Tech’ acs up cos proves that they will Mop at nothin (0
‘maintainhei monopoly, whi generating record profs on thehacksof hardworking imovators and Arona
Consumers, Gur ght ty lower dots or sneees and consumers i oefrom over - 1 will evesbe imdated
by Sicon Valleand thi bully tactic. Infact, ig Tech's desperation 0 kl HB 2008 has calefied my
opinion tht checking their manopoly poweris more important han ver:
Co sid She won back down and comming 0 pet 10 collogaes abou i se sang “Rest assured: his
fight i far from aver. will continue 0 work with my collagucs from both ids ofthe ile to top Big Tech
{rom using their manopaly power tax our small business, cnirprencursand innovators, and quash

Pageef10 prt 14.2021
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legislation keeping their power in check. They have continually silenced their critics, but they can't shut us all
down.”
HB 2005 would vel the paying field for app declopersby giving them. and cicustomers, more chaice-lovering
costsfordevelopers. lowering prices forconsumers and incenivizing growing tech compas and eireprencurs fo
locate to Arora. After HB 2005 succesfully cleared the Arora Houseof Representatics. David Heinenicier
Hansson. co-founderofsoftware maker, Basecamp. sid the company would move is aperions from Chicago03
state lke Arizona that offersa kvel playing field fr rom the Big Tech nonopaly
‘Apple and Google's festive monopoly allows then 0 force appdevelopers 0 se thee respective payment ysis,
‘wher hey impose 30 percent “appa”on purchases mde through the App Sore and Goole Pay sire. This ot
only Harms small appdevelopers rough increased costs but results in higher picsand reduced choice for
consumers who have no way 0 avoid ss aicompeiive cs. HB 2005 would fre smal apdevelopers from the
“app a” by allowing thm 0 accept payments without being forced 0 0 through Apple and Google.
Since Representative Coby’ legislation was introduced. voics from across the poliical spect have spoken out
about the need 0 reign in Big Tech. with some highlghing the legislation in Aizora a necessary Sip o act where
Congress has not.

+ Protocol: Appleand GooglelobbyistsareswarmingArizonaoverbillthatwould reformtheappstore.+ WSUWi theNotDigTosh Fights Arei Snte Copal
+ Arizona Capitol Times:OP-ED:Itstime10freeourselvesfrom“BigTech”monopoly.
+ Capitol Media Services: ArizonaInwmakers icp inobalebetweenappdeveloper. ssh giants
« KJZZ: BillWould Allow Arzona-BasedDexslopersToSkipAppl Store, Google Play
«+ NY Times:StatesAreRight o RebelAgainst BigTech
«Politico:Apple,Googleappsorefights move[0 thesates

Bolding and House Democrats Urge VetoofAnti-LGBTQ SB1456
PHOENIX House Democratic Leader Reginald Bolling urged Governor Duy 10 veto Sere Bill 1456 sponsored
by Republican Senator Nancy Bart, which passed today aon party lines and would requir parents of students 10
optinto se education curriculum and any irstrcton imoling gender deny.gender expressionorevil
Muliple membersofthe Democratic caucus noted that parents already contol wether students receive age-
appropriate comprehensivesex education. but hi bill would 310 ffctvel shutoffany discussionof gender
identity. information about HIV prevention. ho to cori and report sual buse, or evendiscussion of historical
events involving LGBTQ people.
IFourRepublican colleague nl card about prevening childhood sexual abuse which ey freely profess
hen hey should ave recctd his bil.” said Bolding. D-Phocni. “Age appropiate comprehensive sex cdcation
epschildren when hey arc most vulnerable to distinguish between— for cxampl- a good touch and bd touch
and ives then the ngage 10 el responsible aul hey ave been abused. Parts camalcods opt outofthis
instructionifthey choose buif th legislature crctsso many barriers that this instruction disppears alogether it will
onl allow and cause more arm
Boing added. "Two ears ago. by an overwhelming bi-partisan major, the Legislature repesed the discriminatory
so-called No Promo Homo' law that for decades led to stigmatization and bullying of LGBTQ students. The passageof S436 ffctively puts those restrictionson discussion ofpublic health sss ike HIV-AIDS —ocventhe
history and contributionsofthe LGBTQ community - back into place. The sane governor who repealed that stain on
our sans history shold nosign his one.”

Congressman Biges Fights Back Against the Democrats’ Dangerous and Unconstitutional D.C.
Statehood Proposal
“Today. te House Commit on Oversight and Reform met to date H.R. 51.2 Democratic effort to transform the
overwhelming majorityof the District of Columbia's cured fry 0.2 51 sate. 0 be aed “Wshingion.
Douglass Commonwealth.” Ah same ime. this bil woldcave ut any liverofcuren D.C. rior.
containing merely the White House, Capitol, and ow other goverment buiings, 1 serve as the nw der capital
disc
Committe Member Congressman Andy Bigs offre th following sac:

Pagesarto pri 14,2021
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The Democrats are so greedy to permanently ill thepolitcal balance ofpower in theirfavor that they have
presentedus with a laughable D.C statehoodproposal.
For one thing. itis a terible idea 0 create a tiny new ‘capital district” nolarger than a city park that would be
completely surroundedby an entirely new state. Whatifthegovernmentof “Washington, Douglass Commonwealth
doesnt want 10 ensure thesecurity of he new capital district? Or to help supply iselectricity or plumbing? How
coulda teritory no larger than afew city blocksavoid being coerced into submission?
But more fundamentally, H.R. 51 is unconstitutional. The Democrats would lke 0 pretend that the 23" Amendment,
which grants residents ofhe capital at least 3 electoral votes in presidential elections, does not exist. But
unfortunately it does, andthisrealitycan'tsimplybe willed away: Or maybe the Democrats want thefew actual
residentsofthe new capital district essentially just President Biden and his immediatefamily in the White House—t0
have as much votingpoweras the residentsof some entire U.S. state: a completely ludicrous proposition
Ifthe Democrats, in disregardofour Foundersand the wil ofthe majority of Americans, tll want to make D.C. a
tat, theyneed 10 start drafiing aconstitutional amendmen.

Kelly, Sinema, Stanton, Colleagues Ask Biden to Fully Fund Initiatives to Increase U.S.
Semiconductor Production
Today Arizom Senators Mark Kelly and Kyrsten Sinema and Representative Greg Stanton led a bipartisan group of
70 Serators and Representatives in requesting that President Biden fully fund initiatives (0 expand semiconductor
‘manufacturing on American soil and create high-paying jobsauthorized inthe Creating Helpful Incentives to Produce
Semiconductors (CHIPS) forAmericaAct hat were enactedas part ofthe FY21 National Defense Authorization Act.
Arizona, home 10 16semiconductorcompanies, is a leading stat in chip manufacturing with companies looking to
expandthirexisting operations in the sate. Recently, Kelly andSing applauded Intel's announcementto build two
new chip factories in Arizom amidst the global chip shortage. Additionally, the Taiwan Semiconductor
Manufacturing Company (TSMC) announce ts plans fo build mega ite withsi factories in Arizona which would
create thousandsofgood-pay ing manufacturing jobs for Arizorans. Samsung Electronics isalsactively considering
openinga new U.S. manufacturing fcilty in Phocniy.

“Increasingthe production of semiconductorson American soilis an economic and mtional security imperative
‘Arizona is a leader in the sector, proven by recent investancnts by Intl and Taiwan Semiconductor Manufcturing
Company. Funding the CHIPS Act wil crate thousands of high-paying jobs. and be critical to our national security 0
ensureourcompetitivenessover China and on the global sage.” said Senator Mark Kelly.
“Building on our recent success passing our CHIPS for America plan. continued investment i semiconductor
‘manufacturing createsgood-pay ng jobs acrossour tat, strengthens our ational security, and ensures our counlry
continues 10 lead in innovation.” said Senator Kyrsten Sinema.
“The biparisan CHIPS initiative is critical for both our economy and our nationalsecurity —and now we need 10
ensure itis fully funded.” said Rep. Greg Stanton. “When high-tech and semiconductor companies build and scale in
‘Arizona. they add new. quality jobs and lift up ourentire economy. CHIPS wil help strengthen Arizona’s—and
America’s —leadership in chip-tcchmlogy innovations,” said Representative Greg Stanton.
Last month, Kelly helda callwitha groupofRepublican and Democratic Senators and Brian Dose, chaiman ofthe
National Econo Counc, to discuss the ned 0 quickly provide full funding for the CHIPS for America Act
programs included in last year'sbipartisan National Defense AuthorizationAct, whichincludedkeyelementsofthe
‘CHIPSfor America Act that will bring semiconducior manufacturing jobs 0 Arizona.
Last year, Kelly worked fopasskey clemensofthe CHIPS for America Act, which provides federal incentives for
domestic semiconductor manufacturing designed to spur investment, and also makes investments in research and
development of semiconductor technology. Sine, a member of the Senate Commerce Committe, wasan original
cosponsorofthe CHIPSfor America Act andchampionedifspassageintola.
The ful text of the leer is HERE.
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“QUOTE
NE LIT A 73OF THE DAY

“He’s been calling the CEOs telling them to
not make their employees get the vaccine

because it’s been Killing people.”

- Railbird, on Corporation Commissioner Jim 0’Connor

Page 100f 10 pri 14 2021
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From: Karen Fon<KFannie gov>
sent: Thursday, Apel 15,2021 4:49:13 PM
To: Roy Forbes mafic fontemet.net>
Subject: Re: Chiistina Hob OAN Interview

Thank you Roy. ©
Sent from my iPhone.

On Ape 15, 2021, at 10:58 AM, RoyForbes<majic fronticmet nt> wrote:

Good morning Ms. Fann, just quick "Well Done” to youandyour folkswho willNeverSurender to these brainwashed
‘puppets on the wonsid ofrity. | have been reading many news rile this moring about the location you folks have.
Sure and the upcoming Forensic Audit nd ames me how the ar ll repesting the same ics the brindead Folks at
Just don understand thediferenc between the ast 2 show adits and he ral deal hat is coming. Thank God we hae you at
he helm. Tl be watching for Christin’ update and Fl he Keepingasmany folks as an up onfop ofwhat sgong on down
here
All thbestand thank you again foral yourhardwork and the associated aggrasation that In sur is gong slong with i
Roy Forbes
Kingman, AZ

Om Apr, 2021,at 355 PA, Karen Fann <KFarn@arke s0v> wrote:
Thank you Roy. | appreciate those ind words. Happy Easter to you and your amily
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr4, 2021, 327 PM, Roy Forbes sie @ fontemetn> wrote:
‘Goodafternoon Nis. Fann and Happy Ease. | just wantedt0 take amoment ©thank sou and al
{hose that have been working wih ou to insure that this amaving audi ill indeed tke place. have
several sins that| weararound town that will ays invoke continuous conversation from folks
{hat will approach me and expres hei Irstotion and angerover the curren situationot hand. These:
discussions ae usualy joined by others that overhear the subject ofur conversion. | can sure
Youth up here in Kingman, and Tm sure the sae, the events down in Maricopa County are front
andcomer as well as yourleadershipand tency. Weare sue proud ofthe ight you are dealing
“wih both from the ake News as wel s membersofboth he Senate, and osed ofSupervisors, oth

Jefind right We are wll awareofwho nd why they are tryin fo sop you at every tm, Rest
assured, vou and your team ar much admired up her, around the state and T'm sure by some 75
‘millon plus folks aro the country. Thank youfor the hard work you are doin for Aizons ad
eventual the enticoun. Inthe wordsofWinston Churchill, "Never Surender’.
God Bless
Roy Forbes
Kingman, AZ

On Mar 14,2021,at 1240 PM, Karen Fonn <KEan@arle.ov wrote
Roy, Wearealmost thee. Most people do not eaize what a huge underaking this is
putin the team together, buckground checks, nding, volunteers, waitingfor courts ©
Tule, dealing wit all he absiacles and so much mre. Weare not reealingourprogress
in socal media orth obvious reasons. As the saying goes, you never evel Your game
plan anil’ game time. This isparticularly trewhen the Hberal mdi is doing.
verything possible todiscredit evening we do
Pleasebe pent ite longer.
Sent from my iPad

OnMar 13,2021 at 1:57 PM, Roy Forbes <majie@fontiemet ne wrote:

Good moming Mrs. Fann.
Just shed watchinhe Weckl Brcingon OAN with Christin Tob as doEhrymekaw our tseri ith fe questions ak by Christinaht satu Forteth Senateha behBehn0accompli. 1 wis
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Crome hkasbheo on. at dan and hae hdigbon ote tr amd ar a rin out of.be SoperCourtSua TemeThomason oder ie coum omy wih hetepc, ugh wrbhod. kmpo mc av rcs
ed wt ACoin
https://www.azcentral.com/story/opinion/op-
ed/laurieroberts/2021/03/03/arizona-senate-
demands-maricopa-county-ballots-then-
clueless-arrive/6907646002/ whichrmsureyousreare we
Sok dpc question, we il he Aron Se Srte takeprscsnofRe lnlsht nt chbs 0,ldsped scaredhwihre Fo Ai prchslsneForan wanaIootrEa pt, heFore Fmdnrad esdners ld

Thank you fr sour the with ths nd he cam gt ecksold ameran this

RespectRorKingmanAron
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, April 17,2021 8:17:17 AM
To: Michael Wines <miwines@nytimes com>
Subject: Az Audit

Michael
Our coms person forwarded me your request for comments or answers last night What is it you would like to.
know for your article ?

Senator Fann

Sent from my iPhone

ARZN_REV00048682_Az Audit him



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 7:19:31 PM
To: 1j <joeblow3640@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Please read, Ms Fann

We will pursue every avenue we need to

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 19,2021, at 6:14 PM, rj <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:

Ms Fann. when the audit begins, do you and the other Senators have the ability to subpoena
financial records between Mark Zuckerberg and whom on the Board of Supervisors he attempted to
buy off?
1fn0 reply. Good luck to you. You guys are in my prayers.

On Wed, Apr 14,2021, 1:48 PM <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
Great news and great job to you and your senators. Please please understand that these people
have everything to lose. Please have that area surveyed. Thank you, Ms Fann for you courage.
And for your altruism.

On Tue, Apr 13, 2021, 10:02 PM rj <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
Ms Fann,
‘Thanks to all of you senators, particularly you. I sure pray that you will be able to see the
ballets themsleves. That would be 100% proof.
‘You are heroes to lots of people. You know what's going on. And I believe you will cause
great results
Continued luck and support.

On Fri, Apr 9, 2021, 1:44 PM 1j <jocblow3640@gmailcom> wrote:
Ms. Fann.
Please be strong. Thesepeopleare so guilty..and so terrified. Please keep fighting. God is
onyour side. But these people are cunning. You guys have to get this done. You are
honestly, just maybe, the only hope our people have. I wish I could help.
With great respect,
- Raymond Joyce

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021, 2:45 PM <joeblow3640@gmail.com> wrote:
“Thank you for writing me back. 1 apologize for acting likeIknow it all. Just want you to
know, there are people in NC that support you 1000% I wish you luck. Thank you for
you time.

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021, 10:05 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov> wrote
Maricopa County owns theirbuildings not the Stateof Arizona

Sent from my iPhone

>On Apr 5, 2021, at 8:55 PM, j <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
>
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> Ms Fann
>IfImay...who owns the building that is housing the tabulation machines?”
>
> Shouldn't the answer to that question be pressed? Why isn't anybody vehemently
arguing the fact that the special peopleof your state own the building!
> Am Inot correct. How, ifthat's correct, can they continue to stall thiseffort with
impunity?
> Please present that argument and also create a huge hoopla somehow and make a
judge act accordingly.
> Very Respectfully.
> - Nobody
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, April 19, 2021 9:28.06 PM
To: Richard Surowiec <myazoffice2@gmail com>
Subject: Re: NewMax Appearance

Thank you
Sent from my iPhone

>On Apr 19, 2021, at 5:22 PM, Richard Surowiec <myazoffice2@gmail com> wrote:
>

> Senator
> Thank you for appearing on New Max and reviewing the
> Ballot recount

> You were GREAT
>
>TY
> Dick Surowiec
SLD II
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, April 20, 2021 6:19:06 AM
To: “Tim Irish <iarch@yahoo com>
Subject: Re: Thank you

“Thank you for your kind words.

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 19,2021, at 4:03 PM, Tim Irish <tiarch@yahoo.com> wrote:

Dear Karen Fann,
T wanted to be sure I have emailed you.
You are the kindof leader I want to have leading the senate in my state.

Unfortunately, that may take a long time In CA.

Sill, 1 wanted you to know how much pride I take as an American, watching the AZ senate under
your leadership, to audit that vote there.
Congratulations & Thank You for all you do, and have done for Arizona & this Nation.

God bless you

Timothy & Debi Irish
321 Eliason ct
Oceanside, CA 92058

760-717-7183 (CELL)

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 22, 2021 12:02:07 PM
To: Esseri Holmes <esseri(@comcast net>
Subject: Re: Don't change locations

County refused to let us in their building and we have no legal right to force them.
Sent from my iPhone

>On Apr22,2021, at 12:01 PM, Esseri Holmes <esseri(@comeast net> wrote:
>
> Why are you changing locations fir the audit? What happened in the fire 2 couple months ago at one of the
‘Gov appointees storage units? What about the shredded ballots in a garbage can? Who's been watching the
ballots since the election? Why does MARICOPA County Cheat?
> Requesting you stop cheating and keep audit at the crime scene.

>
>
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov
Sent: Friday, April 23, 2021 6:37:50 AM
Tor Richard Dodge <cornstove?d gmail con
Subject: Re: GAIL GOLEC asserts legislature should send an ORDER TO 14 OTHER AZ COUNTIES to

eliminate the 6 mo destroy of IRRECGULAR BALLOTS. sec AZ 16-624

We would have to fil court actions 0 do all those s0 we have no standing now. Our otal focus setting the Maricopa
county audit done. We are now being sued by dems to stop that audit which is further wasting time and monies 1s
dificult with limited financial resources (0defend al batefronts at one ime
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr23,2021, at 12:37 AM, Richard Dodge <comstove gmail com> wrote:

What about the other 14 Counties in Arizona?
Richard H. Dodge

comstove?@amail.com
We The People Arizona
The World Is Watching

On Thu, Apr 22, 2021 at 8:50 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov> wrote:
“That is not correct. All ballots must be preserved in Maricopa countyper judges order in subpoena

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 22,2021, 1 5:30 PM, Richard Dodge <cornsiove@gmail cony> wrote:

6 Months after electionfor destroy Irregular Ballots expires May 4, 2021
eey—

From: Richard Dodge<comstove?@gmail com>
Date: Thu, Apr 22, 2021 a1 6:59 PM
Subject: GAIL GOLEC asserts legislature should send an ORDER TO 14 OTHER AZ
‘COUNTIES to eliminate the 6 mo destroy of IRRECGULAR BALLOTS, sce AZ 16-624
To: <Kfinn@arlsg ov <nbarto@arles go>, <sborelli alse.gov, Paul Boyer<phoyeria ies son, <dzowan ales gov, <rera srl tov. vieacharle gov.
<dlvingstonasleggov, <jmesnmrd alee. zov>, <tpace@arlegov,
<wpetersen@aleg gov, “wiogers ales tov,<ishopedvlc gov,
<ktownsend @ales. gov, <skerrdaleego>, <mugeni-ita@ ales gov, Richard Dodge
<comstove?@gmail com>, <kory@statceraflaw com>

‘GAIL GOLEG asserts legislature should send an ORDER TO 14 OTHER AZ
‘COUNTIES to eliminate the 6-mo-destroy of IRREGULAR BALLOTS stated in AZ Law
16-624. She appeared on the Nick Moseter YOUTUBE that Mark Finchem said the
16-624 only applied to local elections, bul she pointed out, the Law 16-624 does not
specify that imitation. She said the legislature should take maximum precaution with
an ORDER to preserve these Irregular Ballots in the remaining 14 counties
otherwise they stil could be destroyed. Other counties could interpret this law
differently

should send an ORDER TO 14 OTHER AZ COUNTIES to eiminate the & mo desiroy of IRRECGULAR BALLOTS. see AZ 16-624.him



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, May 01, 2021 7:29:08 AM
To: Jack Strong <jackbstrong@yahoo com>
Subject: Re: Cameras 1&3 not on

Azauditpress@protonmail com
‘Thanks Jack. Please send to Patrick at the aboveemail. Heis at the audit every day

Sent from my iPad

>On May 1, 2021, at 4:37 AM, Jack Strong <jackbstrong@yahoo com> wrote

> Good moming,
>I'm very concemed about security for the people during this audit. There have been so many violent events in
this world lately. That is why I check the cameras often.
>If there's somewhere elseI should report this please let me know, I don’t want to interrupt your important
work. thank you 50 much
>
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, May 03, 2021 4:44:42 PM
To: 1j <joeblow3640@gmail com>
Subject: Re: You guys are the Best

Never annoying. Just glad to have you on our side

Sent from my iPhone

On May 3, 2021, at 4:29 PM, 1 <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:

Ms. Fann
Thanks for representing us.
Continued luck
Ps. I'm sorry if his is annoying. Buti am very grateful

On Wed, Apr 28, 2021, 6:06 PM <jocblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
Ms Fann...you and your team are heroes. It must be a nightmare. GI

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021, 10:21 PM rj <joeblow3640@gmailcom> wrote:
Twish I lived there I'd love to meet you. Thanks Ms. Fann. Arizonians are lucky... whatever the
outcome.

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021, 10:19 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
‘We will pursue every avenue we need to

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 19,2021, at 6:14 PM, rj <joeblow3640@gmail.com> wrote:

Ms Fann... when the audit begins, do you and the other Senators have the ability
to subpoena financial records between Mark Zuckerberg and whom on the
Board of Supervisors he attempted to buy off?
1 no reply. Good luck to you. You guys are in my prayers.

On Wed, Apr 14, 2021, 1:48 PM j <jocblow3640@gmailcom> wrote
Great news and great job to you and your senators. Please please understand
that these people have everythingto lose. Please have that area surveyed
Thank you, Ms Fann for you courage. And for your altruism.

On Tue, Apr 13,2021, 10:02 PM j <jocblow3640@amailcom> wrote:
Ms Fann,
Thanks to allof you senators, particularly you Isure pray that you wil be
able to see the ballets themsleves. That would be 100% proof:
You are heroes to lots of people. You know what's going on. And I believe
you will cause great results.
Continued luck and support

On Fri, Apr9, 2021, 1:44 PM rj <joeblow3640@gmail.com> wrote:
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Ms Fann.
Please be strong. These people are so guilty..and so terrified. Please keep
fighting. God is on your side. But these people are cunning. You guys
have to get this done. You are honestly, just maybe, the only hope our
people have. I wish I could help.
With great respect,
- Raymond Joyce

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021, 2:45 PM rj <joeblow3640@gmail. com> wrote:
“Thank you for writing me back. 1 apologize for acting like I know it
all Just want you to know, there are people in NC that support you
1000%. 1 wish you luck. Thank you for you time.

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021, 10:05 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov>
wrote:

Maricopa County owns their buildings not the State of Arizona

Sent from my iPhone

>On Apr 5, 2021, at 8:55 PM,1 joeblow3640@gmailcom>
wrote

>Ms Fann
>If1may... who owns the building that is housing the tabulation
machines?”

> Shouldn't the answer to that question be pressed? Why isn't
anybody vehemently arguing the fact that the special peopleof your
state own the building!
> Am I not correct. How, if that's correct, can they continue to stall
this effort with impunity?
> Please present that argument and also create a huge hoopla
somehow and makea judge act accordingly.
> Very Respectfully.
> Nobody
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 06, 2021 6:33:52 AM
To: Corse, Alexa <alexa corse@wsj com>
Subject: Re: Request for comment from Wall Street Journal reporter

Our attomey is preparinga response and will be available soon.

Sent from my iPad

On May 5, 2021, at 7:56 PM, Corse, Alexa <alexa corse@wsj. com> wrote:

Hi Karen,

Alexa Corse from The Wall Street Journal here. I wanted to ask you for comment on the letter from
the DOJ civil rights division raising concems about the Arizona audit. What is your response to the
letter?

Thanks so much,
Alexa

Alea Cone

we ai02asatsEosoman om: @AmracorseOEeiNk35 ashton, 0. 20036

Sion p for WSs ree Capital Journal newsleter has.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: ‘Thursday, May 6, 2021 3:20.06 PM
To: Daniel Payne <dpayne@justthenews com>
Subject: Re: Query - Signature matching agreement - ASAP

They will beif necessary. Nothing precludes us. Signatures are already captured on the ballot envelope
images. If die some reason we cannot clearly see the signature image then we can match with the actual
envelope

Sent from my iPhone

On May 6, 2021, at 3:10 PM, Daniel Payne <dpayne@justthenews com> wrote:

Hi Sen. Fann,

“This is Daniel with Just the News again. I had a query about the agreement between you, state
Senate Democrats Cyber Ninjas, and several other parties regarding, in part, signature matching
during the audit

Can you explain why Cyber Ninjas will no longer be matching signatures as partof the audit? Who
requested that, and why? How big ofa partof the audit was signature matching originally?

‘Thanks for anyhelp you can give. I'm also at 804-207-1082.

Daniel
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 6, 2021 3:58:15 PM.
To: Daniel Payne <dpayne@justthenews com>
Subject: Re: Query - Signature matching agreement - ASAP

Or any other instance where we would need additional verification

Sent from my iPhone

On May 6,2021, at 3:33 PM, Daniel Payne <dpayne@ijustthenews com> wrote:

Oh, very good, okay. So signature matching isonly undertakenifthe signature itselfis unclear?

On Thu, May 6, 2021 at 6:20 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov> wrote:
“They will beif necessary. Nothing precludes us. Signatures are already captured on the ballot
envelope images. If die some reason we cannot clearly see the signature image then we can
match with the actual envelope

Sent from my iPhone

On May 6,2021, at 3:10 PM, Daniel Payne <dpayne@justthenews. com> wrote:

Hi Sen. Fann,

“This is Daniel with Just the News again. | had a query about the agreement between
you, sate Senate Democrats Cyber Ninjas, and several other partis regarding, in
part, signature matching during the audit

Can you explain why Cyber Ninjas will no longer be matching signatures as part of
the audit? Who requested that, and why? How big ofa partofthe audit was
signature matching originally?

Thanks for any help you can give. I'm also at 804-297-1082.

Daniel
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 7, 2021 6:56:35 AM
To: Erin Bullington <eb9685@gmail com>
Subject: Re: STAY STRONG and THANK YOU

It's means a lot and I thank you for the kind words
KAREN

Sent from my iPad

>On May 7, 2021, at 6:52 AM, Erin Bullington <eb9685@gmail com> wrote:

>Dr. Fann,
> wrote to you over a week ago thanking you for going fearlessly
> towards completion of the audit Arizona despite the road blocks the
> Dems would inevitably throw you all's way. I have tuned into your
> updates from Tennessee and my respect has done nothing but grown for
> you and your team over the last few weeks. A resident's opinion from
> another state may not mean much, but I wanted to send you words of
> encouragement, as watching your tenacity to get this process done
> thoroughly is nothing shortof admirable.
>
> THANK YOU for all you have done and are continuing to do for your
> state and our countryas a whole!
>
> Erin
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2021 2:17:11 PM
To: Donna Tanzi <donnatanzi@gmail com>
Subject: Re: AZ redistricting

Hi Donna. Asofright now I'm scheduled to be in PHX on the 15 th for meetings so I probably won't even
come home to prescott next weekend

Sent from my iPhone

On May 7, 2021, at 10:38 AM, Donna Tanzi <donnatanzi@gmail. com> wrote:

Hi Karen,

Tknow you are incredibly busy, however, we need your input on AZ redistricting. Patt Parker is
the Regional Director and we have invited Paul Gosar to a meeting on Saturday, May 15th at 4:00
PM. We would also lke to invite You as both Paul and you have an incredible amount of
information that we the team probably are missing,

‘We could meet at Patt's home but thought ifyou are going to the YavGOP event that night, we
‘might be able to meet at your home as it is around the comer from the Centennial
T don't mean to put you on the spot, ifit is not possible we can meet at Pat's home in Hassayampa
I's just a lot further away.

Okay, Karen. I really appreciate your response, soon

Thanks for holding firm on the Election Audit! :<))

Donna Tanzi
CD4 Member-At-Large
Redistricting Team for Yavapai County

Ps:

Here are the six criteria needed to ensure the Arizona Statute on Redistricting is.
met:

1. Districts shall comply with the United States Constitution and the United States Voting
Rights Act
2. District boundaries shall respect communities of interest to the extent practicable.
4. Congressional districts shall have equal population to the extent practicable, and state
legislative districts shall have equal population to the extent practicable.
5. Districts shall be geographically contact and continuous to the extent practicable.
6. Tothe extent possible, competitive districts should be favored where to do so would
create no significant detriment of the other goals

Here are the redistricting goals from the National Republican Redistricting Trust:

1. Constitutional Redistricting: State legislators are entrusted with the responsibility of
redrawing their state's election districts by the Constitution. Districts must comply with the
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Voting Rights Act, adhere to all other federal and state laws, and give every citizen an
‘equal voice in the House of Representatives and in the state legislatures
2. Clean Redistricting: Districts should be sufficiently compact and preserve communities
of interest by respecting municipal and county boundaries. Districts should avoid
‘combining disparate populations to the extent possible.
3. Commonsense Redistricting: Redistricting impacts all Americans and all Americans
should be able to look at their district and understand why it was drawn the way it was.
Districts don't need to be bizarrely shaped
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2021 2:49:35 PM
To: Donna Tanzi <donnatanzi@gmail com>
Subject: Re: AZ redistricting

Not at this time but do know we believe we have great members on the commission and we love the mapping
firm and attomey they picked

Sent from my iPhone

On May 8, 2021, at 2:19 PM, Donna Tanzi <donnatanzi@gmail com> wrote:

OK, thanks for letting me know. Do you have any input, you would like mentioned?

On Sat, May 8, 2021, 2:17 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
Hi Donna. As of right now I'm scheduled to be in PHX on the 15 th for meetings so 1 probably
won't even come home to prescott next weekend.

Sent from my iPhone

On May 7, 2021, at 10:38 AM, Donna Tanzi <donnatanzi@gmailcom> wrote:

Hi Karen,

1 know you are incredibly busy, however, we need your input on AZ redistricting.
Pat Parker is the Regional Director and we have invited Paul Gosar to a meeting on
Saturday, May 15th at 4:00 PM. We would also like to invite You as both Paul and
you have an incredible amount of information that we the team probably are
missing

We could meet at Pat's home but thoughtifyou are going to the YavGOP event that
night, we might be able to meet at your home as it is around the corner from the
Centennial
I don't mean to put you on the spot, if it is not possible we can meet at Pat's home in
Hassayampa. I's just a lot further away

Okay, Karen... rally appreciate your response, soon.

“Thanks for holding firm on the Election Audit! :<))

Donna Tanzi
CD4 Member-At-Large
Redistricting Team for Yavapai County

Ps

Here are the six criteria needed to ensure the Arizona Statute on
Redistricting is met:
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1. Districts shall comply with the United States Constitution and the United
States Voting Rights Act
2. District boundaries shall respect communities of interest to the extent
practicable.
4. Congressional districts shall have equal population to the extent
practicable, and state legislative districts shall have equal population to the.
extent practicable.
5. Districts shall be geographically contact and continuous to the extent
practicable.
6. To the extent possible, competitive districts should be favored where to do
50 would create no significant detriment of the other goals.

Here are the redistricting goals from the National Republican
Redistricting Trust:

1. Constitutional Redistricting: State legislators are entrusted with the
responsibility of redrawing their state's election districts by the Constitution.
Districts must comply with the Voting Rights Act, adhere to all other federal
and state laws, and give every citizen an equal voice in the House of
Representatives and in the state legislatures.
2. Clean Redistricting: Districts should be sufficiently compact and preserve
communities of interest by respecting municipal and county boundaries.
Districts should avoid combining disparate populations to the extent possible.
3. Commonsense Redistricting: Redistricting impacts all Americans and all
Americans should be able to look at theirdistrict and understand why it was
drawn the way it was. Districts don't need to be bizarrely shaped.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, May 08, 2021 8:07:11 PM
To: Paula Soelle <psoelle@aol.com>
Subject: Re: Voter Database Hack in November

Have no idea what you are talking about. Do you have that email? I will follow up on it if you can give me
something 0 go on
BTW. Weare 1. The same side. I get thousandsofemails every week. I'm sorry ifImissed yours

Sent from my iPhone

>On May 8, 2021, at 7:48 PM, Paula Soelle <psoelle@aol com> wrote:

> Ok, what the heck??7272!1111 Stephen Richer sent a letter in March 2021 10 voters with “protected addresses”
indicating voter records were hacked in November 2020. How in the heck is this NOT all over the news, with
everyone so concemed with protectionof voter info with respect to the audit. will tell you I've-mail you all the
time and never get an answer, this time|EXPECT an answer!!!
>
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, May 09,2021 6:24:12 AM
To: Paula Soelle <psoelle@aol.com>
Subject: Re: Voter Database Hack in November
Attachments: image0 jpeg

‘Thank you Paula. This will be helpful for the audit
Ps. Is ok. Weare all terribly frustrated right now

Sent from my iPad

On May 8, 2021, at 8:51 PM, Paula Soelle <psoelle@aol com> wrote:

We
<image0jpeg>

Sent from my; iPhone
>On May 8, 2021, at §:49 PM, Paula Soelle <psoclle@aol com> wrote:

> Soy I sounded snippy. Iappreciate yourhelp. You are the only representativeto ever respond. Of
course my reps, Steve Gallardo and Ruben Gallegoneverdo.

> Sent from my iPhone
>
>> On May 8, 2021, at 8:07 PM, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:

>> Have no idea what you are talking about. Do you have that email? 1 will follow up on itifyou can give
me something to go on
>> BTW. Weare I. The same side. 1 get thousandsofemails every week. I'm sorry if missed yours
>> Sent from my iPhone
55> On May §, 2021, at 7:48 PM, Paula Soelle <psoclle@aol com> wrote:

55> Ok, what the heck??27221111 StephenRichersenta etter in March 2021 to voters with “protected
addresses” indicating voter records were hacked in November 2020. How in the heck is this NOT all over
the news, with everyone so concemed with protectionofvoterinfo with respect to the audit. | wil tel you
Fe-mail you all the time and never getan answer, this time | EXPECTan aswell!!!
>>> Sent from my iPhone
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Dear Voter,
1 am writing 10 itor you of a recent securty Incident Involving your voter record. This past
November, an unauthorized individual gathered voter information from our website. Our IT

Security Department immediately identified the attack and successfully took steps to stop the
activity.
“The information acquired did not contain sensitive personal informationsuch as social security
numbers or driver's license numbers — only the information on youtvieridentification card.
‘such as your name. address, political party. and voter ID. An exampleof your voter ID is

enciosed. Importantly, the information obtained does not identify you as a protacted voter and
there is no way for the individualto determine your status from the information obtained.

Atihs time, we hava na reason to believe that the unauthorized individual has shared or
Gisciosed any of the information. The casa has beanpassedonto the appropriate law
enforcement authorities, and our office immediatelyaut securfly measures into place to prevent
this from occurringinthe future Eh

1f you have any questions or concerns,please contact usat 602-506-2543.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, May 09, 2021 8:32:46 AM
To: Jim R <jim ratkovic@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Voter Canvass

Thanks Jim. 1sa challenge and please know this has nothing to do with overturning an election Polls are
showing 42 per cent of all voters do not trust our elections anymore. This is a combination of wild accusations ,
country recorders and Secretary of States doing inappropriate things surrounding our elections and just a lot of
questions about how secure the systems truly are. You are my Constituents and if you have questions someone.
needs to step up and give you those answers to reinstall voter confidence

Sent from my iPhone

On May 9, 2021, at 7:58 AM, Jim R <jim ratkovic@gmail.com> wrote:

Karen,
respect you for your response. appreciate your advice.
‘The audit process still seems wrong to me, though
James Ratkovic

On Sun, May 9, 2021, 9:47 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov> wrote:
Plz don’t listen to the misinformation the liberal media and dems are putting out there

Sent from my iPhone

>On May 9, 2021, at 7:45 AM, JimR <jim.ratkovic@gmail.com> wrote:

>
> am in your district and am a registered Republican
> Just when Ithink you have hit rock bottom with your undemocratic stunts I find out that you or
some other lackeyofyours is going to actually knock on my door to address my voiing.
> You are going to havetotry harder to ruin my faith in Democracy but you're pretty much there
in ruining my faith in you.
> James Ratkovic
> 469 345-4709+
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 11,2021 3:25:04 PM
To: Meg Anema <Meg Anema@azstatefair com>
Subject: Re: Signature requested on "AZ Senate Election Audit LOA Amendment May 2021"

Meg. All signed. Plzlet me know you received it ok

Sent from my iPhone

On May 11,2021, at 3:19 PM, Meg Anema <echosign@echosign com> wrote:

Meg Anema requests your signature on
AZ Senate Election Audit LOA Amendment May 2021

Hello, Please review and sign this amendment to the LOA between the Arizona
Exposition & State Fair and the Arizona Senate for the purposeof conducting the
Senate Election Audit. If you have questions about the amendment, please contact
Michael Searle (209-609-7883; michael searle@azstatefair com). Thank you!

MEG ANEMA

Meg Anema@astatefair com

After you sign AZ Senate Election Audit LOA Amendment May 2021, the agreement
will be sent to Wanell Costello. Then, all partes will receive a final PDF copy by email.

1 prosdin, youages that i sere my be signed usin clectronic or handriten signtiss.
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To cure that youcontinue esivingouremails,pleaseod chosigndshosgn.com 1your addres bok or safest.

©2021 Adobe. All ght reserved.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 6:38:36 AM
To: Meg Anema <Meg Anema@azstatefair com>
Subject: Re: Signature requested on "AZ Senate Election Audit LOA Amendment May 2021"

Meg. 1just completed it again. Let me know. It says all fields completed after tap “finish”. Strange it
doesn’tindicate it was sent

Sent from my iPad

On May 11,2021, at 3:42 PM, Meg Anema <Meg Anema@azstatefaircom> wrote:

Hi Karen,

Thank you for sending the note. The electronic document is NOT showing as signed yet. Please let
me knowif you are having problems with the Adobe sign.

Thank you!

Meg Anema
Executive Management Assistant
Arizona Exposition & State Fair
1826 W. McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85007
602-257-7102

CECE]
STATE FAIR

On Tue, May 11, 2021 at 3:25 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
Meg. All signed. Pizlet me know you received it ok

Sent from my iPhone

On May 11,2021, at 3:19 PM, Meg Anema <echosign@echosign.com> wrote:
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Meg Anema requests your signature on
AZ Senate Election Audit LOA Amendment May

2021

Hello, Please review and sign this amendment to the LOA between
the Arizona Exposition & State Fair and the Arizona Senate for the
purposeof conducting the Senate Election Audit. If you have
questions about the amendment, please contact Michael Searle (209-
609-7883; michael searle@azstatefair. com). Thank you!

MEG ANEMA

MesAnema @astatefuir. com

After you sign AZ Senate Election Audit LOA Amendment May
2021, the agreement will be sent to Wanell Costello. Then, all parties will
receive a final PDF copy by email

By procedin,you ages that is aercment maybe signed sing cleo or handriten signa.
“To ensure that you comin reeiingour mails, pass adssbossn @shossn om to your adress
bookorsal st

©2021 Adobe, All ighs reserved

B®
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 12, 2021 3:51:08 PM
To: Meg Anema <Meg Anema@azstatefair com>
ce: ArizonaAudit@gmail com:Michael Searle <michaclsearle@azstatefaircom>
Subject: Re: Executed Senate Audit Amendment

Received. Thank you
Karen

Sent from my iPad

On May 12,2021, at 3:48 PM, Meg Anema <Meg Anema@azstatefaircom> wrote:

Good Aftemoon,

1 would like to provide you with a copy of the fully signed amendment to the LOA for the AZ
Senate Audit. Please see the attached fle.

Thank you!

Meg Anema
Executive Management Assistant
Arizona Exposition & State Fair
1826 W. McDowell Road
Phoenix, AZ 85007
602.257.7102

CECE]
EATS INTL)

<AZ Senate Audit Amendment May2021 PDF - signed pd>
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May12, 2021 8:33:51 PM
To: Howard Fischer <capmedia@hotmail com>
Subject: 5-12-21 Letter to Maricopa County Board docx
Attachments: 5-12-21 Letter to Maricopa County Board docx

Here you go.
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Qrizona State Senate

May 12, 2021

Maricopa Board of Supervisors
c/o Chairman Jack Sellers

301 West Jefferson Street, #10
Phoenix, Arizona 85003

Dear Chairman Sellers:

Iam writing to seek your assistance and cooperation in the resolution of three (3) serious issues
that have arisen in the courseof the Senate’s ongoing auditofthe returnsof the November 3, 2020
‘general election in Maricopa County.

L Ongoing Non-Compliance with the Legislative Subpoenas

The first issue concerns Maricopa County's apparent intent to renege on its previous commitment
to comply fully with the legislative subpoenas issued on January 13, 2021, which, as you know,
Judge Thomason foundwere valid and enforceable.

To date, attorneys for Maricopa County have refused to produce virtual images ofroutersused in

connection with the general election, relying on a conclusory and unsupported assertion that

providing the routers would somehow “endanger the lives of law enforcement officers, their

‘operations, or the protected health information and personal data of Maricopa County’s citizens.”

If true, the fact that Maricopa County stores on its routers substantial quantities of citizens’ and
employees’ highly sensitive personal information is an alarming indictment of the County's lax
data security practice, rather than ofthe legislative subpoenas. Similarly, the County's assertion
that producing the internet routers for inspection would cost up to $6,000,000 seems at odds with
Deputy County Attorney Joseph La Rue’s prior representation to Audit Liaison Ken Bennett that
the routers already had been disconnected from the County's network and were prepared for
imminent delivery to the Senate.
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Nevertheless, in an effort to resolve the dispute regarding production of the routers, we propose
that agents of CyFIR, an experienced digital forensics firm and subcontractor of Cyber Ninjas,
review virtual images of the relevant routers in Maricopa County facilities and in the presence of
representatives of the Maricopa County Sherifi’s Office. Such an arrangement would permit
Maricopa County to retain custody and monitor the review of router data, while ensuring that the
Senate may access the information it requires—and to which it is constitutionally entitled—to
successfully complete its audit. The Senate has no interest in viewingortaking possession of any
information that is unrelated to the administration of the 2020 general election.

Separately, Maricopa County has refused to provide the passwords necessary to access vote
tabulation devices. Its attomeys” insistence that the County does not have custody or control of
this information is belied by the County's conduct of its own audits, which, if they were as
‘comprehensive as they purported to be, almost certainly would have entailed useof the passwords,
to examine the tabulation devices, and it strains credulity to posit that the County has no contractual
tight to obtain (i.c., control of) password information from Dominion.

IL Chainof Custody and Ballot Organization Anomalies

As the audit has progressed, the Senate's contractors have become aware of apparent omissions,
inconsistencies, and anomalies relating to Maricopa County’s handling, organization, and storage
of ballots. We hope you can assist us in understanding these issues, including specifically the
following

1. The County has not provided any chain-of-custody documentation for the ballots. Does
such documentation exist, and if so, will it be produced”

2. The bags in which the ballots were stored are not sealed, although the aut team has found
at the bottomof many boxes cut seals of the type that would have sealed a ballot bag. Why
were these seals placed at the bottom of the boxes?

3. Batches within a box are frequently separated by only a divider without any indication of
the corresponding batch numbers. Tn some cases, the batch dividers are missing altogether
“This lack of organization has significantly complicated and delayed the audit team’s ballot
processing efforts. What are the County's procedures for sorting, organizing, and
packaging ballot batches?

4. Mostof the ballot boxes were sealed merely with regular tape and not secured by any kind
of tamper-evident seal. Is that the County’s customary practice for storing ballots?

5. The audit team has encountered a significant number of instances in which there is a
disparity between the actual number of ballots contained in a batch and the total denoted
on the pink report sip accompanying the batch. In mostof these instances, the total on the
pink report slip is greater than the number ofballots in the batch, although there area few
instances in which the total is lower. What are the reasons for these discrepancies? For
your reference, please see several illustrative (ic., not comprehensive) examples in the
table below:
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For your convenience, images of the corresponding pink report slips are attached in Exhibit A.

HL Deleted Databases

‘We have recently discovered that the entire “Database” directory from the D driveofthe machine

“EMSPrimary” has been deleted. This removes election related details that appear to have been

covered by the subpoena. In addition, the main database for the Election Management System
(EMS) Software, “Results Tally and Reporting,” is not located anywhere on the EMSPrimary
machine, even though all of the EMS Clients reference that machine as the locationof the database.
This suggests that the main database for all election related data for the November 2020 General
Fioction an een ermoved. Can yo please sce an fo why these Folders wers deind and
whether there are any backups that may contain the deleted folders?

‘The image below shows the locationof the files known to be deleted. In addition, the main database

for “Results Tally and Reporting” is not present.
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1am hopeful that we can constructively resolve these issues and questions without recourse to

additional subpoenas or other compulsory process. To that end, I invite you and any other officers

or employees of Maricopa County (to include officials in the Elections Department) who possess
knowledge or information concerning the matters set forth above to a meeting at the Arizona State
Capitol on Tuesday, May 18, 2021 at 1:00 p.m. in Hearing Room 100. Chairman Petersen,
former Secretary Bennett and 1 will attend the meeting, which will be live-streamed to the public.

Pleaselet me know at your earliest convenience whether you accept my invitation and,ifso, which
Maricopa County personnel will attend.

“Thank you for your cooperation on these important issuesofpublic concern.

Respectiully,

’
Ltraitor, Kanon Torn

Karen Fann, President

Arizona State Senate
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Exhibit A
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May13,2021 6:11:54 AM
To: Alexandria Swoyer <aswoyer@washingtontimes com>
Subject: Re: Media Request
Attachments: 5-12-21 Letter to Maricopa County Board docx

‘These are questions we have on issues that have appeared to date. This letter is not accusing anyone ofwrong
doing.We are merely seeking answers to continue the audit properly.

Sent from my iPad

On May 13,2021, at 5:43 AM, Alexandria Swoyer <aswoyer@washingtontimes.com> wrote:

Good morning,
Tsaw this tweet from Real Clear Politics and was wonderingif I could geta copyofthe letter? I wanted to make
sure Lunderstand this fully, these were issues uncovered during the ongoing audit, correct? What concerns does
Ms. Fann have regarding the discrepancies?

https: //witter com/Rasmussen_Poll/status/139280047283108659475=20

My deadline is 4 pm EST -- hope tohearback from you as soon as possible.

Thank you,
Alex Swoyer
THE WASHINGTON TIMES

“The information contained in this electronic transmission is intended for the exclusive use of the individuals to
whom itis addressed and may contain information that is privileged and confidential, the disclosure of which is
prohibited by law. Ifthe readerofthis transmission is not the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that
any dissemination, distribution or copying of this communication is strictly prohibited. In addition, any
unauthorized copying, disclosure or distribution of the material in this e-mail and any attachments is strictly
forbidden
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From: Karen Fann
sent: Thursday, May 13, 2021 10:41 AM
Subject: 886979a5-dc61-4080-943-O8ecfbesaffc

Call at 9:30 for 2 9:33 start.

Major Topics:

Discussing Audit
Discussion of election reform legislation
Discussion of SCR1044 tition; postsecondary education

ARZN_REV00048748_88697925-c61-4080-0430-08ecfbcBaffc.msg



From: Karen Fann
Tor Melissa Mixon
sent: Thursday, May 13,2021 221 PM
Subject: Read: ARIZONAAUDIT

Your message

To: Karen Fann; Sonny Borrelli; Wendy Rogers; Thomas T.3. Shope; Vince Leach; Warren
Petersen; Sine Kerr; David Gowan; Nancy Barto; Rick Gray; Kelly Townsend; J.D. Mesnard;
Paul Boyer; David Livingston; Michelle Ugenti Rita; Tyler Pace

Subject: ARIZONA AUDIT
Sent: 5/13/2021 2:17 PH

was read on 5/13/2021 2:21 PH.
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From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Friday, May 14,2021 8:53:22 AM
To: Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: Media Inquiry: Story coming on OAN at AZ Audit

Sarah, The Arizona Senate has a contract with the vendor for$150,000 plus costs of facilities and someof the
security fora complete forensic audit
‘The Vendor, Cyber Ninjas, also has contracts with three other auditing firms for various phases in their field of
expertise
Part of Cyber Ninjas proposal was to provide 24 hour live streaming and recording for full transparency and
documentation. It was known ahead of time and stated by everyone interested in performing the audit would be
more than $150 k but there would grassroots organizations who would help with the costs overourcontract
amount. Whomever received the contract, it would be their responsibilty for any additional costs over our
contract amount
‘The Arizona Senate as a body or any member individually has not received any monies from anyone for the
audit being performed. 1 have asked the vendorif it would be possible for the senate to have alist ofall the:
contributors for full transparency and was told yes, they would comply with al IRS and election disclosure
laws and provide us with that information at the end of the contract.
You would have to contact the vendor for any additional information sinceit'soutside of our contract.
‘With respect to the media access questions: You may want to reach out to Ken Bennett whois the Senate
Liason for the current information since he is coordinating that on a daily basis. What we were informed about
at the beginningof the audit, there were media people trying to shove past the security, opening locked doors
for media to sneak in, zooming in on workers faces and ballots, stalking them in the parking lot when they
arrived to work and a host of other issues. Our attomey and the media’s attorney agreed to some basic:
‘guidelines to allow access and try to curtail someofthe initial abuses.

Respectfully,
Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On May 14,2021, at 8:23 AM, Sarah Mims <sarah mimms@buzzfeed. com> wrote:

Hi President Fann,

This story is expected to publish later today so I wanted to give you another opportunity to
comment. You can reach me by email or on my cell phone at 509-850-6687.

Thank you,
Sarah Mimms

On Thu, May 13,2021 at 4:58 PM Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com> wrote:
Senate President Fann,

My name is Sarah Mimms and I'm an editor with BuzzFeed News. I'm currently working on a
story about OAN's access to the Arizona audit — both in Christina Bobb's unique access within
the coliseum (vs. the pool) and OAN's as theexclusivelive streamer of the audit — while Bobb
and Chanel Rion, another OAN employee, are running a S01(c)(4) group that is helping to fund
the audit. 1 have a few questions and pointsofclarification
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Christina Bobb formed Voices& Votes in early April and by April 9, she announced that her
‘group had raised at least $150,000 for the audit and kept fundraising. On April 21, the Arizona
GOP tweeted that OAN would be the exclusive live streamerof the audit. Is there any connection
between an OAN correspondent raising money to fund the audit — including on OAN'sair —
‘andyour decision togive them live streaming rights? What about between Bobb’s fundraising
‘and her personal access to report within the coliseun”

How much money has the audit effort received from Voices and Votes so far?

Has the Arizona Senate recouped any costs for the audit via donations from Voices and Votes?

Have you or your campaign received any funding from Voices and Votes?

Other reporters covering the audit have said that one early proposal for media access was that
reporters would have to volunteer as observers for atleast five six-hour shift (that was later
changed to at least one shift, 1 was told) and that they could not bring paper or pens with them
To be clear, their only access under this plan was as workers for the audit, they would not be
permitted additional time within the coliseum to report. Is that all correct?

You can reach me by email or on my cell phone at 509-830-6687. I would appreciatea response
by closeofbusiness today.

Thank you,
Sarah Mimms
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 14,2021 8:53:23 AM
To: Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com>
Subject: Re: Media Inquiry: Story coming on OAN at AZ Audit

Sarah, The Arizona Senate has a contract with the vendor for $150,000 plus costs of facilities and someof the
security fora complete forensic audit
“The Vendor, Cyber Ninjas, also has contracts with three other auditing firms for various phases in their field of
expertise.
Part of Cyber Ninjas proposal was to provide 24 hourlive streaming and recording for ful transparency and
documentation. It was known ahead of time and stated by everyone interested in performing the audit would be
more than $150 k but there would grassroots organizations who would help with the costs overour contract
amount. Whomever received the contract, it would be their responsibility for any additional costs over our
contract amount
‘The Arizona Senate as a body or any member individually has not received any monies from anyone for the
audit being performed. 1 have asked the vendor if it would be possible for the senate to have a lst ofall the
contributors for full transparency and was told yes, they would comply with all IRS and election disclosure
laws and provide us with that information at the end of the contract.
You would have to contact the vendor for any additional information since it's outside of our contract.
With respect to the media access questions: You may want to reach out to Ken Bennett who is the Senate
Liason for the current information since he is coordinating that on a daily basis. What we were informed about
at the beginningofthe audit, there were media people trying to shove past the security, opening locked doors
for media to sneak in, zooming in on workers faces and ballots, stalking them in the parking lot when they
arrived to work and a host ofotherissues. Our attomey and the media’s attorney agreed to some basic
‘guidelines to allow access and try to curtail some ofthe initial abuses.

Respectfully,
Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On May 14,2021, at 8:23 AM, Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com> wrote:

Hi President Fann,

“This story is expected to publish later today so I wanted to give you another opportunity to
‘comment. You can reach me by email or on my cell phone at 509-850-6687.

Thank you,
Sarah Mimms

On Thu, May 13, 2021 at 4:58 PM Sarah Mimms <sarahmimms@buzzfeed.com> wrote:
Senate President Fann,

My name is Sarah Mimms and I'm an editor with BuzzFeed News. I'm currently working on a
story about OAN’s access to the Arizona audit — both in Christina Bobb’s unique access within
the coliseum (vs. the pool) and OAN's as the exclusive live streamer of the audit — while Bobb
and Chanel Rion, another OAN employee, are running a SO1(c)() group that is helping to fund
the audit. 1 have a few questions and pointsofclarification
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Christina Bobb formed Voices& Votes in early April and by April 9, she announced that her
‘group had raised at least $150,000 for the audit and kept fundraising On April 21, the Arizona
GOP tweeted that OAN would be the exclusive live streamerof the audit. Is there any connection
between an OAN correspondent raising money to fund the audit — including on OAN'sair —
andyourdecision to give them live streaming rights? What about between Bob's fundraising
‘and her personal access to report within the coliseu”

How much money has the audit effort received from Voices and Votes so far?

Has the Arizona Senate recouped any costsfor the audit via donations from Voices and Votes?

Have you or your campaign received any funding from Voices and Votes?

Other reporters covering the audit have said that one early proposal for media access was that
reporters would have to volunteer as observers for atleast five six-hour shift (that was later
changed to atleast one shift, I was told) and that they could not bring paper or pens with them
To be clear, their only access under this plan was as workers for the audit, they would not be
permitted additional time within the coliseum to report. Is that all correct?

You can reach me by email or on my cell phone at 509-830-6687. I would appreciate a response
by closeofbusiness today.

Thank you,
Sarah Mimms
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 14,2021 8:54:16 AM
To: Laura Xua <metalx513@yahoo com>
Subject: Re: GOP audit

Ihave no idea what you are talking about. To my knowledge no one involved with the audit is making
calls

Sent from my iPad

On May 14,2021, at 8:48 AM, Laura Xua <metalx513@yahoo com> wrote:

Good morning... may | ask why the GOP is contacting my husband telling him his
2020 ballot is not valid and you need him to go on record stating that... last week
WHILE HE WAS IN THE HOSPITAL? When will your BS stop? Ty Laura
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From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Friday, May 14,2021 10:01:17 AM
To: Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: Media Inquiry: Story coming on OAN at AZ Audit

They said they would comply and would provide me with list which I took as the full details

Sent from my iPhone

On May 14,2021, at 9:43 AM, Sarah Mims <sarah mimms@buzzfeed. com> wrote:

President Fann,

“Thank you for getting back to me. Just one pointofclarification here: You said that Cyber Ninjas
agreed to your request fora lst ofcontributors and that they would "comply with all IRS and
election disclosure laws." just want to clarify: Did they agree tolist all the contributors or just to
abide by IRS and election laws? I've reached out to their spokesperson as well

Best,
Sarah Mimms

On Fri, May 14, 2021 at 11:53 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
Sarah, The Arizona Senate has a contract with the vendor for $150,000 plus costsoffacilities
and some of the security for a complete forensic audit
“The Vendor, Cyber Ninjas, also has contracts with three other auditing firms for various phases
in their fieldofexpertise.
Part of Cyber Ninjas proposal was to provide 24 hour live streaming and recording for full
transparency and documentation. It was known ahead of time and stated by everyone interested
in performingthe audit would be more than $150k but there would grassroots organizations who
would help with the costs over our contract amount. Whomever received the contract, it would
be their responsibility for any additional costs over our contract amount
‘The Arizona Senate as a bodyorany member individually has not received any monies from
anyone for the audit being performed. I have asked the vendorifitwould be possible for the
senate tohave a list of all the contributors for full transparency and was told yes, they would
comply with all IRS and election disclosure laws and provide us with that information at the end
ofthe contract.
‘You would have to contact the vendor for any additional information since it's outside ofour
contract
With respect to the media access questions: You may want to reach out to Ken Bennett who is
the Senate Liason for the current information since he s coordinating that on a daily basis.
What we were informed about at the beginning of the audit, there were media people trying to
shove past the security, opening locked doors for media to sneak in, zooming in on workers faces
and ballots, stalking them in the parking lot when they arrived to work and a host of other issues.
Our attomey and the media's attorney agreed to some basic guidelines to allow access and try to
curtail someofthe initial abuses

Respectfully,
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Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On May 14, 2021, at 8:23 AM, Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com>
wrote:

Hi President Fann,

“This story is expected to publish later today so I wanted to give you another
opportunity to comment. You can reach me by email or on my cell phone at 509-
850-6687.

Thank you,
Sarah Mimms

On Thu, May 13, 2021 at 4:58 PM Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com>
wrote:

Senate President Fann,

My name is Sarah Mimms and I'm an editor with BuzzFeed News. I'm currently
working on a story about OAN’s access to the Arizona audit — both in Christina
Bobb’s unique access within the coliseum (vs. the pool) and OAN’s as the
exclusive live streamerofthe audit — while Bobb and Chanel Rion, another OAN
employee, are running a S01(c)(4) group that is helping to fund the audit have a
few questions and points of clarification

Christina Bobb formed Voices& Votes in early April and by April 9, she
announced that her group had raised at least $150,000 for the audit and kept
fundraising On April 21, the Arizona GOP tweeted that OAN would be the
exclusive ive streamer ofthe audit. Is there any connection between an OAN
correspondent raising money to fund the audit — including on OAN's air— and
your decision to give them live streaming rights? What about between Bobb’s
Fundraising and her personal access to report within the coliseum”

How much money has the audit effort received from Voices and Votes so far?

Has the Arizona Senate recouped any costs for the audit via donations from
Voices and Votes?

Have you or your campaign received any funding from Voices and Votes?

Other reporters covering the audit have said that one early proposal for media
access was that reporters would have to volunteer as observers for at least five six-
hour shifts (that was later changed to at least one shift, I was told) and that they
could not bring paper or pens with them. To be clear, their only access under this
plan was as workers for the audit, they would not be permitted additional time.
within the coliseum to report. Is that all correct?

You can reach me by email or on my cell phone at 509-850-6687. I would
appreciatea response by close of business today.
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Thank you,
Sarah Mimms
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 14,2021 10:01:18 AM
To: Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com>
Subject: Re: Media Inquiry: Story coming on OAN at AZ Audit

They said they would comply and would provide me with list which I took as the full details

Sent from my iPhone

On May 14,2021, at 9:43 AM, Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com> wrote:

President Fann,

Thank you for getting back to me. Just one pointofclarification here: You said that Cyber Ninjas,
agreed to your request fora lstofcontributors and that they would "comply with all IRS and
election disclosure laws." 1 just want to clarify: Did they agree to ist all the contributors or just to
abide by IRS and election laws? I'v reached out to their spokesperson as well

Best,
Sarah Mimms

On Fri, May 14, 2021 at 11:53 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
Sarah, The Arizona Senate has a contract with the vendor for $150,000 plus costsof facilities
and some of the security for a complete forensic audit.
‘The Vendor, Cyber Ninjas, also has contracts with three other auditing firms for various phases.
in their fieldofexpertise.
Part of Cyber Ninjas proposal was to provide 24 hour live streaming and recording for full
transparency and documentation. It was known ahead of time and stated by everyone interested
in performing the audit would be more than $150k but there would grassroots organizations who
would help with the costs over our contract amount. Whomever received the contract, it would
be their responsibility for any additional costs over our contract amount
“The Arizona Senate as a body or any member individually has not received any monies from
anyone for the audit being performed. 1 have asked the vendorifit would be possible for the
senate tohave a listofall the contributors for full transparency and was told yes, they would
comply with al IRS and election disclosure laws and provide us with that information at the end
ofthe contract
‘You would have to contact the vendor for any additional information since it's outsideofour
contract.
With respect to the media access questions: You may want to reach out to Ken Bennett who is
the Senate Liasonfor the current information since he is coordinating that on a daily basis.
‘What we were informed about at the beginningof the audit, there were media people trying to
shove past the security, opening locked doors for media to Sneak in, zooming in on workers faces
and ballots, stalking them in the parking lot when they arrived to work and a host of other issues.
Our attomey and the media’s attorney agreed to some basic guidelines to allow access and try to
curtail some of the initial abuses

Respectfully,
Senate President Karen Fann
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Sent from my iPad

On May 14,2021, at 8:23 AM, Sarah Mimms<sarahmimms@buzzfeed.com>
wrote:

Hi President Fann,

“This story is expected to publish later today so I wanted to give you another
opportunity to comment. You can reach me by email or on my cell phone at 509-
850-6687.

Thank you,
Sarah Mimms

On Thu, May 13, 2021 at 4:58 PM Sarah Mimms <sarah mimms@buzzfeed com>
wrote

Senate President Fann,

My name is Sarah Mimms and I'm an editor with BuzzFeed News. I'm currently
working on a story about OAN’s access to the Arizona audit — both in Christina
Bobb’s unique access within the coliseum (vs. the pool) and OAN’s as the
exclusive live streamer ofthe audit — while Bobb and Chanel Rion, another OAN
employee, are running a S01(c)(4) group that is helping to fund the audit Ihave a
few questions and points of clarification

Christina Bobb formed Voices& Votes in early April and by April 9, she
announced that her group had raised at least $150,000 for the audit and kept
fundraising On April 21, the Arizona GOP tweeted that OAN would be the
exclusive live streamer ofthe audit. Is there any connection between an OAN
correspondent raising money to fund the audit — including on OAN’s air— and
your decision to give them live streaming rights? What about between Bobb’s
Fundraising and her personal access to report within the coliseum”

How much money has the audit effort received from Voices and Votes so far?

Has the Arizona Senate recouped any costs for the audit via donations from
Voices and Votes?

Have you or your campaign received any funding from Voices and Votes?

Other reporters covering the audit have said that one early proposal for media
access was that reporters would have to volunteer as observers for at least five six-
hour shifts (that was later changed to at least one shift, I was told) and that they
could not bring paper or pens with them. To be clear, their only access under this
plan was as workers for the audit, they would not be permitted additional time:
within the coliseum to report. Is that all correct?

‘You can reach me by email or on my cell phone at 509-850-6687. I would
appreciatea response by close of business today.

Thank you,
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 14,2021 1:28:36 PM
To: Jason Lemon < lemon@newsweek. com>
Subject: Re: Comment for Newsweek?

“The Arizona Senate Audit is nothing more than ensuring election integrity. Almost halfofour voters have no
confidence inourelectoral system fora varietyof reasons. Our goal is to answer their questions, verify or prove
false their concerns and re-instill voter confidence.
Tis the Senate’s job to write the laws, make sure they are being adhered to and update those laws over time or
the discoveryofimegularities.

Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

>On May 14,2021, at 12:58 PM, Jason Lemon <j lemon@newsweek com> wrote:
>
>
> Good aftemoon,

> Today in an interview with CNN, Arizona's former AG Grant Woods, a former Republican, mocked the
ongoing election audit in Maricopa County. He described it asa "clown show" and "a joke."
>
> Does Senate President Karen Fann have any comment in response to thi criticism?

> Best,

> Jason Lemon
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 14,2021 2:18:54 PM
To: 1] <Goeblow3640@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Ms. Fann

These guys are pretty goodsofthere is a hole in the system they may well find it

Sent from my iPhone

On May 14,2021, at 2:10 PM, 5 joeblow3640@gmail. com> wrote

Can't you find someone to hack the passwords? Sound crazy maybe... butIbelieve you could solicit
and you will find that they will do it gladly for free. Russell Rammsland or Dr. Frank. I imagine
you have thought about it.. please consider.

On Wed, May 12, 2021, 11:41 PM 1 <joeblow3640@email com> wrote
“They didn't comply, and the courts allowed it. Now data i erased. That conspiracy to commit
fraud and obstruction it seems

On Wed, May 12, 2021, 11:36 PM 1 <jocblow3640@gmailcom> wrote:
‘What's your laws on a citizens' arrests e.g. protocol, limits, ability.
Is there any way to arrest the BOS using that tactic?

On Sun, May 9, 2021, 1:57 PM 1j <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
Thope you know how appreciated you are.

On Sat, May 8, 2021, 2:47 PM 1] <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
Ms. Fann,
Great response today to the DOJ.
‘You are a Senate Ninja
Great job and good huck

On Fri, May 7, 2021, 4:06 PM 1j <joeblow3640@amail. com> wrote:
“These people have the ip addressesofthe culprits. They connect to China and Serbia,
etc. If that helps.

On Fri, May 7, 2021, 3:52 PM 1j <joeblow3640@gmail.com> wrote:
Ms. President Fann
‘We couldn't be more proud. Please please get those board members in contempt and
further, in jail
Tknow you will
God Bless.

On Mon, May 3, 2021, 7:44 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov wrote:
Never annoying. Just glad to have you on our side

Sent from my iPhone

On May 3, 2021, at 4:20 PM,  <joeblow3640@gmail. com> wrote:
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Ms. Fann
‘Thanks for representing us.
Continued luck.
Ps. I'm sorry ifthisisannoying. Buti am very grateful

On Wed, Apr28, 2021, 6:06 PM tj <jocblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
Ms Fann...you and your team are heroes. It must bea nightmare. GI

On Mon, Apr 19,2021, 10:21 PM 1j <joeblow3640@email. com>
wrote
Tish lived there Id love to meet you. Thanks Ms. Fann.
Arizonians are lucky... whatever the outcome.

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021, 10:19 PM Karen Fann
<KEann@azleg sov> wrote:
We will pursue every avenue we need to

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 19,2021, at 6:14 PM, 1j
<joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:

Ms Fann...when the audit begins, do you and the
other Senators have the ability to subpoena
financial records between Mark Zuckerberg and
whom on the Boardof Supervisors he attempted to
buy off?
If no reply. Good luck to you. You guys are in
my prayers.

On Wed, Apr 14,2021, 1:48 PM 1j <joeblow3640
@gmail.com> wrote:

Great news and great job to you and your
senators. Please please understand that these
people have everything to lose. Please have that
area surveyed. Thank you, Ms Fann for you
courage. And for your altruism.

On Tue, Apr 13, 2021, 10:02 PM tj <joeblow.
3640@gmail com> wrote
Ms Fann,
“Thanks to ll of you senators, particularly you.
sure pray that you will be able to see the

ballets themsleves. That would be 100%
proof.
You are heroes to lots of people. You know
what's going on. And I believe you will cause
great results
Continued luck and support

On Fri, Apr 9, 2021, 1:44 PM 1j <jocblow3640
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(@gmail.com> wrote:
Ms. Fann
Please be strong. These people are so
guilty..and so terrified. Please keep fighting
God is on your side. But these people are
cunning. You guys haveto get this done.
You are honestly, just maybe, the only hope

our people have. T wish I could help.
With great respect,
- Raymond Joyce

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021, 2:45 PM 1j <jocblow
3640@gmail com> wrote
Thank youforwriting me back. 1
apologize for acting like I know it all Just
want you to know, there are people in NC
that support you 1000%. T wish you luck
“Thank you for you time.

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021, 10:05 AM Karen
Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:

Maricopa County owns their buildings
not the State of Arizona

Sent from my iPhone:

>On Apr 5, 2021, at 8:55 PM,1
<iocblow3640@gmailcom> wrote
>

>Ms Fann
>If may...who ownsthebuilding that
iis housing the tabulation machines?”

> Shouldn't the answer to that question
be pressed? Why isn't anybody
vehemently arguing the fact that the
special people of your state own the
building!
> Am [not correct. How,if that's
correct, can they continue to stall this
effort with impunity?
> Please present that argument and also
create a huge hoopla somehow and
makea judge act accordingly.
> Very Respectfully.
> Nobody
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From: Karen Fann
sent: Saturday, May 15, 2021 11:19 AM
Subject: 886979a5-dc61-4080-943-O8ecfbesaffc

Call at 9:30 for 2 9:33 start.

Major Topics:

Discussing Audit
Discussion of election reform legislation
Discussion of SCR1044 tition; postsecondary education
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from: Kate Fann
To. Leonard
Sent: SundayMay16,2021 131 PM
Subject: Read: Aut of November 2020 lection

Your message

To: Karen Fann
Subject: Audit of November 2020 Election
Sent: 5/16/2621 1:85 PM

was read on 5/16/2621 1:31 PM.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, May 16,2021 4:32:17 PM
To: Kathleen weiss <kathleenweiss372@gmail com>
Subject: Re: RECALL BOYER

Kathleen. Our number one priority is to complete the audit before they try to shut us down again. There will be
plenty of time for subpoenas once the audit is done:
Sent from my iPhone

>On May 16, 2021, at 4:27 PM, kathleen weiss <kathleenweiss372@gmail com> wrote:

> A recall of BOYER will be added to the listofelected officials recalled for not doing the will ofthe people.
His failure to hold BOS accountable for contempt of court, is not forgotten

> Karen Fann, lets stop playing. A meeting instead ofa hearing? BOS won't show. To discredit you, they will
now hold a meeting 5/17. PLEASE call the judge, issue the warrants at "their meeting”
>
> USE the authority you have.

> Fed up with feckless politicians,
> Kathleen Weiss
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 2:44:06 PM
To: Luciana Hensel <luciana_S00@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: The BOS presser today

Please make sure everyone tunes into our | pm hearing tomorrow It will be live streamed and recorded. We
will not let the BOS get away with sidestepping the issues

Sent from my iPhone

On May 17, 2021, at 2:42 PM, Luciana Hensel <luciana_S00@yahoo com> wrote:

Dear Senators,

just watched the Maricopa County BOS presser today and | cannot believe the stuff they
are trying to sell! | am posting it everywhere and asking good Patriots to write or call each
and every one of them to tell them what we think of their unhinged lies!

PLEASE WHATEVER YOU DO DON'T LET THEM RULE THE NARRATIVE! Please get
outin front of this and tell the people what the truth is and how they are trying to discredit
this MOST IMPORTANT audi in the history of our country.

You are the forces of GOOD and they are the forces of EVIL!! We the People know what
happened in MARICOPA county and everywhere in the US on Nov.3/4 AND SO DO
YOU. We know the FRAUD that happened. WE WILL NOT BE SILENCED and WE WIL
NEVER GIVE UP. You are in the front lines. We trust you. PLEASE FO THE LOVE OF
GOD DON'T LET US DOWN.

A very concerned and very active citizen of this great country.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, May 17,2021 3:17:35 PM
To: Luciana Hensel <luciana_S00@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: The BOS presser today

hitps:/ww azleg gov/videoplayer/

Sent from my iPhone

On May 17,2021, at 2:46 PM, Luciana Hensel <luciana_S00@yahoo com> wrote:

Thank you. | surely will and will post it everywhere. Is there a webpage that we can go to
to watch so | can disperse?

On Monday, May 17, 2021, 05:44:08 PM EDT, Karen Fann <klann@azleggov wrote:

Please make sure everyone tunes into our 1 pm hearing tomorrow It willbe ive streamed and recorded. We
will not et theBOSge away with sidestepping the issues
Sent from my iPhone

OnMay 17, 2021, at2:42 PM, Luciana Hensel <luciana_500@yahoo com> wrote:

Dear Senators,

just watched the Maricopa County BOS presser today and | cannot believe
the stuff they are trying to sell! | am posting it everywhere and asking good
Patriots to write or call each and every one of them to tell them what we think
of their unhinged lies!

PLEASE WHATEVER YOU DO DONT LET THEM RULE THE NARRATIVE!
Please get out in frontofthis and tell the people what the truth is and how they
are trying to discredit this MOST IMPORTANT audit in the history of our
country.

You are the forces of GOOD and they are the forces of EVIL!! We the People
know what happened in MARICOPA county and everywhere in the US on Nov.
3/4 AND SO DO YOU. We know the FRAUD that happened. WE WILL NOT
BE SILENCED and WE WIL NEVER GIVE UP. You are in the front lines. We.
trust you. PLEASE FO THE LOVE OF GOD DON'T LET US DOWN.

A very concerned and very active citizen of this great country.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, May 17,2021 3:17:58 PM
To: Luciana Hensel <luciana_S00@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: The BOS presser today

Tt will be LIVE tomorrow on that link

16s where people go to watch the floor LIVE. I will tweet it in the morning, and right before it starts.

Sent from my iPhone

On May 17, 2021, at 2:46 PM, Luciana Hensel <luciana_S00@yahoo com> wrote:

Thank you. | surely will and will post it everywhere. Is there a webpage that we can go to
to watch so | can disperse?

On Monday, May 17,2021, 05:44:08 PHM EDT, Karen Fann <kfann@azleg gov wie:

Please make sure everyone tunes nto our 1 pm hearing tomorrow It wil be live reamed and recorded. We
will not et theBOSget away with sdesteppang the issues
Sent from my iPhone

OnMay 17, 2021, at2:42 PM, Luciana Hensel <luciana_500@yahoo com> wrote:

Dear Senators,

just watched the Maricopa County BOS presser today and | cannot believe
the stuff they are trying to sell! | am posting it everywhere and asking good
Patriots to write or call each and every one of them to tell them what we think
of their unhinged lies!

PLEASE WHATEVER YOU DO DON'T LET THEM RULE THE NARRATIVE!
Please get out in frontofthis and tell the people what the truth is and how they
are trying to discredit this MOST IMPORTANT audit in the history of our
country.

You are the forcesof GOOD and they are the forces of EVIL!! We the People
know what happened in MARICOPA county and everywhere in the US on Nov.
3/4 AND SO DO YOU. We know the FRAUD that happened. WE WILL NOT
BE SILENCED and WE WIL NEVER GIVE UP. You are in the front lines. We.
trust you. PLEASE FO THE LOVE OF GOD DON'T LET US DOWN.

A very concerned and very active citizen of this great country.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, May 17, 2021 4:32:04 PM
To: Luciana Hensel <luciana_S00@yahoo com
Subject: Re: The BOS presser today

https: www azleg govixideoplayer/

This is the link. It can also be accessed by logging onto the Arizona Legislature. Senate Live hearings

Sent from my iPhone

On May 17,2021, at 4:30 PM, Luciana Hensel <luciana_500@yahoo com> wrote

1am 50 sorry to bother you again as | know how busy you are but | need to make
sure | have the right link when you say ‘on that link’ Is this the link? Maricopa
County, AZ| Official Website and where do you tweet and under what name? | could
not find you on twitter.

Again, thank you so much for all you are doing!

Maricopa County, AZ| Official Website
Welcome to Maricopa County, the 4th populous countyin the
nation with over 13,000 employees working togetherto

On Monday, May 17, 2021, 06:18:01 PM EDT, Karen Fann <klann@azleggov= wrote:

twill be LIVE tomorrow on that link
Its where people go to watch the flor LIVE. | wil tweett inthe morning, and right before t stats.
Sent fiom my iPhone

On May 17,2021, at 246 PM, Luciana Hensel <luciana_500@yahoo com> wrote:

Thank you. | surely will and will post it everywhere. Is there a webpage
that we can go to to watch so | can disperse?
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On Monday, May 17, 2021, 05:44:08 PM EDT, Karen Fann <klann@azieg gov wrote:

Please make sure everyone tunes Into our 1 pmhearing tomorrow It willbe ive streamed
‘and recorded. We will not fe the BOS get away with sidestepping the issues
Sent from my iPhone.

OnMay17, 2021, at2:42 PM, Luciana Hensel <luciana_S00@yahoo com>
wrote

Dear Senators,

1 just watched the Maricopa County BOS presser today and |
cannot believe the stuff they are trying to sell! | am posting it
everywhere and asking good Patriots to write or call each and
every one of them to tell them what we think of their unhinged
lies!!

PLEASE WHATEVER YOU DO DONT LET THEM RULE
THE NARRATIVE! Please get out in frontof this and tell the
people what the truth is and how they are trying to discredit this
MOST IMPORTANT audit in the history of our country.

You are the forces of GOOD and they are the forces of EVIL!
We the People know what happened in MARICOPA county
and everywhere in the US on Nov.3/4 AND SO DO YOU. We
know the FRAUD that happened. WE WILL NOT BE
SILENCED and WE WIL NEVER GIVE UP. You are in the
front lines. We trust you. PLEASE FO THE LOVE OF GOD
DON'T LET US DOWN.

A very concerned and very active citizen of this great country.
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From: Karen Fann <karenefann@outlook com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 9:10:56 AM
To: Darlene Packard

<daraz49@gmail.com>;marymallory@yavapai.gov:sbliss@cableone net. Quang
Nguyen <QNauyen@azleg gov>Burgesjudy@gmail com <burgesjudy@gmail com>

Ce: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: May 18th Senate Audit Hearing

Today, Tuesday May 18th, the Arizona Senate will hold a hearing/meeting to receive an updateon theaudit from the
vendor and address the questions submitted and the written response from the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors
The meeting will start at 1 pm MST and willbe live streamed and recorded at the following link. Viewers can also
access the lnk by going the Arizona Legislature website and logging into the senate hearing tab.

bits vu azleq souhideaplaver!

Wit Respect,Senate President Karen Fann
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 4.42.16 PM
To: - Capitol Media Services <capmedia@hotmail. com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: American Oversight Sues Arizona Senate to Release Audit Records to the Public

Jus saw his fom our attomeys. 1 will review with them inthe moming fo see what i's about.
Sent from my iPhone

On May 19,2021, at 4:05 PM, - Capitol Media Services <capmedia@hotmail.com> wrote:

ccomment/response???

= howie

'

From: American Oversight Press <press@americanoversight.org>

Date: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 at 3:41 PM

Subject; American Oversight Sues Arizona Senate to Release Audit Recordsto the Public

For Immediate Release
May 19,2021

American Oversight Media Contact:
jack.patterson@americanoversight.org | 202-869-5242

Contacto en espaol:
derasilvestre@americanoversight.org | 202-516-7117

American Oversight Sues Arizona Senate to
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Release Audit Records to the Public

Senate claims it doesn’t have “possession, custody, or control”of key
records ofits own audit ofMaricopa County ballots

Washington, DC - Today, nonpartisan watchdog group American Oversight sued the Arizona
Senate under Arizona's publi records law for ailing to release documents related to the Senate's
‘auditofthe 2020 general election ballots cast in Maricopa County.

American Oversight is represented in today’s lawsuit, filed in Maricopa County Superior Court, by
the law firm Coppersmith Brockelman, PLC.

“If President Fann had kept her promise to run a transparent process, we wouldn't be forced to go

10 court today,” aid Austin Evers, executive director at American Oversight Instead, President
Fann is playing a legal shell game — insisting that the audit is official state business when the
Senate needs to issue subpoenas, then keeping it at arm’s length to duck transparency laws.”

In April, American Oversight launched an investigationofthe state Senate’s partisan audit ofthe
Maricopa County ballots. Following Senate President Karen Fann's announcement that the audit
team would be led by the cybersecurity firm Cyber Ninjas, American Oversight fileda suiteof
public records requests with the Arizona Senate for documents related to the audit. The records the
watchdog requested include contracts with Cyber Ninjas, communications between members of
the Senate majority and external parties, plans for securing election materials, information

about costs and payments made for the audit, and scripts or other guidelines to be used by the
‘auditors for contacting individual voters.

In the weeks since the watchdog group opened its investigation, only a handful of records have.
been released and local and national reporting have raised significant questions abou the audit's
integrity.
Notably, the Senate has not released information on how it intends to aggregate data from the
audit. Nor has it released any recruitmentortraining materials for the presumably dozens.
ofvolunteersandemployees staffing the audit.

On May 4, the Senate notified American Oversight, “(there) are no more responsive documents to
provide at this time because the Senate doesn't have custody, control or possessionofanyof the
records requested.”

On May 10, American Oversight submitted a supplemental request to confirm the Senate’s.
position, expresslyseeking the following records:

« Communications between former Secretary of State Ken Bennett and any party engaged in
planning or executing the audit.

« Contracts between the Senate, Cyber Ninjas, and third-party vendors.

« Records reflecting the audit's budget and any external funding it may have received.
« Plans detailing the audit's operations including security measures; chains of custody;

organization charts and investigation techniques
+ Plans and taining materials for direct voter contact

The Senate produced only a few additional records in response to that request and otherwise
‘maintained its position that the remaining records are not in the Senate's possession and, therefore,
are not public records.
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“If the Senate is allowed to do thi, it could mean any public body in Arizona could circumvent
public records laws by using public money to hire private contractors to perform
‘government functions and insiructing those contractors to maintain sole custody of records,” said
Roopali Desai, Partner at Coppersmith Brockelman. “This attempt to shield the
Senate's illegitimate investigation frompublicscrutiny posesa serious threat to voter privacy, civil
liberties, and confidence in future elections.”

Under Arizona’sPublic Records Law, any public organization or agency “expending monies.
provided by [the] state,” is required to maintain records of their official activities.

Given the Senate’s insistence that the audit is a “valid legislative purpose” — a view that was
upheld by a judge when affirming the audit's authority to issue subpoenas — the public has a right
to any records related to the audit, including those in the possessionof the Senate’s agents and
contractors such as Cyber Ninjas.

Today's lawsuit asks a judge to enforce Arizona Public Records Law by compelling the Senate
to promptly produce records responsive to American Oversight's requests.

This litigation, along with the entirety of American Oversight’s investigation, aims to provide the
public with urgently needed transparency to determine if the audit is intended to ret legitimate
results through a secure and honest process or serve political ends

View documents, follow litigation, and track American Oversight’s investigation
here: hitps://www.americanoversightorg/investigation/the-arizona:senates-partisan-audit-of-
maricopa-county-election-results

Ht
American Oversight is a non-partisan, S01(c)(3) nonprofit ethics waichdog that uses public
records requests backed by litigation 0 expose official misconduct, threats 0 democracy, and
abuses of power at al levels ofgovernment. Documents obtained by American Oversigit have
supported investigative work byjournalists, congressional commitiees, and independent
waichdogs, andhave been featured in hundreds of news reports across the country. Follow us at
@weareoversight and learn more at hip: www. americanoversightorg.

American Oversight es una organizacion sinfines de lucro ¢ independiente que usa el accesoy la
solicitud de los archivos piiblicos, respaldados por ltigacion, para revelar la mala condita,
amenazas a la democracia, y los abusos de poder en todos los niveles del gobierno. Documentos
obienidos por American Oversight han apoyado las investigaciones de periodistas, comités del
Congreso, y grupos de vigilancia independientes, y han sido presentados en cienios de informes a
iravés del pais. Siguenos en @ojocorrupcion y aprende ms en muestro sitio web
hips: www.americanoversightorg espanol.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 7:51:53 PM
To: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: Interview questions from Wall Street Journal

{ Redacted-Legislative Privilege |
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Corse, Alexa" <alexa corse@wsj.com>
Date: May 19, 2021 at $30.15 AV MST
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Interview questions from Wall Street Journal

Hi Karen,
Alexa Corse, reporter with The Wal Steet Journal here. Tm writing a story abou the audit
restarting next week. 1 wanted to sk you a few questions below. My deadline i tomorrow.
1. Some critics, Democrats and some Republicans, say that Cyber Ninjas has badly mismanaged
the audit. Do you think Cyber Ninjas is doinga good job?

2. Whats the justification for the audit? What do you say to critics who say the audit is
unnecessary and is undermining confidence in the voting system?

“Thanks so much,
Alexa

ewcor

EsisSngisicom 7 @AkiacoseEEREE, 20
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 5:51:48 PM
To: Lori <lorbro7@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Whatis going to be done about this?

All part of the audit
Sent from my iPhone

>On May 20, 2021, at 5:39 PM, Lori <lorbro7@gmail com> wrote:
>

> MARICOPA ARIZONA AUDIT Dec. §, 2020 SUPREME COURT OF ARIZONA "All duplicate ballots
shall be clearly labeled ‘duplicate’ and shall bear a serial number that shall be recorded on the damaged or
defective ballot” ARS. § 16-621(A)
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From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Friday, May21, 2021 2:44:45 PM
To: - Capitol Media Services <capmedia@hotmail com>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Chairman Jack Sellers’ Statement on New Leter to Senate, Audit Contractors

Boy, they REALLY don’t want us o finish this audit.

Sent from my iPad

On May 21,2021, at 2:39 PM, - Capitol Media Services <capmedia@hotmail com> wrote:

and the horse you rode in on???

ookingfor comment to this and the attached demand letter from adel

thanks.

~howie
capmedia@hotmail. com
602390-1170

From: Chairman Jack Sellers <maricopacounty@service govdelivery.com>
Sent: Friday,May 21, 20212:28 PM
Tot capmedia@hotmai.com <capmedia@hotmail. com>
Subject: ChairmanJackSeles’ Statement on New Letter to Senate, Audit Contractors
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BSupe ckStars

Statement from Chairman Jack Sellers:
Senate Should Preserve Evidence

His clear the Arizona Senate and ts contractors do not intend to retract lsc
allegationsdefaming the County and is employees. For that reason, Maricopa
Countyi formally requesting Sena President Fann, Senator Petersen, Senate
Jiaison Ken Benet, and contractors involved in the “audit”preserve documents
andevidence as they may be subject 10 future legal claims.
READ THE LETTER TOSENATOR FANN >

His unfortunate we have reached tispoint, specially considering the “audit” was
never authorized by a full Senate vote. Instead, wo Senators out of a otal of 30
used subpoenas to obtain private ballots, voter information, and taxpayer-funded
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tabulation machines, then turned all that material over to biased, out-of-state groups.ee

Earlier this week, the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, Recorder, and otherTnTnetsch econ

“The most serious claim is that Electionsofficialsdeleted a database folder beforepTES a Se
‘account continues to spread the false allegation even after her own contractorns
Thi orcasted dtion Hedsnes
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May21, 2021 2:44:46PM
To: - Capitol Media Services <capmedia@hotmail com>
Subject: Re: Chairman Jack Sellers’ Statement on New Letter to Senate, Audit Contractors

Boy,they REALLY don’t wantustofinishthisaudit

Sent from my iPad

On May 21,2021, at 2:39 PM, - Capitol Media Services <capmedia@hotmail com> wrote:

andthe horse you rode in on?7?

looking for comment to this and the attached demand letter from adel.

thanks.

~howie
capmedia@hotmail.com
6023901170

From: Chairman Jack Sellers <maricopacounty@service govdelivery.com>
Sent: Friday,May 21, 2021 2.28 PM
Tot capmedia@hotmai.com <capmedia@hotmal com>
Subject: Chairman Jack Sellers Statement on New Leter to Senate, Audit Contractors
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BSupe ckStars

Statement from Chairman Jack Sellers:
Senate Should Preserve Evidence

His clear the Arizona Senate and ts contractors do not intend to retract lsc
allegationsdefaming the County and is employees. For that reason, Maricopa
Countyi formally requesting Sena President Fann, Senator Petersen, Senate
Jiaison Ken Benet, and contractors involved in the “audit”preserve documents
andevidence as they may be subject 10 future legal claims.
READ THE LETTER TOSENATOR FANN >

His unfortunate we have reached tispoint, specially considering the “audit” was
never authorized by a full Senate vote. Instead, wo Senators out of a otal of 30
used subpoenas to obtain private ballots, voter information, and taxpayer-funded
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tabulation machines, then turned all that material over to biased, out-of-state groups.ee

Earlier this week, the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors, Recorder, and otherTnTnetsch econ

“The most serious claim is that Electionsofficialsdeleted a database folder beforepTES a Se
‘account continues to spread the false allegation even after her own contractorns
Thi orcasted dtion Hedsnes
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 21,2021 4:59:17 PM
To: Deedee Wright <diane@prescottmeatcompany com>
Subject: Re: Thanks and Please
Attachments: image001 jpg;image001 jpg;Rounds-Smith-DOJ-Beef-and-Cattle-Letter pdf

‘Thank you so much for those kind words of support. 11's been tough but we will move forward

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 4:33 PM, Deedee Wright <dianc@prescottmeatcompany. com> wrote

Dear Ms. Fann,

1 would like to take a brief momenttotell you how fortunate myfamily and|feel having you as one of our
representatives. Grateful we are for your persistence through the horrendous events you are enduring as
the truth is pursued through the Arizona audit. Though much corruption has overtaken our beautiful
country; there are still plenty of us freedom loving patriots that will not be denied our rights; Constitutional
and Natural,

Also, please pay timely heed to perhaps the most important joint letter ever to be circulated in Congress in
the past 100 years about our broken cattle and beef markets. | have attached the Rounds-Smith letter for
Your purview.

1am sure you know; Arizona loves you and so does Prescott Meat Company. Stop in when you are in town;
we would love to offer you a complimentary pai of the best tastings steaks in America!

God Bless,

Deedee Wright
Prescot Meat Company
701 E. Gurley St. Prescott, AZ 86301
926-456-8184
wwwprescotimeatcompany.com
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Gongress of the HUuited States
Washington, DE 20515

May 27, 2021

The Honorable Merrick Garland
Attomey General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530

Dear Attorney General Garland,

The time has come for the government to determine whether the stranglehold large
meatpackers have over the beef processing market violate our antitrust laws and
principles of fair competition.

For over 100 years, the purpose of antitrust laws in our country has been to preserve
the process of fair competition for the benefit of consumers. Too much market power
often yields less competition and is ripe for market abuse. Yet as you know, four large
meat packing companies control over 80% of the processing market in today’s economy
and are seemingly able to control prices at their will, or even defy expectations of
market fundamentals

In the last several years, the price of live cattle in the United States market has
plummeted, while the price of boxed beef has significantly increased, raising consumer
prices at the grocery store. Concurrently, the major packing companies realized
significant profits, while both U.S. beef consumers and independent cattle producers
paid the price. These large price disparities are leading independent cattle producers to
90 broke and causing consumers to pay an unnecessary, over-inflated premium on
beef.

These difficulties faced by consumers and producers are not experienced by
meatpackers. For example, in the past decade, there have been repeated instances in
the market which demonstrates a disconnection between the price of live cattle
purchased by meatpackers and the value of choice beef cutout sold by meatpackers

(see chart 1; the gap between these two values is isolated and displayed in chart 3).
These persistent irregularities reveal an unfaimess in the producer-meatpacker
relationship and possibly anticompetitive behavior in the beef industry.
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One potential explanation for this disparity may be the ability of meatpackers to import
beef from foreign countries, either through external sources or their own vertically
integrated sources. Based on data from the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Global Agricultural Trade System (GATS), as the price increases for live cattle,
there is a subsequent and consistent increase experienced in beef importation (see
chart 2). Furthermore, the initiation of plummeting prices in the live cattle market
‘appears to correspond almost exactly with the repeal of Mandatory Country of Origin
Labeling, which demonstrates the negative impact of imports on domestic beef prices
(also chart 2). These trends indicate a potential existence of collaborative price-fixing
activity or other anticompetitive behavior on behalf of the largest beef meatpacking
companies in the United States. These issues deserve meaningful investigation,
especially given the unprecedented consolidation of this industry.

The U.S. meatpacking industry is more consolidated today, than it was in 1921 when
the Packers and Stockyards Act was enacted. Four companies operate 18 of the top 20
beef slaughter facilities in the country, which constitutes 94% of this capacity. Ironically,
two of the four giant domestic processors are foreign owned. In our opinion, that
concentration has caused a market disconnect, resulting in tangible market
manipulation that has economically disadvantaged American ranchers and ultimately,
American consumers who want to buy U.S. beef at an affordable price.

As stated by Congress, the purpose of the Packers and Stockyards Act is, "to assure
fair competition and fair trade practices, to safeguard farmers and ranchers...to protect
‘consumers...and to protect members of the livestock, meat, and poultry industries from
unfair, deceptive, unjustly discriminatory and monopolistic practices...” Its truly
unfortunate that exactly 100 years later, the problem is actually worse.

In the last 30 years, there has been no major expansion of beef packing capacity in the
United States. Beef packers continue to bring foreign beef into their facilties and place
“Product of the U.S.A." on the final product. This is, at the very least, highly misleading
‘and undermines the price and quality of U.S. beef. Without mandatory country of origin
labeling forbeef — packers are provided a federal sanction to undercut American
producers and dupe American consumers.

U.S. meatpackers also take advantage of their vast resources to hold what is known in
the industry as a captive supply. Through forward contracting and formula based sales,
packers, collectively, can easily predict their needs many months in advance. These
captive supply practices allow meatpackers to exert more control, limit competition and
depress sales in the live cash market

Additionally, legalizing the sale of state inspected meat in interstate commerce has
been thwarted, forcing local producers to bottleneck their beef processing at major U.S.
meat packing facilities to get the federal stamp of approval

Arguably, every piece of beef legislation introduced before Congress is the direct result
of our attempts to put a band-aid on the real issue: packer concentration.
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Exactly 100 years ago, the United States saw fit to break up the packing industry
because of concentration and market manipulation. Since that time, packer
concentration and foreign influence has significantly grown and until the question of
whether consolidation of power in the meatpacking industry has amounted to violations.
of our antitrust laws is fully answered, this market will continue to suffer for both the

consumer and the producer.

From our perspective, the anticompetitive practices occurring in the industry today are
unambiguous and either our antitrust laws are not being enforced or they are not
capable of addressing the apparent oligopoly that so plainly exists. This is where we
need to work together. In the past 18 months, the Department of Justice has received
multiple letters raising these concerns, and collectively, we urge your department to
take decisive action.

President Biden prioritizes “Buy American” policies that would benefit both consumers

and producers and we believe our requests outlined here today support that mission.
Unfortunately, the current situation involves multi-national meatpacking companies that
continue to get fat off of the high price they impose on retailers and consumers, and the
low price they set for producers.

This needs to change.

Our American ranchers work hard every day to produce the best beef in the world. They

battle the wind, the rain, the snow and the sun. They shouldn't have to battle a problem
their government has an obligation to fix. If we do not take action, current U.S. policies
will be identified as the cause for the demise of the American rancher and American

consumers will be forced to pay a higher price for a much lower quality product. The
time has come to either enforce or examine our antitrust laws to restore fairness to the
marketplace. American producers and consumers depend on us.

‘We look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

WM Ht Lo[8 he

M. Michael Rounds Tina Smith
United States Senator United States Senator

CC: President Biden, Secretary Vilsack
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, May 21,2021 4:59:17 PM
To: Deedee Wright <diane@prescattmeatcompany. com>

Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Thanks and Please
Attachments: image001 jpgimage001 jpg;Rounds-Smith-DOJ-Beef-and-Cattle-Letter pdf

“Thank you so much for those kind words of support. I's been tough but we will move forward

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 4:33 PM, Deedee Wright <diane@prescottmeatcompany. com> wrote

Dear Ms. Fann,

1 would like to take a brief momenttotell you how fortunate myfamily and|feel having you as one of our
representatives. Grateful we are for your persistence through the horrendous events you are enduring as
the truth is pursued through the Arizona audit. Though much corruption has overtaken our beautiful
country; there are still plenty of us freedom loving patriots that will not be denied our rights; Constitutional
and Natural,

Also, please pay timely heed to perhaps the most important oint letter ever to be circulated in Congress in
the past 100 years about our broken cattle and beef markets. | have attached the Rounds-Smith letter for
Your purview.

1am sure you know; Arizona loves you and so does Prescott Meat Company. Stop in when you are in town;
we would love to offer you a complimentary pair of the best tastings steaks in America!

God Bless,

Deedee Wright
Prescolt Meat Company
701 €. Gurley SI. Prescot, AZ 86301
928-458-8184
www.prescoftmeatcompany.com
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Gongress of the HUuited States
Washington, DE 20515

May 27, 2021

The Honorable Merrick Garland
Attomey General
U.S. Department of Justice
950 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530

Dear Attorney General Garland,

The time has come for the government to determine whether the stranglehold large
meatpackers have over the beef processing market violate our antitrust laws and
principles of fair competition.

For over 100 years, the purpose of antitrust laws in our country has been to preserve
the process of fair competition for the benefit of consumers. Too much market power
often yields less competition and is ripe for market abuse. Yet as you know, four large
meat packing companies control over 80% of the processing market in today’s economy
and are seemingly able to control prices at their will, or even defy expectations of
market fundamentals

In the last several years, the price of live cattle in the United States market has
plummeted, while the price of boxed beef has significantly increased, raising consumer
prices at the grocery store. Concurrently, the major packing companies realized
significant profits, while both U.S. beef consumers and independent cattle producers
paid the price. These large price disparities are leading independent cattle producers to
90 broke and causing consumers to pay an unnecessary, over-inflated premium on
beef.

These difficulties faced by consumers and producers are not experienced by
meatpackers. For example, in the past decade, there have been repeated instances in
the market which demonstrates a disconnection between the price of live cattle
purchased by meatpackers and the value of choice beef cutout sold by meatpackers

(see chart 1; the gap between these two values is isolated and displayed in chart 3).
These persistent irregularities reveal an unfaimess in the producer-meatpacker
relationship and possibly anticompetitive behavior in the beef industry.

ARZN_REV00048826_Rounds-Smih-DOJBeet.and-Cate-Lettr pf



One potential explanation for this disparity may be the ability of meatpackers to import
beef from foreign countries, either through external sources or their own vertically
integrated sources. Based on data from the United States Department of Agriculture
(USDA) Global Agricultural Trade System (GATS), as the price increases for live cattle,
there is a subsequent and consistent increase experienced in beef importation (see
chart 2). Furthermore, the initiation of plummeting prices in the live cattle market
‘appears to correspond almost exactly with the repeal of Mandatory Country of Origin
Labeling, which demonstrates the negative impact of imports on domestic beef prices
(also chart 2). These trends indicate a potential existence of collaborative price-fixing
activity or other anticompetitive behavior on behalf of the largest beef meatpacking
companies in the United States. These issues deserve meaningful investigation,
especially given the unprecedented consolidation of this industry.

The U.S. meatpacking industry is more consolidated today, than it was in 1921 when
the Packers and Stockyards Act was enacted. Four companies operate 18 of the top 20
beef slaughter facilities in the country, which constitutes 94% of this capacity. Ironically,
two of the four giant domestic processors are foreign owned. In our opinion, that
concentration has caused a market disconnect, resulting in tangible market
manipulation that has economically disadvantaged American ranchers and ultimately,
American consumers who want to buy U.S. beef at an affordable price.

As stated by Congress, the purpose of the Packers and Stockyards Act is, "to assure
fair competition and fair trade practices, to safeguard farmers and ranchers...to protect
‘consumers...and to protect members of the livestock, meat, and poultry industries from
unfair, deceptive, unjustly discriminatory and monopolistic practices...” Its truly
unfortunate that exactly 100 years later, the problem is actually worse.

In the last 30 years, there has been no major expansion of beef packing capacity in the
United States. Beef packers continue to bring foreign beef into their facilties and place
“Product of the U.S.A." on the final product. This is, at the very least, highly misleading
‘and undermines the price and quality of U.S. beef. Without mandatory country of origin
labeling forbeef — packers are provided a federal sanction to undercut American
producers and dupe American consumers.

U.S. meatpackers also take advantage of their vast resources to hold what is known in
the industry as a captive supply. Through forward contracting and formula based sales,
packers, collectively, can easily predict their needs many months in advance. These
captive supply practices allow meatpackers to exert more control, limit competition and
depress sales in the live cash market

Additionally, legalizing the sale of state inspected meat in interstate commerce has
been thwarted, forcing local producers to bottleneck their beef processing at major U.S.
meat packing facilities to get the federal stamp of approval

Arguably, every piece of beef legislation introduced before Congress is the direct result
of our attempts to put a band-aid on the real issue: packer concentration.

ARZN_REV00048528_Rounds-Simih-DOJ-Beef-anc-Catte-Letter pa



Exactly 100 years ago, the United States saw fit to break up the packing industry
because of concentration and market manipulation. Since that time, packer
concentration and foreign influence has significantly grown and until the question of
whether consolidation of power in the meatpacking industry has amounted to violations.
of our antitrust laws is fully answered, this market will continue to suffer for both the

consumer and the producer.

From our perspective, the anticompetitive practices occurring in the industry today are
unambiguous and either our antitrust laws are not being enforced or they are not
capable of addressing the apparent oligopoly that so plainly exists. This is where we
need to work together. In the past 18 months, the Department of Justice has received
multiple letters raising these concerns, and collectively, we urge your department to
take decisive action.

President Biden prioritizes “Buy American” policies that would benefit both consumers

and producers and we believe our requests outlined here today support that mission.
Unfortunately, the current situation involves multi-national meatpacking companies that
continue to get fat off of the high price they impose on retailers and consumers, and the
low price they set for producers.

This needs to change.

Our American ranchers work hard every day to produce the best beef in the world. They

battle the wind, the rain, the snow and the sun. They shouldn't have to battle a problem
their government has an obligation to fix. If we do not take action, current U.S. policies
will be identified as the cause for the demise of the American rancher and American

consumers will be forced to pay a higher price for a much lower quality product. The
time has come to either enforce or examine our antitrust laws to restore fairness to the
marketplace. American producers and consumers depend on us.

‘We look forward to your response.

Sincerely,

WM Ht Lo[8 he

M. Michael Rounds Tina Smith
United States Senator United States Senator

CC: President Biden, Secretary Vilsack
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 21,2021 7:52:18 PM
To: WordPress <wordpress@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: End the Audit

“This is where you are mistaken. Biden won. 45 %ofall Arizona voters thinks there is a problem with the
election system. The audit is to disprove those theories or find ways to improve the system

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 7:39 PM, WordPress <wordpress@azleg gov> wrote:

Name: Andrea

Email:

Phone: 4802620354

Leg District: 1

Subject: End the Audit

Comments
Asa Sth generation Arizonan Iam appalled, offended, and upset that you are wastingourtax
paying dollars on a fraudulent audit. These people have zero experience, and this is a waste of time.
Its time for you toa pet that Arizona voters have spoken and make peace with the fact that we
voted out Trump. Republicans and Democrats alike, we voted him out

Sent Sat, 22 May 2021 02:39:14 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 21,2021 7:54:14 PM
To: ronbrooks777@msn. com
Subject: Re: Election Auditing

Our only goal is to get this audit finished before they try to shut us down again Sometimes honey does better
than vinegar when you want to get something done. The vinegar will come at the end

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 7:25 PM, Ron Brooks <ronbrooks777@msn.com> wrote:

Name: Ron Brooks

Email: ronbrooks777@msn.com

Phone: 5205861612

Leg. District:

Subject: Election Auditing

Comments
Honorable Karen Fann - 1 am concemed about your appearance at the Special Meeting on May 18
th for the Maricopa Vote Audit. You appeared io be pandering/floundering to the Liberal Base that
this Audit can not overturn the 2020 Election Resultsifthe Findings say so. I want you to know, I
as a Conservative am counting on your unrelenting attention togetting this Forensic Audit
completed regardless ofwhat the Media is spewing. I am counting on you Mrs Fann! Sincerely
Ronald Brooks Benson, Arizona - Republican Party

Sent Sat, 22 May 2021 02:25:48 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 21,2021 7:54:40 PM
To: 8libner@yahoo com
Subject: Re: Maricopa Audit

Thank you !

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21,2021, at 7:53 PM, Philip Hailey <g8libner@yahoo.com> wrote:

| Name: Philip Hailey

| Email: g8libner@yahoo.com

| Phone: 425-919-6809

| Leg District: | 13

| Subject: Maricopa Audit

Comments
‘God Bless you and your colleagues for continuing to stand strong on the audit. You are providing
excellent leadership and being a great example by conductingyourselfin such a professional
‘manner. PLEASE let your colleagues know that they are so respected by WE the PEOPLE who are
etemally grateful for their strength in the faceofthe adversity, pressure, and threats. We pray that
allofyou will persevere knowing that you are in our prayers. Thank you for your profiles in
courage. Phil and Barbara Hailey

Sent Sat, 22 May 2021 02:53:44 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 21,2021 7:54:43 PM
To: 8libner@yahoo com
Subject: Re: Maricopa Audit

Thank you !

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 7:53 PM, Philip Hailey <g8libner@yahoo com> wrote:

Name: Philip Hailey

Email: gBlibner@yahoo.com

Phone: 425-919-6809

Leg District: 13

Subject: Maricopa Audit

Comments
‘God Bless you and your colleagues for continuing to stand strong on the audit. You are
providing excellent leadership and being a great example by conductingyourself in such a
professional manner. PLEASE let your colleagues know that they are so respected by WE the
PEOPLE who are etemally grateful for their strength in the face of the adversity, pressure, and
threats. We pray that alof you will persevere knowing that you are in our prayers. Thank you
for your profiles in courage. Phil and Barbara Hailey

Sent Sat, 22 May 2021 02:53:44 +0000
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From: KFann@arleg gov
Sent: Friday, May21,2021 02:08 PM
To: 1) <jocblow 3640 gmail com>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFannaarleg. gov
Subject: Re: they are nuts

“Thank you. MaybeI should write book about “wha to expeet if you decide todo an audit)

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021,a 6:03 PM, <jocblow 3640 gmail com> wrote:

First..1 hope youand your family are sae. Wanted to commentonhow absolutely insane the people that
arcatfacking you and your authority are. You two Scralors from your meeting are awesome.
Bost Regards-
On Mon, May 17, 2021, 10:58 PM rj <jocblow3640 gmail com> wrote:

“That was embarrassingly scary. That police officer is corrupt. And the recorder’ office ep was50 out-
ofine. But bil gates is a blaant lar. Continued luck. Ms Fann

On Fri, May 14,2021, 5:18 PM Karen Fann<K Fannialeg.gov wrote:
These guys are prety 200d 50if there is hole Inthe sysim they may well find it

Sen from my iPhone

On May 14. 2021. at 2:10 PM, <jocblow3640@ gmail com> wrote:

‘Can't you find someonetohack the passwords? Sound crazy maybe...but 1believe you
could solicit and you will find that they will do t gladly for free. Russell Rammslandor
Dr. Frank. 1imagine youhave thought about it..please consider.

On Wed. May 12, 2021, 11:41 PM rj <ocblon3640@ gmail com> wrote
“They didn’ comply, and the cours allowed it Now data i erased. That's conspiracy
to commit fraud and obstruction i seems

On Wed. May 12, 2021, 11:36 PM rj <jocblow3640 gmail com woe:
‘Whats your laws on  ciizens'arest ¢... protocol, limits, ability
Ts there any way 10 arest the BOS using tha tactic?

On Sun, May 9. 2021. 1:57 PM 1] <josblon 3640 amailcon wrote:
hope you know how appreciated you are

On Sat, May 8, 2021, 2:47 PM 1 jocblon 3640 gmail com> wrote:
Ms. Fann,
Great response today (0 the DOJ.
You are a Senate Ninja
Great job and good luck

On Fri, May 7. 2021, 4:06 PM i <josblow3640 gmail con wrote:
“These people have the ip addresses ofthe culprits. They conncet 0 China
and Serbia tc. I that helps.

On Fri, May 7. 2021. 3:52 PM  <josblon3640 gmailcon wrote:
Ms. President Fann.
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‘We could be more proud. Please please gt those board members in
contempt and further, in jail.
know ou will.
God Bless.

On Mon, May 3, 2021, 7:44 PM Karen Fann <K FannGales gov> wrote
Never annoying. Just glad © have you on our side

Sent from my iPhone

On May 3, 2021, at 429 PM.
<josblow3640: gmail com> wrote:

Ms. Fann.
Thanks for represcriing us.
Continued luck.
Ps. I'm sorry if ths is annoying. Buti am very grateful
On Wed, Apr 28, 2021, 6:06 PM rj <jocblon 3640
@gmail com> wrote
Ms Fann.. ouand your team are heroes. It mustbe a
nightmare. GI
On Mon, Apr 19, 2021, 10:21 PM rj jocblow3640
@email com> wrote:
Tish lived there Id ove 10 mest you. Thanks Ms.
Fann. Arizonians are lucky... whatever the outcome.

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021, 10:19 PM Karen Fann
<KFann@aleg gov> wrote:
We will pursue every avenue we need to

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 19,2021,at 6:14 PM,
<joeblow3640 email com> wrote:

Ms Fann_when the audit begins, do
you and the other Senators have the
ability to subpoena nancial records
between Mark Zuckerberg and whom
on the Boardof Supervisors he.
attempted o buy of?
110 reply. Good luck to you. You guys
arc in my prayers

On Wed, Apr 14,2021, 148 PM 5
<iosblow3640emailcom> wrote:

Great newsand great job (0 you and
your senators. Please please
understand that these people have
everything to lose. Please have that
area surveyed. Thank you, Ms Fann
Tor you courage. And for your
altruism.
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On Tue, Apr 13, 2021. 1002 PM rj
<ioeblow3640:gmail com> wrote:
Ms Fann,
“Thanks 0 allof you senators,
particularly you. 1 sure pray that
you wil be able to sec the ballets
themsleves. Thatwould be 100%
proof.
You are heroes o lotsofpeople
You know what's going on. And I
believe you will cause great results.
Continued luck and support
On Fri, Apr, 2021, 1:44 PM rj
<iosblow3640 email com> wrote:
Ms. Famn
Please be strong. These people
are so guily..and so terrified.
Please keep fighting. God is on
your side. But these people arc
cunning. You guys have (0 get
this done. You are honestly, just
maybe. the only hope our people
have. wish I could help.
With great respect,
- Raymond Joyce

On Tuc, Apr6, 2021, 2:45 PM rj
<jocblow3640 email com>
wrote:
Thank you for writing me
back. | apologize for acting
like [know ital. Just want you
to know, there are people in
NC thatsupport you 1000% 1
wishyou luck. Thank you for
you time.

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021, 10:05
AM Karen Fann
<KEann@alessov> wrote:

‘Maricopa County owns their
buildings not the State of
Arizona

Sent from my iPhone
>On AprS, 2021,a 8:55
PM, 1j
<iosblow3640@emailcom>
wrote:

> Ms Fann
> IFT may...who owns the
building tha is housing the:
tabulation machines?”

> Shouldn't the answer to
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hat question be pressed?
Wh isn't anybody
vehemently arguing the fact
hat the special people of
your state own the building!
> Am I not correct. How, if
thats correct, can they
continue to siall this flort
with impunity?
> Please present that
argument and also create a.
huge hoopla somehow and
makea judge act
accordingly
> Very Respectfully
> - Nobody
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 8:02:09 PM
To: i oeblow3640@gmail. com>
Subject: Re: they are nuts

“Thank you. Maybe I should write abook about “what to expect ifyou decide to do an audit :)

Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, at 6:03 PM, 5 <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:

First... hope you and your family are safe. Wanted to comment on how absolutely insane the people
that are attacking you and your authority are. You two Senators from your meeting are awesome.
Best Regards -

On Mon, May 17, 2021, 10:58 PM j <joeblow3640@gmailcom> wrote:
“That was embarrassingly scary. That police officer is corrupt. And the recorder’ office rep was so
out-of-line. But bill gates is a blatant liar. Continued luck, Ms Fann.

On Fri, May 14, 2021, 5:18 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg. gov> wrote:
“These guys are pretty 200d soif there is a hole in the system they may well find it

Sent from my iPhone

On May 14,2021, a1 2:10 PM, 1 <joeblow36:40@gmailcom> wrote:

Can't you find someone to hack the passwords? Sound crazy maybe. butI believe you
couldsolicit and you wil find that they will do it gladly for free. Russell Rammsland
or Dr. Frank. Timagine you have thought abou it. please consider.

On Wed, May 12,2021, 11:41 PM 1 <josblow3640@emailcom> wrote:
“They didn't comply, and the courts allowed it. Now data is erased. That's conspiracy
to commit fraud and obstruction it seems

On Wed, May 12, 2021, 11:36 PM 1j <joeblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
‘What's your laws on a citizens arrests e.g., protocol, limits, ability.
Ts there any way to arrest the BOS using that tactic?

On Sun, May 9, 2021, 1:57 PM 1j <joeblow3640@gmailcom> wrote:
Thope you know how appreciated you ae.

On Sat, May 8, 2021, 2:47 PM 1] <jocblow3640@gmail com> wrote:
Ms. Fann,
Great response today (0 the DOJ
You area Senate Ninja.
Great job and good luck

On Fri, May 7, 2021, 4:06 PM rj <joeblow3640@gmaicom> wrote:
“These people have the ip addresses of the culprits. They connect to China
and Serbia, etc. If that helps.
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On Fri, May 7, 2021, 3:52 PM <joeblow3640@gmal com> wrote:
Ms. President Fann.
‘We couldn't be more proud. Please please get those board members in
contempt and further,in jail.
Tknow you will
God Bless.

On Mon, May 3, 2021, 7:44 PM Karen Fann <KFann@3zleg. gov wrote:
Never annoying. Just glad to have you on our side

Sent from my iPhone

On May 3,2021,at 429 PM, 1
<loeblow3640@email com> wrote

Ms. Fann
“Thanks for representing us
Continued luck
Ps. Tm sorry if this is annoying. Butiam very grateful

On Wed, Apr 28, 2021, 6:06 PM 1j <joeblow3640
@email.com> wrote:
Ms Fann..you and your team are heroes, It must be a
nightmare. GI

On Mon, Apr 19,2021, 10:21 PM 1j <joeblow3640
@gmail.com> wrote:

Tvish I lived there Id love to meet you. Thanks Ms.
Fann. Arizonians are lucky... whatever the outcome.

On Mon, Apr 19, 2021, 10:19 PM Karen Fann
<KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
We wil pursue every avenueweneed to

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 19,2021, at 6:14 PM, 1
<loeblow3640@email com> wrote:

Ms Fann...when the audit begins, do
you and the other Senators have the
ability 10 subpoena financial records
between Mark Zuckerberg and whom
on the Board of Supervisors he
attempted to buy off?
Ifno reply. Good luck to you. You
guys are in my prayers.

On Wed, Apr 14,2021, 1:48 PMrj
<ioeblow3640@amail com> wrote:

Great news and great job to you and
your senators. Please please
understand that these people have
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everything to lose. Please have that
area surveyed. Thank you, Ms Fann
for you courage. And for your
altruism,

On Tue, Apr 13,2021, 1002 PM;
<ioeblow3640@email.com> wrote:
Ms Fann,
Thanks 10 all of you senators,
particularly you I sure pray that
you will be able to see the ballets
themsleves. That would be 100%
proof
You are heroes to lotsof people.
You know what's going on. And I
believe you will cause great
results.
Continued luck and support

On Fii, Apr 9, 2021, 1:44 PM 5
<josblow3640@email com>
wrote:

Ms_ Fann
Please be strong These people
are so guilty. .and so terrified.
Please keep fighting. God is on
your side. But these people are
cunning You guys have to get
this done. You are honestly, ust
‘maybe, the only hope our people:
have. T wish I could help.
With great respect,
- Raymond Joyce

On Tue,Apr6, 2021, 2:45 PM 1
<ioeblow3640@email.com>
wrote:

“Thank you for writing me
back. I apologize for acting.
like know it all. Just want
youto know, there are people
in NC that support you
1000%. 1 wish you luck
Thank you for you time.

On Tue, Apr 6, 2021, 10:05
AM Karen Fann
<KEann@azleggov> wrote:

Maricopa County owns
their buildings not the State
of Arizona

Sent from my iPhone

>On Apr5,2021,at 8:55
PM, 1
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<ioeblow3640@smail.com>
wrote:

>Ms Fann
>If may...who owns the
building that is housing the:
tabulation machines?”
>
> Shouldn't the answer to
that question be pressed?
Why isn't anybody
vehemently arguing the fact
that the special people of
your state own the building!
> Am I not correct. How, if
thats correc, can they.
continue to stall this effort
with impunity?
> Please present that
argument and also create a
huge hoopla somehow and
make a judge act
accordingly.
> Very Respectfully
> Nobody
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, May 22,2021 8:02:15 AM
To: WordPress <wordpress@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: VOTING

‘God bless you and your family

Sent from my iPhone

On May 22,2021, at 7:54 AM, WordPress <wordpress@azleg gov> wrote:

| Name: Renee Mendoza

| Email:

| Phone: 4196631469

| Leg District: | 27

| Subject: VOTING

Comments
SHOVE YOUR AUDIT UP YOUR DICKLOVIN FLAMIN FUCKIN ASSHOLE, YOU
IGNORANT MOTHERFUCKIN COCKSUCKIN CUNT!

Sent Sat, 22 May 2021 14:54:51 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2021 10:00:47 AM
To: Bob Corsino <bobemtg@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Audit

‘God bless you and your family

Sent from my iPhone

On May 23, 2021, at 10:00 AM, Bob Corsino <bobemtg@yahoo com> wrote:

Hey, Karen, since it's mental health month maybe you could sign up for an eval?

Sentfrom YahooMailonAndroid
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From: KFamn@urleg gov
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2021 3:59:15 PM.
To: 5 <ocblow3640 gmail.com>

Bec: Karen Fann <K Fann @azleg gov>
Subject: Re: question. if you can answer

No. Allis good. The cam can move forward at a ser pace now
Sent from my iPhone

On May 25, 2021, a1 3:58 PM. 1 <jocblon36:40@gmail com> wrote:

I the company tha fulfilled their contrat and left posea problem in any way?
Thanks Ms. Fann
On Fri, May 21, 2021, 11:02 PM Karen Fann<K Fann(@leggox> wrote:

Thank you Maybe | should write book about “hat to expect if you decide o do an audit“)
Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, a16:03 PM,1 <jocblon3640@ mai com> wrote:

Firs. hope youand your family are safe. Wantedtocomment on how absolutely insane the people that
are stacking you and your authority are. You two Senatorsfrom your meeting are awesome.
Best Regards -

On Mon, May 17, 2021, 10:58 PM1 <josblon3640 gmail com wrote
Thatwasembarrassingly sary. That police officer is corrupt. And the recorders officerep was 50 out
ofline. But bill gates s blatant iar. Continued luck, Ms Fann.
On Fri, May 14, 2021, 5:18 PM Karen Fann <KEann/@azleggov> wrote:

These guys are prety good s0ifhere i. bole in the system they may well ind it
Sent from my iPhone

On May14,2021, at 2:10 PM,1 <josblow3640@gmail com>wrote:

Can't you find someone to hack the passwords? Sound crazy maybe. but 1 believe you
could solicit and you will ind that they willdoi gladly for fee. Russel Rammslandor
Dr. Frank. imagine you have thought about it. please consider
On Wed, May 12, 2021, 11:41 PM5 <josblon3640 gmail som wrote:

They didicomply,and the courts allowed it. Now dat i rased. Thatsconspiracy
to commit fraud and obstruction it sem.
On Wed, May 12, 2021, 11:36 PM 1 <joeblow3640 @gmail com wrote:
Whats your les on citizens” arrests... protocol mits, ability.
Ts there any way to arrest the BOS using thal tactic?
On Sun, May 9, 2021, 1:57 PM 5 focblow3640 gmail com> wrote:
hope you know hav appreciatedyou re.
On Sat, May 8, 2021, 247 PM 1 <josblon3640 @mail com> wrote:
Ms Fann,
Girat response today to the DOI
Youre Senate Nin.
Greatjob and good luck.
On Fri, May 7, 2021, 4:06 PM 1 <joeblon36:40 gmail com> wrote:

“These people have the i addresses of the culprits. They connect 0 China
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andSerbia, et. Ifthat helps.
Oni, May 7, 2021, 3:52 PM 1 <josblow3640 @ mail com> wrote:Ms. President Fann,
We couldn’ be more proud. Please please gt those board members in
contempt and further, in ji.
Tknow vou will
God Bless.
On Mon, May 3, 2021, 7:44 PM Karen Fann <KFanny@ vlc gov wrote:

Never annoying. Just gladto have you on ou side
Sent from my iPhone

On May3, 2021, 00429 PM, 5
Socblon3640 gmail gom> wrote:

Ms Fann,
Thanks for representing us.
Continued luck.
Pe. Tm somyif this is annoying. But am very grateful
On Wed, Apr 28, 2021, 6:06 PM <josblon36lo
@gmail com> wrote:
Ms Fann. youand your teamare heroes It mustbea
nightmare. G1
On Mon,Apr 19,2021, 10:21 PM Scblow3640
@gmail com> wrote:
Tish ved there 1d love to meet you. Thanks Ms
Fann. Arizoniansare Lucky. whatevertheoutcome.
OnMon, Apr 19,2021, 10:19 PM Karen Fann
<KEann@ales gov> wroteWe will purse every avene we need to

Sent rom my iPhone

On Apr 19, 2021, 06:14 PML 1.<Gosblow3610@ gmail com> wrote:

Ns Fann. shen the audit begins, do.
you and the other Senators have the
bil to subpoena financial records
between MarkZuckerberg and whom
on the Board of Supervisors he
atempid to buy oft?
Ino reply. Good luck to you. You
ys arc inmy prayers.

On Wed, Apr 14,2021, 1:48 PM}
Sioeblowii0@gmail.com> wrote:

Great news and great job o you and,
your senators. Please please
understand that these people have
everything o lose. Please have that
area surveyed. Thank you, Ms Fann
Tor you courage. Andfor Sour
altruism.
On Tue, Apr 13,2021, 1002 PM rj
Sochlow3640 gmail som wrote:
Ms Fon,
Thanks 0 all of you senators,
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pariculaly you | sure pray that
Souwill be abe tose the bales
Temsleves. That would be 100%
proof
Noutar heroes to lotsofpeople.
You know whatsgoing on And |
ees you wil cae reat revls.
Continued luck nd support.
On, Apr 9.2021, 1:44 PM 1
“sbigamasom wrt:

Pleas be siong. These people
are so guilty. and so tenied
Pleas keep fighting. God is on
your side. But thes people are
Cuming. You guys have to get
this done. You ae hones. just
maybe, the only hope our people
have: wish could help.
With grea respect,
“Raymond Joyce
On'Tue, Apr6, 2021, 245 PM rj
Sioehlowi6i0Gamal con>

“Thank you fo writing me
back. apologie for acting
Tike know itll Jus want you
to know, ther are peopl in
NC that support vou 1000%. 1
wish you lick. Thank you for

On Tue, Apr 6.2021, 1005
AM Koren Fann
KEmaadeggov woe:

Maricopa County owns thir
buildings not the Ste of
Arizona
Sent from my iPhone
>OnApes, 2021, 855
PM
<fosblowT60@gmai com

> Ms Fann
216 may. who owns the
uilding that is housing the
tabulation machines?”
> Should the answer to
that question be pressed?
Why nt anybody
vehemently arguing he ct
thatthe spsial peopl of
your sate own the building!
Am no comet, How.it
hats comet, can thy
continue o sill his effort
with impurity?
> Pleas present that
argument and also reste a
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huge hoopla somehow and.
make judge act
accordingly
>Very Respectully
> Nobody
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From: Karen Fann <KFamn@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday. May 25, 2021 3:59:16 PM
To: 5 <jocblow3640 gmail com>
Subject: Re: question. if you cananswer

No. Alli good. The team can move forwardatafaster pace now

Sea from my iPhone:

On May 25. 2021, a1 3:58 PM. 1 <jocblow3640@ gmail com> wrote:

Is the company that fulfilled their contract and lefpose a problem in any way?
Thanks Ms. Fann,

On Fr, May 21,2021, 11:02 PM Karen Fann <KEann@azlegg0v> wrote:
“Thank you. Maybe|should writeabook about “whattoexpectifyou decide fodoanaudit)
Sent from my iPhone

On May 21, 2021, a1 6:03 PM, 1 ocblow3640 gmail com> wrote:

Firs... hope youandyour anil are safe. Wanted to comment on how absolutely insane the peopl that
areattacking you and Your authority are. You two Senators from your meeting areawesome.
Best Regards-

On Mon. May 17,2021, 10:58 PM 1j <jochlon 3640@ gmail com> wrote:
“That was embarmssingly scary. That police officer is comupt. And the recorders office rep was $0
out-of-line. Butbillgate is a blatant liar Continued luck, Ms Fann
OnFri May 14,2021, 5:15 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>wrote:

“Theseguysare prety good soif there is a hole inthe system they may well find it

Sent from my iPhone

OnMay 14, 2021,a1 2:10 PM, 1 <jocblow3640 gmail com> wrote:

Can't you find someone 10 hack the passwords? Sound crazy maybe..but Ibelieve you
could solicit and you will find tha thywilldoit gladly for free. Russell Rammsland
or Dr. Frank. | imagineyou have thought about i. please consider.

OnWed, May 12, 2021, 11:41 PM 1 Socblow3640@email com> wrote:
“They did't comply. and the cours allowedit Now data is erased. That's conspiracy

10commit fraud and obstruction it seems.

On Wed. May 12, 2021, 11:36 PM 1 <jocblow3630 gmail com> wrote:
What's your lawson citizens" ames ¢... protocol. limit, ability.
Is there any way to arrest the BOS using that tactic?

On Sun, May 9, 2021, 1:57 PM 5 <josblow 3640@gmail com> wrote:
Tope you know howappreciated you are
On Sat, May 8, 2021, 2:47 PM 1 <ocblon3640 gmailcom wrote:

Ms. Fann,
Great response today 10 the DOL.
Youare a Seratc Ninja.
Great job and good luck.
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On Fri, May 7. 2021, 4:06 PM 1 <josblow 3640 gmailcom> wrote:
These people have the ip addressesofthe culprits They connect 0 China
and Serbia tc. I hat helps.

On Fi, May 7, 2021, 3:52 PM  <josblo 3640 @gmil com> wrote:
Ms. President Fann
‘We couldn't be more proud. Please please get those board members in
contempt and further, in jail
know you will,
God Bless.
On Mon, May 3, 2021, 7:44 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov> wrote:
Never annoying. Just glad 0 have you on our side

Sent from my iPhone.

OnMay 3, 2021, a1 429 PM, 5
<ocblow36:0 gmail com> wrote:

Ms. Fam
Thanks for representing us.
Continued luck
Ps. I'm sory if this is annoying. But i am very grateful

On Wed. Apr 28, 2021, 6:06 PM 5 <joeblow3640
@gmail com> wrote
Ms Fann..you and your eam are heroes. It mustbe a
nightmare. GI
On Mon, Apr 19,2021, 1021 PM 1 <jacblow3640
@gmailcom> wrote:
Tish lived there I'd love to meet you. Thanks Ms.
Fann. Arizonians ae lucky.. whateverthe outcome

On Mon. Apr 19. 2021. 10:19 PM Karen Fann
<KEan@azlesgov> wrote:
We wil pursue every ave we needfo
Sent from my iPhone

On Apr19,2021, a1 6:14 PM.5.<jocblow 3640 mail com> wrote:

Ms Fann. when the audit begins, do
you and the other Senators havethe
ability to subpoena nancial records
between Mark Zuckerberg and whom
on the Boardof Supervisors he
attempted 10 buy off?

10 reply. Good luck 0 you. You
guysare in my prayers.
On Wed, Apr14,2021, 1:48 PM 1
<Jocblow 3640 email com> wrote

Greatnews andgreatjob (0 you and
your senators. Please please
understand that thse people have
everything 10 lose. Please have that
area surveyed. Thank you. Ms Fann
Tor you courage. Andfor your
altruism.
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On'Tue, Apr 13, 2021. 10:02 PM 1
<Jocblow3640 gmail com> wrote
Ms Fann,
“Thanks to alof you senators,
particularly you. 1 sure pray that
you willbe able to sce the ballets
themsleves, Thatwouldbe 100%
proof.
You are heroes 0 lots of people.
‘You know whats going on. AndI
believe you will cause great resus
Continued luck and support

On Fr, Apr, 2021, 1:44 PM rj<jocblow 3640 gmail con wrote:
Ms. Fann.
Please be strong. These people
are so guily..and so terrified
Please keep fighting. God is on
yourside. But these people are
cunning. You guys haveto get
his done. You are honestly. just
maybe. the only hope our people
ave. [wishI could help.
With great respect,
~ Raymond Joyce.

OnTue, Apr6, 2021, 2:45 PM rj
<iochlow 3640 gmail com>woe:
Thank you for writing me.
back. apologize for acting
Tike know itll Jus want
you to know, there arc people
in NC that support you
1000%. Iwish you luck.
“Thank Youfor you time.
OnTue, Apr, 2021, 10:05
AM Karen Fann
<KFamn@vleg gov> wrote:
Maricopa County owns their
buildings not the State of
Arizona

Sent from my iPhone
>On Apr,2021,a1 8:55
PM. 1
Slochlow3640a gmailom
wrote:

> Ms Fann
> If may...who owns the
building that is housing the
tabulation machines?”
> Shouldn't the answer to
at question be pressed?
Wh isn't anybody
vehemently arguingthe fact
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hat the special people of
‘sour state own thebuilding!
> Am not correct. How, if
ats correct, can they
continue to tal this effort
with impunity?
> Please present hat
argument and also create a
huge hoopla somehow and
makea judge act
accordingly
> Very Respectfully
> - Nobody
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 26, 2021 10:19:05 AM
To: “Traci Clemente <traciclem4S@gmail com>
Subject: Re: From adevoted AZ Audit watcher

Thank you Traci. Good to know there are good people on our sideofintegrity

Sent from my iPhone

On May 26, 2021, at 10:16 AM, Traci Clemente <traciclemdS@gmail.com> wrote:

Hi Karen, | saw your surprise interview with the CNN reporter Kyung Lah and was disgusted on how she
treated you as well as how she spoke about a great NEWS outlet OANN. | wanted to share ths article with
You showing you that Dominion is NOTasafe voting company and this article clearly shows that VOTING
integrity is in trouble. | would ove for you to beableto share this with this CNN reporter, although | know
twill absolutely go no where, | though you should have it for the next time you are ambushed in the
parking lot. Thank you for all you are doing for America and | pray your audit will be the hallmark audit and
States will copy it from here on out. God Bless!

Traci Clemente
From the State of Ohio

hitps://sow.washingtonexaminer.com/news/pennsylvania-coding-error-machines-didntshow:
republican-ballots

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Kia@arg gov
Sent Wednesday: May 26, 2021 6:40:45 PM
Tor 5“oclon360 gmail com
Bec Karen Fann -KFanni@ascggov

Subject: Re: question

Cannot commenton tha at is me
Scat from my bon.

OnMay 26,2021 31424PM.1 <jocblon3640@ gil com> wrote

Mi. Fan
Detwe me and you i thereabackup pln protocol thst willbe has ben implemented, toeplce pressing egal action owed
eno?
Tha you.
OnTue, May 25, 2021,6:59 PM Karn Fan“Kan@areg so wrote

No ls god. Thefemcan move forwarda8 fasepac now
Sent trom my iPhone
On May 25,2021, 3:58 PM  SosblonI6i0Gsms som> wrote:

1s the company that ull thei contact and ftpose problem in amy way?
Thanks Mi. Fann
OnFi,May21,2021, 11:02 PM KarenFann KEamnialosse wrote:"Thank you. Maybe|shoud write Bok shout “what xpect if you decideto do an audit)

Scat fom my iPhon.
On May 21,2021, a1 6:03 PM.1 josh i640@ mslsom wre:

Fist. hope you and your family ae safe, Wanted 0 comment on hor absolutely insane th people
at reaching Sou ndsour authority You tw Sators om our ccnaRome
Best Regards
On Mon, May 17,2021, 10:58PM 1 osblon 3640 gms com wrote:

Thorwas embarassing scary. Thapoleofficer corrupt. And the recordersoffic epwasso
outline. But bil gre is.bloat Har. Continued lock, Ms Fann
OnFi, May 14, 2021, 5:18 PM Karen Fann“KE @arlggov weve:

“Thess guys ae pry 0d ofhers a he 1 thestem they may wll nd
Sent trom my iPhone
On May 14,2021, 12:10PM.1 osblow3640 Gmail com wrote:

Cot you ind somoneto ack th passwords? Sound ray maybe. bat eens you
could solicit nd vou will ind hat they wil dost lady for fe. Russell Remmsiand
rr. Frank imagine you hve haught shout ites conser:
On Wed, May 12,2021, 1181 PM  osblon 360@mail som wrote:

"They dit conpiy ad he courts allomed st. Now da frase. Thas compiscy
commit rdand ohsmcton sem
On Wed, May 12,2021, 11:36 PM1 josblon3610 gm com sro:
Whats your aeson ins ress. protocol. hit, ai
Ts therea watorestth BOS ain fst te?
On Sun, May 9.2021, 157 PM 5 <cblondos gmailcom wrote:

hope you know ow appreciatedou re.
OnSaMay8.2021 247PM oshlon 640 gmailsom wrote:

Ma. Fann,
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Gren response oday tothe DOLYou ates Sensi Nia.
Greatobndgood uk
OnFi, May 7. 2021, 406 PM 1 jocblon 3640 ssl com wre:

These people have the ipaddressesofthe culprit. They aonneetfoChins
and Sb, i. 1ht hep
On Fri May 7, 2021, 3:52 PM1 <josblon3640 mil som wre:

Ni. President Fon
We coukbe mor proud. lsse plese et those board members incontempt nd thr, i.
Tino you wilGod Blew
On Mon, May 3.2021 7:44 PM Karen Fann Kamo lesso wrote:Never annosing. Just ld o have you on our de

Sent rom my iPhone
On May3, 2021, 0429 PM.
nebo3640 gma] com weve:

Ms. Fann
Thanks for representing us
Continued ck.
FT soryitis is anoying. Butam vers grttol
On Wed.Apr 28,2021, 6:05PM 1 <sbloni6io
malcom wiv
As Fann. ou and your team arc heoss. lt must be.
nighimare GI
On Mon, Apr 19, 2021, 10:21 PM1 joshimala. ive
Tih lived hee [4dlove to mest you. ThanksMs.
Fann. Arisonian rc ack. whatever fhe oocome.
On Mon, Ape 19,2021, 10:19PM Karen Fan
KFemaasieggov wrote:Weillpre ovens sven we ed 0
Strom my iphone

On Apr19. 2021, 0614 PM.
oebioneH0 gmail com wro:

Ms Fann. hen the audit bins do
you andthe ober Sats hav th
hil tosubpoena Finacial recordsbetween Mark Zuckerbersand whom
on the Boardof Supervisors he
atmpied ob oft!
fa rey Goodluckto you. You
ove aren my ravers
On Wed. Apr 14,2021, 148PM
“ocblon30i0mail com wrote:

Great nesnd reatJo you sd
Sour senators. less lasndersand tha hese peopl have
Creryting lose. Pls ha hat
ars surveyed. Thank vou, Ms Fanoryou courage. Andfor your
sim,
OnTue,Apr 13,20211002 PM
osblon3610 msi com wroteMi Fam,
Thanks al ofyou senators.
parietal you 1 ove pry hat
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Jou will be abetoseoth alles
Themseses. That would be 1000s
root.Sowst heroes oot fpoopieYou know whatsging on. And |
ese you will ae rest results.
Continued uk and support
OnFiApr,2021, 144 PM.
Inchon3640 gilcom - roe:
Ni Fam.Plas be strong. Thess people
aresogaily. and so tenfie.
Pleas keep hing. God sonsour side Bt thse peopl arc.
Cumming Yougisha to gethi don. Yo src honesty jst
maybe, heal hopecur people
ave wish could help.
With great epee,Raymond lores
OnTue, Ape 6,2021 245PM
ochlon3640 emi som
Tok you for writing me
buck. apologize for acing.Tike km iah Just want
You 0 know, hve sr people
TANG that sipprt sou 100%
Tishsou lsh. Thank you for

On Tue, Ape, 2021,1005
AM Karen Fann
Kbemalepson- wrote:Marcos County owns their
ids ot he Ste of
Arizona
Sent from my iPhone
On Apes, 20210855
[on
jocblon3640s] con:

MsFam
61 may. whoowns the

uidng thts housing the
abulaion machines”?
Should the answer to

hat gestion be presed?
Why at ansbody
scheme arin te ftat he specialpeople of
your sug own th buiding!
Ar ot comet. How of

hat comet can they
Continue to al his alot
impor?
Plas presen thtargument and also crete
ge hoopla somehow and
make ajodge oct
accordinglyVery Respect“Nobo
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From: Karen Fan <KFann@azle ov>
sent: Wednesday, May 26,2021 6:40.47PA
To 1 <jocblow360ml com>
Subject: Re question

Cannotcomment on that a is ime.)
Sent from my Phone

On May 26, 2021, 4:24 PM  <focblon3640 gmail com> wrote:

Ms Fan
Between me and you, s there abockup laprotocol that wil be,orhas been implemented, o replace pressing legal action toward the
BOS?
Thank you
On Tue, May 25, 2021, 6:59 PM Karen Fann <KFanngor wrote:

No. Allisgood The team canmoveforwardst iste pacenov
Sent from my Phone

On May 25,2021,a1 3:58PM <ochlon3640 gm]com> wrote

Ithe company that fulfilled ther contrsct and ef pose  probleninany way?
Thanks Ms Fann
On Fi, May 21,2021, 11:02 PM Karen Fann <KEany@vlcsgov>wrote:hank you. Maybe shoukd write book shout whatto expat. i 0udecide0do an audi)

Sent from my Phone
On May 21,2021, 603 PM  <ocbon3640 amlcom> wrote:

First. hope you andyour mil are sai Wantedtocomment on how absohily insane the people that
are racking you and Your authority ae. You bho Senators rom Yo meetin are some
ost Regards -
On Mon, May 17,2021, 10:58 PM 5 <josblon640@gmail com> wrote:

That was cnbrasingly sary. That police oficer is comipt And he recorders office rep was 0 ul
Fine Butbill gates i blatant lar Continued luk,Ms Fann
On Fi, May 14,20215:15 PM Karen Fann <KFann@ lesoe> wrote:
These guys re prety good i hee i. hoe nthe system they may well ind it
Sent fom my Phone

On May 14, 2021, a 2:10 PM,1 Schlow3640 @gmailcom> wrote:

Cnt yo fdsomeonetohockthepasswords?Soundcry maybe. but belivesou
couldSlit and you wil indtha he willdo ead for foe RussellRms or
Dr. Frank 1imaginesouhaethoughtabout.pleas consider
On Wa May 12,2021, 11:41 PM <josblow3640@gmai com> wrote:

They didcompl,andhecourts llowad i. Now dataiscas. Thats conspiracy
Torco fraud and obsncton it ems
On Wad, May 12,2021, 11:36 PM 5 <josblow640 mailom wrote:

What'syourlawson citizensaes 2. protocol, mis,ably
Isther any way toares the BOS tin tht tactic?
On Sun, May 9, 2021, 1:57 PM 5<josblow3640 smalson wrote:
hopeyou know how appreciatedvouare.
On Sat, May 8, 2021, 247 PM  <joeblow3640 gmailcom> wrote:
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Ms. Fann,
Great response today othe DO
Yousre Sense Ninja
Great ob and good uk.
OnFri, May 7.2021, 406 PM 1 Sosblow3640gmailom wot

“These peophavetheipaddresesofthe lpr. They connet to China
andSabi,ct. 1 hat helps.
OnFri, May7 2021, 3:52 PM1 <osblow 3640 mai com woke:

Ms. President Fon
We coukit be mor proud. sssplese gt thosebosrd members in
contempt and further in ji.
Fhaow sou wil
God Bes
On Mon, May 3, 2021, 7.44 PM Karen Fann <KFannieov> wrote:
Never anoying. Just glad to ave sononor ide
Sent fom my hone.

Ona 3.2021,429 PMSlosblowi6i0@amai com wrote

Ms. Fan
Thanksforrprescning us.
Continuo luck
Fs Tm sory i is is anoying Butamvery grateful
On Wed, Apr 28,2021, 6:06 PM1 <osblon3640
@emal com wiv:Mi Fann. souand yourtea ar heroes ftmust bea

nightmare GI
On Mon, Apr 19,2021, 10:21 PM1 <osblon360
@amaleom> wrote:
Twi lived thee 4love 10 mest you. Thanks Ms.
Fann. Aronianre Hcky.. whateverth outcome
On Mon, Apr 19,2021, 10:19 PM Karen Fann
Kiang gor> woe:We wal pursueevery avenue we need to

Sent fom my hone.
On Apr19, 2021, 06:14PM,Soshiow3ci0ama com> wrote

Ms Fann when the audit begins, do
Soundti otherSenators ave the
bili to subpotafnnil records
between Mark Zucker and whom
onthe BoardofSupervisors he
tenptedio buy on?

no reply. Goodluck fo you Youguys
arin my prayers.
On Wad, Apr 14,2021,148 PM 1}
<igstloweio@gmalcon oteGreat news and grat ob 0 youand

Sour senators Pease plese
andersand tht hes pple have
everything ofose Pease have that
rca surved. Thank you, Ms Fann

for youcourage.Andfor Your
atin.
On'Tue, Apr 13,2021,102 PM
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<josblow3640 mail com> wrote:
Ms Fam,
Thanks0 all of you senators.
particularly you I sure pray that you
illbe ble to se the ballets
hemseves That wouldbe 100%
prot.J
Youknowwhats going on. And|
believe you will use great resus.
Continued luck and support.
On Fr Apo, 2021, 1:44 PM.
<iocblow3610 gna con wrote:

Nis. Fann.
Please be strong. Thesepeopleare:
So guilty. and 3 termed Plesse
Keep hing. God son your
de But thes peopl are
cuming. You guyshave oget.
his done. You arehonest. just.
maybeth ony hope our people
have. wish could hep.
With great respec,~ Raymond Joyce
On Tue,Apr6,2021,245 PM
Slosblow3640 mai com>woe:

Thank youforwring me back.
Tapoloizefo cing ke|
Kaow tall. Just want you to
Know,herearepeople inNC
hatSupportyou 1000% 1 wish
vou lick. Thank youfo you

On Tue, Ape6,2021, 1005
AM Karen FainKEam@ulessov> wrote:

Maricopa County ownsher
buldings not he Sate of
Arona
Sent from my iPhone
>On Ape,2021, at8:55
PM
<osblowi6i0@gmailon

> Ms Fan
S101 may. eho ownsthe
bulding thats housing the
abultion machines”?
> Should the answer
hat question be pressed?
Why iat anybody
vehemently arguing he fot
{Bat the special people of
your atc own he building!>Am not comet. How,if
hats comet, canthey
continue to stall hiseffort.
wilh impunity?> Please present that
argumentandalso create a
huge hoopla somehow and
makea judge act
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accondingly
>Vary Respectully
> -Nabody
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Pom Kmailgr
Sen Today, ay 7, 2021 T0353
To 5ocbonDprion
Bees Karen Fn KFamgniepovSabie: Resins

Thy. Whensas my ea sou referingpec a hecolin?

On Ny27 2021, 606 AL osbow360mcom wre:

Ns Fn. Thre becadcl wa stray PCL plan in oer ou sr From hatdtdhe ana i yollofth
omer Ther insof hs. 1wadyouoon

On Wed ay 26,2021, 9-40 A Kine Fn Kn. wrotectcommenont ik tne)
Senfo my Pons

On May 26,2021, 434 PAL 5 sbigmaom wos:

Devs me doo, irs bck pl protocol till, orbsbnpndtp presing placon anand hebosThank sou
On Ti, May 26,20216:9P31 Karon Fann Ksso we:No! ligTh er can veForward 3 ie oc Pow
Set rom my hone

On Mey 25,202, SSKFAL oslo S6402malcom wre:

1s thecompany ht lil hicotct nd pos pre in a wa?Tanks We Fam
Oni, ay 21, 2021, 11:02 PM Kare Fan presxwrt:
hak so. ae | hokd wrk + Bockshout “wht eet fodcaut)
Set rom my ions

On Nay 21,2021, 1603 AL ocow36402ma com wr:

Fin hope vousnd sor amityars fs Wardto comment nov stlatl anethepeopl
Bot Rep
Onion, ay 17,2021, 10-38 Pf stn60g malcom wrES i Ae hesetrflls was ote
OFT. Dt ilgates atl. Comic ok. an
Oni, My 14,2021, 515 PA KarenFo swesr wrt:
Ths vs a prt 20 rt hol nth veall id.
Set rom my ions

On May 14,2021, 4210 PAL oso36402 wr:

Cort so ind someons ok hs psn? Sood sy me ut Elis soShitadyouwilldo ey isos oF Roch Rammor
Dr Fak main osoe hough shot Pe coir.
On Wet lay 13,2021, 11:41 PA sbi 360amalcom wrteyhobdotho GTcn

On Wel Nay 12,2021, 1136 1 shim640 mLcon wet:toa ah prt,

Onan May9,202,157 Pf stonScanssom wsiYokohsppdso re
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Out May 8.2021, 247 A1osmmywrk:
Greatropesody 0 he DOL.Fousees Sete Nanresta od ok
Onl Ata 7.2021 406 AL Sosbon0gmalcom wos:Tic pic hs he pacesof oe su. Ty cnt1Chiands, 1h

Oni lag,2031 3.2 M5blowncom woei enFarWe dntbemoeprodPlsples gc hosbs members inopt nd fer, iTimpGoa
On Mon May 3, 02, 7:44 PM Karn Fann<Kam@3 sc wrk:Never annoying. Ht gadho ouce.
Scam my Phos:
ony 2204PAL
“biogcom wrt

Thnk orrepescniogos.Conti a.Fn iisiopingte very rel
On WotApe28 202,606 Pfshim
gpawivFa voudourcamsrhero Hsenme G1
On Mon. Ar 19,202, 1021 PA shiteamlTk] cdsheFofomstyu.Ths Ms.Fan. Aronian rk. herr hoon.

On Non,Ap 19,2021, 1019 PtKernFrm
“Rimsson wos:
Elpa cer vewe sd
Sen rommy Pons

On pe 201 614 PL.

Ns Fan, whenthsft ego,do
Soume caerSensor oe heiybp nani rorsRowan Vk acheterand whomneBoar ofSoprishe.empty of?ore Good akoouYougsany payer.
One Apr 14.2021, 145 PM
Joi0g com wrote
rsanevsai prsob You and
Sourscnuon.Pepceendht hos popese
eying lehve htemis. Thank ou Nis Faforsee. And or yourSi
OnTue pe 13.202 1002 A1.tm omicon w

Thanksfo ll of yousenators.pay sou Tepray
Smileaos alshenminesThtwoudhe 100%
prot.Sour heroto taf pl.Vouk witsgongonA 1
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J ——Comme k  ppent
Co pe, 144A
Sonidogem om we:
Pl he sone Those pple re
Kop Taine Goa yorfrre
SisTothithslshopeorejaponWiporopeRemade
OT ge 2012050
onlicm
ITapp or sng heAa a wantLo hte ar pie ACfrente
okTham ours

One apes 202, 1008Riker tonn
“mswo:Nios Coy hiBids Ste of

Senfromm Pens:
on or. 202155
ney
atleazmil on

han
im boown the
dngogfried
~Shihs scr tosont peed?Wiha miotymlpnghs ftot ppleof
Souratown bing:etcore How
rkcome,coySoneh Srpny?eapsn ht
armenmdAnoissepta somo sd.meaddSing“Nan Rept.oe?
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Fem KanFann <Kamn@ureg.gov
Saat: Thay, May 7,3021 T0354 PM
To: 1 Josblon3eiodgma com:
Sublet Re spying

Thnk you. When ou say myasaar you fin prestotes?
Sent fom my Phen
On May 27 20211606 PAL osbon3640 gma com wr:

Ni Fon Thre has bec ad defn was std FCpla fingove our rca, From what | derstand they con ap no an all fhe
oll owas herds cidnce of i. ost wanedyou fo on:
On Wa a 26,202,910 A Karn Fa <Ksmnox wots:
“Cam commentcn fat this me.)
Sent fon myhonc

On Ma 26,2021, 1424 PML tf oclon3640 gmacm wr:

Ms Fan
Betwsme and you. s hr backup la proto hat wil bs, asbn plemented, 1replace pressinga ction ward he[iy
Tok ou.
On Te, 25, 2021659 PM Karen Fon Knox wo:
No AE od.Th ercan moveForward 1 ser pack rw
Saat from my Phone

On ay 25,202, 13:58 PAL1 fcblowied0 gmail com wrt:

the compan tht Filed thicmcnd poss pele sn way?
Thaii Fam
On May 21, 221, 1102PM Karn Fam “Kamas wr
hk ou. Mash |hud rt bok shot whatorupc iodidefo doa ud)
Seat fommy Phen
Onay 21, 20211603 PL, osbon3610 gmail com wo:

Fit. op sou and our fail sr sas Wanttocomment howbcc isan hepop hat
ariacngosnd ou ory 5 YofwShaoBo Ou SHAE 1 SMESBetas.
On Mn, May 17, 2021, 10:58 PAL1 <fostlon640 amlom wrote.

"Ih war racing sas. Tht plc oe Garp And hecordsffi rpws0ctFin. Bo bill isbnroid ack, Fann.
On Fr May 14, 2021, 518 PA! Karen Fa<KFannlox we:he is ar rey od0 hor 8 le he str hey me wellfindit

Seatfommy Phone
Ona 14202101210PL blow3640 ms com wo:

Cant ou ind scncon hack th passvond? Sound cry maybe. bot eins souCou Soc and ou lind ht hey il dot di fo fs. Ral amend ct
Dr Frank imagine sou hav hough shot. plas conser
One, ay 12.2021, 11:41 PAL <fcblowSed0msl com wr:
"Th decomp, 4nd hecourt low. Nowdt rad. Thtcopies0 Commit adand obo 1 erm
One. May 12. 2021, 1136 PE1 <fsblow3610 msl com wr:
Whar sorason izesarts. protocol mis,abyTsay ay forest he IOS sin fl ch?
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On Sun, May 9, 2031 1:87 PM osblonSeagal com wrote
hope ouknow how appreciatedsuae.
On Sat May 8 021 247 PM showI6i0 mai som rok:Nis Fann,
Gat apsetoday the DO,Yours 3 Some ih
Greatjbnd ood ck
Oni May 72021. 406 PE1 <oblow 40m] om wrt:"hike peoplebv the 1adeofhecli Tey sone oChinaand Se. 1 rt help.
Oni May7 3021, 3:52 PA “sb amlsom wrtNi rss FamWCcultbe mor prod ls pls ethosebord members in
comp and Tathr m.ThomsonGod iow.
On Mon, May 3. 2021 7:84 PAKen Fann KFgleson wok:
Nevamine. Jot glad fo hve so cncuri
Sent fom my hon

Onley 3 2020 wa AL
Joinici0ggma com wok:

Ms FannThinks fr cpesntin us.
Contmed ckPT sony iis is anoying. Bt am er raed
On Wd Apr 28,2021, 606 PM 5 shi
@gnaion wotFann souand your amar heros. Imus be
aighnare GI
Onn. Ap 19,2021, 1021 PAL sbion640
smalson wo:Th iol thr Fd oe 0st sou. Thanks Ms,Fan Arson re ak. ate he cutcone.
Onn, Ap 19,2021, 1019 PNKornFarm
Kamasgo vosWEA pose ovens enwwe ned to
Sent fn my ihon

on Ap 1. 2020 G14 PAL
“loboied0ama som wis:

is Fon. whenthesuithens, doSoman herSetrsBe he
Si Subp Tani recsetna Mak Zucker snd who
onthe Baadof SupervisesheSampath oF
ney God ckfo 08. Yougs
wn pen
On Wed.Ape14.2001, 148 PMEoshon310mlcor wor:

reat es and ratjo 0 vou sndSour santos. Pleas plasndersund hat es pop bre
eyingoo Pos hve that
rt rend. Thank so Ni Fanoyu crag. Ad for your
stn
One, Ape 13.2021 1002
“Foiengimalson wok
Thsks oa ofyou sensors.
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pric vou. sre pra hts
Wiha ahis ooele
hemes, That wouldbe 100
potYow es hresto tofpope.You Know whatsging on. And
Dabins oilae rst els
Contd uck snd port
OnFi Ap. 2021, 144 PA
ioclon6i0ama com wos:Si Fann
Plasehe swung These pple reSoul. and trod Mews
Soap ighin. Godisn our side.Butthsepole vs coming Youvseioget hidoe. You
Shona,ust mae, he nly
opecurpeopleve 1h!SonalWilh prs rpc,agmond ove
OnTue Ape 2021. 25
Sosbon3bi0dma om
"Thnk you or wringmebackspoogissforacting ke |
Kaw al ht ats
ow therre pple m NCSport ou 1000 1 wishYou hak Thank ou or yo

OnTue Ape, 2021 1008 AMKaren FannKiamnigwisnsor woe
Niaricopa County owns hie
Binge noe Set of

Sen fom my hon
On Apes.2020, assny
iesbonitogsmal con

Ir] ma ho owns theding at hing the
Shlain machines
er——
anion bepred? Why
rt abot vehement
suing the fc at heSpecial peopleof your sate
on shine?
Am otcore. ow,ifaecomet, can thyCinato sil ik cfr
ih impunity?Pla prs atarumentandshocrate
use his somehow and
mokedct scoringVery Respectway
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Sent Tod A 272001008
by 3 Soongom
je Reeobn Shengasegtne
set Rei

mn
Sommy
nay9,200, FORA sonecom rt:

impoel elacompo soeu. glthn fe iin

Ohty27 1008 Ken Pn Kma wokke. Whenoh 1eogrln?

Only 27201, 606 AL tlso we

Fan Tesnani was yoy C1 lo i vr ue Footmand hey in iclSom he ens of. measso ohn
One6, KnSm

Oni26.201, 424 PAL ren 0 em wr:

mds bdo tsrs s,seidere

Ona a 25.01, 69 Ken Pn ma wotsaroTo mcmmnod 3 tp

Only 25,2021, 335A sonogm com ar

eco dicot pei

ocNim SkSkwa CsHyon
Sentmy os,

Ont 21, 2010603 AL tam we:

Fit. ep ondoufy rst.Was toc gbsacl oscoosa 8StASBethan
Ont, 173021, 1035 Sf on 360 gm so wnatentTht et a wdcetlf vastSi AgatrComatck Fa
Oi v1 201,18 KaFon KongsxvrsRepo 2 et 100s 3 kn ra ym id
Scotmy

Only 14,201, 210A sn30minsr:

Carts ind mcm khpons?Se coy ts ticeouCmonty KotFem TomaneoBhSo ene come
Onl to 2200, 1:4 Fn tO wiisico Seorsone Sas cmcaan

OnWk 12021, 11.36 8 ongsm wrWireamct oohWe wsrn DOi A
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HarecrEeresREEEREEEEERERRETRYSARHomeBro
EEEedrata
Fela

Tamyoovt
rnmsnme
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imho ovethe
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From: Karn Fan Kioaireg gn
ps Jobing:
Subj. Re pyig

Sef my hens
On Nay 2,202, TOS AL chin36402 gm com rt

Tore mc: soitop us. Hells i ffsrtsomprhnivl. He ison YouTube. wil aly ttwtcig tht viefos day asin lLtesa ows patoo a vo os PE
On Tho tay 27 201, 10:03 PtKen Fann“KF ge ws:hak ow. Nhe5 Ses Sulgpct cols’
Seton my Phe

On May 2,202,266AL sti02mcom wi

Fa Theos ensnd defi won ody C12plein ove or rc From wht ands hy3op nyorlofSilomThee iene of hs jtndyo bo
Only53210Kra Ks ric

Soon my Ph
On Nay 26, 20211 424 AL stigma om wt:

einemmd you sheekappaproctill absben implemented pce posingslti ord he
Thnk you
On To,My 25,021,659 A Kore arn KE go weoA rod. Thteamcaman wad + om

On Ny 25, 2021, 338 PAL smalom wt:

15th compin ho ld htcom nd fos problem in way?Tha Fan
OnFiMay21,202, 102MKarenFnKpgs woke

On Nay 2,202,560 PL tin602mlsm wrt:

Fin, hope vou snd eu Silty rf, Wad1 someon ee bilnahsppl htSingodtyr. Sein om otein= nce

On Non May 17,011, 10SSA tion60 emi som wt:hatachars sc. Tht plfcpt Aesdsoffi Fp was ot

OniMay 14,302,518 PM Karn Fon “fir. wtheefos a ris foots Fs 3 be heap Bsmay ld
Setmyene

Only 14,201, 210PAL sbamiss wrt:

COSou nd theyido4hy ore RolRammoFak Fiano ban hghso. lens com.
On We My 12,2021, 41 5 sbigmaom wt
ovat fdinoss
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On Wel Noy12201, 136 1 bln 6402gmc wre:"Who orosns cnat tclFs,iy[erte
OnSu Ny, 221, 1775 clonS80 om we:hapoukno ho spectou

On Noy8, 2021, 247 AI shin602m om wt
retrpc oly tothe DO
Grotonand odok
Oni Noy 7.2021, 406a sow0maison wrt:hsp bo teansof cl hy rm Chinaad.fvimirerol
On Noy 7.2021, 352085 sh 0mm rt:Ni rete onNEothemeprod.ls le et hmebse membersinSosdTmn
Garman"
Onn.ty5, 2021, 744 PtKenFan Kanalsrwrk:

son Smalsom wok:

Thal rrComet ok

On Wel Apr 2,2021, 606PM sles
oa sora hres. atesprt

nM. Age 19 2021, 1021 PM si
ethos ton Thane

On Mo, Ape 19,2021, 1019 Kien FonRemade vie:Cl peve ene we edo
Sot fom my fb

On Apr, 200mgaRAL
Shseimaisom vit:

Fan, benthe lt in do younetherSnoho he EAS0SpecelrearsbenNik accorsnd ho a heBeaapesbe soap tobor
ainmy pan.
On Wedape 14,201 148A
sb gma cm io
lionslond
mrspeeve

fr so

OonTue apes 201 0021ASelonidsmom wo
Tet all ofyousas
Souk to es its
Ed :
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Sent Tod A2720038
by SF emeiagmaom

joe Kare Pan Kars
set Rei

[Ep —
Seto foe

Only 21,0202 cendmcom wre:

TonDyveostyWeinwn1eS,fi cd rps ee ct ps am pcof end

Oni 7.3514 SK rna

Soom
Only 27200, 708 AL miso we

Thr mx psipg. Hills itipetcompris. enYouTube llycat hing hot ido rmtoESTo EE

OnTh Atay 27,301 1003PMKarenFon Ema ainkYo Who eoenFeBecl?

Onin 2,200,696 AL rem0c wr:

Pn, Th acd iywast C12 ne ing ns oear. om htnadByconpirfle.Tots evden of nowie:
On 620, dor on nds

Sefm
On oy26,021 424 AL ison360 sms com wr

li mche asrotl,oseritts sin

on To Noy 25,300,659KarnFnKis@adg wre:Nhi Teemco mntfoi 13Fd to
Stony Fone

Ont 24,2005AL nOsom a:

eecom Gdcr md penn

On by 21.2031, 142AKara Fn Kfgv vrThnkNinebch ic rk shoutwtus yodi do lt)
Sento fos

Only21,201,693 AL rsmom or:

intone vosyiar ke.Wattcomet on hohcl.pet inoddoSh To Smsom
HR
Onn Moy17 200,108 A bi 0mm we:

ha oeENComvn
Oui ty 1201, $18PMKenFa Kaesnwcepvseiodr keneoyld
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ow Kab NEmmainggoeSent Tod A27200150- SF emeiagmaomSot Reine

Only 21,2020FAL condmcom wre:

TonDilcreostyWein1et i md st poehcssls eh. essfe clyd

On tr20,0 1014 KFSms re

Only 27200, 708 AL miso we

Thr mxpst pg. Hi fmsi tf pecamprbsol. enYouTubelatut ching th iho toy anfTmo Fs og1k11g ee1Rt eeTn ek et100 he. 136hk

OnTh My27,021 1003PM Kaenan Emap wr:inkYo Who eoenFeecl?

Oni2,200,606AL ren0mm wr:

lsFn, Thcandiyways C12 aneTin vs orar. om ht andy in pio 1fireti
OnlMy26,021,940 AKan FnKEG wre:Camronmtei)

Only26,2021, 424 AL sonomacon wr

itemhcasor tl,eles1st in cin

Ono Noy 25.200,KarnFnKismadegs wr:he ndTh:asmn fom 3ho
Seton rons

Only 24,201,350AL etnsom a:

eco dscr md pein

Out ly21.201, 142MKarn FonKf we:RyNi ho osok ho et fy didnt=)

Ont21, 201,69 AL sl mom wr:

ink opsyosylyraf,Wedts on os kdnh.ene Ska oudoSy ou Sr ntme
thes
Onn Noy17 001,108 A bin 0g om we:
fichiereit briei
Ou ty 1201, $18PMKenFa Kes wt:Tcepvsere od5 rokne ld
StnmyFre
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, May 29,2021 10:07:31 AM
To: tspica700@gmail com
Subject: Re: Senate Maricopa Audit

We have asked the dems many times to be a part of this audit. We wanted it done with the supervisors at
their facilities and not have the ballots and equipment moved. The Dems have refused to participate vith
SOS and party chair teling their party members not o participate We are not doing another audit, once
again the media is puting out false information
‘We are doing this audit because45%of Az voters think there were serious problems with the election
integrity and chainof custody. It is our job to answerto the voters by proving or dispelling those concerns
Nothing more... nothing less.

Sent from my iPhone

On May 29,2021, at 6:35 AM, Thomas Sonandres <tspica700@gmail.com> wrote:

| Name: ‘Thomas Sonandres

| Email: tspica700@gmail com

| Phone: 4804528651

| Leg. District:

© Subject: Senate Maricopa Audit

Comments
Senator Fann: I write to ask ifa bipartisan Maricopa audit had been considered andif not, why
not? Ifa second audit i in the works,* why not propose it be bipartisan? If an authentic GOP
proposal is made to Dems — an legit offer doesn't count, it would have the merit, if accepted,
ofdoing an audit the right way, and ifnot accepted, allow the GOP to blast the Dems. Unlike
‘many Dems, | would wholeheartedly support such. The issue here for me is not the 2020
election outcome — the then established electoral process in AZ and the US was absolutely fair
~ challenges fairly considered and winners and losers faily determined. The issue is to
legitimately address strongly held ongoing concernsof a sizable minority of al voters. An
authentic bipartisan audit would examine ALL allegations, with the Dem Senate Minority
leader as co-chair and invitee to press conferences, in coordination with state voting officials
(e.g. the SecState, BOS, Maricopa Registrar), would follow the state elections manual and AZ
law, would be funded totally by available Senate funds meaning only identified donors
allowed, would add to the investigation and apply the same criteria to two losing Dems, for
example, Fontes and Jeanne Casteen, whose losing margins were many times smaller in
Maricopa to thoseof Trump and MeSally. Let the findings’ chips fall where they may, and,
based on whatever irregularities are uncovered, large or small, include recommendations to
improve the electoral process and PERCEPTIONSofthe electoral process. Findings in my
view, (a) that would have been, would be, far more credible than the current excessively
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partisan audit promises, and (b) would subdue current Dem Fraudit bashing, no mater the
shortcomings that have so far been uncovered in the present audit some corrected, and the
MANY valid questions raised about audit leaders’ assertions of "transparency, security,
nonpartisanship, and competency.” 1also support a national bipartisan commission to examine
ALL allegations -- no response from Sens. Kelly and Sinema. FYI I've emailed Sens. Gray
and Rios. Thank you for your consideration. T. Sonandres, AZ voter since 1983 * Arizona
Republic: a€ceThe Arizona Senate, apparently not satisfied with one recount,i close to
signing a deal for its second reviewof Maricopa Countyd€™s 2020 general election ballots 4€

Sent Sat, 29 May 2021 16:35:47 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, May 31,2021 10:17:41 PM
To: Timothy Tillman <tetillman6S@gmail com>
Subject: Re: CNN interview about the Arizona Audit

‘Thanks Timothy. Proud to have you on our side
Sent from my iPhone

>On May 31,2021, at 7:03 PM, Timothy Tillman <tetillman6S@gmail.com> wrote:
>

> Dear Senator Fann,
> Thank you so much for standing your ground against CNN, and not backing down when they attacked you
regarding the Arizona audit. You represented Arizona, and the United States with class when you did this.
can't Thank You enough, if we don't have election integsity we don't have anything! God Bless and stand
strong,
>
> Timothy Tillman
> LD30 Precinct committeeman and state committeeman
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From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 1:22:43 PM
To: David K <dakman0S@gmail com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: Be careful with Brakey/Lutz !!

That's so awesome and kind. Count me in

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 1,2021, at 10:21 AM, David K <dakman05@gmail com> wrote:

‘Thanks again. Bow a few of us from AZ Trump Events supporters group on FB are planning
an AZ Audit Volunteer Appreciation Party %,. We are thinking towards the endof June
CNN and Hobbit-hobbs et al ARE NOT be invited! We are hoping on the last dayofthe
auditor when ballots have moved out and the colleseum is empty the AZ Senate could lets use
the facility fora halfa day to make a nice event for our hardworking volunteers featuring;
security catering, live music etc only for AZ senate leadership, AZ GOP and all audit
volunteers. If not we are looking at other venues including near the colosseum or Downtown
chandler (near DC steakhouse)

IF you would like to be involved in the party planning or discussion let me know :)

1's the LEAST we can do to honor the patriots working hard at the audit saving our country
from BejingBiden and Socialism!!! Also, regardless ofthe result this is a
remarkable precedent for election integrity, the world is watching AZ and the AZ volunteers
were a partofhistory!!!

Dave

MAGA!

On Tue, Jun 1, 2021 at 11:42 AM Kelli Ward <kelli ward@azgop.org> wrote:
“Thanks, Patriot Dave! We will not quit!

Always America First,
Kell

Dr. Kelli Ward
Chairwoman
Republican Party of Arizona
@KelliWardAZ
602-957-7770
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Sent from my iPhone:

Confidentiality Note: This email message, including any attachment(s) is for the sole use of
the intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, or
otherwise protected by law. Any unauthorized use, disclosure, or distributionof this
‘communication is strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error,
please contact the sender immediately by reply email and destroy the original and all copies
of the email, including any attachment(s).

On May 30, 2021, at 1:09 PM, David K <dakman05@gmail com> wrote:

ATTN: AZ State Sen and my favorites (Senator Fann, Ken Bennet, Kelli Ward
and Liz Harris "the great") and other AZ Audit WARRIORS!

First, Hope you are all havinga restful memorial day weekend. Just know our
fallen troops would be so grateful for yourefforts in savingthis country 163

Second, as a Chandler, AZ resident I'm a big "fan" of the audit. Last year under
the monikerof "Patriot Dave" I put outa SO page report as part of my sworn
affidavit for Trump's attorneys.

Just wantedto email you guys so I can sleep better at night

PLEASE be aware Lutz and Brakey, were both previously arrested for
election related crimes and were part of ZOOM calls with Anti-Trump
progressives who purposely meddled in the 2020 election.. do NOT trust
Progressive Democrats of America. ©

See my report and you'll see why!! Brakey was training these guys on Zoom
calls how to "audit" ballots and all about the election process part of their 2020
Grassroots "Get ridofTrump" group calls. They are VERY sneaky by doing it

under the guise "protecting the election for democracy” and some of the videos
might seem to be “legit” oversight but look who is "COUNTING" the ballots
Telling you they are setting us up and I want us to be 100 steps ahead oftheir
games. In my opinion and based on their open collaboration with anti-trump
progressives, having them involved is no different than having Antifa or Ruby
Freeman counting our ballots!!!

My easy to read 50 page presentation/report part of my sworn affidavit and the
“heist” videos I archived for generations:

hitps://www scribd com/document/487107509/Votedemic-2020
hutps archive org/details/election-heist-2020

I've spoken with Gen lynn and had over 30,000 + followers on Twitter before
myself and ( probably many others) were suspended indefinitely for discussing
the "taboo" election fraud allegations andotherinfo relatingto the Progressive
Democrats of America “tampering” in the election under the guise of "election
integrity”

Until we have a Federal Blockchain voting system or something... NO MORE
MACHINES! ONE VOTE ONE PERSON!
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Available for interviews or questions!

Thanks,
Patriot Dave (TM)
949-610-4222 (OC refugee)
MAGA!
<001821. png>
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 1:22:44 PM
To: David K <dakman0S@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Be careful with Brakey/Lutz !!

‘That's so awesome and kind. Count me in

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 1,2021, at 10:21 AM, David K <dakman05@gmail.com> wrote:

‘Thanks again. Btw a few of us from AZ Trump Events supporters group on FB are planning an AZ
Audit Volunteer Appreciation Party ,.We are thinking towards the end of June. CNN and
Hobbit-hobbs et al ARE NOT be invited! We are hoping on the last dayofthe audit or when
ballots have moved out and the colleseu is empty the AZ Senate could lets use the facility fora
halfa day to make a nice event for our hardworking volunteers featuring; security catering, live

musicetc only for AZ senate leadership, AZ GOP and all audit volunteers. If not we are looking at
other venues including near the colosseum or Downtown chandler (near DC steakhouse)

If you would like to be involved in the party planning or discussion let me know :)

1's the LEAST we can do to honor the patriots working hard at the audit saving our country from
BejingBiden and Socialism!!! Also, regardiessofthe result this is a remarkable precedent for
election integrity, the world is watching AZ and the AZ volunteers were a partofhistory11

Dave

MAGA!

On Tue, Jun 1, 2021 at 11:42 AM Kelli Ward <kelli ward@azgop.org> wrote:
“Thanks, Patriot Dave! We will not quit!

Always America First,
Kell

Dr. Kelli Ward
Chairwoman
Republican Party of Arizona
@KelliWardAZ
602-957-7770

Sent from my iPhone

Confidentiality Note: This email message, including any attachment(s), is for the sole useofthe
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intended recipient(s) and may contain information that is confidential, privileged, or otherwise
protected by law. Any unauthorized use, disclosure, or distribution of this communication is
strictly prohibited. If you have received this communication in error, please contact the sender
immediately by reply email and destroy the original and all copies of the email, including any
attachment(s).

On May 30, 2021, at 1:09 PM, David K <dakman05@gmail com> wrote:

ATTN: AZ State Sen and my favorites (Senator Fann, Ken Bennet, Kelli Ward and
Liz Harris "the great") and other AZ Audit WARRIORS!

First, Hope you are all having a restful memorial day weekend. Just know our fallen
r00ps would be so grateful for your efforts in saving this country 163

Second, as a Chandler, AZ resident I'm a big "fan" of the audit. Last year under the
moniker of "Patriot Dave" I put outa 50 page report as part of my swom affidavit
for Trumps attorneys

Just wanted to email you guys so I can sleep better at night

PLEASE be aware Lutz and Brakey, were both previously arrested for election
related crimes and were part ofZOOM calls with Anti-Trump progressives
who purposely meddled in the 2020 election... do NOT trust Progressive
Democratsof America. &

See my report and you'll see why!! Brakey was training these guys on Zoom calls
how t0 "audit" ballots and all about the election process part oftheir 2020 Grassroots
“Get rid of Trump" group calls. They are VERY sneaky by doing it under the guise
“protecting the election for democracy" and some of the videos might seem to be
“legit” oversight but look who is "COUNTING" the ballots...Telling you they are
setting us up and I want us to be 100 steps aheadoftheir games. In my opinion and
based on their open collaboration with anti-trump progressives, having them
involved is no different than having Antifa or Ruby Freeman counting our ballots!!!

My easy to read 50 page presentation/report part of my sworn affidavit and the
“heist” videos Iarchived for generations:

hitps://www scribd com/document/487107509/Votedemic-2020
https://archive.org/details/election-heist-2020

Ive spoken with Gen flynn and had over 30,000 + followers on Twitter before
myself and ( probably many others) were suspended indefinitely for discussing the
“taboo election fraud allegations and other info relating to the Progressive
Democrats of America “tampering” in the election under the guise of "election
integrity”

Until we have a Federal Blockchain voting system or something... NO MORE
MACHINES! ONE VOTE ONE PERSON!

Available for interviews or questions!

“Thanks,
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Patriot Dave (TM)
949-610-4222 (OC refugee)
MAGA!
<001821 png>
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 1, 2021 9:19:17 PM
To: David Malzac <hymey2@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Audit Thanks

Thank you We hope the audit will be able to answer everyone's concerns

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 1,2021, at 6:11 PM, David Malzac <hymey2@gmail com> wrote:

Senators,
I live in Pima County and would like to extend my thanks to those of you who made

this true audit happen. | would like to thank Senate President Fann and any others who
are extending a hand to other states with invitations to observe and ask questions of our
great audit. | also want to thank the Pennsylvania delegates whom you will host
tomorrow.

1am saddened that all of you are not agreeing and likely do not consider we
the people and the voters, wishes and requests, to find out the truth and facts of the
2020 election.

My family and friends support a continued effort in Pima County and will help where
needed.

‘Again, Thank you to those who are making this a success,

David Malzac
Tucson
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 2:35:59 PM
To: catprotector@panthertekit com
Subject: Re: Request

My sincerest apologies but I'm already committed to the AZFRW conference on Thursday Friday and
Saturday that week. Perhaps Senator Kerr can speak for the July meeting?

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 2, 2021, at 11:25 AM, catprotector@panthertekit com wrote:

Hi.

1 was wondering if you were able to speakto our Patriot group here in
Wickenburg on June 26M to talk about the audit. A lot of people

would like to know what will happen next with it. Our meetings are
from 11am — 1pm. Thank you.

Noh Rosen
Panther TEK
480.980.8541
catprotector@pantherteit.com
www panthertekit.com

nstuson acon
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2021 4:51:38 PM
To: Rubin, Olivia A. <Olivia A Rubin@abe com>
Subject: Re: ABC News inquiry

Ihave made inquiries for you on this and was told the only information tied to anyone's recorded vote is
whether they voted or not in that election It is public information and can be accessed by anyone as to which
elections someone voted. No other identifying information is on the ballot

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 3, 2021, at 12:12 PM, Rubin, Olivia A. <Olivia.A Rubin@abe com> wrote:

Senator Fann,

1 hope you are doing well. | am reaching out to you from ABC News (national) in regard to. story we are:
working on about the audit currently underway in Arizona, and some data privacy concerns that have been
raised.

Anumber of experts have told us that there is valuable information located on the ballots now in the
hands of a third party coming-— including as voting history and voting patterns. That would include when
‘and how a person voted (in October and by mail for example), and how they voted (Democrat at the top
of the ticket and Republican for the rest, as another example).

There are concerns that this sort of information could be mined and handed over to politcal campaigns--
who would have the most use for it ahead of 2022 and 2024 elections.

Is this information something that is being collected during the audit? Orcan you assure that ti being
protected?

1am hoping to publish a story tomorrow afternoon. Let me know if you are available to comment/ speak by
then.

Thank you very much,
Olivia

Olivia Rubin
ABC News | Washington
(m) 917-848-8526
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 03, 2021 5:40:37 PM
To: Rubin, Olivia A. <Olivia A Rubin@abe com>
Subject: Re: ABC News inquiry

Olivia. I'm not an expert on this subject so it would be best for you to speak with the Maricopa Recorder
office directly so you can get the info from the horses mouth so to speak

Sent from my iPhone

OnJun3, 2021,at2:23 PM, Rubin, Olivia A. <Olivia. A Rubin@abe.com> wrote:

Thank you, Senator. | appreciate the effort and the quick response.

Experts have said that this information would be available down the precinct level not ted to the
individual record. So, for example, it would be clear when/how ballots came in down the precinct level.
Also, how votes went down the ballot down to the precinct level.

Ist your understanding that this would be possible?

From: Karen Fann <KFann@aleg.gov>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 7:51 PM
To: Rubin, Olivia A. <Olivia.A Rubin@abe.com>
Subject: Re: ABC News inquiry.

T have made inquiries for you on this and was told the only information tied to anyone's recorded
vote is whether they voted or not in that election It is public information and can be accessed by
anyone as to which elections someone voted. Nootheridentifying information is on the ballot

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 3, 2021, at 12:12 PM, Rubin, Olivia A. <Olivia A Rubin@abe. com> wrote:

Senator Fann,

1 hope you are doing well. am reaching out to you from ABC News (national) i regard to a
story we are working on about the audit currently underway in Arizona, and some data
privacy concerns that have been raise

Anumber of experts have told us that there is valuable information located on the ballots
now inthe hands ofa third party coming including as voting history and voting patterns.
That would include when and how a person voted (in October and by mal for example), and
how they voted (Democrata the topofthe ticket and Republican for the rest, as another
example).

There are concerns that this sort of information could be mined and handed over to politcal
‘campaigns-- who would have the most use for it ahead of 2022 and 2024 elections.
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Is this information something that is being collected during the audit?Or can you assure that
itis being protected?

1am hoping to publisha story tomorrow afternoon. Let me know if you are available to.
comment/ speak by then.

Thank you very much,
Olivia

Olivia Rubin
ABC News | Washington
(m) 917-848-8526
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From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: ‘Thursday, June 03, 2021 9:23:04 PM

To: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Ce: Adrian Luth <ALuth@azleg gov>;Sawyer Bessler <SBessler@azleg gov>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: The Deep Rig movie

| Redacted-Legislative Privilege |

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 3, 2021, at 12:09 PM, Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov> wrote:

From: Galks, Matthew <Matthew Galka@FOX.COM>
Sent: Thursday, June 3, 2021 230 PM
70: Mike Philpsen <MPhilpsen@arig gov>
Subject: The Deep Rig movie
inte,
1€5 prety clear tht Doug Logan hs participated in th Deep Rig movi  athough pparently
anonymously. im hopingtheSenate Presiden can fieldsome questions on thi specificallyif she's
Git and why the person leading he audit would be participating na movie that has already
rau conclusion tht the election ws rigged and there was widespread fraud
For reference- itpsy/twittercon/mattgaliafexto/satus/00SS 265323132100176:21
Ao response is appreciated Thanks
watt
Get outookforios

This message and ts stachments may contain ely privileged or confidential informatio. 5
intended solelyfor thenamed adressee() you are no an addressee indicatedinthis message (or
responsible for delivery of the message 0 an addressee), you may nt copyo deler this message or
its attachmentsto anyone. Rather, you should permanentlydelete hismessageand ts stschments
‘and kindlynotify the sender by reply e-mail. Any content of this message and ts attachments that
oes not relate oth affcial busines of Fox Corporation, or s subsidies must be taken nt to
ave been sento endorsed by anyof them, No representation made tat this email o is
attachments ar without defect
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, June 04, 2021 3:09:31 PM
To: Warren Petersen <votewarren@gmail com>
Subject: PA Lawmakers Observe Arizona Audit, Immediately Call for One inTheirOwn State -

Conservative Brief

hitps://conservativebrief. com/observe-immediately-call-41942/

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, June 04, 2021 11:03:19 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Arizona Republican who ordered election audit touted Trump phone call, Giuliani

support in emails

Pretty positive ending to the article

From: Greg Hill <gphilhll@gmal com>
Sent: Friday, June 4, 2021.9:53 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Arizona Republican who ordered election auc touted Trump phone cal, Giuliani support in emails

https: //www. nbenews.com/politics/politics-news/arizona-republican-who-ordered-election-audit-touted-irump-
phone-call-n1 269718
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 08, 2021 2:47:04 PM

To: Randazzo, Ryan <Ryan Randazzo@arizonarepublic.com>
Subject: Re: Media request

I have not read their letter so I'm unaware what you are referring to

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 8, 2021, at 11:39 AM, Randazzo, Ryan <Ryan Randazzo@arizonarepublic com> wrote:

Senator Fann,
Yam reaching outtodayto ask if you have read the “chalenge” from Larry Maore, Benny White and Tim
Halvorsen dated June 87
Ifyou havere their letter, can you telmeifyou and th other senators overseeing the Maricopa County
audit are discussing participating?
130, can you provide detis ofthe timefplace etc?
If not, can you explain why the senate members conducting the audit would not take this opportunity?

I plan to file a story on this proposal June 9 and would appreciate a response by noon if your comments are
tobe included in the story.Thank you.

Ryan RandazzoReon

centralcom| THE ARZONAazg REPUBLIC

Offce 602 444.4331fantandszammaticoneG eSammrr™ apbicmoda com
azcentral.com The Arizona
Repobic caver
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Sent: ‘Tuesday, June 08, 2021 3:25:35 PM

Subject: Fwd: Media request

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Date: June 8, 2021 at 11:47:08 AM HST
To: "Randazzo, Ryan” <Ryan Randazzo@arizonarepublic.com>
Subject: Re: Media request

1 have not read their letter so I'm unaware what you are referring to

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 8, 2021, at 11:39 AM, Randazzo, Ryan
<Ryan Randazzo@arizonarepublic.com> wrote:

Senator Fann,
Tam reaching out todayto ask f you have read th “challenge” rom Larry Moore, Bey
White and Tim Halvorsen dated une 87
you hav read thet ete, ca you tll me you and the other senators overseeingthe
Maricopa County audit are discussing participating?
Iso can you provide deta ofthe tmefplace et

net, can you explainwhy the senate member conducting the audt would ot take this
oppor?
plato ile. stor on 4s proposal une rlwould appraciate a response by noon your
commentsare tobe included the story. Thank you

Ryan RandazzoRo

azcentralcom TE ANZONA0 REPUBLIC
Ot: 02 444451tet cmTRGB tecom
freiToran
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-KAREN FANN
Sent: “Tuesday, June 08, 2021 3:25:35 PM

Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: Media request

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Date: June 8, 2021 at 11:47:08 AM HST
To: "Randazzo, Ryan" <Ryan Randazzo@arizonarepublic.com>
Subject: Re: Media request

1 have not read their letter so I'm unaware what you are referring to

Sent from my iPhone.

On Jun 8, 2021, at 11:39 AM, Randazzo, Ryan
<Ryan Randazzo@arizonarepublic. com> wrote:

Senator Fam,
Yam reaching out today to ask f you have ead th “challenge” rom Larry Moore, Benny
White and Tim Halvorsen dated une 87
vou ave rae Ser etary ll rfys an te ter senatorswarenthe

Maricopa County audit are discussing participating?
150 com you provide deta of th tme/place et?

neh, ca you explain why the senate members conducting the aud would ot take thi
——
1 plato ile. stor on 4s proposal une ar would appreciate response by noon f your
commentsare to be included the story. Thank vou

Ryan RandazzoRor

azcentralcom THEARIZONA© REPUBLIC
Otc: oz taraatRIES picaom
froinRevie Lavor
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, June 11,2021 5:30:19 PM
To: David Huffman <David Huffman@ecox net>
Subject: Re: Audit Challenge

Have no idea what you are talking about. We have invited democrats, the Board of Supervisors and others to be
a partof this audit they have all refused
Sent from my iPhone

>On Jun 11,2021, at 3:40 PM, David Huffman <David Huffiman@cox net> wrote:

>Ms. Fann,

> Your failure to allow election auditing experts to confirm your counts as published today in the Arizona
Republic confirms what manyofus already knew, that this audit is simply a "grift" to continue to raise money
for Republicans who are becoming a minority in our state. We all knew that when you only decided to review
races Republicans lost

> The fraudit you are leading is extremely dangerous in many ways. If you claim to find fraud that most ofus
know didn't happen, bamboo, or “kinematic artifacts" then the crazy unhinged supportersofour former orange
president will take to the streets and commit violence just ike they did on January 6th. They will demand he be
reinstated. This wil spread across the country to the rest ofthe tRump Cult members, and you well solely be to
blame for lossof life and property that will occur as apparently you are the most powerful person in the country
and the only one who can stop this or let the "Ninjas" count be verified. Way too much power for one person to
have considering you only control the legislature by one vote.

> If by chance you and your people have a conscience and release results confirming the election, these
unhinged right wing clowns with guns will till come out and be violent. See, they simply won't believe their
Dear Leader tRump lost. They will never believe it, which is why you made such a huge mistake humoring
them. A real leader would have told them the truth, just like you told the Maricopa BOS, that you know Biden
won, but no, you gave these conspiracy nuts more power.

> You have done more damage to our democracy than anyone has done to our country since the Civil War. I
hope before you releaseyour biased partisan results you have all police agencies ready for the violence that will
erupt from these right wing conspiracy cultists. This will all be on you.
>
> Dave Huffman
> Phoenix
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 12,2021 8:09:12 AM
To: michael geboy <mjginaz@gmail com>
Subject: Re

Not afraidofanything. The challenge is not a forensic audit I's only part of the entire process being done
Sent from my iPhone

>On Jun 12,2021, at $:07 AM, michael geboy <miginaz@gmail com> wrote:
>
>So, what the hell are you idiot republicans afraid of with regard to the challenge to your dumb-ass recount
You already look like a bunch of fools.

> Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 15,2021 4:31:09 PM
To: catprotector@panthertekit com
Subject: Re: Public observationpfthe audit

Noel. P'm so sorry but they are not doing anymore tours which were very limited anyway because of
security and safety. We are having a video madeofthe entire process and will be glad to put that out when
available and allowed

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 15, 2021, at 4:20 PM, catprotector@panthertekit com wrote

Hi.

I was wondering if a memberof the public can take a tourof the

audit? | certainly would like to see it for myself so that the people can
have confidence in its process as there are a lot of questions being
asked about it. Thank you.

Nohl Rosen

Panther TEK

480-980-8541

catprotector@panthertekit.com

www.panthertekit.com

A
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 15,2021 5:01:18 PM
To: catprotector@panthertekit com
Subject: Re: Public observationpfthe audit

We had hundredsof volunteers who were part of the process (who all had to pass a background check) and the
entire audit is being live streamed 24/7 for everyone to observe. As much as I would have loved for everyone to
see it in person it was not possible becauseofsecurity and safety. Doing background checks on everyone is
expensive and the workers needed not to be distracted.

Sent from my iPad

On Jun 15, 2021, at 4:38 PM, catprotector@panthertekit com wrote

Was the public even allowed to be a art of those limited tours? Is seems that IPs from out of state were
allowed and not members of the public which are helping to fund it. To see the aut first handwouldve
been helpful for the public to understand what sgoing into it. Thank you for your response.

From: Karen Fann [mailto:KFann@azleg gov]
Sent: Tuesday, Jue 15, 2021 4:31 PM
To: catprotector@panthertekit.com
Subject: Re: Pubic observationpfthe audit

Noel. I'm so sorry but they are not doing anymore tours which were very limited anyway because of
security and safety. We are having a video mad of the entire process and wil be glad to put that out
when available and allowed.

Sent from my iPhone:

On Jun 15, 2021, at 4:20 PM, catprotector@panthertekit.com wrote:

Hi.

1 was wondering if a member of the public can take a tour of the
audit? | certainly would like to see it for myself so that the

people can have confidence in its process as there are a lot of

questions being asked about it. Thank you.

Nohl Rosen

Panther TEK

480-980-8541
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catprotector@panthertekit.com
www.panthertekit.com

Lily Viste wagon
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from: Kate Fann
To. DervisDunn
Sent: Wednesday une 16,2021 1:41 PM
Subj: Not read: Hecton Audit

Your message

To: Karen Fann
Subject: Election Audit
Sent: 6/13/2621 10:50 PM

was deleted without being read on 6/16/2621 1:41 Ph.

ARZN_REV00048923_Not read Election Audit msg
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From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Wednesday,June23,2021 1:56:03 AM
To: kam arthur<kamarttx@gmail com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: ARIZONA SENATORS,

This is incorrect information. We are continuing with the audit in full force There is a lot more to ll
this then you may be aware of. I's disappointing to hear you attack our members when we have endured
daily attacks from the liberal media and democrats for doing this audit.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 22,2021, at 11:34 AM, kam arthur <kamarttx@gmail.com> wrote:

Yup exactly what we Patriots knew would happen. You are a communist rino Karen Fann!
You knew all along that you would take a break once the fraud was found. We Patriots who
lovethis country are not finished. We will finish the audit and GET YOU OUT OF OFFICE.
andin prison for covering up fraud! You are all guilty and absolutely weak and disgusting
demonic spirits. You find fraud with the audit and then take a break - good God it couldn't be:
‘more clear that you don't want the world to see that you are behind the fraud. ALLL of you are
covering it up and there will be consequences

Any fraud and other findings must be fully ddessed bythe Legislature!
Taking an extended recess shouldbe the only consideration. Do not adjourn!
You are NOT listening to constituents and YOU ae letting the popeof Arizona and the workd down!

AREAL Patriot!

On Sat, Mar 20, 2021 at 4:44 PM kam arthur <kamartx@gmail. com> wrote:
Karen it's been almost S months since the fraudulent election. A hand count is not covering
all bases and details. at all. You are ensuring me that all bases are being covered and ALL
details are being addressed... then why isn't Jovan Pulitzer doinga kinematic audit?
You have already destroyed Trump's ballots and you know this... we all know this. Ifany of
you are really listening to constituents, like you say, then you would fight to get Jovan
Pulitzer to doa kinematic audit but you know that would reveal the truth about the
cormuption that you are all behind. The respect that patriots once had for our state
representativeshasdisappeared when we realized you are all rinos. You have all waited too
long - just enough time for ballots to be destroyed and cover up the fraud. Why didn't any of
you speak up like Marjorie Greene or Ted Cruz? Arizonais full of rinos - our governor and
mostof you. If you think my email is a threat then clearly, you can't handle being in the
position you are in. 1am a patriot who loves this state and country and we are watching it be
destroyed bya fake president. Is really sick that this is happening. You must remember.
youll work for us

Also PLEASE nullify the disastrous joe biden's EO's. It is happening in other states who
have strong representatives. You say you are listening to the constituents, then nullify the
EOS. Also,ifthe "hand count" is fair then it will show that Trump won this election and all
ofyou know this

ARZN_REV00048931_Re ARIZONA SENATORS mht



Do the right thing to help save thi state and country. The whole world is watching. We
need senators who have stronger voices, please!!

Why are we still wearing ridiculous masks(that don't work) for a virus that has a 99.9%
recovery rate? The virus was for the election so that they could do mail-in ballots. It's time
this craziness stops. Elections are coming up and we need representatives who fight for us.
We are not stupid

God sees everything.

On Wed, Mar 17, 2021 at 10:59 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:

Dear Mr. or Ms. Arthur, Please let me assure you that the audit will happen and we are
ensuring all bases are covered and details are being addressed. Secondly, 1 would
appreciate you not threatening our Senators. Every one of our caucus members work
hard to represent allofour consiituents and have taken on this huge additional task of
full forensic audit of 2.1 million ballots. This is in additional to all their other full time

obligations.

20, Karen Fann

i residentoftheSenate

Tel: 602.926.5874

From: kam arthur <kamartex@smail com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 10:15 AM
To: Nancy Barto “NBarto@azleg gov>; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleggov>; Paul
Boyer <PBoyer@azleggsov>; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>; David Gowan
<dgowan@azleg sov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg sov>; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg gov>;
Vince Leach <VLeach@azleggov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg gov>, J.D.
Mesnard <]Mesnard@azleg, gov>; Tyler Pace <TPace@azlegzov>; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@azleg.gov>; Wendy Rogers <WRogers@azleg.gov=; Thomas T.J. Shope
<tshope@azleg.zov>; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg. 2ov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita
<mugenti-rity@arleg gov
Subject: ARIZONA SENATORS

Good morning to allofyour weak voices of Arizona! I am here to let you know we have
recall petitions going around for EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOU!! And let me tell you,
we are geting 200-500 signatures a day. Your silence has been heard and very deadly
We the people ight for tis couniry more than anyofyou frauds. IF you do an audit with
Jovan Pulitzer IMMEDIATELY then we will rip them up but until then we are on our

ARZN_REVO0048531_Re ARIZONA SENATORS mht



way 10 reseating ALL of you

Question: Why do you support and do nothing abou the fraudulent cormupt election?

Answer: Because you are behind it and a part of it!

It does not end well for anyofyou

In God we Trust

A citizenof the United Statesof America

ARZN_REV00048931_Re ARIZONA SENATORS mht



From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Wednesday,June23,2021 1:57:47 AM
To: kam arthur<kamarttx@gmail com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: ARIZONA SENATORS,

Here is additional information. Which may answer someofyour concems

received your emal regarding the Maricopa County auditofthe 2020 election and concern overa sine die motion in
the Arizona Senate. | want to clarify that if the Legislature endsa session sin die it will not impact any effort by the
Senate to investigate potential findings of fraudo irregularities. The Senate President and Judiciary Chair will tll cal
public hearings andsubpoena witnesses when appropriate. In addition, if the Legislature were to recess, instead of sine.
die, there wouldbe anegative impact people aren'ttalking about. All the quality legislationwe have passed this year
cannot take effect until 90 days after sine die. Important legislation such as $8 1485, to clean up our early voting lst, and
58.1003, to block early ballots from being countedif they don't haveasignature, or 8 1530, which ensures early ballots
80 to current addresses, would all sit on hold. The audit results may not be finalized for a few more months due to the
continued litigation from the Board of Supervisors and Democrats. While it may seem like a good idea to delay the end
of the session until the aut is complete, the consequences of postponing good legislation would be more detrimental.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 22,2021, at 11:34 AM, kam arthur <kamarttx@gmail.com> wrote:

Yup exactly what we Patriots knew would happen. You are a communist rino Karen Fann!
You knew all along that you would take a break once the fraud was found. We Patriots who
Tove this country are not finished. We will finish the audit and GET YOU OUT OF OFFICE
andin prison for covering up fraud! You are all guilty and absolutely weak and disgusting
demonic spirits. You find fraud with the audit and then take a break - good God it couldn't be:
‘more clear that you don't want the world to see that you are behind the fraud. ALLL of you are
covering it up and there will be consequences

Any fraud and other findings must be fully ddessed bythe Legislature!
Taking an extended recess shouldbe the only consideration. Do not adjourn!
You are NOT listening to constituents and YOU ae letting the pole of Arizona and the workd dow!

AREAL Patriot!

On Sat, Mar 20, 2021 at 4:44 PM kamarthur <kamarttx@gmail. com> wrote:
Karen it's been almost $ months since the fraudulent election. A hand count is not covering
all bases and details... at all. You are ensuring me that all bases are being covered and ALL
details are being addressed... then why isn't Jovan Pulitzer doinga kinematic audit”
You have already destroyed Trump's ballots and you know this... we all know this. Ifany of
youare really listening to constituents, like you say, then you would fight to get Jovan
Pulitzerto doa kinematic audit but you know that would reveal the truth about the
commuption that you are all behind. The respect that patriots once had for our state
representatives has disappeared when we realized you are all rinos. You have all waited too
Tong - just enough time for ballots to be destroyed and cover up the fraud. Why didn't any of
you speak up like Marjorie Greene or Ted Cruz? Arizona is full of rinos - our governor and
mostof you. If you think my email is a threat then clearly, you can't handle being in the

ARZN_REV00048932_Re ARIZONA SENATORS mht



position you are in. am a patriot who loves this state and country and we are watching it be
destroyed by a fake president. Is really sick that this is happening. You must remember.
youll work for us

Also PLEASE nullifythedisastrous joe biden's EO's. It is happening in other states who.
have strong representatives. You say you are listening to the constituents, then nullify the
EO'S. Also,if the "hand count" isfair then it will show that Trump won this election and all
of you know this.

Do the right thing to help save this state and country. The whole world is watching. We
need senators who have stronger voices, pleasel!

Why are we still wearing ridiculous masks(that don't work) for a virus that has a 99.9%
recovery rate? The virus was for the election so that they could do mail-in ballots. It's time
this craziness stops. Elections are coming up and we need representatives who fight for us.
Weare not stupid

God sees everything

On Wed, Mar 17, 2021 at 10:59 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov> wrote:

Dear Mr. or Ms. Arthur, Please let me assure you that the audit will happen and we are
ensuring all bases are covered and details are being addressed. Secondly, I would
appreciate you not threatening our Senators. Every one of our caucus members work
hard o represent allofour constituents and have taken on this huge additional task ofa
full forensic audit of 2.1 million ballots. This is in additional to all their other full time
obligations.

£52 Karen Fann
=p
x$ residentofthe Senate

Tel 602.926.5874

From: kam arthur <kamarttx@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 10-15 AM
To: Nancy Barto “NBarto@azleg gov>; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azles gov>; Paul
Boyer <PBoyer@azleg sov>; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>; David Gowan
<dgowan(@azlegsov=; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov=; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azles gov>;
Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg.gov>, J.D.
Mesnard <JMesnard@azlesgov>, Tyler Pace <TPace@azlez zov>, Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@azleg.gov>; Wendy Rogers <WRogers@azleg.gov>; Thomas T.J. Shope
<tshope@azleggov; Kelly Townsend <kiownsend@azleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita
<mugenti-rita@azleggov>
Subject: ARIZONA SENATORS

ARZN_REV00048932_Re ARIZONA SENATORS. mht



Good morning to allof your weak voices of Arizona! I am here to let you know we have
recall petitions going around for EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOU!! And let me tell you,
we are getting 200-500 signatures a day. Your silence has been heard and very deadly.
We the people fight for this country more than any of you frauds. IF you do an audit with
Jovan Pulitzer IMMEDIATELY then we will rip themupbut until then we are on our
way to reseating ALL of you.

Question: Why do you support and do nothing abou the fraudulent cormupt election?

Answer: Because you are behind it and a part of it!

It does not end well for anyofyou

In God we Trust

A citizenof the United Statesof America

ARZN_REV00048932_Re ARIZONA SENATORS mht



Subject: Audit meeting

start: 6128/2021 9:00 AM

End: 6126/2021 10:00 AM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurrence: (none)

Organizer: Karen Fann

ARZN_REV00048935_Audit meeting. msg



From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:40:40 PM
To: Regina Cobb <drgcobb@yahoo com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

Attachments: image011 jpg:image012 png;image013 jpgimage014 jpgimage015 jpg;Senate Hearing
on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14,2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
“To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol
‘Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <JFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig
Shiffler <CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Star
Sarah Gassen <sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun.com>, Arizona
Mirror Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror.com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford
<andrew oxford@gannett com>, Arizona Republic Maria Polletta
<maria polletta@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic Michael Squires
<michael squires@arizonarepublic com, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <bchristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.org>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<Irivera@azpublicmedia org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna.com>, cconover@azpublicmedia. org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu edu,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evrib com, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@tmespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa.adams@asu edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike.sauceda(@asu.cdu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted simons@asu.edu>,fox10 desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail com>, KFYI
<kfyinews@iheartmedia com>, KJZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abel com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@2news com, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik(@12news.com>, KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay(@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jeross@kiar.com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar.com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk(@meredith com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis welch@meredith.com>, Phoenix
Business Journal <phoenix@bizjoumnals com>, Reuters David Schwartz <david.schwartzl
@cox net>, Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com>, The Hill Reid Wilson
<rwilson@thehill com>, Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byferandasantos@gmail com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

<A mil->

ARZN_REV00048961_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i wig
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00048967Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:42:51 PM
To: Christina Bobb <Christina bobb@oann com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

Attachments: image!1 jpg:image012 png;image013 jpgimage014 jpgimage015 jpg;Senate Hearing
on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14,2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
“To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol
‘Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoliimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <JFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig
Shiffler <CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Star
Sarah Gassen <sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun.com>, Arizona
Mirror Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror.com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford
<andrew oxford@gannett com>, Arizona Republic Maria Polletta
<maria polletta@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic Michael Squires
<michael squires@arizonarepublic com, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <bchristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.org>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<Irivera@azpublicmedia org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna.com>, cconover@azpublicmedia org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu edu,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evrib com, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@tmespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa.adams@asu edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike.sauceda(@asu.cdu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted simons@asu.edu>,fox10 desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail com>, KFYI
<kfyinews@iheartmedia com>, KJZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abel com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@2news com, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik(@12news.com>, KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay(@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jeross@kiar.com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar.com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk(@meredith com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis welch@meredith.com>, Phoenix
Business Journal <phoenix@bizjoumnals com>, Reuters David Schwartz <david.schwartzl
@cox net>, Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com>, The Hill Reid Wilson
<rwilson@thehill com>, Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byferandasantos@gmail com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

<A mil->

ARZN_REV00048968_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i wig
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00048974_Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:43:19 PM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

Attachments: image!1 jpg:image012 png;image013 jpgimage014 jpgimage015 jpg;Senate Hearing
on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14,2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
“To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol
‘Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoliimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <JFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig
Shiffler <CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Star
Sarah Gassen <sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun.com>, Arizona
Mirror Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror.com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford
<andrew oxford@gannett com>, Arizona Republic Maria Polletta
<maria polletta@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic Michael Squires
<michael squires@arizonarepublic com, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <bchristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.org>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<Irivera@azpublicmedia org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna.com>, cconover@azpublicmedia org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu edu,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evrib com, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@tmespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa.adams@asu edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike.sauceda(@asu.cdu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted simons@asu.edu>,fox10 desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail com>, KFYI
<kfyinews@iheartmedia com>, KJZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abel com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@2news com, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik(@12news.com>, KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay(@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jeross@kiar.com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar.com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk(@meredith com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis welch@meredith.com>, Phoenix
Business Journal <phoenix@bizjoumnals com>, Reuters David Schwartz <david.schwartzl
@cox net>, Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com>, The Hill Reid Wilson
<rwilson@thehill com>, Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byferandasantos@gmail com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

<A mil->

ARZN_REV00048575_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i wig
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00048981_Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 5:22:28 PM
To: Kelly Townsend <kelly@electkellytownsend com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

Attachments: image!1 jpg:image012 png;image013 jpgimage014 jpgimage015 jpg;Senate Hearing
on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14,2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
“To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol
‘Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoliimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <JFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig
Shiffler <CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Star
Sarah Gassen <sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun.com>, Arizona
Mirror Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror.com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford
<andrew oxford@gannett com>, Arizona Republic Maria Polletta
<maria polletta@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic Michael Squires
<michael squires@arizonarepublic com, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <bchristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.org>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<Irivera@azpublicmedia org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna.com>, cconover@azpublicmedia org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu edu,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evrib com, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@tmespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa.adams@asu edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike.sauceda(@asu.cdu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted simons@asu.edu>,fox10 desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail com>, KFYI
<kfyinews@iheartmedia com>, KJZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abel com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@2news com, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik(@12news.com>, KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay(@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jeross@kiar.com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar.com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk(@meredith com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis welch@meredith.com>, Phoenix
Business Journal <phoenix@bizjoumnals com>, Reuters David Schwartz <david.schwartzl
@cox net>, Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com>, The Hill Reid Wilson
<rwilson@thehill com>, Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byferandasantos@gmail com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

<A mil->

ARZN_REV00048982_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i wig
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00048988Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: KFann@azleg gov
Sent: Friday, July 16,2021 12:06:19 PM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: Request for Comment

really do not remember when their name first came up. When we started the process it was a matter of making
calls starting with people in other states who were already talking about audits, contacting the FEC and doing
some on line research. The firms we spoke with confirmed they did not do full audits but some were:
experienced to do specific partsofan audit. For every contact I made, I asked themif they could recommend
other companies or individuals who where experienced in this field. It was part ofthisprocess that Doug
Logan's name came up along with many other referrals. I was told Mr Logan was the gentleman working with
the issues in Atrium County and Fulton County.
Mr. Logan confirmed everything we had heard from others and said he would be glad to put togethera proposal
foraforensicaudit by building a team of experts and experienced firms to performed the various phases.

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 16,2021, at 11:51 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc> wrote:

‘Thank you Sen. Fann

Two more - how did you first hear ofCyber Ninjas? (an AP story says that you "doesn't remember
how she heard of them). And why did the Senate opt to use them over firms with more auditing
experience?

Thank you,
Zack

On Fri, Jul 16, 2021 at 12:25 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azles. gov> wrote:
Good morning Zack. Oneof my first calls was to the FEC to get alist of certified election
auditors. According to the FEC, there are no “certified forensic election auditors”. The FEC on
authorizes a few firms to certify the machines before and after an election. This is where the
Board of Supervisors are being coy with the public. The know there are no certified auditors and
they also know the two companies they hired are only authorized to certify the machines. So
while they say they have performed two audits, that is a misstatement to say the least. Its my
understanding the two firms they hired wasPro V & V and SLI

Regards, Senator Fann

Sent from my iPad

>On Jul 16, 2021, at 8:14 AM, Zack Stieber <zack sticber@epochtimes.nyc> wrote:
>

> Hi Senate President Fann,

> Good moming, hope you are doing well. Thank you for doing the hearing yesterday.

> Chairman Sellers in his statement afterwards called the contractors "uncertified." The county

ARZN_REV00048995_Re Request for Comment im



has previously said the firms are not accredited by the Election Assistance Commission. But a
county spokesperson confirmed to me that it "does not certify or accredit auditors or auditing
systems.”
>
> Do you have a comment on this? Have county officalsevermade clear to you in private or
public communication which firms they would have worked with?

> Thank you,
> Zack Stieber
> The Epoch Times
> 917-509-1875

ARZN_REV00048995_Re Request for Comment im



Subject: Audit Meeting

Location: Presiden's Office or Conference Call

start: 6128/2021 9:00 AM

End: 6126/2021 10:00 AM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Organizer

Organizer: Karen Fann

Required Attendees: kory@statecrafliaw.com; Warren Petersen; Doug Logan; rpullent 3@gmalcom;
Greg Jemigan

Callin number: (602) 926-3843

ARZN_REV00048998_Audit Meeting. msg



Subject: Audit Meeting

Location: President's Office or Conference Call

start: 6128/2021 9:00 AM

End: 6126/2021 10:00 AM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Organizer

Organizer: Karen Fann

Required Attendees: kory@statecrafliaw.com; Warren Petersen; Doug Logan; rpullent 3@gmalcom;
Greg Jemigan

Callin number: (602) 926-3843

ARZN_REV00048999_Audit Meeting. msg



Subject: Audit Meeting

Location: President's Office or Conference Call

start: 6128/2021 9:00 AM

End: 6126/2021 10:00 AM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurrence: (none)

Meeting Status: Organizer

Organizer: Karen Fann

Required Attendees: Karen Fann; kory@statecraflaw.com; Warren Petersen; Doug Logan;
rpulent3@gmail.com; Greg Jemigan

Optional Attendees: Warren Petersen

Callin number: (602) 926-3843

ARZN_REV00049000_Audit Meeting. msg



Subject: Lincoln Republican Women speaking and Q&A

Location: “The McCormick Scosdale Resort, 7401 N. Scottsdale Rd.

start: 3172021 4:30 PM

End: 30172021 6:00 PM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurence: (none)

Organizer: Karen Fann

From: Betty Bitterman <bkb111111@aol com>
Sent: Thursday, January 28, 2021 11:58 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Lincoln Republican Women-Invitation

LINCOLN REPUBLICAN WOMEN

The Honorable Karen Fann, President 28 January
2021

Arizona State Senate

1700 West Washington St

Capitol Complex

Phoenix, Az 85007

ARZN_REV00049001_Lincoln Republican Women speaking and Q8A msg



Dear President Fann,

‘The Lincoln Republican Women's Club applaud you on the great work you are doing
on behalf of the people of Arizona. Especially on the strong stand you have taken in
the fight for Election Integrity. Your success, just today, of getting an audit for the
Maricopa election results is most impressive.

We join you in being very concerned on this issue and would be honored if you could
‘come to our March 1st meeting and speak to us on that subject, as well as on the
Agenda that will come before the Senate this year.

March 1st kicks off Women’s History Month and we want to celebrate our outstanding
Arizona Republican women leaders on that day and we certainly would like to celebrate
you, as the President of the Arizona Senate.

Our Meeting is being held on Monday, March 1, at 5:30 at The McCormick Scottsdale
Resort, 7401 N. Scottsdale Rd. in Scottsdale. (480-948-5050). We have a short social
time starting at 5:30 with the meeting and speaker at 6:00, followed by dinner. (about a
20 minute speech-with about 10 to 15 minutes for questions). We have a lot of
questions for you!

Hopefully, you wil be able to join us for an evening of lively discussion and celebration.

If you have any questions, give us a call at 480-998-9886 or (cell) 480-652-3720.

We look forward to hearing from you.

ARZN_REV00049001_Lincoln Republican Women speaking and Q8A msg



‘Thank you for being such a great representative of Arizona Women,

BettyBitterman

ARZN_REV00049001_Lincoln Republican Women speaking and Q8A msg



Subject: Meeting with audit selection team

Location: President office

start: 31112021 11:00 AM

End: 31112021 12:00 PM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurrence: (none)

Organizer: Karen Fann

ARZN_REV00049002_Meeting with audit selection team. msg



Subject: Radio Interview with Zach Yentzer

Location: Calkin; 520-790-2040

start: 5/14/2021 8:30 AM

End: 5/14/2021 10.00 AM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurence: (none)

Organizer: Karen Fann

Required Attendees: Karen Fann

Call at 9:30 for a 9:33 start,

Major Topics:

- Discussing Audit

- Discussion of election reform legislation

- Discussion of SCR1044 tuition; postsecondary education

ARZN_REV00049003_Radlio Interview with Zach Yentzer msg



Subject: Reminder call Jake Hoffman re audit

start: 511212021 12.00 PM

End: 511212021 1:00 PM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurrence: (none)

Organizer: Karen Fann

ARZN_REV00049004_Reminder call Jake Hoffman re audit msg



Subject: Audit meeting with BOS.

Location: HR 109

start: 5118/2021 1:00 PM

End: 5118/2021 4:01 PM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurrence: (none)

Organizer: Karen Fann

Resources: HR 109

ARZN_REV00049005_Audit meeting with BOS. msg



Subject: Tourif Audit faclty

start: 61142021 9:00 AM

End: 6114/2021 10:00 AM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurrence: (none)

Organizer: Karen Fann

ARZN_REV00049006_Tourif Audit faciily msg



Subject: Interview with Natalie Harp of OAN

Location: hitps www.skype. comen/

start: 7/16/2021 1:30 PM

End: 7116/2021 2:00 PM

Show Time As: Busy

Recurence: (none)

Meeting Status: Organizer

Organizer: Karen Fann

Required Attendees: Dajana Zaticanin

‘Optional Attendees: Mike Philpsen

On the internet go to hitps:/iwww.skype.com/en/ > Sign in > Use Skype Online.

Log in Email:

therealstoryoan@gmail.com

Password:

therealstoryguestt

Once you are logged in you will receive a call on Skype from OAN which will connect
you'o the interview.

Start Time: 1:40 pm

ARZN_REV00049008 Interview with Natale Harp of OAN msg



Topic: The Maricopa Audit

hitps://twitter comirealLiZUSA/status/141575614661958453175=20

https: /itwitter.comirealLiZUSA/status/141575670401322598475=20

https: //twitter comirealLiZUSA/status/141574371272707686875=20

https: /itwitter.comirealLiZUSA/status/141574011921938432375=20

ARZN_REVO0049008 Interview with Natalie Harp of OAN msg



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 4:46:28 PM
To: Linda Gray<lindagray 16@yahoo com>
Subject: Re: Yea on the lawsuit

Linda. Thank you for the offer. The audit will be performed by a national certified auditor whoisan expert in
this field.
Sent from my iPhone

>On Jan 20, 2021, at 3:45 PM, Linda Gray <lindagray16@yahoo com> wrote:

> President Fann,
> Thank you for your continued efforts. How can RWOP help with counting, validating, whatever you need. As
soon as I hear from you we can put this in constant contact so member who want to volunteer will know.

> Linda Gray, former Senator
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, January 20, 2021 5:56:41 PM
To: Vince Leach <vwleach@gmail.com>:Rick Gray <rick gray@cox.net>

Subject: Fwd: ARIZONA TODAY >

Begin forwarded message

From: Lyle Rapacki <lyle@lylerapacki com>
Date: January 20, 2021 at 6:32:20 PM MST
Subject: ARIZONA TODAY >

ARIZONA TODAY
LYLE RAPACKE, PhD.
resonaw~Specitied Sulhing
Potofa Bon 2835
resco, Asons 86202
Wedsesdsy
Janay the 20%, 2021

Mentioned below are the links to the latest edition ofARIZONA TODAY. 1
discuss briefly (nore tofollow) the agreement made by the Maricopa County,
Arizona Board of Supervisors and the Arizona Senate, to conduct afull and
completeforensic evaluation on all machines and ballots associated with the
November election. I also share some personal thoughts. Thank you so very,
very much for your warm remarks and words of support and encouragement.
Thank you so very, very muchfor your prayers. Thank youfor caring in the
first-place about what has occurred in plain sight to our election, and to
reshape our Nation into something it was never intended to become!

Prescott eNews:
https: /iprescottenews.com/index.php/2021/01/20/maricopa-board-of-supervisors-agrees-to-
forensic-audit/

YouTube
https: /lyoutu be/rNPhacX8E2E

G4JKypaclyAL
ARIZONA TODAY
Host and Commentator
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24,2021 5:39:44 AM
To: Dan Gibbs <gibbs71m@yahoo.com>
Subject: Re: Please Use the Jovan Politzer Method

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. Tam also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

hutps://wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 12:53 AM, Dan Gibbs <gibbs71m@yahoo com> wrote:

Dear Senator

Please use the JOVAN POLITZER Method to perform the forensic audit in Maricopa County. So
important! Thank you

Respectfully,
Dan Gibbs

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann <K Fann @aleg gov
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 5:41:10 AM
To: Slunal97@gmail com
Subject: Re: Censorship

“Thank youfor your suggestions and yes I am in communication with those who are concerned about ensuring the
audit isdone properly and accurately. | am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please rad the below article
hips: wikipediajovanhuttonpulitzerorg/
Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 23, 2021, at 8:52 PM, Stephanie Luna <Slunal97 gmail com> wrote:

| Name: Stephanie Luna

| tron

Fouts corti
Comments:
Mis. Fann,|would like you to read this article. LET THIS SINK IN FOR A BIT I4€™m very concemed
with not only the censorship but also to have these lefis come aflr someone becauseofther
differences This is a very scary situation for me and my family. We elect our REPUBLICAN
REPRESENTATIVES 10 put up a fight when things sct ough. How did weget here? [will ell you how
we gol here. Thiselectionwasa fraud andascam. The senate had peoplecome inand demonstrate how
his fraud happen. Some spineless republicans decided not 0 ight and allowthis election 0 be stolen. |
There were | million people vote in 2016clction and this 2020 clction 3.4 millon vole 2.4 more votes.
Again think about it 2.4 MILLION VOTES 2. Republicans have 130 thousand more republican voters
then democrats. 3. We picked up satsin thehouseand lost none. Ga. wasajoke for thesenate race. If
grade school students watched the Georgia video, they to would say fraud happened. The math is there
Onlyifsome representatives believed the fraud happened and took a steadfast approach, we would not
be reading this kindof article. | pray this article is acyc opener for you and the other appointed
representatives. Know what Arizona republicans are up against. Though iti€™s ae th clection and
legislators are working for an audit. needafullaudit, every ballot audited. |was told legislators are:
looking into independent company. but we also need Jovan Pulzer there. It wouldni€¥ hurt for a real
expert to assist andbe there a wel. Please fight the fight. We will loseto these lies, big tech cc. they
dond€™ care about me mushless you. Thank you Sicphanic hitps:www thegateway pundit com 2021/01
Ipurge-rosducation/

Sent Sun, 24 Jan 2021 03:52:34 40000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 6:02:07 AM
To: debraabryan@gmail com
Subject: Re: I'm FED UP

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. Tam also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

htps://wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 23, 2021, at 9:39 AM, debraabryan@gmail com wrote:

Good Morning Karen
1.2m fed up! Al the promises of getting to the bottom of the absolute voter fraud perpetrated in this
Stat......and NOTHING. Now the Maricopa BoS wants to choose who they desire to do the Forensic
Audit, As am sure, many have suggested NON PARTISAN JovanPulitzer and | am sure that Rudy Guilini
an connect you with Col. Waldron. Just want is everyone afraid of? Most Republicans in this state know
that Gov. Ducey signedafraudulent certification. He maybe a very nice person, but, bottom line he put
himselffirstand his country lat. The Maricopa 80S may all be good men that you have known for years,
but they are hiding something, or they would have been totally on board for an audit for the good of the
country. ALL of you may HATE President Trump, but he i the legally voted in President of the USA ~ the
Biden Regime is fake, put in place by a cyber coup from foreign enemies — this is fact from the NSA, not a
conspiracy theory. So may suggest that ALL of you get on board with the majority of the electorate, who
are mad as hell. Communicate with all members of leadership of Republicans in this state ( suggesting
Kelly Ward), so that everyone i on the same page legally and quit using her enthusiasm as a way to slow
walkthis audit.

You really could do something good for this country using the Writ of Quo Warranta. You really could have
a “come to Jesustalk” with Gov. Ducey to redeem his actions and backa forensic audit~yes, what he did
was against the law and there wouldbe consequences- but he could be encouraged to man up. Itis
common knowledge that he wanted to “move up” in the party. Well that party isthe party of RINOS (yes,
McCain, Flake) and no true conservative will ever vote for a RINO and hold our noses again IF there is ever
another election), moving up options are getting pretty slim.

You would realyhelp yourself,AZ and the countryto put aside your personal feelings as to the question of
whether there was fraud or not and PUSH HARD for a paper ballot and machine forensic audit. The Biden
Regime has created havoc world wide in the 72 hours of his occupation. This country will NEVER have:
another clean election until this politcal mess is resolved. Heck, we well never have another election
because we will be under the thumb of China, Iran and Russia ~ how will that feel to know you were a part
ofthe evil that killed our country? It has taken a long time for conservatives to wake up ~slowly but surely
we have, but too late it seems, because we have no leaders who actually are leaders, they just like the
titles and perks. That is WHY we voted for Donald J Trump ~ he s a fighter for the American People and
our Nation.
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Stepuptothe plate!
Sincerely,
Deb Bryan (Prescott, AZ)
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24,2021 9:54:59 AM
To: ryert1234@yahoo com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

https wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 9:44 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Becky Yert

Email: ryert1234@yahoo com

Message: Do the RIGHT thing _ Perform a DEEP AUDIT using the JOVAN POLITZER Method,
NOT a SUPERFICIAL AUDIT. The true American Patriots see right through this charade!
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 9:55:57 AM

To: saintjoereuters@gmail com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

Thank you for your suggestions and yes Iam in communication with those who are concerned about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward.
Please read the below article:

ps wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer ore/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 10:25 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace.info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Lynne Reuter

Email: saintjoereuters@gmail com

Message: Hello Karen, I have been following the election situation in Arizona closely. I live in
Michigan, and we havea similar situation here, with many election discrepancies.

I'm asking you to request a complete auditofthe 2020 presidential election in Arizona. Jovan
Politzeris an expert in ballot tampering and would be a good asset (0 see ifthere was any ballot
fraud in Arizona.

We need to get to the truth ofwhat actually happened. The integrityofour sacred vote is.
everything

Thank you. Lynne Reuter
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24,2021 9:56:25 AM
To: dikurkow@yahoo.com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

https wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 9:03 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: David Kurkowski

Email: djkurkow@yahoo com

Message: | am reaching out in regards to the election fraud. I realize you are not my representative
in Arizona (Iam from Michigan), but you actually are representing republicans nationwide in this
case. Its a very heavy burden, I'm sure. The leadersofour party don't seem to be understanding the
enormity of this problem. Whatever organization is hired to do this audit, MUST be witnessed by
Jovan Politzer or Phil Waldron,ifnot both. Additionally, his should be done on camera
Transparency is a word that gets 100 overused, but it is imperative in this case.
1 fear the leaders of our great party do not understand the enormityofwhat is happening here. |
personally will never contribute again through the RNC or WinRed. Ever. Voting itself is in
question.
preached myentire adult life to anyone who would listen how important it is to vote.

If this isn't fixed & transparent, I will never be able to preach again. | am only oneofmillions
Thank you for hearing me and Godspeed!
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24,2021 9:56:44 AM
To: brian dreyer@gmail com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

https wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 8:53 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Brian Dreyer

Email: brian dreyer@gmail com

Message: No more game please, doa deep audit using the Jovan Politzer method

Bad things happen in countries that have fake elections, let's not be one of them - complete
transparency is critical in government

Thank you,

BD
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24,2021 9:57:12 AM
To: cfbelcher@gforcecable.com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

https wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 8:39 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Cleaburne Belcher

Email: cfbelcher@gforcecable.com

Message: Sen. Fann, your close attention is needed regarding the attempt to do a real, unbiased
forensic audit of the
voting equipment, ballots, etc. of Maricopa County. All obstruction to a thorough, deep dive
forensic audit must stop. Maricopa officials must not choose their own forensic auditor. We have
seen enough diversion
There are supremely qualified auditors available, preferably Jovan Hutton. Go for the best to
protect future election integrity. Freedom and the real will of AZ voters are at stake. Thank you for
your attention to this mater.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24,2021 9:58:23 AM
To: mekline@yahoo com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about
ensuring the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being
put forward
Please read the below article

hutps://wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 8:14 AM, Squarespace <form-submission(@squarespace info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Mike Kline

Email: mgkline@yahoo com

Message: Senator Fann,

T wanted to reach out to you and hope that you would have the courage to stand up to
Maricopa County board ofelectors and actually allow Jovan Hutton Pulitzer o review all of
the ballots in that county. In addition a complete investigation and actually putting people in
Jail for buying votes in your sate. All it would take is one state touncover the truth about the
2020 election and the restofthe states will be exposed and fall. Arizona was pivotal to the
2020 election and having the courage to stand up to the establishment you will allow for true
free andfairelections going forward. In addition the actual voting machines need to have
white hat hackers review and analyze them. Ifthey are found to be flawed then I would hope
that the legislature would ban their use and hat company in all future elections.

Here is a link in case you are not familiar with Mr. Pulitzer's work

hitps:/www worldtribune. com/here-isjovan-pulitzers-election-fraud-investigation-report-the-
u-s-congress-was-not-interested/

Please stand up to th establishment and have the courage to save our republic.

Sincerely

Mike Kline
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24,2021 9:58:45 AM
To: julesgraphix@mac com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

https wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 7:39 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Juliana Willey

Email: julesgraphix@mac com

Message: | am writing to plead with you to please lsten to the voices of the citizensofthe US.
Allow the audit to be done by data specialist Jovan Pulitzer. He is an expert who should perform an
independent audit of the county’s results. Evenifthere are watchers that are biased. It should be a
fair audit, unlike the unfair treatment of poll watchers

Itis my understanding that Maricopa County of Arizona is about to do a superficial audit where the
auditors are connected to Dominion Voting Systems. Please,I begof you, for the sake of my.
childres and the futureofour country do the right thing. You will be a hero. You will be loved and
supported by many patriots. Now is your time to shine. Juliana W.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 3:19:56 PM
To: wiutt@hotmail com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

https wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 3:54 PM, Squarespace <form-submission(@squarespace.info> wrote

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Wes Tutt

Email: wiut@hotmail com

Message: Please push for an independent deep forensic auditofthe election. Since the county is
limiting the choices, make them add Mr. Pulitzer and Col. Waldron to the audit. Thanks for trying
10 put trust intoourelection by investigating all aspects.
Thanks,
Tutt
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 3:20:30 PM
To: diry26@gmail com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

hitps://wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 3:39 PM, Squarespace <form-submission(@squarespace.info> wrote

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Dustin Fryberger

Email: dfry26@gmail.com

Message: I'm writing to request that a deep audit be conducted on the 2020 presidential election
using the Jovan Politzer method. I do not feel confident about the election results and would like an
audit to be conducted so that we can know, once and for all, that the election was not fraudulent
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24,2021 3:21:54 PM
To: acedc@yahoo com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. Tam also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

hutps://wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 1:22 PM, Squarespace <form-submission(@squarespace.info> wrote

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Alfred Canal

Email: acede@yahoo com

Message: Dear Senator Karen Fann,
Please avoid a superficial audit where the auditors are connected to Dominion Voting Systems
Please instead perform a REAL and DEEP AUDIT using the JOVAN POLITZER Method.
We need to know the absolute truth about what happened in ourelections. This is a great
opportunity for you, us, and all ofour futures
Thank you,
A. Canal
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 3:22:42 PM
To: carro104200420@acl. com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

hitps://wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 12:30 PM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace.info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Ronald Conforte:

Email: carrot04200420@aol com

Message: The Honorable representative Karen Fann,

Dear Ms Fann please allow an auditofthe 2020 election ballot. Mr. Pulitzer is quite an authority on
the subject and would be beyond reproach for a review of the ballot. It would be very important 2
solidify the trustof the voters and maintain an honorable spirit in his country on the voting going
forward.

appreciateyourattention on this and hope that this can be completed and treated as a transparent
investigation that can be viewed throughout our country.
Ron Conforte Massapequa New York,
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 3:23:56 PM

To: dameandshell@gmail com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

Thank you for your suggestions and yes Iam in communication with those who are concerned about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward.
Please read the below article:

hitps:/wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer ore!
Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24,2021, at 11:48 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace.info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Shelly Haberman

Email: dameandshell @gmail. com

Message: Please have the ballots audited by Jovan Pulitzer and team.
The American people deserve a fair election as well as auditing the process
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 3:24:46 PM
To: red raven 308@gmail com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about
ensuring the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being
put forward
Please read the below article

hutps://wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 11:16 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace.info> wrote

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Dave Martens

Email: red raven 308@gmail.com

Message: Senator,
Tam writing you today because I believe the integrityof my vote and others votes were
‘compromised in this recent Presidential election
have spent many weeks,days,and hours patiently

listening to the sworm testimonies of Americancitizenshere and across this country. I have
done my part to be non biased and open minded about each and everyone's claims in this
‘matter. 1 have come to my conclusion that there has in deed been an unbelievable amount of
suspicious and fraudulent activity ongoing in this election process
Tam humbling demanding that the following individuals represent myselfand the legal voting
citizens of Arizona to audit the upcoming Maricopa county vote.
Col. Phil Waldron and Jovan Pulitzer

Tam also requesting that itbe a full forensic audit so that they can determine that there was.
NO fraudulent activity what so ever. That our votes were recordedfairly.honestly and awarded
10 the correct candidates.

Thank you,
Dave Martens
1099s cedar drive
Apache Junction, AZ 85120

480-745-4024
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 3:29:20 PM

To: ‘mugwamp8@hotmail com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

Thank you for your suggestions and yes Iam in communication with those who are concerned about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward.
Please read the below article:

ps wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer ore/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24,2021, at 11:11 AM, Squarespace <form-submission@squarespace.info> wrote:

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Matthew Trickett

Email: mugwamp8@hotmail com

Message: Hello,

Please do a real audit using the Jovan Pulitzer method so we can trust our elections again. Do not
‘miss this opportunity to seek the truth and let corrupt people do the audit. We are only seeking the
truth and I hope you do as well.

Sincerely,
Matt Trickett
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, January 24, 2021 3:34:28 PM
To: Kkrismeyer@gmail com
Subject: Re: Form Submission - New Form

“Thank you for your suggestions and yes 1am in communication with those who are concemed about ensuring
the audit is done properly and accurately. I am also doing extensive research on all names being put forward
Please read the below article

https wikipedia jovanhuttonpulitzer.org/

Warmest
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jan 24, 2021, at 4:22 PM, Squarespace <form-submission(@squarespace.info> wrote

Sent via form submission from Elect Karen Fann

Name: Kris Meyer

Email: Krismeyer@gmail com

Message: Dear Senator Fann, I hope you will consider allowing Jovan Pulitzer take a look at the
actual paper ballot. He has some very interesting information about forensic markings on ballots,
the paper, the folds, etc. It seems one component is the ballot evidence and the other component is
the machinery itself also believe Pulitzer motives are completely unbiased and wants to do this
for the country as a whole and for moving forward with fair elections. Thank you
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, June 21,2021 7:22:05 AM
To: Allison Salinas <asalinasus senate@yahoo com>
Subject: Re: Touring the audit facility

Allison. We can certainly arrange a meeting but a tour is not possible. We will be complete with the hand
counting process by then
Sent from my iPhone

>On Jun 21, 2021, at 6:47 AM, Allison Salinas <asalinasus senate@yahoo.com> wrote:

> Hello and Good Morning! I hope you are having a blessed day. I would like to tour the audit facility on 6-30-
2021ifpossible to bring back Election Integrity to llinois and also would like time to speak with you while I
am there. Ifths is possible, please respond back. Thank you and Godspeed!

> Allison Salinas
> USS. Senate 2022 Candidate (Hlinois)
>
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 23, 2021 1:56:04 AM
To: kam arthur<kamarttx@gmail com>
Subject: Re: ARIZONA SENATORS,

“This is incorrect information. We are continuing with the audit in full force There is a lot more to all this
then you may be aware of It's disappointing to hear you attack our members when we have endured daily
attacks from the liberal media and democrats for doing this audit

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 22,2021, at 11:34 AM, kamarthur <kamarttx@gmail. com> wrote:

Yup exactly what we Patriots knew would happen. You are a communist rino Karen Fann! You
knew all along that you would take a break once the fraud was found. We Patriots who love this.
country are not finished. We will finish the audit and GET YOU OUT OF OFFICE and in prison
for covering up fraud! You are all guilty and absolutely weak and disgusting demonic spirits. You
find fraud with the audit and then take a break - good God it couldn't be more clear that you don't
‘want the world to se that you are behind the fraud. ALLLofyou are covering it up and there will
be consequences

Any fraud and otherfindings must be fully dressed bythe Legislature!
“Taking an extended recess should be the ony consideration. Do not adjourn!
You are NOT listening to constituents and YOU ae letting the people ofArizona and the workd dow!

AREAL Patriot!

On Sat, Mar 20, 2021 at 4:44 PM kam arthur <kamarttx@gmail com> wrote:
Karen its been almost S months since the fraudulent election. A hand count is not covering all
bases and details... at all. You are ensuring me that all bases are being covered and ALL details
are being addressed... then why isn't Jovan Pulitzer doinga kinematic audit? You have already
destroyed Trump's ballots and you know this... we all know this. Ifanyofyou are really listening
to constituents, like you say, then you would fight to get Jovan Pulitzer to do a kinematic audit
but you know that would reveal the truth about the corruption that you are all behind. The respect
that patriots once had forour stat representatives has disappeared when we realized you are:
all rinos. You have all waited too long - just enough time for ballots to be destroyed and cover up
the fraud. Why didn't any of you speak up like Marjorie Greene or Ted Cruz? Arizona is full of
finos - our govemor and most of you. Ifyou think my email is a threat then clearly, you
can't handle being in the position you are in. 1 am a patriot who loves this state and country and
we are watching it be destroyed by a fake president. Its really sick that his is happening. You
must remember. you all work for us

Also PLEASE nullify the disastrous joe biden's E's. It is happening in other states who have
strong representatives. You say you are listening to the constituents, then nullify the EO'S. Also,

ifthe "hand count” is fair then it will show that Trump won this election and allof you know
this.

Do the right thing to help save this state and country. The whole world is watching. We need
senators who have stronger voices, please!!
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Why are we tll wearing ridiculous masksi(that don' work) fora virus that has a 99.9% recovery
rate? The virus was for the electionso that they could do mail-in ballots. Its time this craziness
stops. Elections are coming up and we need representatives who fight for us.
We are not stupid.

God sees everything,

On Wed, Mar 17, 2021 at 10:59 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov> wrote:

Dear Mr. or Ms. Arthur, Please let me assure you that the audit will happen and we are
ensuring all bases are covered and deails are being addressed. Secondly. 1 would appreciate
you not threatening our Senators. Every oneofour caucus members work hard to represent
all ofourconstituents and have taken on this huge additional taskof a full forensic audit of 2.1
million ballots. This is in additional to all theirother full time obligations.

SER Karen Fann
Cla

Presidentofthe Senate

Tel 602.926.5874

From: kam arthur <kamarttx@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 10:15 AM
To: Nancy Barto “NBarto@azleg gov>; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azles gov>; Paul Boyer
<PBoyer(@azleg gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>, David Gowan
<dgowan(@alesgov; Rick Gray <RGray@azles gov; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azles sov>:
Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg.gov>; J.D.
Mesnard <JMesnard@azleg gov>; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov>, Warren Petersen
“<wpetersen@azleg.gov>; Wendy Rogers <WRogers@azleg.gov>; Thomas T J. Shope
<tshope@azleggov, Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita
<mugenti-rita@azleg gov>
Subject: ARIZONA SENATORS

Good morning toll ofyour weak voices of Arizona! 1am here to let you know we have recall
petitions going around for EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOU! And let me tell you, we are
getting 200-500 signatures a day. Your silence has been heard and very deadly. We the people
fight for this country more than anyof you frauds. IF you do an audit with Jovan Pulitzer
IMMEDIATELY then we will rip them up but until then we are on our way to reseating ALL
of you

ARZN_REVO0043038_Re ARIZONA SENATORS. mht



Question: Why do you support and do nothing about the fraudulent corrupt election?

Answer: Because you are behind it and a part of i!

It does not end well for anyof you

In God we Trust

A citizenofthe United Statesof America
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday,June23,2021 1:57:48 AM
To: kam arthur<kamarttx@gmail com>
Subject: Re: ARIZONA SENATORS,

Here is additional information. Which may answer someofyour concems

received your email regarding the Maricopa County auditof the 2020election and concern overa ine die motion in the
Arizona Senate. | want to clarify that if the Legislature endsa session sine die, t will not impact any effort by the Senate to
investigate potential findings offraudo irregularities. The Senate President and Judiciary Chair will tll call public hearings
and subpoena witnesses when appropriate. In addition, f the Legislature were to recess, instead ofsine die, there would be a
negative impact people aren't talking about. All the quality legislation we have passed this year cannot take effect until 90
daysafter sine die. Important legislation such as S8 1485,oclean up our early voting lis, and SB 1003, toblockearly ballots
from being counted f they don't have asignature, or SB 1530, which ensures early ballots go to current addresses, would al
ton hold. The audit results may not be finalized or a few more months due to the continued ligation from the Board of
Supervisors and Democrats. While it may see like a good idea to delay the end of th session until the aut is complete, the
consequences of postponing good legislation would be more detrimental.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 22,2021, at 11:34 AM, kamarthur <kamarttx@gmail. com> wrote:

Yup exactly what we Patriots knew would happen. You are a communist rino Karen Fann! You
knew all along that you would take a break once the fraud was found. We Patriots who love this.
country are not finished. We will finish the audit and GET YOU OUT OF OFFICE and in prison
for covering up fraud! You are all guilty and absolutely weak and disgusting demonic spirits. You
find fraud with the audit and then take a break - good God it couldn't be more clear that you don't
‘want the world to see that you are behind the fraud. ALLLof you are covering it up and there will
be consequences

Am fraud and otherfindings must be fully dressed bythe Legislature!
“Taking an extended recess should be the ony consideration. Do not adjourn’!
Youare NOT listening to constituents and YOU ae letting the people of Arizona and theworkd dow!

AREAL Patriot!

On Sat, Mar 20, 2021 at 4:44 PM kam arthur <kamarttx@gmail.com> wrote:
Karen its been almost S months since the fraudulent election. A hand count is not covering all
bases and detals...at all. You are ensuring me that all bases are being covered and ALL details
are being addressed... then why isn't Jovan Pulitzer doinga kinematic audit? You have already
destroyed Trump's ballots and you know this... we all know this. Ifanyofyou are really listening
to constituents, like you say, then you would fight to get Jovan Pulitzer to do a kinematic audit
but you know that would reveal the truth about the corruption that you are all behind. The respect
that patriots once had forour stat representatives has disappeared when we realized you are:
all rinos. You have all waited too long - just enough time for ballots to be destroyed and cover up
the fraud. Why didn't any of you speak up like Marjorie Greene or Ted Cruz? Arizona is full of
1in0s - our govemor and most of you. IFyou think my email is a threat then clearly, you
can't handle being in the position you are in. | am a patriot who loves this state and country and
we are watching it be destroyed by a fake president. Its really sick that his is happening. You
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must remember... you all work for us.

Also PLEASE nullify thedisastrous joe biden's EO's. It is happening in other states who have
strong representatives. You say you are listening to the constituents, then nullify the EO'S. Also,

ifthe "hand count” isfair then it will show that Trump won this election and ali of you know
this.

Do the right thing to help save this state and country. The whole world is watching. We need
senators who have stronger voices, please!

Why are we still wearing ridiculous masks(that don't work) for a virus that has a 99.9% recovery
rate? Thevirus was for the election so that they could do mail-in ballots. It's time this craziness
stops. Elections are coming up and we need representatives who fight for us.
We are not stupid

God sees everything.

On Wed, Mar 17, 2021 at 10:59 AM Karen Fann <KEann@azles sov> wrote:

Dear Mr. or Ms. Arthur, Please let me assure you that the audit will happen and we are
ensuring all bases are covered and details are being addressed. Secondly, I would appreciate
you not threatening our Senators. Every oneofour caucus members work hard to represent
all ofourconstituents and have taken on this huge additional taskof a full forensic audit of 2.1
million ballots. This is in additional to all theirother full time obligations.

0, Karen Fann

Ker
a residentoftheSenate

Tel 602.926.5874

From: kam arthur <kamarttx@gmail com>
Sent: Wednesday, March 17, 2021 10:15 AM
“To: Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg zov>, Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azlesgov; Paul Boyer
<PBoyer@azleg gov>: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>: David Gowan
<dgowan(@azleg gov; Rick Gray <RGray(@azleg gov>; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg gov>;
Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg.gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleggov>; J D.
Mesnard <JMesnard@azleggov>; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleggov>, Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@azleg gov>:, Wendy Rogers <WRogers@azleggo>; Thomas TJ. Shope
<tshope@azleg gov=; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg.gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita
<mugent-rita@arle gov
Subject: ARIZONA SENATORS.
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Good morning to allof your weak voices of Arizona! I am here to let you know we have recall
petitions going around for EVERY SINGLE ONE OF YOU! And let me tell you, we are
getting 200-500 signatures a day. Your silence has been heard and very deadly. We the people
Tight for this country more than anyof you frauds. IF you do an audit with Jovan Pulitzer
IMMEDIATELY then we will ip them up but until then we are on our way to reseating ALL
of you

Question: Why do you support and do nothing about the fraudulent corrupt election?

Answer: Because you are behind it anda part of it!

It does not end well for anyofyou

In God we Trust

A citizen of the United Statesof America
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 26,2021 7:39:37 AM
To: Carl Ross <chimaross| 6@gmail com>
Subject: Re: Indeed

Laurie Roberts is being totally irresponsible by implying I am associated with those comments in any way
“This audit has never been anything but election integrity. I's a shame the media doesn’t want to assure the
voters that we have secure and honest elections
Sent from my iPhone

>On Jun 26, 2021, at 7:26 AM, Carl Ross <chimaross|6@gmail com> wrote:

> Check out this article from azcentral

> Arizona audit could lead to... mass executions? What have you done to America, Sen. Fann?
>
> https: //www.azcentral comy/story/opinion/op-ed/laurieroberts/2021/06/24/arizona-election-audit-could-

lead-executions-if-oan-gets-way/ 7778274002/
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 26, 2021 7:40:42 AM
To: JanBaron <JanBaron@pm me>
Subject: Re: No clean election in 2022

Not true. We have full subpoena powers when not in session and/or special session options

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 26,2021, at 7:37 AM, JanBaron <JanBaron@pm me> wrote:

According to Ken Bennett, former President of the Senate, ifthe legislators call Sini Die, we can
forget having a clean election in 2022.

hutps://rumble. com/vizpt9-ken-bennett-arizona-audit-update-june-23 html

Jan Baron
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 7:05:16 AM
To: schauseil consulting@gmail com
Subject: Re: Audit

Nope. We will note release info until it is complete and can be triple verified The delay has been caused
because we have had to go to court to get Maricopa county to release the election materials.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 28, 2021, at 7:00 AM, RICHARD J SCHAUSEIL <schauseil consulting @gmail com>
wrote:

| Name: RICHARD J SCHAUSEIL

| Email: schauseil consulting@gmail com

| Phone: 7275101637

| Leg. District:

| Subject: Audit

Comments
‘Where are the resultsofyour private audit of your November 3, 2020 election. Usually when you
wait a longer, and much longer in this case, time for records and result you suspect someone is
playing with the numbers (cooking the books). Its been too long. You guys got played. You got
conned and your money and time was stolen, Point in case, where are the results. Come on you
handed Arizona ballots to a company called "Cyber Ninjas” LOL. You guys are just dumb and you
got played. You represent the Stateof Arizona and you made all the residents look stupid; Cyber
Ninjas? Really? LOL

Sent Mon, 28 Jun 2021 14:00:07 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 7:05:21 AM
To: schauseil consulting@gmail com
Subject: Re: Audit

Nope. We will note release info until it is complete and can be triple verified The delay has been caused
because we have had to go to court to get Maricopa county to release the election materials.

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 28, 2021, at 7:00 AM, RICHARD J SCHAUSEIL <schauseil consulting @gmail com>
wrote:

Name: RICHARD J SCHAUSEIL

Email: schauseil consulting@gmail com

Phone: 7275101637

Leg. District:

Subject: Audit

Comments
‘Where are the results of your private audit of your November 3, 2020 election. Usually when
you wait a longer, and much longer in this case, time for records and result you suspect
Someone is playing with the numbers (cooking the books). Is been too long. You guys got
played. You got conned and your money and time was stolen, Point in case, where are the
results. Come on you handed Arizona ballots to a company called "Cyber Ninjas LOL. You
‘guys are just dumb and you got played. You represent the State of Arizona and you made all
the residents look stupid; Cyber Ninjas? Really? LOL

Sent Mon, 28 Jun 2021 14:00:07 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 7:06:24 AM
To: Christine Harper <charper0609@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Question

Stop. All the info will be released as soon as the audit is complete. We are sill missing vital records which
need to be partofthe audit to prove findings

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 28, 2021, at 7:03 AM, Christine Harper <charper0609@gmail com> wrote:

What in Gods name is going on??? Why are you behaving as tho Patriots in America don't
care??? GIVE US THE INFO! GIVE US THE RESULTS! We are getting MAD!
Atleast tell us... WHEN! Thisis cruel evil wrong_unjust....and YOU ._are
responsible!!! GIVE US THE RESULTSof the AUDIT WE PAID FOR....And what AZ
Patriots worked for WEEKS to accomplish!!!1111!

WE ARE WAITING!!11! Patience is runing thin.

ARZN_REV00049044_Re Question him



From: Warren Petersen
sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 824 AM
To: Karen Fann
Subject: Accepted: Audit Meeting

ARZN_REV00049045_Accepted Audit Meeting. msg



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, June 28, 2021 7:47:21 PM
To: Christine Harper <charper0609@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Question

Patience please

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 28, 2021, at 7:19 PM, Christine Harper <charper0609@gmail com> wrote:

Well then make a doggone statement! Let The People (who voted for you and pay you) KNOW
WHAT'S GOING ON!!! Speak the heck up!! And give some TRUTH!!

Please Keep Me in Mind.
Christine Harper-Realtor
602.469.0309
Realty ONE Group
17550 N Perimeter Dr. #160
Scottsdale, AZ 85255

On Jun 28, 2021, at 7:06 AM, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:

Stop. All the info will be released as soon as the audit is complete. We are still
missing vital records which need to be part of the audit to prove findings

Sent from my iPhone:

On Jun 28, 2021, at 7:03 AM, Christine Harper
<charper0609@gmail com> wrote:

‘What in Gods name is going on??? Why are you behaving as tho
Patriots in America don't care??? GIVE US THE INFO! GIVE US
THE RESULTS! We are getting MAD!
Atleast tellus... WHEN!!_ This is cruel... evil... wrong._.unjust...and
YOU...are responsible!!! GIVE US THE RESULTS of the AUDIT WE
PAID FOR... And what AZ Patriots worked for WEEKS to

accomplish!11111!
WEARE WAITING!!! Patience is running thin.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 29,2021 6:57:57 AM
To: Jack Phillips <jack phillips@epochtimes com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Media inquiry

Jack , We have concern about this latest attack on the audit and the allegations they can’t “certify or prove * the
machines were not tampered with during the audit process . If theirexperts can't prove the machines have not
been tampered with, then how does the SOS or County Elections certify the machines before every audit to
make sure the machines haven't been tampered with 2
Alsorememberweasked numerous times for this audit to be performed jointly with Maricopa County, a their
facility, selecting a mutual auditor, and did not want the ballots or machines moved from their facilities.
Maricopa County refused. loaded up pallets of ballots on a truck , sent pictures out to the media with the
statement “where do you want them delivered *

Sent from my iPhone

>On Jun 29, 2021, at 6:35 AM, Jack Phillips <jack phillips@epochtimes. com> wrote:

>Hello - 1am with Epoch Times. Do you have comment after Maricopa County's letter last night saying the
county will replace all voting machines following the audit? Do you disagree with the assertions suggested in
the letter and Secretary of State Katie Hobbs' letter about the alleged mishandling of the machines?

> Thanks,
>
> Jack Phillips / Epoch Times
>
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 29,2021 2:45:59 PM
To: Leroy <Igilbertson6@cox.net>
Subject: Re: Audit

No they don’t. They didn’t own them to begin with. They are leased for three year contract and are already
halfway they the lease:
Sent from my iPhone

>On Jun 29,2021, at 2:44 PM, Leroy <lgilbertson6@cox.net> wrote

> Lam incensed by the fact Maricopa County now has to buy new voting machines after your idiotic so called
audit of the election results in Maricopa County.
> As a Maricopa County taxpayer this so called audit is going to cost me money.
> The $150,000 you wasted will never be recovered.
> It would have been better spent on giving you and your cohorts metal health evaluations because there is
something seriously wrong with you people.
> Shame on you
> Biden and Kelly won the election so get overt
> LeRoy Gilbertson
> 602-291-5447
>7702 North Via De Fonda
> Scottsdale, Arizona 85258
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, June 29,2021 2:46:34 PM
To: Dan & Elaine Depew <thedepews@gmail com>
Subject: Re: the maricopa county audit

Patience please. We do not have the results to release yet

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 29,2021, at 2:39 PM, Dan & Elaine Depew <thedepews@gmail com> wrote:

1 watched the audit on-line and want to know the results ASAP. Why are you not handingover the
machines? What are you hiding??? WE DEMAND ANSWERS NOW!

- Elaine Depew
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 1, 2021 4:28:01 PM
To: Sharon <sharonrdms@cox net>
Subject: Re: Ignore the Board of Supervisors . Such idiots!

Thank you!!

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 1,2021, at 4:23 PM, Sharon <sharonrdms@cox.net> wrote:

Dear Senator,

Stick with it! We are counting on you with the election audit! Sellars and Gallardo
on the attack with sending e-mails to citizens of Maricopa County. What idiots! Just
‘want you to know we support you!

Gratefully,

Sharon Lang
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 9:01:58 AM
To: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: Please add me to your press release list

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Paul Chesser <paul chesser@headlineusa.com>
Date: July 14,2021 at 8:08:36 AM MST
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Please add me to your press release list

Hello,

Could you please add paul chesser@headlineusa.com to Sen. President Fan's email list for her
press releases, specifically as it pertains to the election audit(s)?

Thanks,

Paul Chesser
Editor
HeadlineUSA com
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:40:42 PM
To: Regina Cobb <drgcobb@yahoo com>
Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa

County
Attachments: image011 jpg;image012 png;image013 jpgimage014 jpgimage01 jpg;Senate Hearing

on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14, 2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
“To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitaltimes com>, Arizona Capitol
‘Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <IFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig
Shiffler <CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson. com>, Arizona Daily Star
Sarah Gassen <sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun com>, Arizona

Mirror Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford
<andrew oxford@gannett com>, Arizona Republic Maria Polletta
<maria polletta@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic Michael Squires
<michael squires@@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <bchristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.org>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<livera@azpublicmedia org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat. com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna com>, cconover@azpublicmedia.org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu edu>,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evrib.com, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@timespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa adams@asu.edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike sauceda@asu.edu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted simons@asu edu>, fox 10,desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail. com>, KFY1
<kfyinews@iheartmedia com>, KJZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz org>, KIZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio org, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abe1S. com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@12news com>, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik(@12news com>. KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jeross@kiar.com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar.com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk@meredith com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis welch@meredith com>, Phoenix

Business Journal <phoenix@bizjoumalscom>,Reuters David Schwartz <david schwartz]
@cox net, Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com, The Hill Reid Wilson
<rwilson@thehill com>, Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byfemandasantos@gmail com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

<U-if nl]

ARZN_REV00049054_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i wig
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00043060_Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2A7BET60744B469197C4SD6646442Ad4-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:40:42 PM
To: Regina Cobb <drgcobb@yahoo com>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County.
Attachments: image01 1 jpg;image012 png:image03 jpg:image014 jpg;image01$ jpg Senate Hearing on

election audit in Maricopa County pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14, 2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol
Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <IFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig Shiffler
<CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson.com>, Arizona Daily Star Sarah Gassen
<sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun com>, Arizona Mirror Jeremy
Duda <jduda@azmirror com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford <andrew oxford@gannett com>,
Arizona Republic Maria Polletta <maria. polletta@arizonarepublic. com>, Arizona Republic Michael
Squires <michael squires@arizonarepublic. com, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic.com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <behristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.org>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<Irivera@azpublicmedia.org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna. com>, cconover@azpublicmedia org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu.edu>,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu.edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evirib com>, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@timespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa adams@asu.edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike sauceda@asu edu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted simons(@asu edu>, fox10.desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail com>, KFYI
<kfyinews@iheartmedia. com>, KIZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz org>, KIZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio.org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abel 5. com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@] 2news com>, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik@1 2news com>, KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jcrossi@ktar com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar. com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk@meredith. com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis.welch@meredith com>, Phoenix
Business Journal <phoenix@bizjournals com>, Reuters David Schwartz <davidschwartz @cox net,
Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com>, The Hill Reid Wilson <rwilson@thehill com>,
Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byfemandasantos@gmail.com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

<A-if umi]->

ARZN_REV00049061_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i wig
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00049067Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:42:53 PM
To: Christina Bobb <Christina bobb@oann com>
Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa,

County
Attachments: image011 jpg;image012 png;image013 jpgimage014 jpgimage01 jpg;Senate Hearing

on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14, 2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
“To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitaltimes com>, Arizona Capitol
‘Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <IFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig
Shiffler <CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson. com>, Arizona Daily Star
Sarah Gassen <sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun com>, Arizona
Mirror Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford
<andrew oxford@gannett com>, Arizona Republic Maria Polletta
<maria polletta@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic Michael Squires
<michael squires@@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <bchristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.or>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<livera@azpublicmedia org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat. com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna com>, cconover@azpublicmedia.org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu edu>,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evrib.com, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@timespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa adams@asu.edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike sauceda@asu.edu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted.simons@asu edu>, fox 10,desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail. com>, KFY1
<kfyinews@iheartmedia com>, KJZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz org>, KJZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abe1S. com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@12news com>, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik(@12news com>. KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jeross@kiar.com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar.com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk@meredith com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis welch@meredith com>, Phoenix

Business Journal <phoenix@bizjoumalscom>,Reuters David Schwartz <david schwartz]
@cox net, Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com, The Hill Reid Wilson
<rwilson@thehill com>, Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byfemandasantos@gmail com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

<U-if nl]

ARZN_REV00049068_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i ign
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00043074_Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2A7BET60744B469197C4SD6646442Ad4-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:42:53 PM
To: Christina Bobb <Christina. bobb@oann com>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County.
Attachments: image01 1 jpg;image012 png:image03 jpg:image014 jpg;image01$ jpg Senate Hearing on

election audit in Maricopa County pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14, 2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitoltimes. com, Arizona Capitol
Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <IFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig Shiffler
<CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson.com>, Arizona Daily Star Sarah Gassen
<sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun com>, Arizona Mirror Jeremy
Duda <jduda@azmirror com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford <andrew oxford@gannett com>,
Arizona Republic Maria Polletta <maria. polletta@arizonarepublic. com>, Arizona Republic Michael
Squires <michael squires@arizonarepublic. com, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic.com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <behristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.org>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<Irivera@azpublicmedia.org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna. com>, cconover@azpublicmedia org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu.edu>,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu.edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evirib com>, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@timespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa adams@asu.edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike sauceda@asu edu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted simons(@asu edu>, fox10.desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail com>, KFYI
<kfyinews@iheartmedia. com>, KIZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz org>, KIZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio.org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abel 5. com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@] 2news com>, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik@1 2news com>, KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jcrossi@ktar com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar. com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk@meredith. com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis.welch@meredith com>, Phoenix
Business Journal <phoenix@bizjournals com>, Reuters David Schwartz <davidschwartz @cox net,
Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com>, The Hill Reid Wilson <rwilson@thehill com>,
Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byfemandasantos@gmail.com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

<A-if umi]->

ARZN_REV00049075_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i ign
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00043081_Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:43:21 PM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa,

County
Attachments: image011 jpg;image012 png;image013 jpgimage014 jpgimage01 jpg;Senate Hearing

on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14, 2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
“To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitaltimes com>, Arizona Capitol
‘Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <IFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig
Shiffler <CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson. com>, Arizona Daily Star
Sarah Gassen <sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun com>, Arizona
Mirror Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford
<andrew oxford@gannett com>, Arizona Republic Maria Polletta
<maria polletta@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic Michael Squires
<michael squires@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <bchristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.or>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<livera@azpublicmedia org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat. com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna com>, cconover@azpublicmedia.org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu edu>,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evrib.com, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@timespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa adams@asu.edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike sauceda@asu.edu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted.simons@asu edu>, fox 10,desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail. com>, KFY1
<kfyinews@iheartmedia com>, KJZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz org>, KJZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abe1S. com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@12news com>, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik(@12news com>. KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jeross@kiar.com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar.com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk@meredith com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis welch@meredith com>, Phoenix

Business Journal <phoenix@bizjoumalscom>,Reuters David Schwartz <david schwartz]
@cox net, Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com, The Hill Reid Wilson
<rwilson@thehill com>, Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byfemandasantos@gmail com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

<U-if nl]

ARZN_REV00049082_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i ign
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00043088Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2A7BET60744B469197C4SD6646442Ad4-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 4:43:21 PM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County.
Attachments: image01 1 jpg;image012 png:image03 jpg:image014 jpg;image01$ jpg Senate Hearing on

election audit in Maricopa County pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14, 2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitoltimes. com, Arizona Capitol
Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <IFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig Shiffler
<CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson.com>, Arizona Daily Star Sarah Gassen
<sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun com>, Arizona Mirror Jeremy
Duda <jduda@azmirror com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford <andrew oxford@gannett com>,
Arizona Republic Maria Polletta <maria. polletta@arizonarepublic. com>, Arizona Republic Michael
Squires <michael squires@arizonarepublic. com, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic.com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <behristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.org>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<Irivera@azpublicmedia.org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna. com>, cconover@azpublicmedia org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu.edu>,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu.edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evirib com>, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@timespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa adams@asu.edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike sauceda@asu edu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted simons(@asu edu>, fox10.desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail com>, KFYI
<kfyinews@iheartmedia. com>, KIZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz org>, KIZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio.org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abel 5. com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@] 2news com>, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik@1 2news com>, KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jcrossi@ktar com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar. com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk@meredith. com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis.welch@meredith com>, Phoenix
Business Journal <phoenix@bizjournals com>, Reuters David Schwartz <davidschwartz @cox net,
Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com>, The Hill Reid Wilson <rwilson@thehill com>,
Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byfemandasantos@gmail.com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

<A-if umi]->

ARZN_REV00049089_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i ign
eyEa Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00043085_Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, July 14, 2021 5:22:31 PM
To: Kelly Townsend <kelly@electkellytownsend com>
Subject: Fwd: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa,

County
Attachments: image011 jpg;image012 png;image013 jpgimage014 jpgimage01 jpg;Senate Hearing

on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Date: July 14, 2021 at 4:27:33 PM MST
“To: Arizona Capitol Times Dillon Rosenblatt <drosenblatt@azcapitaltimes com>, Arizona Capitol
‘Times Gary Grado <ggrado@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Hank Stephenson
<hstephenson@azcapitoltimes. com>, Arizona Capitol Times Julia Shumway
<jshumway@azcapitoltimes com>, Arizona Capitol Times Luige Delpuerto
<luige delpuerto@azcapitoltimes com>, Jason Fitzpatrick <IFitzpatrick@azleg gov>, Craig
Shiffler <CShiffler@azleg gov>, Arizona Daily Star <metro@tucson. com>, Arizona Daily Star
Sarah Gassen <sgassen@tucson com>, Arizona Daily Sun <azdsnews@azdailysun com>, Arizona
Mirror Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror com>, Arizona Republic Andrew Oxford
<andrew oxford@gannett com>, Arizona Republic Maria Polletta
<maria polletta@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic Michael Squires
<michael squires@arizonarepublic.com>, Arizona Republic news tips
<newstips@arizonarepublic com>, Associated Press Bob Christie <bchristie@ap.org>, Associated
Press Jonathan Cooper <jjcooper@ap.or>, AZ Public Media Lorraine Rivera
<livera@azpublicmedia org>, Barbara Villa <bvilla@skyviewsat. com>, Bloomberg Brenna Goth
<bgoth@bna com>, cconover@azpublicmedia.org, Cronkite News <cronkitenews@asu edu>,
Cronkite News Service <newsroom@asu edu>, East Valley Tribune <newstips@evrib.com, East
Valley Tribune Paul Maryniak <pmaryniak@timespublications com>, Eight Allysa Adams
<allysa adams@asu.edu>, Eight Mike Sauceda <mike sauceda@asu.edu>, Eight Ted Simons
<ted.simons@asu edu>, fox 10,desk@foxtv.com, Howie Fischer <capmedia@hotmail. com>, KFY1
<kfyinews@iheartmedia com>, KJZZ Christina Estes <cestes@kjzz.org>, KIZZ Mark Brodie
<mbrodie@kjzz org>, KJZZ Steve Goldstein <sgoldstein@rioradio org>, KNXV
<assignmentdesk@abe1S. com>, KPNX <assignmentdesk@12news com>, KPNX Brahm Resnik
<bresnik(@12news com>. KTAR Bob McClay <bmeclay@ktar com>, KTAR Jim Cross
<jeross@kiar.com>, KTAR Martha Maurer <mmaurer@kiar.com>, KTVK and KPHO
<phxnewsdesk@meredith com>, KTVK Dennis Welch <dennis welch@meredith com>, Phoenix

Business Journal <phoenix@bizjoumalscom>,Reuters David Schwartz <david schwartz]
@cox net, Steve Clawson <sclawson@skyviewsat com, The Hill Reid Wilson
<rwilson@thehill com>, Washington Post Fernanda Santos <byfemandasantos@gmail com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE: Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa
County

<U-if nl]

ARZN_REV00049096_Fwd FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County him
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ER :REST Arizona State Senate

[i ign
©. ha)Ea Press AlertIXJoe2
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
‘Wednesday, July 14,2021

Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County

WHAT: Senate Hearing on the progressofthe election audit in Maricopa County. Senate is open to the public
and media outlets. There is limited seating, but anyone can watch live on the link provided below. There wil be
no public testimony.

WHO: Senator Karen Fann
Senate President

Senator Warren Petersen
Chairman, Senate Comittee on Judiciary

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Doug Logan
Cyber Ninjas,

Ben Cotton
CyFIR

WHEN: Thursday, July 15, 2021 at 10 am MST

"WHERE: Live streamed athttps://www.azleg.gov/liveproceedings/

For more information, contact:
Mike Philipsen, Director of Communications Dajana Zaticanin, Deputy Directorof Communications
Arizona Senate Republican Caucus Arizona Senate Republican Caucus

Office: (602) 926-3972 Office: (602) 926-3905
Cell: (602) 904-2070 Cell: (602) 999-5562

mphilipsen@azieg gov dzaticanin@azieg gov

ARZN_REV00049102_Senate Hearing on election audit in Maricopa County. pdf



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 5:16:40 PM
To: Natalie Mooney <Natalie Mooney@oann com>
Subject: Re: Interview with Natalie Harp of OAN

Yes I can do that

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 15,2021, at 11:02 AM, Natalie Mooney <Natalie Mooney@oann.com> wrote:

Hello,

My name is Natalie Mooney, a producer for OAN's newest show “The Real Story” with former Trump
Advisory Board Member, Natalie Harp.

1 wanted to reach out to see f itis possible to book you fortheshow tomorrow at 1:25 pm PST. Topic will
be the Maricopa Audit.

The appearances could be conducted through Skype or through one of our bureaus in San Diego,
Washington D.C., and New York City.

Please let me know if you are available. We would absolutely love to have you!

Best,

Natalie Mooney
Booking Producer “The Real Story”
One Ameria News Network
4757 Morena Bud
San Diego, CA 52117
oamncom | seamingon owdtucom

ARZN_REV00049103_Re Interview with Natalie Harp of OAN htm



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday,July 16,2021 9:39:38 AM
To: Natalie Mooney <Natalie Mooney@oann com>
Subject: Re: Interview with Natalie Harp of OAN

1:40 pm PT (which is also AZ time) confirmed. ~ Are we doing zoom or skype? Will you send me link?

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 16,2021, at 8:11 AM, Natalie Mooney <Natalie Mooney @oann com> wrote

Hello,

Here are topics for today:
Topic: AZ audit

https://twitter.com)realLizUSA/status/141575614661958453175=20
https://twitter.com/realLizUSA/status/141575670401322508475=20
https://twitter.com/realLizUSA/status/141574371272707686875=20
https://twitter.com/realLizUSA/status/141574011921938432375=20

Can we do this via Skype?

Natalie Mooney
Booking Producer “The Real Story"
One America News Network
4757 Morena Biv.
San Diego, CA 92117
oanncom | reaming on awtvcom

From: Natalie Mooney <Natalie.Mooney@oann com>
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021. 5:41 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Interview with Natalie Harp of OAN

That wouldbe amating! Can we actually look at 1:40 pm PST?

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 15, 2021, at 5:16 PM, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov> wrote:

Yes! can do that

Sent from my iPhone:

ARZN_REV00049105_Re Interview with Natalie Harp of OAN him



OnJul 15, 2021, at 11:02 AM, Natalie Mooney <Natalie.Mooney@oann.com>
wrote:

Hello,

My name is Natalie Mooney,a producer for OAN's newest show “The Real
Story” with former Trump Advisory Board Member, Natale Harp.

Iwanted to reach out to see fit is possible to book you for the show tomorrow.
at 1:25 pm PST. Topic wil be the Maricopa Audit.

The appearances could be conducted through Skype or through one of our
bureaus in San Diego, Washington D.C. and New York City.

Please lot me knowifyou are available. We would absolutely love to have you!

Best,

Natalie Mooney
Booking Producer “The Real Story”
One America News Network
4757 Morena Biv.
San Diego, CA 92117
oanncom | Streamingon oust.com

ARZN_REV00049105_Re Interview with Natalie Harp of OAN him



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, July 17,2021 5:51:17 AM
To: Tom <tom_n_phx@yahoo com>
Subject: Re: War Room Audit twitter account — hating on someones dog who previously died

Tom. The Arizona audit has no connection with this Twitter account you are referring to. I'm not even sure
whois the actual person that put up this account but agree no one should make funof anything tragic

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 16,2021, at 8:56 PM, Tom <tom_n_phx@yahoo.com> wrote:

Hello,
1ama resident of Arizona, | Ive in Tempe. Although dort agree with the aucit at al, my complaints about
the actionsof your Twiter account @AuditWarRoom. Tonight, | am absolutely shocked {0 ean tha the
Twitter feed is actually making fun of someones dog wh recently died | guess whoever is running this
account sed through tis poor persons account to find ictures of his dog that passed aviay and posted them
on YOUR offal twiter account apparently as joke. | dont enjoy the constant digs on the press buta least
that does seem beyond the pale ike THIS one is.
Whether or not you agree or disagree with the aut the behavior of the people behind this Twiteris in
shockingly bad taste. For the sake of all of us Arizonans YOU NEED TO DO SOMETHING ABOUT THIS
IMMEDIATELY. Not only is his reprehensible and disgusting but | would imagine aithough | am nota lawyer)You are subjeciing yoursel, and the State to significant legal iabiiy
TAKE ACTION NOW!
Sincerely,
Tom Markham

ARZN_REV00049107_Re War Room Audit twitter account hating on someones dog who previously died him



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, July 17, 2021 9:54:38 PM
To: Doug McPheters <rdouglasmcpheters@gmail. com>
Subject: Re: Keep up Your Great Work

“The audit will definitely be made public. The judg is ruling on a freedomof information act. The senate has
already complied withadozen or morerequestsproducing thousandsofdocuments..... EverythingI have. The
Democrat attomeys are asking for all the personal emails , texts and documents between the auditor and his
subcontractors and clients. These are transactions between private individualsand between two private companies. |
donot have these recordsso I can'tproducesomething we don’t have Everything the auditors are producing for
the audit is the propertyofthe taxpayers and will be made public

Sent from my iPhone

On Jul 17, 2021, at 9:48 PM, Doug McPheters <rdouglasmepheters@email. com> wrote:

Dear Senator Fann,

It's Doug McPheters again, here in Prescott Valley.

| certainly don't expect you to answer this message in writing
but I'm dying to ask you the following question in person
Apparently a judge decided the results of the forensic audit
must be made public in response to the Senate's suit to keep
those results private (sorry if any of this is inaccurate but I've
not read either of opinion); was it your initial strategy to back
the opposition into a corner by having results of the audit made
fully public after your good work is finally done, so no one will
have any grounds to complain that the Senate hasn't, at the
end of the day, been fully transparent?

Best personal regards,

Doug

Doug McPheters
4475 N. Stockholm Drive
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
203.588.9808
rdouglasmepheters@gmail.com

ARZN_REV00049108_Re Keep up Your Great Work him



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 6:44:21 AM
To: David Gilbert <david gilbert@vice com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Maricopa Board of Supervisors letter

‘Today, Tuesday May 18th, the Arizona Senate will hold a hearing/meeting to receive an update on the audit
from the vendor and address the questions submitted and the written response from the Maricopa County Board
of Supervisors.
‘The meetingwill start at 1 pm MT and will be live streamed and recorded at the following link. Viewers can
also access the link by going the the Arizona Legislature website and logging into the senate live hearing tab.
itp  azleq qouhideoplayer!

Wi Respect,‘Senate President Karen Fann
Sent from my iPad

On May 18,2021, at 4:16 AM, David Gilbert <david gilbert@vice com> wrote:

Hi Karen,

1 was wondering ifyou had any response to the letter sent by the Maricopa County Board of
Supervisors yesterday asking you to end the audit

Regards

David

DAVID GILBERT

Reporcr, Vice News

@itgiter

VICE MEDIA LLC

49 South2 Sweet

Brooklyn, NY 11245

ARZN_REV00049109_Re Maricopa Board of Supervisors letter.him



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 6:46:05 AM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Request for Comment - Maricopa County Letter

‘Today, Tuesday May 18th, the Arizona Senate will hold a hearing/meeting to receive an update on the audit
fiom the vendor, address the questions submitted to us and the written response from the Maricopa County
Board of Supervisors.
‘The meetingwill startat | pm MT and will be live streamed and recorded at the following link. Viewers can
also access the link by going the the Arizona Legislature website and logging into the senate live hearing tab.
Hits  azleq qouhideoplayer!

Wi Respect,‘Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On May 18, 2021, at 3:39 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc> wrote:

Hi Senate President Fann,

Do you all have a response to the Maricopa County Board's May 17 letter? Are you now
considering fresh subpoenas to force them to provide certain materials and information?

Thanks,
Zack Stieber
‘The Epoch Times
917-500-1875

ARZN_REV00049110_Re. Request for Comment- Maricopa County Letter. htm



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 6:46:58 AM
To: Ewan Palmer <e palmer@newsweek com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Newsweek press inquiry: Boardof Supervisors in Maricopa County letter

‘Today, Tuesday May 18th, the Arizona Senate will hold a hearing/meeting to receive an update on the audit
fiom the vendor, address the questions submitted to us and the written response from the Maricopa County
Boardof Supervisors.
‘The meetingwill startat | pm MT and will be live streamed and recorded at the following link. Viewers can
also access the link by going the the Arizona Legislature website and logging into the senate live hearing tab.
itp  azleq qouhideoplayer!

Wi Respect,‘Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On May 18, 2021, at 2:06 AM, Ewan Palmer <e palmer@newsweek com> wrote:

Good morning Sen. Fann,

1 was wondering if you have a full statementicomment on the letter to you from the Board
of Supervisors in Maricopa County with regards to the Arizona audit which they claim is
turning the state into a "laughingstock?”

htps:/Avww.maricopa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/68972/20210517-Response-Letter-to-
Senate-President-Fann-—FINAL

Ewan

[ES eves

Ewan Palmer| Reporter
NEWSWEEK
Floor24, 25CanadaSquare,CanaryWharf, London, E14 5LQ
€ | epalmer@newsweek.com
@I EwanPaimer
P+44 208075 3505

ARZN_REV00049111_Re Newsweek press inquiry Board of Supervisors in Maricopa County letter htm



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 6:46:58 AM
To: Ewan Palmer <e palmer@newsweek com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Newsweek press inquiry: Boardof Supervisors in Maricopa County letter

‘Today, Tuesday May 18th, the Arizona Senate will hold a hearing/meeting to receive an update on the audit
fiom the vendor, address the questions submitted to us and the written response from the Maricopa County
Boardof Supervisors.
‘The meetingwill startat | pm MT and will be live streamed and recorded at the following link. Viewers can
also access the link by going the the Arizona Legislature website and logging into the senate live hearing tab.
itp  azleq qouhideoplayer!

Wi Respect,‘Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On May 18, 2021, at 2:06 AM, Ewan Palmer <e palmer@newsweek com> wrote:

Good morning Sen. Fann,

1 was wondering if you have a full statementicomment on the letter to you from the Board
of Supervisors in Maricopa County with regards to the Arizona audit which they claim is
turning the state into a "laughingstock?”

htps:/Avww.maricopa.gov/DocumentCenter/View/68972/20210517-Response-Letter-to-
Senate-President-Fann-—FINAL

Ewan

[ES eves

Ewan Palmer| Reporter
NEWSWEEK
Floor24, 25CanadaSquare,CanaryWharf, London, E14 5LQ
€ | epalmer@newsweek.com
@I EwanPaimer
P+44 208075 3505

ARZN_REV00049112_Re Newsweek press inquiry Board of Supervisors in Maricopa County letter htm



From: Karen Fann <karenefann@outlook com>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 8:38:28 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Ce: Ewan Palmer <e palmer@newsweek com>;Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Newsweek press inquiry: Boardof Supervisors in Maricopa County letter

For clarity itis | pm Arizona time which is MST

Sent from my iPhone

On May 18, 2021, at 6:47 AM, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:

Today, Tuesday May 18th, the Arizona Senate will hold a hearing/meeting to receive an update on
the audit from the vendor, address the questions submitted to us and the written response from the
Maricopa County Board of Supervisors.
‘The meeting will start at | pm MT and will be live streamed and recorded at the following link
Viewers can also access the link by going the the Arizona Legislature website and logging into the
senate live hearing tab.
hisws leq goviideoplayer!

With Respect,
‘Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On May 18, 2021, at 2:06 AM, Ewan Palmer <e palmer@newsweek com> wrote:

Good morning Sen. Fann,

1 was wondering if you have a full statement/comment on the letter to you from
the Board of Supervisors in Maricopa County with regards to the Arizona audit
which they claim is tuming the state into a "laughingstock?”

hitps:/Awww.maricopa. gov/DocumentCenter/View/68972/20210517-Response-
Letter-to-Senate-President-Fann-—FINAL

Ewan

Newsweek

Ewan Palmer | Reporter
NEWSWEEK
Floor 24, 25 Canada Square, Canary Wharf, London, E14 5LQ
€ | epalmer@newsweekcom
@] EwanPaimer
P1444 20.8075 3505

ARZN_REV00049113_Re Newsweek press inquiry Board of Supervisors in Maricopa County letter htm



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 8:39:43 AM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Request for Comment - Maricopa County Letter

For clarity itis pm Arizona time which is MST

Sent from my iPhone

On May 18,2021, at 8:29 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc> wrote:

Thank you Sen. Fann. We will be watching the hearing.

All the best,
Zack

On Tue, May 18, 2021 at 9:46 AM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote
‘Today, Tuesday May 18th, the Arizona Senate will hold a hearing/meeting to receive an update
on the audit from the vendor, address the questions submitted to us and the written response from
the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors.
‘The meeting will start at | pm MT and will be live streamed and recorded at the following link
Viewers can also access the link by going the the Arizona Legislature website and logging into
the senate live hearing tab.
itoAvazieq gowiideoplayer!

With Respect,Senate resident Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On May 18, 2021, at 3:39 AM, Zack Stieber <zackstieber@epochtimes.nye> wrote

Hi Senate President Fann,

Do you all have a response to the Maricopa County Board's May 17 letter? Are you
now considering fresh subpoenas to force them to provide certain materials and
information?

Thanks,
Zack Stieber
‘The Epoch Times
917-509-1875

ARZN_REV00049114_Re. Request for Comment- Maricopa County Letter.htm



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Tuesday, May 18, 2021 8:39:47 AM
To: David Gilbert <david gilbert@vice com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Maricopa Board of Supervisors letter

For clarity itis pm Arizona time which is MST

Sent from my iPhone

On May 18, 2021, at 6:45 AM, David Gilbert <david gilbert@vice com> wrote:

‘Thank you Karen

On Tue, 18 May 2021 at 14:44, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
“Today, Tuesday May 18th, the Arizona Senate will hold a hearing/meeting to receive an update
on the audit from the vendor and addressthe questions submitted and the written response from
the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors.
‘The meeting will start at | pm MT and will be live streamed and recorded at the following link
Viewers canalso access the link by going the the Arizona Legislature website and logging into
the senate live hearing tab.
ts ven a2ieq Goviidecplaver

Wi Respect,
Senate Present Karen Fann
Sent from my iPad

On May 18, 2021, at 4:16 AM, David Gilbert <david gilbert@vice.com> wrote:

Hi Karen,

Iwas wonderingifyou had any responseto the letter sent by the Maricopa County.
Board of Supervisors yesterday asking you to end the audit

Regards

David

DAVID GILBERT

Reporter, Vice News

@itiginer

VICE MEDIA LLC

950th 20d Sst
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Brooklyn NY 11249

DAVID GILBERT

Reporter, Viee News

@dsaigiver

VICE MEDIA LLC

49 Sou 2nd Stet

Brooklyn, NY 11249
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 11:25:48 AM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Subject: Re: Fact-checkers' claim deletion claim is debunked

‘The file was deleted but Cyfir was able to recover it from other areas. But yes, thefile had been deleted on that
portion of the drive Are you following the Maricopa audit tweet ? I believe Cyfir put out a statement clarifying
what he said
Sent from my iPhone

>On May 20, 2021, at 8:44 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc> wrote:

>
> Hi Ken and Sen. Fann,

> Good moming, hope you both are doing well today.
>
> So-called fact-checkers, and a slew of news outlets, are running with the angle that Ben Cotton, founder of
CyFIR, told senators in the meeting this week that there was, in fact, no deletion from the election machine
database.

> According to the meeting video and transcript, it appears that is wrong.
>
> Do either of you want to address this apparent misinformation? Can you confirm that the files were deleted
and that Cotton was able to recover the deleted files?

> Also, has there been an official response to Maricopa County's technicalanalysisoutside of that meeting?

> Thank you,
> Zack Stieber
>The Epoch Times
917-509-1875
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 11:51:46 AM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Subject: Re: Fact-checkers' claim deletion claim is debunked

Wondering if you have all the info about how this whole thing started and how we got to this point? The local
media has done a really good job ofnot reporting the whole story but has concentrated on discrediting it from
day one

Sent from my iPhone

On May 20, 2021, at 11:43 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes. nyc> wrote

BTW - please let me knowif you are planning or issue fresh subpoenas concerning the routers and
passwords.

‘Thanks again,
Zack
917-509-1875

On Thu, May 20, 2021 at 2:42 PM Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimesnye> wrote:
Hi Sen. Fann,

Thank you. I did see that tweet and Ken's teamalso emailed it to me.

Appreciate you following up.

All the best,
Zack

On Thu, May 20, 2021 at 2:25 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azle gov> wrote:
“The file was deleted but Cyfir was able to recover it from other areas. But yes, the file had
been deleted on that portionof the drive Are you following the Maricopa audit tweet ? 1
believe Cyfir put out a statement clarifying what he said

Sent from my iPhone

>On May 20, 2021, at 8:44 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nye> wrote:
>

>Hi Ken and Sen. Fann,
>
> Good morning, hope you both are doing well today.

> So-called fact-checkers, and a slew of news outlets are running with the angle that Ben
Cotton, founder of CyFIR, told senators in the meeting this week that there was, in fact, no
deletion from the election machine database.
>
> According to the meeting video and transcript, it appears that is wrong.

ARZN_REV00049118_Re ‘Fact-checkers' claim deletion claim is debunked. htm



> Do eitherof you want to address this apparent misinformation? Can you confirm that the
files were deleted and that Cotton wasable to recover the deleted files?
>
> Also, has there been an official response to Maricopa County's technical analysis outside of
that meeting?

> Thank you,
> Zack Stieber
> The Epoch Times
>917-509-1875
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 20, 2021 12:32:22 PM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc>
Subject: Re: Fact-checkers' claim deletion claim is debunked

Would be fine to do interview next week

Sent from my iPhone

On May 20, 2021, at 12:29 PM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc> wrote:

Hi Sen. Fann,

believe we have most of that info, ifyou are referring to why you all have said you wanted the
audit, your subpoenas, the county taking you to court, the court siding with you, the audit itself, the
Democrats attempt to Stop, the judge ruling against them, the settlement agreement, and the latest
back-and-forth concerning routers, passwords, the database, and other issues.

If there's something you believe we have missed in our coverage, please let us know. Ifthere's
something you think we should be awareofwe may not be, please let me know. Additionally, we
would love to do an interview with you at some point (maybe Monday or Tuesday next week?). We
aim to be nonpartisan and try to avoid the slanting you referenced that is often seen in the media
nowadays.

Thank you,
Zack
917-509-1875

On Thu, May 20, 2021 at 2:51 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov> wrote:
‘Wonderingifyou have all the info about how this whole thing started and how we got to this
point? The local media has done a rally good job of not reporting the whole story but has
concentrated on discrediting it from day one

Sent from my iPhone

On May 20, 2021, at 11:43 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
wrote:

BTW - please let me knowif you are planning or issue fresh subpoenas concerning
the routers and passwords

Thanks again,
Zack
917-509-1875

On Thu, May 20, 2021 at 2:42 PM Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nye>
wrote:

Hi Sen. Fann,
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“Thank you. did see that tweet and Ken's team also emailed it to me.

Appreciate you following up.

All the best,
Zack

On Thu, May 20, 2021 at 2:25 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azlezgov> wrote:
“The fle was deleted but Cyfirwas able to recover it from other areas. But yes,
the file had been deleted on that portion of the drive Are you following the
Maricopa audit tweet ? I believe Cyfir put out a statement clarifying what he
said

Sent from my iPhone

>On May 20, 2021, at 8:44 AM, Zack Stieber <zackstieber@epochtimes.nyc>
wrote:
>
>
> Hi Ken and Sen. Fann,
>
> Good moming, hope you both are doing well today.
>
> So-called fact-checkers, and a slewofnews outlets, are running with the angle
that Ben Cotton, founderof CyFIR, told senators in the meeting this week that
there was, in fact, no deletion from the election machine database.

> According to the meeting video and transcript, it appears that is wrong.

> Do either of you want to addressthisapparent misinformation? Can you
confirm that the files were deleted and that Cotton was able to recover the
deleted files?

> Also, has there been an official response to Maricopa County's technical
analysis outsideof that meeting?
>
> Thank you,
> Zack Stieber
> The Epoch Times
> 917-509-1875
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2021 1:14:13 PM
To: Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlane@justthenews.com>
Co Dejana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Media Request- John Solomon

Yourinvte says 7am 1am available at10am. AZ. time
Sent from my iPhone

On May 23, 2021, at 10:56 AM, Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlanc@justthenews.com> wrote

Perfect! Here is the call-in number: (202) 765-2569.

‘Will send a calendar invite now, for confirmation.

On Sun, May 23,2021 at 1:44 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg. go> wrote:

Senator Fann can do the interview Monday morning at 10 amifyou are available

£22 Karen Fann
LE |
oid residentoftheSenate

Tek: 602.926.5874

From: Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlane@justthenews.com>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 12:34 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>; Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>; Dajana
Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Subject: Media Request- John Solomon

Hi Everyone!

Reaching out from the office of John Solomon with Just the News.

AREN_REV00048120_Re Media Request: John Solomon mht



Were really hoping to have Karen Fann on John's podcast next week to discuss the AZ election
‘audit and also the potential effects that this will play out with other states looking into their
voting process

John's podcast currently has over $M listeners and it's broadcast on several different platforms.
A print article piece will also be posted on justthenews com which has a monthly viewership of
25M

The interview would be about 20 minutes and be conducted over the phone.

Would she be available any day this week? (M-F) (5/24-5/28)

We would love to get her on Monday, ifpossible!

We can record anytime between 10 am- 3 pm ET.

Thank you!

Jacqueline Lane

Executive Assistant

Just The News

Jacqueline Lane
Executive Assistant
Just The News

ARZN_REV00049120_Re Media Request- John Solomon mht



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2021 2:31:01 PM
To: Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlane@justthenews com>
ce: Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>-Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Media Request- John Solomon

Sorry for the confusion My error for not seeing the ET at the very bottom

Sent from my iPhone

On May 23,2021, at 1:14 PM, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:

Yourinvite says 7am Tam available at 10 am. AZ. time

Sent from my iPhone

On May 23,2021, at 10:56 AM, Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlane@justthenews com>
wrote:

Perfect! Here is the call-in number: (202) 765-2569

Will send a calendar invite now, for confirmation.

On Sun, May 23, 2021 at 1:44 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote

Senator Fann can do the interview Monday morning at 10 amifyou are available

2 Karen Fann
BE & |

i538 President ofthe Senate

Tek 602.926.5871

From: Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlane@justthenews.com>
Sent: Friday, May 21, 2021 12:34 PM
“To: Karen Fann <K Fann@azleg,gov>; Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>;
Dajana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>
Subject: Media Request- John Solomon
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Hi Everyone!

Reaching out from the office of John Solomon with Just the News

We're really hoping to have Karen Fann on John's podcast next week to discuss the
AZ election audit and also the potential effects that this wil play out with other
state's looking into their voting process.

John’s podcast currently has over 8M listeners and its broadcast on several
different platforms. A print article piece will also be posted
on justthenews. com which has a monthly viewership of 25M.

“The interview would be about 20 minutes and be conducted over the phone.

Would she be available any day this week? (M-F) (5/24-5/28)

We would love to get her on Monday, ifpossible!

We can record anytime between 10 am-3 pm ET

Thank you!

Jacqueline Lane

Executive Assistant

Just The News

Jacqueline Lane
Executive Assistant
Just The News
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, May 23, 2021 4:23:49 PM
To: Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlane@justthenews.com>
Co Dejana Zlaticanin <DZlaticanin@azleg gov>Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Media Request- John Solomon

Yes. 10 am MST which s the same as PT.
Sent from my iPhone

On May 23, 2021, at 2:37 PM, Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlane@justthenews com> wrote:

So you can do 1 pm ET/ 10 am PT, correct?

On Sun, May 23, 2021 at 5:31 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
Sorry for the confusion My error for not seeing the ET at the very bottom

Sent from my iPhone.

On May 23, 2021, at 1:14 PM, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:

Yourinvite says 7am 1am available at 10 am. AZ. time

Sent from my iPhone

On May 23, 2021, at 10:56 AM, Jacqueline Lane jlane.
<jlane@justtheneivscom> wrote:

Perfect! Here is the call-in number: (202) 765-2569.

Will send a calendar invite now, for confirmation.

On Sun, May 23, 2021 at 1:44 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov>
wrote

Senator Fann can do the interview Monday moming at 10 amifyou
are available

ee) Karen Fann
ACP
Gey @residentofthe Senate
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Tek 602.926.5874

From: Jacqueline Lane jlane <jlane@justthenewscom>
Sent: Friday, May 21,2021 12:34 PM
“To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>; Mike Philipsen
<MPhilipsen@azleg.gov>; Dajana Zlaticanin
<DZIaticanin@azlexsov>
Subject: Media Request- John Solomon

Hi Everyone!

Reaching out from the officeofJohn Solomon with Just the News.

‘We're really hoping to have Karen Fann on John's podcast next week
to discuss the AZ election audit and also the potential effects that this
will play out with other state's looking into their voting process,

John's podcast currently has over $M listeners and it's broadcast on
several different platforms. A print article piece will also be posted
on justthenews com which has a monthly viewership of 25M

The interview would be about 20 minutes and be conducted over the
phone.

‘Would she be available any day this week? (M-F) (5/24-5/28)

‘We would love to get her on Monday, ifpossible!

‘We can record anytime between 10 am- 3 pm ET.

Thank you!

ARZN_REV00049122_Re Media Request- John Solomon mht



Jacqueline Lane

Executive Assistant

Just The News

Jacqueline Lane
Executive Assistant
Just The News

Jacqueline Lane
Executive Assistant
Just The News
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, June 04, 2021 11:17:45 AM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: Setting up Interview

Perfect. Thanks. The time zone difference makes it easier for me

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 4, 2021, at 8:08 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc> wrote:

Hi Sen. Fann,

I'm Easter time. Youcan just let me know when you're available, whenever you are. Best way for
thats o text or call my cell, 917-509-1875. 1am almost aways on-call so likely will be available.
As much notice as possible is appreciated!

Thanks,
Zack
917-509-1875

On Fri, Jun 4, 2021 at 1:51 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov> wrote:

Zack, Be glad to. Wed, Thurs or Friday Right now I cannot schedule specific time because
ofbudget negotiations and voting so what's the best way to work around that? Are you on MT
or different time zone?

£2 Karen Fann
SE

vi PresidentoftheSenate

Tel: 602.926.5874

From: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>

Sent: Friday, June 4, 2021 7:19 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov>
Subject: Setting up Interview

ARZN_REV00049125Re Setting up ntrview.mht



Hi Sen. Fann,

Good morning, hope you're doing well

Could we schedule a phone interview next week? I'm available M-Thu between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m.
Mountain Time. Would ike to check in on the latest on the audit, including other states
increasingly expressing interest in the methods being used in Arizona

Thanks,

Zack Stieber

“The Epoch Times

917-509-1875
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, June 11,2021 12:40.08 PM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes nyc
Ce: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>;Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@arleg gov>
Subject: RE: Request for Comment - AG Garland Announces DOG to Serutinize Post-Election

Audits

Zack, This is the first ve heard of this but does not surprise me. The Democrats have been trying every avenue they
canto stop or discredit this audit. Im sure this will be one of many avenues they will pursue post audit as well. What
disturbs me more than anything s the fact that according to recent polls, 40 to 50 % of voters believe there are serious
problemsor “serious fraud” in our electoral system and none of these entities think i's important enough for them to
doan audit to answer all our citizens concerns or questions.

Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Sent: Friday, June 11, 2021 12:21 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Request for Comment-AG Garland Announces DOG to Scrutinize Post-Election Audits

Hi Senate President Fann,

Good afternoon, hope you're doing well

Do you have a response to Attorney General Merrick Garland announcing the DOJ will scrutinize postelection audits "to
ensure they abide by federal statutory requirements to protect election records and avoid the intimidation of voters?"

Thanks,
Zack Stieber
The Epoch Times
917.509.1875
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, June 12,2021 1:45:33 PM
To: Jason Lemon < lemon@newsweek. com>
ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Comment for Newsweek?

Jason. The Senate has authorized a contract for a full forensic audit to be performed on the Maricopa County
2020 elections. According to. recent poll , we have 43%ofour constituents who believe there are serious
concerns or fraud during this last election. _Itis our job to pass legislation, ensure the laws are working or
update them as needed The Senate works for our constituents and it is our jobtoeither prove or disprove their
concerns to ensure election integrity
When the audit is complete there will be plentyoftime for “experts” to agreeor disagree with the findings.
Uniil that time, it is inappropriate to interfere with the ongoing audit

Respectfully
Senator Fann

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 12,2021, at 9:10 AM, Jason Lemon <j lemon@newsweek com> wrote:

Good morning,

I'm reaching out again regarding the ongoing audit of the 2020 election results

Republican election analyst Benny White told ABC 15 that he is "aghast" at the way the audit is
‘moving forward. "I'm just aghast at what is happening in the coliseum,” he said.

"They re trying to create a completely new record. Then I suppose they were going to present that
and say here is the truth. Don't believe what was published in November,” White said.

Do you have any comment in response to these concems and criticisms?

Additionally, state Senator Wendy Rogers threatened to place AG Merrick Garland in prison in a
Friday tweet. Link: https //twitter.com/WendyRogersAZ/status/1403456229486247942

Do you have any comment on this strong pushback to the AG from your fellow Republican
lawmaker?

Best,

Jason Lemon

ARZN_REV00049128_Re Commentfor Newsweek him



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Sunday, June 27, 2021 11:33:41 AM
To: Jack Phillips <jack phillips@epochtimes com>;Mike Philipsen

<MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Ce: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: Media inquiry

Jack, We will be meeting with the vendor in the next coupleofdays to formulate a plan and timeline moving
forward
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message-——
From: Jack Phillips <jack phillips@epochtimes com>
Sent: Sunday, June 27, 2021 11:09 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov=; Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Media inquiry

Hi- Tam with Epoch Times. Regarding the completionofthe paper examination and counting process late last
week, as announced by the audit team, what are the next steps?

Another question I have is: when would the final report from the team be available?

Thanks

Jack Phillips / Epoch Times

ARZN_REV00049130_RE Media inquiry. him



From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Tuesday, June 29,2021 6:57:57 AM
To: Jack Phillips <jack phillips@epochtimes com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Media inquiry,

Jack , We have concen about his latest attack on the audit and the allegations theycan't “certify or prove * the
machines were not tampered with during the audit process . If theirexperts can't prove the machines have not
been tampered with, then how does the SOS or County Elections certify the machines before every audit to
make sure the machines haven't been tampered with 2
Alsorememberweasked numerous times for this audit to be performed jointly with Maricopa County, at their
facility, selecting a mutual auditor, and did not want the ballots or machines moved from their facilities.
Maricopa County refused, loaded up pallets of ballots on a truck , sent pictures out to the media with the
statement “where do you want them delivered *

Sent from my iPhone

>On Jun 29, 2021, at 6:35 AM, Jack Phillips <jackphillips @epochtimes. com> wrote:

>
> Hello- 1am with Epoch Times. Do you have comment after Maricopa County's letter last night saying the
county will replace all voting machines following the audit? Do youdisagree with the assertions suggested in
the letter and Secretary of State Katie Hobbs’ letter about the alleged mishandling of the machines?
>

> Thanks,

> Jack Phillips / Epoch Times
>
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday,July 2, 2021 7:31:28 AM
To: Jack Phillips <jack phillips@epochtimes com>
Ce: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>:Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Media inquiry about subpoenas

Jack, The Arizona Senate has extendedourcontract with the State Fairgrounds for two weeks at the Wesley
Bolin building. Our vendoris finishing the aggregation process which is double and triple checking the tallies of
the hand counts, spreadsheet, tally sheets, image scanning etc. This is a critical step to ensure the tallies can be:
accurately verified which will give usa path forward in completing the audit. We are still waiting for the
Maricopa County Supervisors to provide us with themissing items on the original subpoena as ordered by the
court
Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

>On Jul 2, 2021, at 7:09 AM, Jack Phillips <jackphillips @epochtimes. com> wrote:

>
> Hi Karen - this is Jack Phillips with Epoch Times. just want to confirm whether the Senate will issue
subpoenas relating to passwords and routers from Maricopa County. Randy Pullen said in an interview
yesterday that there would be subpoenas issued in the coming days. Can you confirm his statement? (Reference
below)

> Second question would be: Mr. Pullen referenced just routers and passwords in the interview. But would the
subpoenas also include hard drives and/or networks that are used by Maricopa County as well?
>
> Reference: htps://rumble com/sj9fg1-az-audit-randy-pullen-evacuating-tomorrow-stll-need-routers-and-
passwords him!

> Thanks,

> Jack Phillips / Epoch Times
>

ARZN_REV00049132_Re Media inquiry about subpoenas him



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday,July 16,2021 11:55:15 AM
To: Jason Lemon <j lemon@newsweek com>
Subject: Re: Comment for Newsweek?

Maricopa County is being disingenuous in their statements. According to the FEC, there are no certified
election auditors... only a few companies authorized to certify the machines. From the dayof the election we
have asked them to work with us, at their facilites, o jointly perform a full audit to address the concernsofour
voters about election integrity. Insteadofworking with us, they have done everything in their power to derail
the audit by withholding items they were required to provide by a lawful subpoena and confirmed by the courts.
‘We do not understand why Maricopa Countyis fighting this audit so hard. It’stheir electoral system. We would
think they would want to know that everything is operating as it should.
Sent from my iPad

>On Jul 16,2021, at 10:59 AM, Jason Lemon <j lemon@newsweek com> wrote

> Good aftemoon,

> Yesterday, Maricopa County Board of SupervisorsChair Jake Sellers strongly criticized Cyber Ninjas and the
ongoing election audit
>
> "Attoday’s briefing, the Senate's uncertified contractors asked a lotofopen-ended questions, portraying as
suspicious what is actually normal and well known to people who work in elections." Sellers said. “In some
cases, they dropped bombshell numbers that are simply not accurate.” Sellers said to "finish your audit, release
the report, and be prepared to defend it in court"

> Do you have any comment in response tothiscriticism? Are Arizona Senate Republicans prepared to go to.
court if Maricopa County brings charges?

>Best,
>
> Jason Lemon
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, July 16,2021 12:06:20 PM
To: Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc>
Subject: Re: Request for Comment

really do not remember when their name first came up. When we started the process it was a matter of making
calls starting with people in other states who were already talking about audits, contacting the FEC and doing
some on line research. The firms we spoke with confirmed they did not do full audits but some were
experienced to do specific partsofan audit. For every contact I made, I asked them ifthey could recommend
other companies or individuals who where experienced in this field. It was partof this process that Doug
Logan's name came up along with many other referrals. I was told Mr Logan was the gentleman working with
the issues in Atrium County and Fulton County
Mr. Logan confirmed everything we had heard from others and said he would be glad to put togethera proposal
fora forensic audit by buildinga team of experts and experiencedfirms to performed the various phases.

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 16,2021, at 11:51 AM, Zack Stieber <zack stieber@epochtimes.nyc> wrote

Thank you Sen. Fann

Two more - how did you first hear ofCyber Ninjas? (an AP story says that you "doesn't remember
how she heard of them). And why did the Senate opt to use them over firms with more auditing
experience?

Thank you,
Zack

On Fri, Jul 16, 2021 at 12:25 PM Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:
Good morning Zack. Oneof my first calls was to the FEC to get alist of certified election
auditors. According to the FEC, there are no “certified forensic election auditors”. The FEC on
authorizes a few firms to certify the machines before and after an election. This is where the
Board of Supervisors are being coy with the public. The know there are no certified auditors and
they also know the two companies they hired are only authorized to certify the machines. So
while they say they have performed two audits, that is a misstatement to say the least. Itis my
understanding the two firms they hired was Pro V & V and SLI

Regards, Senator Fann

Sent from my iPad

>On Jul 16, 2021, at 8:14 AM, Zack Stieber <zackstieber@epochtimesnyc> wrote:>
>
>Hi Senate President Fann,
>
> Good morning, hope you are doing well. Thank you for doing the hearing yesterday.
>
> Chairman Sellers in his statement afterwards called the contractors "uncertified." The county
has previously said the firms are not accredited by the Election Assistance Commission. But a
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‘county spokesperson confirmed to me that it "does not certify or accredit auditors or auditing
systems.”
>
> Do you have a comment on this? Have county officalsevermade clear to you in private or
public communication which firms they would have worked with?

> Thank you,
> Zack Stieber
> The Epoch Times
> 917-509-1875
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 16, 2021 12:34:18 PM
To: Patrick johnson <patrickajohnson@att net>
Ce: Mike Fann <mfann@fanncontracting com>; Sarah Bird <sbirdaz@gmail com>Karen

Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: Clyde and Bess Foster Roger And Betty Johnson

Patrick, I hope this email finds you well. I truly am disappointed in this email. First you should realize the audit
has nothing to do with Trump or anyone else. In Arizona, polling shows 45% of Arizona voters believe there
were serious problems or serious fraud in this last election. As your Senator, I believe my constituents have the
right to answers to their questions and concerns. From the beginning, I have never claimed fraud or anything of
that nature. From the beginningI have said this is only about election integrity. Asa Senate body, we pass
election laws, ensure they are being followed and pass new legislation as needed to solve issues. We are doing
our job and nothing more. Lastly to use my grandparents and Aunt as a "way to get back at me” and to actually
infer that Jesus will not accept me into heaven, then I have to questionyour Christian heart. God knows I am a
Cristian and I strive to be a good person so I have no doubt of his love and acceptanceof me. Ifyou truly
remember my grandparents, Aunt and father, you would know they are in heaven looking down with strong
approvalof me standing up for the rightsof ALL our voters and citizens. It is because ofmy upbringing by their
code of morals, standards and honesty which has given me the courage to stand up and do the right thing,
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Patrick johnson <patrickajohnson@att net>
Sent: Sunday, June 6, 2021 §:48 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Clyde and Bess Foster Roger And Betty Johnson

Hi Karen. Patrick Johnson here Roger Johnson's son and Betty Schuster’s step son. I'm so disappointed in your
actions as a sate official. Nana, Grandpa Clyde and Ollie would not approveof your actions from this fraud
audit to your hate of people not like yourself. Please when you say your conservative parents upbringing that
makes me vomit. Remember Bess told Betty everything going on in your family. Jesus will not accept you into
Heaven for sure. Patrick Johnson

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, July 15, 2021 7:53:56 PM
To: Doug Logan <dlogan@eyberninjas com>Ken Bennett <kjbennettaz@gmail com>
Subject: Fwd: Extra Mail In Ballot

[ Redacted-LegisiativePrivilege |
Sent from my iPad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Karen Vega <kmvegal@gmail com>
Date: July15,2021 at6:17.49 PM MST
“To: Karen Fann <kfann@azleg gov>
Subject: Extra Mail In Ballot

Hi,

Thank you for working on getting this audit done. My husband
and I have received the mail-in ballots for a number of years
now for elections. This year was unusual. We received the
normal ones, filled them out and mailed them back. A week or

so later, we received 2 more mail-in ballots for voting. We
didn't know why and had no idea who had sent them. We
threw them away. If this happened to everyone, no wonder the
mail in ballots are so screwed up. Just saying. We wish we
knew if our votes were counted for Trump orif they got
changed to Biden. You have our permission to checkif you
wish. Karen and Gerardo Vega, 4909 E. Fairfield St., Mesa,
AZ 85205. Let me knowif you need anything from us. Thank
you.

Karen Vega
480-326-7533
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday,July 16,2021 9:41:25 AM
To: Trevor <trevr396@yahoo com>
Ce: Doug Logan <dlogan@cyberninas.com>;Ken Bennett <kjbennettaz@gmail.com>
Subject: Re: Istill have my mail in ballot

‘Thank you Trevor. That might be helpful as we move thru this process. Iam copying the Auditors on this
email for their records as well. Thank you for coming forward
Senate President Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Jul 16,2021, at 9:36 AM, Trevor <trevr396@yahoo com> wrote:

Hello this is Trevor Reedy. 1 was a resident and registered independant voter in Maricopa County
during the 2020 elections. After watching your update on the Maricopa County audit yesterday |
realized that I still have my mail in ballot. | have been on the early voting list for years but last year
1decided to vote in person from the Queen Creek location on voting day. Which as a side note, the
Queen Creek voting center only provided black sharpies to fill out the ballots and the ballot that
they printed and provided to me on site afer verifying my ID wasof a different paper stock and
thickness than my mail in ballot. Not sure why I remember that but it stood out to me at the time.
Twould be happy to provide my original mail in ballot or answer further questions ifit helps with
the audit process. 1 would be more than happy to sign an affidavit with my statements if
necessary. Please feel fie to contact me via this email or by phone at 6024480626

Trevor Reedy

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Wendy Rogers <wendyjrogers@gmail com>
Sent: Monday, November 9, 2020 8:06:28 PM
To: Kelli Ward <kelli ward@azgoporg> Karen Fann <fannm@cableone net>
Subject: State ofArizona, Maricopa County ~ Possible Fraud Found in Voting System Data

FYI this just came in through my campaign account; | thought it important enough to flag foryour attention. I
ask that you please send to the appropriate people you think may need to know this and can act on it.
From: Mark Ebling <mark ebling@live com<mailto mark ebling@live.com>>
Date: Monday, Nov 9, 2020 at 8:51 PM
Subject: RE: Stateof Arizona, Maricopa County ~ Possible Fraud Found in Voting System Data
To: info@wendyrogers org=mailto:info@wendyrogers org>
November 9, 2020

To Whom it May Concern

RE: State of Arizona, Maricopa County ~ Possible Fraud Found in Voting System Data
Note: Please see attached actual data from the Stateof Arizona, Maricopa County election database verifying an
upswing in the registered and turn out count for just the presidential, congressional, and senate race. This
change to the database could have been done to accommodate the addition of falsified votes to the overall
count
On Saturday 11/8/2020, outofcuriosity, | went to the State of Arizona Maricopa County Elections Department
‘website at htps/recorder maricopa gov/electionresults<https://recorder maricopa govielectionresults/> to see if
there were any updates on the progress related to the presidential count.

Tnoticed on the website that they provided a ‘full dump’ofelection data which, by way of making this
available, was a wise decision on behalfofour legislators. As a career and curious database administrator, |
decided to download it. The file consists of 27MBofdata and included 155.022 records detailed by candidate
and precinct. After loading this data into a database known as Microsoft SQL Server and analyzing the data, I
believe I found what is an attempt to commit voter count fraud by those managing the count for the State of
Arizona or by those that would have administrative access (adding, changing, deleting) to the database.

1. Although the file includes a cumulative count for each record of registered and tumout voters by precinct, it
is only the national candidates in the records and for this precinct segmented as ‘TRUMP/PENCE’, BIDEN /
HARRIS’,’ GILES, DAVE’, "STANTON, GREG’, 'MCSALLY, MARTHA’, and ‘KELLY, MARK’ where the
numbers increased or differ from other candidates, propositions, etc

2. Since this file has a primary key or what's known as an id (Precinctld), it is extremely unlikely that this
‘cumulative number within each record should or could, from a programming perspective (SQL ~ Structured
Query Language), deviate from all others unless it was manually adjusted to suita purpose within a subsequent
reporting mechanism. In other words, the key for the precinct provided below is 27 and the registered and
turnout voter count would have been joined from the precinct file key with what should be a consistent
‘cumulative number for all 155,022 records in the result. In the data provided below for the precinct known as
0027 ARCADIA, the candidates, for example the ‘County Attomey,” show the same number as the other
candidates, propositions, etc., whereas the numberofregistered and tumout voters for the presidency has been
changed to reflect a higher overall count. This, from my experience, is a typical exampleofwhat's known as
“fudging the numbers’, in this case, increasing the registered and turnout count to allow for a manually adjusted
increase in votes without it appearing null or suspicious

3. This is not to be confused with undervotes or overvotes. That number has, of course, nothing to do with the
numberofregistered and tumout voters

4 From a non-technical standpoint, it is questionable as to why the number of registered voters and those that
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turned out count would differ from those on the same ballot or polling place voting for a County Attorney, State
representative, Sheriff, etc. ifnot o provide an avenueto fudge the numberof votes for the national
presidential, congressional, and senate races. The dataitselfprovides no reasoning for the discrepancy.
Although the attached is justa tiny sliceofthe overall count, in total, why does the county-wide count show that
more voters tumed out and are registered to vote for the President than that have tured out to legalize:
marijuana? I heard recently that a possible answer is that you have to increase the common denominator to add
more votes needed.
Becauseof what I found, I am in the process ofanalyzing the data for allof Maricopa County and for al ofthe
State of Arizona if that data is made available to me by each county's respective website. In my opinion, which
includes a great dealofdatabase and auditing experience,a full audit of this data against its physical counterpart
(people/paper) is warranted. If you have any questions, please feel free to contact me at (602) 474-6563
Sincerely,
Mark Ebling
Resident- State ofArizona

[eid 175b0419dc12d7999131]
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 5:57:42 PM
To: Wendy Baldo <wbaldo@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits
Attachments: image001 jpg:2020-11-12 Letter to President Fann and Speaker Bowers pdf

eG Tg rete Serene]

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Kredit, Joshua" <Joshua Kredit@azag gov>
Date: November 12, 2020 at 5:20:52 PM PST
“To: Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Ce: Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg gov. Reginald Bolding <RBolding@azleg gov>
Subject: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers,

‘The Attomey Generals Office has received multiple legislative inquiries and questions conceming
the manual hand count audits conducted by counties, specifically as they pertain to voting centers,

See the attached letter, which will be followed by a future formal opinion. Please fel free to share
with members who have voiced similar questions.

Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions

Josh Kredit
Deputy Atomey Genera for Lav & Policy
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November 12,2020

The Honorable Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Arizona State Senate
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

The Honorable Russell Bowers
Speakerof the House
Arizona House of Representatives
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers:

The Arizona Attorney General's Office has received a number of inquiries
regarding the scope and nature of the manual hand count audit required under ARS. §

16-602(B), in light of Maricopa County’s use of voting centers during the November 3,
2020 general election. We offer our initial thoughts on this question, which will be
analyzed ina formal opinion to follow in due course.

Arizona law has long required each county officer in charge of elections to
conduct a post-clection hand count audit of a certain percentage (currently at least two
percent) of ballots cast on election day. See AR.S. § 16-602(B). In 2011, the Arizona
Legislature authorized the use of voting centers for voters o cast ballots. See ARS. §
16-41 1(B)(#) (“On a specific resolution of the board, the board may authorize the use of

voting centers in place of or in addition to specifically designated polling places.)
(emphasis added). Thus, the law provides that voting centers can replace or supplement
precincts.

“The Legislature correctly recognized that it could not predict all of the variations
between voting centers and precincts that counties might adopt. Instead, the Legislature
directed the Secretary of State to do so through the Election Procedures Manual (“FPM”),
which is approved by the Governor and Attorney General. Specifically, the law provides
that “[t]he hand count shall be conducted as prescribed by this section and in accordance
with hand count procedures established by the secretary ofstate in the official

OE Nomi Aton, Pte, Acs 85004 Pc B02 542 4706 Fr 002 52.4085+
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The Honorable Karen Fann
The Honorable Russell Bowers
November 12,2020
Page 2 of 2

instructions and procedures manual adopted pursuant to section 16-452." See ARS. §
16-602(73),

“This is not a new procedure. Since 2012, versions of the EPM drafted by
Scerctaries of State Ken Bennett, Michele Reagan and Katie Hobbs have addressed
Voting centers with respect to the hand count audit procedure. Two versions of those
manuals were approved by Governors Brewer and Ducey and Attorneys General Horne
and Braovich. The most current versionofthe EPM provides that “ijn counties that
utilize vote centers, cach vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling location and
the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from at
least 2%of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater.” EPM, Chapter 11, §
(A) (2019).

Some have asserted that the audit should be conducted only using precincts
because the statute mentions precincts despite the language in the EPM. The statute,
however, is silent on how the hand count audit should be conducted when voting centers
are used. Instead, the statute directs the Secretary ofState to fill in that gap and establish
additional hand count procedures with the approval of the Governor and Altomey
General, which was done in 2019. In those counties that use voting centers, the practical
effect of a hand count audit based only on precincts could result in no ballots being
counted because no ballots would have been cast using tabulating machines at precincts.
We do not believe the Legislature intended this result.

‘The Attorney General believes strongly in the importance of election integrity,
including a hand count audit 10 ensure that all tabulating machines utilized at voting
centers were functioning properly. This is why the Attorney General's Office suggested
to the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors on November 4, 2020, that i consider
increasing the percentage of ballots audited fiom two to five percent. Although not
required, it is certainly permitted and may help alleviate much of the concern that hus
been expressed in the past week about the integrity ofthe vote tabulation process.

“Thank you for the opportunity to update you on our efforts with regard to this very
important election integrity matter.

>.

Joseph Kanefield
ChiefDeputy & ChiefofStaff
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, November 12, 2020 5:57:50 PM
To: Wendy Baldo <wbaldo@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits
Attachments: image001 jpg:2020-11-12 Letter to President Fann and Speaker Bowers pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Kredit, Joshua" <Joshua Kredit@azag gov>
Date: November 12, 2020 at 5:20:52 PM PST
To: Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Ce: Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg gov>, Reginald Bolding <RBolding@azleg gov>
Subject: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers,

“The Attomey General's Office has received multiple legislative inquiries and questions conceming
the manual hand count audits conducted by counties, specifically as they pertain to voting centers

See the attached letter, which will be followed by a future formal opinion. Please feel free to share
with members who have voiced similar questions.

“Thank you and please let me knowifyou have any questions

Josh Kredit
Deputy Atomey Genera for Lav & Policy
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November 12,2020

The Honorable Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Arizona State Senate
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

The Honorable Russell Bowers
Speakerof the House
Arizona House of Representatives
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers:

The Arizona Attorney General's Office has received a number of inquiries
regarding the scope and nature of the manual hand count audit required under ARS. §

16-602(B), in light of Maricopa County’s use of voting centers during the November 3,
2020 general election. We offer our initial thoughts on this question, which will be
analyzed ina formal opinion to follow in due course.

Arizona law has long required each county officer in charge of elections to
conduct a post-clection hand count audit of a certain percentage (currently at least two
percent) of ballots cast on election day. See AR.S. § 16-602(B). In 2011, the Arizona

Legislature authorized the use of voting centers for voters o cast ballots. See ARS. §
16-41 1(B)(#) (“On a specific resolution of the board, the board may authorize the use of

voting centers in place of or in addition to specifically designated polling places.)
(emphasis added). Thus, the law provides that voting centers can replace or supplement
precincts.

“The Legislature correctly recognized that it could not predict all of the variations
between voting centers and precincts that counties might adopt. Instead, the Legislature
directed the Secretary of State to do so through the Election Procedures Manual (“FPM”),
which is approved by the Governor and Attorney General. Specifically, the law provides
that “[t]he hand count shall be conducted as prescribed by this section and in accordance
with hand count procedures established by the secretary ofstate in the official

OE Nomi Aton, Pte, Acs 85004 Pc B02 542 4706 Fr 002 52.4085+
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The Honorable Karen Fann
The Honorable Russell Bowers
November 12,2020
Page 2 of 2

instructions and procedures manual adopted pursuant to section 16-452." See ARS. §
16-602(73),

“This is not a new procedure. Since 2012, versions of the EPM drafted by
Scerctaries of State Ken Bennett, Michele Reagan and Katie Hobbs have addressed
Voting centers with respect to the hand count audit procedure. Two versions of those
manuals were approved by Governors Brewer and Ducey and Attorneys General Horne
and Braovich. The most current versionofthe EPM provides that “ijn counties that
utilize vote centers, cach vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling location and
the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from at
least 2%of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater.” EPM, Chapter 11, §
(A) (2019).

Some have asserted that the audit should be conducted only using precincts
because the statute mentions precincts despite the language in the EPM. The statute,
however, is silent on how the hand count audit should be conducted when voting centers
are used. Instead, the statute directs the Secretary ofState to fill in that gap and establish
additional hand count procedures with the approval of the Governor and Altomey
General, which was done in 2019. In those counties that use voting centers, the practical
effect of a hand count audit based only on precincts could result in no ballots being
counted because no ballots would have been cast using tabulating machines at precincts.
We do not believe the Legislature intended this result.

‘The Attorney General believes strongly in the importance of election integrity,
including a hand count audit 10 ensure that all tabulating machines utilized at voting
centers were functioning properly. This is why the Attorney General's Office suggested
to the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors on November 4, 2020, that i consider
increasing the percentage of ballots audited fiom two to five percent. Although not
required, it is certainly permitted and may help alleviate much of the concern that hus
been expressed in the past week about the integrity ofthe vote tabulation process.

“Thank you for the opportunity to update you on our efforts with regard to this very
important election integrity matter.

>.

Joseph Kanefield
ChiefDeputy & ChiefofStaff
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From: Vince Leach <vwleach@gmail com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 1, 2020 7:57.03 PM
To: Karen Fann <fannm@cableone net>;Wendy Baldo <wendy baldo@gmail com>Garth

Kamp <GKamp@azleg gov=Greg Jemigan <Glemigan@azleg gov>:Michelle Ugenti
<mugenti@hotmail com>

Subject: Fwd: Analysisofelection fraud claims in AZ & Pima County

Vince Leach, State Senator

11th Legislative District

Arizona Senate

12995 N Oracle Rd, Ste. 141 MS 113

Tucson, AZ 85739-9528

C:5208188814

016029263106

Collecting more taxes than is absolutely necessaryis legalized
robbery. <https://wwiw.azquotes com/quote/63457>Calvin Coolidge<https://wwiw.azquotes com/author/3231-
Calvin_Coolidge>

—eeneee- Forwarded message -—----—-
From: <grhodesd0@yahoo com<mailto:grhodes40@yahoo com>>
Date: Tue, Dec 1, 2020 at 8:34 AM
Subject: Fwd: Analysis ofelection fraud claims in AZ & Pima County
To: Mark Finchem <markfinchem@me.com<mailto:markfinchem@me com>>, Vince Leach
<vwleach@gmail.com=<mailto:vwleach@gmail com>

Mark and Vince.

Unil this month when my term ended, I was on the Pima County Election Integrity Commission as an
appointeeofAlly Miller. T also witnessed the Secretary of State Logic and Accuracy test and performed the
political party Logic and Accuracy testof the tabulation machines for the Pima GOP for both the 2020 Primary
and 2020 General elections.

Tknow the following inside analysis is not popular and unfortunately paints a negative picture of President
“Trump, but the detailed facts and logic in the following are sound.

Grady

—eeeemeee Forwarded message -————---
From: grhodes40@yahoo com<mailto-grhodes40@yahoo com>
Date: Nov 30,2020 11:53 PM
Subject: Analysis ofelection fraud claims in AZ & Pima County
To: Grady L Rhodes <grhodesd0@yahoo com<mailto-grhodesd0@yahoo com>>
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ce
Folks,

This is my personal analysis

After watching several hours of the marathon, 6+ hour meeting today (11/30) where Trump's legal team laid out
their evidence of voter fraud in Arizona, and after consulting Benny White who has performed a comprehensive
statistical analysisofthe election data in Pima County, it appears there is a lot of smoke but no smoking gun.

‘One allegation from an anonymous letter to the DOJ and the AZ State Legislature, claimed he/she was in the
room in a meeting when the “Recorder” and members of the Democrat Party in Pima County stated that they
planed to shift 35,000 votes from each Republican candidate to the corresponding Democrat candidate in each
race (this includes the Presidential and U.S. Senate races). The tabulation machines would just spread out this
shift over every precincts ballots (to smooth the datasoas not to be seen as a statistical anomaly).

Benny White who was the Republican candidate for Pima Co. Recorder this election, who has been deeply
involved in election laws and processes in Pima/AZ/U.S. for 8+ years, and who attained a law degree (after an
extensive fighter pilot career) to support his election integrity interests, stated that his analysis did not show the
possibilityof any where near the approximately 35,000 (5%) votes allegedly switched in Pima Co. that was
claimed in this anonymous letter. His analysis ofthe election data strongly contradicts this allegation.

“This anonymous letter had lots of details that added to its credibility, but had several red flags
1) In Pima County, the Recorder does not tabulate ballots, the Pima County Elections Department Director,
Brad Nelson has responsibility for tabulationofballots. Anyone who would be in the position to make ths.
anonymous allegation would have known this and would not have made that mistake in referencing the
Recorder
2) Ifthere would have been an effort to switch votes, there would not have been a meeting to announce the plan,
it would have been performed by one or two election Department employees. Abouta year after the 2005 RTA
(road bond) election in Pima County, there was an extensive investigation and lawsuit brought by Pima County.
Democrats claiming an employee of the election department in chargeofthe election machines confessed, in a
drunken stupor, to rigged numerous election machines in favor of passing the bond. This employee claimed that
hisbosses forced him to ig the machines. Brad Nelson was his supervisor at that time. The falloutofthat
election was that there was not enough proof for the legal case to proceed. But settingaside that incident, just
knowing that people can break down and report (or let this information slip out), there would nothave been a
meeting to discuss and question switching votes. One should question the purposeof such a meeting altogether -
what would have been the benefit of letting additional people know that voter fraud was being planned but they
‘would not need to participate in the conspiracy?
3) The author of the letter may not have known that the physical security on the tabulation machines i really
pretty tight in Pima County. Before the election there is a hash code (electronic thumb print) generated for all
software on the tabulation machines performed by the Pima County IT department (for outside oversight). After
the election this hash code is regenerated and should match the hash code before the election and match what is
on file with the AZ Secretary of State that was generated when the election equipment was approved for use in
Arizona. In addition there are serialized (numbered) seals placed on the election equipment that prevent
physical access to the reprogramming ports to the equipment. These seals are recorded daily during the election
by the political party observers (both D and R) along with seals on the doors to the tabulation room. And there
is 24/7/365 live streaming videoof the tabulation room that would show someone tampering with the equipment
or unauthorized access. In short, the vote shifting as alleged would have been exceedingly difficult to perform
without leaving many traces
4) A hand recount audit was performed on about 4% of the precincts and the early ballot batches to ensure the
tabulation machine counts for maybe4 or 5 races match the hand recount totals. The precincts and early ballot
batches to be audited are randomly pulled out ofa hat. The audit showed there were no concerns oftabulation
equipment miscount. This directly contradicts the claimofvote shifting spread over al the precincts and the
early ballots that were counted prior to the polls closing on election night
5) The letter to the DOY/AZ Legislature was anonymous, asif theauthordid not want any real investigation and
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did not want to be prosecuted for making false statements, otherwise he/she would have cooperated with law
enforcement or a least made an affidavit professing under penaltyoflaw that the statements were true. The
letter therefore seems to have been carefully crafted to cause excitement from Trump's base, to throw into doubt
the integrity of the election and to potentially steal the election in Arizona from Biden to Trump.
Priror to the meeting I was excited about the prospect that the Presidential election had not been lost, and I
personally had an expectation of seeing multiple smoking guns in this presentation. But because of the above
analysis and many more concerns from the meeting with Trump's legal team, I came away with a realization
this was a poorly coordinated and poorly presented combinationofgrasping at straws and a face saving for
President Trump.

‘That being stated, I am still monitoring claimsofelection irregularities to see if there are any that could call into
question the final certified vote countof more than just a handfulof votes.

Grady Rhodes
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Friday, April 23, 2021 6:46:03 AM
To: Loni Lund <lundloni@gmail com>
Subject: Re: AZ Democrats attempting to stop the Audit

Well said. The Democrat party was invited to help and participate They have refused

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 22,2021, at 11:53 PM, Loni Lund <lundloni@gmail.com> wrote:

Below is what I wrote to the Democratic Party and Steve Gallardo

‘This Audits not abouta party, it is about the voters. Every legal voter 1 vote. We have demanded
the Senate enact their constitutional election duty. The people spoke not a party. Invite the
Democratic Party to observe. Puta security person on them. Invite them to spend their time
‘watching the live. The are suppressing my vote. The election was in November 2020 and today I do
not knowif my vote counted. We must upholdourconstitution and find out. We need to enact our
subpoenas that were ruled in favor ofthe voter. Why are they so scared of what the voter wants?
‘They are suppressing my vote. Did my vote count? Make them pay for the time and money they
make the audit waste.

Loni Lund

"Dear Mr Gallardo,

Your actions and filing today is unacceptable to the voters of Arizona. This is not a party issue, this
isa voter issue. MrGallardo with all do respect The Arizona Democratic Party can meet with
Karen Fann and I am sure they would be happy to allow you to observe the audit. How can you
‘make the claims you did when nothing has started and you have observed nothing

"The Senate also has broad constitutional power to oversee elections. We respect his
legal opinion and will immediately start working to provide the Arizona Senate with the
ballots and other materials” BOS

You are obstructing the rights of the voters in Arizona. The election is about the people not a party.
obstructing them knowingif we had afairelection. Stop obstructing what the people want. We.
have been speaking since the election in November of 2020. Quit treating us like we are stupid. We
have demanded the SenateofArizona Audit for us and they listened and are Upholding their
Constitutional Duty to the voters of Arizona. Mr Gallardo you are suppressing my vote and |
demand you stop now. Stop the abuse of my vote and my constitutional rights.

“The officesof the Government is to be here for the people. The people have demandedthisaudit
and itis our right and they are dong what they have sworn to do."

Loni Lund
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, April 24, 2021 9:40.27 AM
To: fg1970@reagan com
ce: Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Short video posted on Telegram showing possible recount fraud

Thank you for bringing this issue to our attention. I checked with the audit
contractors about the video you're questioning. The worker was updating
programs on the laptop related to operating the live-streaming video
system. The laptops on the floor are not connected to the internet (to
download an update) so the update was downloaded from a thumb drive.
There was nothing on the thumb drive related to the audit results.

Thank you again,

Ken Bennett
Senate Liaison

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 24,2021, at 8:41 AM, Rory Gentry <tjg1970@reagan.com> wrote:

Name: Rory Gentry

Email: 1jg1970@reagan com

Phone: 2193630076

Leg. District: | N/A

Subject: Short video posted on Telegram showing possible recount fraud

Comments
Sorry I have no time stamp or camera number. Also emailed Nancy Barto. Video shows palming
and pocketingof a thumb drive hitps://t me/Biden_Is,NotMy_President/s4691

Sent Sat, 24 Apr 2021 15:41:46 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, April 26, 2021 7:13:27 AM
To: Corse, Alexa <alexa corse@wsj com>
Subject: Re: Request for comment from Wall Street Journal

Alexa,

“The purposeof the audit s to ensure election integrity with our voters. Never once has the senate claimed
fraud, disparaged the machines or those who conducted the audit. However, when almost half of the voters say
they lack confidence and have questions about the integrity of our system,it’s ime for someone to step up and
give them answers. The Senate body makes election laws and passes additional laws to ensure a secure and
honest elections. Whenever a legislative body tries to close loopholes, they are told “you have no proof” this
problem occurs. This audit will help us identify those weaknesses in our system and give us the opportunity to
fix those problems
‘We are trying to make this as open, transparent and bi-partisan as possible while protecting the ballots, workers
and property.

Sent from my iPad

On Apr 25, 2021, at 3:53 PM, Corse, Alexa <alexa corse@wsj. com> wrote

Hi Karen,

My name is Alexa Corse and I'm a reporter with The Wall Street Journal. I'm writing a story about
the Arizona audit and I wanted to reach out to run some questions by you and make sure I give you
the chance to comment. Please see my questions below, and my deadline is tomorrow at noon ET.
Thank you

1. What would you say is the purposeof the audit?
2. What isyour response to critics who say the audit will undermine confidence in the voting
system?

Thanks so much,
Alexa

Alea Cone

we: sozmasersEsracmso@usicom |: @AraCorseINBR8aston, 0. 20038

Sion p for WSs ree Capital Journal newsleter hae.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, April 29, 2021 10:24:48 AM
To: Corse, Alexa <alexa corse@wsj com>
Subject: Re: Question from Wall Street Jounal reporter

We have always said we would like this audit to be fair and impartial. My question is can they be fair and
impartial considering the current political climate on the federal level

Sent from my iPhone

On Apr 29,2021, at 9:29 AM, Corse, Alexa <alexa corse@wsj.com> wrote:

Hi Karen,

Alexa Corse from The Wall Street Joumal here. Do you have a comment on the new request from
voting rights groups asking for DOJ to send monitors to observe the audit?

Thanks,
Alexa

Alea Cone

we ai02asmtsEosoman om: @AmracorseOEeINk35 ashton, 0. 20036

Sion p for WSs ree Capital Journal newsleter has.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 05, 2021 7:38:26 PM
To: Ivan Pentchoukov <ivan pentchoukov@epochtimes com>
Subject: Re: DOJ letter

Our attomey is preparinga response and I will share as soon as it ready
Sent from my iPhone

>On May 5, 2021, at 7:35 PM, Ivan Pentchoukov <ivan pentchoukov@epochtimes com> wrote:
>
> Dear Sen. Fann,

> Do you have a comment on the letter from the DOJ conceming the election audit?

> Best,
> Ivan
>
hm
> Ivan Pentchoukov
> The Epoch Times
> (646) 957-3049
>
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From: Karen Fann <karenefann@outlook com>
Sent: Thursday, May 6, 2021 6:48:54 AM
To: Karen Fann <karenefann@outlook com>
Subject: Arizona audit: Settlement reached in lawsuit between Democrats, Senate

hitps:// www azcentral comy/story/news/politics/arizona/2021/05/05arizona-audit-settlement-reached-lawsuit-
between-democrats-senate/4964988001/

Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 6, 2021 12:16:48 PM
To: brewstera@cbsnews com
Subject: Re: CBS News Request for Comment

Our attomey is preparinga response and will share when completed

Sent from my iPhone

On May 6, 2021, at 12:16 PM, Adam Brewster <brewstera@cbsnews com> wrote

| Name: Adam Brewster

| Email: brewstera@cbsnews com

| Phone: 6465818484

| Leg. District:

| Subject: CBS News Request for Comment

Comments
‘Good Aftemoon, My name is Adam Brewster. I'm a political reporter with CBS News. Does
Senator Fann have a response to the letter from the Justice Department abou the ongoing audit? I
look forward to hearing from you as soon as possible. Thank you, Adam

Sent Thu, 06 May 2021 19:16:02 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Thursday, May 6, 2021 12:23:45 PM
To: Brewster, Adam <BrewsterA@cbsnews com>
Subject: Re: CBS News Request for Comment

Our outside senate elections legal attomey

Sent from my iPhone

On May 6,2021, at 12:19 PM, Brewster, Adam <BrewsterA@cbsnews.com> wrote:

Thank you very much. Does “our attorney” mean the senate’s attorney or one representing Senator Fann
individually?

From: Karen Fann<KFann@aleggov>
Sent: Thursday, May 6, 2021 3:17 PM
Tos Brewster, Adam <BrewsterA@cbsnews.com>
Subject: Re: CBS News Request for Comment

Ourattorney is preparinga response and will share when completed

Sent from my iPhone

On May 6, 2021, at 12:16 PM, Adam Brewster <brewstera@cbsnews com>wrote:

Name: Adam Brewster

Email: brewstera@cbsnews.com
Phone: 6465818484

Leg. District:

Subject: CBS News Request for Comment

Comments:
Good Afternoon, My name is Adam Brewster. I'm a politcal reporter with CBS News. Does Senator Fann
havea response tothe etter from the Justice Department about the ongoing audit? look forward to
hearing from you as soon as possible. Thank you, Adam

Sent Thu, 06 May 2021 19:16:02 40000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Sent: Thursday, May 13, 2021 23405 PM
To: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: May 18 hearing?

| Redacted-Legislative Privilege
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Mayer, Jane" <jane_mayer@newyorker.com>
Date: May 13,2021 at 1:15:46 PM MST
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: May 18 hearing?

At. Karen Fann
President, Arizona State Senate,

Hi-
I'm a reporter hoping to attend the proposed hearing on May 18 regarding the Maricopa County

vote recount. Can someone in youroffice let me knowifthe hearing will be open to the public and
press?
And are the date, time and place firm?Ifso, can you confirm those details? I would like to attend

if possible to cover it for the New Yorker magazine. Many thanks,
Jane

Jane Mayer
Staff Writer, The New Yorker Magazine
202-360-2865.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

To: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: May 18 hearing?

| Redacted-Legislative Privilege
"Sat frommy iPhone or or - - or or

On May 13, 2021, at 2:35 PM, Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov> wrote:

Redacted-Legislative Privilege !
J
To: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg.gov>

| Redacted-Legislative Privilege
- Sent from my iPhone. - - - -

etn forwaried mesons



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Sent Thursday, May 13,2021 314.49 PM
To: Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: May 18 hearing?

Sentfrom my hone
On May 13, 2021, at 2:35 PM, Mike Philipsen <MPhilipsen@azleg gov> wrote:

| Redacted-Legislative Privilege |
FromeKaren am KFsmm@aeggovSent Thursday, May 13, 2021 34 odTorNike psn MPpan@siegso

Subject: Fwd:May 18 hearing?

| Redacted-Legislative Privilege |
Setonmyinane TT
giforwarded message

From ayer ane” canemayer@neworieramDov: oy 1,200 116.4 Pd WTTo korn am <KEsmn@adeg sor
‘Subject: May 18 hearing?

resto,onaSteSete
“-mareporter hopin oat the proposed hearing on ay 18 regain the MaricopaCoury ev recount. Com someon yous ofc ot me know fhe heng wil be opens
publ and es?dar tn ote, me andlace fm? fs,can you conf those deta? woud keatedpoecoverorsh ew Yorimage. Mnsh

SfWater,The ewYorker agin
2023502865
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, May 19, 2021 11:55:44 AM
To: Doug Logan <dlogan@eyberninjas com>
Ce: Ken Bennett <kjbennettaz@gmail com>
Subject: Fwd: Wake TSI experience and other audit questions

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: Jeremy Duda <jduda@azmirror com>
Date: May 19,2021 at 10:57:59 AM MST
“To: Rod Thomson <rod@thomsonpr.com>, info@wakets com, Mike Philipsen
<MPhilipsen@azleg gov, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>, arizonaaudit@protonmail com,
info@arizonaaudit com
Subject: Wake TSI experience and other audit questions

I've got some questions about several topics.

*Ben Cotton said he recovered the files that the audit accused the countyof deleting, but his
explanation to President Fann and Senator Petersen made it clear that the audit team hadn't properly
configured the hard drive and wasn't searching for the files correctly, which means they weren't
deleted at all. Why did he continue to say "deleted" at the Senate hearing, and why didn't he
explain in plain English during the hearing that the audit team made a mistake? That was an
extremely serious allegation, and it tured out to be false. Shouldn't he and the audit team correct
the record? How can the public trust the audit teansfindings if they won't be open about what
happened?

*What experience does Wake TSI have with elections in New Mexico? I've spoken with officials
across the state, and no one has ever heardofthis company. The secretary of state’ office is
unaware of Wake doing any offical elections work anywhere in the state related to the 2020
election. Republican candidates, as well as the New Mexico GOP, brought litigation related to the
election results in a few counties. But the chairmanof the NMGOP tells me he's never heard of
‘Wake. Same for the attorney who represented the state party in those lawsuits, and the election
officials in those counties. President Fann's notes indicated that Wake did some work in Bernalillo
County, where Albuquerque is, but election officials and the executive directorof the county GOP.
are unawareof any involvement in Bernalillo by Wake. Does Wake actually have any experience in
New Mexico, and ifso, what is it? You have all refused to answer this question for a month and a
half, and it's beginning to look like the reason for that is that this experience in New Mexico is
completely fictitious, The same goes for Wake team members alleged involvement ina 1994
election fraud investigation by the FBI. Please provide some detailsofthis investigation and
explain which Wake employees were involved.

*Wake's only verifiable experience in election work was in Fulton County, Pennsylvania. In that
situation, a tate senator who has been oneofthe most prominent legislative supporters of the
"Stop the Steal” movement asked county officials to allow Wake to audit the election. How did
Sen. Doug Mastriano and Wake TSI become acquainted with each other? Why woulda legislator
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pick a company with zero election experience to conducta post-election audit? The county did not
pay Wake for these services. Did anyone pay Wake to conduct this audit, and ifso, who?

Jeremy Duda
Arizona Mirror
Associate editor
Cell: (602) 315-3108
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 2, 2021 10:32:43 AM
To: Karenefann@outlook com
Subject: Is the Maricopa County election audit truly an audit? Here's what professional auditors

have to say - from The Arizona Republic

Ts the Maricopa County election audit truly an audit? Here's what professional auditors have to say.

What do you call the activity at Arizona Veterans Memorial Coliseum this month? It depends on where you
stand on the political spectrum.

Check out his story on azcentral.com
hitps //www azcentral comy/story/news/politics/elections/2021/06/01 professional-auditors-take-a-look-at-
arizona-senate-audit-of-maricopa-county-2020-election/5212065001/

35_ls the Maricopa County election audit truly an audit Here's what professional auditors have to say - fiom The Arizona Republic.htm



From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 4:23:49 PM
To: Bohler, Alexander <Alexander Bohler@leg wa gov>
Ce: Steve Montenegro <stevemontenegro@gmail com>
Subject: Re: WA state senate delegation

tis my understanding the vendor is not doing any more tours of the audit since we are down toour final week.
Thave copied my liason Mr Montenegro in case anything changes on his end

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 21,2021, at 4:18 PM, Bohler, Alexander <Alexander Bohler@leg wa gov> wrote:

Senator Fann:

My Bossis interested in leading a small delegation from the WA state senateto visit your
Maricopa County audit, and take a tour.

Ts that possible, and what would be our next step if itis?

Thank you in advance for your assistance,

Alexander Bohler
Senior Legislative Ass.
Senator Phil Fortunato (®)
31 District
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, June 21,2021 4:38:57 PM
To: Bohler, Alexander <Alexander Bohler@leg wa gov>
Subject: Re: WA state senate delegation

Will do

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 21, 2021, at 4:29 PM, Bohler, Alexander <Alexander Bohler@leg wa gov> wrote

104.

If there's space for an out ofstate delegation to observe a day of the canvas, keep us in mind.

(Have been following your efforts on War Room: Pandenic, for months. @)

From: Karen Fann <KFann@aleg.gov>
Sent: Monday, June 21, 2021 4:24 PM
To: Bohler, Alexander <Alexander.Bohier@legwagov>
Cc: Steve Montenegro <stevemontenegro@gmailcom>
Subject: Re: WA state senate delegation

CAUTION: External email.

Its my understanding the vendor is not doing any more tours of the aut since we are down to our final
week. | have copied my liason Mr Montenegro in case anything changes onhisend

Sent from my iPhone

On Jun 21, 2021, at 4:18 PM, Bohler, Alexander <AlexanderBohler @leg.wa.gov> wrote:

Senator Fann:

My Boss is interested in leading a small delegation from the WA state senate to visit
‘your Maricopa County audit, and takea tour.

Ts that possible, and what wouldbeour next step if itis?

Thank you in advance for your assistance,

Alexander Bohler
Senor Legislative Asst
Senator Phil Fortunato (8)
31 District
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CAUTION: This email originated from outsideofthe Legislature. Do not cick links or open attachments
unless you recognize the sender and know the content is safe.
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Wednesday, June 30, 2021 2:18:17 PM
To: ‘michael searle@azstatefair.com
Ce: arizonaaudit@gmail com;Greg Jernigan <Glernigan@azleg gov>;Kory Langhofer

<kory@statecraftlaw.com>
Subject: LOA Amendment
Attachments: _AZ Senate Election Audit LOA Amendment June2021_ Signed pdf

Please see the attached signed document.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874
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370

EXPOSITION &

ERG]

AMENDMENT TO LETTER OF AGREEMENT

BETWEEN ARIZONA EXPOSITION AND STATE FAIR BOARD (‘BOARD’) AND ARIZONA SENATE (‘CONTRACTOR’)

This amendment modifies the terms of the LetterofAgreement (*Contract’) from April 9, 2021,asfollows:

The SoutAgmsts

‘needed by the Contractor.

TheContractor Agrees to:

All other terms and conditions of the LetterofAgreement shall remain the same.

The Board Licensee

Phoenix, AZ 85007 Phoenix, AZ85007

By: By. President, <a. Fran

Date:

Tile: President



From: Karen Fann <karenefann@outlook com>
Sent: Tuesday, July 6, 2021 7:44:37 AM
To: Karen Fann <karenefann@outlook com>
Subject: Experts question results from hand count in Arizona Senate audit

hitps:// www azcentral comystory/news/politic/elections/2021/07/06/experts-question-results-expected-from.-
hand-count-in-arizona-senate-audit/7506286002/

Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Monday, July 12, 2021 6:52:40 AM
To: Randy Pullen <rpullen] 3@gmail com>
Ce: Ken Bennett <kjbennettaz@gmail. com>

Subject: Fwd: Open letter to Arizona Senate President, Senator Karen Fann
Attachments: TRANSMITTED - Ballot Counts by Box - AZ Senate Audit xs

Sent from my iPhone. - - - - - - - -

Begin forwarded message

From: Benny White<bennywhite]@cox net>
Date: July 12, 2021 at 5:20:35 AM MST
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov, kjbennettaz@gmail com
Ce: Lary Moore <larry.v.moore@gmail.com>, tim@halvorsenonline.com
Subject: Open letter to Arizona Senate President, Senator Karen Fann

July 12,2021

Dear Senator Fann,

Wenotethat two high-speed paper counters have been brought in toaudit the
ballot countof the two-month-long hand recountof the Maricopa County 2020
General Election.

We applaud your goal to perform an independent ballot count compared to the
Cyber Ninja's results.

While independently verifying the ballot count is an excellent first step, to be clear,
an auditof the Cyber Ninja's recount is not an auditofthe election.

To realize the Arizona Senate's goal of conducting an audit, the Cyber Ninja's
manual counts of ballots and votes must be compared against an independent
count. Practically, the official results are the only other independent count.
Unfortunately, the Maricopa Elections Department did not report ballot and vote
counts for each storage boxes.

So, without independent ballot and vote counts by box, the Cyber Ninja's two-
month-long recount cannot be audited. However, all is not lost. We have taken it
upon ourselves to create an independent comparison against the official results.
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Using only publicly available data and with no access to the ballots, we have
assigned 2,089,563 ballots into 10,341 batches (of approximately 200 ballots each)
and grouped them into 1,634 storage boxes that now sit on 45 pallets. All ballots
have been accounted for, and ballot countsfor each counter group match perfectly.
If, during the hand count, the ballots were placed back in their original box, the
ballot counts will match the high-speed ballot counts.

We are providing the attached spreadsheet, which contains two tabs. Operators
can use the first to record the ballot count from the high-speed ballot counters
without revealing the count to the operator. The second has the ballot counts for
each of 1,634 storage boxes. If, as we hope, our spreadsheet is used to record the
high-speed ballot counts per box, we would like the opportunity to talk to the

counting team to show them how to check our assignments.

We believe strongly that the operators should not be told of the CVR counts. That
way, they are not influenced to change their count. Likewise, the Cyber Ninjas
should escrow their ballot and vote counts by box. Once all machine counts are
completed, the three independently created results should be made public.

Finally, we have also prepared vote counts for the candidates in the Presidential and
U.S. Senate races. Once the ballot counts are confirmed, we can easily compare the
vote counts in a public setting.

Having conducted or participated in over 200 audits, we can say confidently that if
the ballot counts match, rarely do the vote counts disagree by more than a handful
of votes — usually caused by differences in the interpretation of ambiguous voter
intent.

Senator Fann, again, we applaud your desire to have a fair audit conducted with
transparency.

Best regards,

Benny White, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen

cc: Ken Bennett
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‘Arizona Senate Audit of the Maricopa 2020 General
Ballot counts by box
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ww r 2
wa ow “ 2
aso__w = 2
1 Ww 2
ww @ 2
#3 ow P 2
saw a 2
s00__&v » 2
Er" 5 2
22 ow s 2
EE 5 2
saw st 2
sso__ ev ss 2
s1 ov 5 2
2 wv 5 2
s3 wv Fl 2
saw s 2
wo__&v © 2
a1 ww BY 2
@2 ww @ 2
83 ow @ 2
Ga wv @ 2
so__ ev 2
1 ov 3 2
@2 ow @ 2
CE - 2
wa ow @ 2
mo__ ev » 2
ni ww E 2
naw n 2
ni Ww n 2
naw " 2
s0__&v 7 2
m1 7 2
naw n 2
CE E) 2
maw n 2
0o0__&v ® 2
m1 a 3
22 ow @ 3
m3 ow © 3
wa ow a 3
so__ 5 3
1 ov w 3
v2 ow o 3
B31 ow = 3
a ev o 3
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o_o % 3
Ears 0 3
22 ow «2 3
93 ow Fy 3
wa ow % 3
ss0__ ev ss 3
%1 w % 3
v2 ow a 3
#3 ow % 3
PY] ® 3
wo__ ev 0 3
mie 01 3
wae 102 3
mse 103 3
Fr] 108 3
ws0__ ev 105 3
we1 Ev 105 3
wa ow 107 3
083 wv 108 3
we ow 109 3
mo__e no 3
mi m 3
maw m 3
ms ow m 3
nsw m4 3
nso__ ev ns 3
ner wv 1s 3
wae w 3
ssw ns 3
nese 9 3
wo__e 0 3
mi Fn) 7
maw m a
ms ow a
maw 124 a
wso__ ev 2s 4
wer wv 12s 7
wa ow 2 a
ms ow us a
maw 2 a
moo__ wv 0 4
m1 Fn) 7
maw m a
ms ow 1m a
nis ow 14 a
wo__ ev 3s 4
mero 136 7
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ww 7 7
mse 1s 4
maw 1 a
woo__ ev 0 a
mi Tn 7
wa ow w 4
ws ow 0 a
maw 1 a
wso__ ev 1s a
wer wv Te 7
wa ow w a
wesw 8 a
wa ow 19 a
1m00_ ev 150 a
FE fe) 7
m2 ow 12 4
m3 ow 153 4
saw 154 a
1s50_ Ev 155 4
m1 6 6 7
2 ow 157 4
maw 158 a
m4 ow 159 4
w0o0__ ev 160 a
we 161 5
wa ow 02 5
ws ow 163 5
wa wv 10 5
ws0__ ev 165 5
w61 Ev 166 5
wa ow 167 5
wes wv 108 5
wa wv 109 5
mo__ev mw 5
mi 2) 5
maw m 5
maw ws 5
maw m 5
wso__ ev ws 5
Fr 7s 5
wma ow wm 5
maw ws 5
maw Fo) 5
wo__ ev 10 5
mw oy 5
wa ow w 5
Fr fr 5
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maw I) 5
wso__ ev 185 5
Fa" 156 5
wa ow w 5
ws ow 158 5
wa ow 19 5
w00__ ev 190 5
Fr 01 5
m2 ow 12 5
ms ow 193 5
maw 194 5
ms0__ ev 195 5
we1 Ev 196 5
wa ow 197 5
wesw 198 5
wa ow 199 5
wo__ ev 20 5
mw 201 6
m2 ow 0 6
wma ow 203 6
wa ow 204 6
wso__ ev 205 6
wer ev 206 6
wa ow 207 6
wesw 208 6
wa ow 29 6
wo__ ev 20 6
mie pm ©
maw m 6
ws wv m 6
nes ow 2 6
uso__ ev as 6
wer Ww 216 6
wa ow wr 6
ws ow 2 6
wa ow 20 6
mo__ ev 20 6
mi ww En G
m2 ow m 6
ms ow 2 6
naw 2 6
nso__ ev as 6
Er 26 6
wa ow wr 6
maw a2 6
wa ow 2 6
mow 20 6
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ETE] En 3
ma ow = 6
maw =m 6
maw 20 6
Bnso__ wv 25 6
mer wv 26 3
wa ow 2 6
m3 ow 28 6
nsw 29 6
wo__ ev 210 6
mi 21 7
wa ow uw 7
ws ow uw 7
wa ow ua 7
wso__e a1 7
wer wv 26 7
wa ow ur 7
ws ow 28 7
wesw 29 7
w00__ ev 20 7
m1 1 7
m2 ow 3 7
m3 ow 3 7
maw 24 7
w0__ wv 255 7
FE 256 7
wa ow 1 7
m3 ow 20 7
maw 39 7
wo0__ ev 20 7
wi 201 7
wa wv 0 7
ws ow =) 7
wae 260 7
wso__ ev 265 7
wo1 ov 206 7
wa ow 1 7
ws ow 268 7
wa ow 0 7
mo__w Pn 7
mi Ww an 7
maw m 7
ms ow m 7
maw am 7
wso__ ev as 7
wer wv 76 7
maw mn 7
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ms mm 7
maw mn 7
wo__e 20 7
mi 1 8
wma ow = 8
wi ow ™ 8
wma ow 0 8
wso___e 285 8
Fr 286 8
wa ow wr 8
wa ow 0 8
wa ow 2 8
wo__ ev 20 8
m1 ww 1 8
maw = 8
ww 8
maw 200 8
wso__ ev 205 8
wero 2% 8
wa ow 27 8
m3 ow 2 8
wa ow 2 8
wo0__ ev 0 8
mie 01 8
wma ow 3 8
wma ow 0 8
wma ow 300 8
0s0__ ev 2s 8
wei ov 36 8
wae 307 8
ws wv 28 8
we wv 309 8
s00__ ev a0 8
mi ww 1 8
ma ow nm 8
wa ow m 8
new a 8
sso__ ev as 8
ser 6 36 8
wa ow wr 8
nsw ae 8
nsw a 8
Ea 20 8
Er 1 5
m2 ow 2 °
ms Ww m 9
maw a f)
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o_o 2s 9
1 Ww 2% 5
wa ow 2 9
wi ow 2 9
maw 2 9
w00__ ev 30 9
Ea" ER 5
ma ow mw 9
maw m 9
maw 3 9
so__ ev 3s 9
pero 3% 5
wa ow Fe) 9
mw fr 9
mes ow a °
wo0__ ev 30 9
wi 1 5
wa ow aw 9
wi ow a 9
wa ow a 9
so__ ev as 9
wei 6 6 5
wa ow ur 9
ws ow us 9
Fr 9 9
s00__ ev 30 9
ET 1 5
m2 wv 3 °
33 Ww 3 9
Er] 34 °
s50__ ov 35 9
FE 356 5
w2 ow 37 9
m3 ow 38 9
Er 35 9
w00__ ev 0 9
ET 01 10
wa wv 2 10
wa ow 0 10
wa ow 00 10
wso__ ev 85 10
wo1 6 6 10
wa ow 7 10
ws wv 8 10
wa wv 0 10

o0__ ev pn 10
mio an 10
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mr mn 10
ms ow a” 10
maw a 10
wso__ ev as 10
ww 6 10
wma ow mn 10
wma ow Ea 10
maw a 10
w0__ ev 30 10
wma Ww 1 10
m2 ow m 10
wma ow 3 10
maw 4 10
wso__ ev ass 10
361 Ww 36 10
wa ow mr 10
ws ow 8 10
wa ow 1 10
w00__ ev 3% 10
maw EE 10
m2 ow m 10
maw 9 10
maw 34 10
mso__ ev a5 10
61 9% 10
wa ow 7 10
m3 ow 9 10
wa ow 3 10
wo a0 10
wow wor 1
m2 ow wn 1
ws ow a 1
awa ow a 1
ws 0__ ev as 1
we w ws 1
wa ow a 1
ass ow as 1
wa ow a 1
avo ev a0 1
maw pn 1
m2 ow am 1
maw a 1
aa ow a 1
aso as 1
a6 w a 1
wa ow a 1
ass a 1
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wa ow a i
awo__ ev a0 1
Pir rn 1
m2 ow pr 1
wma ow rs 1
aw a 1
aso as 1
as w a 1
wa ow a 1
asa ow as 1
wa ow a 1
a0 ev a0 1
Er an i
m2 ow wm 1
maw pe 1
maw a 1
aso as 1
asa w a 1
wa ow I 1
ass ow as 1
wma ow a 1
woo ev a0 12
ww an EE)
wa ow ww 2
wi ow “ 2
wa ow aa 2
aso ev ass 12
we ww we 5)
wa ow wr 2
wuss ws 12
wa ow a9 12
as00__ ev a0 12
saw 1 EE)
m2 ow Pe 2
m3 ow Pe 2
aes w asa 2
asso ev ass 12
61 w we 5)
wa ow a7 2
asa ow ass 2
aa ow a9 2
aw00__ ev 0 12
ww wo EE)
wa ow w 2
ws ow © 2
wa ow asa 12
450 wv as 12
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wel ow 6 2
wa ow ar 2
ws ow ase 2
wa ow a 2
amo__ev an 2
naw an 2
na: ow an 2
nsw an 2
maw an 2
as o0__w as 2
ew 6 5)
maw an 2
ms ow an 2
maw an 2
a00__e 0 13
maw 1 3
wa ow ® 13
ws w a 13
aww a 13
as 0__ev ass 13
ww 6 3
wa ow wr 13
ws ow as 13
wa ow a0 13
a00__ev a 13
ay 1 3
wa ow 2 13
ws ow a 13
aww a0 13
ass 0__ ev a5 13
61 Ww 96 3
wa ow a7 13
ams ow a 13
wa as 13
s00__ ev 50 13
EA" S01 3
m2 wv s02 3
m3 wv EY 13
sia Ev so4 13
s0s0__ ev 505 13
061 Ev 506 3
wa wv 07 13
83 Ev 508 13
sas wv 500 13
s10o__ ev s10 13
Ea 11 EE}
suze su 13
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mao EY 3
sus ow su 13
sis0__ ev sis 13
sin 6 S16 3
saw su 13
sss wv si 13
swe wv s10 13
EE s0 1
san 6 a1 1
22 ow sz 1
3 wv sm 1
saa wv su ft)
ss0__ ev ss 14
s261 6 2 1
Er] sa 1
83 wv 2 14
Eo 59 1
s00__ ev 50 1
Ea 51 1
m2 ow sn ft)
3 ow mn ft)
sas wv su 1
ss0__ ev 3 1
Er" 3% 1
2 ow su 1
83 wv si ft)
ET si 1
swo__ ev sto 14
m1 wv 1 1
2 wv sa 1
ssw sa 14
Er] sua 1
sis0__ ev ss 1
Ea" S46 1
wa ow sz 1
ses wv sie ft)
Er sas 1
ss00__ ev 550 ft)
Ea" S51 1
sw 52 15

33 wv 553 15
Er ssa 15
ssso__ ev sss 15
ssi 6 55% 15

12 wv 57 15
s83 wv 558 15
ssa ev sso 15
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EO 50 15
Ea" Sot 15
2 wv 62 15
3 wv 562 15
saw sea 15
seso__ ev ss 15
se 1 EV S66 15
12 wv 67 15
83 Ev see 15
Er 569 15
swo__ ev 50 15
1 wv 571 15
saw sn 15
m3 ow sn 15
Er] sn 15
ss0__ ev 5 15
S61 6 76 15
saw sm 15
3 wv ER 15
sma wv sm 15
s00__ ev ss 15
Er" So 15
m2 ow sw 15
s3 6 sw 15
ssa 6 sua 15
sss0__ ev ses 15
61 ov 5% 15
wae ss 15
83m see 15
ET] se0 15
EO 5% 15
11m 1 15
m2 ow 2 16
EE 9 16
sas wv 594 16
s50__ ev 595 16
61 ov 9% 16
wz wv s97 16
EE 5% 16
EY 5% 16
w00__ ev 0 16
m1 w wor 16

2 ow 0 16
m3 ow 0 16
oa wv 04 16
&0s0___ev 50s 16
61 6 16
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ww wr 16
83 so 16
wa 0 16
s00__ ev sw 16
aw on 16
m2 ow om 16
m3 ow os 16
awa ow ou 16
os0__ ev os 16
a1 w a6 16
wz ow or 16
ass ow a 16
9a ow a 16
00 ev a0 16
ow or 16
m2 ow o 16
sw ES 16
aw ou 16
@s0__ os 16
261 w 6 16
2 ow ES 16
@83 ow as 16
aw a 16
s00__ ev 0 16
Ey EE 16
m2 ow = 7
3 ow oa 7
aw ou 7
es0__ wv os 7
G61 w a 17
wa ow or 7
83 on 7
aw os 7
s00__ ev sto 7
ow wa 17
2 ow 2 7
a3 ow oa 7
saa ow oa 7
50 ev ss 7
sew we 17
2 ow or 7
os3 wv os 7
94 ow 9 7
es00__ ev 80 7
11 w o1 17
22 ow 2 7
633 5 7
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wea ow =) 17
ss0__ ev oss 7
Paar we 7
72 ow 57 7
PR Py 7
94 ow os 7
s00__ ev so 7
11 w wr 7
22 2 7
3 ow PS 7
EI] 64 13
650 ev oss 18
61 & se 18
2 ow 7 13
FC] ese 18
9a £2 13
em0__ ev on 18
Err ER 18
m2 ow on 13
m3 ow on 18
aw on 13
es0__ ev ors 18
61 Eg 18
m2 ow on 13
oss ow on 18
aw on 13
00 ev os 18
ww 1 18
m2 w = 1
3 os 18
saw oa 18
850 ev os 18
61 Ww 3 18
2 ow or 13
83 ese 18
wa ow 8 13
00 ev 0 18
1 w ER 18
m2 ow = 13
m3 ow ES 18
aw 4 13
e950 ev os 18
61 W 6 18
2 ow 7 13
83 os 1
9a ow 9 13
mo ev 70 18
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mr 701 18
maw 0 13
maw 0 13
oma ow 700 19
nso__ ev 05 19
a 706 19
wa ow wo 19
wesw 8 19
Cr] 2 19
noo__ ev no 19
mi 71 19
maw m 19
maw m 19
nsw na 19
nso__ ev ns 19
ner wv 76 19
wa ow nm 19
nes ow ne 19
maw no 19
mo__ ev 70 19
mi 71 19
maw m 19
ms ow m 19
maw m 19
mso__ ev ns 19
ner wv 725 19
maw 2 19
maw ns 19
maw ns 19
mo__ ev 70 19
mi 71 19
maw m 19
maw m 19
naw 74 19
nso ww 7s 19
mer wv 736 20
maw £3 20
maw 7s 20
maw ns 20
moo__ ev "0 20
a 1 20
maw mw 20
wi ow na 20
maw 2 20
mso__ ev ns 20
a 3 20
wae i 20
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CE] 7 20
maw 9 20
00__ ev 50 20
Ea" 751 20
maw 2 20
maw 7 20
maw 75 20
nso__ ev 755 20
Ea 756 20
maw 7 20
maw 758 20
maw 9 20
0o__ ev 0 20
Cr 761 20
wae 0 20
wa ow 0 20
wa ow 760 20
so__ ev 785 20
1 6 756 20
wa ow 0 20
nsw 78 2
wea wv 0 2
mo__e 70 2
mie 7 2
maw m 2
maw m 2
maw m 2
mso__ ev 7s 2
mew 76 21
maw m 21
maw 7 2
maw 7 2
wo__ ev 70 2
a 71 2
maw mw 2
maw mm 2
maw 7 2
nso__ ev 7s 2
mer 6 786 2
wa ow 1 2
maw 7 2
maw 2) 2
moo__ ev 0 2
a 71 21
maw m 2
maw 2
mae 94 2
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o_o 795 21
Ea 756 2
wa ow 1 2
maw 8 2
maw 2) 2
00___ev 0 2
maw 01 2
PE] PS 2
m3 ow om 2
ssw 04 2
50 0s 2
we w 6 2
wa 07 2
m3 ow 8 2
wma 2 2
sw0o__ev 0 22
maw a1 2
ma ow PY 2
m3 ow m 2
aes ow a 2
sso as 22
mew 6 2
wa ow a 2
mes ow ae 2
maw as 2
s00__ wv s0 2
m1 w Fy 2
maw a 2
m3 w = 2
a4 a 2
50 as 22
261 w 26 2
wa ow ar 2
m3 ow a8 2
2s ow as 2
s00__ 50 2
m1 w [ 2
m2 ow a 2
m3 ow =m 2
ses ow a 2
as0__ ov as 2
mew 56 2
wa ow ar 2
m3 ow ss 2
asa ow a9 2
s00__ev sto 22
m1 w a1 2
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Wz ow 2 2
3 ow a3 22
maw sa 2
ms 0__ ev as 2
ur w we 2
wa ow wr 2
uss ow se 23
wa ow a9 23
s00__ ev 850 23
Pir 1 23
m2 ow = 2
m3 ow 83 23
ses ow ssa 23
asso ev ass 23
se W 3 23
m2 ow 7 23
ssw ase 23
saw 89 23
s00__ ev 0 23
1 w wor 23
m2 ow = 2
m3 ow a3 23
saw 64 23
50 ev 86s 23
sew 3 23
w2 ow 7 2
Po ase 23
maw 0 23
mow a0 23
mi w 71 23
m2 w mn 23
maw on 23
maw oa 23
s0__ 1s 23
ww 6 23
m2 ow or 23
oss a 23
maw a 23
s00__ ev 80 2
ww 1 2
m2 ow m 2
wma ow PY 2
maw sa 2
ss 0__ ev sss 2
Pfr 6 2
w2 ow = 2
ssa ev ase 2
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wa ow = 2
s00__ ev 0 2
maw 1 2
m2 ow =m 2
m3 ow a 2
maw 94 2
sss0__ ev 895 2
61 W 9% 2
wa ow 7 2
PO a 2
maw 9 2
s00__ ev 0 2
sori 01 2
m2 ow 0 2
m3 0 2
maw 04 2
050 ev 905 2
61 W £3 2
ET] 07 2
83 wv 08 2
wma 2 2
aw0__ ev 10 2
maw En 2
m2 ow m 2
m3 ow om 2
maw a4 2
so ev as 2
61 w 6 2
m2 w or 2
83 a 2
aw a9 2
00 ev 20 25
maw 21 25
m2 ow om 2
m3 ow os 25
aw a4 2
?s0__ os 2
261 W 2 2
wa ow or 2
283 0 25
aw 929 25
s00__ ev 0 25
aw EE 25
m2 ow om 25
m3 ow PY 2
maw 94 2
a0 os 25
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wel w 9% 2
wa ow 07 25
a3 8 2
asa 939 25
s00__ ev 910 25
a1 w ER 2
m2 ow on 25
m3 w a3 25
wa ua 2
o450___ev ots 25
61 6 2
wa ow 07 25
83 ou 2
usa ow 919 25
9s00___&v 950 25
11 51 25
m2 952 2
m3 953 2
ses 954 2
9550___&v 955 2
961 556 %
12 957 2
83 958 2
saw 959 2
%00___ev 9%0 2
1 61 2
wa 92 2
3 ow 96 2
Pr 94 2
9650 ev 965 2
61 556 2
ww 97 2
ER] 9% 2
Er] 6 2
mo 70 2
mi w a1 %
maw on 2
m3 ow on 2
maw a 2
o750___ev os 2
761 w 76 %
maw on 2
m3 ow a7 2
oma 1 2
s00__ ev 90 2
maw 1 %
m2 9 2
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wa ow £3) %
ssw E 2
o850___ev 985 2
61 56 %
wa ow 97 2
m3 ow oss 2
wea wv 989 2
90 0___ev 9% 2
m1 w 1 %
m2 ow 2 27
m3 ow 9 27
sma 994 27
9950 ev 995 27
961 99% 27
wa 97 27
ER] 99% 27
maw 9 27
10000___&v 1000 27
001 w 1001 27
022 1002 27
003 Ww 1003 27
004 Ev 1000 27
10050 ev 1005 27
0061 1006 27
002 1007 27
0083 1008 27
0094 Ev 1009 27
w00___ 1000 27
on: Ww 011 27
022 EW 1002 27
033 Ww 1013 27
oes 101 27
0150 ev 1015 2
061 106 27
002 1007 27
083 Ww 108 27
094 109 27
000__ ev 1020 27
on: Ww 0 27
022 ow 1022 27
os ow 103 27
oes 1020 27
050 ev 105 2
061 W 1026 27
072 1007 27
wesw 108 27
094 ev 109 27
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00 0__o 1030 27
oni Ww on 27
o22 ow 102 28
033 Ww 10 2
Fr 103 28
0350 1035 28
061 & 10% 2
092 109 28
083 1038 28
oa 10% 28
000___&v 1080 28
oni w 00 2
022 1002 28
083 Ww 108 2
oa 1084 28
10050 ev 1085 28
0861 W 106 2
002 1087 28
083 1088 2
04 Ev 1089 28
0s00___ ev 1050 28
011 Ww 1051 2
022 ow 1052 28
03 Ww 1053 28
os Ev 1054 28
0550 wv 1055 28
0561 1056 2
072 1057 28
03 1058 2
0594 Ev 1089 2
1080 0___ ev 1080 28
01 1001 2
022 1002 28
033 Ww 1083 2
os Ev 1084 28
10850 ev 1065 2
0861 1056 2
072 1067 2
083 1068 28
oe Ev 1089 28
0008 1000 28
oni ow on E
wn: ow 1072 29
ws ow 101 29
wesw 107 29
ws 0__ev 105 29
061 2076 29
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wz ow 07 2
wesw 108 29
wesw 109 29
10800 ev 1080 29
001 1081 29
wm2 ow 10m 29
03 1083 29
wma 1084 29
10850 ev 1085 29
0861 1086. 29
wz ow 108 29
083 Ev 1088. 29
094 1089 29
0900 ev 1090 29
om1 & 1091 29
022 Ww 1092 29
093 1093 29
004 1094 29
0950 ev 1095 29
0961 & 10%. 29
092 Ww 1097 29
0983 Ev 1098 29
094 Ww 1099 29
n000__ ev 1100 29
note 1101 29
ne: ow 102 29
nes ow 1103 29
nota ow 1104 29
nso ev 1105 29
nos1 1105 29
no: w 107 29
ness ev 1108 29
nova ww 1109 29
moo ev 110 29
ar ma 29
mz ow nm 30
nu: ow ns 30
mes ow me 30
mso__ ev ms 30
ar me, 30
nz ow ny 30
mes ms 30
mos w my 30
moo__ wv 20 30
nai w a1 30
nz: ow nz 30
FEE un 30
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mes ow Te 30
mso__ ev mas 30
mer W 26, 30
mz ow 2 30
FE 12s 30
mes w my 30
mo0o__ ev 1130 30
Far 01 30
ne: ow un 30
F— 13 30
mes ow 134 30
mso__ ev 13s 30
mei & 1136 30
nz ow ny 30
mes 1138 30
mea ow m9 30
n00__ 11490 30
naa w a1 30
ne: ow na 30
nes ow nas 30
nes ow 144 30
1s 0__ ev 1145 30
ns ads, 30
nw: ow ne 30
Fr 14s. 30
nos w 1149 30
ns00__ ev 1150 30
nsw 1151 30
nz w ns 31
uss 1153 31
uses w sa 3
nsso__ ev uss 31
nse: & 1156 31
nz ow ns 3
uses ss, 31
naw sy Eo
1800__ 1160 31
ne & Tel 31
ne: ow ne 3
nes ow 63 31
nets wv 1164 Eo
nes o__ ev 1165 31
nes: & 1166 31
nez ow ne 3
ness 116s 31
nes ow 1169 3
mo un 31
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mi w un 31
nna ow un 31
ums ow un Eo
uma ow wa 31
wso__ ws En
wei Ww Ed 31
wm: ow un 31
ums ow ws 3
wea ws 31
nso 0___ ev 180 3
nmi w Tm 31
ne: ow ns 31
ms ow nm 3
nes nse 31
nsso__ uss 31
nse 1 w Tis 31
nea ow ns 31
ns: wv FE EA
ness Ev 1189 31
n0__ ev 90 En
ni w 191 31
nw: ow n%2 2
ms ow 19 2
nea 1194 2
ns 0___ ev 1195 32
nee: w 196 2
nw: ow 19 2
nw: ow 1198 2
nea 1199 2
200___ 1200 32
201 Ww 201 32
ne: 102 2
293 Ww 1203 32
nota 1200 2
so 1205 2
2061 Ww 206 2
nw: ow 1207 2
283 ow 1208 2
nos 1209 2
noo__w 210 2
mi ow Em 2
nu: ow nu 2
33 ow 11 2
pus ow 1210 2
mso__ ev 1215 2
mei w 216 32
pu: ny 2
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ETE] Ts 2
mes ow 219 2
m00__ 1220 2
m1 ow Ta 2
m2: ow 12 2
ms ow Ee 2
nus ow 120 2
ms 0___ wv 25 32
mei w 226 2
nv: ow 1227 2
mes ow 128 2
mes 229 2
200__w 130 32
Er 2 2
m2: ow 12 33
uns ow 13 3
pus ow 1234 33
5 0___ ev 1235 33

mei w 236 3
nv: ow 19 33
mes ow 123 33
mes 1239 3
ni00___ 1240 33
nai Ww ED 3
ne: ow na 33
nes ow 16 33
nus ow 1244 3
nso wv 1245 33
nas w Tass 3
no: ow 197 33
nes w 124 33
isa 1249 33
10 0___ ev 1250 33
1 w 21 3
2: ow 1% 33
usw 1% 3

ses w 1254 33
nsso__ ev 1255 33
ser Ww 1256 33
2 ow 1% 33
ses ow 1258 33
9a 1259 33
800 ev 1260 33
wei Ww 201 3
ne: ow 182 33
usw us 33
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mea w ET) 3
18s 0__ ev 1265 33
mss & 1266. 3
nz ow 187 33
Fa 126 33
naw 1289 33
2mo__ ev 210 33
ona Ww wn 3
m2 ow nn 34
mma ow ns 3
wea ow 1 3
50 ev 15 34
61 Ww 276 3
wz ow un 3
23 2s 3
wa ow 9 34
800__ 1280 34
naa w 1281 3
nm: ow 1m 3
nes ow 1283 3
naw 1284 3
nso ev 1285 34
ssa 1286 3
nw: ow 18 34
ness 1288 3
mea ow 1289 34
00 ov 1290 34
nai w 1291 3
22 w 192 34
93 Ww 1293 3
naw 1294 34
1950 ev 1295 34
nea & 1296 3
nw: Ww 197 34
nes 1298 3
9a Ww 1299 34
noo ev 1300 34
Boi w ED) 3
B22 ow 102 3
Be: ow 1303 3
noes ow 1304 35
10s 0__ ev 1305 35
nos: & 1306 35
Boz ow 107 35
oss 1308 35
Boa ow 1309 35
Boo ov 110 35
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ETE] Bu 35
Bu: ow B12 35
Bus ow 1 35
pus ow 131 35
Boo 15 35
Bet w Bi 35
BU: ow BY 35
m3 ow m8 35
paw 31 35
B00___ 1320 35
mai w En 35
B22 ow 12 35
ms ow Fe 35
pus ow 120 35
ms 0__ wv 125 35
mei Ww 26 35
By: ow 152 35
mes ow 128 35
mes ow 1529 35
B300___v 1330 35
m1 ow ED 35
m2: ow 12 35
B33 ow 9 35
Bus ow 134 35
35 0___ 1335 35
mel w ER 35
By: ow 19 35
mes Ww 13 35
mes ow 1339 35
i00__ wv 1380 35
Bai Ww Ba 35
ne: Ww na 35
Bas ow 18 35
nua 14 36
Beso ov 1315 36
is W 6 36
Bo: ow 19 36
nsw 148 36
nes 149 36
nso 0___ ev 1350 36
m1 w 11 36
B22 ow 192 36
nsw 193 36
nse wv 1354 36
nsso__ ev 1355 36
mse w 56 36
92 n% 36
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mes Ww Bs 3%
nse wv 1359 36
1380 0___ ev 1360 36
new 01 36
Be: ow 192 36
Fr 183 36
nets 1384 36
1365 0___ ev 1365 36
es1 WY a6 36
ne: ow 1397 36
ness ow 1368 36
FE ra— 1369 36
Bo0__ ww 10 36
ni w Bn 36
mn: ow 72 36
sw 1 36
Bus w 4 36
ws 0___e ws 36
we1 W 76 36
wn: ow 7 36
mms ow 8 36
maw 9 36
1800___ 1380 36
mai w 10 36
Fr] 192 36
m8 ow 18 36
nes 1384 37
ns 0__ 1385 3
ew a8 37
ne: ow 197 37
nes ow 188 37
mesa 1289 37
190 0___ ev 1390 El
pai w ED) 37
BR: ow 1592 37
593 Ww 193 37
nes ow 1394 37
195 0__ ev 1395 37
961 Ww 96 37
nw: ow 1597 37
nsw 1398 37
nea 1399 37
u000___& 1000 37
wri Ta01 37
we: ow 1102 37
w33 ow 1403 Ed
wots ev 1008 37
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005 o_o 1005 37
061 1906 37
wa 1007 37
mss 1408 37
m9 Ev 1009 37
wo00___v 110 37
wi ow 01 37
we: ow 112 37
ws 6 113 37
was 6 104 37
ws 0__ wv 5 3
we1w a6 37
wz 117 37
wesw 8 37
wea 119 37
m00___ ev 120 37
wai w on 37
w22 6 122 37
ws ow 12 38
wesw 1020 38
ws 0___ wv 125 38
we1 W 1026 38
wz ow 127 38
wesw 128 38
wesw 1029 38
w00__ wv 1430 38
wii Ww 0 38
w22 ow 12 38
ww 19 38
wesw 10 38
35 0___ ev 1035 38
we1 Ww Ea 38
wa ow 19 38
wesw 1038 38
wesw 1039 38
m0 0___ ev 1040 38
m1 Ww a1 38
we: ow 102 38
ws ow 143 38
wesw 1040 38
ws0__ ev 1045 38
wis Toa 38
wz ow 1047 38
wesw 1048 38
wea 109 38
1s00___ ev 1450 38
usw 1051 38
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wz ow 12 38
usw 1053 38
usa 1054 38
550 ev 1055 38
ws: & 3 38
uz ow 17 38
PE 1058. 38
ua ow 1459 38
14600 ev 1480 38
we Ww 1061 38
uz ow 182 38
ues ow 1963 39
wea 1464 39
1650 ev 1465 39
es1 & 3 39
uz ow 1987 39
PE 1068. 39
wea 1469 39
woo__ 70 39
wna Ww an 39
wz ow un 39
wns ow 3 39
waa ow 4 39
ws 0__ ev 15 39
wei 6 39
wiz ow wn 39
wesw ws 39
wea ow w 39
u800__ 1480 39
wa 1081 39
wz ow 182 39
ua 83 39
wea 1084 39
4850 ev 1085 39
es1 1086, 39
wz ow 187 39
wea Ev 1088. 39
m9 ow 1089 39
14900 ev 1490 39
wna 1001 39
w22 ow 192 39
una ow 1093 39
wea ow 1094 39
195060 1495 0
961 © Tes 0
wz © 1497 40
usa 6 1498 a0
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wea © 1099 [0
15000__ 6 1500 0
501 © 1501 20
522 © 1502 0
523 © 1503 40
5044 © 1504 0
1505060 1505 0
15061 60 1506 a0
572 © 1507 0
ssa 6 1508 40
15094 © 1509 0
15100 1510 40
sui © 11 a0
B22 © 1512 40
533 © 1513 40
sa © 15% 40
15150 6 1515 0
61 © 156 20
BsU2 © 151 0
1s183 © 158 40
5194 © 1519 0
15006 1520 0
a1” © EE) a0
522 © 12 0
15233 © 152 40
sa © 1524 0
1s50_ 6 1525 0
61 © 1526 a0
522 © 1527 2
m3 © 158 a
15294 © 1529 2
15300 15% a2
m1 © [EN 2
22 © 10 2
523 © 19 a
5Ma © 1534 a
15350 1535 a2
561 © 5% a
592 © 19 a2
1ss3 © 153 a
1594 © 15% a2
1500__ 6 1580 a2
sai © [EN @
522 © 1502 a
593 © 150 a
54a © 1584 a
15450 6 1585 a2
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mel © 5% 2
592 © 1507 a
583 © 1588 a2
s94 © 1509 a
15006 1550 a
5911 © 151 2
522 © 1592 a
1593 © 159 2
Fra 1554 a
15550 ev 1555 a
FE a— 1556 2
52 ow 1557 a
53 1558 a2
19a 6 1559 a3
15600 6 1580 a3
Ey EE) 3
Bs: © 1592 a3
15693 © 1583 a3
ses 6 1550 a3
1565 0___€0 1565 a3
15861 © 1556 3
572 © 1567 a3
15883 © 1588 a3
194 6 1569 a3
15700___6 1570 a3
sn1 © 1 3
522 © 172 a3
1533 © 17 a3
sua © 157 a3
157506 155 a3
15761 © 1576 a
572 © 1577 aa
15753 © 15% a
1594 © 1519 a
15800 © 1580 aa
m1 © 01 wa
s22 © 1502 aa
1583 © 18 a
sea © 1504 aa
1585060 1585 aa
5861 © 586 wu
5972 © 1597 aa
1583 © 1588 a
1me94 6 1589 aa
1590__ 6 1590 aa
591 © 91 wu
1522 © 159 a
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m3 © 9 a
[EA 1594 aa
1595 0___60 1595 a
15961 © 1596 wu
592 © 1597 aa
1593 © 1598 a
1594 © 1599 aa
16000___€0 1600 aa
601 © 1601 wa
622 © 1602 aa
W033 © 1603 a
wos 6 1600 aa
160506 1605 a
0061 © 1606 wu
W072 © 1607 a
6083 6 1608 4s
6094 6 1609 as
16100___e0 1610 as
wi Ww To [3
w22 ow 162 as
W133 Ww 1013 as
ws 1614 as
6150 1615 as
w61 W 66 5
wv: ow 1607 as
w83 168 as
wa 1619 as
100 wv 1620 as
wi Ww 11 a5
w22 Ww 12 as
3 Ww 10 4s
wea 1620 as
160250 ev 1025 as
61 Ww 1626 [3
rE] 1627 as

ws Ww 1028 as
wa 1629 as
1630 0___ ev 1630 as
wi Ww En 5
wn: ow 162 as

33 © 16 na:

waa wv 1634 na:
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batt count
[EVR3/11-02/7644
[EVH3/11.02/7659
[EVH3/11-02/7750
[EVH3/11-02/7753
[EVH3/11-02/7758
[EVH3/11:02/7801
[EVH3/11-03 & 11-04/8015
[EVH3/11.03/7965
[EVH3/11.03/8043
[EVH3/11-03/8112
[EVH3/11:03/8128
[EVH3/11.03/8137
[EVH3/11.04/8097
[EVH3/11-04/8105
[EVH3/11.04/8208
[EVH3/11-04/8292
[EVH3/11.04/8326
[EVH3/11.05/8526
[EVH3/11-4 & 11-5/8230
[EVH3/11-4/8267
[EV3/11-4/8287
[EVHa/11.02/7527
[EVHa/11.02/7797
[EVHA/11.02/7880
[EVHA/11.02/7941
[EVRa/11-02/7967
[EvHa/11.02/7984
[EVHA/11.02/8044
[EVHA/11-03/8025
[EVHA/11-03/8141
[EVHA/11-04/8215
[Evha/11.04/8247
[EVHA/11-04/8262
[EVHa/11-04/8265
[EVHA/11-04/8311
[EVa/11-04/8328
[EVHa/11-04/8351
[EVHA/11.04/8368
[EVHA/11.05/8490
[EVHA/11.05/8519

[EVH1/10-31/6665
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[EVH1/1031/6722
[EVH1/10-31/6856
[EVH1/10-31-11-1/6792
[EVA1/11-1/6825
[EVH1/11-1/6826
[EVH1/11-1/6878
EVH1/11-1/7015
[EVH1/11-1/7023
[EVA1/11-1/7083
EVH1/11-1/7123
[EVH1/11-1/7346
EVH1/11-1/7349
EVH1/11-1/7411
[EVA1/11-1/7446
[EVH1/11-2/7558
[EVH2/10-31/6512
[EVH2/10-31/6597
[EVH2/10-31/6607
[EVH2/10-31/6808
[EVH2/11-1/6823
[EVH2/11-1/6870
[EVH2/11-1/6886
[EVH2/11-1/6888
[EVR2/11-1/6929
[EVH2/11-1/6982
[EVH2/11-1/7016
EVH2/11-1/7139
[EVH2/11-1/7175
[EVR2/11-1/7205
EVH2/11-1/7219
EVH2/11-1/7245
[EVH2/11-1/7263
EVH2/11-1/7273
[EVR2/111/7319
EVH2/11-1/7368
EVH2/11-1/7439
EVH2/11-1/7472
[EVH2/11-117109
[Evez/i2/7622
Eve/11-2/7627
[EvC2/11-2/7630
[Eve2/11-2/7647
[EvC2/11-2/7694
[EVC2/112/7695
[Eve/11-2/7977
[EvC2/11-2/8009
[EvC2/113 &11-2/7953
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[EVC2/11-3/7990

[EVC2/11-5 & 11-3/8143
|EVC3/11-2 & 11-3/7775

|EVC3/11-2/6975

|EVC3/11-2/7481

[EVC3/11-2/7489
|EVC3/11-2/7497

|EVC3/11-2/7942

|EVC3/11-3/7922

|[EVC4/11-2 & 11-3/7901

|EVC4/11-2/7030

|EVC4/11-2/7467

|EVC4/11-2/7486

|EVC4/11-2/7954

|EVC4/11-2/8159

EVC4/11-3/7870

|EVC4/11-3/7899

|EVC4/11-3/7958

|EVC4/11-3/7999

|EVC4/11-3/8002

EVC5/11-1/7360

|EVCS/11-2/7462

|EVCS/11-2/7933

|EVCS/11-2/7934

[EVC5/11-2/7976

|EVC5/11-2/8028

|EVC5/11-3/7323

|EVCS5/11-3/8334

|EVCS5/11-4/8200

|EVC5/11-4/8290

[EVH3/10-30/5946

|EVH3/10-30/5947

[EVH3/10-31/5948

|EVH3/10-31/6239

[EVH3/10-31/6349

[EVH3/10-31/6367

|EVH3/10-31/6450

[EVH3/10-31/6468

|EVH3/10-31/6528

[EVH3/10-31/6545

[EVH3/10-31/6561

|EVH3/10-31/6582

[EVH3/10-31/6608

|EVH3/10-31/6660
|EVH3/10-31/6677
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[EVH3/10.31/6694
[EVH3/10-31/6746
[EVH3/10-31/6868
[EVH3/10-31/6884
[EVH3/11:01/7008
[EVH3/11.01/7063
[EVHA/10.31/6539
[EVHA/10-30/5913
[EVHA/10-30/6064
[EVHA/10-30/6609
[EVHA/10-31/5869
[EVH4/10-31/6036
[EVHA/10-31/6044
[EVH4/10.31/6375
[EVH/10°31/6465
[EVHA/10-31/6601
[EVHA/10-31/6666
[EVHA/10.31/6689
[EVH4/10 31/6691
[EVHa/10-31/6750
[EVHA/10-31/6752
[EVHa/10-31/6784
[EVHa/11-01/6714
[EVHA/11.01/6864
[EVH3/10-22 & 1023/1900
[EVH3/10-22/1600
[EVH3/10-22/1657
[EVH3/10-22/1725
[EVH3/10-22/1759
[EVH3/10.22/1791
[EVH3/10-22/1847
[EVH3/1023/1718
[EVH3/10-23/2108
[EVH3/10.23/2117
[EVH3/10-23/2167
[EVH3/10-23/2180
[EVH3/10-23/2238
[EVH3/10-23/2482
[EVH3/10.23/2504
[EVH3/10.23/257%
[EVH3/10-23/2681
[EVH3/10-23/2763
[EVHA/10-22/1549
[EVH4/10.22/1637
[EVHa/10.22/1696
[EVH4/10-22/1730
[Evha/10-22/1825
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[EVH4/1022/1893
[EVH4/102211695
[EVH4/10-23/1854
[EVH4/1023/1976
[EVH4/10-23/2051
EVH4/10-23/2067
[EVHA/10-23/2065
[EVH4/10-23/2077
EVH4/1023/2090
[EVHA/1023/2126
[EVH4/10-23/2198
[EVH4/10-23/2257
[EVH4/10-23/2454
[EVHa/10-23/2464
[EVH4/10-23/2491
[EVHa/10-23/2561
EVHI/112/7373
EVHL/11-2/7545
EVH1/11-2/7562
EVHL/11-2/7584
EVH1/11-2/7706
[EVH1/112/7852
EVHL/11-2/7854
EVH1/11-2/7865
EVHL/11-2/7894
[EVHL/11-3 & 11-4/8127
[EVH1/113/7750
[EVHL/11-3/8070
[EVH1/11-3/8074
[EVH1/11-4/8108
[EVH1/11-4/8350
EVH2/112/7314
EVH2/11-2/7502
EVH2/11-2/7510
EVH2/11-2/7553
[EVH2/11-2/7663
[EVH2/11-2/7664
EVH2/11-2/7601
Evh2/11.2/7711
EVH2/11-2/7726
EVH2/11-2/7743
[EVH2/112/7762
EVH2/11-2/7779
EVH2/11-2/7853
[EVH2/11-2/7887
[EVH2/11-2/7959
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[EV2/11:3/8040
[EVH2/11-3/8075
EVH2/11-3/8111
EVH2/11-3/8116
[EVH2/11-3/8120
[EVR2/113/8134
[EVH2/11-4/8096
[EVH2/11-4/8179
[EVH2/11-4/8192
[EVH2/11-4/8234
[EVC1/10-30/5817
[EvC1/10-31/6841
[EVC2/10-30 & 10-31/6487
[EvC2/10-30/6006
[EVC2/10-30/6041
[EVC2/10-30/6043
[EvC2/10-30/6140
[EvC2/10-30/6301
[EvC2/10-31/6206
[EvC2/10-31/6230
[Evcz/i031/6282
[EvC2/1031/6296
[EVC3/10-30/5889
[EVC3/10-30/5894
[EVC3/10-30/5970
[EVC3/10-30/5991
[EVC3/10-30/6328
[EVC3/10-30/6429
[EVC3/10-31/6149
[EVC3/10-31/6214
[Eve3/1031/6252
[EVC3/10-31/6270
[EvC3/10-31/6286
[EVCa/10-30/5798
[EVC4/10-30/5839
[EVCa/10-30/6430
[EVC5/10-30/5700
[EVC5/10-30/6346
[EVC5/10-31/6190
[EVC5/10-31/6280
[EVC5/1031/6308
[EVC5/10-31/6314
[EVC5/10-31/6342
[EVC5/10-31/6412
[EVC5/10-31/6417
[EVC5/1031/6797
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[EVCs/1030/6047
[EVCS/10-30/6052
[EVCS/1031/6122
[EVA1/10-30/a738
[EVH1/10-30/5084
[EVH1/10-30/5964
[EVH1/10-30/5967
[EVH1/10-30/DUPES
[EVA1/10.31/6287
[EVH1/10-31/6303
[EVH1/10-31/6400
[EVH1/10-31/6453
[EVH1/10-31/6456
[EVA1/10:31/6526
[EVH1/10-31/6563
[EVH1/10-31/6584
[EVH1/10-31/6753
[EVH2/10-30/5717
[EVR2/10-30/5874
[EVH2/10-30/5951
[EVH2/10-30/6039
[EVH2/10-30/6060
[EVH2/10-30/6112
[EVH2/10.30/6192
[EVH2/10-30/6461
[EVH2/10-31/5826
[EvH2/10-31/6117
[EVH2/10-31/6259
[EvR2/1031/6274
[EVH2/10-31/6362
[EVH2/10-31/6382
[EVH2/10.31/6406
[EVH2/10-31/6455
[EVH2/10-31/6458
[EVH2/10-31/6464
[EVH2/10-31/6490
[EVH2/10-31/6562
[EVH2/10-31/6571
[EVH2/1031/6572
[EVH2/10-31/6580
[EVH2/10-31/6637
[EVH2/10-31/6656
[EVH2/10-31/6663
[EVCa/11-2/7372
[EVH3/11-1/6964
[EVH3/11-1/7057
[EvH3/11-1/7157
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[EVH3/11-1/7218

EVH3/11-1/7248

[EVH3/11-1/7257

EVH3/11-1/7265

|EVH3/11-1/7302

[EVH3/11-1/7326

EVH3/11-1/7409

[EVH3/11-1/7421

EVH3/11-1/7444

|EVH3/11-2/7507

[EVH3/11-2/7537

EVH3/11-2/7570

EVH3/11-2/7597

EVH3/11-2/7605

EVH3/11-2/7765

[EVH3/11-2/7845

EVH4/11-1/6843

|EVH4/11-1/6947

|EVH4/11-1/6994

[EVH4/11-1/7122

[EVH4/11-1/7191

|EVH4/11-1/7241

[EVH4/11-1/7249

|EVH4/11-1/7266

EVH4/11-1/7289

[EVH4/11-1/7328

EVH4/11-1/7330

|EVH4/11-1/7350

|EVH4/11-1/7427

EVH4/11-2/7210

[EVH4/11-2/7560

EVH4/11-2/7568

[EVH4/11-2/7572

EVH4/11-2/7693

EVH4/11-2/7702

[EVH1/10-26/2753

EVH1/10-26/2758

|[EVH1/10-26/2847

EVH1/10-26/2939

|EVH1/10-26/3007

[EVH1/10-26/3067

EVH1/10-26/3124

[EVH1/10-26/3288

EVH1/10-26/3295

[EVH1/10-26/3742

ylrunes J aro

SRATEDSCSyeRHBR



[EVH1/10-27/3566
[EVH1/10-27/3884
[EVH1/10-27/ALL DUPES
[EVH1/10-27/DUPES
[EVR2/10-25/2674
[EVH2/10-25/2751
[EVH2/10-26/2600
[EVH2/10-26/2622
[EVH2/10-26/2692
[EVH2/10.26/2892
[EVH2/10-26/2941
[EVH2/10-26/3020
[EVH2/10-26/3043
[EVH2/10-26/3091
[EVH2/10-26/3156
[EVH2/10-26/3202
[EVH2/10-26/3204
[EVH2/10-26/3258
[EVH2/10-26/3293
[EVH2/10-26/3476
[EVH2/10-27/3554
[EVH2/10-27/3597
[EVH2/10-27/3685
[EVH2/10.27/3744
[EVH2/10-27/3830
[EVH2/10-27/3849
[EVH2/10-27/3912
[EVH2/10-27/3934
[EVH2/10-27/3961
[EVH1/1022/1753
[EVH1/10-22/1777
[EVH1/1023/2123
[EVH1/10-23/2131
[EVH1/1023/2133
[EVH1/10.23/2169
[EVH1/10-23/2270
[EVH1/10-23/2477
[EVH1/10-23/2540
[EVH1/10.23/2553
[EVH1/1023/2741
[EVH1/10-23/2824
[EVH1/10-23/2860
[EVH2/10-22/1722
[EVH2/10.22/1734
[EVH2/1022/1751
[EVH2/10-22/1773
[EvH2/10-22/1850

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 presen

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVH2/10-22/1985
[EVR2/1022/2111
[EVH2/10-23/2039
[EVH2/10-23/2047
[EVH2/10-23/2048
[EVH2/10-23/2072
[EVH2/10-23/2087
[EVH2/10.23/2157
[EVH2/10.23/2272
[EVH2/10-23/2514
[EVH2/10-23/2576
[EVH2/10-23/2590
[EVH2/10-23/2671
[EVH2/10-23/2768
[EVH2/10-23/2787
[EVH2/10-23/2791
[EVH2/10.23/2855
[EVH2/10-23/2898
[EVH2/10-23/2937
[EVH2/10-23/2955
[EVC1/10-29/5203
[EvC2/10-29/5201
[EvC2/10-29/5227
[EvC2/10-29/5230
[EVC2/10-29/5366
[EVC2/10-29/5519
[EVC2/10-29/5555
[Evc2/10-30/4983
[EVC2/10-30/5004
[EVC2/10-30/5005
[EVC2/10-30/5043
[EVC2/10-30/5084
[EvC2/10-30/5167
[Ev2/10-30/5707
[EvC2/10-30/5988
[EVC211030/5923
[EVC3/10-29/5101
[EvC3/10-29/5198
[EVC3/10-29/5256
[EVC3/10-20/5484
[EVC3/10-29/5682
[EVC3/10-30/5003
[EVC3/10-30/5030
[EVC3/10-30/5693
[EVC3/10-30/5805
[EVC3/10-30/5902

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iv, 2001 sofas

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVC311030/5058
/EVC4/10-28/4953
[EVC4/10-30/5098
[EVCa/10-30/5892
[EVC4/10-30/5907
[EVCa/10-30/5920
[EVCa110-30/5073
/EVC5/10-29/5393
[EVCs/10-29/5473
[EVC5/10-30/2372
[EVC5/10-30/5007
[EVC5/10-30/5032
[EVC5/10-30/5141
EVCS/10-29/5378
[EVH3/1023/2774
[EVH3/10-23/2934
[EVH3/10-23/3059
[EVH3/10-26/2534
[EVH3/10-26/2535
[EVH3/10-26/2662
[EVH3/1026/2713
[EVH3/10.26/2762
[EVH3/10-26/2940
[EVH3/10-26/3018
[EVH3/10-26/3087
[EVH3/10-26/3090
[EVH3/1026/3212
[EVH3/10-26/3243
[EVH3/10-26/3247
[EVH3/10-26/3423
[EVH3/10-26/3705
[EVHa/10-23/2512
[EVH4/1023/2759
[EVHa/10-23/2761
[EVH4/1023/2764
[EVHA/10-26/2562
[EVH4/10-26/2611
[EVH4/10-26/2636
[EVH4/10-26/2680
[EVH4/1026/2754
[EVHA/10-26/2887
[EVHA/10-26/2948
[EVHA/10-26/2994
[EVH4/10-26/3072
[EVH4/10-26/3169
[EVHA/10-26/3254

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2020 a50t 108

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EVHA/10-26/3306
[EVHA/10-26/3309
[EVH4/10-26/3360
[EVHA/10-26/3369
[EVH4/10-26/3382
[EVHA/10-26/3488
[EVH4/1027/3642
[EVC1/10-22/1375
[EVC1/10-22/1376
[EVC1/10-22/1955
[EVC1/10-22/1965
[Evc1/10-22/1978
[EVC1/10-23/1993
[EVC1/10-23/1996
EVC1/10-23/2202
evC1/10-23/2211
[EvC1/10-23/2277
EvC1/10-23/2321
[EVC2/10-22 & 1023/2105
EvC2/10-22/1343
EVC2/10-22/1652
[EvC2/10-22/1946
EvC2/10-22/2151
[EVC2/10-23/1915
[EvC2/10-23/1970
£vC2/10-23/2103
EvC2/10-23/2210
EVC2/10-23/2243
[EVC3/10-22/1330
[EvC3/10-22/1919
EVC3/10-22/1984
[EvC3/10-22/2017
EVC3/10-22/2032
[EVCG3/10-23/2156
[EvC3/10-23/2188
EVC3/10-23/2204
EvC3/10-23/2216
EVC3/10-23/2354
[EVC3/10-2311945
[EvC2/11.06/8968
[EVC2/11-06/8983
[EVC2/11-06/9060
[EVC2/11-06/9110
[EVC2/11-06/9146
EvC2/11-06/9352
[EVC2/11-06/9360
[evCa/11-06/9417

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2021 wot

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EVC2/11-6/9563

|EVC3/11-05 & 11-6/9046

|EVC3/11-06/9052

|EVC3/11-06/9097

|EVC3/11-06/9245

EVC3/11-06/9273

|EVC3/11-06/9315

|EVC3/11-06/9343

|EVC3/11-06/9411

|[EVC3/11-06/9424

EVC4/10-06/9334

|EVC4/11-05/8987

|EVC4/11-05/9062

EVC4/11-05/9171
|EVC4/11-06/9246

|EVC4/11-06/9308

|EVCA4/11-06/9354

|EVC4/11-06/9403

|EVC4/11-06/9433

|[EVC5/11-05/8829

|EVCS/11-06/9027

|EVCS5/11-06/9407

|EVCS/11-06/9408

|EVCS/11-06/9419

|[EVC5/11-06/9470

|EVCS/11-05/9073

|EVCS/11-06/9236

[EVH3/11-11/8

[EVHC19/19
LEVH1/11-11/DUPS173744

IPBH3/11-11/14

EVH1/10-27/3736

[EVH1/10-27/3796

vit1027/4025
|[EVH1/10-28/3983

[EVH1/10-28/4144

|EVH1/10-28/4192

|EVH1/10-28/4200

vit1028/4320
|[EVH1/10-28/4356

[EVH1/10-28/4524

EVH1/10-28/4563

[EVH1/10-28/4623

|EVH1/10-28/4625
|EVH1/10-28/4798

ylrunes J J

SRATEDSCSy eRHS



[EVH2/10-27/3720
[EVH2/10-27/4005
[EVH2/10-27/4037
[EVH2/10-27/4101
[EVH2/10-27/4236
[EVH2/10-28/3949
[EVH2/10-28/4006
[EVH2/10-28/4084
[EVH2/10 28/4111
[EVH2/10-28/a150
[EVH2/10-28/4205
[EVH2/10-28/4216
[EVH2/10-28/4232
[EVH2/10-28/4244
[EVH2/10-28/a437
[EVH2/10-28/4567
[EVH2/10-28/4568
[EVH2/10-28/4598
[EVH2/10-28/4637
[EVH2/10-28/a641
[EVH2/10-28/4676
[EVH2/10-28/4678
[EVH2/10-28/4714
[EVH2/1028/4776
[EVH2/10.28/a852
Evei/10-21/1218
[EvC1/10-21/1280
[EvC1/10-21/673
[EVC1/10-21/690
[EVC1/10-21/756
[EvC1/10-22/1258
[EvC1/10-22/1268
[EVC1/10-22/1300
[EVC1/10-22/1356
[EVC1/10-22/1385
[EVC1/10-22/1399
[eve2/10-21/1143
[Eve2/10-21/1339
[EVC2/10-21/669
[EVC2/10-21/670
evez/10-21/712
[Eve2/10-22/1220
[Eve2/10-22/1242
[EvC2/10-22/1310
[EvC2/10-22/1352
[Ev2/10-22/1364
[Eve3/a0-21/12a8

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 a9of1as

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[Evea/10-21/608

[EVC3/10-21/795
[EVC3/10-21/802
[EVC3/10-22/1194
[EVC3/10-22/1250
[EVC3/10-22/1291
[EVC3/10-22/1333
[EVC3/10-22/1409
[EVC3/10-22/1449
[EVH2/10-29/4812
[EVH3/10-28/4533
[EVH3/10-28/a722
[EVH3/10-29/4609
[EVH3/10-29/4658
[EVH3/10-29/4740
[EVH3/10-29/4975
[EVH3/10-25/5080
[EVH3/10-29/5109
[EVH3/10-29/5135
[EVH3/10-29/5184
[EVH3/10.29/5330
[EVH3/10-29/5448
[EVH3/10-29/5450
[EVH3/10-29/5461
[EVH3/10-29/5475
[EVH3/10-29/5515
[EV3/10-29/5517
[EVH3/10-29/5518
[EVH3/10-29/5550
[EVH3/10-20/5386
[EVHa/10-28/4521
[EVHa/10-25/a703
[EVHA/10-29/4778
[EVHa/10-29/4904
[EVHA/10-29/4924
[EVH4/10-29/4959
[EVHa1029/5132
[EVHA/10-29/5149
[EVH4/10.29/5162
[EVHA/10-29/5199
[EVH4/10-29/5243
[EVHa/10-29/5261
[EVHA/10-29/5304
[EVHa/10-29/5314
[EVHA/10-29/5327
[EVH4/10-29/5490

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 soot 148

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVH4710-29/5553
[EVHA/10-29/5559
[EVH4/1029/5625
[EVH1/10.22/109
[EVHL/1021 & 10-22/828
[EVH1/1021/1051
[EVH1/1021/1206
[EVH1/10-21/897
[EVH1/10-21/945
[EVH1/1022/1123
[EVA1/10-22/1184
[EVH1/1022/1590
[EVHL/10-22/1677
[EVH2/1021/1004
[EVH2/1021/1282
[EVH2/1021/706
EVH2/1021/875
[EVH2/10-21/889
[EVH2/1021/905
[EVH2/1021/954
[EVH2/1021/956
EVH2/1021/971
[EVH2/1021/998
[EVH2/1022/1023
[EVH2/1022/1074
[EVR2/1022/1131
[EvH2/1022/1311
[EVH2/1022/1425
[EVH2/1022/1444
[EVH2/1022/1515
[EVH2/1022/1548
EvH2/10-22/1612
[EVH2/1022/1624
EVH2/10-22/1744
[EvH2/1022/1781
[EVH3/10-20/14a1
EVH3/1020/148
[EVH3/1020/163
[EVH3/1020/19
[EVH3/1020/271
[EVH3/10-20/306
EVH3/1020/375
[EVH3/1020/395
[EVH3/10-20/432
[EVH3/10-20/44
[EVH3/10-20/4%
JEVH3/10-201355

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2021 stot

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EVH3/1021/612
[EVH4/1020/111
[EVH4/1020/1532
[EVHA/10-20/1561
[EVH4/10-20/161
[EVH4/1020/162
[EVH4/10-20/1676
[EVH4/10-20/187
[EVHA/10-20/209
[EVH4/1020/246
[EVH4/10-20/295
[EVH4/10-20/331
[EVH4/1020/340
[EVHA/10-20/368
[EVH4/1020/373
[EVH4/10-20/424
[EVH4/10-20/443
[EVH4/1021/479
[EVHA/10-21/560
[EVH4/1021/602
[EVH3/10-21/1040
EVH3/1021/527
[EVH3/10-21/585
[EVH3/10-21/587
[EVH3/1021/630
EVH3/1021/774
EVH3/1021/829
[EVH3/10-21/866
[EVH3/10-21/901
[EVH3/1022/1010
[EVH3/1022/1073
[EvHi3/10-22/1001
[EVH3/1022/1158
[EVH3/1022/1193
[EVH3/1022/1397
[EVH3/1022/1630
[EVH4/10.21/1139
[EVH4/10.22/1580
[EVHA/10-21/1113
[EVH4/10-21/1087
[EVH4/1021/1110
[EVHa/1021/1111
[EVH4/1021/1201
[EVHA/10-21/568
EVH4/1021/822
[EVHA/10-21/847
[EVHa/10-21/852

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2020 sofia

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EVH4/10-21/940

EVH4/10-21/972

[EVH4/10-21/982

|EVH4/10-21-873

[EVH4/10-22/1138

[EVH4/10-22/1170
|EVH4/10-22/1182

[EVH4/10-22/1187

|EVH4/10-22/1555

|[EVH4/10-22/1586

[EVH4/10-22/1588

EVH4/10-22/1655

[EVH3/10-29/5325

EVH3/10-29/5414
|[EVH3/10-29/5683

[EVH3/10-30/4731

|EVH3/10-30/5356

[EVH3/10-30/5564

|EVH3/10-30/5647

|[EVH3/10-30/5652

[EVH3/10-30/5667
|EVH3/10-30/5671

[EVH3/10-30/5687

|EVH3/10-30/5689

|[EVH3/10-30/5746

[EVH3/10-30/5769

|EVH3/10-30/5773

|EVH3/10-30/5900

EVH3/10-30/6002
|EVH3/10-30/6027

[EVH3/10-30/6079

|EVH3/10-30/6080

[EVH3/10-30/6105

|EVH3/10-30/6243

|[EVH4/00-30/5322

[EVH4/10-29/5329

EVH4/10-29/5338

[EVH4/10-30/5319

|EVH4/10-30/5670

|[EVH4/10-30/5692

[EVH4/10-30/5703

|EVH4/10-30/5779

[EVH4/10-30/5799

EVH4/10-30/5804

|[EVH4/10-30/5812

ylrunes J sores

SRATED SCRSyeRHBR



[EVHa/10-30/5993
[EVH4/10-30/6108
[EVHA/10-30/6132
[EVH4/10-30/6150
[EVHa/10-30/6179
[EVHA/10-30/6182
[EvC2/10-23/2422
[EvC2/10-23/2451
[EVC3/10-23/2322
[EVC3/10-23/2391
[EVC4/10.22/1827
[Evea/0-22/1365
[EVC4/10-22/1890
[EvCa/10-22/1982
[EVCa/10-22/2098
[EVC4/10-23/1839
[EvCa/10-23/2222
[EVC4/10-23/2255
[EVC4/10-23/2295
[EVCa/10-23/229
[EVC4/10-23/2300
[EvCa/10-23/2366
[EVCa/10-23/2370
[EvCa/10-23/2479
[EVC/10-23/2496
[EVC5/10-22/1653
[EVC5/10-22/1921
[EVC5/10-23/2297
[EVC5/10-23/2343
[EVC5/10-23/2475
[EVCs/10-23/2708
[EvCs/10-23/2715
[EVCS/10-22/1962
[EVCS/10-22/2036
[EVCs/1023/2433
[EVCS/10-23/2795
[EVCs/10-23/2808
[EVH1/10-23/2856
EVH1/11-4/8277
[EVA1/11:5/8436
[EVH1/11-5/8463
[EVH1/11-5/8603
[EVH1/11-5/8609
[EVH1/115/8634
[EVA1/11-5/8833
[EVH1/11.5/8866
[EvH1/11-5/8899

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 stot 148

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Couns by Box - AZSentAudix



[EV1/11:5/9087

[EVH1/11:6/9126
[EVH1/11-6/9166
JevH1/116/9261 [Was 8201)
[EVH2/11-4/8000
[EvH2/11-4/8261
[EvR2/114/8274
[EVH2/115/5388
EvH2/115/8374
[EVH2/11.5/8397
[EvH2/11-5/8412
[EVR2/115/8467
[EVH2/11:5/8510
[EVH2/11-5/8571
[EVH2/11.5/8667
[EVH2/11-5/8778
[EVR2/11:5/8755
[EVH2/11-5/8832
[EVH2/11-5/8838
[EVH2/11-5/8861
[EVH2/11-5/8870
[EVH2/11:5/8909
[EVH2/11:5/8920
[EVH2/11-5/8948
[EVH2/11-5/8953
[EVH2/11-5/9051
[EVR2/11:6/5160
[EVH2/11-6/9253
[EVH2/11-6/9255
[EVH2/11-6/9386
[EVC1/10-20 & 10-21/200
[EvC1/10-20/18
[EvC1/10-20/1485
[EVC1/10-20/153
[EVC1/10-20/220
[EVC1/10-20/89
[EvC1/10-21/715
[EvC2/10-20/1413
[EvC2/10-20/149
[EvC2/10-20/1512
[EVC2/10-20/1516
[EVC2/10-20/208
[EvC2/10-20/229
[Ev2/10-20/242
[EVC2/10-20/347
[Eve2/10-20/442

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 ssof 14s

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[Evez/10-21/387
[EvC2/10-21/490
[Eve2/10-21/588
[Eve2/20-21/571
[EVC3/10-20/15
[EVC3/10-20/168
[EVC3/10-20/186
[EVC3/10-20/20
[EVC3/10-20/203
[EVC3/10-20/282
[EVC3/10-20/MC16689
[EVC3/10-21/103
[Evea/10-21/454
[Eve3/10-21/498
[EVC3/10-21/538
[EVC3/10-21/836
[EvC1/10-22/2328
[EVC1/10-23/2411
[EvC1/10-23/2442
[EVC1/10-23/2446
[EVC1/10-23/2495
[EvC1/10-26/2784
[EVC1/10-26/2823
[EVC1/10-26/2833
[EVC1/10-26/2966
[EVC1/10-26/3062
[EVC1/10-26/3261
[EVC1/10-26/3292
[EvC1/10-26/3322
[EVC2/10-23 & 10-26/235
[EVC2/10-23/2399
[EvC2/10-23/2406
[EvC2/10-23/2439
[EvC2/10-23/3180
[EVC2/10-26/2675
[EVC2/10-26/2813
[EVC2/10-26/2820
[EvC2/10-26/2842
[EVC2/10-26/3101
[EVC2/10-26/3319
[EVC2/10-26/3323
[EvC2/10-26/3442
[EVC3/10-23 & 10-26/2639
[EVC3/10-23/2310
[EVC3/10-23/2314
[EVC3/10-23/2395
[Eve3/10-23/2443

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 seof 148

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[Evea/10-26/2818
[EVC3/10-26/2921
[EVC3/10-26/2924
[EVC3/10-26/311a
[EVC3/10-26/3131
[EVC3/10-26/3201
[EVC3/10-26/3260
[EVC3/10-26/3334
[EVC3/10-26/34a7
[EVH1/10-10/122
[EVH1/10-20/1457
[EVH1/10-20/1489
[EVH1/10-20/1531
[EVA1/10-20/1544
[EVH1/10-20/178
[EVH1/10-20/219
[EVH1/10-20/265
[EVH1/10-20/369
[EVA1/10-20/a35
[EVH1/10-20/472
[EVH1/10-21/1192
EVH1/10-21/577
[EVH1/10-21/621
[EVH2/1020/1418
[EVH2/10-20/1520
[EVH2/10-20/1558
[EVH2/10-20/1579
[EVH2/10-20/1633
[EVR2/10-20/217
[EVH2/10-20/286
[EVH2/10-20/335
[EVH2/10-20/349
[EVH2/10-20/382
[EVH2/10-20/383
[EVH2/10-20/398
[EVH2/10-20/401
[EVH2/10-20/413
[EVH2/10-20/453
[EVR2/10-20/52
[EVH2/10-20/634
[EVH2/10-20/86
[EVH2/10-21/1183
[EVH2/10-21/475
[EVR2/10:21/515
EVH2/10.21/576
[EVH2/10-21/709
[EvH2/10-21/768

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 s7of108

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVH2/10-21/844

EVH3/11-05 & 11-06/9028

[EVH3/11-05/8296

|EVH3/11-05/8370

[EVH3/11-05/8382

[EVH3/11-05/8422
|EVH3/11-05/8443

|[EVH3/11-05/8466

|EVH3/11-05/8837

|[EVH3/11-05/8880

[EVH3/11-05/8892

|EVH3/11-05/8940

[EVH3/11-05/8995

EVH3/11-05/9005

|EVH3/11-06/8686

[EVH3/11-06/8907

|EVH3/11-06/9102

[EVH3/11-06/9178

|EVH3/11-06/9180

[EVH3/11-06/9181

[EVH3/11-06/9213
[EVH4/11-05/8471

|[EVH4/11-05/8482

[EVH4/11-05/8511

|[EVH4/11-05/8583

[EVH4/11-05/8835

EVH4/11-05/8840

[EVH4/11-05/8841

EVH4/11-05/8849

|[EVH4/11-05/8863

[EVH4/11-05/8893

EVH4/11-05/8923

EVH4/11-05/8926

|EVH4/11-05/8980

|[EVH4/11-05/9035

[EVH4/11-05/9094

EVH4/11-05/9099

|[EVH4/11-06/9142

|EVH4/11-06/9149/

|[EVH4/11-06/9158

[EVH4/11-06/9215

|EVC2/11-5/8554

|EVC2/11-5/8595

|EVC2/11-5/8633

|EVC2/11-5/8692

runes J sre

SRATEDS CRye HS



[EVC2/115/8731
[EVC2/11-5/8766
[EVC2/11-5/8906
[Eve2/11-5/9044
[EVC2/116/8673
[EVC3/11-5/8504
[EVC3/11-5/8517
[EVC3/11-5/8541
[EVC3/11-5/8559
[EVC3/115/8563
[EVC3/11-5/8598
[EVC3/11-5/8604
[EVC3/11-5/8640
[EVC3/11-5/8730
[EVC3/11.5/8778
[EVC3/11-5/8925
[EVC3/11-5/8964
[EVC4/11-5 8709
EVCa/11-5/8173
[EVCa/115/8354
[EVCa/11-5/8497
[EVCa/11-5/8533
[EVC4/11-5/8537
[EVCa/11-5/8575
[EVCa/11-5/8665
[EvCa/11-5/8714
[EvCa/11-5/8723
[EVCa/11-5/8823
[EVC4/11-5/9009
[EVC5/115/8496
[EVC5/11-5/8565
[EVCS/11-5/8579
[EVC5/11-5/8675
[EVCS/11-5/8622
[EVCS/115/8706
[EVC2/10-31 & 11-1/6051
[EvC2/11.1/7090
[EVC2/11-1/6635
Eve/11-1/6778
[EvC/11-1/6788
[EvC2/11-1/6862
[EVC2/11-1/6901
[Eve2/11-1/7064
Eve/11-1/7077
[EvC2/11-1/7086
Eve/11-4/7172
[Eve2/11-1/7591

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 soot 148

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Couns by Box - AZSentAudix



[Eve2/11-2/7363
[EvCa/11-2/7582
[EVC3/10-31 & 11-1/5995
[EVC3/11.1/6938
[EVC3/11-1/6744
[EVC3/11-1/6900
[EVC3/11-1/6934
[EVC3/11-1/6936
[EVC3/11-1/7067
Evey/1-1/7178
[EvC3/11-1/7375
[EVC3/11-2/6973
[EVC3/11-2/6979
[Evea/11-2/7382
[EvC3/114/7163
[EVC4/10-30/6503
[EVCa/11-2/7039
[EvCa/11-2/7303
[EVC5/11.1/7100
[EVC5/1-1/7066
[Eves/11-1/7124
[EVCS/11-1/7437
[EVC5/11-1/7841
[EVCS/11-11/6855
[EVC5/11-3/7070
[EVCS/10-31/6892
[EVCs/11-1/7496
[EvCa/10-20/123
[EvCa/10-20/1434
[EVC4/10-20/192
[EvCa/10-20/211
[EVCa/10-20/213
[EVC4/10-20/290
[EvCa/10-20/294
[EVC4/10-20/45
[EvC4/10-20/8
[EVCa/10-21 & 10-22/1196
[EvCa/10-21/467
[Evea/a0-21/543
[EVCa/10-21/649
[EvCa/10-21/652
[EVCa/10-21/668
[EvCa/10-21/708
[Evea/10-21/773
[EvCa/10-21/793
[Evea/0-22/12a4

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iv, 2001 soos

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVCa/10-22/1296
[EVC4/10-22/1396
[EVC5/10-20/108
lEves/10-20/a2
[EVC5/10-20/68
[EVC5/10-21/398
[EVC5/10-21/596
[EVC5/10-21/663
[EVC5/10-21/687
[EVCs/10-21/833
[EVC5/10-21/927
[EVC5/10-21/939
[EVC5/10-22/1063
[Eves/10-22/1178
[EVC5/10-22/1303
[EVC5/10-22/1346
lEvCs/10-22/1423
[Eves/10-22/1787
[EVCs/10-20/261
[EVCs/10-21/851
[EVCS/10-22/1277
[EVH3/10-28/3977
[EVH3/10-28/4061
[EVH3/10-28/4115
[EVH3/10-28/4160
[EVH3/10-28/a235
[EVH3/10-28/4241
[EVH3/10-28/4277
[EVH3/10-28/4292
[EVH3/10-28/4298
[EVH3/10-28/a313
EVH3/10-28/4367
[EVH3/10-28/4433
EVH3/10-28/4526
[EVH3/10-28/4528
[EVH3/10-28/4566
[EVH3/10-28/4578
[EVH3/10-28/4621
[EVH3/10-28/4635
[EVH3/10-28/4672
[EVH3/10-28/4730
[EVH3/10-28/4749
[EVH4/10-28/3969
[EVH4/10-28/4026
[EVH4/10-28/4065
[EVHA/10-28/a195
[EVHa/10-28/4257

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2021 610104

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EvHa/10-28/a281
[EVHA/10.28/4294
[EVHA/10-28/4326
[EVHa/10-28/a331
[EVHa/10-28/4419
[EVHa/10-28/4454
[EVHA/10-28/4460
[EVHA4/10-28/4508
[EVH4/10.28/a653
[EVHA/10.28/4661
[EVHa/10-28/4723
[EVHa/10-28/4770
[EVHA/10-28/4840
[EVHA/10-28/4850
[EVH1/10-29/5082
[EVH1/10-29/5108
[EVH1/10-29/5120
[EVH1/10-29/5158
[EVA1/10-29/5178
[EVH1/10-29/5219
[EVH1/10-29/5341
[EVH1/10-29/5399
[EVH1/10-29/5469
[EVH1/1029/5502
[EVH1/10-29/5543
[EVH1/10-30/5094
[EVH1/10-30/5383
[EVH1/10-30/5728
[EVH2/10-28/a516
[EVH2/10-28/4543
[EVH2/10-29 & 1030/5336
[EVH2/10-29/4468
[EVH2/10-29/4644
[EVR2/10-29/a793
[EVH2/10-29/5121
[EVH2/10-29/5164

[EVH2/10-29/5164A (Changed from 5164]
[EVH2/10-29/5235
[EVH2/10-29/5359
[EVH2/10-29/5404
[EVH2/10-29/5457
[EVH2/10-29/5482
[EVH2/10-29/5504
[EVH2/10-29/5537
[EVH2/10-29/5546
[Evh2/10-29/5577

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 20f14

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVH2/10-29/5602

[EVH2/10-30/5097
[EVH2/10-30/5622
[EVH2/10-30/5676
[EVH2/10-30/5782
[EVH2/10-30/5824
[EVH2/10-30/5862
[EVC3/10-28/4353
[EvC3/10-28/4362
[EvC3/10-28/4368
[EVC3/10-28/4405
[EVC3/10-28/2507
[EVCa/10-23/2347
/evCa/10-26 thea 1028/3385
[EVC4/10-26/2868
[EVCa/10-26/3113
[EVCa/10-26/3146
[EVC4/10-26/3167
[EvCa/10-26/3232
[EVC4/10-26/3383
[EVC4/10-26/3450
[EvCa/10-28/43aa
[EVCa/10-28/4349
[EvCa/10-28/4372
[EVC5/10-23/2954
[EVC5/10-26/2839
[EVC5/10-26/2893
[EVC5/10-26/2905
[EVC5/10-26/2971
[EVC5/10-26/3135
[EVC5/10-26/3177
[EVC5/10-26/3399
[EVC5/10-26/3471
[EVC5/10-26/3577
[EVC5/10-26/3859
[EVC5/10-26/4148
[EVC5/10-27/3364
[EvCs/10-27/3584
[EVCS/1026/3926
[EVC1/10-26/3176
[EVC1/10-26/3371
[EVC1/10-26/3424
[EvC1/10-27/3417
[EvC1/10-27/3451
[EVC1/10-27/3463
[Eve1/10-27/3482

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 rots

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EvC1/10-27/3526
[EvC1/10-27/3604
EVC1/10-27/3737
[Eve1/10-27/4125
[EvC1/10-27/4164
[EvC1/10-27/4198
[EvC2/10-23/3754
[EvC2/10-26/3348
[EvC2/10-26/3498
[EVC2/10-26/3633
[EvC2/10-27/3470
[Ev2/10-27/3504
[Eve2/10-27/3570
[EvC2/10-27/3581
[EvC2/10-27/3583
[EVC2/10-27/3616
[Eve/10-27/4162
[EVC3/10-26/3172
[EVC3/10-26/3189
[EVC3/10-26/3349
[EVC3/10-27/3494
[EVC3/10-27/3505
[EVC3/10-27/3514
[EVC3/10-27/3523
[EVC3/10-27/3564
[EVC3/10-27/3572
[EVC3/10-27/3667
[EvC3/10-27/3928
[EVC3/10-27/4092
[EVC3/10-27/4095
[Eve3/10-27/a132
[EvC3/10-28/4273
[EVC3/10-28/4375
[EvC1/10-28/4470
[EVC1/10-28/4974
[EVC1/10-28/a981
[Eve/10-27/4185
[EvC2/10-28/4815
[Ev2/10-28/4822
[EVC2/10-28/4836
[EVC2/10-29/4898
[EVC2/10-29/4939
[EvC2/10-20/5522
[EvC2/10-29/5524
[EVC3/10-28/4272
[EVC3/10-28/a381
[EvC3/10-28/4391

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 shots

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EvC3/10-28/4393
[EVC3/10-28/4496
[EVC3/10-28/4497
[EVC3/10-28/a681
[EVC3/10-28/4830
[EVC3/10-28/4915
[EVC3/10-29/4459
[EVC3/10-20/4807
[EVC3/10-20/a811
[EVC3/10-20/4881
[EvC3/10-20/4888
[EVC3/10-29/4914
[EVC3/10-20/4934
[EVC3/10-20/a937
Jevca/10.28/4337 (was 4390)
[EVCa/10-28/4443
[EVC4/10-28/4469
[EVC4/10-28/4482
[EVCa/10-28/a531
[Evea/a0-28/4s41
[EVC5/10-26/4073
[EVC5/10-28/4890
[EVC5/10-28/4969
[EVC5/10-29/4773
[EVC5/10-2/4882
[EVC5/10-29/5280
[EV/HAND AUDIT 03
[EV/HAND AUDIT 05
[EV/HAND AUDIT 07
[EV/HAND AUDIT 09
[EV/HAND AUDIT 13
[EV/HAND AUDIT 14
[EV/HAND AUDIT 21
[EV/HAND AUDIT 28.
[EV/HAND AUDIT 38
[EV/HAND AUDIT 42
[EV/HAND AUDIT 46
[EV/HAND AUDIT 52
[EV/HAND AUDIT8
[EVC1/10-31/6811
[EVC2/11-06/9512
[EVCa/11-11/9503
[EVH1/11-10/DUPHAND000L
[EVA1/11-11/0UP 175044
[EVH1/11-11/LEV MC17614
[EVH1/11-11/MC17619
Jevia1.12/16v80RROLS HawoO120

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 sofas

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVH3/11-06/9184

|EVH3/11-06/9223

[EVH3/11-06/9327

|EVH3/11-06/9430

|EVH3/11-06/9452

[EVH3/11-06/9491
|EVH3/11-06/9504

[EVH3/11-11/PB13

IEVH3/11-12/PBDUP176738

|[EVH4/11-06/9332

[EVH4/11-06/9392

|EVH4/11-06/9404

|[EVH4/11-06/9471

|EVH4/11-06/9481

|[EVH4/11-06/9542

[EVH4/11-06/9551

[EVPVH3/11-11/5

|EVH1/11-06/9380

|EVH1/11-06/9507
|[EVH1/11-06/9514

[EVH1/11-06/9531
|EVH1/11-06/9532

|EVH1/11-06/9547

EVH1/11-07/9583

|[EVH1/11-07/DUP168601

[EVH1/11-07/DUP169738

EVH1/11-07/DUP9582

[EVH1/11-09/DUP172584

EVH1/11-09/MC17349

|[EVH1/11-10/DUP173064

[EVH1/11-10/DUP174037

|EVH1/11-10/DUP290442

|EVH1/11-11/MC17607

AND Audi BATON 12
HAND AUDIT BATCH 17
FANG AUDIT BATC22
HAND AUDIT BATCH 24
AND AUDIT BATCH 25

HANDAUDIT BATCH 30
AN AUDIT BATCH 32
FANG AUDIT BATCH 3S
HAND AUDI BATCH 30
AND AUDIT BATCH 44
HAND AUDI BATCH 50
AN AUDIT BATCH 53

ytvn J worn

SRTEDSCSy eRHS



[LEVH1/11-06/9363
LEVH1/11-06/9376
ILEVH1/11-09/0UP171525
[LEVH1/11-09/MC17383
[LEVH1/11-09/MC17394
[LEVH2/11-06/9286
LEVH2/11-06/9313
[LEVH2/11-06/9356
[LEVH2/11-06/9368
[CEVH2/11-06/9420
[LEVH2/11-06/9466
[EVH3/10-26/3686
[EVH3/10-27/3428
[EVH3/10.27/3640
[EVH3/10-27/3644
[EVH3/10-27/3673
[evi3/10.27/3777 (Was 3727)
[EVH3/10-27/3784
[EVH3/1027/3788
[EVH3/10-27/3829
[EVH3/10-27/3927
[EVH3/10-27/3940
[EVH3/10-27/3973
[EVH3/10.27/3978
[EVH3/10-27/4036
[EVH3/10-28/4013
[EVH4/10-27/3660
[EVHA/10-27/3689
[EVH4/10-27/3692
[EVHa/10-27/3709
[EVHa/10-27/3726
[EVH4/1027/3762
[EVH/10-27/3818
[EVH4/1027/3846
[EVHa/10-27/3856
[EVHA/10-27/3873
[EVHa/10-27/3892
[EVHA/10-27/3920
[EVH4/10.27/3937
[EVHa/10.27/3954
[EVHa/10-27/4154
[EVH4/10.27/4184
[EVHA/10-28/4079
[€0/11-03/10403
[ED/11:03/10432
[ED/11.03/10647
[€0/11-03/10985

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 rots

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Couns by Box - AZSentAudix



[ED/11.03/11622
[ED/11:03/12362
[€0/11-03/12800
[ED/11.03/12934
[€0/11.03/13770
[€D/11-03/13869
[ED/11:03/1305
[€0/11.03/14227
[ED/11.03/14357
[€0/11.03/14669
[€D/11-03/14988
[ED/11:03/15090
[ED/11.03/15151
[€D/11-03/15170
[E0/11.03/15203
[€D/11-03/15359
[ED/11:03/15461
[€0/11.03/15486
[ED/11.03/15498
[E0/11-03/15521
JE0/11.03/155021 (was 15592]
[E0/11:03/155922 (Was 15592]
[ED/11-03/15641
[ED/11.03/15663
[ED/11-03/15671
[ED/11-03/15684
[ED/11-03/15717
[€0/12.08/15099
[€0/12.08/10574
[E0/12.08/11405
[€0/12.08/11820
[E0/12:08/1215%
[€0/12.08/12299
[€0/12.08/12716
[€0/12.08/12897
[€D/12-08/13694
[E0/12:08/14048
[€0/12.08/14286
[ED/12.08/14295
[€0/12.08/14886
[€0/12.08/15105
[ED/12:08/15566
[€0/12.08/15656
[€0/12.08/15667
[ED/12.08/15673
[ED/12-08/15685

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 sofas

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[£0/12:09/10990
[ED/12.09/13877
[€0/12.09/14239
/E0/12:09/155702 (Was 8AGH2]
[E0/12-09/15645
[E0/12:09/15664
[E0/12.09/156661 (Was 8AG#2]
lE0/12.09/155861 (Was BAGH]
JE0/12.09/156862 (Was 8AGH2]
[EV/HAND AUDIT 16
[EV/HAND AUDIT 20
[EV/HAND AUDIT 45
[EV/HAND AUDIT 6
[ED/12.09/ 12430
[£0/12.09/10098
[£0/12.09/103782 (Was (2 OF 2]
[ED/12.09/10443
/£0/12.09/106892 (was (2 OF 2)
[ED/12.09/11932
[ED/12.09/12350
[E0/12:09/12812
[€0/12:09/13020
[€0/12.09/14225
[€0/12.09/14864
[ED/12.09/15277
[E0/12:09/15632
[ED/12.09/15658
[€0/12.09/15661
[ED/12.09/15675
[E0/12.09/15678
[E0/12:09/10082
[€0/12.09/10215
[€0/12.09/10982
[€0/12.09/11307
[ED/12.09/11322
[E0/12:09/11796
[€0/12.09/12082
[€0/12.09/12103
/£0/12:09/122102 (Was 8AG #2)
[£0/12.09/12938
[E0/12:09/139392 Wa: 8G 2]
[ED/12.09/14052
[€0/12.09/14202
[ED/12.09/14914
[ED/12.09/15164
[E0/12:09/15322
[£0/12.09/15405

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 ofa

AREN_REVO00:45252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Couns by Box - AZSentAudix



[€0/12:09/15599
[ED/12.09/15607
[ED/12.09/15612
[E0/12:09/15634
[ED/12.09/15647
[€0/12.09/15649
/E0/12:09/156661 (Was 8AG #1]
[ED/12.09/15674
[E0/12:09/15679
[ED/12.09/15680
[€0/12.09/15690
[ED/12.09/15695
[£0/12.09/15696
[E0/12:09/15699
[€0/12.09/15706
[€0/12.08/11458
[ED/12.08/15642
[ED/12.08/15707
[EVRATI1-03/1
[EVHA/11-03/10
[EVHA/11-03/11
[EVHA/11-03/13
[EVHA/11-03/15
[EVRA/I1-03/18
[EVHA/11-03/2
[EVHA/11-03/23
[EVHA/11-03/26
[EVHA/11-03/27
[EVRA/I1-03/29
[EVHA/11-03/31
[EVHA/11-03/34
[EVHA/11-03/35
[EVHA/11-03/36
[EVRATIT-03/37)
[EVHA/11-03/4
[EVHA/11-03/40
[EVHA/11-03/a1
[EVHA/11-03/47
[EVRA/I1-03/a8
[EVHA/11-03/49
JEoH3/11-12/Non-
Recorded E00UP175972

[EVH1/10-22/Non-Recorded_1881

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 Toot 108
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cei r1636
Comment: Lary Moore:

Boi presenti theDally BatSummarySheetsbutwasnot recorded in Ballot Manifest
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‘Arizona Senate Audit of the Maricopa 2020 General
Ballot counts by box

Counter
Gow Row Paes

nw T 1
22 ow 2 1
33 ow 5 1
ase a 1
s0__ov 5 1
ow © 1
2 ow 7 1
83 wv 5 1
94 ev 5 1
wo__ev 0 1
nw nw 1
22 oe 2 1
Bs B 1
use 1 1
so__e 5 1
1 © 1
vee w 1
#3 oe F 1
wae 1 1
wo__ev x 1
aw 2 1
22 ev 2 1
nsw 5 1
use x 1
so__e 5 1
ww = 1
wee 2 1
®3 ww » 1
wae » 1
wo__ ev » 1
aw 5 1
22 ev 2 1
Bs 5 1
use = 1
s0__ev » 1
1 5 T
wa ev @ 1
®3 5 1
wae » 1
wo__e “© 1
aw wn 2

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2021 7201108
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wr: ow « 2
83 ow - 2
wa ow “ 2
sow a 2
1 Ww 2
ww w 2
3 ow . 2
oa ow w 2
s00__ ev F) 2
Ea B) 2
22 ow Fy 2
23 ow 5 2
sia wv st 2
sso_ ev ss 2
1 6 % 2
2 ow 7 2
s3 wv ss 2
saw F) 2
wo__ ev o 2
Er By 2
22 ow @ 2
a3 ow @ 2
saw o 2
so__ ev os 2
w1 ov ES 2
w2 ow @ 2
@s ow « 2
wa wv o 2
mo__ ev n 2
nie E 2
naw ” 2
naw n 2
maw " 2
s0__ Ev 0 2
wi Ww 7 2
naw ” 2
naw n 2
maw £3 2
oo__ wv ® 2
a1 Ww a 3
22 ow ® 3
83 ow = 3
maw “ 3
so0__ ev 5 3
ww 3 3
v2 ow o 3
83 = 3

Create by: Benny Wit, LarryMoore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 Tatas
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CX] = 3
w0__& PE 3
nw on 3
22 ow «2 3
23 ow ” 3
wa ow % 3
soe os 3
61 w % 3
22 ow 9 3
83 ow % 3
®4 ow ” 3
wo__ ev 100 3
ow 101 3
wa ow 102 3
0s ow 108 3
wa wv 108 3
ws0__ ev 105 3
061 EV 106 3
wa ow 107 3
083 wv 108 3
wa ow 109 3
mwo__ ev 10 3
mie mr 3
m2 ow m 3
ms ow us 3
nes ow m4 3
uso__ ev us 3
ner wv fi 3
wa ow w 3
nese us 3
maw ns 3
mo__ ev 0 3
mi on 7
m2 ow m a
ms ow m a
nes ow m a
so__ ev 1s a
ner Ev 5 7
wa ow w a
mes ow 2 a
wa ow ns a
moo__ ev m0 4
Fr" Br 7
maw m 4
maw m a
Baw m a
so ev 1s 4

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 otras
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me 6 7
wa ow wr a
mes ow 18 a
nes ow 1 a
woo__ ev 0 4
mi 0 7
wa ow 0 a
wi ow w a
wae 1 a
wso__ ev us 4
Fr Ts 7
wa ow w a
wesw 8 a
wesw 0 a
1500__ ev 150 4
mw 51 @
m2 ow 2 a
m3 ow 15 a
sew 154 a
1s50__ ev 155 4
FE 155 7
m2 ow 157 a
m3 ow 158 4
maw 159 a
wo__&v 160 4
Fr 161 5
wa ow 162 5
ws ow 16 5
wa ow 160 5
wso__ ev 165 5
wo1 ov 165 5
wae 167 5
ws wv 168 5
wae 109 5
mo__ wv mw 5
mi 2) 5
maw m 5
ms ow wm 5
maw m 5
wso__ ev ws 5
wer wv 7s 5
maw wm 5
ms ow i 5
maw 5
wo__ ev 150 5
wm 1 5
m2 ev ry 5

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 50t1a4
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EE] m 5
wma ow 1m 5
wso__ ev 15 5
wer 6 16 5
wa ow 1 5
m3 ow 18 5
wa ow 19 5
wo__ ev 90 5
Fo 01 5
maw 12 5
m3 ow 19 5
maw 194 5
ws0__ ev 195 5
61 ov 195 B
wa ow 197 5
m3 wv 198 5
wa ow 199 5
wo__ ev 20 5
mi 201 a
wma ow 0 6
ms ow 0 6
wae 200 6
wso__e 205 6
wer Ev 206 6
wa ow 207 6
wesw 208 6
wa ow 200 6
wo__ wv 20 6
mi ww 1 6
maw m 6
ms ow wm 6
nsw a 6
nso__ ev as 6
ner wv 216 3
wa ow wr 6
ws ow a2 6
we ow as 6
wo__w 20 6
mi w 1 3
maw wm 6
ms ow wm 6
maw 20 6
nso__ wv 2s 6
wr Ww 26 3
wa ow wr 6
ms ow 2 6
maw 20 6

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 Toots
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woo 20 6
mi 1 3
ma ow = 6
maw =m 6
maw 20 6
wso__ wv 25 6
Fr 236 3
wa ow 2 6
ms ow 2 6
nsw 29 6
wo__ ev 210 6
mi ww 21 7
wa ow uw 7
ws ow uw 7
wae 2 7
wso__ev a1 7
Pr 26 7
wa ow ur 7
ws ow 2 7
wesw 29 7
w00__ wv 20 7
m1 1 7
m2 ow = 7
m3 ow P= 7
maw 24 7
B50__ wv 255 7
61 ov 256 7
wa wv 7 7
m3 ww 250 7
ET] 259 7
wo0__e 20 7
Fe 201 7
wa ow 0 7
ws ow 0 7
wa ow 260 7
wso__ ev 265 7
wo1 wv 26 7
wa wv 7 7
ww 20 7
wa ow 0 7
mo0__ wv m 7
mi an 7
maw m 7
ms ow m 7
maw am 7
wso__ wv a5 7
meio 276 7

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 Tota
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wr I 7
ms ow Ea 7
maw a” 7
wo__ ev 250 7
wm ww 21 B
wma ow m 8
wma ow 2 8
maw 4 8
wso__ ev a8 8
Er 256 8
wa ow wr 8
ws ow 2 8
wa ow 3 8
wo0__ ev 20 8
mi ww 201 8
wma ow m 8
ws ow 2 8
maw 294 8
wso__ ev 295 8
Er 296 8
wa ow 7 8
ws ow 2 8
wa ow 2 8
wo__ ev 0 8
maw Ed 8
wma ow 0 8
maw 0 8
wa ow 304 8
wso__ ev 20s 8
61 Ww 06 8
wa ow 0 8
wes wv 08 8
wa wv 9 8
sw00__ ev a0 8
maw in 8
m2 ow m 8
maw BY 8
naw ne 8
nso__ ev as 8
ae w 6 8
wa ow wr 8
aes ow a 8
wa ow an 8
wo0__ ev 0 8
maw En 5
maw m 9
maw a» fl

Create by: BennyWit, LarryMoore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 otras
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we 0 5
wso__ ev as 9
wer 3 5
wa ow 2 9
Er 2 9
wa ow 2 9
Boo__ ev 30 9
mw Ex 5
m2 ow m 9
maw FY 9
naw 3 9
Bso__ ev as °
Er 3% 5
wa ow m 9
pes ow 3 9
wa ow a 9
woo__ ev 30 9
mi Ww San 5
wa ow mw 9
maw us 9
wa ow 4 9
wso__ ev as 9
uw 3 5
wa ow wr 9
wesw au 9
wa wv 9 9
s00_ ev 350 9
mw 1 5
m2 ww 3 9
m3 wv 3 °
ET 34 9
ss0__ ev 35 9
Fa" 56 5
m2 ow 37 9
maw 58 9
m4 ow 3 9
w00__ ev 0 9
wi a 10
wa ow mw 10
Po ® 10
wa Ev 304 10
ws0__ ev 36s 10
Er 366 10
wa ow 7 10
wa ow 8 10
wa ow 9 10
mo ev an 10
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mi ER 10
maw mn 10
maw mn 10
maw mn 10
wso__w 7s 10
a 76 10
wma ow Ea 10
mi ow Fa 10
maw a 10
w00__ ev 30 10
Fa 1 10
wa ow mm 10
wa ow mm 10
wma ow m0 10
ws0__ ev 385 10
wer 6 3% 10
wa ow 10
FE a 10
wa ow 8 10
00__ ev 0 10
mi 1 10
maw » 10
wa ww mm 10
maw 04 10
ws0__ ev 35 10
we1 BV 3% 10
wa ow 7 10
m3 ow 3% 10
wa ow 3 10
w00__ ev a0 10
maw on 11
wa a 1
ws ow a 1
wae a0 1
a0s0__ as u
we w 6 i
wa ow a7 1
wesw 0 1
wma ow a 1
avo__ ev a 1
maw an i
maw a 1
ms ow a 1
as ow a 1
aso as u
pty 6 11
wae a 1

Created by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 pr
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wesw a i
ass ow as 1
awo__e a0 1
maw an i
wma ow a 1
ms ow a 1
sw a 1
aso as 1
261 w ry 1
wa ow ar 1
ass ow as 1
asa ow as 1
a00__ ew a0 1
maw wn i
maw Pe 1
ms ow I 1
awe w a 1
aso as 1
61 w 6 i
wa ow ar 1
ass ow as 1
ama ow a 1
a00__e a0 2
wi ow 1 12
wa ow ww 2
ws ow wa 2
ws ow a 2
aso ass 12
wel w a fr)
wa ow wr 12
wesw a 12
wa as 2
as00__ev 0 2
saw 1 2)
m2 ow P= 2
m3 ow a 2
asa asa 2
asso ev ass 2
ase 56 12
2 ow a1 2
ass ow ase 2
asa ow ass 2
a00__ ev 0 2
ww or fr]
wa ow ww 2
ws ow ws 12
ase as 12

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 rots
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wow = 2
we w 6 5)
wa ow ar 2
ws ow a8 2
wa ow a 2
amo__w an 12
naw a 12
maw an 2
nsw an 2
maw an 2
as 0__ as 12
ew ws 12
maw an 2
ms ow an 2
maw an 2
w00__ev 0 13
wa ow 1 3
wa ow ® 13
ws ow ww 13
awa ow a 13
as 0 ass 13
ww 8 3
wa ow wr 13
ws ow as 13
wa ow a 13
a0 P= 13
ow 1 3
wa ow = 13
ws w = 13
wesw asa 13
ass 0__ev a5 13
try 3 3
wa ow a7 13
a3 ow a 13
aa ow a0 13
s00__ ev 50 13
smi wv 01 3
2 ev s02 13
maw 50 13
sea ow soa 13
soso__ ev 505 13
061 &v 6 3
wae 07 13
83 wv 508 13
saa ev 509 13
swo__ ev sw 13
suo 11 13
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zo EY 3
sms ow sn 13
sus wv su 13
sis0_ ev sis 13
saw S16 3
sz ow EY 13
S83 sie 13
saw s19 13
Er 0 1
saw En [0
2 ow sz 1
m3 ow sa ft)
sea wv su 1
ss0_ ev ss 1
S61 W Ed 1
2 ow sz 1
ass ow ss 1
94 wv 529 1
s00__ ev 0 1
saw 1 1
2 ow sm ft)
m3 ow su ft)
ET 54 ft)
ss0_ ev sis 1
S61 6 1
2 ow 7 ft)
ER si ft)
94 wv 59 ft)
swo__ ev sto 1
saw Sn 1
saw sa 1
sas sa 1
sua ow sua 1
ses0__ ev sis 1
Ear Se 1
wa ow 57 ft)
sss sis 1
soa wv 519 ft)
ss00_ ev 550 1
Eire EE 1
sw 52 15
a3 ow 553 15
sea wv ssa 15
ssso_ ev sss 15
Ef 556 5
12 ow 57 15
S83 ev sso 15

Create by: BennyWit, LarryMoore,Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 sofa
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EX] EE) 15
se00__ ev s60 15
Pfr EE 5
2 wv so 15
PA 563 15
sia Ev soa 15
seso_ ev ss 15
Paar S66 15
2 ev 67 15
sea se 15
94 Ev 569 15
swo__ ev sm 15
sma Ww 71 5
22 ow sn 15
maw ER 15
saw ER 15
s1s0_ ev S15 15
sew EQ 5
saw sn 15
83 ow 7 15
sma wv 19 15
ss00__ ev sso 15
saw El 5
sw sw 15
ssw 5 15
saa 6 sea 15
ses0_ ev ss 15
sew ss 5
sw2 wv Eg 15
ses wm se 15
94 wv 5% 15
s00__ ev 5% 15
Eifaary Ex 5
s2 wv = 16
m3 ow 593 16
ET 94 16
ss0_ ev 595 16
61 EV 6 6
2 wv 97 16
ssa ow 598 16
ET 59 16
w00__ ev 0 16
wow or 16
m2 ow wo 16
3 0s 16
maw 04 16
50 ev os 16

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 shots
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wel w w6 16
wa ow 07 16
83 0 16
PY 9 16
a00__ ev S10 16
a1 ow En 16
m2 ow on 16
m3 ow on 16
EC] ou 16
e150__ev os 16
a1 w 6 16
wa ow ar 16
83 ow a 16
ass ow a1 16
a00__ wv a0 16
a1 ow a1 16
wr ow 2 16
os ow o 16
sw a 16
es 0__ev as 16
261 w a 16
2 ow £3 16
23 ow a 16
@4 ow as 16
s00__e 0 16
a1 ow oi 16
2 ow 2 7
m3 ow = 7
Gus ow ou 7
e350 os 7
61 Ww o% 7
2 ow or 7
a3 w os 17
94 a 7
s00__ 0 7
11 w 1 17
2 ow 0 7
3 ow oa 7
oa ou 7
sis 0__ev sis 7
sew we 17
wa ow Ps 7
o83 ow os 7
ssa ow os 7
es00__ ev eso 7
S11 w 1 7
e221 2 7

Created by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 sofas
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EEC] w= 17
ees ow P 7
ess 0__ev sss 7
61 6 17
12 ow 1 7
83 ow ose 7
PT oss 7
s00___ev 0 7
11 wor 17
Pr] 2 7
33 os 7
sos ssa 18
650 ev sss 18
61 6 18
2 7 18
EE] os 18
wa os 13
e00__ev 0 18
a1 w ER 18
m2 ow on 18
nsw on 13
maw on 18
es0__e os 18
761 w os 18
maw on 18
3 ow on 1
ow en 18
s00__ ev 0 18
ww 1 18
2 2 18
3 ow 18
saw os 1
ss0__ev sss 18
61 w £3 18
wa ow or 18
83 ow os 13
04 wv a 1
&00__ ev 0 18
1 Ww 1 18
2 ow 3 18
m3 ow 0 13
ows ow oa 18
e950 os 18
61 w 3 18
2 ow 7 1
83 ow 8 18
94 en 18

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 pe
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00__o 70 18
I" 701 18
maw 0 18
maw 0 13
wma ow on 19
wso__ ev 705 19
wer Ev 706 19
wa ow 07 19
wes ev 08 19
maw 79 19
noo__ ev no 19
mi 71 19
maw m 19
maw m 19
nese na 19
nso__ ev ns 19
ner wv 76 19
wa ow nm 19
nes ow ne 19
nsw no 19
mo__w no 19
mi 71 19
maw m 19
maw m 19
maw na 19
mso__ wv ns 19
Zr 725 19
naw m 19
maw ns 19
mew m 19
moo__ ev 70 19
mi 71 19
maw m 19
maw m 19
maw me 19
mso__ wv 7s 19
mer wv 736 20
maw 1 20
maw 7 20
maw 7 20
moo__ ev 10 20
a 71 20
maw w 20
wi ow na 20
maw a 20
mso__ ev us 20
a 7a 20

Created by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 rots
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wa 7 20
wesw ne 20
maw no 20
m00__ ev 750 20
maw 751 20
maw 5 20
maw 7 20
maw 754 20
mso__ ev 755 20
mer Ww 756 20
maw 57 20
mes ow 8 20
maw 759 20
n00__ ev 0 20
a 761 20
wa ow "0 20
ws ow 6 20
aE 64 20
Ts 0__ ev 75 20
a 766 20
wa ow 57 20
wesw 768 2
aw 7 2
mo__ev mm 2
mie 771 21
maw m 2
maw m 2
maw m 2
mso__ ev 7s 2
mer Ev 77 21
maw m 2
maw 7 2
maw ms 2
m00__ ev 0 2
Er 781 21
maw m 2
maw a 2
maw 7 2
mso__ ev 85 2
a 78 21
wa ow " 2
wesw 7 2
maw 7 2
m00__ ev 0 2
mie 701 21
maw m 2
mae mm 2

Create by: BennyWit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 sofas
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EX] 754 2
mso__ ev 75 2
Ea 7% 21
wa ow 7 2
maw me 2
maw 9 2
s00__ ev 0 2
sow sor 21
m2 ow om 2
PI 0 2
aw 04 2
sso ev 80s 2
we Ww 3 21
wa ow 7 2
wesw 08 2
wma ow 9 2
s00__ ev 10 2
maw a 2
m2 ow m 2
maw om 2
maw a4 2
mso__ ev as 2
sew a6 2
wa ow py 2
mss ow as 2
maw a9 2
s00__ ev a0 2
aw a1 2
m2 w =m 2
maw a 2
aw sa 2
ms0__ as 2
261 W a 2
wa ow 2 2
283 ow as 2
maw a9 2
s00__ ev 0 2
mw a1 2
m2 ow =m 2
maw PS 2
maw sa 2
ms0__ ss 2
261 w a 2
wma ow = 2
PR as 2
maw a 2
00 0 2
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Ww wn 2
m2 ow 2 2
m3 ow “a 2
ssw aa 2
wso__ as 2
uel w we 2
wa ow wr 2
m3 ow ss 23
usa us 23
s00___ev 50 23
sw 1 23
m2 ow 2 23
m3 ow ss 2
ses ow ssa 23
sss0__ ev sss 23
61 56 23
12 ow 7 23
83 sso 2
PE a9 23
s00___ev 0 23
m1 ow S01 23
Pr] = 23
m3 ow = 23
saw ssa 23
s50___ ev ass 23
wel 6 23
wa ow 7 23
m3 ow 8 2
Pr a 23
s0o__ wv a0 23
m1 w a1 23
maw on 23
m3 w om 23
aw a 23
sow os 23
ww 6 23
ma ow an 23
m3 ow os 23
oa ow a 23
s00__ ev a0 2
maw 1 2
Pr PY 2
m3 ow = 2
Pr se 2
sso ev ass 2
m1 w 6 2
wa ss7 2
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maw = 2
maw PY 2
s00___ev 0 2
maw 1 2
m2 ow a 2
m3 ow = 2
ssw as 2
s950__ ev 895 2
861 W 6 2
wa ow 07 2
m3 9% 2
PY a 2
00___ev 90 2
m1 ow 01 2
wma 02 2
m3 ow 0 2
ses wv s04 2
%050___ev 95 2
061 6 2
wa ow 907 2
wesw 908 2
EYE] 09 2
owo__ ev 10 2
m1 w a1 2
ma ow on 2
m3 ow om 2
es ow a 2
50 ev os 2
61 Ww 916 2
ww a7 2
83 a 2
mea a9 2
wo0__ev 90 25
m1 ow 21 2
m2 ow EY 25
m3 ow oo 25
2a ou 25
9250 ev os 25
261 W 26 2
wa ow or 25
23 ow a8 2
EE] 029 25
s00__ ev 9% 25
m1 w a1 2
m2 ow a 2
m3 ow om 2
saw ou 2
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5 0__o 9 25
61 W 3% 2
wa ow 07 25
a3 ow 8 2
asa ow 9% 25
s00___ev s10 25
a1 1 2
wa ow on 25
m3 ow 0 2
saw ou 25
9450 ev ois 25
61 6 2
wa 7 25
83 ou 25
usa wv ot 2
9500___&v 950 25
11 51 2
m2 952 2
3 w 953 2
ses wv 954 2
9550___ev 955 2
61 556 %
2 957 2
83 958 2
saw 959 2
00___&v 9%0 2
11 S61 2
wa 92 2
3 96 2
ssa a4 2
9650___ ev 965 2
61 56 %
wa 97 2
83 968 2
wea 9% 2
om0__ ev 70 2
m1 w a1 2
maw mn 2
m3 ow on 2
maw om 2
ws0__ os 2
761 w 76 %
maw on 2
m3 ow a7 2
wma a 2
s00___ev 90 2
m1 w 981 2
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wa ow = %
3 5 2
maw 84 2
850 ev oss 2
61 W 3 26
wz ow 7 2
wesw ose 2
maw 99 2
00__ ev 0 2
maw S01 2
m2 ow om 27
m3 ow £ 27
maw 994 27
sms0__ ev 995 27
961 & 5% 27
m2 ow 997 27
m3 99% 27
maw 99 27
0000 &v 1000 2
001 Toor 27
wz ow 1002 27
003 1003 27
06a 1008 27
0050 ev 1005 2
10061 1006 27
wz ow 1007 27
0083 Ev 1008 27
094 Ww 1009 27
000 wv 100 2
on1 Ww Tou 27
w22 Ww 102 27
083 101 27
oes Ww 1004 27
0050 1015 27
061 & To 27
woz ow 100 27
083 108 27
oa Ww 109 27
000 1020 27
o1 w Ton 27
wz ow 12 27
033 102 27
wesw 1026 27
050 ev 105 27
061 & T036 27
wz ow 1027 27
os3 ev 108 27
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wea w 09 27
000__ ev 10% 27
on1 Tw on 27
wz ow 102 2
083 ow 1033 28
wesw 1094 2
050 ev 1035 28
031 & 10% 28
wz ow 109 28
03 1038 28
094 Ww 1099 28
000 ev 1080 28
001 W 1001 28
wz Ww 1082 2
083 1083 28
wa Ww 1084 2
10850 ev 1085 28
0061 & 1086, 28
wz Ww 108 2
03 Ev 1088 28
094 1089 2
10500 ev 1050 28
01 1051 28
022 Ww 1052 28
03 ow 1053 28
ws 1054 28
0550 ev 1085 28
0561 1056. 28
02 Ww 1057 2
0583 105 28
094 Ww 1059 2
10600 ev 1080 28
061 1061 28
wz Ww 1002 2
0893 1063 28
0644 1004 2
0650 ev 1065 28
0661 066. 2
092 Ww 1087 28
0683 Ev 1068. 28
094 1089 28
wo0__ 1070 28
oni Ww 101 28
wz ow wn 29
wns ow 103 29
was ow 104 29
wso ev 105 29
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we Ww 076 2
wa ow 1077 29
ws 108 29
wa Ew 1079 29
0800 ev 1080 29
oma w ED 2
022 1082 29
083 Ww 108 29
oma Ev 1084 29
10850 ev 1085 29
0861 1086 29
072 1087 29
083 1088 29
oe Ev 1089 29
090 0___ ev 1090 29
001 w 1091 2
022 1092 29
093 Ww 1093 29
oa Ev 109 29
10950 ev 1095 29
0961 1096 2
092 1097 29
03 1098 29
094 Ev 1099 29
noo o___ev 1100 29
noi w 01 29
ne: ow 102 29
nos ow 103 29
nots wv 1104 29
nos o___ ev 1105 29
nos: 1106 2
no: 107 29
noes wv 1108 29
Er] 1109 29
moo wv mo 29
maw mn 29
ne: ow ne 30
nsw ms 30
mes ow 1 30
mso__ ev ws 30
fe — me, 30
nv: ow ny 30
mes w ms 30
mes mo 30
no0__ 120 30
nai w Em 30
2: ew un 30
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maw nn 30
mes ow 12 30
ms o___ ev 2s 30
mei w Tas 30
nr: ow 12 30
mes w 28 30
mes 129 30

30 0___v 30 30
m1 w Em 30
ne: ow nn 30
nm: ow un 30
nes ow 134 30
ws o_o 3s 30
mei Ww 6 30
nr: uy 30
mes ow 13s 30
mss 139 30
140 0___ev 1140 30
nai w ED 30
ne: ow na 30
nes ow ne 30
nas 14a 30
14s 0___ ev nas. 30
61 ® Tid 30
no: ow na 30
ness wv 114 30
ness 1149 30
nsoo__ nso 30
nsw 51 30
ns: ns2 31
uss w us 3
uses 1154 31
nsso___ ev ss 31
nse w T1560 31
ns: ow us) 31
uss ow nse 3
uses  w 1159 31
180 0___ ev 1160 31
new 61 31
ne: ow ne 31
nes ow 18 3
nets 16s 31
neso__ ev 116s 31
nes Tiss El
neo: ow 187 31
ness 116s 31
ness ev 1169 31
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mow wo 31
nmi ow Tn 31
nn: ow un 31
ums ow un 3
uma ow wa 31
wso__w ws 3
wei w ws 31
wma ow un 31
ums ow ws EA
wa ow ws 31
ns o__ wv nso 31
nmi Ww 1; 31
ne: ns 31
ms ow nm 3
nea nse 31
uss o___ ev uss 31
nse: w Tiss 31
nw: ow ns? 31
ns: ow nse 3
ness Ev 1189 31
n%o__ 90 31
nai w ED) 31
ne: ow 192 2
ms ow 19 2
nes wv 9 2
ns o__ wv 95 32
ne 1 Ww T1965 2
nw: 19 2
nm®s ww 9s 2
nea 1199 2
2000___ ev 1200 2
201 ow 01 2
ne: ow 1202 2
23s ow 1203 2
nots 1200 2
2050 1205 32
261 Ww 1206 2
nw: ow 1207 2
mss ow 1208 2
nos wv 1200 2
nwo 1210 2
mi w Em 2
nu: ow 11 2
33 ow 11 32
pus ow nu 2
ws 0__ 115 2
261 Ww 216 32
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wz ow ny 2
nes ow 1218 2
mes ow m9 2
m00__ wv 220 32
naa w 21 2
m2 ow Pe 2
ms ow 123 2
mes w 1220 32
mso__ ev 25 32
mei Ww 1226 2
m2 ow FY 2
mes ow 128 2
mea w m9 2
200__ ov 230 32
m1 w 231 2
mz ow 10 33
uns ow 23 33
mes ow 1234 33
mso__ wv 235 33
m1 Ww 1236 3
wv: ow 19 33
ms ow 1238 33
maw 39 33
n00__ 1240 33
naw a1 3
ne: ow na 33
na: ow 23 33
nwa ow 1204 33
nso wv 1245 33
ie1W T2as, 3
no2 ow 19 33
ss 148 33
neva w 1249 33
1500 1250 33
saw 1251 3
nz ow 1% 33
nn: ow 1253 3

ssw 1254 3
uss o__ 1255 33
mse w 1256 3
ns: ow 1 3
nsw 58 33
sea wv 1259 3
s00__ ev 1260 33
wei Ww 201 3
ne: ne 33
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wesw ue 3
Era 1284 3
1285 0___ ev 1285 33
mse 1256 3
ne: ow 18) 33
es ow 1268 33
es 1269 3
w0o__ 0 33
oni ow Tn 3
nna ow un 3
wns ow un 3
oma ow 2 3
wso__w ws 34
261 w 276 3
wma ow n 3
ums ow 8 34
oma ow 9 3
180 0___ ev 1280 3
nmi ow ED 3
p22 ow 18 3
ums ow 18 34
nas 1280 3
18s 0__ ev 1285 3
861 Ww 286 3
nw: ow 18 3
sw 1288 34
ess 1289 3
n00__ wv 1290 34
uni Ww 91 3
2: Ww 192 34
ums Ww 193 34
na 1294 34
1950 ev 1295 3
961 Ww 296 3
nw: ow 1297 3
ws ow 1298 34
nea 1299 3
150 0___ ev 1300 3
Boi Ww ED) 3
Be: ow 1502 3
FE 103 3
FE r— 1304 35
Bo0so__ ev 1305 35
061 306 35
Bo: ow 1307 35
nes ow 1308 35
09s ev 1309 35
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Bow B10 35
mui ow En 35
B22 ow B12 35
BBs ow 11 35
pus ow 31 35
Bs 0__ wv 15 35
mei W Bis 35
BU: ow By 35
mes ow 18 35
ps ow 31 35
moo__ ww 10 35
mai Ww En 35
B22 ow 12 35
m3 ow Fr 35
mua 120 35
m5 0___ ev 25 35
mei w Ea 35
By: ow 152 35
mes ow 128 35
mes 1329 35
B00__w 130 35
m1 ow a 35
BR: ow 152 35
FEF 9 35
Bus ow 134 35
ms 0__ wv 135 35
m1 w 3 35
By: ow 9 35
mes Ww 1 35
mes w ms 35
0 0___ ev 1380 35
Bai w Ba 35
Be: ow B82 35
Bas ow 18 35
nus ow 1344 36
ms 0__ wv 1345 36
is w a6 36
no: ow 14 36
nsw 148 36
nes wv 1349 36
nso ev 1350 36
m1 w 11 36
B22 ow 192 36
B93 Ww 193 36
ses 154 36
ns o_o 1355 36
ps1 1356 36
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mv: ow Ex] 3%
FE — 1358 36
naw 189 36
1600__ 1360 36
nei W 01 36
Bez Ww 182 36
Bes ow 1363 36
mea ow 1304 36
1650 1265 36
nes W 3 36
poz Ww 18 36
Fr — 1368 36
nea Ww 189 36
Boo ev 110 36
ni w ED) 36

Bn: ow 172 36
sw mn 36
nus ow 1 36
ws 0___e 5 36
we1 TW ED 36
wm: ow 7 36
mms ow 8 36
FT] 9 36
15800___ ev 1380 36
nai w 10 36
ne: ow 192 36
p83 ow 18 36
nes 1384 37
150 1385 3
nsw a8 37
ne: 197 37
nes ow 1288 37
mea 1289 37
B90 0___ ev 1390 37
pai w ED) 37
BR: ow 1592 37
593 Ww 193 37
nes ow 194 37
195 0__ ev 1395 Ed
961 Ww 96 37
nw: ow 1597 37
nsw 1298 37
nea 1399 37
u000___& 1000 Ed
wri 1a01 37
we: 102 37
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wis ow 1003 37

wea 1004 37

05 0___ ev 1005 Ed
061 1906 37
wz ow 1007 37
mss 1408 37
w94 Ev 1009 37
wo00___ ev 110 37
ww 1 37
we: ow 112 37
ws ee 113 Ed
was pe 104 37
ws o__ wv ws 3
wei Ww a6 37
wiz ow 17 37
wesw 108 37
wesw 19 37
m0 0___ ev 1020 37
wai w 1 37
w22 6 122 37
ws ow 12 38
wesw 1020 38
ws 0___ ev 125 38
wei w 1026 38
wa ow 1027 38
wesw 1028 38
wesw 1029 38
w00___ 130 38
wi Ww 01 38
w22 12 38
ww 19 38
wesw 104 38
ws o_o 1035 38
we1 Ww a3 38
wz ow 19 38
wesw 1038 38
wesw 1039 38
m0 0___ ev 1040 38
wi Ww 01 38
we: ow 102 38
ws ow 143 38
wesw 1040 38
50 ev 1045 38
was Tass. ES
wa 147 38
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wesw ET 3
wesw 1049 38
10 0___ ev 1450 38
ww BE) 38
us: ow 12 38
usw 153 38
Pera 1054 38
85 0___ ev 1055 38
561 1956. 38
usr: ow 87 38
uses 1058 38
usa wv 1459 38
160 0___ ev 1480 38
wel w BE) 38
ue: 1082 38
wesw 1983 39
ets Ev 1964 39
165 0___ ev 1065 39
1661 Ta66. 39
ue: 1987 39

wesw 1d68. 39
wea 1469 39
woo0__ ev 10 39
wna Ww nn 39
wz ow un 39
wna ow 3 39
waa ow 4 39
wso__ wv ws 39
wei & 16, 39
wiz w un 39
wea ws 39
wea ow 19 39
14800 1480 39
wea 1081 39
wz ow 18 39
ums ow 1083 39
wea ow 1484 39
850 ev 1085 39
wes1 1086, 39
wz ow 187 39
mesa Ev 1088. 39
m9 1089 39
14900 1490 39
wi w Tea 39
wz ow 192 39
una 1093 39
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wea Ww 109 39
19506 1095 0
1961 © 1096. 20
wz © 1097 0
usa 6 1098 40
w94 © 1499 0
15000__ 6 1500 0
15011 6 1501 20
B22 © 1502 0
503 © 1503 40
5044 © 1504 0
15050 6 1505 40
15061 © 1506 a0
502 © 1507 40
15083 6 1508 40
15094 © 1509 40
15100__ © 1510 0
sui © 11 20
B22 © 151 0
su: © 1513 40
Bsus © 15% 0
15150 6 1515 0
[Ey 156 20
BsU2 © 151 0
5183 6 15 40
5194 © 1519 0

B20 © 1520 40

sai © 12 a0
22 © 12 40
523 © 12 a0
1504 © 152 40
152506 1525 0
161 © 1526 20
522 © 1527 2
m3 © 158 a
1594 © 1529 2
15300__ 6 1530 a2
sai © EN a
22 © 10 a2
su: © 12 a
FET 1534 2
153506 1535 a2
1561 © 5% 2
592 © 159 a
1583 © 153 a
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mea © 9 2
1500__ 1580 a2
sai © [EN 2
522 © 1502 2
593 © 150 a
54a © 1584 2
15650 6 1585 a2
15161" 60 1516 £3
592 © 1597 a2
583 © 158 a

s94 © 1509 a
150060 1550 a
15911 © 1551 a

522 © 1592 a

15593 © 159 a2

15504 © 1554 a2
15550 ev 1555 a2
ms61 EW T556 @
592 Ww 1597 2
mea 1558 a
1594 © 1599 a3
soe we a3

m1 © 1501 a3
522 © 1502 a3

593 © 1563 a3
15644 © 1554 a3
156506 1565 a3
15661 © T566 a3
592 © 1597 a3
15683 6 1568 a3
1594 © 1589 a3
1500 1570 a3
ni © wn a3
522 © 172 a3
1513 © 157 a3
wa © 157 a3
157506 1575 a3
5761 © 7% a
572 © 1577 a
1573 © 157 aa
15794 © 1579 a
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158006 1550 a
fe ay 01 wu
m2: © 1502 aa
15833 © 18 a

[EY 1584 a
158506 1585 a

5861 © 1586 a
572 © 1597 aa
15883 © 1588 a
sea 6 1589 aa
159006 1590 a
591 © 91 wu
522 © 1592 aa
1593 © 159 a
[Er 1594 aa
1595060 1595 a
15961 © 1596 wu
592 © 1597 aa
1593 © 1598 2)

1594 © 1599 a
16000 e0 1600 a
601 © Ee) a
W022 © 1602 a
603 © 1603 aa
W044 © 1604 a
10050 1605 a
6061 © 606 a
wz © 1607 a
6083 6 1608 as
6094 © 1609 as
16100 1610 as
wi w 1e11 a5
wuz ow 102 as
wu: ow 1613 as
wesw 1634 as
6150 1615 as
61 W 166 a5
wz ow 1807 as
ws: 168 as
W094 Ww 1019 as
1600 ov 1620 as
wi w Ton as
w22 ow 102 4s
wn3 wv 12 as
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wesw 10 a
6250 ev 1625 as
61 W 1626 a5
wz ow 1027 as
wa 1628 as
wa Ww 16029 as
600__ 16% as
wn 161 a5
wn: ow 12 as

33 © 109 na-

wa w 16 na-
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Box Label wastots Highspeed
(CounterGrp_Tabulator/ (percast machine Notes
IDate/First Batch in Box] Youn) | ooicomt

[EVH3/11-02/7644 1237
[EVH3/11.02/7659 1.28
[EVH3/11.02/7750 1351
[EVH3/11.02/7753 1333
[EVH3/11-02/7758 1,199

[EVH3/11:02/7801 1,194
[EVH3/11.03 & 1104/8015. 1,388

[EVH3/11.03/7965 1,19
[EVH3/11.03/8043 1,180
[EVH3/11.03/8112 1376

[EVH3/11:03/8128 1336
[EVH3/11.03/8137 1,265
[EVH3/11.04/8097 1322
[EVH3/11-04/8105 1331
[EVH3/11.04/8208 1364
[EV3/11-04/8292 1188
[EVH3/11.04/8326 1,19
[EVH3/11.05/8526 1,180
[EVH3/11-4 & 11-5/8230 1,19
[EVH3/11-4/8267 1,188
[EVH3/11-4/8287 1,194
[EVHA/11.02/7527 1176
[EVHa/11.02/7797 1,295
[EVHA/11.02/7880 1,288
[EVHa/11.02/7941 1391

[EVRa/11:02/7967 139
[EVHA/11.02/7984 1386
[EVHA/11.02/8044 1,383
[EVHA/11.03/8025 1,18
[EVHA/11.03/8141 1,291
[EVHA/11-04/8215 1383
[EVHa/11.04/8247 1,385
[EVHA/11.04/8262 1,389
[EVHA/11-04/8265 1232
[EVHa/11-04/8311 119
[EVHa/11.04/8328 1389
[EVHa/11.04/8351 1,205
[EVHa/11.04/8368 1,39
[EVHA/11.05/8490 1,386
[EVHa/11.05/8519 137
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[EVH1/1031/6665 1388
[EVH1/1031/6722 1,386
EVH1/10-31/6856 13%
EVH1/10.31.11-1/6792 1363
[EVAL/I11/6825 1393
EvH1/11-1/6826 1393
fEvH1/11-1/6878 1376
Ev/11-4/7015 1395
EVH/11.1/7023 1362
[EVAL/11/7043 1392
EvH/11-4/7123 1392
EvH1/11.1/7346 1397
EvH1/11-1/7349 1390
EvHy/111/7411 1389
[EVA/11/7446 1,600
EvH1/11-2/7558 138
[EVH2/1031/6512 1,389
EVH2/1031/6597 1392
EVH2/10-31/6607 1389

[EVH2/1031/6808 1393
Ev2/11-1/6823 1361
[EvH2/11-1/6870 1301
fevi2/11-1/6886 1385
fEvH2/11.1/6888 1387
[EVRY/11/692 1304
Evh2/11-1/6982 1379
Evh/11.1/7016 1391
Evh2/11-4/7139 1386
Evh/11.1/7175 1392
[EVRY/11/7205 1391
evh2/11:4/7219 1395
eva/11.1/7245 1207
Ev2/11-1/7263 13%
Evh/11.1/7273 1393
[EVH2/113/7319 1288
Ev2/11-1/7368 1,389
Ev2/11.1/7439 1304
Evh2/11:4/7472 1442
EvH2/11-117109 1304
EvCa/12/7622 1188
evea/i1-2/7627 1197
evea/11.2/7630 1185
evea/11-2/7647 1192

fevea/11.2/7694 1195
[EVC2/112/76%5 11%
evea/a1-2/7977 1193

leve2/11.2/8009 1195
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[EvC2/113 8112/7953 1188
[Eve2/11-3/7905 1162
[EVC2/113/7990 1169
[EVC2/11-5 & 11-3/8143 1,189
[EVC3/112 & 11-3/7775 1,158
[EVC3/11-2/6975 1,154
[EVC3/11-2/7481 1,283
[EVC3/11-2/7489 1158
[Eve3/11-2/7497 1192
[Evea/11-2/7942 1,193
[Eve3/11-3/7922 1,195
[EVCA/11-2 & 11-3/7901 1,195

[EVCa/11-2/7030 1,155
[EvCa/11-2/7467 1,385
[Evea/a1-2/7486 1,108
[EvCa/11-2/7954 1,103
[EvCa/11-2/8159 1332
[EVCa/113/7870 1353
[EVC4/11-3/7899 1,165
[EVCa/11-3/7958 1,19
[EVC4/11-3/7999 1192
[EVCa/11-3/8002 1,350
[EVC5/11-1/7360 1389
[EvCs/11-2/7462 1563
[EVCs/11-2/7933 1,38
[EvCs/11-2/7934 1389
[EVCS/11-2/7976 1417
[EVC5/11-2/8028 1383
[EvCs/11-3/7323 1382
[EVCs/11-3/8334 1,380
[EVC5/11-4/8200 1,420
[EVCS/11-4/8290 1,380

[EVH3/10-30/5946 1,19
[EVH3/10-30/5947 1178
[EVH3/10-31/5048 1175
[EVH3/10-31/6239 1,197
[EVH3/1031/6349 1,197
[EVH3/10.31/6367 1158
[EVH3/10-31/6450 1173
[EVH3/10-31/6468 1,18
[EVH3/10-31/6528 1,19
[EVH3/10.31/6545 1372

[EVH3/10-31/6561 1189
[EVH3/10-31/6582 1,19
[EVH3/10-31/6608 1,103
[EVH3/10-31/6660 1,198
[EVH3/1031/6677 1,188
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[EVH3/10.31/6693 1193
[EVH3/10-31/6694 1,19
[EVH3/10.31/6746 1,197
[EVH3/10-31/6868 1,460
[EVH3/10-31/6884 1,39
[EVH3/11:01/7008 1179
[EVH3/11-01/7063 1,195
[EVHA/10.31/6539 1,347

[EVHA/10-30/5913 1,385
[EVHA4/10-30/6064 1,383
[EVHA/10-30/6609 1391
[EVHA/10-31/5869 1372
[EVHA/10-31/6036 1301
[EVHa/10-31/6044 1.237
[EVH4/10-31/6375 1,366
[EVH/10°31/6465 1,297
[EVHA/10-31/6601 1,39
[EVHA/10.31/6666 1,39
[EVH4/10-31/6689 1391
[EVHA4/10-31/6691 1391
[EVH/10:31/6750 1,289
[EVHA/10-31/6752 13%
[EVHA/10-31/6784 1.281
[EVHA/11.01/6714 1339
[EVHA/11-01/6864 1,25
[EVH3/10-22 & 1023/1900 1398

[EVH3/10-22/1600 1,380
[EVH3/10-22/1657 1,39
[EVH3/10-22/1725 1,398
[EVH3/10-22/1759 1,39
[EVH3/10:22/1791 1,280
[EVH3/10-22/1847 1,39
[EVH3/10-23/1718 1395
[EVH3/10.23/2108 1,398
[EVH3/10-23/2117 1,39

[EVH3/10-23/2167 1355
[EVH3/10-23/2180 1,39
[EVH3/10-23/2238 13%
[EVH3/10-23/2482 1,39
[EVH3/10-23/2504 1,398
[EVH3/10-23/2574 139
[EVH3/10-23/2681 1,39
[EVH3/10-23/2763 1397
[EVH4/10.22/1549 139
[EVHA/10-22/1637 1,395
[EVH/10-22/16% 13%
[EvHa/10-22/1730 1,397
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[EVHa/10-22/1825 111
[EVH4/10.22/1877 1,39
[EVH4/10-22/1893 1,398
[EVHA/10-2211695 139
[EVH4/10-23/1854 139
[EVHA/10-23/1976 1,39
[EVHA4/10-23/2051 1,395
[EVH4/10-23/2067 1,398
[EVH4/10.23/2065 1,206
[EVH4/10.23/2077 1392
[EVHA/10-23/2090 1,39
[EVHa/10-23/2126 1,39
[EVHA4/10-23/2198 1,39
[EVH/10-23/2257 1274
[EVH4/10.23/2454 1,397
[EVHa/10-23/2464 1,395
[EVHA/10-23/2491 1,395
[EVH4/10-23/2561 1,39
[EVA1/112/7373 1392
[EVH1/11-2/7545 1386
[EVH1/11-2/7562 1391
[EVH1/11-2/7584 1427
[EVH1/11-2/7706 1382

[EVA1/11-2/7852 1391
[EVH1/11-2/7854 1,389
[EVH1/11-2/7865 1383
[EVH1/11-2/7894 1,348
[EVH1/11-3 & 11-4/8127 1375

[EVA1/11:3/7754 138
[EVH1/11-3/8070 1588
[EVH1/11-3/8074 1,465
[EVH1/11-4/8108 1382
[EVH1/11-4/8350 1,385

[EVR2/112/7314 1384
[EVH2/11-2/7502 1,506
EVH2/11:2/7510 1539
[EVH2/11-2/7553 1388
[EVH2/11-2/7663 1315

[EVR2/11-2/7664 1341
[EVH2/11-2/7691 1,387
EVH2/11-2/7711 1,204
EVH2/11-2/7726 1382
[EVH2/11-2/7743 1,385
[EVR2/112/7762 1388
EVH2/11-2/7779 1310
[EVH2/11-2/7853 1.227

levh2/11-2/7887 1392
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[EVR2/11:3/8040 1385
[EVH2/11-3/8075 1379
EVH2/11-3/8111 1,483
EVH2/11-3/8116 1355
[EVH2/11-3/8120 1575

[EVR2/113/8134 1359
[EVH2/11-4/8096 1364
[EVH2/11-4/8179 1392
[EVH2/11-4/8192 1375
[EVH2/11-4/8234 138

[EVC1/10-30/5817 139
[EvC1/10-31/6841 1,500
[EVC2/10-30 & 10-31/6487 1,101

[EvC2/10-30/6006 1191
[EVC2/10-30/6041 1191
[EVC2/10-30/6043 1,19
[EvC2/10-30/6140 1,286
[EvC2/10-30/6301 1,187
[EvC2/1031/6206 1,19
[EvC2/10-31/6230 1,193
[EVC2/1031/6282 1,197
[EvC2/1031/6296 1,190
[EVC3/10-30/5889 1179
[EVC3/10-30/5894 1192
[EVC3/10-30/5970 1,19
[EVC3/10-30/5991 1,19
[EVC3/10-30/6328 1,181
[EVC3/10-30/6429 1,147
[EVC3/10-31/6149 1,195
[EVC3/10-31/6214 1,19
[EVC3/1031/6252 1195
[EvC3/1031/6270 1,190
[EVC3/10-31/6286 1,188
[EvCa/10-30/5798 1343
[EVC4/10-30/5839 1,380
[EVC4/10-30/6430 1,197
[EVC5/10-30/5700 1,399
[EVC5/10-30/6346 1,395
[EVC5/10-31/6190 1,265
[EVC5/10-31/6280 139
[EVC5/1031/6308 1395
[EVC5/1031/6314 1379
[EVC5/10-31/6342 1,39
[EVCS/10-31/6412 139
[EVC5/10-31/6417 1,386
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AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVCS/1030/5659 1392
[EVCS/10-30/6047 1,39
[EVCS/10-30/6052 1,391
[EVCS/1031/6122 1,39

[EVH1/10-30/4738 1326
[EVH1/10-30/5084 1369
[EVH1/10-30/5964 1321
[EVH1/10-30/5967 1354
[EVH1/10-30/DUPES 1672
[EVH1/10-31/6287 1397
[EVH1/10-31/6303 13%
[EVH1/10-31/6400 1,386
[EVH1/10-31/6453 139
[EVH1/1031/6456 1,387

[EVH1/10-31/6526 1397
[EVH1/10-31/6563 1392
[EVH1/10-31/6584 1,451
[EVH1/10.31/6753 1,39
[EVH2/10.30/5717 1,369

[EVH2/10-30/5874 1380
[EVH2/10-30/5951 1,399
[EVH2/10-30/6039 1389
[EVH2/10-30/6060 1,39
[EVH2/10.30/6112 1,39
[EVH2/10-30/6192 1393
[EVH2/10-30/6461 1358
[EVH2/10-31/5826 1,365
[EVH2/10-31/6117 1392
[EVH2/10-31/6259 1373
[EVR2/10:31/6274 133
[EVH2/10-31/6362 1363
[EVH2/10.31/6382 1,265
[EVH2/10-31/6406 1,39
[EVH2/10 31/6455 1392

[EVH2/10-31/6458 1360
[EVH2/10-31/6464 1,185
[EVH2/10-31/6490 138
[EVH2/10-31/6562 1,306
[EVH2/1031/6571 1,395
[EVH2/1031/6572 1393
[EVH2/10-31/6580 1351
[EVH2/10-31/6637 1,389
[EVH2/10-31/6656 1,398
[EVH2/10.31/6663 1392
[EvCa/112/7372 1,186
[EVH3/11-1/6964 1,159
[EvH3/11-1/7057 1,156

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iv, 2001 1dof1aa

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



EVH3/11-1/7168 1196
[EVH3/11-1/7218 1187
EVH3/11-1/7248 1137
EVH3/11-1/7257 119
EVH3/11-1/7265 1,189
EVH3/11-1/7302 1170
[EVH3/111/7326 1193
EVH3/11-1/7409 1190
EVH3/11-1/7421 1120
EVH3/11-1/7444 1175
[EVH3/11-2/7507 1116
[EVH3/11-2/7537 1373
EVH3/11-2/7570 1177
[EVH3/11-2/7507 1175
[EVH3/11-2/7605 1,190
EVH3/11-2/7765 1378
[EVH3/11-2/7845 1199
[EVHA/11-1/6843 1368
EVHA/11-1/6947 1,265
[EVHA/11-1/6994 1,268
EVHa/11-1/7122 1383
[EVHA/11-1/7191 1387
EVHA/11-1/7241 1327
EVHA/11-1/7249 1,389
EVHA/11-1/7266 139
[EVH4/11-1/7289 1392
[EVHa/11-1/7328 1,389
[EVH4/11-1/7330 1,395
[EvHia/11-1/7350 1387
[EVHA/11-1/7427 1,389
[EVH4/11-2/7210 1394
[EVHA/11-2/7560 1,385
[EVHA/11-2/7568 1354
EVHa/11.2/7572 1385
[EVHA/11-2/7693 138
EVH4/11-2/7702 1346

[EVH1/1026/2753 139%
[EVHL/1026/2758 1393
[EVH1/10-26/2847 1304
[EVH1/10-26/2039 1472
[EVH1/10-26/3007 1394
[EVH1/10-26/3067 1399
[EVHL/1026/3124 1,395
[EVH1/10-26/3288 139%
[EVH1/1026/3295 1,398
[EVH1/10-26/3742 139

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2021 see

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EVH1/1027/3392 1395
[EVH1/10-27/3566 1,446
[EVH1/10-27/3884 1,397
[EVH1/10-27/ALL DUPES 1,600
[EVH1/10-27/0UPES 1,490

[EVR2/10-25/2674 1397
[EVH2/10.25/2751 1.397
[EVH2/10-26/2600 1,400
[EVH2/10.26/2622 1,285
[EVH2/10-26/2692 1,398
[EVH2/10-26/2892 1,400
[EVH2/10-26/2941 1302
[EVH2/10-26/3020 1,393
[EVH2/10-26/3043 1397
[EVH2/10-26/3091 1,39
[EVH2/10-26/3156 139
[EVH2/10-26/3202 1,393
[EVH2/10.26/3204 1,395
[EVH2/10-26/3258 1,398
[EVH2/10-26/3293 1347
[EVH2/10-26/3476 1392
[EVH2/10-27/3554 1232
[EVH2/10-27/3597 138
[EVH2/10-27/3685 1395
[EVH2/10-27/3744 139

[EVH2/10-27/3830 13%
[EVH2/10-27/3849 139
[EVH2/10-27/3912 1,395
[EVH2/10-27/3034 1,39
[EVH2/10-27/3961 1,39

[EVA1/1022/1753 1,395
[EVH1/10.22/1777 1,301
[EVH1/10-23/2123 1395
[EVH1/1023/2131 1,398
[EVH1/10-23/2133 1,397

[EVA1/10-23/2169 1438
[EVH1/10-23/2270 1301
[EVH1/10-23/2477 1315
[EVH1/10-23/2540 1,39
[EVH1/10-23/2553 1392
[EVA1/1023/2741 139
lEvH1/10-23/2824 1,398
[EVH1/10-23/2860 1,398
[EVH2/10-22/1722 1397
[EVH2/10-22/1734 1,283

[EVR2/10:22/1751 13%
[EvH2/10-22/1773 1,39

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iv, 2001 160144

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVH2/10-22/1850 13%
[EVH2/10-22/1876 1,39
[EVH2/10-22/1985 1,395
[EVR2/1022/2111 1397
[EVH2/10-23/2039 1392
[EVH2/10-23/2047 1,395
[EVH2/10.23/2048 1,248
[EVH2/10-23/2072 1394
[EVH2/10.23/2087 139
[EVH2/10-23/2157 1389
[EVH2/10-23/2272 1,398
lEvH2/10-23/2514 1393
[EVH2/10-23/2576 1,395
[EVH2/10-23/2590 1393
[EVH2/10.23/2671 1311
[EVH2/10-23/2768 1,393
lEvH2/10-23/2787 1,39
[EVH2/10-23/2791 1,39

[EVH2/10-23/2855 1398
[EVH2/10-23/2898 1392
[EVH2/10-23/2037 1339
[EVH2/10-23/2955 1395
[EVC1/10-29/5203 1,19
[EVC2/10-29/5201 1,198
[EvC2/10-29/5227 1,188
[EvC2/10-29/5230 1,195
[EvC2/10-29/5366 1173
[EVC2/10-29/5519 1192
[EVC2/10-29/5555 1,19
[EVC2/10-30/4983 1,197
[EvC2/10-30/5004 1,19
[EVC2/10-30/5005 1,198
[EVC2/10-30/5043 1,290
[EVC2/10-30/504a 1,285
[EvC2/10-30/5167 1,19
[EvC2/10-30/5707 1192
[EvC2/10-30/5988 1191
[EVC211030/5923 1354
[EVC3/10-29/5101 1192
[EVC3/10-29/5198 1,197
[EVC3/10-29/5256 1,195
[EvC3/10-29/5484 1,19
[EVC3/10-20/5682 1,195

[EVC3/10-30/5003 1275
[EVC3/10-30/5030 1,19
[EVC3/10-30/5693 1,191
[EVC3/10-30/5805 1,169

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iv, 2001 17of148

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVC311030/5058 1195
[EvC4/10-28/4953 1,197
[EVC4/10-30/5098 1,101
[EVC4/10-30/5892 1,101
[EVC4/10-30/5907 1,193
[EVC4/10-30/5920 1323
[EVC411030/5073 1,187
[EVC5/10-20/5393 1378
[EVC5/10-29/5473 1391
[EVC5/10-30/2372 1392
[EVC5/10-30/5007 1,395
[EVC5/10-30/5032 1393
[EVC5/10-30/5141 1389
[EVCs/10-29/5378 1,39
[EVH3/10-23/2774 1.284

[EVH3/10-23/2934 1395
[EVH3/10-23/3059 1397
[EVH3/10-26/2534 1,398
[EVH3/10-26/2535 1373

[EVH3/10-26/2662 1,395
[EVH3/10-26/2713 1,39
[EVH3/10-26/2762 1395
[EVH3/10-26/2940 1,391
[EVH3/10-26/3018 1,400
[EVH3/10-26/3087 1,39
[EVH3/10-26/3090 133
[EVH3/10-26/3212 1393
[EVH3/10-26/3243 1,399
[EVH3/10-26/3247 1,38
[EVH3/10-26/3423 1,335
[EVH3/10-26/3705 1387
[EVH4/10.23/2512 139
[EVHA/10-23/2759 1,395
[EVH4/10.23/2761 1.397
[EVH4/10-23/2764 139%
[EVH/10-26/2562 1392
[EVHa/10-26/2611 13%
[EVHA/10-26/2636 1393
[EVHA4/10-26/2680 1,395
[EVHA/10-26/2754 1392
[EVHA/10-26/2887 1395
[EVHA/10-26/2048 1397
[EVHA/10-26/2994 1,292
[EVHa/10-26/3072 1,267
[EVHA4/10-26/3169 1,397

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 n8of1s

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVH471026/3272 139%
[EVHA/10-26/3306 1,39
[EVH4/10-26/3309 1391
[EVH4/10-26/3360 1391
[EVHA/10-26/3369 13%
[EVH4/10-26/3382 1398
[EVH4/10-26/3488 1393
[EVHA/1027/3642 1,396
EVC1/10-22/1375 1195

[EVC1/10.22/1376 1138
EVC1/10-22/1955 1,000
EVC1/10-22/1965 1,197

[EvC1/10-22/1978 1,198
[EVC1/10-23/1993 1194

[EVC1/10-23/1996 1197
EVC1/10-23/2202 1,191
evc1/10.23/2211 1,194
[EvC1/10-23/2277 1,197
EvC1/10-23/2321 1200
[EVC2/10.22 & 1023/2105 119%
EvC2/10-22/1343 1192
EvC2/10-22/1652 1195

[EvC2/10-22/1946 1,196
EvC2/10-22/2151 1195

[EVC2/10.23/1915 1197
[EvC2/10-23/1970 1,195
EvC2/10-23/2103 1,199

[EvC2/10-23/2210 1192
EvC2/10-23/2243 1198

[EVC3/10-22/1330 1393
[EvC3/10-22/1919 1,194
[EVC3/10-22/1984 1193
EVC3/10-22/2017 1,196
EVC3/10-22/2032 1195

[EVG3/10.23/2156 119%
[EvC3/10-23/2188 1193
[EVC3/10-23/220 1,19
EvC3/10-23/2216 1,196
[EVC3/10-23/2354 1188
[EVC3/10.2311545 1,195
[EVC2/11-06/8968 1,190
[EvC2/11-06/3983 1,190
[EVC2/11-06/9060 1,190
[EVC2/11-06/9110 1185
[EVC2/11-06/9146 1183
[EVC2/11-06/9352 1,189
[EvC2/11-06/9360 1188

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2020 series

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EvCa/11-5/8898 1160
[EVC2/11:6/9563 1170
[EVC3/11.05 & 11-6/9046 1253
[EVC3/11-06/9052 1188
[EVC3/11-06/9097 1,100
EVC3/11-06/9245 1,109
[EVC3/11:06/9273 1151
[EVC3/11-06/9315 1162
EVC3/11.06/9343 1,189
[EVC3/11-06/9411 395
[EVC3/11-06/9424 1224

[EVCa/10:06/9334 1391
[EVCa/11-05/8987 1185
[EvCa/11-05/9062 1,385
[EVCa/11-05/9171 1477
[EVC4/11-06/9246 1187
[EVCa/11-06/9308 1183
[EVCa/11-06/9354 1379
/EVCa/11-06/9403 1101
[EVC4/11-06/9433 1182
[EVCs/11-05/8829 1182
[EVCS/11:06/9027 1,385
[EVCS/11-06/9407 1381
[EvCS/11.06/9408 1385
[EVCS/11-06/9419 1383
[EVCs/11-06/9470 1293
[EVCS/11:05/9073 1,385
[EVCS/11-06/9236 1,39
EVH3/11-11/8 1502
[EvHC19/19 200
LEVH1/11-11/0UPS173744 1416
PBH3/11-11/14 1,400
[EVHL/1027/3736 1393
[EVH1/1027/3796 1372
[EVHL/10-27/4029 139
[EVH1/10-28/3983 1395
[EVH1/10 28/4144 13%
[EVH1/10-28/4192 1275
[EVH1/10-28/4200 1393
[EVHL/10-28/4324 139
[EVH1/10-28/4356 1391
[EVH1/10-26/4524 13%
[EVH1/10-28/4563 1358
[EVH1/10-28/4623 1393
[EVH1/10-28/4625 1,39
[EVH1/10-28/4798 1389

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2020 1200104

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EvH2/1027/3515 1365
[EVH2/10-27/3720 13%
[EVH2/10.27/4005 1313
[EVH2/10-27/4037 1,393
[EVH2/10-27/4101 1387

[EVR2/10-27/4236 1395
[EVH2/10-28/3949 1391
[EVH2/10-28/4006 1387
[EVH2/10-28/4084 1,389
[EVH2/10-28/4111 1,389

[EVH2/10-28/a150 1274
[EVH2/10-28/4205 1,393
[EVH2/10-28/4216 1,39
[EVH2/10.28/4232 1393
[EVH2/10-28/4244 1,39
[EVH2/10-28/a437 1389
[EVH2/10-28/4567 1392
[EVH2/10-28/4568 1,39
[EVH2/10.28/4598 1392
[EVH2/10-28/4637 1392
[EVH2/10-28/a641 1395
[EVH2/10.28/4676 1387
[EVH2/10-28/4678 1,398
[EvH2/10-28/4714 1388
[EVH2/10-28/4776 139

[EVH2/10-28/a852 1394
Evei/10-21/1218 1,190
[EvC1/10-21/1280 1,198
[EvC1/10-21/673 1,19
[EVC1/10-21/690 1,19

[EVC1/10-21/756 1,185
[EvC1/10-22/1258 1,199
[EvC1/10-22/1268 1,203
[EVC1/10-22/1300 1,199
[EVC1/10-22/1356 1,193
[EVC1/10-22/1385 1197
[EvC1/10-22/1399 1,199
[Eve2/10-21/1143 1192
[Eve2/10-21/1339 1,195
[EVC2/10-21/69 1192

[EVC2/1021/670 1186
evez/10-21/712 1,19
[Eve2/10-22/1220 1,103
[Eve2/10-22/1242 1,189
[EvC2/10-22/1310 1,199
[EvC2/10-22/1352 1,19
leve2/10-22/1364 1,195

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 210f148

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[Eveao21/12a8 13%
[EVC3/10-21/608 1,180
[EVC3/10-21/693 1397

[EVC3/10-21/795 119
[EvC3/10-21/802 1192
[EvC3/10-22/1194 1392
[EVC3/10-22/1250 1,19
[EVC3/10-22/1291 1,195

[EVC3/10-22/1333 1197
[EVC3/10-22/1409 1,394
[EVC3/10-22/1449 1,19
lEVH2/10-29/4812 1,399
[EVH3/10-28/4533 1,193
[EVR3/10-28/a722 1192
[EVH3/10-29/4609 1377
[EVH3/10-29/4658 1,196
[EVH3/10-29/4740 1,187
[EVH3/10-29/4975 1,157
[EVH3/10-29/5080 1185
[EVH3/10-29/5109 1,195
[EVH3/10-29/5135 1182
[EVH3/10-29/5184 1192
[EVH3/10-29/5330 1,186
[EVH3/10.29/5448 1,185
[EVH3/10-29/5450 1,186
[EVH3/10-29/5461 1,19
[EVH3/10.29/5475 1.225
[EVH3/10-29/5515 1,198
[EVH3/10-29/5517 1,095
[EVH3/10.29/5518 1,193
[EVH3/10-29/5550 1,101
[EVH3/10-29/5386 1,19
[EVHA/10-28/4521 1389
[EVHa/10-29/a703 1391
[EVH4/10.29/4778 138
[EVHA/10-29/4904 1391
[EVHa/10-29/4924 139
[EVH4/10-29/4959 1,393
[EVHa/1029/5132 1393
[EVHA/10-29/5149 1393
[EVHA/10-29/5162 1363
[EVH4/10-29/5199 1391
[EVHA/10-29/5243 139
[EVHa/10-29/5261 1393
[EVHa/10-29/5304 1271
[EVH4/10-29/5314 1,380
[EVHa/10-29/5327 1,20

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 2200108

AREN_REVO0045252_TRANSMITTED- Bao Counts by Box - AZSentAudix



[EVHA/10-29/5553 1397
[EVHA/10-29/5559 1,395
[EVH4/1029/5625 139
[EVH1/10.22/109 1,388
[EVHL/1021 & 10-22/828 139

[EVH1/1021/1051 1339
[EVH1/1021/1206 1,405
[EVH1/10-21/897 1387
[EVH1/1021/945 1,389
[EVHL/1022/1123 139
[EVA1/10-22/1184 1,397
[EVH1/1022/1590 1304
[EVHL/10-22/1677 1,398
[EVH2/10-21/1004 1388
[EVH2/1021/1282 1379

[EVH2/1021/706 139%
EVH2/1021/875 1386
[EVH2/10-21/889 1,268
[EVH2/1021/905 139%
[EVH2/10-21/954 1397
[EVH2/1021/956 1357
EVH2/1021/971 1392
[EVH2/1021/998 1386
[EvH2/1022/1023 1392
[EVH2/10-22/1074 1386
[EVR2/1022/1131 139
[EVH2/1022/1311 1397
[EvH2/1022/1425 1,39
[EVH2/10-22/1444 1393
[EVH2/1022/1515 1400
[EVH2/10-22/1548 1382
[EVH2/1022/1612 139%
[EVH2/10-22/1624 1398
[EVH2/1022/1744 1,295
[EvH2/1022/1781 1397

[EVH3/10-20/14a1 1,197
EVH3/1020/148 139
EVH3/1020/163 1301
[EVH3/1020/19 1,389
[EVH3/1020/271 13%
[EVH3/10-20/306 1.251
EVH3/1020/375 1,39
[EVH3/1020/395 1,398
[EVH3/10-20/432 139%
[EVH3/10-20/44 1398

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2020 230100

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EVH3/10-201355 139%
EVH3/1021/612 1395
EVH4/1020/111 1398
[EVH4/1020/1532 1391
[EVH4/10-20/1561 13%
[EVH4/1020/161 139
[EVH4/1020/162 1397
[EVH4/10-20/1676 1378
[EVH4/10-20/187 1392
[EVH4/10-20/209 1395
[EVH4/1020/246 1395
[EVH4/1020/295 1,394
[EVHA/1020/331 1387
[EVH4/1020/340 1385
[EVH4/10-20/368 1398
[EVH4/1020/373 1,399
[EVHA/10-20/424 139%
[EVHA/10-20/443 1395
[EVH4/1021/479 1395
[EVH4/10-21/560 1392
[EVH4/1021/602 1395
[EVH3/1021/1040 1392
[EVH3/10-21/527 1,394
[EVH3/10-21/585 139%
[EVH3/10-21/587 1398
EVH3/1021/630 1395
EVH3/1021/774 1,388
[EVH3/10-21/829 1395
[EVH3/10-21/866 1388
[EVH3/10-21/901 1.284
[EVH3/1022/1010 1,398
[EVH3/10-22/1073 1393
[EVH3/1022/1091 1371
[EVH3/1022/1158 139

[EVH3/1022/1193 1384
[EVH3/10-22/1397 1397
[EVH3/1022/1630 1397
[EVH4/10.21/1139 1,394
[EVH4/10.22/1580 1398
[EVHa/10=21/1113 1,393
[EVH4/10-21/1087 1398
[EVH4/1021/1110 139%
[EVHA/1021/1111 1392
[EvH4/10-21/1201 1394
[EVHA/10-21/568 13%
[EVHA/1021/822 1,395
[EVHa/10-21/847 1395

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2020 1280100

ARZN_REV00046252_TRANSMITTED-Ball Counts by Box - AZSenate Audit sx



[EVH4/10-21/885 1393
[EVH4/10-21/540 1382
EVHA/1021/972 1391
[EVH4/10-21/982 1387
[EVH4/1021-873 139
[EVH4/1022/1138 1277
[EVH4/1022/1170 1,39
[EVHa/1022/1182 1391
[EVHa/10-22/1187 1,389
[EVHA/1022/1555 1250
[EVH4/10-22/1586 1395
[EVH4/10-22/1588 1397
[EVH4/1022/1655 1,398
[EVH3/1029/5325 1,189
[EVH3/10-29/5414 1188
[EVH3/10-29/5683 1195

[EVA3/1030/731 1189
[EVH3/10-30/5356 1,198
[EVH3/10-30/5564 1191
[EVH3/10-30/5647 1,150
[EVH3/10-30/5652 1194
[EVH3/1030/5667 1195
[EVH3/10-30/5671 1,196
[EVH3/10-30/5687 1195
[EVH3/10-30/5689 1185
[EVH3/1030/5746 1195
[EV3/1030/5769 1189
[EVH3/1030/5773 1,167
[EVH3/10-30/5900 1172
[EVH3/10-30/6002 1,199
[EVH3/10-30/6027 1024
[EVI3/1030/6075 597
[EVH3/10-30/6080 1,190
[EVH3/10-30/6105 1195
[EVH3/10-30/6243 1,196
[EVH4/00-30/5322 139%
[EVHa/1025/5329 139%
[EVH4/10-20/5338 1,206
[EVH4/1030/5319 1,395
[EVH4/1030/5670 1389
[EVH4/10-30/5692 1395
[EVH4/10-30/5703 1,395
[EVH4/1030/5779 1397
[EVH4/1030/5799 1333
[EVH4/10-30/5804 1364
[EVHa/10-30/5812 1395

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2020 2sef100
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[EVHa/10-30/5895 1389
[EVH4/10-30/5993 1,389
[EVHA/10-30/6108 1392
[EVHA/10-30/6132 1,39
[EVHA/10-30/6150 1,39
[EVH/10-30/6179 1393
[EVH4/10-30/6182 1,395
[EvC2/10-23/2422 1,197
[Ev2/10-23/2451 1,198
[EVC3/10-23/2322 1,199

[EVC3/10-23/2391 1197
[EvC4/10.22/1827 1,107
[EVCa/10-22/1365 1192
[EvCa/10-22/1890 1,19
[EVC4/10-22/1982 1,19

[EVCa/10-22/2098 1,194
[EVC4/10-23/1839 1,195
[EVCa/10-23/2222 1,195
[EvCa/10-23/2255 1,197
[EVC4/10-23/2295 1,197

[EVCa/10-23/229 1,197
[EVC4/10-23/2300 1,199
[EVC4/10-23/2366 1102
[Eva/10-23/2370 1,19
[EVC4/10-23/2479 1,195

[EVCa/10-23/2496 1,196
[EVC5/10-22/1653 1,193
[EVC5/10-22/1921 1,19
[EVC5/10-23/2297 1,250
[EVC5/10-23/2343 1,189

[EVC5/10-23/2475 1,195
[EvCs/10-23/2708 1,19
[EVC5/10-23/2715 1,391
[EVCS/10-22/1962 1,195
[EVCS/10-22/2036 1,195
[EVCS/1023/2433 1197
[EVCS/1023/2795 1,393
[EVCS/10-23/2808 1,19
[EVH1/10-23/2856 1,397
EVH1/11-4/8277 1391

[EVA1/11:5/8436 1386
[EVH1/11-5/8463 1,595
[EVH1/11-5/8603 1393
[EVH1/11-5/8609 1378
[EVH1/11.5/8634 1347
[EVA1/11:5/8833 1381
[EvH1/11-5/8866 1381

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 oof 144
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[EVH1/11:5/8899 1369
[EVH1/11-5/9087 1,395
[EVH1/11-5/Duplicates 1,666

[EVA1/11:6/9126 1391
[EVH1/11-6/9166 138
[EVH1/11-6/9261 (Was 9201) 1385

[EVH2/11-4/8000 1375
[EVH2/11-4/8261 1392
[EVR2/11-4/8274 138
[EVH2/11.5/5388 1,356
EVH2/11:5/8374 1355
[EVH2/11.5/8307 138
[EVH2/11-5/8412 1325
[EVR2/11:5/8467 1393
[EVH2/11-5/8510 1388
[EVH2/11:5/8571 1362
[EVH2/11-5/8667 1381
[EVH2/11.5/8778 139

[EVR2/11:5/8795 1378
[EVH2/11-5/8832 1375
[EVH2/11-5/8838 1381
[EVH2/11-5/8861 1389
[EVH2/11.5/8870 1,387

[EVR2/11:5/8909 1,360
[EVH2/11-5/8920 1,38
[EVH2/11-5/8948 1,380
[EVH2/11-5/8953 1383
[EVH2/11-5/9051 1376
[EVR2/11:6/9160 1376
[EVH2/11-6/9253 1381
[EVH2/11-6/9255 1,376
[EVH2/11-6/9386 1,380
[EVC1/10-20 & 10-21/200 1,190
[EvC1/10-20/14 1.241
[EVC1/10-20/1485 1178
[EVC1/10-20/153 1,196
[EVC1/10-20/220 1,240
[EVC1/10-20/89 1,196
[EvC1/10-21/715 1192
[EvC2/10-20/1413 1,000
[EvC2/10-20/149 1192
[Eve2/10-20/1512 1,19
[EVC2/10-20/1516 1,046

[EVC2/10-20/208 1194
[EvC2/10-20/229 1,199
[Eve2/10-20/242 1,19
[Eve2/10-20/347 1,108

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 270f148
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[EVC2/10-21/387 1195
[EvC2/10-21/490 1,105
[Ev2/10-21/588 1,137
[Eve2/20-21/571 1192
[EVC3/10-20/15 1,19

[EVC3/10-20/168 1361
[EVC3/10-20/186 1,199
[EVC3/10-20/20 1019
[EVC3/10-20/203 1,19
[EVC3/10-20/282 995
[EVC3/10-20/MC16689 1,02
[EVC3/10-21/103 1,195
[Eve3/10-21/454 1,39
[Eve3/10-21/498 1,191
[EVC3/10-21/538 1329

[EVC3/10-21/836 1198
[EvC1/10-22/2328 1,19
[EvC1/10-23/2411 1,000
[EvC1/10-23/2442 1,19
[EVC1/10-23/2446 1,199
[EVC1/10-23/2495 1,19
[EvC1/10-26/2784 1,199
[EVC1/10-26/2823 1012
[EVC1/10-26/2833 1,070
[EVC1/10-26/2966 1,19
[EVC1/10-26/3062 1,195
[EVC1/10-26/3261 1,198
[EVC1/10-26/3292 1,107
[EvC1/10-26/3322 1,195
[EVC2/10-23 & 10-26/235 1,198

[EVC2/10-23/2399 1195
[EvC2/10-23/2406 1.275
[EvC2/10-23/2439 1.202
[EvC2/10-23/3180 1,107
[EVC2/10-26/2675 1,197
[EvC2/10-26/2813 1,197
[EvC2/10-26/2820 1,192
[EvC2/10-26/2842 1,195
[EvC2/10-26/3101 1,199
[EVC2/10-26/3319 1,195
[EVC2/10-26/3323 1,197
[EvC2/10-26/3442 1,197
[EVC3/10-23 & 10-26/2639 1,000
[EVC3/10-23/2310 1,108
[EVC3/10-23/2314 1,199

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iv, 2001 28of144
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[EVG3/10-23/2443 1198
[EVC3/10-26/2818 1,196
EVC3/10-26/2921 1,400
[EVC3/10-26/2924 1197

[EVG3/10.26/3114 1198
EVC3/10-26/3131 1,195
EVC3/10-26/3201 1195

[EVC3/10-26/3260 1,196
[EVC3/10-26/3334 1199
[EVC3/10.26/3447 1195
EVHL/1010/122 1,189

[EVH1/10-20/1457 139%
[EVH1/10-20/1489 1393
[EVH1/1020/1531 1394
[EVH1/10-20/1544 13%
EVH1/1020/178 1,395
EVH1/1020/219 1,39
[EVH1/10-20/265 139
[EVH1/1020/369 1393
[EVH1/10-20/435 1375
EVHL/1020/472 1395
[EVH1/1021/1192 1384
EVHL/1021/577 1,389
EVH1/1021/621 1394

[EVH2/10-20/1418 1393
[EVH2/10-20/1520 1397
[EVH2/10-20/1558 1304
[EVH2/10-20/1579 1397
[EVH2/1020/1633 139
[EVH2/1020/217 13%
[EVH2/1020/286 1,39
[EVH2/1020/335 139%
[EVH2/1020/349 139
[EVH2/10-20/382 139%
[EVH2/10-20/383 1397
[EVH2/1020/398 1395
[EVH2/10-20/401 139%
[EVH2/1020/413 1397
[EVH2/10-20/453 1285
[EVH2/1020/52 1,393
[EVH2/10-20/634 1397
[EVH2/1020/86 1392
[EVH2/1021/1183 1,395
[EVH2/1021/475 1348
[EVH2/1021/515 1393
EVH2/1021/576 1383
[EvH2/1021/709 1391

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2021 290104
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[EVH2/1021/842 1392
[EVH2/1021/844 1.247
[EVH3/11-05 & 11-06/9028 1338
EVH3/11-05/8296 1,389

[EVH3/11-05/8370 1183
[EVH3/11-05/8382 131
[EVHB/11.05/8422 1,191
[EVH3/11-05/8443 1176
[EVH3/11.05/8466 1193
[EVH3/11-05/8837 1378
[EVH3/11-05/8880 131
[EVH3/11-05/8892 1,356
[EVH3/11-05/8940 1,380
[EVH3/11.05/8995 1331
[EVH3/11-05/9005 138
[EVH3/11-06/8686 1380
[EVH/11-06/8907 1377
[EVH3/11-06/9102 1,190
EVH3/11-06/9178 1189

[EVH3/11-06/9180 1,196
[EVH3/11-06/9181 1391
[EVHB/11-06/9213 1185
[EVHa/11.05/8471 1351
[EvHa/11.05/8482 1325
[EVH4/11-05/8511 1380
[EVHa/11-05/8583 1314
[EVH4/11-05/8835 1376
[EVH4/11-05/8840 1183
[EVHa/11.05/88a1 1218
[EVH4/11-05/8849 138
[EVH4/11-05/8863 1377
[EVHa/11-05/8893 1377
[EVHA/11-05/8923 1384
[EVH4/11.05/8926 1382
[EVH4/11-05/8980 1383
[EVH4/11-05/9035 1376
[EVHA/11.05/5094 13%
[EVH4/11-05/9099 1383
[EVHa/11.06/9142 1,389
[EVHA/11-06/9149/ 1383
[EVH4/11-06/9158 1381
[EVH4/11-06/9215 1384
[EVC2/11-5/8554 1.224
[EVC2/11-5/8595 1173
[EVC2/11-5/8633 1193
[EvCa/11-5/8692 1161

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2020 100f104
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[EVC2/11-5/8700 1192
[EvC2/11-5/8731 1,204
[EvC2/11-5/8766 1192
[EVC2/11-5/8906 1182
[EvC2/11-5/9044 1,188

[EVC2/116/8673 1182
[EVC3/11-5/8504 1344
[EVC3/11-5/8517 1,195
[EVC3/11-5/8541 1,181
[EVC3/11-5/8559 1,306
[EVC3/11-5/8563 EXER
[EVC3/11-5/8598 1,15
[EVC3/11-5/8604 1,153
[EVC3/11-5/8640 1177
[EVC3/11-5/8730 1,168

[EVC3/11-5/8778 1,193
[EVC3/11-5/8925 1,18
[EVC3/11-5/8964 1,197
[EVCa/11-5 8709 1176
[EVC4/11-5/8173 1,380

[EVCa/11-5/8354 1191
[EVCa/11-5/8497 1,19
[EVC4/11-5/8533 1,187
[EVCa/11-5/8537 1,195
[EVC4/11-5/8575 1,187

[EVCa/11-5/8665 1191
[Evea/ai-s/871a 1,101
[EvCa/11-5/8723 1192
[EVCa/11-5/8823 1192
[EVC4/11-5/9009 1,183
[EVC5/11-5/8496 1373
[EVCS/11-5/8565 1372
[EVC5/11-5/8579 1,58
[EVCS/11-5/8675 1173
[EVCS/11-5/8622 1354

[EVCS/115/8706 1,19
[EVC2/10-31 & 11-1/6051 1192
[EvC2/11.1/7090 1,103
[EvC2/11-1/6635 1,197
[EvC2/11-1/6778 1337
[EvC/11-1/6788 1192
[Eve2/11-1/6862 1,19
[EVC2/11-1/6901 1,196
[Evez/11-1/7064 1,193
[EvC2/11-1/7077 1,186

[EVC2/11-1/7086 1199
Evez/n1-y/m72 1,19

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 B1of144
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[Eve2/11-1/7591 1,19
[Eve2/11-2/7361 1,190
[EvC2/11-2/7363 1,168

[EvC2/11-2/7582 1187
[EVC3/10-31 & 11-1/5995 1,191
[EVC3/11.1/6938 1330
[Eve3/a1-1/6744 1,199
[EVC3/11-1/6900 1,190
[EVCa/11-1/693a 1185
[EVC3/11-1/6936 1,19
[EVC3/11-1/7067 1392
Evea/11-1/7178 1192
[EVC3/11-1/7375 1,19

[EVC3/11-2/6973 1,188
[EVC3/11-2/6979 1143
[Evea/1-2/7382 1,155
[EvC3/114/7163 1,197
[EVC4/10-30/6503 1192
[EVCa/11-2/7039 1355
[EvCa/11-2/7303 1,163
[EVC5/11.1/7100 1,39
[EVC5/1-1/7066 1391
[EVCS/11-1/7124 1,39

[EVCs/11-1/7437 1393
[EVCs/11-1/7841 138
[EVC5/11-11/6855 1301
[EVCS/11-3/7070 1397
[EVCS/10-31/6892 1,393
[EVCS/11-1/7496 1,395
[Evea/10-20/123 1,224
[EVC4/10-20/1430 1,19
[EvC4/10-20/192 1,19
[EVC4/10-20/211 1,270

[EVCa/10-20/213 1196
[EVC4/10-20/290 1,195
[EVC4/10-20/294 123
[EvCa/10-20/45 1,060
[EVC4/10-20/8 1,208
[EVCa/10-21 & 10-22/1196 1194
[Evea/10-21/467 1,19
[EvCa/10-21/543 1,19
[EvCa/10-21/649 1,105
[EVC4/10-21/652 1,196

[EVCa/10-21/668 1,19
[Evea/a0-21/708 1,199
[EvCa/10-21/773 1,198
[Evea/a0-21/793 1,103

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 13200108
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[EVCa/10-22/129 1191
[EvCa/10-22/1396 1192
[EVC5/10-20/108 1,035
[EVC5/10-20/42 1,03
[EVC5/10-20/68 1,19
[EVC5/10-21/398 1,155
[EVC5/10-21/596 1,198
[EVC5/10-21/663 1,197
[EVC5/10-21/687 1,197
[EVC5/10-21/833 1,200

[EVC5/10-21/927 1,188
[EVC5/10-21/939 1,193
[EVC5/10-22/1063 1,196
[EvCs/10-22/1178 1,19
[EVC5/10-22/1303 1,196
[EVC5/10-22/1336 1,19
[EvCs/10-22/1423 1,198
[EVCs/10-22/1787 1,19
[EVCS/10-20/261 1192
[EVCS/10-21/851 1191
[EVCS/1022/1277 997
[EVH3/10-28/3977 1,195
[EVH3/10-28/4061 1,183
[EVH3/10-28/4115 1194
[EVH3/10-28/4160 1,199
[EVH3/10-28/a235 1,194
[EVH3/10-28/4241 1,188
[EVH3/10-28/4277 1,101
[EVH3/10.28/4202 1,101
[EVH3/10-28/4298 1,198
[EVH3/10-28/a313 1195
[EVH3/10-28/4367 1,105
[EVH3/10-28/4433 1138
[EVH3/10-28/4526 1,166
[EVH3/10-28/4528 1,197
[EVH3/10-28/a566 1,194
[EVH3/10.28/4578 1,193
[EVH3/10-28/4621 1192
[EVH3/10-28/4635 1,19
[EVH3/10-28/4672 1,197
[EVH3/10-28/a730 1,190
[EVH3/10-28/4749 1,195
[EVHA/10-28/3969 13%
[EVHA/10.28/4026 1,395
[EVHA4/10-28/4065 1392

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 1330f148
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[EVHa/10-28/a257 13%
[EVHA/10-28/4281 1,389
[EVHa/10-28/4294 1,385
[EVHa/10-28/4326 1392
[EVHa/10-28/a331 1395
[EVHA/10-28/4419 1392
[EVHA/10-28/4454 13%
[EVHA/10-28/4460 1,393
[EVHA/1028/4508 1392
[EVHa/10-28/a653 1,395
[EVHA/10-28/4661 1397
lEVHa/10-28/4723 1,356
[EVHa/10-28/4770 1,393
[EVH4/10-28/4840 1392
[EVHa/10-28/4850 1395
[EVH1/10-29/5082 1,397
[EVH1/10-29/5108 1377
[EVH1/10-29/5120 1,395
[EVH1/10.29/5158 1,39

[EVH1/10-25/5178 1395
[EVH1/10-29/5219 1453
[EVH1/10-29/5341 1393
[EVH1/10-29/5399 1,395
[EVH1/10.29/5469 1371
[EVH1/10.25/5502 1391
[EVH1/1029/5543 1392
[EVH1/10-30/5094 1,360
[EVH1/10-30/5383 1392
[EVH1/10-30/5728 1,395
[EVH2/10-28/4516 1386
[EVH2/10-28/4543 1381
[EVH2/10-29 & 1030/5336 1,556

[EVH2/10-29/4468 1,39
[EVH2/10-29/4644 1391
[EVH2/10-29/a793 1397
[EVH2/10-29/5121 1312
[EVH2/10-29/5164 1.3%
[EVH2/10-29/51644 [Changed
from 5164) 1,348
[EVH2/10-29/5235 1,39

[EVH2/10-29/5359 1392
[EVH2/10-29/5404 1391
[EVH2/10-29/5457 1389
[EVH2/10-29/5482 1,395
[EVH2/10-29/5504 1393

[EVH2/10-29/5537 1391

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 130144
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[EVH2/10-29/5577 1395
[EVH2/10-29/5602 1,39
[EVH2/10-30/5035 1397
[EVH2/10-30/5097 1387
[EVH2/10-30/5622 1391
[EVH2/10-30/5676 1301
[EVH2/10-30/5782 1367
[EVH2/10-30/5824 1,305
[EVH2/10-30/5862 1,285
[EVC3/10-28/4353 1192
[EvC3/10-28/4362 115
[EvC3/10-28/4368 1,195
[EVC3/10-28/4405 1,19
[EVC3/10-28/4507 1,193
[Evea/a0-23/23a7 1192
[EVC4/10-26 thru 10-28/3385 1,195
[EVC4/10-26/2868 1,199
[EVC4/10-26/3113 1,198

[EVCa/10-26/3146 1,19
[EVC4/10-26/3167 1,19
[EVC4/10-26/3232 1202
[EvC4/10-26/3383 1,198
[EVC4/10-26/3450 1,195
[EVCa/10-28/4344 1,195
[EvCa/10-28/4349 1,193
[EVCa/10-28/4372 1,19
[EVC5/10-23/2954 1,195
[EVC5/10-26/2839 1,395
[EVC5/10-26/2893 1,197
[EVC5/10-26/2905 1392
[EVC5/10-26/2971 1392
[EVC5/10-26/3135 1,393
[EVC5/10-26/3177 1,398
[EVC5/10-26/3399 1398
[EVC5/10-26/3471 1,395
[EVC5/10-26/3577 1,395
[EVC5/10-26/3859 1,103
[EVC5/10-26/4148 1,395
[EVC5/10-27/3364 1,285
[EvCs/10-27/3584 139
[EVCS/10-26/3926 1,266
[EVC1/10-26/3176 1,108
[EVC1/10-26/3371 1,197

[EVC1/10-26/3424 1194
[EvC1/10-27/317 1,103
[EvC1/10-27/3451 1,200

leve1/10-27/3463 1,19

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 150144
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[EVC1/10-27/3526 119
[EvC1/10-27/3604 1,197
[EvC1/10-27/3737 1,199
[Eve1/10-27/4125 1,193
[EVC1/10-27/4164 1,19
[EVC1/10-27/4194 1,198
[EvC2/10-23/3754 1,198
[EvC2/10-26/3348 1,196
[EvC2/10-26/3498 1,19
[EVC2/10-26/3633 1,195
[EvC2/10-27/3470 1,194
[EvC2/10-27/3504 1,19
[Ev2/10-27/3570 1,198
[EvC2/10-27/3581 1175
[EvC2/10-27/3583 1,196
[EVC2/10-27/3616 1197
[Eve2/10-27/4162 1,193
[EVC3/10-26/3172 1,19
[EVC3/10-26/3189 1,197
[EVC3/10-26/3349 1,200
[EvC3/10-27/3494 1,197
[EVC3/10-27/3505 1,199
[EVC3/10-27/3514 1,198
[EVC3/10-27/3523 1,195
[EVC3/10-27/3564 1,197
[EVC3/10-27/3572 1,19
[EVC3/10-27/3667 1,195
[EvC3/10-27/3928 1,198
[EvC3/10-27/4092 1,19
[EVC3/10-27/4095 1,19
[Eve3/i0-27/a132 1198
[EvC3/10-28/4273 1,19
[EVC3/10-28/4375 1,195
[EvC1/10-28/4470 1,395
[EVC1/10-28/4974 1,393

[EVC1/10-28/a981 1,197
[eve/10-27/4185 1,198
[EvC2/10-28/4815 1,207
[Ev2/10-28/4822 1,195
[EVC2/10-28/4836 1,193

[EVC2/10-29/a8%8 1118
[EVC2/10-29/4939 1192
[EvC2/10-29/5522 1,26
[EvC2/10-29/5524 1,19
[EVC3/10-28/4272 1,193

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 13601144
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[EvC3/10-28/4391 1193
[EVC3/10-28/4393 1,198
[EVC3/10-28/4496 1,197
[EVC3/10-28/4497 1,191
[EVC3/10-28/2681 1,189
[EVC3/10-28/4830 1,199
[EVC3/10-28/4915 1,193
[EVC3/10-20/4459 1,196
[EVC3/10-20/4807 1,144
[EVC3/10-20/8811 11%
[EVC3/10-20/4881 1,197
[EvC3/10-29/4888 1231
[EVC3/10-20/4914 1,195
[EVC3/10-20/4934 1,198
[EVC3/10-29/2937 1197

[EVC4/10-28/4337 [Was 4390] 1,197
[EVC4/10-28/4443 1,192
[EvCa/10-28/4469 1,185
[EVC4/10-28/4482 1,19

[EVCa/10-28/a531 1192
[Evea/a0-28/4s41 1,198
[EVC5/10-26/4073 1,385
[EVC5/10-28/4890 1391
[EVC5/10-28/4969 1,387
[EVC5/10-29/773 1391
[EVC5/10-2/4882 139
[EVC5/10-29/5280 1392
[EV/HAND AUDIT 03 200
[EV/HAND AUDIT 05 200
[EV/HAND AUDIT 07 200
[EV/HAND AUDIT 09 199
[EV/HAND AUDIT 13 195
[EV/HAND AUDIT 14 200
[EV/HAND AUDIT 21 200
[EV/HAND AUDIT 28. 199
[EV/HAND AUDIT 38 198
[EV/HAND AUDIT 42 198
[EV/HAND AUDIT 46 199
[EV/HAND AUDIT 52 200
[EV/HAND AUDIT8 199
[EVC1/10-31/6811 597
[EVC2/11-06/9512 379
[EVCa/11-11/9503 589
[EVH1/11-10/DUPHAND000L 1052
[EVA1/11-11/0UP 175044 1560

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 13701148
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[EVH1/11-11/MC17619 1691
[EVH1/11-12/LEV BOARD14
[HANDO120 1,540

[EVH1/11-12/LEV DUPHANDO101 594
[EVH3/11:06/0184 1188
[EVH3/11-06/9223 1383
[EVH3/11.06/9327 1388
[EVH3/11.06/9430 1,188
[EVH3/11.06/9452 1,19
[EVH3/11:06/0491 1389
[EVH3/11.06/9504 1,19
[EVH3/11-11/PB13 1311
[EVH3/11-12/PBDUP176738 495
[EVHA/11-06/9332 1,386
[EVHA/11-06/9392 1,387
[EVHa/11.06/9404 1,39
[EVHA/11.06/9471 1382
[EVHA/11.06/9481 1,289
[EVHA/11.06/9542 1,267
[EVHA/11-06/9551 1392
[EVPVH3/11-11/5 1,489
[EVH1/11.06/9380 1353
[EVH1/11.06/9507 1389
[EVH1/11.06/9514 1,383
[EVA1/11-06/9531 1,590
[EVH1/11.06/9532 1388
[EVH1/11.06/9547 1,188
[EVH1/11.07/9583 1178
[EVH1/11-07/0UP168601 1,667
[EVA1/11:07/0UP169738 154
[EVH1/11.07/0UP9582 1812
[EVH1/11.09/0UP172584 1775
[EVH1/11-09/MC17349 1318
[EVH1/11-10/0UP173064. 1662
[EVA1/11-10/0UP174037 1619
[EVH1/11-10/DUP290442 1,298
[EVH1/11-11/MC17607 1,26
[HAND Audit BATCH 12 199
[HAND AUDIT BATCH 17 199
[HAND AUDIT BATCH 22 200
[HANDAUDIT BATCH 24 200
[HAND AUDIT BATCH 25 200
[HANDAUDIT BATCH 30 199
[HAND AUDIT BATCH 32 200
[HAND AUDIT BATCH 33 197
[HAND AUDIT BATCH 39 197

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 1380144
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[HAND AUDIT BATCH 44 199
[HAND AUDIT BATCH 50 27
[HAND AUDIT BATCH 51 200
[LEVH1/11-06/9114 136
LEVH1/11-06/9363 1,297
[LEVH1/11-06/9376 1,350
LEVH1/11-09/0UP171525 1501
[LEVH1/11-09/MC17383 1330
[LEV1/11-09/MC17394 1371
LEVH2/11-06/9286 1331
[LEVH2/11-06/9313 1,380
LEVH2/11-06/9356 1363
[LEVH2/11-06/9368 1,388
[LEVH2/11-06/9420 1,385
[LEVH2/11-06/9466 1355
[EVH3/10-26/3686 1,393
[EVH3/10-27/3428 1392
[EVH3/10-27/3640 1397

[EVH3/10-27/3644 1,265
[EVH3/1027/3673 138

[EVH3/10-27/3777 (Was 3727) 1392
[EVH3/10-27/3784 1,395
[EVH3/10.27/3788 1,398
[EVH3/10.27/3829 1,395
[EVH3/10-27/3927 1393
[EVH3/10.27/3940 139
[EVH3/10-27/3973 1,39
[EVH3/10.27/3078 139
[EVH3/10.27/4036 13%
[EVH3/10-28/4013 1,19
[EVHA/10.27/3660 1392
[EVHA/10-27/3689 139%
[EVH4/1027/3692 1391
[EVHa/10.27/3709 1327
[EVH4/10-27/3726 1397
[EVHa/10-27/3762 1,39
[EVHa/10-27/3818 1,395
[EVH4/10.27/3845 1,393
[EVHa/10.27/3856 13%
[EVHA/10-27/3873 1383
[EVHA/10-27/3892 139
[EVHA/10-27/3920 1,39
[EVH4/10.27/3037 1,350
[EVHa/10.27/3954 1211
[EVH4/10-27/4154 1,380
[Evha/10-27/4184 1381

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 1901144
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[EVHA/10-2874079 1388

[E0/1103/10432 1010
[ED/1103/10647 1415
[E0/11-03/10985 1,648

[ED/11-03/11380 1750
ED/11-03/11622 1447

[E0/1103/12362 1207
[€0/1103/12800 1,649
[€0/11-03/12934 1325
[E0/11-03/13770 1,665
[ED/11.03/13869 1392
[E0/1103/13905 1541
[€0/11-03/14227 1900
[€D/11.03/14357 1425
[ED/11-03/14669 1723
[ED/11-03/14988 1558
[E0/1103/15090 1,099
[ED/11-03/15151 1526
[E0/11-03/15170 152
[E0/11-03/15203 1474
[ED/11-03/15359 1321
[E0/11:03/15861 1,355
[ED/11-03/15486 1,705
[E0/11-03/15498 1432
ED/11-03/15521 1599

[ED/11-03/155921 Was 15592) 926

[ED/11-03/155922 [Was 15592] 1988
[ED/11-03/15641 1,20
[ED/11-03/15663 1,768
[€0/11-03/15671 1472
[ED/11-03/15684 18%
[E0/1103/15717 1,683
[€0/12.08/15099 1510
[€D/12.08/10574 1425
[€0/12-08/11405 1637
[ED/12-08/11820 1429
[E0/12-08/12154 1328
[€0/12-08/12299 1,298
[€0/1208/12716 1,569
[€0/12-08/12897 1,267
[ED/12-08/13694 1414
[E0/12-08/14044 136
[€0/12-08/14286 1372
[ED/12-08/14295 1546

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2021 00f104
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[€0/12-08/14886 1771

[E0/12-08/15566 152
[E0/12-08/15656 1,600
[€0/12-08/15667 1597
[€0/12-08/15673 1,405
[ED/12-08/15685 1584
[£0/1209/10990 1432
[€0/1209/13877 1383
[€0/1209/14239 1702

[E0/12-09/155702 Was BAGH2] 1656
[€0/12-09/15645 1716
[E0/12-09/15664 152%

[E0/12-09/156661 (Was BAGH2] 1864

[ED/12-09/156861 (Was BAGH1] 1012

[ED/12-09/156862 (Was BAGH2] 1883
[EV/HAND AUDIT 16 200
[EV/HAND AUDIT 20 158
[EV/HAND AUDIT 45 198
[EV/HAND AUDIT6 200
€0/12-09/ 12430 1170

[€0/1209/10098 1422

[ED/1209/103782 (Was (20F 2)| 1,607
[€0/1209/10443 1650

[E0/1209/106892 [Was (20F 2)| 1,933
[€0/1209/11932 139
[£0/1209/12350 829
[E0/1209/12812 157
[€0/1209/13020 1,707
[€0/1209/14225 1425
[€0/12-09/14864 1,561
[£D/12.09/15277 1553
[E0/1209/15632 1745
[€0/12-09/15658 1754
[€0/1209/15661 1235
[€0/1209/15675 1,447
[£D/12.09/15678 1383
[E0/1209/10022 1325
[€0/1209/10215 1158
[€0/1209/10982 1125
[£0/12-09/11307 1585

Created by: BennyWhi Lary Moore, Tim Halvorsen siya, 2021 10100
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[E0/12:09/11796 1423
[ED/12.09/12082 1367
[€0/12.09/12103 14020

[E0/12.09/122102 [Was BAG #2) 1356
[€0/12.09/12938 1,755

[€0/12.09/139392 [Was BAG #2] 2,006
[ED/12.09/14052 1477
[€0/12.09/14202 1,38
[ED/12.09/14914 1,767

[ED/12.09/15164 1,608
[E0/12:09/15322 1470
[€0/12.09/15405 1.254
[€0/12.09/15599 1618
[ED/12.09/15607 1,400
[ED/12.09/15612 1323
[E0/12:09/15634 1675
[ED/12.09/15647 1749
[€0/12.09/15649 152

[ED/12.09/156661 [Was BAG #1] 1075
[€0/12.09/15674 1634

[ED/12:09/15675 1,490
[€0/12.09/15680 1,755
[ED/12.09/15690 1649
[€0/12.09/15695 1512
[€0/12-09/15696 1612

[ED/12:09/15699 1324
[€0/12.09/15706 1,198
[€0/12.08/11458 1125
[ED/12.08/15642 734
[€0/12-08/15707 1,063
[EVRA/IT-03/1 200
[EVHA/11-03/10 196
[EVHA/11-03/11 200
[EVHA/11-03/13 199
EVHA/11-03/15 199

[EVRA/I1-03/18 200
[EVHA/11-03/2 200
[EVHA/11-03/23 200
[EVHA/11-03/26 200
[EVHA/11-03/27 200
[EVRA/I1-03/29 199
[EVHA/11-03/31 199
lEvhA/11-03/34 199

Create by: Benny Wit, Larry Moore, Tim Halvorsen iy, 2001 1201148
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|EVHA/11-03/35 200

|EVHA/11-03/37 200
|EVHA/11-03/4 200
|EVHA/11-03/40 199
|EVHA/11-03/41 192
|EVHA/11-03/47 190

EVHA/11-03/48 200
|EVHA/11-03/49 199
[EDH3/11-12/Non-

|EVH1/10-22/Non-

rr TE ryre



cei r1636
Comment: Lary Moore:

Boi presenti theDally BatSummarySheetsbutwasnot recorded in Ballot Manifest

See: Daly Summary shee: 11/12/2020;pg2 f 2; BTCBatch 41

cel r1637
Comment: Lary Moore:

Boi presenti theDallyBatSummarySheetsbutwasnot recorded in Ballot Manifest

See: DalySummary shee: 0/22/2020; pg 10f 22 BTC Batch 1180)

Create by: BennyWit, LarryMoore,Tim Halvorsen iv, 2001 of14a
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 7, 2020 6:30:44 AM
To: Cathy Schwanke <schwankeld] @gmail com>

Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Glitch Machines Used In PA, GA etc Also Used In Maricopa County?
Attachments: 142 pres electors pdf

Here's the legal brief re the electoral issue being discussed

ARZN_REV00045254_Re Glitch Machines Used In PA, GAetc Also Used In Maricopa County htm
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 7, 2020 6:46:36 AM
To: Cathy Schwanke <schwankeld] @gmail com>

Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Glitch Machines Used In PA, GA etc Also Used In Maricopa County?

RE
Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142)
ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manneras the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole NumberofSenators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no

Senatoror Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const art IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Underits constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afer the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from this state.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
“The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective:
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November3,2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
cc? Greg Jernigan Garth Kamp

ARZN_REV00045256_Re Glitch Machines Used In PA, GAetc Also Used In Maricopa County htm



Sent from my iPad

On Nov 7, 2020, at 6:28 AM, Cathy Schwanke<schwankeld] @gmail.com> wrote

Our voters are concerned that a computer glitch revealed in PA may have also happened here and
affected votes in Maricopa County. They wan to be assured that their votes were not changed by
the ballot machine their was inserted into. Voters want hand counts for Maricopa County ballots.
“Thank you for your consideration,

Cathy Schwanke
LD! Republican Chairman (Maricopa County)

“One Michigan county clerk caught a glitch in tabulation software so they hand
counted votes and found the glitch caused 6,000 votes to go to Biden + Democrats
that were meant for Trump and Republicans.”

From a concemed Carefree, AZ voter.

“The article have attached confirms that Maricopa County Elections uses the same software that
Michigan uses, and other swing states.

“That could have changed how ballots where counted for ALL races, from President to sate
‘measures. This is huge. Can't ask for a machine recount because you wil get the same results.
“There needs to be hand counts and an audit. The audit has to be ordered by the State Legislature.
‘Thank goodness Karen Fann is Presidentof the Senate.

All races up and down the ballot are in play.”

htps://redstate.com/jenvanlaar/2020/11/07/election-software-responsible-for-glitch-in-antrim-
‘county-mi-used-in-every-swing-state-n276327/amp

From the article

When the discrepancy (glitch) was first revealed Wednesday, it was believed that 32
other counties in Michigan used the same software that was used in Antrim County.
According to the Michigan GOP chair, a total of 47 counties in Michigan use that
same software.

Curious as to what this software was, | investigated and found that Dominion
Systems was the provider for Antrim County. According to their website, they actually
service 65 of 83 counties in Michigan

... Dominion also just rolled out in Maricopa County, Arizona

ARZN_REV00049256_Re Glitch Machines Used In PA, GAetc Also Used In Maricopa County htm



..Dominion machines are being used in at least these Pennsylvania counties:
Armstrong, Carbon, Clarion, Crawford, Dauphin, Delaware, Erie, Fayette, Fulton,
Luzeme, Montgomery, Pike, Warren, York.

Dominion machines are also being used in numerous Wisconsin counties and in
Clark County, Nevada. Considering the numerous problems with these machines
and the documented glitch” in Antrim County, Michigan, every county that uses this
type of ballot counting machine ~ no matter the provider— should have a manual
recount to ensure that the totals on precinct-level counting tapes match what is
recorded

Where else are they?

Interesting. It tums out that Dominion has the contract for the entire state of Georgia
~ and the statewide rollout was in 2020.

<Screenshot_2020-11-06-About-Dominion-Voting-2 png>
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP

(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-KAREN FANN
Sent: Thursday, November 2, 2020 5.5742 PM
To: Wendy Baldo <wbaldo@azleg gov>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits
Attachments: image001 jpg;2020-11-12 Letter to President Fann and Speaker Bowers. pdf

| Redacted-Legislative Privilege
Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Kredit, Joshua" <Joshua Kredit@azag gov>
Date: November 12, 2020 at 5:20:52 PM PST
To: Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Ce: Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg gov>, Reginald Bolding <RBolding@azleg gov>
Subject: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers,

‘The Attomey General's Office has received multiple legislative inquiries and questions conceming.
the manual hand count audits conducted by counties, specifically as they pertain to voting centers.

See the attached letter, which will be followed by a future formal opinion. Please feel free to share
“ih members wh have voiced ilar questions,
“Thank you and please let me knowif you have any questions.

Josh KreditDep Atomey Gener for Lv & Polis

ARZN_REV00048262_Fwd AGO Loter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audis im
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November 12,2020

The Honorable Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Arizona State Senate
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

The Honorable Russell Bowers
Speakerof the House
Arizona House of Representatives
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers:

The Arizona Attorney General's Office has received a number of inquiries
regarding the scope and nature of the manual hand count audit required under ARS. §

16-602(B), in light of Maricopa County’s use of voting centers during the November 3,
2020 general election. We offer our initial thoughts on this question, which will be
analyzed ina formal opinion to follow in due course.

Arizona law has long required each county officer in charge of elections to
conduct a post-clection hand count audit of a certain percentage (currently at least two
percent) of ballots cast on election day. See AR.S. § 16-602(B). In 2011, the Arizona

Legislature authorized the use of voting centers for voters o cast ballots. See ARS. §
16-41 1(B)(#) (“On a specific resolution of the board, the board may authorize the use of

voting centers in place of or in addition to specifically designated polling places.)
(emphasis added). Thus, the law provides that voting centers can replace or supplement
precincts.

“The Legislature correctly recognized that it could not predict all of the variations
between voting centers and precincts that counties might adopt. Instead, the Legislature
directed the Secretary of State to do so through the Election Procedures Manual (“FPM”),
which is approved by the Governor and Attorney General. Specifically, the law provides
that “[t]he hand count shall be conducted as prescribed by this section and in accordance
with hand count procedures established by the secretary ofstate in the official

OE Nomi Aton, Pte, Acs 85004 Pc B02 542 4706 Fr 002 52.4085+
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The Honorable Karen Fann
The Honorable Russell Bowers
November 12,2020
Page 2 of 2

instructions and procedures manual adopted pursuant to section 16-452." See ARS. §
16-602(73),

“This is not a new procedure. Since 2012, versions of the EPM drafted by
Scerctaries of State Ken Bennett, Michele Reagan and Katie Hobbs have addressed
Voting centers with respect to the hand count audit procedure. Two versions of those
manuals were approved by Governors Brewer and Ducey and Attorneys General Horne
and Braovich. The most current versionofthe EPM provides that “ijn counties that
utilize vote centers, cach vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling location and
the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from at
least 2%of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater.” EPM, Chapter 11, §
(A) (2019).

Some have asserted that the audit should be conducted only using precincts
because the statute mentions precincts despite the language in the EPM. The statute,
however, is silent on how the hand count audit should be conducted when voting centers
are used. Instead, the statute directs the Secretary ofState to fill in that gap and establish
additional hand count procedures with the approval of the Governor and Altomey
General, which was done in 2019. In those counties that use voting centers, the practical
effect of a hand count audit based only on precincts could result in no ballots being
counted because no ballots would have been cast using tabulating machines at precincts.
We do not believe the Legislature intended this result.

‘The Attorney General believes strongly in the importance of election integrity,
including a hand count audit 10 ensure that all tabulating machines utilized at voting
centers were functioning properly. This is why the Attorney General's Office suggested
to the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors on November 4, 2020, that i consider
increasing the percentage of ballots audited fiom two to five percent. Although not
required, it is certainly permitted and may help alleviate much of the concern that hus
been expressed in the past week about the integrity ofthe vote tabulation process.

“Thank you for the opportunity to update you on our efforts with regard to this very
important election integrity matter.

>.

Joseph Kanefield
ChiefDeputy & ChiefofStaff
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From: Karen Fann </0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: ‘Thursday, November 12, 2020 5:57:50 PM
To: Wendy Baldo <whaldo@azleg gov>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Fwd: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits
Attachments: image001 jpg;2020-11-12 Letter to President Fann and Speaker Bowers pdf

Sent from my iPhone

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Kredit, Joshua" <Joshua Kredit@azag gov>
Date: November 12, 2020 at 5:20:52 PM PST
“To: Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Ce: Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg gov. Reginald Bolding <RBolding@azleg gov>
Subject: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers,

‘The Attomey Generals Office has received multiple legislative inquiries and questions conceming
the manual hand count audits conducted by counties, specifically as they pertain to voting centers.

See the attached letter, which will be followed by a future formal opinion. Please fe free to share
with members who have voiced similar questions.

‘Thank you and please let me knowifyou have any questions

Josh Kredit
Deputy Atomey General for Lav & Policy

ARZN_REV00043265_Fwd AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audis him
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November 12,2020

The Honorable Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Arizona State Senate
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

The Honorable Russell Bowers
Speakerof the House
Arizona House of Representatives
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers:

The Arizona Attorney General's Office has received a number of inquiries
regarding the scope and nature of the manual hand count audit required under ARS. §

16-602(B), in light of Maricopa County’s use of voting centers during the November 3,
2020 general election. We offer our initial thoughts on this question, which will be
analyzed ina formal opinion to follow in due course.

Arizona law has long required each county officer in charge of elections to
conduct a post-clection hand count audit of a certain percentage (currently at least two
percent) of ballots cast on election day. See AR.S. § 16-602(B). In 2011, the Arizona

Legislature authorized the use of voting centers for voters o cast ballots. See ARS. §
16-41 1(B)(#) (“On a specific resolution of the board, the board may authorize the use of

voting centers in place of or in addition to specifically designated polling places.)
(emphasis added). Thus, the law provides that voting centers can replace or supplement
precincts.

“The Legislature correctly recognized that it could not predict all of the variations
between voting centers and precincts that counties might adopt. Instead, the Legislature
directed the Secretary of State to do so through the Election Procedures Manual (“FPM”),
which is approved by the Governor and Attorney General. Specifically, the law provides
that “[t]he hand count shall be conducted as prescribed by this section and in accordance
with hand count procedures established by the secretary ofstate in the official

OE Nomi Aton, Pte, Acs 85004 Pc B02 542 4706 Fr 002 52.4085+
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The Honorable Karen Fann
The Honorable Russell Bowers
November 12,2020
Page 2 of 2

instructions and procedures manual adopted pursuant to section 16-452." See ARS. §
16-602(73),

“This is not a new procedure. Since 2012, versions of the EPM drafted by
Scerctaries of State Ken Bennett, Michele Reagan and Katie Hobbs have addressed
Voting centers with respect to the hand count audit procedure. Two versions of those
manuals were approved by Governors Brewer and Ducey and Attorneys General Horne
and Braovich. The most current versionofthe EPM provides that “ijn counties that
utilize vote centers, cach vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling location and
the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from at
least 2%of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater.” EPM, Chapter 11, §
(A) (2019).

Some have asserted that the audit should be conducted only using precincts
because the statute mentions precincts despite the language in the EPM. The statute,
however, is silent on how the hand count audit should be conducted when voting centers
are used. Instead, the statute directs the Secretary ofState to fill in that gap and establish
additional hand count procedures with the approval of the Governor and Altomey
General, which was done in 2019. In those counties that use voting centers, the practical
effect of a hand count audit based only on precincts could result in no ballots being
counted because no ballots would have been cast using tabulating machines at precincts.
We do not believe the Legislature intended this result.

‘The Attorney General believes strongly in the importance of election integrity,
including a hand count audit 10 ensure that all tabulating machines utilized at voting
centers were functioning properly. This is why the Attorney General's Office suggested
to the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors on November 4, 2020, that i consider
increasing the percentage of ballots audited fiom two to five percent. Although not
required, it is certainly permitted and may help alleviate much of the concern that hus
been expressed in the past week about the integrity ofthe vote tabulation process.

“Thank you for the opportunity to update you on our efforts with regard to this very
important election integrity matter.

>.

Joseph Kanefield
ChiefDeputy & ChiefofStaff
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From: Karen Fann </0=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: ‘Thursday, November 12, 2020 10:23:22 PM
To: Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg gov>:Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli @azleg gov>
Subject: Fw: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits
Attachments: 2020-11-12 Letter to President Fann and Speaker Bowers pdf

Adrian

From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>
Sent; Thursday, November 12, 2020 6:57 PM
To: Wendy Baldo <wbaldo@atleg.gov>
Subject: wd: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits

Begin forwarded message:

From: "Kredit, Joshua" <Joshua Kredit@azag gov>
Date: November 12, 2020 at 5:20:52 PM PST
To: Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Ce: Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg gov. Reginald Bolding <RBolding@azleg gov>
Subject: AGO Letter Addressing Manual Hand Count Audits

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers,

‘The Attomey Generals Office has received multiple legislative inquiries and questions conceming
the manual hand count audits conducted by counties, specifically as they pertain to voting centers.

See the attached letter, which will be followed by a future formal opinion. Please fel free to share
with members who have voiced similar questions.

Thank you and please let me know if you have any questions

Josh Kredit
Deputy Atomey Genera for Lav & Policy

tormey General Mark Braovich
2005N. Cental Ave
Phoenix. AZ $5004
Dircet: (02-842-3454
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November 12,2020

The Honorable Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Arizona State Senate
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

The Honorable Russell Bowers
Speakerof the House
Arizona House of Representatives
1700 West Washington Street
Phoenix, Arizona 85007

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers:

The Arizona Attorney General's Office has received a number of inquiries
regarding the scope and nature of the manual hand count audit required under ARS. §

16-602(B), in light of Maricopa County’s use of voting centers during the November 3,
2020 general election. We offer our initial thoughts on this question, which will be
analyzed ina formal opinion to follow in due course.

Arizona law has long required each county officer in charge of elections to
conduct a post-clection hand count audit of a certain percentage (currently at least two
percent) of ballots cast on election day. See AR.S. § 16-602(B). In 2011, the Arizona

Legislature authorized the use of voting centers for voters o cast ballots. See ARS. §
16-41 1(B)(#) (“On a specific resolution of the board, the board may authorize the use of

voting centers in place of or in addition to specifically designated polling places.)
(emphasis added). Thus, the law provides that voting centers can replace or supplement
precincts.

“The Legislature correctly recognized that it could not predict all of the variations
between voting centers and precincts that counties might adopt. Instead, the Legislature
directed the Secretary of State to do so through the Election Procedures Manual (“FPM”),
which is approved by the Governor and Attorney General. Specifically, the law provides
that “[t]he hand count shall be conducted as prescribed by this section and in accordance
with hand count procedures established by the secretary ofstate in the official

OE Nomi Aton, Pte, Acs 85004 Pc B02 542 4706 Fr 002 52.4085+
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The Honorable Karen Fann
The Honorable Russell Bowers
November 12,2020
Page 2 of 2

instructions and procedures manual adopted pursuant to section 16-452." See ARS. §
16-602(73),

“This is not a new procedure. Since 2012, versions of the EPM drafted by
Scerctaries of State Ken Bennett, Michele Reagan and Katie Hobbs have addressed
Voting centers with respect to the hand count audit procedure. Two versions of those
manuals were approved by Governors Brewer and Ducey and Attorneys General Horne
and Braovich. The most current versionofthe EPM provides that “ijn counties that
utilize vote centers, cach vote center is considered to be a precinct/polling location and
the officer in charge of elections must conduct a hand count of regular ballots from at
least 2%of the vote centers, or 2 vote centers, whichever is greater.” EPM, Chapter 11, §
(A) (2019).

Some have asserted that the audit should be conducted only using precincts
because the statute mentions precincts despite the language in the EPM. The statute,
however, is silent on how the hand count audit should be conducted when voting centers
are used. Instead, the statute directs the Secretary ofState to fill in that gap and establish
additional hand count procedures with the approval of the Governor and Altomey
General, which was done in 2019. In those counties that use voting centers, the practical
effect of a hand count audit based only on precincts could result in no ballots being
counted because no ballots would have been cast using tabulating machines at precincts.
We do not believe the Legislature intended this result.

‘The Attorney General believes strongly in the importance of election integrity,
including a hand count audit 10 ensure that all tabulating machines utilized at voting
centers were functioning properly. This is why the Attorney General's Office suggested
to the Maricopa County Board of Supervisors on November 4, 2020, that i consider
increasing the percentage of ballots audited fiom two to five percent. Although not
required, it is certainly permitted and may help alleviate much of the concern that hus
been expressed in the past week about the integrity ofthe vote tabulation process.

“Thank you for the opportunity to update you on our efforts with regard to this very
important election integrity matter.

>.

Joseph Kanefield
ChiefDeputy & ChiefofStaff
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 3:04:38 PM
To: Brian shire <brianashire@outlook com>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: 2020 election needs audit of the voter rolls to be certified

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every efforttoensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful.

Please forgive thismass email response. | have received many hundredsof emails and | would like to
respond to each of you as quickly as possible. | will ry to keep you all abreast of updates and changes
thru various media forms.

Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to
five percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process.
The Board of Supervisors will meet to discussa further audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit.
That hand count result showed a 100% match with the tall of the Maricopa County voting machines.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of the people on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact
the overall outcome of the presidential election. We are monitoring thosedevelopmentsclosely and
hope for results soon.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard.As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Warmest,

ARZN_REV00049278_Re 2020 election needs aut of the voter ols tobecertified. him



Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Nov 14,2020, at 3:53 PM, Brian shire <brianashire@outlook. com> wrote:

Dear Senator Fann

To ensure the legitimacy of any outcome, the 2020 election needs a complete election audit
of the voter rolls to ensure only eligible, registered voters were the ones who voted and then
complete statewide recounts. Governments derive their just powers from the consent of the
‘governed, and without i, any new administration will lack the legitimacy that holds
America together

‘The 2020 election cannot be certified by state legislatures unless we know it was honest, and
the only way to do that is to verify the outcome.

In Pennsylvania and other battleground states, poll watchers were not given the opportunity
to challenge absentee, mail-in ballots. According to President Donald Trump&ampirsquoss
lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, speaking at a press conference on Nov. 7, "Even when a court order
was obtained to allow the Republican inspectors to get six feet closer, they moved the
people counting the ballots six further feet away. It&amp:rsquo:s really simple. Ifyou have
nothing to hide with these mail-in ballots, you allow inspection. I mean, this is common
knowledge, common practice in the examination of absentee ballots, which happens all the
time. You take out the absentee ballot, you open it up, the Republican looks ati, the
Democrat looks at it. If nobody objects, you put it in the pile. Ifeither objects, you put it
aside. That&amp;rsquoss what&ampirsquo;s done for absentee ballots, which have the extra
security of having signatures you can match. Here, which is a much more insecure method
of voting, no Republican got a chance to look at that ballot. Someofthe ballots you wil see
looked suspicious. From very far away, they look like the same pen, possibly the same.
handwriting. We can&ampirsquoit say that, because we never got to see it... [BJallots were
un-inspected, un-reviewed, not observed by a single Republican. Nota single one.
‘There&amp;rsquo;s got to be a pattern. As a friend of mine says, | don&amprsquoit believe
in conspiracies, but 1 also dondamp:rsquo;t believe in coincidences.

Monitors were not allowed to inspect ballots and challenge them, rendering the counting
illegal under state laws. Now the only way to verifyif voters were eligible will be a
complete auditofthe voter rolls and then recounts of all the legal votes

“The ballots in our democratic republic are sacred, and when they are submitted via mail-in
absentee, the political parties are entitled to challenge each and every one of them to
determine that the voter was properly registered and living in the state

Itis standard procedure, and yet, in major cities run by Democrats across the country in
eritcal battleground states, Republican poll watchers were prevented from doing their jobs.
Now. state legislatures, governors and secretaries of state must do their jobs to ensure the
legitimacy of the outcome with a complete election auditof the voter rolls and then
recounts, No outcome should be certified without such an audit

Sincerely,

ARZN_REV00049278_Re 2020 election needs aut of the voter ols tobecertified. him



Mr. Brian shire
1183 west timberridge rd. prescott. AZ
Prescott, AZ 86303
Email Address: brianashire@outlook com

&
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 3:04:41 PM
To: ‘gordonjeannine@hotmail.com
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the following
information is helpful

Please forgive thismass email response. | have received many hundredsof emails and | would like to respond
to each of you as quickly as possible. | will try to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms.

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to five
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The
Board of Supervisors will meet to discuss afurther audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit, That
hand count result showed a 100% match with the tally of the Maricopa County voting machines.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utiizes ts investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of the people on November 3, 2020 as part
of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes
on the selectionofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent
the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings andother administrativeremedieswill most certainly impact the
overall outcome of the presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and hope for
results soon.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best courseof action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann
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Sent from my iPad

On Nov 14, 2020, at 3:12 PM, Jeannine Gordon <gordonjeannine@hotmail com> wrote:

Name: Jeannine Gordon

Email: ‘gordonjeannine@hotmail.com

| Phone:

| Leg. District:

Subject: Election Integrity

Comments
Sen. Fann, | am writing to remind the state legislators/sate senators that Article I of the US
Constitution grants the tate legislatures the SOLE powerofdesignating electors. The Democrats
are engaged in a coup against the Republic through fraudulent and illegal voting practices that have
disenfranchised every legitimate voter in your state. Fraud cannot be allowed to stand! This
election must be investigated. The integrityofour election process is at take. | urge you to stand
up and defend our Constitution and Rule of Law. The GOP needs to stand with President Trump to
expose and nullify the llegalites that have taken place. You have every legal Trump voter ready to
stand beside you. The dawn is always darkest before the dawn. Right now iti pitch black. But all
you have to dois find the courage to do your consiitutional duty (0 prevent this coup agains! the
Republic itself. Fight! Thank you, Jeannine Gordon Po Box 510244 Front Royal Va 22630

Sent Sat, 14 Nov 2020 22:12:06 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 3:04:42 PM
To: sqlasley@yahoo com
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Stop thesteal

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the following
information is helpful

Please forgive thismass email response. | have received many hundredsof emails and | would like to respond
to each of you as quickly as possible. | will ry to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms.

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to five
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The
Board of Supervisors will meet to discuss afurther audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit, That
hand count result showed a 100% match with the tally of the Maricopa County voting machines.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utiizes ts investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of the people on November 3, 2020 as part
of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes
on the selectionofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent
the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings andother administrativeremedieswill most certainly impact the
overall outcome of the presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and hope for
results soon.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best courseof action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann
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Sent from my iPad

On Nov 14, 2020, at 2:45 PM, Kathy Sue Lorenson <sqlasley@yahoo com> wrote:

| Name: Kathy Sue Lorenson

| Email: sqlasley@yahoo com

| Phone: 4057065832

| Leg District: | 11

Subject: Stop theSteal

Comments
Tam a registered voter in the state of Arizona. I am demandinga hand recount ofthe Arizona
ballots. Pleasealso demand a forensic audit to voting machines and software. Stop the Steal!

Sent Sat, 14 Nov 2020 21:45:06 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 3:04:43 PM
To: Harold Reed <reed-harold@att net
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Sen Karen Fann

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the following
information is helpful

Please forgive thismass email response. | have received many hundredsof emails and | would like to respond
to each of you as quickly as possible. | will ry to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms.

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to five
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The
Board of Supervisors will meet to discuss afurther audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit, That
hand count result showed a 100% match with the tally of the Maricopa County voting machines.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utiizes ts investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of the people on November 3, 2020 as part
of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes
on the selectionofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent
the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings andother administrativeremedieswill most certainly impact the
overall outcome of the presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and hope for
results soon.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best courseof action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann
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Sent from my iPad

On Nov 14, 2020, at 8:26 AM, Harold Reed <reed-harold@at net> wrote:

—— Fonvarded Message—
From: Harold Reed <hreed@pbegov.org>To raed haroldatnet <reccnarolaett net
Sent: Friday. November 15, 2020. 06:32:55AM EST
‘Subject: Sen. Karen Fann

Date: Nov. 13, 2020

Subject PLEASE DO NOT CERTIFY THIS ELECTION until authorities have investigated
President Trump's allegations of vote fraud. We the American people DEMAND AND DESERVE
ANSWERS!

Dear Senator Karen Fann
This election is plagued with allegations of fraud, and Donald Trump is fighting back. We
respectfully request that you support him in this fight. PLEASE DO NOT CONCEDE OR CERTIFY
THE VOTES IN ARIZONA, GEORGIA, PENNSYLVANIA, MICHIGAN, or WISCONSIN UNTIL THE
AMERICAN PEOPLE HAVE ANSWERS.
Under the cover of darkness, Democrats have allegedly ejected fifesieneus com] Republican pol
watchers,boarded up daibarecom] windows, and hauled in suitcases (tegatewaypunds.com full ofallots that fipped Michigan and Wisconsin blue overnight. Tens of thousands of those “votes” in
Michigan rebelnews.com) and Pennsylvania frebart com) allegedly belonged to dead people, and
the Software that was used to count them suffered a “glitch” that wrongly declared Democrat
victories in Antrim fonews.com and Oakland ones, com county, Michigan. That same gitch’
‘software is in useacrossthecountry [huffpost.com].

“This could be an attack on the very fabri of our democracy, but Democrats are refusing to allow us
tonvestigate
The Democrats have been preparing for this. They changed the rules in the ast minute and then
told Republicans not o question i. They commitied o accepting late ballots in defiance of federal
Iw flaw comel edu]. They made wild and unsubstantiated predictions about a ‘Red Mirage" and a
Biden landslide, and then told you that YOU wore crazy if you dd not believe thom Now, he election is
overfo hem, and Joo Biden i thei victor. Nothing ise mats. THEIR NARRATIVE HAS BEEN SET, AND
THEY WANT TO SCARE AMERICANS EVERYWHERE INTO ACCEPTING IT WITHOUTA FIGHT.
The American people deserve answers. If Republicans are wrong, then we the American people
call on the president to concede peacefull. Bu if Republicans are right and we do not get the
investigation we deserve, then Democrats will have gotten away with the greatest fraud campaign
in our nation's history—all without a fight. If they can do it now, they wil do it again. We will never
Havea ree and fair election again.
PLEASE DO NOT CONCEDE OR ALLOW CERTIFICATION TO CONTESTED STATES UNTIL
THE INVESTIGATION AND FACTS ANSWERE OUR QUESTIONS CONSERNING VOTER
FRAUD.

Thank you for your ime and assistance with this important matter of mutual concern.
Sincerely,
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A Proud American and Registered Voter

Under Florida law, e-mail addresses are public records. If you do not wantyoure-mail address released in
response to a public records request, do not send electronic mail to this enti. Instead, contact his office by
‘phone or in witing.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 14,2020 3:06:16 PM
To: sacoleman]@comeast net
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: election security

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the following
information is helpful.

Please forgive thismass email response. | have received many hundredsof emails and | would like to respond
to each of you as quickly as possible. | will try to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms,

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to five:
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The
Boardof Supervisorswillmeet to discuss afurther audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit. That
hand count result showed a 100% match with the tally of the Maricopa County voting machines.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes its investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of thepeople on November 3, 2020 as part
of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes
on the selectionofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent
the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass,

“Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensurethat all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the
overall outcomeof the presidential election. We aremonitoring those developments closely and hope for
results soon.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Warmest,
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Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Nov 13,2020, at 1:15 PM, shannon coleman<sacoleman| @comeast.net> wrote:

Name: shannon coleman

Email: sacoleman]@comeast net

| Phone: 4258307846

| Leg. District: | 23

© Subject: election security

Comments
‘We the people, demand a hand recount of votes as well as an investigation into the suspicious
software, Dominion, used to count votes here in the battleground stateof Az, and known to have
"glitches" as well as the ability 10 be easily hacked. I do not have confidence that my vote was not
changed from Trump to Biden, as happened in Michigan. Ina state that was/is overwhelmingly for
Donald Trump, there is no logical or statistical reason for the margins to be thisclose, lt alone for
biden to actually win. We are asking all legislators that call themselves Republicans to stand and
fight for ths president who we know WON on election day in an overwhelming landslide. We will
not let our election or our votes be stolen by software that was programmed to steal. We know first
hand that many "irregularities" happened in this state, as our college daughter was sent 3 ballots

herselfafter registering to vote - al to the same address. Please support the call to look into this
election, specifically the software, and demand justice where fraud is found!

Sent Fri, 13 Nov 2020 20:15:09 +0000
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From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 3:07:47 PM
To: pamela kacir <pj kacir@gmail com>
Bec: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Forensic Audit ofMaricopa Voting Machines - proof

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the following
information is helpful

Please forgive thismass email response. | have received many hundredsof emails and | would like to respond
to each of you as quickly as possible. | will try to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms.

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to five
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The
Board of Supervisors will meet to discuss afurther audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit, That
hand count result showed a 100% match with the tally of the Maricopa County voting machines.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utiizes ts investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of the people on November 3, 2020 as part
of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes
on the selectionofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent
the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely.
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings andother administrativeremedieswill most certainly impact the
overall outcome of the presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and hope for
results soon.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best courseof action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann
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Sent from my iPad

On Nov 13,2020, at 9:58 AM, pamela kacir <pj kacir@gmail com> wrote:

Dear Karen,

How can we a fair election ifDOMINION machines across the country are proving algorithms of
errors without auditing the DOMINION machines in Maricopa County?
Also wonder why Dems posted on their website Nov 3, 2020
Do I need a special pen to mark my ballot?
A standard black or blue ballpoint pen is sufficient. Do not use a red ink or permanent marker.
“This may result in a false read by the ballot tabulation machines
On Nov 4, 2020 this was removed from their website. 1 have photos of proof.
Could their algorithms be any sharpies become Biden Votes???” There are videos of people
advising the poll workers adamantly made them use sharpies
Photos attached
have writen to Katie Hobbs. What else can citizens do to make this happen?

Kind regards, Pamela Kacir
606 Poinsettia Lane Prescott AZ - Yavapai County
9285E Trailside View Scottsdale - Maricopa Country
602:999-2645

B®
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 3:19:50 PM

To: Brian shire <brianashire@outlook com>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: 2020 election needs audit ofthe voter rolls to be certified

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the following
information is helpful.

Please forgive this mass email response. | have received many hundreds of emails and | would like to respond
to each of you as quickly as possible. | will try to keep you all abreast ofupdates and changes thru various
media forms.

-Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to five

percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The
BoardofSupervisorswillmeet to discuss a further audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit. That
hand count result showed a 100% match with the tally of the Maricopa County voting machines.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes its investigatory powersto do a
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

-Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selectedby a vote of thepeople on November 3, 2020 as part
ofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes
on the selectionofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent
the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the
overall outcome ofthe presidential election. We are monitoringthosedevelopmentsclosely and hope for
results soon.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best courseofactionfor Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann
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Sent from my iPad

On Nov 14, 2020, at 4:03 PM, Brian shire <brianashire@outlook com> wrote:

Dear Senator Fann

To ensure the legitimacy of any outcome, the 2020 election needs a complete election audit
of the voter rolls to ensure only eligible, registered voters were the ones who voted and then
complete statewide recounts. Governments derive their just powers from the consent of the
governed, and without it, any new administration wil lack the legitimacy that holds
‘America together

‘The 2020 election cannot be certified by state legislatures unless we know it was honest, and
the only way to do that is to verify the outcome.

In Pennsylvania and other battleground states, poll watchers were not given the opportunity
to challenge absentee, mail-in ballots. According to President Donald Trump&ampirsquoss
lawyer, Rudy Giuliani, speaking at a press conference on Nov. 7, "Even when a court order
was obtained to allow the Republican inspectors to get six feet closer, they moved the
people counting the ballots six further feet away. It&amp:rsquo:s really simple. Ifyou have
nothing to hide with these mail-in ballots, you allow inspection. I mean, this is common
knowledge, common practice in the examination of absentee ballots, which happens all the
time. You take out the absentee ballot, you open it up, the Republican looks ati, the
Democrat looks at it. If nobody objects, you put it in the pile. If either objects, you put it
aside. That&amp;rsquoss what&amp;rsquo;s done for absentee ballots, which have the extra
security of having signatures you can match. Here, which is a much more insecure method
of voting, no Republican got a chance to look at that ballot. Someofthe ballots you wil see
looked suspicious. From very far away, they look like the same pen, possibly the same
handwriting. We can&ampirsquoit say that, because we never got to see it... [BJallots were
un-inspected, un-reviewed, not observed by a single Republican. Nota single one.
‘There&amp;rsquo;s got o be a pattern. As a friend of mine says, | don&amprsquoit believe
in conspiracies, but 1 also dondamp:rsquo;t believe in coincidences.

Monitors were not allowed to inspect ballots and challenge them, rendering the counting
illegal under state laws. Now the only way to verifyif voters were eligible will be a
complete audit ofthe voter rolls and then recounts of all the legal votes

“The ballots in our democratic republic are sacred, and when they are submitted via mail-in
absentee, the political parties are entitled to challenge each and every one of them to
determine that the voter was properly registered and living in the state

Its standard procedure, and yet, in major cities run by Democrats across the country in
critical battleground states, Republican poll watchers were prevented from doing their jobs.
Now, state legislatures, governors and secretariesof state must do their jobs to ensure the:
legitimacy of the outcome with a complete election audit ofthe voter rolls and then
recounts, No outcome should be certified without such an audit

Sincerely,

Mr. Brian shire
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1183 west timberridge rd. prescott. AZ
Prescott, AZ 86303
Email Address: brianashire@outlook com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 3:46:52 PM
To: suzy lasley <sqlasley@yahoo com>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Stop theSteal

Suzy. We are working thru all the claims and issues including the Dominion one. We will do whatever is
possible within our legal boundaries and introduce legislation to change the laws that are tying our hands.

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 14,2020, at 4:39 PM, suzy lasley <sqlasley@yahoo com> wrote:

Regarding the hand count? Did you count every vote in Maricopa County? 1 demand all
ballots. not justa percentage due to the fact that this dominion software was used. Ido
believe that Arizona has been targeted and that plentyofother swing states that used this
software have been targeted too! _ This is not acceptable! All Votes must be counted! I Pray
that you will be a voice forwe the people and do the right thing. Stop the Steal?! We demand
a faircount of all ballots by hand.

On Nov 14,2020, at 4:04 PM, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote:

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the
integrityofthe voting process. We have received many inquiries and will
endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were properly
and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action |
hope the following information is helpful.

Please forgive this mass email response. | have received many hundreds of
‘emails and | would like to respond to eachof you as quickly as possible. |will try
tokeep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various media forms.

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of
‘audited ballots from two to five percent, which may alleviate concerns about the
validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The Board of Supervisors
will meet to discussafurther audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties
participated in the audit. That hand count result showed a 100% match with the
tally of the Maricopa County voting machines.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes
its investigatory powers to do a forensic audit by an independent expert to
‘address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof the people
on November 3, 2020 as part of the vote for President of the United States. The
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Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes on the selection of
presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another
is expected next week. Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has fled suit and we
anticipate a court rulingvery soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections
proceedingsi crucial to make any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring.
public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely understand the
concerns raised and share inyour frustration. The election results in Arizona and
other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to
ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and
other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of
the presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and
hope for results soon.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed
heard. As the actions outlined above play outwe will have a better
understanding on the best courseofaction for Arizona and the integrity of the
elections process.

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPad

On Nov 14,2020, at 2:45 PM, Kathy Sue Lorenson
<sqlasley@yahoo com> wrote:

Name: Kathy Sue Lorenson

Email: sqlasley@yahoocom

| Phone: 4057065832

| Leg. District: 11

| Subject: Stop thesteal

Comments:
Tam aregistered voter in the stateofArizona. 1 am demanding a
hand recountofthe Arizona ballots. Pleasealso demand a forensic
audit to voting machines and software. Stop the Steal!
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Sent Sat, 14 Nov 2020 21:45:06 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 8:01:58 PM
To: William Reeves <wgr1953@yahoo com>

Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Election

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. Toaddress the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful
Please forgive this mass emai response. I have received many hundreds of emails and I would lke to respond
10 eachof you as quickly as possible. I will try to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms

~Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentageofaudited ballots from twoto five
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The Board
of Supervisors will meet to discuss a further audit beyond the already completed hand count. Representatives of
the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit. That hand count result
showed a 100% match with the tallyof the Maricopa County voting machines.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes its investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of the people on November 3, 2020 as part of
the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes on
the selection ofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent the
Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

“Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and anotherisexpected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublicconfidence in the elections system. We sincerely understand
the concems raised and share in yourfrustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states
have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of
court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeof the
presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and hope for results soon

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann
Sent from my iPhone

>On Nov 14,2020, at 8:27 PM, William Reeves <wer1953@yahoo com> wrote:
>
> Asa resident of Arizona and a legal voter, I demand that ALL votes be counted by hand and I also demand an
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audit of dominion machines and software. President Trump clearly won andifthese things don’t happen then
Arizona and YOU are committing fraud
> William Reeves
> Tucson, Arizona
>
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 8:02:13 PM
To: Lynn McCracken <silverdivalynn@hotmail com>

Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Ballot audit

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful

Please forgive this mass email response. 1 have received many hundredsof emails and I would like to respond
10 each of you as quickly as possible. 1 will try to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentageof audited ballots from two to five
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The Board
of Supervisors will meet to discuss a further audit beyond the already completed hand count. Representatives of
the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit. That hand count result
showed a 100% match with the tallyof the Maricopa County voting machines.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes its investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofthe people on November 3, 2020 as part of
the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively moify the current statutes on
the selectionofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent the.
Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewof our elections proceedings s crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely understand
the concems raised and share in your frustration. The election results in Arizona and other batleground states
havecreated a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of
court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the:
presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and hope for results soon

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 14, 2020, at 8:23 PM, Lynn McCracken <silverdivalynn@hotmail com> wrote:
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Tam demanding that there should be a hand count ofall ballots and an audit of Dominion software
machines and software used. Itis my righ to demand this fora fair election process.
Respect the taxpayer you work for
Lynn McCracken

Get Outlook for Android
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 8:02:24 PM
To: Andre Ulloa <andre@ahcteam com>

Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Only Legal Votes Count!

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful

Please forgive this mass email response. I have received many hundredsof emails and I would like to respond
10 eachof you as quickly as possible. 1 will try to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentageof audited ballots from two to five
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The Board
of Supervisors will meet to discuss a further audit beyond the already completed hand count. Representatives of
the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit. That hand count result
showed a 100% match with the tallyof the Maricopa County voting machines.

-Auditof vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes its investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of the people on November 3, 2020 as part of
the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively moify the current statutes on
the selection ofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent the
Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and anotherisexpected next week
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely understand
the concems raised and share in yourfrustration. The election results in Arizona and other batleground states
havecreated a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of
court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeof the
presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and hope for results soon

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann

Sent from my iPhone

On Nov 14, 2020, at 8:21 PM, Andre Ulloa <andre@ahcteam.com> wrote:
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The Honorable Karen Fann
Arizona State Legislature
District1

Dear Representative Fann,
The recent federal presidential and congressional election results inyour tate are highy irregular. To
ensure a stable republic, we need to have trust in our electorate. You have the influence to hold your
county boardofelections accountable, and properly certify every legal vote. If you cannot validatea ballot;
you cannot certifya ballot and it must be discarded. Only legal votes should be counted. The citizens of
the country are focused on your state to maintain the integrity of our most unique democracy. Do not fail

Sincerely,
Andre Ulloa
AndreAlexUlloa@Gmail.com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 14, 2020 8:02:39 PM
To: Debra Reeves <debrareeves 10@yahoo com>
Bee: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>

Subject: Re: Election

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. Toaddress the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful
Please forgive this mass emai response. I have received many hundreds of emails and I would lke to respond
10 eachof you as quickly as possible. I will try to keep you all abreast of updates and changes thru various
media forms

~Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentageofaudited ballots from twoto five
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process. The Board
of Supervisors will meet to discuss a further audit beyond the already completed hand count. Representatives of
the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit. That hand count result
showed a 100% match with the tallyof the Maricopa County voting machines.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes its investigatory powers to doa
forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of the people on November 3, 2020 as part of
the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes on
the selection ofpresidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent the
Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

“Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trump campaign and anotherisexpected next week.
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublicconfidence in the elections system. We sincerely understand
the concems raised and share in yourfrustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states
have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of
court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeof the
presidential election. We are monitoring those developments closely and hope for results soon

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Warmest,
Senate President Karen Fann
Sent from my iPhone

>On Nov 14,2020, at §:20 PM, Debra Reeves <debrareeves|0@yahoo com> wrote:
>
> Asa resident of Arizona, I demand
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> that all votes be counted by hand andI also demand that dominion machines and software be audited. This is
totally ridiculous and you are hampering the election process anddenyingthe citizensofArizona their
constitutional rights
>Do the right thing!
> Debra Reeves
> Tucson, Arizona
> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </0~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 2:26:03 PM

To: dickdarose@cableone net

Subject: RE: Vote Recount

Richard, For the record, asked our secretary of sate to provide me with the data on the certification of the voting
machines to prove tothe constituents the machines were verified according to state statute. 1 have not askedfora recount
but did ask the Maricopa County BoardofSupervisors o at least increase their sampling verification from 2% to5 %. The
legislature does not have the authority to ask for a recount. Remedies are left o the courts based on lawsuits and will be
decided by the judges.
Mysoul purpose sto restore the confidence of our democracy and election process for ou citizens. This isnot partisan

issue. Manyofthese “potential fraud” claims were actually made few years ago by members of the Democratic party so it
appears there is concern on both sides of the sl. there are concerns aboutour system thenwe should do everything
possible to disprove the unfounded allegations and IF, any improprietes are found, les fix them and get back to normal
again
Vm sory you believe am “just another party hack” because that is not the cas. Yes, 1ma Republican, but have aways
tried my best to listen and represental of my constituents.

Warmest, Karen

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tl 6029263874

From: Richard Rosenfield <dickdarose@cableone.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 15,2020 2:08 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Subject: Vote Recount

Name: Richard Rosenfield

Email: dickdarose@cableonenet

Phone: ss7779231

Leg. District: 1

subject: Vote Recount

Ms. Fann, have always voted for you, even though disagree with your positon about 60% of the time. have done so,
because | believed you were a conscientious, ethical representative of the community. | was extremely disappointed to find
Youto be just another party hack. Demanding recounts (which vil ost taxpayers thousands of dollars) even though you
know there s zero evidence of regularity. Shame on you!

Sent Sun, 15 Nov 2020 21:07:46 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 2:33:41 PM
To: pse003@yahoo com
Subject: RE: Presidential Election

Starla, First and foremost let me say welcome back to Arizona. | have been friends of your grandparents
and many of your relatives for about 50 years. | totally agree with your frustrations and will not give up
on our presidentor fixing the problems with ourvoting system. Below s the lst ofanswers to many of
the questions we are receiving. As you can see, we ar searching every avenue in addition to the number
of lawsuits being filed. As the legislative body, we are limited by statute of what we are allowed to do
with respect to this election, however, we havealreadydesignated a committee to delve into the flaws
in the election procedures and will be introducing legislation to correct those issue.
Warmest, Karen

-Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to
five percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrity of the vote tabulation process.
The Board of Supervisors will meet to discuss a further audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit.
That hand count result showed a 100% match vith the tallyofthe Maricopa County voting machines.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committee that utilizes its investigatory powers
todoa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of thepeople on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been filed by the Trumpcampaign and another is expected next week
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence inthe elections system. We sincerely
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact
the overall outcomeofthe presidential election. We are monitoring thosedevelopments closely and
hope for results soon.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions.
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Stara Edwards <pse003@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 1:16 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: residential Election

Name: Starla Edwards

Email: pse003@yahoo.com

Phone: 951.215.1044

Leg. District: 1

Subject: Presidential Election

Iwas born and raised in Arizona. We moved from southern Az to Prescott where my father, Arthur Me Mains,
startedasuccessful excavation business. My three children were born in Prescott. My husband was transferred to
California, where we lived for the ast thiry years. Last Novemberwe joyfully moved back to Arizona. | was excited
for the first time in years to cast my ballot. It seemed my vote would actually count. But unfortunately that is not
the case. At this point | eel that you, Senator Fann as Presdent of the Senate, nee to cal the legislative body to
session. | DEMAND AN AUDIT OF THE VOTES!!! Thank you for your service to our beautiful state and for this
opportunityto speak to you. Sincerely, Starla Edwards

Sent Sun, 15 Nov 2020 20:15:51 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 2:40.06 PM
To: John Traynor <John.Traynor@eox.net>
Subject: RE: The Debacle known as the 2020 Election

Hilohn. Greathearing from you. Below is the list of answers we have been providing to all the questions. As
You can see, as legislatorswe are somewhat limited in what we are allowed to dowith respect to this
election. Most of the recounting issues must be accomplished at the County supervisors jurisdiction.
However, we are doing everythingwe can and trying hard not to interfere with the various lawsuits filed by
President Trump's team, the RNC, and state party. Since many of these issues involve numerous states itis
being handledat the Trump campaign level.
In addition, we have already established a committee to delve into all of the election issues and expect to
introduce legislation to fix manyof these concerns.
Warmest, Karen

“Hand count: Maricopa County should consider increasing the percentage of audited ballots from two to five:
percent, which may alleviate concerns about the validity and integrityof the vote tabulation process. The
Boardof Supervisorswillmeet to discuss a further audit beyond the already completed hand count.
Representatives of the county Republican, Libertarian and Democratic parties participated in the audit. That
hand count result showed a 100% match with the tally of the Maricopa County voting machines.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a special committe that utilizes is investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting machines.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of thepeople on November 3, 2020 as part
of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current statutes
on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to prevent
the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass.

“Legal Remedies: Lawsuits have been fied by the Trump campaign and another is expected next week
Furthermore, the Arizona State GOP has filed suit and we anticipate a court ruling very soon.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We sincerely
understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election results inArizona and other
battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensurethat all votes are legally
counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrativeremedieswill most certainly impact the
overall outcomeofthe presidential election. We are monitoringthosedevelopments closely and hope for
results soon.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.
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Karen Fann
PresidentoftheSenate
Te 602.926.5874

From: John Traynor <lohnTraynor @cox net>
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 9:22 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: The Debacle known as the 2020 Election

Senator Fann, I'm pleased and relieved that you received such great support and also that,
thankfully, we have retained control of both Houses of the State Legislature. The margins are
very thin, which is worrisome, and | suspect that fact will make your job as President of the
Arizona Senate even more difficult. You are in my prayers.

Onthe national level | was really saddened that our great stateof Arizonahas turned left. It
did not surprise me to see that Pima County voted blue, but | was shocked to see that
Maricopa County did likewise. If the voting was fair, which | do not believe, then we will face
difficult times ahead. Memories of how Kyrsten Sinema won her Senate seat still upset me. It
didnot take long for her reasonably balanced track record as a Representative to be
corrupted by Chuck Schumer’s Senate hate machine.

Frankly, it was not a surprise to see Martha McSally defeated by Mark Kelly. It seemed to me
that she did not fight very hard to retain her seat and faced with the substantial financial
support Kelly had from outside sources, her loss was inevitable. | keep praying that Georgians
will vote for sanity in their runoff Senate election.

Speaking of sanity, that brings me to my most important point. 1, like many others is the
nation and especially here in Arizona, do not feel that our election was open and honest. Why
is there no recountofArizona ballots? The presidential race here is very, very close, with only
10,377 votes separating the candidates. Remembering what happened with Sinema, | feel itis
imperative that there be an audit/recount. Why rush to certify the vote? Please use your

influence, with the supportof the Republican party, to demanda delay of the certification
until the presidential vote can be audited. Georgia too is suspect with only 14,172 votes
separating the candidates. Closer examinationof 4 other state election results should
certainly be examined, in greater detail.

There have been numerous theories and claims thrown about. Some have been untrue, yet
others have become more plausible. There is too much at stake to ignore the possibility that
election results have been tampered with, especially with ballot information being
transmitted over the internet. Hacking, tampering, and deliberate alteration of ballots is not
only immoral, it is criminal.
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I5till believein the fundamental goodof the American people, and although President Donald
Trump may be brash and abrasive at times, he does not deserve the hate and vicious attacks
he has endured since he defeated Hillary Clinton in 2016. Well organized campaignsto take
him down have failed, until now. | believe he loves this country and that he has done far
more good for America than the previous 8 yearsof the Obama administration ever could
have dreamedof doing. In another era, some of the democratic party leaders, and their
financial backers, would have been charged with Treason and Sedition for the deliberate acts
they have already committed. It is not my intention to sound like a nut case, but certain
truths have to be aired. 1 believe there is reasonable doubt about the integrityof the 2020
election.

Respectfully,
John Traynor, Carefree
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Thursday, November 19, 2020 8:18:42 AM
To: JoAnne Chaffeur <jochaffeur@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Arizona Election

Hi Joanne. We are doing everything we can based on what is allowed by law and our constitution. Arizona's laws are
different than some other states so we don't have the authority to demand a recount unless we can prove to the courts
there s fraudor an regularity that would fundamentally change the outcome of the election. We are stil working on
solutions.
Karen

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: JoAnne Chaffeur cochaffeur@gmalcom>
Sent: Wednesday, November 18, 2020 12:24 PM
To: aren Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Arizona Election

Dear Senator Fann,

Congratulations on winning the LD 1 senate seat.

My husband John and | would like you to talk with Governor Ducey and Secretary of State Katie Hobbs and demand a
recount of our state election. We as Arizona voters are so concerned about this computer program that over 30 of our
united states used for this election. | feel ike there i fraud going on and | don't believe that the election in Arizona is
accurate.

Thank you for looking nto this matter. Looking forward to hearing from you soon.

Thanks Karen!

JoAnne and John Chaffeur
san
928.499.5361
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:21:53 PM
To: Samantha Aiken <aikensamantha@yahoo com>
Ce: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: Election Fraud

Samantha, Here is the responseI am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on
Monday, the Arizona Senate has already set up a dedicated email account 2020election@azleg gov asking the
voters to please email us with their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon
that information. Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather
information as well. We will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information
he is able to gather as well. We are all working hard to make sure this election was fair and accurate.
Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensurethat the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other sates.

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewofour elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offuture elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election

results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message-——
From: Samantha Aiken <aikensamantha@yahoo com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:52 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election Fraud

‘Good evening Senator Fann,

Tam writing out of concern that you al are not attending the AZ election hearing on Monday. There is obvious
concerns with this election, and hearing the evidence is the beginningof understanding what happened. 1 am
appalled that you all seem to care less about your constituents, that gave you your majority. I've never
understood why Republicans refuse to fight or their constituents, when the democrats would do everything they
could in this situation. Please know that that we are watching, and we want to elect fighters. Ifyou are unwilling
0 fight for something so important, it may be time for someane else to take your spot in legislature. How you
and your colleagues respond to this, will definitely determine the future of AZ politics. Please do not understand
estimate the people of AZ

Samantha Aiken

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:25:53 PM
To: Ge rhodes@hotmail com
Ce: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: Election hearing 11-30-2020

Hereis the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respecttothe hearing on Monday, the Arizona
Senate has already set up a dedicated email account 2020election @aleg,gov asking the voters to please email us vith
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearingto gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is able to gather as wel. We are all working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do nothave the votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 5:38:14 PM
To: a@dakotacom net
Subject: RE: Election

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberofvotes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Tommy W Thompson <zzt@dakotacom net>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:34 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election

Name: Tommy W Thompson

Email: 22t@dakotacom.net

Phone: 5200552290

Leg. District: 11

Subject: Election

It's this way, i's fraudpure and simple. 'm an independent andprettymiddle down the road type of person but this is
85.1 allowed to certify the election without full AUDIT many Avizonans will never believe it, myself included Katie
Hobbs is an absolute joke! Anyone that calls "the people”Nazi's shouldn't be in office. She should not be trusted with
handing the election PERIOD! Arizona needsa full audit

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 01:34:09 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:38:45 PM
To: youngkaryl@gmail com
Subject: RE: AZ Electors

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Karyl Young <youngkaryl@gmail com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:32 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@sileg.gov>
Subject: AZ Electors

Name: Kary! Young

Email: Youngkaryl@gmail.com

Phone: sa02373517

Leg. District: District 1

Subject: AZElectors

1m concerned about how the election was counted and whether the electors will be certified. rom all accounts nthe
news, the ballots in Arizona and how the were tabulated and reported is under cloud of suspicion. I seems to me, 3.2
Voter, thata ful audit on what happened needs tobedone. Please let me know what you, as my representative, are
doing to ascertain if the election was valid

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 01:32:21 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:39:17 PM
To: schmuhl@fash net
Subject: RE: Don't let the Dems steal ths election!!!

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us
with their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information.
Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We
will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is abl to gather as
well. We are al working hard to make sure this election was fai and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020 as partofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One i the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we wil have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art I, § 1, l. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
8. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. AR. section 16-344
To change how: presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
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However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day fo selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. thereis a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election

results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Kevin Schmuhi <schmuhi@flash net>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:32 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@aileg,govs; Rick Gray <RGray@atleg, gov; Sonny Borreli <sborrelli@aleg gov; Eddie
Famsworth <EFamsworth@aleg gov»; Russell Bowers <RBowers@atleg, gov»; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@atleg,gov>; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleggov»; Thomas T.. Shope <tshope@azleg gov
Subject: Don't et the Dems steal tis election!

Please do not let the Democrats steal this election, or there will never bea free
election again in this country. The time to take a stand is now!

Thank You,

Kevin William Schmuhl
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:41:09 PM
To: Barbara Nelson <binelson21 3@gmail com>
Ce: Larry <lanynelsons7@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Presidential Electors

Below is the response I am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set up a dedicated email account 2020election@azleg gov asking the voters to email
us with their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information.
Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well
‘We will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information heis able to gather
as well. We are all working hard to make sure this election was fair and accurate.
Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensurethat the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other sates.

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewofour elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offuture elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election

results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manneras the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. IL § 1,.cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const art. II. § 1. cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each Stat, on the Tuesday next afer the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidatefor vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective:
political party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conductofthe
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~---
From: Barbara Nelson <blnelson213@gmail.com>
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Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:31 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Ce: Barbara <binelson21 3@gmail.com>; Larry <larrynelson$7@gmail com>
Subject: Presidential Electors

Dear Ms Fann. There are enough questions being raised about the conduct and technical issues In the recent
election, that seems to have thrown Arizona to VP Biden, that the hearing being held to proffer to the legislature:

proof regarding them is crucial. I would request that you attend the hearing in the most effective way, and that
You considera joint resolution with the lower chamber to send Republican Electors to Washington.

“Thank you for yourconsideration.
Barbara L Nelson
732 City Lights Prescott 86303

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:42:11 PM
To: CODY STARK <codystark@cableone.net>
Ce: Quang Nguyen <quang(@caddisad com>;Burgesjudy@gmail com <burgesjudy@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Email address for Quang Nguyen and Judy Burges

lowisthe response 1am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect o the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has alreadyst up a dedicated email account 2020election @azleg gov asking th voters to email us with
thei concerns and documentation of fraud and regularities 50 we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted have his own hearing to gather information as wel. We vill be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is abe to gather a well. We are all working
ard to make sure thi election was far and accurate

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgivethis mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states,

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation

provided by Legislative Council.

~For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twowaysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor cals us in for 2 special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to cal a special session and we
donot have the votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utiizes its investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
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Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
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The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conductofthe election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannotchange the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: CODY STARK <codystark@cableone.net>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:50 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Email adress for Quang Nguyen and Judy Burges

Hello Karen Fann,

As a resident of District 1 in Prescott and a Trump supporter, | am writing to make
sure that you and representatives Quang Nguyen and Judy Nguyen support our
President. | do not email address for Nguyen and Burges so that | can write them
personally. | wondered if you might have them.

1am aware of the meeting/hearing the Trump team is having with republicans on
Monday and the implications this might have with the selection of electors. What
1am hearing from to many republicansis that President Trump should just throw
in the towel and accept that Biden has won. If these republicans don't have the
backbone to stand up for the President then | know the won't stand up for me either.

To me the difference between President Trump and Beijing Biden is freedom and
communism. The information on the “laptop from hell” shows that the CCP owns
Biden.

If you can provide me with the email addresses of my reps | would appreciate it

Regards,

Cody Stark
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:42:41 PM
To: Victoria Jones <vjonessvas@gmail com>;Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: Rep. Voters Expect YOUR Attendance at the Hearing 11/30

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
70: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Victoria Jones <vjonessvas@gmal com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:41 PM
To: Russel Bowers <RBowers@azleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@acleg.gov>
Subject: Rep. Voters Expect YOURAttendanceat the Hearing 11/30

respectfully ask that you, as a GOP Representative of the people of Arizona, attend the public hearing on November
30h with the President's team.

The voting ights of Arizonians should not be disenfranchised because THEIR OWN Representatives refuse to hear the
evidence of statistically impossible election irregularities.

Ifthe legitimate voting public cannot trust the AZ states system of counting only legal votes, we will NOT vote for you in
any future contest.

Sincerely,
Victoria lones
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:48:38 PM
To: Darren Moll <darrenmoll@gmail com>
Subject: RE: 2020 Election

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020election @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conductofthe election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Darren Moll <darrenmoll@gmailcom>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:21 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@sileg.gov>
Subject: 2020 Election

do not trust the results of the Arizona election, specificallyif any voting districtso counties that used Dominion voting
software. Please consider the facts and overturn the resultsofany fraudulent votes. Do notallow the certification of
Biden as the winner until this investigation i fully completed. On another note, for future elections, | do not wish for
aud to sweep you outofoffce, Ms. Fann.

Darren Moll
Prescott,AZ

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:49:31 PM
To: Cjraimer@aol com
Subject: RE: 3020 Election

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Carol Ramer <Cjraimer@sol.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:55 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@sileg.gov>
Subject: 3020 Election

Name: Carol Raimer

Email: Ciraimer@aol.com

Phone: 217.8403767

Leg. District:

Subject: 3020 Election

Senator Fann: Thiselection is being stolen. 13€™ve read and listened to al the mathematical gurus, patterns of voting
analysis,countsof ballots higher than people registered (even countingdeadand iega)..am absclutely convinced
legislators re allowing an election to be openly stolen. Definition of Republicans: Snatching defeat fromthe jaws of
victory! And after4 years of President teaching them how to fight, we are back to the Spineless RIN Party. Carol
Raimer Former Midwesterner Currently of Florida where elections are run honestly

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 00:54:55 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:49:41 PM
To: Teresa <teresanneheath@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Stop the Steal! True the vote! Support Trump/Pence! Don't send Biden electors to

electoral college!

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020election @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us
with their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information.
Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We
will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is abl to gather as
well. We are al working hard to make sure this election was fai and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give us a path to move forward,

Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020as part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special session for a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we wil have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art I, § 1, l. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
8. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. AR. section 16-344
To change how: presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
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However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day fo selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election

results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tek 6029265874

From: Teresa <teresanneheath@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:26 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: top the Steal True the vote! Support Trum/Pencel Don't send Biden electors to electoral college!

Nov. 27,2020
Dear Senator Fann
and my family reside in Monroe County PA. OnNov3, we stood inline with fiends and neighborsfo 3 hours in

the freezing cold 0 vote he straight GOP ticket. Now | realize tha ourvotes were cancelled out 1,000-fod by
some election "worker" in PHL stufing fake ballots through a Dominion voting machine, which is designed to x
elecions
There appears o have been large voting inegulariies in Detroit, Mibvaukee, ATL, NVand AZ as well. | believe
these iegularies were large and targeted enough to rob President Trump and Veep Pence of thei andside
victory in those states.
To make matters worse, the vole ireguiaries seem unstoppable in ATL, which is primed to steal 2 Senate seats on
Jan's if something isnt done 1o tue the voting here. The fp of2GA Sena seats would ip the US Senate blue.
“The SCOTUS would then be packed and thus flipped blue. That means all three branchesof government
(execaive, legislative and judiciary) ill have been robbed i a singe election cycle by January 21, 2021. Please
do not cerify the questionable election results in AZ So that we avoid this awful outcome. And please do
not send Biden electors to the electoral college since the election was stolen.
Just before th election, Biden said he and Obama are running the biggest voter fraud operation inthe
history of US politics, God made him “accidentally” burt out he ruth about what he was abou 10 do 0 us.
Please do not lt America be destroyedby a ple-stolen election (executive, legislative and judiciary). Stop the
steall True the vote!
itps:ivww you tube. comwalchv=MABa2GBITPO
‘Sincerely, Teresa A. John
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:49:49 PM
To: John Englar <johnenglar@gmail. com>
Subject: RE: Stop the Steal!

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: John Englar <johnenglar @gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:21 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann @azleg,govs; Rick Gray <RGray@atleg gov»; Sonny Borreli<sborrelli@azleg gov; Eddie
Farnsworth<EFarsworth@aleg gov; Russel Bowers <RBowers@azleggov>; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@aleg gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg.gov>; Thomas 1.1 Shope <tshope@arleg gov>
Subject; Stop the Steal!

Who among you has the courage to standupfor your country agains the communist bullies?

We all know what happened on election ight. Millions have died for this country and you lected offical have trouble
standing up for election integrity in an obvious "in your face” steal?

Don't eavethisup to the courts. You have the power. Its your obto fix this!
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:49:58 PM
To: Richard D. Fisher <rdfisher7@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Election Fraud, Arizona Electors

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020election @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Richard D. Fisher <rfsher?@yahoo com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 20204:58 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@sileg.gov>
Ce: Info@kellWard.com
Subject: Election Fraud, Arizona Electors

Dear Senator Fann,

Significant evidence of vote fraud was revealed through data analysis and investigations by Matt Braynard,
executive director of Look Ahead America (hitps:/ tkpGinwkOw). Other widespread election
irregularities are being documented throughout Arizona and the nation all benefiting Joe Biden. Many election
experts now estimate that the President won the election in a landslide!

Itisclear that there can be no confidence in the integrity of this election in Arizona and many other states.
‘Therefore, I respectfully request that you exercise your authority granted by Article II, Section 1 ofthe U.S.
Constitution and appoint a slate of presidential electors to reelect President Donald J. Trump in the Electoral
College.

“Thank you foryour service to our sate and our great nation’

Sincerely,
Richard D. Fisher, EdD, USA (Ret)
7731 E. Gentle Winds Rd
Prescott Valley, AZ 86315
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:50.06 PM
To: Mike Bennett <olepeteanv@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Election

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the lection HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberofvotes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Mike Bennett <olepeteanv@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:21 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election

Dear Senator Fann

Significant evidence of vote fraud was revealed through data analysis and investigations by Matt Braynard,
executive director of Look Ahead America (htps://youtu be/atkp6finwkow). Other widespread election
irregularities are being documented throughout Arizona and the nation all benefiting Joe Biden. Many election
experts now estimate that the President won the election in a landslide!

Tisclear that there can be no confidence in the integrity of this election in Arizona and many other states
Therefore, I respectfully request that you exercise your authority granted by Article II, Section 1 of the U.S,
Constitution and appoint a slate of presidential electors to reelect President Donald J. Trump in the Electoral
College.

“Thank you for your service to our state and our great nation!

Sincerely,
Mike Bennett
1205 Sandretto Dr
Prescott AZ 86305
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 5:50.27 PM
To: steber770@outlook com
Subject: RE: Elections

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberofvotes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Connie teber <steber770@autlook com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 20204:27 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Elections

Name: Connie Steber

Email: steber770@outlook.com

Phone: 4802092208

Leg. District: 5

Subject: Elections

We as Arizona American citizens have heard of the fraud that is happening in possibilty in our state and across the
country and we're asking for you and the rst of the Republicans of Arizona to stop this fraud and not to Certify this
election. This Dominion program which we have heardweuse here in AZ and iatravesty that it can be used to change
Votes. This needs to be investigated and we want isa fair election and we know as American ctizens we know the
Presidentwon and maybe even McSally should have won, but this program was used to prevent them from winning.
Please stand by your Constitutional oath and DO NOT CERTIFY this election. Thank you.

Sent Fri, 27 Nov 2020 23:26:45 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:50:59 PM
To: terry nelson<chigongterry @gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Az Not just Arizona voters want fair elections,

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: terry nelson <chigongterry@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 2:35 PM
Tot terry nelson <chigonterry@gmailcom>
Subject: Az: Not just Arizona voters wantfar elections,

My name is TERRENCE NELSON, retired Miltary, and Fedral Government, Today 'm writing to urge you to support a
transparent audit of votes in our state to protect al legal votes. There have been proven irregularities nationwide,
including with electronic voting systems. Fm asking you to support electoral transparency and integrity, with an urgent
audit of both ballots AND electronic voting systems.

Please protect the Constitution, the future of our grandchildren, and our vote integrity.

Respectfully

Terry
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:51:07 PM
To: jchubbards6@gmailcom
Subject: RE: Hearing on voter and election fraud

Below isthe response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us
with thei concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularities so we can act upon that information.
Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as wel. We
will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sable to gather as
well We are all working hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
I hope the following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as.

quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed inArizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020 as part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifyingthe canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council.

-For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteof all members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 Rs and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
Session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory
powers to do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We areinvestigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action toensurethatall votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard.As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct,a Numberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United tates, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t}he electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A 8.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be:
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifes for a column
on the general election ballotmust appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective.
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
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election, because the day fo selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in efect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election

results through changing the statutory selection pracess for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Jane Hubbard <jchubbards6@gmal com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 2:31 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@aileg gov>
Subject: Hearing on voter and election fraud

Name: Jane Hubbard

Email: ichubbards6 @gmailcom

Phone: 5206097937

Leg. District: 11

Subject: Hearing on voter and election fraud

aaestate Legislatures are uniquely qualifid and positioned to hold hearings on election irregularities and fraud
before electors are chosen. As established in Article 2, Section 1.2 of the United States Constitution, tate
Legislatures have the sole authority toselecttheir representatives to the Electoral College, providing a critical
safeguard against voter fraud and election manipulation. 3€ae As president of the Arizona Senate you must show
leadership and attend the hearing scheduled for Monday, November 30 with the Trump Campaigna€™s egal team
tohear the evidence of voter and election fraud i our state.

Sent Fri, 27 Nov 2020 21:31:12 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 5:51:15 PM
To: Kerri Salazar <itskarebare@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: 2020 Election

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: Keri Salazar<itskarebare @yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 12:56 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: 2020 Election

Please support an urgent AUDITofboth ballots& electronic voting systems software in AZ
Thanku foryourtime & have a great day
Kerr Salazar

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:51:23 PM
To: jadann@attnet
Subject: RE: Election

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: James and Christine Dann<jgdann@attnet>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 12:27 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@sileg.gov>
Subject: Election

Name: James and Christine Dann

Email: indann@att.net

Phone: s2sas72281

Leg. District: 1

Subject: Election

Please stand with those suspecting voter fraud onal levels in AZ The out come just doesn3€™t pass the smell test and
Voting machines mustbe investigated. Its odd tha Texas was able to igure out Dominion voting machines werea risk
to fair elections and Arizona (Maricopa County in particular) was not. Then we have the issue of an obviously biased
Attorney General that oversees election results. Constitutional Arizonans must stand up against raud and the coming
tyranny. Count ever LEGAL vote.

Sent Fri, 27 Nov 2020 19:26:34 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:51:31 PM
To: John Mattes <john@mattesassociates. com>
Subject: RE: Major Election Integrity issues

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: John Mattes <john@mattesassociates.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 12:09 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@sileggov>
Subject: Major Election Integrity issues

Good morning Senator,

hope you had a wonderful Thanksgiving.

While | ight this email the song, God Bless America, playing on TV. In 1968 1 joined the United States Marine Corps.
and fought in Vietnam for my country. | never thought | would writing to a state senator about a election fraud ssue
and an election totally with no integrity. This needs to be addressed.

Arizona installed the Dominion Voting Systemwith Smartmatic software in 2019. | researched what the issues arein 6
battleground states using this system. Sydney Powel, formerUSAssstant District Attorney, has fled law sites in 2
sates, so far. She has sworn affidavits from experts about the deficiencies of this system.

1am not asking Arizona “flip” an election, | am asking fo Arizona to look atthe evidence, un-certiy the votes from an
election certification and seriously investigate this before electors are sent to the Electoral College for their vote. After
all, Sydney Powell has done much of the work, gathered evidence and sworn affidavits of voter fraud and irregularities
with the Dominion Syste

Asa last resort | am asking the Legislature to follow the Constitution of the United States Article 2 Section 2, allowing,
the Legislature to select the Electors under certain conditions. Thi election fraud would be one of tis circumstances.

My vote was comprised in this ection. | do not feel the election system installed in Arizona was secure, accurate or
had any sense of integrity. My Constitutional Rights were infringed under the 14™ Amendment, equal protection.

My hopes are the election machines are secured from anyone wanting to tamper with them before they can inspected.
Alter this election season, a complete and exhaustive investigation needs to e conducted who brought this system in,
whya system that was identified by numerous news reports, to be flawed was installed in Arizona. The AG's office
election fraud investigators need to be investigating these issues. fied a complaint, on-line, astweek and have heard
nothing

Thanking you n advance,
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John Mattes
Carefree, AZ

‘The link below explains how their research teamcheck changeofaddress requests, people moving out of state, and
those who voted anyway. In Arizona there were 19,997. More than enough to showPresident Trump won the
election in Arizona. This does not take into account other lection issues. Hereare the highlights:

'WASHINGTON—The former data andstrategydirector for President Donald Trump's 2016 election

‘campaign says he has found enough evidence to suggest the election results could be “easily” tured
to favor the current president. have no confidence that Joe Biden i the deserved winner of this
election, based on our findings,” Matt Braynard said in a Nov.25video. “He may have won, he may not
have won. Trump may have lost, Trump may have been reelected. “We just can't know because of how
bad this election system has operated.”

Braynard assembled a team just days after the election to look for inconsistencies in six contested
states: Pennsylvania, Georgia, Michigan, Wisconsin, Arizona, and Nevada. The group initially identified
1.25 million voter issues and followed up on them through phone calls and by cross-checking data

against other databases.

The team ran several major analyses including of voters who had moved out of state but still voted in
the state they had left; voters who registered to vote using a post office box number rather than a
residential address as required; voters who requested a mail-in ballot and sent it in, only for it not to be

counted; voters who didn't request a mail-in ballot and didn't receive one, but discovered a vote had
been cast in their name; as well as research on people who voted more than once and on those who
are listed in the death index.

Change of Address

One of Braynard's biggest findings involved voters who had submitted a National Change of Address
form to the post office, indicating they had moved out of state, yet appeared to have voted in 2020 in
the state they moved from.

In Georgia, the team found 138,221 such people, which represents a much larger number than the
state's current vote differential (12,670) in the presidential race.

In Michigan, there were 51,302 such people; Wisconsin had 26,673, Nevada had 27,271, Arizona had

19,997, and Pennsylvania had 13671.

Braynard said the numbers are high enough that they could “easily” overturn current election
projections.

“The numberof questionable ballots surpasses the vote margin in at least three states right now—
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Arizona, Georgia, and Wisconsin,” Braynard told The Epoch Times on Nov. 25. Those three states have a
combined total of 37 electoral votes."This isn't speculative. This is just what the data shows.”

hittps://mtheepochtimes.comelection-findins-could-asily-overturn-3-states-data-analystconcludes 3595153.htmi?
utm_source=morningbrief8utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=mb-2020-11-27

The following shows that Dominion Voting Systems are accessed by foreign entities and Obama ACORN organization
from Sydney Powell’ lawsuit filing.

And then onpage16 ofthe legal filing the document identifies foreign actors having access to US
elections through the Dominion — Edison Research connections.

20. As sce clin dosent sited
ARIA
amar, Adansed Persons Threat Actor Wentificd Obtsing otr Repiranun, Dots

ht was thcby th Cybescsuety & Inffstrctss Secity Ageney (CISA) wih a
Proc 11 AA20-3043i specified de of Over $0, 2030, CISAand the BE
sports tran APT fess vere son wing ACUTENIX, sbi scanning softwar, fo
find versie ith Elections company chen, confirmedtobe wd by the Tain
APT cs buy sed sls crag tt nd personaly captsd nd pore  bighee
sothorties, These ssn beavis showed hs ign cots of gress ations hd
acces 0 US ser, nd od don so eset

21.1 ny professions! opinion, tis affdasis presents unambigus vdonce that Dosen
Voter Systems aod Eon Research hav been antic 35d we ceil compromised

ge nce and onsite reign flees combined with mumeross easily fiscosecble
oak rae, these oxgnisions nsglctut lho fore ade o seces dta

However, as we perused the appendix further, we see that Iran and China are
not the only entities with access to the Dominion data and the ability to
manipulate the results of our elections. There is a direct connection to Belgrade,
Serbia and there are or were numerous Dominion employees in Serbia.

But on page 8 we see Dominion — Edison has connections to domestic players.
One entity is Indivisible which was formerly Obama connected ACORN:

https://uwwa: thegatewaypunditcom/2020/11/not-dominion:prone:attack.china-iran-also-connected-pro-obama-entity-
known-acorn/

Dominion software shown in Sydney Powell's Michigan filing to flipping votes:
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https: /twiter.com/reduxvernon)status/133195209994554982525=10

Highlightsof the Georgia filling. Link with the full story below:

Alawsuit released by lawyers led by former federal prosecutor Sidney Powell makes 30 allegations of
electoral fraud and other illegal and regular activites and features pertaining to the 2020 general
elections in Georgia (pd).

The allegations, most of which are based on witness and expert statements, relate to mail-in ballot
fraud and insecurities, recount irregularities and deficiencies, and security hazards of the Dominion
Voting Systems machines used by the state.

The suit alleges the following

1. The software used by the Dominion machines was accessed by agents of malicious actors, such
as China and Iran, “in order to monitor and manipulate elections,” including the 2020 election.
The allegation is based on a redacted declaration of a former electronic intelligence analyst
under 305th Military Intelligence.
“By using servers and employees connected with rogue actors and hostile foreign influences
combined with numerous easily discoverable leaked credentials, Dominion neglectfully allowed
foreign adversaries to access data and intentionally provided access to their infrastructure in
order to monitor and manipulate elections, including the most recent one in 2020," the suit says.

2. An affiant, whose name was redacted for security reasons, alleged that the software used by
Dominion was designed for Venezuelan government with the specific purpose to rig elections
without the risk of getting caught. The affiant said he was part ofa national security detail to
former Venezuelan socialist dictator Hugo Chavez
“The purpose of this conspiracy was to create and operate a voting system that could change the
Votes in elections from votes against persons running the Venezuelan government to votes in
their favor in order to maintain control of the government,” he said.
The allegation was corroborated by another witness who “was in an official position related to

elections and witnessed manipulations of petitions to prevent a removal of President Chavez”

3. Another affiant said he's the cousin of the former chief executive of Smartmatic, the company
that developed the software adopted by Dominion. He said he has personal knowledge that the
executive manipulated the company “to ensure the election for Chavez in the 2004 Referendum
in Venezuela,” the suit says.
He also testified that the executive, Anthony Mugica, ‘received tens of millions of dollars from
2003-2015 from the Venezuelan government to ensure Smartmatic technology would be
implemented around the world, including in the US. thesu says.
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4. The vote tallies produced by the Dominion machines can be manipulated by imputing a
malicious code with just “7 minutes alone with [the voting machine] and a screwdriver,”
according to Andrew Appel, Princeton professorofcomputer science and election security
expert.

5. Aballot can be spoiledoraltered by the Dominion machine because “the ballot marking printer
isin the same paper path as the mechanism to deposit marked ballots into an attached ballot
box" a study by University of California-8erkeley said. It indicates that after a voter submits a
ballot to the machine, the machine can add additional marks on it

6. The voting machines are susceptible to hacking or remote tampering because they are
connected to the internet, even though they're not supposed to be.
“Voting machines were able to be connected to the internet by way of laptops that were
obviously internet accessible,” the suit says. “If one laptop was connected to the internet, the
entire precinct was compromised.”
Affiant Hari Hurst,a Finnish computer programmer and election security expert, said, “There is
evidence of remote access and remote troubleshooting, which presents a grave security
implication.”

7. The voting machines have activity logs that can be overwritten, according to Hursti. That means
hackers or malevolent operators can tamper with the results and then erase their steps.

8. Ronald Watkins, a software and cyber-security expert who reviewed the Dominion software
manual, said the machine operators can change the setting to exclude certain ballots from being
counted (based on how much of the “bubble” they had filled in to indicate a vote for a
candidate). Scans of the excluded ballots are placed in a separate folder and the operator can
delete them simply using Windows File Manager.

9. Watkins said that to report the final vote counts, the machine operator would copy and paste
the “Results” folder from the machine onto a USB drive.

“While a simple procedure, this process may be error-prone and is very vulnerable to malicious
administrators,” he said.

10. There are no procedures that would ensure the security of the USB drives used to report vote
tallies from precincts. In one Georgia County, 3,300 votes were found on memory sticks not
loaded into the central vote tally system, the suit says.

ttps:/uu theepochtimes.com/sidney-powellsitmakes-30-alegations:n-bid-to-invaldate-georgi-election:
results_3595129html

The link belowis a greatarticle on what needsto be done before the next election.Florida got it correct,
follow their lead. They have mail in ballots done right. Here are the highlights:

A model already exists to do much of this. Afterthe recount debacle in Florida in 2000, the state
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drastically overhauled its election processes.
In Florida, absentee ballots must be returned by 7 p.m. on election night, period, with no shenanigans
about postmarks. The state requires a matching signature for mail-in ballots. Ballots that are returned
earlier are opened and verified early before being stored securely, and critically, they are counted
first, meaning they can never be used to play “catch-up” against a surprising election-night deficit
Florida had plenty of mail-in and early votes, but t stil had no difficulty having ballots almost
completely counted by midnight. That performance should be the norm everywhere.
Everywhere they can, Republicans should seek to imitate Florida's performance on election night
this year. Republicans should insist on a process where at least 99 percentof votes are entirely
tallied within six hours of polls closing. The faster votes are counted, the harder its to smuggle
fraudulent ballots into the process, and the more likely the public tselfi to regard the process as
legitimate. Faster counting also limits fraud in another way: It requires more personnel, causing each
individual person to handle fewer ballots and making a fraud operation require more participants,

The American people deserve a Republican Party who will fight to the bitter end against any and all
fraud perpetrated against Trump and his supporters in the 2020 election. The American people also
deserve Republican state governments that will do everything in their power to ensure that such a
mess never happens again. It is no secret that the Democrats will do anything it takes to win, by hook
or by crook. It is incumbent on Republicans to stop them. When the stakes are this high, incompetence
and lack of preparation are complicity. Over 70 million patriots are watching the Republican response
with eagle eyes.

Time to get smart or suffer the consequences.

tts: revolver. news/2020/11/elction:reforms-gop:can-do-ight:now/
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:51:39 PM
To: tctaubenheim@gmail com
Subject: RE: Presidential Election

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Toby C Taubenheim<tctaubenheim @gmalcom>
Sent Friday, November 27, 2020 11:54 AM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@aileg.gov>
Subject: Presidential Election

Name: Toby C Tauberheim

Email: tetaubenheim@gmailcom

Phone: 19209053502

Leg. District: 05

Subject: Presidential Election

11-27-2020 1 am sending ths letter to request that you do everything in your power to make sure that our November
3rd Presidential vote tabulation in Arizona is 100% legal. All illegal votes should be dismissed. President Trump
continues to fight the voting fraud and corruption in many battle ground states. His team of lawyers along with Sidney
Powell are uncovering massive malin and machine count voting fraud. Arizona electoral votes are vital to his re-
election. This your cal to action! All conservatives need to take on this ight for ou constitution and the Republic. We
cannot have the radical lft take over this country and become a socialistic society! Thank you.

Sent Fri, 27 Nov 2020 18:54:07 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 5:51:52 PM
To: Chris Lingo <chrislingo@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: Election Fraud Hearings

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: Chis Lingo<chrislingo@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:37 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election Fraud Hearings

Dear Karen Fann,
Tam emailing you asking that you hold an official hearing on potential voter fraud in Arizona's presidential
election. You in good conscience cannot send electors to the electoral college without holding public hearings
10 assail the fearsof many Arizona voters. Voter confidence in the political process is gone. You must help by
Holding offical hearings now. If there is suspicionoffraudulent behaviors you have an obligation to the voters
‘who placed you in your job to not send the electors to the electoral college until the situation is remedied
Sincerely,
Chris Lingo

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
GetOutlookforAndroid
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 5:52:01 PM
To: sandya65@outlook com
Subject: RE: Arizona Voting Integrity

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberofvotes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: sandra abbott <sandya6S@outiook com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:22 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Arizona Voting Integrity

Name: sandra abbott

Email: sandya65@outlook.com

Phone: 5207773330

Leg. District:

Subject: Arizona Voting Integrity

‘Good morning! I3€m writing today to encourage you to delay certification of the election held in November of this
year. As a duly elected official of this great state, | encourage you to pursue an accurate and verified counto the ballots
submittedi this election. | am not writing on behalf of politcal leanings, 14€™m writing inthe hope our election will
only contain ballots that are submitted by verified voters. lease take a stand for the America we all grew up in and for
the Constitution. Thank you for the work you are already doing! God bless you and God Bless Americal

Sent Fr, 27 Nov 2020 17:21:35 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:52:09 PM
To: narayanvijaid1l@gmail com
Subject: RE: Upon Holding Hearing

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us
with their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information.
Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We
will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is abl to gather as
well. We are al working hard to make sure this election was fai and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020 as partofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One i the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we wil have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art I, § 1, l. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
8. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. AR. section 16-344
To change how: presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
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However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day fo selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election

results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From:Vj Narayan <narayanvijoid11@gmailcom>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:18 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@aileg gov>
Subject: Upon Holding Hearing.

Name: Vii Narayan

Email: narayanvijai411@gmailcom

Phone: 9256675117

Leg. District: 3

Subject: Upon Holding Hearing,

‘Good Morning Representative Fann, hope you had agreat Thanksgiving. | hear upon the Trump legal team that
You lon with Senate President Karen Fann refusedto allow our state representativesto holdahearing about on
the election fraud in our state. Thats 2 huge mistake. We have experienced the greatest election fraud not only in
this state but nationwide. Our constitutional freedoms are now on the fine. You MUST allow this hearing to take
place. This election fraud must be resolved! We the People of Arizona demand a hearing now! We vill NOT allow
any form of corruption in our state government to go unnoticed! All we ask is a far and honest election! Via N
Narayan

Sent Fri, 27 Nov 2020 17:18:03 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:52:21 PM
To: Steve Tichenor <sdtich@icloud com>
Subject: RE: We the People and the US Constitution have your back

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Steve Tichenor <sdtich@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:13 AM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@aileggov>
Subject: We the People and the US Constitution have your back

Dear Senator Fann,

We the People of the United States implore you and your colleagues to not prematurely certify your State
voting results, or to overturn the certification if has been done, and conduct a thorough and complete
‘audit with both parties fully engaged. If this cannot be done to absolute certainty, then certification
cannot be legitimate. The People support you and recognize the difficulty in this decision affecting the
future of this Nation.

‘You must see to it that your legislature's voting laws are followed without exception, and that any recent
voting changes not within your official law be cause for rejection of non-conforming ballots. A pressing
date deadline cannot be an excuse to push forward invalid and or illegal voting results.

‘The Constitution provides for this scenario which has been invoked in the past and stands as the only
legitimate way to resolve a contested election if it comes to that. We must adhere to the Constitution, and
be thankful it has provision to save you and the Nation with this difficult decision. You are not being asked
to make a decision for one candidate or another but simply to uphold your State law and the US
Constitution, and let their provisions lead to the conclusion.

It cannot be denied that there is a very significant number of invalid votes. These votes are virtually all
for the Democratic Presidential candidate. That should be telling. For example, why do dead people
vote Democratic? Why do voter rolls and ballots not match up? How do votes cast exceed the number of
registered voters? Why are there so many non-resident votes? How are late and other illegal votes
counted that are clearly not legitimate per State law? Why are the Democrats not on board with a full
audit if they are confident they have the legitimate votes?

This has become an utmost serious matterof potential corruption that must be addressed. The difficulty
if not impossibility of resolving a ‘count’, with comingled legal and illegal votes, cannot be an excuse to
accept error or corruption. This potential fraud spans not just one but multiple States. When ‘count’
‘cannot be unquestionably resolved we must accept the inability to certify. And, if it comes to it, simply let
the provision for “Contingent Election” in the US Constitution be applied.

Consider that when a college student is caught cheating on an exam they are failed or expelled. When a
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single member ofa team fails to adhere to the rules, the whole team suffers the penalty. Likewise, the
voting results should be disqualified if corrupt actions are verified

We the People put you in office to uphold the Constitution however difficult the decisions you face, like
the warriors we send to battle, and you must be brave and fight or this great Nation to preserve faith in
our elections. Again, let the Constitution save you and the Nation.

Respectfully,
Steve Tichenor
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:52:47 PM
To: ted_abraham85260@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: Do not commit Arizona Electoral Votes

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Theodore F Abraham <ted_abrahams260@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2020 1:21 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Do not commit Arizona Electoral Votes

Name: Theodore F Abraham

Email: tedabraham5260@yahoo.com

Phone: 4807994734

Leg. District: 23

Subject: Do not commit Arizona Electoral Votes

Arizona Representatives! Look at Pennsylvaniaic. STOP THE STEAL Yous€™re up nextl! Do the right thing! Happy
Thanksgiving to you and your family!

Sent Thu, 26 Nov 2020 20:20:43 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:52:54 PM
To: fh712@aol com
Subject: RE: Please Do NOT Allow Arizona's Presidential Election Results to be Certified

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberofvotes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
President ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: cfh712@3o.com<cfh712@aolcom>
Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2020 12:32 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>
Subject: Please Do NOT Allow Arizona's Presidential Election Results to be Certified

Sen. Fann--

Tn ight of yesterday's hearing in Pennsylvania and the great likelihood that Arizona, as another swing state, was
targetedforelection fraud ina similar manner, T do NOT agree with Gov. Ducey that Joe Biden won Arizona and
its 11 electoral votes. Getting fo the absolute legal bottom of what DID happen here is crucial Please do
everything in your power to make sure that's done, and prevent our result from being certified before the fruth is
determined.

Thank you

Claudia Huff
1355 E. Still Valley Trail
Paulden, AZ 86334
928-707-1675

“IF you focus on the noble, you change the definition of the doable.” --John Ashcroft
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 5:53:11 PM
To: mvaed@msn.com
Subject: RE: Please hold a proper 2020 General Election fraud hearing

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the lection HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberofvotes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: Victoria A Dolan <mvaed@msncom>
Sent: Thursday, November 26, 20207:32 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Please hold a proper 2020 General Election fraud hearing

Name: Victoria A Dolan,

Email: muaed@msn.com

Phone: 4802959750

Leg. District: 1

Subject: Please hold a proper 2020 General Election fraud hearing

Dear Senator Fann, m writing to you on this Thanksgiving morning because the 2020 General Election fraud is that
overwhelming and can not be ignored. Our country i at stake. | watched the Pennsylvania State legislature committee
conduct thei hearing on the election fraud n thei State and it should be watched by every citizen. Repeatedly
referenced inthe hearing was Article 2 of the Constitution: "State Legislatures are uniquely qualified and positioned to
hold hearings on election iregularites and fraud before electors are chosen,” the press release sad. "As established in
Article 2, Section 1.2 of the United States Constitution, tate Legislatures have the sole authority to select their
representatives tothe Electoral College, providing a critical safeguard against voter fraud and election manipulation.”
(excerpt rom the "Just The News" website) It is deeply disheartening to hear the Attorney General of our state, and to
some degree the Governor, present a "nothing to see here” attitude. Please disregard the naysayers, and as our
representative listen to th citizens who demand and deserve a fraud free election and hold a very specific hearing to
address the fraud that did occur in our sate!Your time and consideration are appreciated. Respectfully, Victoria A Dolan

Sent Thu, 26 Nov 2020 14:31:33 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:53:18 PM
To: plboyak@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Recount the LEGAL ballots Only

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conductofthe election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Patty Boyak <plboyak@gmailcom>
Sent: Thursday, November 26, 2020 5:02 AM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@aileg.gov>
Subject: Recount the LEGAL ballots Only

Name: Patty Boyak

Email: plboyak@gmailcom

Phone: (951) 858-6967

Leg. District: 1

Subject: Recount the LEGAL ballots Only

We demand the fraudulent counting of legal ballots be thrown out. We need our true votes to count. Too many
irregularities took place at the voting pols.

Sent Thu, 26 Nov 2020 12:02:05 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:53:45 PM
To: jennadini@comeast net
Subject: RE: 2020 Election Fraud Hearing

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us
with thei concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularities so we can act upon that information.
Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as wel. We
will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sable to gather as
well We are all working hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
I hope the following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as.

quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed inArizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020 as part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifyingthe canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council.

-For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteof all members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 Rs and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
Session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory
powers to do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We areinvestigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action toensurethatall votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard.As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct,a Numberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United tates, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t}he electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A 8.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be:
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from ths state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifes for a column
on the general election ballotmust appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective.
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
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election, because the day fo selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in efect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election

results through changing the statutory selection pracess for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: jennadini@comcast net <jennadini @comcast net>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 4:44 PM
To: jennadini@comcast net
Subject: 2020 Election Fraud Hearing

Firs, thank you for having the courage to hold hearings about the fraud that has happened, but a hearing isn't
Boingto fix the problem. We, American citizens who do our job and vote honestly, need you to have even more
courage to protect the integrity of this election and future elections. Pleasedo what is constitutionally granted to
You to protectus and aur country. this kind of fraud is allowed, it will oly embolden those who committed it to
do more in futureelections, and we will never have a fair and honest election in this country again.
America citizens deserve to know that their votes are counted legally; and right now, manyof us feel cheated
and do not believe this was a far, honest election. Each legal vote disenfranchises those of us who voted
honestly and steals our ability to change our loca, state, and national governments. We are not happy with what
happened and will remember those who acted courageously and defended aur country from a fraudulent
election. | am praying that you wil have the resolve of our Founders to do what s right and dificult no matter
what the outcome may be.
1 hope you andyour family havea wonderful Thanksgiving!
Sincerely,
Jenna Gherardini
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:54:44 PM
To: Mengqi Yu <hazelyuud466@gmail com>
Subject: RE: For the election fraud

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Mengai Yu <hazelyuudd66@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:51 PM
To: Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg,gov>; Becky Nutt <brutt@azleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@arleggov>; Bob
Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg.gov>; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg.gov>; David Cook <cook@azleg.govs; David Farnsworth
<DFarnsworth@azleg.gov>; David Gowan <dgowan @atleg gov»; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg gov; Eddie
Famsworth <EFamsworth@aleg, gov; Frank Carrol <FCarroll@atleg, gov»; Frank Pratt <FPratt@atleg.govs; Gail Griffin
<GGriffin@azleggovs; Heather Carter <HCarter@atleg gov»; John Allen <jallen@atleg gov»; John Filmore
Fillmore @azleg.govs; John Kavanagh <JKavanagh(@atleg gov»; Jay Lawrence <JLavrence@azleg gov; 1.0. Mesnard
<IMesnard@azleg gov; Joanne Osborne <IOsborne@atleg.govs; Jeff Weninger</Weninger@atleg,gov>; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov»; Kevin Payne<kpayne@azleggov; Kelly
Townsend <ktownsend@azleg.gov>; Leo Biasiucci <LBiasiucci@azleg.gov>; Mark Finchem <MFinchem@azleg.gov>;
Wichelle Udall <mudall@atle, gov; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@aleg go>; Nancy Barto <NBarto@atleg. gov;
Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleggov>; PaulBoyer <PBoyer@azleggov>; Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg.govs;
Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg.gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg.gov>; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg.gov>; Shawnna Bolick
<SBolick@azleg.gov>; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg gov>; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg.gov>; Steve Pierce
<SPierce@atleg,gov>; Tim Dunn <TDunn@atleg gov>; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@atleg,gov>; Tyler Pace

<TPace@atleg gov»; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg.gov>; Thomas T.J Shope <tshope@aeggov; Vince Leach
<VLeach@azleg.gov>; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@azleg.gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg.gov>
Subject: For the election fraud

Hi this s Hazel, As you may see the 2020 election s totally rigged by the corrupt Dems. Please step out and protect the
rights illegal voters. Please understand that you are not alone, we the people are your backal the time. We need the
house and senate to get involved. Please hold the hearing to expose the evidence, and refuse to recognize the result
and affirm the massive election fraud and pick our own GOP electoral college. We the people elected you to represent
us, now we the people need you to protect us. Ifyou need any financial help, you can tell us, but if you just sitting there
doing nothing, we the peopl will never forgive you, and will never vote for you anymore. And please remember, if we.
fet dems to seal this election, | don't think the GOP will win any elections in the future, and see a GOP president in the
future. lease stand up to protect the integrity of Americal
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:55:01 PM
To: Debra Thompson <deblou thompson@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Pennsylvania GOP Legislature Will Seek to Reclaim Power to Appoint Electors: State

Senator

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020election@atleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearingto gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfiletheir lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
70: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Debra Thompson <deblou thompson @gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 20204:56 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov»; Steve Pierce<SPierce @azleg,gov>; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleggovs; Mark
Finchem<MFinchem @atleg gov»; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@aleg.gov>; Joanne Osborne <J0sborne@aleg £0v>;
Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg, gov»; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth@azleg gov; ine Kerr<SKerr @azleg,gov>
Subject: Pennsylvania GOP Legislature Will Seck to Reclaim Power to Appoint Electors: State Senator

PAs doing the right thing for the future of our republic. Please be courageous we support you

Pennsylvania GOP Legislature Will Seek to Reclaim Power to Appoint Electors: tate Senator
hitps://link theepochtimes.com/mkt_app/legislature-willseek-to-reclaim-power-to-appoint-electors-pennsylvania:

State senator_3596107.htm

Downloadour app to read more for free at hitps://ept.ms/DownloadApp
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:18:27 PM
To: Donna Tanzi <donnatanzi@gmail.com>:John Tanzi

<jtanzi@msn.com>;suzannemcatlin@gmail com;Patt Parker
<patt parker@gmail com>;Cathy Schwanke <schwankeld|@gmail.com>;Bary Denton
<barubarranch@gmail.com>;hbonol 0@aol.com;Jim Dutton
<coner2018@gmail.com>Myrna <myma0] @gmail.com=>;tyree200@msn com;Thomas
‘Thurman <Thomas. Thurman@yavapai.us>;Leslie Hoffman
“Leslie Hoffman@yavapai.us>shelley @kaisesystems.com: Dwight Kadar
<dwightkadar@yahoo.com>;twosperrys@yahoo com:Kelli Ward
<kelli ward@azgop org>;rlc@chomenkylaw.com

Below i the response | am sending to hose who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has alreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020election@ssleg.gov aking the voters to email us with
thei concerns and documentationoffraud and regularities 50 we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted have his own hearing to gather information as wel. We ill be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is abe t gather as well. The Senate and
House willbe acting in a official capacity once the Trump campaign has filed ther lawsuit. We ar al working hard to
make sure thi election was far and accurate

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensurethat the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgivethis mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
Statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation

provided by Legislative Council.

~For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twowaysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor cals us in for special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to cal a special session and we
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do nothavethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information weare being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best courseof actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature tochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profitunder the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shalcasttheir electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for ice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
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The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesfor the office of presidential electorfo the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th leisature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:18:42 PM
To: Gerald Cohen <tndiehard@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: FYL: Watch the Math, Is tricky, but important!

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conductofthe election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Gerald Cohen <tndiehard@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:12 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@aileg,gov>; David Famsworth <DFamsworth@aleg gov»; Eddie Famsworth
<EFamsworth@atleg gov»; Sally Ann Gonzales <SGonzales @azleg gov»; David Gowan <dgowan@aleg gov; Rick Gray
<RGray@azleg ov; Sine Kerr <SKerr@atleg gov»; vieach@axleg gov; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg.gov>; Juan
Mendez <jmendez@atleg gov»; 1.0. Mesnard<IMiesnardale govs; Tony Navarrete <tnavrrete@aaleg gov Lisa

Otondo <lotondo@azleg gov»; jpace@aleg gov; Jamescita Peshlakai <peshlakai@azleg gov»; epratt@aleg gov;
Martin Quezada <MQuezada@atleg gov»; Rebecca Rios <RRios@atleg gov; Victoria Steele <vsteele@atleg govs;
mugentirta@arleg gov
Subject: FYE: Watch the Math, Its tricky, but important!

You may be asked to evaluate batches of votes exclusively for 1 candidate in the days to come this i FYI

The Mathematics of what Joe Biden supposedly did in PA , was the Mathamatical
equivalent
of winning the Powerball Lottery 2x a week for the next 30 Years and I'LL PROVEIT TO
You!

This may be of interest to simple folks like me.

I've seen people talk about the odds of Biden winning large Chunks of votes with little
or no TRUMP Votes

1'd like to put that into perspective using some PA Data I heard on TV.

BIDEN got about 600,000 votes Trump about 3,000 that's about 200 to 1.

Since Voting is Very close to a 50/50 Coin Flip Biden like wins 200 in a row for every
Trump Win.

There are only 2 ways to win a Coin flip. Mathematically speaking that 2 to the 200th
power for winning 200 flips.

The result is the odds of winning 200 coin flips in a row is 1.6 times 10 with 60 zeros to
1.. Thats a Big number.. you get that by multilply 2x2 = 4; 4x2=8; 8x2=16 doing that
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200 times.

The odds of winning Powerball Lottery is 3 times 10 with 8 zeros a little less than 1 in a
Billion .

The odds of winning 200 cin flips in a row is astronomically higher than hitting
powerball and JOE did that
3000 times , That's like hitting Powerball winning 3000 times in a row buying only 1
number.

ITS IMPOSSIBLE

Just remember the odds of hitting powerball are 300,000,000 to 1
The oddsof Joe getting 1 small batch of 200 Votes 1.6 x 10 with 60 zeros way way big
Number
In this batch of 600,000 votes Biden got 20 of those batches

The real odds are actually higher than that...

Plan like you are going to live forever; Live like you are going to die tomorrow.
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:18:54 PM

To: Ann Haworth <hawortha@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Monday Hearing

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us
with thei concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularities so we can act upon that information.
Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as wel. We
will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sable to gather as
well We are all working hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
I hope the following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as.

quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed inArizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020 as part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifyingthe canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council.

-For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteof all members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 Rs and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
Session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory
powers to do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We areinvestigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action toensurethatall votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard.As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct,a Numberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United tates, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t}he electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A 8.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be:
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from ths state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifes for a column
on the general election ballotmust appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective.
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
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election, because the day fo selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in efect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election

results through changing the statutory selection pracess for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: Ann Haworth <hawortha@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:07 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@aileg gov>
Subject: Monday Hearing

Hi, my name is Ann, ive in Aubum. I'm upset with the process. We need confidence in our elections
“The fact that We ThePeoplegave you a Republican majority in the state house, the fact tat courts can't
move fast enough, and the fact that both sides are divided means you should issue a press release calling
fora special legislative session to address the following issues
- Oversightof the election
~ Oversightofcertification
- State legislatures choosing the electors

"THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE.
HOUSE."

Also, you need to SHOW UPI! We will remember! They are stealing this election!

Sent from my iPhone.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:22:33 PM
To: nanamic2@cox net
Subject: RE: 2020 election needs audit

Below is the response I am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already setup a dedicated email account 2020election@azleg gov asking the voters to email
us with their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information.
Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well
We will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is able to gather
as well. We are all working hard to make sure this election was fair and accurate.
“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking 10 not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
10 receive the required 40 and 20 votes, We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewofour elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offuture elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential lection.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.

In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manneras the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionofa President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretary of stateissues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conductofthe
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~---
From: Nancy McNamara <user@votervoice net>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 4:35 PM
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To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: 2020 election needs audit

Dear Senator Fann,

To ensure the legitimacyof any outcome, the 2020 election cannot be certified by state legislatures unless we
Know it was honest, and the only waytodo thati to verify the outcome with a complete election audit to
ensure only eligible, registered voters voted and then statewide recounts.

In Pennsylvania and other battleground state, poll watchers were not allowed to challenge absentee, mail-in
ballots, rendering the counting illegal under state laws. According to President Donald Trump's lawyer, Rudy
Giuliani, speaking at a press conference on Nov. 7, "Even when a court order was obtained to allow the
Republican inspectors to get six feet closer, they moved the people counting the ballots six further feet away.
1s really simple. Ifyou have nothing to hide with these mail-in ballots, you allow inspection... Here, which is a
much more insecure method of voting, no Republican got a chance to look at that ballot... Nota single one.”

tis standard procedure, and yet, in major cities run by Democrats across the country in critical battleground
states, Republican poll watchers were prevented from doing their jobs. Now, stat legislatures, governors and
secretariesof state must do their jobs to ensure the legitimacyof the election with an audit to ensure any new
administration the legitimacy that holds America together.

Sincerely,

Nancy McNamara
4822 W Yoosooni Dr
New River, AZ 85087
nanamic2@cox net
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:22:44 PM
To: barjandi@yahoo com
Subject: RE: We see voter fraud in Az

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set upa dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and iregularties so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his ownhearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome hm sharing any information he i able to gather as well. We are ll working
hard to make sure this election was far and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
workin Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
Us. Const. art. I, §1, cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast ther electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
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pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there s a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Jane Mullins <barjand@yahoo.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 4:38 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@aileg.gov>
Subject: We see voter fraud in Az

Name: Jane Mulins

Email: bariand|@yahoo.com

Phone:

Leg. District: 13

Subject: We see voter fraud in Az

Comments:
We need a legislative hearing to address voter fraud in the state of Arzonal We do not trust the outcome and want to
address the evidence! Arizonans are beginning not to trust thir politicians and think they're being boughtby the

Democrats and the Koch brothers, an the John McCain politicians. They are beginning not o trust their governor or
the last set of elections we had in Arizona. Something is not right and only the guilty partes would not agree to such a
legislative session to confront fears and evidence of voter fraud. Ther worki enough to call nto question the winner of
the Presidential race in at least four states: The Voter Integrity Project discovered easily provable regularities and
statistically significant amounts of fraud. TheVIP analysis alone i sufficient to call into question the results in AZ, Wi,
GA, and.

Sent Wed, 25 Nov 2020 23:37:41 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:22:52 PM
To: gorafam2@msn.com
Subject: RE: Secure the vote

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020clection @azleg. gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We will be glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he sableto gather as well. We are all working
ard to make sure tis election was air and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selectionof presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
«convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
voters and the lawsuits being filed.
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In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election rests in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an isu in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shal be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
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election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: GaryR Gora <gorafam2@msn.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 4:31 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@aileg.gov>
Subject: Secure the vote

Name: Gary R Gora

Email: gorafam2@msn.com

Phone: 5202377298

Leg. District: 2

Subject: Secure the vote

Comments:
This will be the second time | have written to you collectively to address my deep concerns over the proper handling of
my vote during the 2020 election. As have stated before, | have virtually no confidence in the Democratic
representation from my district (2) in getting my concerns addressed. | look to you to be my voice in Arizona. Please.
‘speak for me. It is my understanding that a legislative hearing will be conducted in Phoenix on 30 November 2020. Even

ifthat hearing does not occur | still urgentlyrequestthat you bring up the following concerns, if not for me, then for
every Arizonan you represent. I tll have several outstanding issues that | believe nee to be addressed; 1. Did at any
time, id any Avizonan vote leave the State of Arizona fo processing, storage, tabulation, bundling, etc? na€™ that
legal according to the AZ laws? What about chain of custody? Potential fraud? 2. Was the 3€ceDominionae software
mandated (by the Secretary of State or Governor) or legislated for use in Arizona? 3. Are there any voter registrations
that falsely used post offce boxesas a€ceresidential adresses?a€ Evidence in other states show that voter
registrations legally used PO boxes from USPS, UPS, FEDEX, and other third party postal drops as their residence to
‘secure mail in/ absentee ballots. Evidence shows that terms €ceapt, &€ceunit€, etc were inserted into the address to
ide the fact tha these were PO boxes vice 3€ceresidential addresses 3€ | praise the Arizona legislature for holding a
hearing to ascertain the security of the Arizona vote. Please find the truth. There are some voices across the nation that
say voter fraud is just 3€ceoneseys and twoseysa€ and t3€"™s not an sue. Let me ask you this, would you want your
vote cancelled because of one or two fraudulent votes? Would that be okay with you? Not me! Your efforts will go a
long way to affirm to the Arizonan voter tha their vote counts. Again, please be my voice. Thank you for your time and
‘consideration. Gary Gora, MSGT, USAF (retired) Tucson, AZ.
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Sent Wed, 25 Nov 2020 23:30:51 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:31:20 PM
To: teamboyd@gmail com
Subject: RE: Audit the election ballots!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Darrin Boyd <teamboyd@gmal.com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 4:16 PM
Tos: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg. gov>
Subject: Audit the election ballots!

Name: Darrin Boyd

Email: teamboyd@gmail.com

Phone: 6022923119

Leg. District: 4

Subject: Audit the election ballots!

Comments:
We need a full hand audit of athe ballots in Arizona

Sent Wed, 25 Nov 2020 23:15:52 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT) CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:31:28 PM
To: Painting with a Twist Spokane Valley, WA <studiol96@paintingwithatwist com>
Subject: RE: Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as
quickly as possible to ll of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallowthe certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020 2s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legisiature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofal members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to cal special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” tht utilizes its investigatory.
powers to do forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being.
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure thatall votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no.
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art 11,51, dl. 2

Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art. I} § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t}he electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R..) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be:
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballotmust appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective.
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election

results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Painting with a Twist Spokane Valley, WA<studio196 @paintingwithatwist com>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 3:36 PM
Tos: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov>
Subject: Integrity

Did you watch the PA legislatures hearing ith Rudy Giuliani?

As the AZ Senate President, we are asking you to follow in PA Sen. Doug Mastriani's example and set up a hearing.
to meet with Giuliani to show the US voters that you TRULY want proof that the election was not fraudulent. We
realize you are being threatened, harassed, etc and beg you to be brave and strong for your country’s sake.

The integrity of our Republic depends on leaders like you. And in years to come your descendants will now you
stood for integrity i this historical moment in our country.

Thank you,

Deborah lirasek
Franchisee
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:31:41 PM
To: jharvey007@hotmail com
Subject: RE: 2020 election needs audit

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which wil give us a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes, We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

-Auditof vendor the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
Tawsauits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewof our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offuture elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
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TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole NumberofSenators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1,.cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases
Underits constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeedingevery election ofa President and Vice President” 3 United States Code § |
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday aftr the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from this state
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: James Harvey <user@votervoice net>
Sent: Wednesday, November 25, 2020 3:11 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Subject: 2020 election needs audit

Dear Senator Fann,

ARZN_REV00049367_RE 2020 election needs audit him



“To ensure the legitimacyofany outcome, the 2020 election cannot be certified by state legislatures unless we
know it was honest, and the only wayto do that is to verify the outcome with a complete election audit to
ensure only eligible, registered voters voted and then statewide recounts.

In Pennsylvania and other battleground states, poll watchers were not allowed to challenge absentee, mail-in
ballots, rendering the counting illegal under state laws. According to President Donald Trump's lawyer, Rudy
Giuliani, speaking at a press conference on Nov. 7, "Even when a court order was obtained to allow the
Republican inspectors to get six feet closer, they moved the people counting the ballots six further feet away.
1s really simple. IFyou have nothing to hide with these mail-in ballots, you allow inspection... Here, which is a
much more insecure method of voting, no Republican got a chance to look at that ballot... Nota single one.”

tis standard procedure, and yet, in major cities run by Democrats across the country in critical battleground
states, Republican poll watchers were prevented from doing their jobs. Now, state legislatures, governors and
secretariesof state must do their jobs to ensure the legitimacy of the election with an audit to ensure any new
administration the legitimacy that holds America together.

Sincerely,

James Harvey
3605 Crossings Dr Ste A
Prescott, AZ 86305
jharvey007@hotmail com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 6:31:48 PM
To: micholas30@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Election results

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Ryan Nicholas <rnicholas30@gmai com>
Sent; Wednesday, November 25, 2020 3:19 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election results

Name: Ryan Nicholas

Email: icholas30@gmail com

Phone: 4806956845

Leg. District: 23

Subject: Election results

Comments:
Senator, Given the fact that the AZ legislature i in charge of the elections per the US Constitution, | want to know what
Your office plans to do to ensure that the AZ election was air safe and secure. respectfully request you conduct a
hearing (even though you are out of session) into any abnormalitites surrounding the results in AZ, and invite the public,
just like PA did today. What about an audit of all the voter registrations in 20207 How many dead people voted in AZ?
Greenlee county just found 6,000 Trump votes, which brings the election to like 4,000 votes for Biden. Shouldnt this
trigger afull hand recount? Also, given the testimonies coming out surrounding Dominion, and the reported
irregularities, your job is to make 100% certain our election was not laden with fraud, or irregularities. Any illegal vote:
disenirancises the legal voters of the state. Simply discounting this request does not provide re-assurance that our
election was in fact conducted properly. However, taking this request seriously and conducingan auditof the entire
election, even if ZERO evidencesoffraud or irregularities exist oly will help satisfy that the election was.
fair..regardlessofthe vote. Thanks, Ryan Nicholas

Sent Wed, 25 Nov 2020 22:18:59 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:32:09 PM
To: Joavella@comeast net
Subject: RE: The election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Joanne Avella <loavella@comeast net>
Sent; Wednesday, November 25, 2020 11:14 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: The election

Name: Joanne Avella

Email: Joavella@comeastnet

Phone: 5205298808

Leg. District: 14

Subject: The election

Comments:
We need a meeting of Republican elected officals to discuss the corruption of the votes in Arizona. | know fora fact
that Republicans pool monitors were greatly outnumbered by Democrats watching the count and working the polis. We
also havea ight to know how many people who could not prove citizenship were allowed to vote on the Federal Only
ballot. Attached is some correspondence from mysisteravolunteer poll watcher to the Republican chair in Pima
COUNLY. rrr Oct 21, 2020, at 7:06 PM, Josephine Di Gennaro wrote:inYesterday| was an observer in one:
area of bd of elections and noticed that about 23 were dems and 11 were Republicans with a few independents and not
determined. | wondered if they needed to be somewhat balanced. This was my reply JoJo Sent frommyiPhone Begin
forwarded message: From: David Eppihimer Date: October 21, 2020 at 3:05:16 PM MST To jojodrdg@gmai.com
‘Subject: Fwd: Observers at the Elections Center in Pima County Hereis the answer | received from Mr. Nelson. David
Sent from my iPhone Begin forwarded message: From: Brad Nelson Date: October 21, 2020 at 1:56:11 PM MST To:
DAVID EPPIHIMER Subject: RE: Re: Observers a the Elections Center in Pima County David 3€* The law requires that an
early board consist of members not of the same party (including independents and PND, . Here s a breakdown of our
current early board members: Democratic members 3€ 30 Republican members 4€” 22 Independent members 3€”5
Party Not Designated members 3€" 4 So we are good and complying with the law Brad R. Nelson, Director Pima County
Elections Tucson, AZ 520.724.6330 From: DAVID EPPIHIMER Sent: Wednesday, October 21, 2020 1:45 PM To: Brad
Nelson Subject: Fwd: Re: Observers at the Elections Center in Pima County *+++*+* This message and sender come
from outside Pima County. If you did not expect this message, proceed with caution. Verify the sender's identity before
performing any action, such as clicking on aink or opening an attachment. *****+* How should | answer this
Volunteer? | thought you told me you had hired the Republican workers you needed? David Eppihimer Chairman Pima
County RepublicanParty 520-661-4058 () 520-321-1492 (o) 520-885-2098 (h) ~~~ Original Message ~~~ From:
Josephine Di Gennaro To: DAVID EPPIHIMER Date: 10/21/2020 12:58 PM Subject: Re: Observers at the Elections Center
in Pima County|was an observer yesterday and it was very nice and organized. There was a reporter in one of the
hallways interviewingaman there. Maybe it was on the news last night? | have a question for you. While | was there |
noticed that there were about23 or more Demacrats working compared to 11 Republican. There was also a scattering
of Independents and NPR's Is there supposed tobe a ratio? Just wondering. Josephine Di Gennaro.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:32:57 PM
To: dontalll@cox.net
Subject: RE: PLS. ASK THE GOV. TO CALL A SPECIAL SESSION!!!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand thata states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give us2 path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020as part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special session for a specific issue. The second way is
thelegislatorscan call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions

outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

‘Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidental electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled inthe Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an lector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1, cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those case.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
‘enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the frst Tuesday afer th first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representativesin
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes forthe candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
The statutes also provide thatthe chairofth state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column
onthe general election ballt must appoint the candidates for th office of presidential elector for the respective
politcal party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
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Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Tek 602.926.5874

From: dontall1@cox.net<dontall 1@cox.net>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 253 PM
Tos Russell Bowers <RBowers(@aleg. gov»; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: PLS. ASK THE GOV. TOCALL A SPECIAL SESSION!

Senate President Fann:
House Speaker Bowers:

WE NEED A SPECIAL SESSION OF THE LEGISLATURE TO DO A FORENSIC
AUDIT AND
HANDCOUNT OF ALL MARICOPA CO. BALLOTS AND MACHINES!

PLEASE CONTACT GOV. DUCEY ASAP!!!

Don Markowski
Chandler, AZ.

BREAKING: Ballot Count Upload Error in Arizona — Over 6,000 False Biden Votes
Discovered
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:33:04 PM
To: whusse2@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Full audit in Presidential Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: William Busse <wbusse2@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 1:41 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Full audit in Presidential Election

Name: Willam Busse

Email: whusse2@gmailcom

Phone: 5204370982

Leg. District: 11

Subject: Full audit in Presidential lection

Comments:
At this point, it is clear the presidential election was riddled with fraud in many tates. To ensure that Arizona has a
result that is accurate and fair, it is imperative that the legislature convene in a special session to authorize a full and
complete audit and hand count of all paper ballots cast inthe election. Additionally itis essential to determine why
Dominion software was chosen fo electronic ballot tabulation when the issues vith foreign ownership and back door
access were public knowledge. Only by completing these investigations can the legislature answer the serious questions
that surround thi election.

Sent Tue, 24 Nov 2020 20:41:06 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:33:14 PM
To: educationalgirl@yahoo com
Subject: RE: 2020 election needs audit

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns, They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
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“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. 11, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § |
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from this state
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electors ofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidatefor vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conductofthe
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message-——
From: Linda Chadwick <user@votervoice net>
Sent: Tuesday, November 24, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Subject: 2020 election needs audit

Dear Senator Fann,

“To ensure the legitimacyofany outcome, the 2020 election cannot be certified by state legislatures unless we
know it was honest, and the only way to do that is to verify the outcome with a complete election audit to
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ensure only eligible, registered voters voted and then statewide recounts.

In Pennsylvania and other battleground states, poll watchers were not allowed to challenge absentee, mail-in
ballots, rendering the counting illegal under state laws. According to President Donald Trump's lawyer, Rudy
Giuliani, speaking at a press conference on Nov. 7, "Even when a court order was obtained to allow the
Republican inspectors to get six feet closer, they moved the people counting the ballots six further feet away.
Its really simple. Ifyou have nothing to hide with these mail-in ballots, you allow inspection... Here, which is a
much more insecure method of voting, no Republican got a chance to look at that ballot... Nota single one.”

Tis standard procedure, and yet, in major cities run by Democrats across the country in critical battleground
states, Republican poll watchers were prevented from doing their jobs. Now, state legislatures, governors and
secretariesof state must do their jobs to ensure the legitimacyofthe election with an audit to ensure any new
administration the legitimacy that holds America together.

Sincerely,

Linda Chadwick
2205 Le Loup Dr
Prescott, AZ 86305
educationalgirl@yahoo com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:33:21 PM
To: trina@djandmore.com
Subject: RE: ELECT PRESIDENT TRUMP: STOP the FRAUD USURPING YOUR

CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting,
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings i crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Trina Janura <trina@djandmore.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 11:54 PM
To: aren Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: ELECT PRESIDENT TRUMP: STOP the FRAUD USURPING YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY!

Name: Trina Janura

Email: trina@djandmore.com

Phone: ss8s643884

Leg. District:

Subject: ELECT PRESIDENT TRUMP: STOP the FRAUD USURPING YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY!

Comments:
ELECT PRESIDENT TRUMP: STOP the FRAUD USURPING YOUR CONSTITUTIONAL AUTHORITY! Dear Senator Fann, Please
take back your power granted by the Constitution, restore the integrity of this lection, and assign the rightful electoral
Votes toPresidentTrump, as legally cast by "We the People". | am furious, sickened, and heartbroken that Arizona (and
other states) stole my legal vote. The following “anomalies” .. 100% BIASED TOWARD BIDENAE! al took place: * Your
legal authority and laws were usurped by other state entities in an unconstitutional abuse of power (with their
organized scheme of unprecedented mail-in voting rules under the colour of pandemic” and voluminous lawsuits to
that end). * There was no transparency as Republican poll watchers were unlauwuly, even physically, kept from
meaningful view. * The Over/Under analysis shows no explanation for the unbalanced votes. more votes than
Ballots!17? * An over-vote count of up to 350% was found. (unregistered, dead people, ther state residents, voting
more than once/provisional ballots, etc.) * Violation of the Equal Protection Clause of the 1th Amendment allowed
disparate methods of discerning voter intent in the recounting of ballots. * A stop of vote-counting in the mid of the
night(2}) was followed by truckloads of ballots in a mathematically impossible spike of votes for iden only. * These
dumped, after-hour ballots were fraught with every inconsistency: no signature, same signature, trple-counting,
changed.dates, clean unfolded paper, Biden top of ticket only-—no down-ballot votes, etcetera. * Recounts, including
legal votes (what's the point1), did not ive full proper audit and verification thru signature-matching, etc, — when
only Legal votes must be admitted. * "Glitches" were profuse in Dominion machines, SmartMatic software, and

Hammer and 3€"Scorecard3€™ surveillance manipulation programming — as explained by Lt. Gen. Mclnerney. *
Investigations revealed Dominion tes to Venezuelan communists and other deep state corrupt actors — Dominion
refused to appear in PA hearing a the last minute to avoid discovery(1?). * Poll watchers, certifers, etal, were
intimidated, harassed, doxed, and even threatened their jobs, thelr children, their addresses, their LIVES... by thugs
asin a 3rd world dictatorship! * All this exact same incredulous Modus Operandi was exposed, not only here and 5.
other states, but sbeing further uncovered now in New Mexico and Virginia. —only from democrat-run areas. Not only
in Arizona, but across the country — as in WIDESPREAD FRAUD. And more is continually being exposed! The law and
your conscience require you to take over this certification process, and without fear or favor to save our Constitutional
Republic and our Freedom (from the Socalism/Communism invasion treachery in this massive fraud)byallotting the
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rightful electoral votes for PresidentTrump.Thank you and God Bless You, Trina Janura

Sent Tue, 24 Nov 2020 06:54:27 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:33:38 PM
To: Melissa Ann <mal9550111@gmail com>
Subject: RE: 2020 election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give us2 path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020as part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special session for a specific issue. The second way is
thelegislatorscan call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions

outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

‘Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidental electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled inthe Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an lector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1, cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those case.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
‘enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the frst Tuesday afer th first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representativesin
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes forthe candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
The statutes also provide thatthe chairofth state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column
onthe general election ballt must appoint the candidates for th office of presidential elector for the respective
politcal party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
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resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tek 6029265874

From: Melissa Ann <ma19550111@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 3:02 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: 2020 election

Dear President

This my first time email to you. As you can imagine many Republicans are extremely upset that we can not get a
ull forensic audit of ballots and systems with Gov, Majority Legislature all Republicans. NoAuditof ballots,
signatures, dates, addresses, move out of tate, illegal aliens. Nosystems audit.

Can you'll expect us to ever vote for ANY OF YOU AGAIN? There s no transparency or integrity of this election.
Why bother voting at ll?

You have the powerto launch an Investigation nto the election and properly do foresic audi.
But do you have the courage toi the question. We will NOT accept the results of this election until a fll forensic
‘audit of ballots and systems are performed by a non-partisan independent auditor. The growing number of
irregularities can NOT be ignored or pushed under the rug.

Do SOMETHING more than making a written Request (why was rejected) to the Democrat Secretary of State!

Americans have NO belief in the integrity of our voting systems. NONE!

Sincerely
Melisa Tock
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:33:44 PM
To: carole wilson@eox net
Subject: RE: Arizona 2020 Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because t was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Carole Wilson <carole wilson@coxnet>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 2:36 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Arizona 2020 Election

Name: Carole Wilson

Email: carolewilson@coxnet

Phone: 16024216916

Leg. District: 18

Subject: Arizona 2020 Election

Comments:
Dear Ms. Fann: From speaking with several constituents across Arizona, faith in our election process has been
decimated. 13€™ve spoken with clients around theUS through my business and therea€™sa resounding opinion
mirroringthat distrust. You must understand that without faith in our government and the election process, society wil
collapse and anarchy will ensue 3€" ita€"s happened many times over the history of the world. If any Arizonan is to
have faith in any future elections,a full audit and hand recount must be performed. Very few elected Republicans have:
spoken out about the issues with Dominion votingsystems and whether or not you are termed out, this will destroy any
future confidence in your veracity in future elections 3€" whether the offce you hold or any other political endeavor. |
hada couple contact me on 11/2/2020 that were very upset as they planned to vote on election day as theya€™ve
always done. They checked online that day and someone had already voted for them! 13€™m hoping that the process.
they took atthe poll actually invalidated the egal vote, but now | wonder if thei subsequent ballot was discarded as
what has happened in other states. Was t? | have no confidence that it was. Then Dominion. Please tell me how its
that Arizona i sending their ballots overseas to be counted? Who approved this? Who authorized the purchase ofthis
Voting system? Why was this purchased when there have been several reports, including from Democrats Elizabeth
Warren, Ron Wyden & Amy Klobuchar, that Dominion systems are unreliable and were designed to be able to
manipulate the votes? Why was our tax money spent on this? Why isour Secretary of tatecalling conservatives neo-
Nazis on social media? This displaysa bias toward a group of individuals that should not be! Arizonans deserve answers,
not siting on your hands! You must keep in mind that YOU work for US and YOU must answer to US! | know very few
people that have any faith in thi election. | DEMAND a ull audit and hand recount of our votes! Without tha, you will
begin to see people not participate inthe electoral process as they believe their voice has been silenced by corrupted
politicians and anarchy is bound to ensue. | will be one of those people. Respectiully, Carole Wilson AZ LD 18 Precinct
Committeeman Celt: 602-421-6916

Sent Mon, 23 Nov 2020 21:35:49 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:33:50 PM
To: sold@RealEstateByJennifer.com
Subject: RE: election fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Jennifer Ferguson <sold@RealEstateBylennifer.com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 2:33 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: election fraud

Name: Jennifer Ferguson

Email: sold@RealEstatebylennifer.com

Phone: 6022804747

Leg District: L018

Subject: election fraud

Comments:
Dear Mrs. Fann, | am respectfully asking you to calla SPECIAL SESSION of the State Legislature to investigate the validity
of the controversial Dominion software that was used in Maricopa County's recent presidential election. As you are
aware, the same Dominion software is peppered with flaws, including numerous back doors and the abilty to discard or
alter candidate votes to name just two. Numerous experts have testified in this regard and fm sure you have seen these
excerpts on-line. Many Arizona's believe the presidential election tabulations wereseriouslyflawed. In order toallay
thesefears and concerns, you have the power to call the State Legislature into Special Session to investigate these
claims bya detailed forensic auditofall voting equipment as well as a hand countof all voting center ballots. Isthere
anything wrong with wantingto assure Arizona and the nation that Arizona conducted an honest and legitimate
election? Respectlully, Jennifer Ferguson

Sent Mon, 23 Nov 2020 21:32:47 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:33:56 PM
To: Paul Brierley <az tall. paul @gmail com>
Subject: RE: Elections integity and our Party

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Paul Brierley <az tall paul @gmail com>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 12:13 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Elections integrity and our Party

Dear President Fann,

1 hope you're doing well and looking forward to a good Thanksgiving.

I wanted to reach out because Fm worried that Republican refusal to accept the outcome of the 2020 election is going
to hurt our party's electoral chances by saying we shouldn't trust the election system. ran a voting center on election
day in Yuma County, and with al the safeguards and checks and balances | observed, | personally trust the integrity of
our system -certainly when it comes to the massive scale of fraud that would be required to change any election results.

Aside from losing the White House, and the McSally-Kelly race in Arizona, Republicans across the country and in Arizona
had a strong night, taking several sats in Congress and hanging onto several tight Senate seats, as well as maintaining
control of our state legislature. By claiming the election was flawed, aren't we discrediting these critical wins and any
future narrow wins as well?

In two years, we have a very good shot at fipping the House of Representatives, beating Mark Kelly, and building on our
Senate majority that needs to be our focus I we claim our election syste is broken, Im concerned that Republican
Voters might just give up.

You've always been a strong leader in our party, so | know your voice would be important to ensure Republican voters
trust our elections, stayengaged,and help us win in 2022. 1 hope that you can use your influence to helpusstop
denying the outcome of this lection before the denials do irreparable damage to our brand as party.

Sincerely,

Paul Brierley
5221E. Fairchild PL.
Yuma, AZ 85365
a2.all paul @gmail.com
928.920.4983
Paul Brierley
928.920.4983
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:34:04 PM
To: vaultmommly@aol.com
Subject: RE: Arizona 2020 Election Integrity

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns, They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
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“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § |
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from this state
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electors ofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidatefor vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conductofthe
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message-——
From: Caryl Meritt <user@votervoice net>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 11:16 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Arizona 2020 Election Integrity

Dear Senator Fann,

As yourconstituent, request that you please take action and investigate our recent election for fraud and
misconduct. The integrityofour elections is essential to our republic, and now more than ever the American
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people nee to be able to trustoursystem. Please see the work that Michigan Speaker of the House Lee
Chatfield is doing by viewing the link below. | encourage you to take 2 stand on behalfofArizona as he has for
his state on this important non-partisan issue.

https: //youtu be/TGusTO6raMk

Sincerely,

Caryl Merritt
763 W Lee Blvd
Prescott, AZ 86303
vaultmommly@aol.com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November27, 2020 6:34:12 PM
To: stehlel@livecom
Subject: RE: Arizona 2020 Election Integrity

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process.
‘We have received many inquiries and wil endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results
were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as
possible tollofyou
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which wil give us a path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020
as partofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal
explanation provided by Legislative Council

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 Rs and 20 D's in the House; 17 Rs and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session
and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditof vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers
to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by
the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewof our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopesofrestoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the.
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concems raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeofthe presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
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FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the
abilityof the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manneras the Legislature thereofmay direct, a Number of Electors,
equal to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the
Congress: but noSenatoror Representative, or Person holding an OfficeofTrust or Profit under the
United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
USS, Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select
the presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S.
1,35 (1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress
determines the timeof choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art II, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in
McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those:
cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice
President shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in
every fourth year succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President” 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in
part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall
be elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and
representatives in Congress from this state.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election,
the presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president
and the candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as
prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a
column on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for
the respective political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory
sections. However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the
current election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the
people voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct
ofthe election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the
2020 election results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Jacquelin Stehle <user@votervoice net>
Sent: Monday, November 23, 2020 10:50 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Arizona 2020 Election Integrity

Dear Senator Fann;
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As your constituent, I request that you please take action and investigate our recent election for fraud and
misconduct. The integrityofour elections is essential to our republic, and now more than ever the
American people need to be able to trust our system. Please see the work that Michigan Speaker ofthe
House Lee Chatfield is doing by viewing the link below. I encourage you to take a stand onbehalfof
Arizona as he has for his state on this important non-partisan issue.

hitps://youtu be/TGusTO6raMk

Sincerely,

Jacquelin Stehle
8590 E Windmill Acres Rd
Prescott Valley, AZ 86315
stehle] @live.com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:34:30 PM
To: Kathy Vinson <bratkat kv@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Fd:

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because t was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates orthe office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Kathy Vinson <bratkat kv@gmail. com>
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 8:08 AM
To: ncampbell @azlez gov; Steve Pierce <SPierce @atleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@arleggov
Subject: Fu

From: Kathleen Vinson
Prescott, Az.

Forwarded message ———
From: Kathy Vinson <bratkat kv@gmai com>
Date: Sun, Nov 22, 2020, 7:24 AM
Subject
To: Kathy Vinson<bratkatkv@gmail com>

Dear

Our elections, and more importantly, our faith n elections, are under attack. Please let me know what you are doing to
secure the elections in Arizona:

to ensure our legal votes are not diluted by illegal votes
to ensure our election process has not been corrupted by foreign software tampering.

Without your strong commitment to ensuring a fair and legal process i Arizona, the publics trust in our great
democracy wil be irreparably undermined,probably forever. Please do the right thing, and know that your courage will
be supported by myself and other priots.

Sincerely,

ncampbell@azleg gov
spierce@arleg gov
Kann@azleg.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:34:37 PM
To: ‘maria dimeo <ferhawk@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Stop the Steal !

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: maria dimeo <ferhawk@yahoo com>
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 7:48 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject:Stop the Steal |

Hi, my name is Maria Dimeo, | lie in Maricopa county. Im upset with the process. We need confidence in our
elections. The fact that We The People gave you a Republican majority in the state house, the fact that courts can't
move fast enough, and the fact that both sides are divided means you should issue a pressreleasecalling fora
special legislative session 10 address the following issues:
~ Oversight of the election
~ Oversight of cerication
State legislatures choosing the electors

“THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE HOUSE."

Ifyoure not willing to issue a press release within the next 43 hours that you support a cal for a special session, so
that you can have oversight over these things, then I'm not voting for you or any other republican again.

Call for a special session RIGHT NOW.

Thank you

Maria
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:34:47 PM
To: ahimsa@cableone net
Subject: RE

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because t was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates orthe office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: ahimsa@cableone.net <ahimsa@cableone.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 22, 2020 6:59 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject:

Dear Karen Fann

Our elections, and more importantly, our faith in elections, are under attack. lease let me know what you are doing to
secure the electionsi Arizona:
to ensure our legal votes are not diluted by illegal votes
to ensure our election process has not been corruptedby foreign software tampering.
Without your strong commitment to ensuring a fair and legal process i Arizona, the publics trust in our great
democracy willbe ireparably undermined,probablyforever. Please do the right thing, and know that your courage will
be supported by myself and other patriots. Also please remember that many of you are where you are because of the
ideals that Trump is upholding.

Sincerely,
Linda Kotzamanis
Prescott AZ 86305
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:35:06 PM
To: Drew Moore <davidandrewmoores8@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Count only all legal votes

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because t was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this tate by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates orthe office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Drew Moore <davidandrewmooreS@gmail com>
Sent; Saturday, November 21, 2020 4:58 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Count only all legal votes

Dear Senator Fann, my name is David Moore and | am callingto insist that there must be a recount of al legal votes
(from the 2020 Presidential Election) to be performed in Arizona. | am greatly concerned by the increasingly growing
number of voting irregularities reported & fraudulent voting software used in multiple counties throughout Arizona.
The integrity of this Election will not be preserved in Arizonaif a recount is not performed.

This is the reason why | am calling on you to take action to ensure the Arizona State Legislature upholds the validity of
our election process.

Thank you for your time and | laok forward to seeing the steps you will ake to preserve the integrity of our election
through this recount.

Sincerely,
David A. Moore:
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:35:16 PM
To: derekabello@yahoocom
Subject: RE: Thank you, God Bless you, Praying for you

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give us2 path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020as part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special session for a specific issue. The second way is
thelegislatorscan call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions

outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

‘Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidental electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled inthe Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an lector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those case.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
‘enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the frst Tuesday afer th first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representativesin
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes forthe candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
The statutes also provide thatthe chairofth state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column
onthe general election ballt must appoint the candidates for th office of presidential elector for the respective
politcal party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
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Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tek 6029265874

From: Derek Abello <derekabello@yahoo com>
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 9:25 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Thank you, God Bless you, Praying for you

Name: Derek Abello

Email: derekabello@yahoo.com

Phone: 4804870380

Leg. District: 13

Subject: Thank you, God Bless you, Praying for you

Comments:
I read that you are raising concerns about our election here in AZ. | want to thank you for bringing thisup, not only
for your District butfor the integrity of our elections, al of Arzonans and alUScitzens. leasekeep up the
questions, and again thank you for pressing those, such a Katie Hobbs. From my perspective there s either
incompetence at best or il intentions with those involved in choosing the election systems used in AZ. 1 will
continue o pray for you andal of our legislators who hold tremendous power in choosing our AZ electors, We.
love you and know you are in our prayers.

Sent Tue, 17 Nov 2020 04:25:03 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:35:24 PM
To: Lisa Fabritz <Ifabritz@icloud com>
Subject: RE: Election certification

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which wil give us a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes, We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

-Auditof vendor the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
Tawsaits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewof our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offuture elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
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TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole NumberofSenators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art II, § 1.cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases
Underits constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeedingevery election ofa President and Vice President” 3 United States Code § |
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday aftr the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafier, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from this state
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~---
From: Lisa Fabritz <Ifabritz@icloud com>
Sent: Monday, November 16, 2020 7:32 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Subject: Election certification

Honorable Senate President Fann,
Please do not support certificationofgeneral election resultsifthere is any doubt to the accuracy/validity of the
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results. We certainly appreciate your efforts so far in questioning results and holding the Secretary of States”
feet 0 the fire. There is too much at stake. Thank you in advance for your thoughtful consideration.
Sincerely,
Marty Fabritz
Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:35:31 PM
To: Jie Vitelli jie vitelli@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Demand for FAIR and Transparent election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because t was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From:JieVitel ie.vitel@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 11:25 PM
To: Rick Gray <RGray@atleggov»; Karen Fann <KFann@atleggov; Sonny Barrell <sborelli@atleg gov»; Eddie
Famsworth <EFarnsworth@atleg. gov»; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@arleg.gov>; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@atle gov>; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@atleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@atleg gov;dfarsworth @azleg.gov; David Gowan
<dgowan@aleg gov;skerr @azleg ove; Vince Leach <Vleach@azleg gov; diivingston@atleggove;
jmesnard@azleg gove; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg,gov>; Frank Pratt<FPratt@azleg,gov»; Michelle Ugenti-fita <mugenti-
rita@azleg gov>
Subject: Demand for FAIR and Transparent election

Honorable AZ legislators,

As you have already noticed, there has been massive fraud on the election night and the days after. The
insidious interest groups have conducted a concerted effort to rig the election. The integrity of our’
democracy has been severely devastated and our Constitution and Republic are in grave danger.

As one of your constituents, | would like to remind you that you have the final say over the choosing of
electors for our state. According to Article II of the Constitution, the State Legislature has the control of
election system, not the Board of Elections or the Secretary of State or the Governor or even the Court,

Given the ample evidence of voter fraud happening in this state, to restore the integrity of the election, |
urge you to conduct an emergency state legislature meeting to reciaim the authority over the Electoral
College and rectify the fraud that has upended our election process.

Your quick action on this matter will be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

Jie Vitell
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:35:38 PM
To: Kimshott@gmail com
Subject: RE: 2020 Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Kim Shott <kimshott@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 15, 2020 4:55 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: 2020 Election Integrity

Name: Kim shot

Email: kimshott@gmailcom

Phone: 602.432.2835

Leg. District: 28

Subject: 2020 Election Integrity

Comments:
1am contacting you to ask you to support our President Donald J. Trump.A Please do not certify this election until there
is a complete audit of the vote, includingahand recount and a full computer audit of the machines using Dominion
Software.A Amidst the allegations o election fraud and the national focusthat has now fallen upon Arizona with the
use of Dominion Software, ts critical that we the people see you taking action to insure election ntegsity in Arizona,
and raising your voice in support of our resident in thi fight to preserve our Constitutional rights.A A

Sent Sun, 15 Nov 2020 23:55:12 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:24:48 PM
To: Samantha Aiken <aikensamantha@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Election Fraud

‘We will when we have theproper information we need to call a meeting
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Samantha Aiken <aikensamantha@yahoo com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:21 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Election Fraud

find it odd that you want to do everything by email, and that you wouldn't personally call fora hearing on your
own. Appearances are important in politics, and the decision you all are making is a huge mistake. This is a
‘great opportunity to be able to ask questions to people presenting the evidence, and at least show you care to
fight for true and fair elections. Matt Braynard will be presenting specific detailsof all types voter fraud, such
as people voting in two states. All his info is accurate with affidavits. It has the appearance that you do not care
and are part of the problem. Its absurd that you are handling this by email.

Samantha Aiken

Sent from my iPhone

>On Nov 27, 2020, at 7:21 PM, Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov> wrote
>
> Samantha, Here is the response I am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on
Monday, the Arizona Senate has already set up a dedicated email account 2020election@azleg gov asking the
voters to please email us with their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon
that information. Apparently Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather
information as well. We will be glad to share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information
he is able to gather as well. We are all working hard to make sure this election was fair and accurate
>
>
> Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process
‘We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

> First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other sates.
>
> For thoseof you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which wil give us a path to move forward
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> -Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

> -For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be.
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in witha 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
Risand 20 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene.
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

> -Auditof vendor: the Legislaturecan convene a "special committee" that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert 0 address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines.
‘We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and
the lawsuits being filed.
>
> In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offuture elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call 10 action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
cerainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

> Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

>
> Karen Fann
> Presidentof the Senate
> Tel: 602.926.5874

> Original Message--—
> From: Samantha Aiken <aikensamantha@yahoo com>
> Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 5:52 PM
>To: Karen Fann <K Fann@azleg gov>
> Subject: Election Fraud

> Good evening Senator Fann,

> 1am writing outofconcern that you all are not attending the AZ election hearing on Monday. There is
obvious concems with this election, and hearing the evidence is the beginningofunderstanding what happened
Tam appalled that you all seem to care less about your constituents, that gave you your majority. I've never
understood why Republicans refuse to fight for theirconstituents, when the democrats would doeverything they
could in his situation. Please know that that we are watching, and we want to elect fighters. Ifyou are unwilling
to fight for something so important, it may be time for someone else to take your spot in legislature. How you
and your colleagues respond to this, will definitely determine the futureofAZ politics. Please do not understand
estimate the people ofAZ
>
> Samantha Aiken
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> Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 7:25:23 PM
To: chp7747@gmail com
Subject: RE: VERIFICATION OF LEGAL BALLOTS

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: David A HOLLENBECK <chp7747@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:24 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: VERIFICATION OF LEGAL BALLOTS

Name: David A HOLLENBECK

Email: chp7747@gmai com

Phone: 9289259089

Leg. District: 4

Subject: VERIFICATION OF LEGAL BALLOTS

Comments:
You have met me before. | am a retired Calif Highway Patrol officer (30+years), Republican PC, and many time Poll
Worker here in Yavapai County. Leslie M. Hoffman is a GREAT recorder. EVERY THING is BY THE BOOK. To work the
poll, you have to have online training In Clas raining, and more instruction ata set up meeting (Usually 2 to 3
hours)the day before election. | KNOW that many regulations and laws were violated in Maricopa county in 2016 and
2018. To my knowledge, the Sec of State, the County Recorder have never been prosecuted and the illegal procedures
continued. EVERY VOTE should be verified as a REGISTERED VOTER

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 03:24:28 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:25:34 PM
To: Dino Cavins <dinocavins@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: voter integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give us2 path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020as part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special session for a specific issue. The second way is
thelegislatorscan call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions

outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

‘Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidental electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled inthe Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an lector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1, cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those case.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
‘enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the frst Tuesday afer th first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representativesin
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes forthe candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
The statutes also provide thatthe chairofth state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column
onthe general election ballt must appoint the candidates for th office of presidential elector for the respective
politcal party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
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resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tek 6029265874

From: Dino Cavins <dinocavins@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:14 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Cc: Info@KelliWard.com
Subject: voter integrity

Dear Representative Noel Campbell

Significant evidence of vote fraud was revealed through dataanalysis and investigations by Matt
Braynard, executive director of Look Ahead America (hitps://youtu be/atkp6fnwkw). Other widespread
election irregularities are being documented throughout Arizona and the nation all benefiting Joe Biden.
Many election experts now estimate that the President won the election in a landslide!

Itis clear that there can be no confidence in the integrity of this election in Arizona and many other states.
‘Therefore, Irespectfully request that you exercise your authority granted by Article II, Section 1 ofthe
U.S. Constitution and appoint aslate of presidential electors to reelect President DonaldJ. Trump in the
Electoral College.

“Thank you foryour service tooursate and our great nation

Sincerely,

Dino Cavins
4424 N. Teepee Road
Prescott Valley, AZ. 86314
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 7:26:14 PM
To: Mary Ann Chambers <macmacs913@gmail com>
Subject: RE: WE NEED YOU!!!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Mary Ann Chambers <macmac5913@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:00 PM
Tos Jeff Weninger </Weninger@aleg gov>
Subject: WE NEED YOULIIII!

Hy ame is Mary Ann Chambers liv in rica County. an VERY upset wih the process. AND | TRUST THAT YOU WILL BEATMONDAYS PUBLIC ELECTION INTEGRITY HEARING WITH RUDY GIULIANI AND JENNA ELLIS! We NEED confidence is OUR
cons. The fc hat WE THE PEOPLEgave YOU 8 REPUBLICAN MAJORITY INTHE STATE HOUSE, he ftacots ca mone fs.Cough, nd te ct hat OTH SIDES srdividedsmsYOU should se apres els cling For SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION toSireth ollowing cs
OVERSIGHT OF THE ELECTION“OVERSIGHT OF THE CERTIFICATIONSTATE LEGISLATURES CHOOSING THE ELECTORS
“THE ELECTION THAT ISCLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU AMAJORITYINSIDE THE STATE HOUSE
IE YOU ar ot willing ss a press within the net 45 ours st YOU spport a cal FOR A SPECIAL SESSION, 0 hat YOU can
HAVE OVERSIGHT over he things, THEN PN NGT VOTING FOR YOU OR ANY OTHER REPUBLICAN EVER AGAIN
Callforaspoil session RIGHT NOW,
Thank you.
Nery Ann Chambers
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:26:27 PM
To: Jessica Chambers <jesschambersaz@gmail com>
Subject: RE: WHERE ARE YOU?!7!?

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: essica Chambers <jesschambersaz@gmal com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:57 PM
To: Jeff Weninger <IWeninger@azleg.gov>
Subject: WHERE ARE YOU?1212

Hi, my name is Jessica Chambers, Ilive in Maricopa County. 1am VERY upset with the process. AND I
TRUST THAT YOU WILL BE AT MONDAYS PUBLIC ELECTION INTEGRITY HEARING WITH
RUDY GIULIANI AND JENNA ELLIS!!! We NEED confidence in OUR elections. The fact that WE THE.
PEOPLE gave YOU a REPUBLICAN MAJORITY IN THE STATE HOUSE, the fact that courts can't move.
fast enough, and the fact that BOTH SIDES are divided means YOU should issue a press release calling fora
SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION to address the following issues

OVERSIGHT OF THE ELECTION
OVERSIGHT OF THE CERTIFICATION
STATE LEGISLATURES CHOOSING THE ELECTORS.

“THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE.
HOUSE”

If YOU are not willing to issue a press release within the next 48 hours that YOU supporta call FOR A
SPECIAL SESSION, so that YOU can HAVE OVERSIGHT over these things, THEN I'M NOT VOTING
FOR YOU OR ANY OTHER REPUBLICAN EVER AGAIN!!!

Call for a special session RIGHT NOW.

Thank you,

Jessica Chambers
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:26:50 PM
To: Dino Cavins <dinocavins@yahoocom>
Subject: RE: Corrected info

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Dino Cavins <dinocavins @yahoo.com>
Sent; Friday, November 27, 2020 7:52 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Corrected info.

Dear Representative Noel Campbell

Significant evidence of vote fraud was revealed through data analysis and investigations by Matt Braynard,
executive director of Look Ahead America (https://youtu belatkp6finvk9w). Other widespread election
irregularities are being documented throughout Arizona and the nation all benefiting Joe Biden. Many election
experts now estimate tha the President won the election in a landslide!

tis clear that there can be no confidence in the integrity of this election in Arizona and many other states
Therefore, I respectfully request that you exercise your authority granted by Article II Section 1 of the U.S.
‘Constitution and appoint a slate of presidential electors to reelect President Donald J. Trump in the Electoral
College.

“Thank you for your service toour state andour great nation!

Sincerely,
Dino Cavins
4424 N. Teepee Road
Prescott Valley, AZ. 86314
Address
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 7:27:09 PM
To: JOELYNH@COX NET
Subject: RE: AZ Senate vote on 2020 Presidenial Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: JoElyn Hennington <JOELYNH@COX NET>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:51 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: AZSenate vote on 2020 Presidential Election

Name: JoElyn Hennington

Email: JOELYNH@COXNET

Phone: 4807666216

Leg. District: 15.

Subject: AZ senate vote on 2020 Presidential lection

Comments:
Dear President Fann, Thank you for your service. | understand that the President's egal team willbe presenting
evidence offraud and voter irregularities of the 2020 Presidential election on Monday, November 30. It willbe up to the.
AZ Senate to vote on whether or not the elect results are accepted or the Senate votes to approve electors to vote for
President Trump. | would strongly encourage you to listen to the evidence and vote that the electors vote or Trump. It
is more than apparent that there was voter fraud in our state and also in the 2018 senator election. | consider myself a
very informed voter and was quite taken back by Sinema winning the Senate seat after the election was called for
McSally. Mysteriously, 40.000 ballots for Maricopa were found ina truck of acar that put Sinema over the top.
Interestingly, there were 70,000 more votes fo Sinema than the governor i the 2018 election. A reverse of down
balloting. A credible politcal analystsuggeststhat the democrats used our state to test their voter fraud in 2018. Wow,
as an Arizona voter, | feel total disenfranchised. We as Republicans need to stand firm and make sure that al legal votes
are counted and all legal a tossed. Our red state should not be taken over by fraudulent ballots as apparently has
been in 2018 and 2020. 1 thank you for this time in this matter and hope that you will ee how important correcting our
2020 voter irregularities by giving the electoral college the right to vote for our state's legitimate candidate. JoElyn
Hennington

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 02:51:28 0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:27:16 PM
To: Brown Hat <fmendigutia@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Presidential Electors

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Brown Hat <fmendigutia@gmail com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:49 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Presidential Electors

Dear Senator Fann

Significant evidence of vote fraud was revealed through data analysis and investigations by Matt Braynard,
executive director of Look Ahead America (hitps.//voutu be/atkp6finwkOw). Other widespread election
irregularities are being documented throughout Arizona and the nation all benefiting Joe Biden. Many election
experts now estimate that the President won the election in a landslide!

Itsclear that there can be no confidence in the integrity of this election in Arizona and many other states
Therefore, I respectfully request that you exercise your authority granted by Article II, Section 1 of the U.S.
Constitution and appoint a slate of presidential electors to reelect President Donald J. Trump in the Electoral
College.

“Thank you for your service to our state and our great nation!

Sincerely,
Fernando F. Mendigutia
cell: 954-224-2563
email: fmendigutia@gmail.com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:27:45 PM
To: shetechSS@yahoocom
Subject: RE: Election integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give us2 path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020as part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special session for a specific issue. The second way is
thelegislatorscan call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions

outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

‘Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidental electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitle inthe Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an lector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those case.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
‘enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the frst Tuesday afer th first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representativesin
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
The statutes also provide thatthe chairofth state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column
onthe general election ballt must appoint the candidates for th office of presidential elector for the respective
politcal party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
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resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tek 6029265874

From: shetech5s @yahoocom <shetechss @yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:44 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Cc: Info@KelliWard.com
Subject: Re: Election integrity

Dear Senator Karen Fann, President of the Senate,

Significant evidence of vote fraud was revealed through data analysis and investigations by Matt
Braynard, executive director of Look Ahead America (hitps://youtu.be/atkp6fnwkw). Other widespread
election irregularities are being documented throughout Arizona and the nation all benefiting Joe Biden.
Many election experts now estimate that the President won the election in a landslide!

Itis clear that there can be no confidence in the integrity of this election in Arizona and many other states.
‘Therefore, I respectfully request that you exercise your authority granted by Article II, Section 1 ofthe
USS. Constitution and appoint a slate of presidential electors to reelect President Donald J. Trump in the
Electoral College

Thank you for your service to our state and our great nation!

Sincerely,

Lori Kennedy-Cavins
4424N Teepee Rd
Prescott Valley, AZ 86314
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:27:59 PM
To: Meg Ekmark <ekmarks@earthlink net>
Subject: RE: STOP THE STEAL

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because t was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates orthe office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Meg Ekmark <ekmarks@earthiink net>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:38 PM
Tos: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>; Russell Bowers <RBowers@atleg gov>
Subject: STOP THE STEAL

Its one thing that you did not know about ection fraud ~ but f you now know about the fraud and do not do anything
about it, you are part of the fraud. Please do not certify thi election f there was any evidence of fraud. You owe this
tothe citizens of Arizona.

Meg Ekmark
480-560-5688
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 7:28:10 PM
To: Cathydeanaz@gmail com
Subject: RE: Election Integrity Hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Catherine Dean <Cathydeanaz@gmal com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:40 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election Integrity Hearing

Name: Catherine Dean

Email: Cathydeanaz@gmailcom

Phone: 7022080961

Leg. District: Yavapai County

Subject: Election Integrity Hearing

Comments:
Hello, As alegal Arizona Voter all my adult fe, Please make it priority to represent us, the people and attend the
Election integrity hearing, fight for truth With Our President; Otherwise, with friends ike that who needs enemies!?!
Attend the hearing for the people. Fight for truth with Trump! Enjoy Your Day, Cathy Dean

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 02:40:13 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27,2020 7:20:04 PM
To: 2huss@nsn com
Subject: RE: Change the certification rules.

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Gregory Huss <g_huss@msn.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:37 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Change the certification rules

Name: Gregory Huss

Email: £huss@msn.com

Phone: 6233707718

Leg. District:

Subject: Change the certification rules.

Comments:
As you may be aware, the State Senate of PA just passed a aw to change the certification process. It will be going to
their House on Monday for a vote. This wil effectively take away from the Gov the certification process and give it
back "to the people". Just as it should've been in the frst place. | pray and hope that you and our legislature here does
the same thing, give it back to the people, just as it should be. If you've followed this, you can see that the PA state
Supreme Court ruled against real evidence, the AG did the same. They did't looka the proof, just party. I's time, no
past time for al sates to fx this so we don't have anymore “rigged elections". Anyone with Brain one can see and know
that Biden never left his basement because "He knew the fix was in’. I's ust that simple. The machines used by our
state and 29 others we made to "fx the election”. Now, t's up to you and the rest of the legislature to fix what went
wrong, otherwisewe'l justbeanother Socialist Country with no laws, no Freedoms, nothing.

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 02:36:46 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:55:45 PM
To: ilbubh@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Presidential election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Ronald Jackson <ilbubh@gmal com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 841 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Presidential election

Name: Ronald Jackson

Email: ilbuhh@gmail.com

Phone: 9288990381

Leg. District: Prescott

Subject: Presidential election

Madam President Fann, The purpose of this message is to strongly urge you and the entire Senate to carefully consider
the testimony you will receive on Monday November 30, 2020 regarding the last election. The future of our Democracy
is literally hanging in the balance if there is shown to be any hinto fraud in the voting system, no matter who wins.
would urge you to use your position to urge the Legislators to take control of the electoral process if there s any hint of
fraud in accordance with the Arizona Constitution and State law. The only way to restore confidenceof the people is for
there to beacomplete hand re-count of the voting, n al areas. Our entire election system depends on the truth being

told about this election, andi fraud i found that it be exposed. Respectfully, Ronald Jackson

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 03:41:14 0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:56:01 PM
To: delightfulthingsstore@gmail com
Subject: RE: Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: err Baker <delightfulthingsstore@gmail com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 840 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election

Name: Jerr Baker

Email: delightfulthingsstore@gmai.com

Phone: 9282058487

Leg. District: 1

Subject: Election

Ifthere is corruption or mistakes concerning our election, please xi. This matters to us al, think about al of us.

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 03:39:54 +0000
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Emmi.

Karen Fannnpn

Summary of Findings

© Unreturned Absentee

©LowAct and NCOA

© “Dead” Voters

Residency and Double Voting

Wisconsin Indefinitely Confined

© Georgia and Pennsylvania Invalid Residential Addresses
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:59:14 PM
To: Lisa Beckett <Is_beckett@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Call fora Special Legislative Session immediately!

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues are being cited which wil give us a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes, We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

-Auditof vendor the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
Tawsauits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewof our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offuture elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
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TO President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole NumberofSenators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art II, § 1.cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases
Underits constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeedingevery election ofa President and Vice President” 3 United States Code § |
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday aftr the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from this state
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Lisa Beckett <Is_beckett@yahoo com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:39 PM
To: Jeff Weninger <IWeninger@azleg gov>; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov>: Bob Thorpe
<bthorpe@azleg gov>; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@azleg gov=; Anthony Kern <AKem@azleg gov>; Becky
Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov=; Gail Griffin <GGriffin@azleg gov>; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg gov; Kevin
Payne <kpayne@azleg gov>; Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>; Michelle Udall <mudali@azleg gov>;
Warren Petersen <wpetersen(@azleg gov>; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@azleg gov=; Steve Pierce
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<SPierce@azleg gov>; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleg gov>; Tim Dunn <TDunn@azleg gov; Joanne
‘Osborne <JOsbome@azleg gov" Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg gov>; John Kavanagh
<JKavanagh@azleg gov>: Mark Finchem <MFinchem@azleg gov>: Bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg gov;
‘Thomas TJ. Shope <tshope@azlez.gov>; David Cook <dcook@azlég gov: Frank Carroll
<FCarroll@azleg gov>: Ben Toma <btoma@azleg gov=; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov; John Allen
<jallen@azleg gov=; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg gov Leo Biasiucei <LBiasiucci@azleg gov; Kelly
Townsend <ktownsend@azleg gov> John Fillmore <JFillmore@azleg gov>; J.D. Mesnard
<IMesnard@azleg gov: Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov: Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg gov>; David Gowan
<dgowan@azleg gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov=; Tyler Pace <TPace@azles zov=; Kate Brophy McGee
<KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov: Eddie Famsworth <EFarnsworth@azleg gov: Karen Fann
<KFann@azleg gov> Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg gov>: Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-rita@azleg gov>; Vince
Leach <VLeach(@azleg gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg gov>;
Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov>; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg gov=; David Famsworth
<DFamsworth@azleg gov>
Subject: Call for a Special Legislative Session immediately!

Hi, my name is Lisa Beckett and I'm a resident of Queen Creek, Arizona. I am VERY upset with this election
process. | EXPECT THAT YOU WILL BE AT MONDAYS PUBLIC ELECTION INTEGRITY HEARING
WITH RUDY GIULIANI AND JENNA ELLIS!!! We NEED confidence in OUR elections. The fact that WE.
‘THE PEOPLE gave YOU a REPUBLICAN MAJORITY IN THE STATE HOUSE, the fact that courts can't
move fast enough, and the fact that BOTH SIDES are divided means YOU should issue a press release calling
for a SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION to address the following issues

OVERSIGHT OF THE ELECTION
OVERSIGHT OF THE CERTIFICATION
STATE LEGISLATURES CHOOSING THE ELECTORS

“THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE.
HOUSE"

If YOU are not willing to issue a press release within the next 48 hours that YOU support a call FOR A
SPECIAL SESSION, 50 that YOU can HAVE OVERSIGHT over these things, THEN I'M NOT VOTING
FOR YOU OR ANY OTHER REPUBLICAN EVER AGAIN!!!

Call fora special session RIGHT NOW. WE WILL NOT GO AWAY QUIETLY. WHERE ARE YOU
MEN/WOMEN OF COURAGE?

Thank you,

Lisa Beckett

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 7:59:31 PM
To: Janna Sundeyeva <janna sundeyeva@kstati net>
Subject: RE: We will not tolerate sealeing of this election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From:Janna Sundeyeva <kstati js@gmail.com> On BehalfOfJanna Sundeyeva
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:38 PM
To: js@kstatinet
Ce:Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov; Sonny Borrell <sborrelli@azleggov»; Eddie
Famsworth <EFarnsworth@azleg. gov»; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@arleg.gov>; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azle gov>; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg,gov>; David Farnsworth
<DFamsworth@azleggov»; David Gowan <dgowan@atleg gov>; Sine Kerr<SKerr@arleggov>; Vince Leach
VLeach@atleg gov»; David Livingston <diiingston@azleg.gov>; .D. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov; Tyler Pace
<TPace@aleg gov; Frank Pratt <FPratt@aleg gov>; Michelle Ugent-Aita <mugenti-rita@azleg, gov»; Russell Bowers
<RBowers@atleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen @azleg,gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@arleg gov>; Thomas T.. Shope
<tshope@azleg gov>; ohn Allen <jallen@azleg.gov>; Nancy Barto <NBarto@atleg gov»; Leo Biasiucci
<UBiasiucci@azleg gov>; Walter Blackman <WBlackman @azleg.gov>; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick @azleg.gov>; Noel
‘Campbell <NCampbel@azleg gov>; Frank Carrol<FCarroll@azleggov»; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg.gov>; David Cook
<dcook@azleg.gov>; Tim Dunn <TOuAN@atleg gov»; John Filmore <IFillmore@sleggov>; Mark Finchem
<MFinchem@azleg gov»; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@azleg. gov»; Gal Griffin <GGriffin@azleg gov>; John Kavanagh
<IKavanagh@atleg.gov>; Anthony Kern <AKer@atleggov»; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@atleg gov»; Joanne Osborne
<10sborne@arleg gov>; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleggov; Steve Pierce <SPierce@azleg.gov>; Tony Rivero
<TRivero@azleg go>; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg, gov; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@arleg ov»; Ben Toma
<btoma@arleggov; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@atleg.gov>; Michelle Udall <mudall@azleg.gov»; Jeff Weninger
<IWeninger@azleg gov>
Subject: We will not tolerate stealeingofthis election.

My family lived in the USSR. I was ashamed by the lie of our leaders and our elections. We
didn’t have freedom and never had voice.
‘That is the only reason why we immigrated — it’s not possible to live without freedom.

We never thought that we will see the same lie here, in the US... Now USA is like house full
of mold. If you don't get rid the mold and sanitize the house, soon the building will be ruined.
Your lives, your kids' lives will be ruined. Stop the mold.
We the people, the American electorate, have had enough and we are tired of our freedom,
principles, values, and way of life being trampled on by politicians that are only worried about
their own skin. We will not tolerate the stealing of this election! You need to wake up because
we are not kidding!

Thope you will not be part of the greatest travesty in American history.

Janna Sundeyeva
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:55:02 PM
To: ‘Tammy Flosi <tammy.flosi@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Election Fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Tammy Flosi <tamm.flosi@gmal com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 9:54 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election Fraud

Hi, my name is Tamara Flosi live in Cave Creek, AZ I'm upset with the election process. We need confidence in
our elections or the people will not vote because they know their vote won't count. The fact that We The People
‘gave you a Republican majority in the state house, the fact that courts can't move fast enough, and the fact that
both sides are divided means you should issue a press release calling for a special legislative session to address
the following issues:
- Oversight of the election
- Oversight of certification
State legislatures choosing the electors

“THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE HOUSE.

My husband and | both voted, yet for some reasonour votes show cancelled. The only thing we can think is
because of them making us use sharpies. This is incredibly disappointing.

If youre not willing to issue a press release within the next 48 hours thatyou supporta cal for a special session, so
that you can have oversight over these things, then I'm not voting for you or any other republican again

“This is not about just President Trump, this is about the truth. It feels very few are courageous enough to stand up.
for the truth. God will protect those whostand for truth, and those who will ot have wil have to answer for
his. Our nation wil never be the same four representatives won't stand up or are corrupt. Everyone knows the
election was rigged, and the democrats are happy about getting away with it, and t feels Iie Republican politicians.
should be supporting him. Democrats stick together year after year, whether for good or bad, but republicans seem
10 oppose each other.

Please do the right thing

Call for a special session RIGHT NOW.

Tammy Flosi

480.226-9202

Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU-EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:55:13 PM
To: info@sundiallaw com
Subject: RE: election fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot fle their lawsuit unti the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will give us path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the ArizonaSecretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specifi agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 Ds in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being file.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that willbe introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election resuits in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies wil most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2

Underthis authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the.
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresident and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes AR.S. section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for 2 column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s.a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: DEBORAH MEIER CARR <info@sundialaw.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 9:47 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: election fraud

Name: DEBORAH MEIER CARR

Email: info@sundiallav.com

Phone: 4802857117

Leg. District: 1

Subject: election fraud

Dear Ms. Fann, | reside in Carefree and am asking you to ensure that the true winner of the Arizona popular vote for
President of the United States, DonaldJ. Trump, receives Arizona's eleven electoral votes on December 14th, 2020,
when the Electoral College convenes to cast its vote fo this office. Arizona used voting machines produced by Dominion
Voting Systems, which were produced fo the singular purpose of rigging elections. Because of this very poor decision,
don't know of any Arizonans, including me, who have any faith, whatsoever, thata ballot completed with a vote for
President Trump ended up as an actual vote for our President. Elections must besecure and free from fraud, and with
the usage of this voting system, that end cannot be achieved. Please represent me by urging your fellow sate senators
to follow theUS Constitution and appoint Republican electors who will exercise theifaith and vote for President
Trump. Sincerely, Deborah Meier Carr, Esq.

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 04:47:06 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:55:49 PM
To: dntercek@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Demand for Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because t was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President. 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5874

From: Desiree Tercek <dntercek @gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 9:17 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Demand for Election Integrity

Name: Desire Tercek

Email: dntercek@gmailcom

Phone:

Leg. District:

Subject: Demand for Election Integrity

Good evening Senator Fann, | hope you had an enjoyable Thanksgiving holiday and you and your loved ones are staying.
healthy during this challenging time. | am writing today to urge you to take a stand for election integrity, if you
haven3€™t committed to doing so already. The 2020 elections have been marred by numerous acts of fraud including
fraudulently dated ballots, unverified and mismatched signatures, forced-through invalid votes, along with many others.
In addition, the new procedures in Arizona which allowed voters to vote anywhere they wanted (outside of their
precinct) prevented the statutorily required audit of 2% of precincts from occurring. The reports of fraud and disregard
forthe law is why ti so essential for the Arizona Legislature to convene for hearings to examine the November 3rd
election and ensure integrity in our election process. As I3€™m sure you are aware, Article 2, Section 1.2 of the United
States Constitution grants the State Legislaturesthe sole authority to slect ther representatives to the Electoral
College, specificallyto provide security against voter fraud and election manipulation. | urge you and your colleagues to
reclaim and exercisethis ritcal responsibilty. This election is about more than just President Trump and Joe Biden. Its
about the futureofthis great country, the integrity and respect for our Constitution and our institutions, and the
defense of our inalienable rights. As a proud American who believes in the divinity of the Constitution and sanctity of
the ight to vote, nothing would infuriate me more than to be disenfranchised by fraudulent votes casted in order to
suppress my voice and the voice of the American people. Please help restore voters’ faith in our election system by
attending the hearing regarding the November 3rd ection, listening attentively to the evidence presented, and acting
accordingly on the behalf of the voters in Arizons, as we enirusted you to do. Thank you. And may God bless you during
this holiday season. Best Regards, Desiree N. Tercek

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 04:16:52 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:56.07 PM
To: smel272@gmail com
Subject: RE: Monday\&#x27:s Hearings

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand thata states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give us2 path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020as part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special session for a specific issue. The second way is
thelegislatorscan call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions

outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

‘Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidental electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitle inthe Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an lector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1, cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those case.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(the electors of resident and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
‘enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the frst Tuesday afer th first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representativesin
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
The statutes also provide thatthe chairofth state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column
onthe general election ballt must appoint the candidates for th office of presidential elector for the respective
politcal party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
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resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Tek 6029265874

From: Susie Chase <smc1272@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 9:17 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Subject: Monday\&#x27;s Hearings

Name: susie Chase

Email: smc1272@gmail.com

Phone: 8185716262

Leg. District: 1

Subject: Monday's Hearings

Hi, my name i Susie Chase, lve in Prescott Valley,AZ.. | am VERY upset with the process. AND | TRUST THAT YOU
WILL BE AT MONDAYS PUBLIC ELECTION INTEGRITY HEARING WITH RUDY GIULIANI AND JENNA ELLIS! We NEED.
confidence in OUR elections. The fact that WE THE PEOPLE gave YOU a REPUBLICAN MAJORITY IN THE STATE
HOUSE, the fact that courts can't move fast enough, and the fact that BOTH SIDES are divided means YOU should
issue a press release calling fora SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION to address the following issues: OVERSIGHT OF
THE ELECTION -OVERSIGHT OF THE CERTIFICATION -STATE LEGISLATURES CHOOSING THE ELECTORS "THE
ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAIORITY INSIDE THE STATE HOUSE A€ If YOU are not willing
toissue press release within the next 48 hours that YOU support a call FOR A SPECIAL SESSION, so that YOU can
HAVE OVERSIGHT over these things, THEN 1a€"M NOT VOTING FOR YOU OR ANY OTHER REPUBLICAN EVER
AGAIN Call ora special session RIGHT NOW. Thank you, Susie M. Chase

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 04:16:43 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 8:56:20 PM
To: handmaidrosaries@yahoo com
Subject: RE: AZ Monday Hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannotfile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again; thank you for reachingout and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process forthe current presidental election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Offceof Trust or Profit under the United tates, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. Il, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 16 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing

presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address ths Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that "(he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each Sate, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, inevery fourth year succeeding
every electionof aPresidentand Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.S.) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal tothe number of United States senators and representatives in Congress rom
this state
8. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates or the office of presidential elector forthe respective politcal
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, the changes thatthe legislature might make to these statutes could notbeapplied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s-a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. Th legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: handmaidrosaries@yahoo.com <handmaidrosaries @yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 9:05 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: AZ Monday Hearing

Representative Fann:

1am a concerned citizen, and have been paying close attention to the contested Presidential election. 1 hope
‘you will be attending the hearing on Monday regarding election integrity in Arizona. | think the President has a
strong case, and itis in the interest of the country and the Republican party10throw our support behind him.
We must have confidence in our elections, Many of us in the Republican Party who voted for Donald Trump
are watching to see what our Representatives do.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Gardner
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:41:39 AM
To: es@cramart net
Ce: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: Election irregularities

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every efforttoensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have been
toldPresident Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donothave the votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Craig Stephan <cs@cramart net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:31 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election irregularities

Name: Craig Stephan

Email: es@cramartnet

Phone: 480.570.7369

Leg. District: 23

Subject: Election irregularities

Do not allow Biden to teal this election from President Trump due to election irregularities. The legislaturehas the
Constitutional authority to select the sate of electors based on the candidate who won the most legal votes, and that is
President Trump. Show courage and take action to save the Republic!

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:30:31 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:43:00 AM
To: cindyziegler@cox.net
Subject: RE: 2020 Presidential Election results &amp; Trump Legal Team

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: CynthiaKZiegler <cindyziegler@coxnet>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:42 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: 2020 Presidential Election results &amp; Trump Legal Team

Name: CynthiaK Ziegler

Email: cindyieler@eoxnet

Phone: 623.640.9654

Leg. District: 21

Subject: 2020 presidential Election results & Trump Legal Team

Hello Senator Fann, The Trump Legal Team willbe presenting evidence of Voter Fraud to the Arizona Legislature on
Monday, November 30, 2020 that occurred in our Presidential Election on November 3, 2020. The Trump Legal Team
has put together strong evidence & testimonies that this election was not clean& fair. It has been confirmed that
Arizona used the corrupt Dominion software in their voting system that was designed to cause voter fraud in ballot tally
processes. | am hoping & praying that you wil serve the people of Arizona honestly by weighing the evidence
presented. recommend you then take the proper actions necessary to demand a full audit of all ballots to help restore
the faith in an honest, clean & fair election process going forward. Thank you for your attention & action on this matter.
Aconcerned Arizona resident, Cindy Ziegler

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:42:25 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:43:11 AM
To: fishertower@aol.com
Subject: RE: Election Fraud.

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From:fishertower @aol.com <fishertower@aol.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:43 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election Fraud.

To whom it may concer:

Please attend the hearing with attormeys Rudy Giuliani and Jenna Elis. Please attend the hearing 50 you can
make an INFORMED decision when presented with evidence of election fraud.

We The People deserve for our LEGAL votes to count

Respectively,

‘Sam Losberg
Email: fisherlower@aol com
Phone: 509-879-4575
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:43:27 AM
To: regina Pelto <regina_pelto@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: AZ integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand thata states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: regina Peto <regina_pelto@hotmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:38 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: AZ integrity

Dear Senate President Fann, November 28, 2020

1am an extremely concerned Arizona voter. As a tax paying citizen, | can not believe that the
state certified such a mistake riddled vote count and just pushed the certification through. Due
to all of the discrepancies which occurred in this year's election process, the Arizona Legislature
should be bold and ignore the certified vote and vote for the Arizona electoral votes as a whole
legislative body, rather than go with the normal electoral process. In this year's very.
extraordinary vote, that was filed with many stunning irregularity’s, the integrity of this year's
vote is called into the shadows of doubt! | believe the braveryof the Legislative body needs to
shed light and truth and vote for the electoral votes by legislative body! At a minimum, the
legislature should hold special session and hear the arguments of the opposing side. Afterall, we
still have due process in this country!

Thank you for standing up for our constitution's sacred voting rights!

Sincerely,
Regina Pelto
8360 E Albion, PI
Tucson, AZ 85715
907-347-8152
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:43:33 AM
To: Jason Gerek<jasongerek@gmail com>
Subject: RE: AZ Election Hearing on November 30th

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From:Jason Gerek jasongerek@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:36 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: AZ Election Hearing on November 30th

Ms. Karen Fann:

Asa long-time resident of Arizona, I strongly urge you to attend the hearing on November 30 regarding the state of our
2020 elections. The issues uncovered around the country are nothing short of appalling. If tis election cannot be:
carried out nor completed with 100% confidence, 1am not sure that any future elections will be able to be either.

As our representatives in Arizona, your attendance is CRUCIAL to ensure we haveal ofthe information presented by
the parties who are urgently trying to have a hearing for what may be the most important election in our lifetime.

Be well, stay safe, and God Bless.

Respectfully,
Jason Gerek
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:43:42 AM
To: Marge Heffnieder <toby777@cox net>
Subject: RE: Please Help Us

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Marge Heffnieder <toby777@coxnet>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:35 AM
To: Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg,gov; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg. gov»; Paul Boyer <PBoyer @aleg govs; Kate
Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov; Heather Carter <HCarter@atleg gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg gov>;
David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg gov»; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth @aleg gov; David Gowan
<dgowan@azleg.gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@atleg gov»; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg gov; Vince Leach <Vleach@azleg gov>;
David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg.gov>; .D. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg.gov>; Frank
Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov; Michelle Ugent-Aita <mugenti-rita@atleg.gov>
Subject: lease Help Us

Essential we get out and have voices heard one more time. President Trump's legal team will be meeting with
AZ legislators (those not too cowardly to stand by their constituents and President) on Monday. Hyatt Regency
Phoenix doors open at 8 a.m. URGENT PUBLIC HEARING!Ifthere is something I can doto help, let me
know.

Marge Heflnieder, LD25

Election Integrity Program of Az

Trump Victory Team
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:43:52 AM
To: Donna Lanphear <donnarisk@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Your leadership is crucial!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
@residentofthe Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

From: Donna Lanphear <donnarisk@yahoo com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:35 AM
To: Walter Blackman <WBlackman @atleg, gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@azleggov»; Thomas T.. Shope <tshope@azle gov»; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@ale.gov»; Sylvia Allen
<SAllen@azleg gov>; Sonny Borrel <sborrelli@azleggov»; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>; Eddie Farnsworth
<EFarmsworth@atleg,gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@arleg.gov>
Subject: Your leadership iscrucial

Dear Senators, Representatives and Leaders,
1am Arizona naiveofnow “senior” yearswilh quite a few elections behind me and hopefully a bit of wisdom gained. We
have nowarrived at onofthose “mes tha try men's soul". I seems to me thatanyonewih eyes, ears and common
Sense s now aware thaa fraud has been perpelraled against us and against one ofour most precious gts: (0
Vote. This has been executed against us by the Democrat Party and their Supporters in media, big tech, Hollywood and
others.
You as our leaders in Arizona will now be faced with serious decisions tobe made on our behalf. You will have to
choose rea justice, eal truth and our Constitution as writen. We want you to stand against corruption and the theft of
our vole.
Please do the igh hing to preserve our Republi. I is you who make our Arizona election les not the Secretary of
State, judges or Govemor. Stand strong. | Ike many are praying foryourwisdom and strength! God bless you and thank
you or your service.

Donna Lanphear
928-978-1958
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44:01 AM
To: august@techmate tech
Subject: RE: Please fight this election Fraud |

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Michael Brante <august@techmate.tech>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:24 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Please fight this election Fraud |

Name: Michael Brante

Email: august@techmate tech

Phone: 4805167522

Leg. District:

Subject: Please fight this lection Fraud |

Dear Congressperson Please find the spine to ightwhatwe all know wasa fraudulent election in AZ. I this election isnt
fought at the local election | just don't think | will have the stomach to ever vote again. This ection proves my vote
doesn't matter along with the majority that I'm positive were voters that voted as | did. We cant allow a dirty secretary
determine the out come of our will Please pass this concern on toll your colleagues! Thank you kindly& respectfully,
Augie

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:24:29 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44:10 AM
To: mel3478@msn.com
Subject: RE: Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Mary Baldwin <mel3478@msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:19 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election

Name: Mary Baldwin

Email: mel3478@msn.com

Phone: 480.807.9682

Leg. District: 25

Subject: Election

Dear Sen. Fann: Do your job and be a the hearing on Monday. Wewantal LEGAL ballots counted in Arizona.
Thereare too many iregularites. Step up. Dana€™t look the otherway. Sen. Fann, show some courage and do
whatis ight. The Arizona election should not be certified. Take back your Constitutional legislative rights and stop
this invalid election. Republican observers were denied access, Dominion machines were used in Maricopa County
and many other anomalies happened. Stand up and have courage!

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:18:37 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44:19 AM
To: AmberZane <mrszanel S@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Stop the steal! UsusUsUSUSUSUS

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toa of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file thei lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to.
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Amber Zane <mrszane15@gmail com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:19 AM
To: David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg.ov»; Jeff Weninger</Weninger@aleg gov; Walter Blackman
<Wlackman@azleggov»; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg.gov>; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@aleg gov»; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth@azleg. gova; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg ov»;
Sine Kerr <SKerr@atleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@azleg.gov>; Vince Leach <VLeach@arleg gov; Frank
Pratt <FPratt@azleg.gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@szleg gov»; Heather Carter <HCarter@atleg.gov>; Sonny
Borrell <sborrell@aleg.gov>; Anthony Kern <AKemn@azleg gov>; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azle gov; Leo Biasiucci
<Biasiucci@azleg gov»; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@atleg gov; John Fillmore Filmore@azleg,gov>; J.0. Mesnard
<IMesnard@aleggov»; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg.gov; Paul Boyer<PBoyer@atleg gov»; David Gowan

<dgowan @atleg gov;Rick Gray <RGray@azleggov; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov; Gail Grifin <GGrifin@atieg gov>;
Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg gov»; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleggov; Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg, gov; Michelle
Udall <mudall@azleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg.gov»; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@azleg.gov>; Jay
Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg gov; John Kavanagh<JKavanagh @atleg gov»; Bret Roberts<BRoberts@azleg gov;
Thomas T.. Shope <tshope@atleg. gov»; David Cook <deook@azleg gov>; Frank Carroll <FCarroll@arleg. gov»; Tim Dunn
<Tounn@atleg gov; Joanne Osborne <Osborne@arleg. gov; Ben Toma <btoma@arleggov; Nancy Barto
<NBarto@azleg,gov»; John Allen <jallen@azleg gov; Regina Cobb <RCobb@atleg gov»; Noel Campbell
<NCampbell@atleggov>; Mark Finchem <MFinchem@azleggov»; Steve Pierce <SPierce @atleg gov>
Subject: Stop the steall usususuSUSUSUS

Hi, my name is Amber Zane, live in Maricopa County and | am VERY upset with the current process regarding our
elections. | TRUST THATYOU WILL BE AT MONDAYS PUBLIC ELECTION INTEGRITY HEARING WITH RUDY GIULIANI AND
JENNA ELLIS!1 We NEED confidence in OUR elections. The fact that WE THE PEOPLE gave YOU a REPUBLICAN MAJORITY
INTHE STATE HOUSE, the fact that courts can't move fast enough, and the fact that BOTH SIDES are divided means YOU
should issue a press release calling fora SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION to adress the following issues:

OVERSIGHT OF THE ELECTION
OVERSIGHT OF THE CERTIFICATION
STATE LEGISLATURES CHOOSING THE ELECTORS

"THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE HOUSE.”

YOU are not willing to isue a press release within the next 48 hours that YOU supporta call FOR A SPECIAL SESSION,
50 that YOU can HAVE OVERSIGHT over these things, THEN I'M NOT VOTING FOR YOU OR ANY OTHER REPUBLICAN
EVER AGAINII!

Call fora special session RIGHT NOW. Please do what i ight, We trusted you...

Thank you,
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Amber Zane
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44:27 AM
To: phar 77@gmail.com
Subject: RE: AZ Congress - hold election hearing- find the Truth

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: paul barr <pbarr677@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:12 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject:AZ Congress- hold election hearing- find the Truth

Name: paul barr

Email: pbarr677@gmail com

Phone: 14174993257

Leg. District:

Subject: AZ Congress - hold election hearing-find the Truth

Sen. Fann - lease organizea hearing or Trump Election Team to present AZ election regularities. The eyes ofAZ &
Nation are upon you. We need to know we are subject to free and fair elections in 2020 or lose that ight forever. Be a
courageousleader and act before Certification. - God Bless- Paul Barr / Truth Secker

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:11:40 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44:34 AM
To: FreeSpeechFan <FreeSpeechFan@protonmail com>
Subject: RE: Please set up a public hearing to investigate voter fraud claims

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change tis process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential lector, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue i those cases
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statute, including Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidateforvice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in tis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes onthe selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant o statute to make the selection on tha date. there is a question abou the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: FreespeechFan <FreeSpeechFan@protonmail. com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:09 AM
Tos Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov»; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth@azleg.gov>; Sonny Borrell <sborrelli@azleg gov>;
Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov SineKerr<SKerr@azleg.gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg.ov>; Vince Leach
<VLeach@azleg.gov>; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg.govs; David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg gov»; David Gowan
<dgowan@azleg,govs; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@arleggov; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@arleg.gov>; Heather
Carter <HCarter@atleg.gov>; David Livingston <divingston@azleg, gov>; Juan Mendez <jmendez@azleg gov>; Tyler
Pace <TPace @azleg.gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita<mugentiita@azleg.gov>
Subject: Pleaseset up a public hearing to investigate voter fraud claims,

Dear Senators,

1am a libertarian and |plead with you to useyourpowers to call a public hearing for the election fraudevidence to
be heard by the voters. Many people are extremely concerned that the evidenceis significant and that our vote is
being denied.
Please look nto to this to ensure the integrity of this and all future elections. Please restore confidence in system!

Thanks
sarah

Sent with ProtonMail Secure Email
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44:43 AM
To: Richard Kingsbury <rkingsb3s3@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Election Fraud

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Richard Kingsbury <rkingsb353@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:07 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: Election Fraud

Very important to attend the meting dealing with election fraud 2020.
Richard Kingsbury
Surprise Az

Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44:52 AM
To: Sl dobrawa@hotmail com
Subject: RE: Hold a public hearing on 2020 election fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand thata states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Stephen Dobrawa <5l.dobrawa@hotmal com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:03 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Hold a public hearing on 2020 election fraud.

Name: Stephen Dobrawa

Email: Sldobrawa@hotmail.com

Phone: 6192065147

Leg. District: 6

Subject: Hold a public hearing on 2020 election fraud.

Sixyears ago my wife and | lacated to Payson in the great State of AZ to escape the Democrat supermajority of CA.
Now the same shenanigans that changedCAare stating in AZ. Stand up o this before ti oo late. Hold an official
hearing on the alleged fraud conducted during this presidential election NOW, before the electoral votes are cast.

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:02:43 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44:59 AM
To: apiperop@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Presidential Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Brian Piper <apiperop@gmal.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:02 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: residential Election

Name: Brian Piper

Email: apiperop@gmailcom

Phone: 2027681994

Leg. District:

Subject: Presidential Election

Dear Senator Fann, Like many in our nation, | am very concerned about the possibiltyoffraud inthe presidential
election. Allow me to express my support for your action a this crucial moment. The seriousness of this threat justifies
every possible measure toward ensuring a legitimate outcome. Thank you for your consideration. God give you
strength. Rev. Brian Alan Piper, O.P.

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:02:03 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:45:13 AM
To: Km 1987@gmail comCone
Subject: RE: Concem

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Karolyn McGregor <Kmrm1987@gmal.comCone>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:02 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Concern

Name: Karalyn McGregor

Email: Kmim1987@gmail.comCone

Phone: 4234021927

Leg. District: 15.

Subject: Concern

Sen. Flynn, | am extremely upset! We are in the fight of our Country's fel The hearing on Monday with President
Trumps legal team s critical voted for PresidentTrumpand 1 believe my vote i being stolen! Katie Hobbs and Adrian
Fontes have pulled the wool over our eyes! They allowed these CORRUPT voting machines to count our votes. They
allowed legal voting to occur, they allowed mis information to be disseminated. Katie Hobbs and Adrian Fontes need
toresign ASAP! implore you fo DO YOUR JOB and defend ALL LEGAL VOTES! Defend our State and our Country! All
eyes are on our State right now. WE NEED YOU TO ACT NOW! BE PREPARED TO ACT AND SAVE OUR COUNTRY! | AM
‘OUTRAGE THAT OUR STATE HAS ALLOWED THESE FRAUDULENT ACTIVITIES HAVE OCCURRED! STAND UP! DEFEND OUR.
STATE AND OUR COUNTRY!

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:01:38 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:45:20 AM
To: carolesayer@gracieland org
Subject: RE: Electors

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Carole Sayer <carolesayer@eracieland.org>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:59 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Electors

Name: Carole Sayer

Email: carolesayer@gracieland.org

Phone: 9285515877

Leg. District:

Subject: Electors

Please keep this in mind: the Legislatures "primaryrole underArticle I, Section 1, Clause 2of the US Constitution which
provides for a Presidential election a€ceEach State Legislature shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof
may direct, a Number of Electors...4€ Ifthe votes have been fraudulently made, its your responsibilty to rectify this.
No ane should be allowed to ascendto any seat of government, by cheatin.

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 16:58:34 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:45:28 AM
To: steve nordberg@gmail com
Subject: RE: Count only Legal Votes

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Steve Nordberg <steve.nordberg@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:56 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Count only Legal Votes

Name: Steve Nordberg

Email: steve nordberg@gmailcom

Phone: 6024328854

Leg. District: 23

Subject: Count only Legal Votes

Dear Ms Fann: Please authorize the hearing on Mondayto allow all legislative members to hear the testimony from
President Trump's legal team. Also we respectfully request that only legal Arizona votes be certified. Thank you for your
service Steve & Debbie Nordberg

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 16:56:27 0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:45:38 AM
To: rockindoc2@comeast net
Subject: RE: Presidential election fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Harry Oxenhandler <rockindoc2@comeast net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:54 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Presidential election fraud

Name: Harry Oxenhandier

Email: rockindoc2@comeast.net

Phone: 5417583456

Leg. District: 4 Pinal County

Subject: Presidential election fraud

Dear Senator Fann, 1am writing to every AZ senator and representative. Please do not et the dems seal tis election
from our president. Do whatever i needed to stop the steal. Thank you very much.

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 16:54:29 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:45:44 AM
To: craiga320@aol com
Subject: RE: Fair Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfora specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
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ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure thatall votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
70: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Numberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t}he electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (AR. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be:
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from ths state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifes for a column
on the general election ballotmust appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective.
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the
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election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection pracess for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Cra Deming <craiga320@aol com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:53 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Fair Election

Name: Craig Deming,

Email: craiga320@aolcom

Phone: 4803301837

Leg. District: 18

Subject: Fai Election

Dear Senator Fann, Regardless ofparty affiation, | want to thank you in advance for looking into these recent
elections. My family i counting on you to expose any fraud f there is any. Thank you

Sent Sat 28 Nov 2020 16:52:37 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:45:52 AM
To: Deborah Flanagan <deborayflan943@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Hearing on presidental election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Deborah Flanagan <deborayflan9ds@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:52 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Ce: Russell Bowers <REowers@atleg gov>
Subject: Hearing on presidental election

Itis extremely important that you both hear the evidence from your constituents on the way the
election process occurred and the multiple reports of fraud. | am , and you should be too, highly
concerned that our fair voting process has been compromised. Doyourduty and hear this ut.
Deb Flanagan
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:46:00 AM
To: sharonmascari<sharonmascari@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Meeting with Trump attorneys

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: sharonmascari <sharonmascari@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:51 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: wd: Meeting with Trump attorneys

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

een Original message
From: sharonmascari <sharonmascari@yahoo.com>
Date: 11/28/20 9:47 AM (GMT-07:00)
To: ann@azleg.com
Subject: Meeting with Trump attorneys

We have read that you and Speaker Bowers have not committed to attending the upcoming meeting with the Trump
legal team. If this is the case, we urge you to do so immediately so that your constituents can be confident of your fair
representationofallofus who support President Trump.Thank you.
Mr and Mrs Mascari
Prescott Valley

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:46:08 AM
To: Dennis Luther <dennisluther43@gmail com>
Subject: RE

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Dennis Luther <dennislutherd3@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:47 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject:

Please attend this meeting today tis imperative for our democracy! Thank youverymuch
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:46:16 AM
To: barrymg1954@outlook com
Subject: RE: Election Fraud In Arizonia

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Barry M Gregory <barrymg1954@outlook com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:47 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election Fraud In Arizonia

Name: Barry M Gregory

Email: barrymg1954@autlookcom

Phone: 5616706736

Leg. District:

Subject: Election Fraud In Arizonia

‘Over 73 millon Americans voted for President Trump and the election was stolen from him with massive fraud. The
hearings in Pennsylvania and the criminal and lawsuits fled detail the evidence. Voters expect you to be a voice for a
fair election process. Please push republicans who are sitting on the sidelines doing nothing to advance the path to
victory. Voters Will Remember Your Actions On This Historical Issue:

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 16:47:25 0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:46:24 AM
To: Catherine Foley <cathy0518@aol.com>
Subject: RE: Hearings with Rudy Giuliani and Jenna Ellis

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Catherine Foley <cathy0518@aol com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:47 AM
Tos Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov»; RussellBowers <RBowers@atleg gov>
Subject: Hearings with RudyGiuliani and Jenna Elis

Dear AZ State Senate President Karen Fann and Speaker of the House Rusty Bowers:

Please attend the hearingsso you can make an INFORMED decision when presented with evidence of election fraud.
We The People deserve for our votes to count.

Respectfully,
Catherine Foley

Sent from my Pad
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:46:30 AM
To: Samantha Marcogliese <grammysammyS0@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Voter Fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Samantha Marcogliese <grammysammy50@gmalcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:45 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Voter Fraud

Ms Fann,
1am asking that you attend the hearing with our President’ attorneys, so that you can hear the evidence:
presented and make a informed opinion.
We the people of the United States of America deserve a fair, legal election, and every legal vote counted.
Sincerely,
Samantha Averil Marcogliese:
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:46:36 AM
To: ramona tuma <777Tmona@gmail.com>
Subject: RE

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: mona tuma <7777mona@gmal com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:44 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject:

Please attend the hearings concerning fraud in the election.My family deserves your attention.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:46:42 AM
To: Femando Candelario <flcandelarioS2@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Attend Hearings

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Fernando Candelario <flcandelarios2@gmal.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:43 AM
Tos Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov»; RussellBowers <RBowers@atleg gov>
Subject: Attend Hearings

Please attend the hearing 50 you can make an informed decision when presented with evidence of election fraud. We
The People deserve for our votes to count.
Respectfully,
Fernando L Candelario
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:48:53 AM
To: Jim Lankes <jim@lankesgroup com>
Subject: RE: 11.28.20 - Arizona State Legislature Election Integrity Hearing November 30th, 2020.

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change tis process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential lector, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue i those cases
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statute, including Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidateforvice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in tis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes onthe selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant o statute to make the selection on tha date. there is a question abou the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From:im Lankes <jim @lankesgroup.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:41 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: 11.28.20 - Arizona State Legislature Election Integrity Hearing November 30th, 2020.

Dear Ms. Fann,

This morning | was advised that you have not committed to attending the upcoming Arizona State Legislature Election
Integrity Hearing scheduled for November 30%, 2020.

“As established inArticle 2, Section 1.2 of the United States Constitution, State Legislatures have the sole authority to
select their representatives to the Electoral College, providinga citca safeguard against voter fraud and election
manipulation,”

Please attend the hearing and take action to protect our election integrity.

Allthe best,

Jim Lankes

602.430.7225 - direct

fim@lankesgroup.com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:49:00 AM
To: rwhite0015@outlookcom
Subject: RE: Fraud Hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Robert White <rwhite0015@outiook. com>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 9:41 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: fraud Hearing

Name: Robert White

Email: rwhite0015@utlook.com

Phone: 6239352800

Leg. District: 5

Subject: Fraud Hearing

Why have you not committed to attending Monday Nov. 30th hearing on fraud in our election, don't you care.

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 16:40:52 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:49:08 AM
To: Cheryl Pack <cheryl610@fuse.net>
Subject: RE: Support Trump and American people

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Cheryl Pack <cheryl610@fuse net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:38 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: Support Trump and American people

Please join meeting on Monday with Trump legal team to see evidence of fraud. Stand up and fight back for our
freedom and Republican Party. Join Pennsylvania in supporting Trump and the American people. Thank you

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:49:19 AM
To: Cherisse <harringtoncherisse@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Urgent

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Cherisse <harrngtoncherisse@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:37 AM
To: Andres Cano <ACano@azleg go>; Alma Hernandez <AHernandez@azleg gov»; Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg gov;
Cesar Chavez<cchavez@atleggov»; Charlene Fernandez <CFernandez@aleg gov»; David Livingston
<diivingston @atleg gov; Geraldine Peten <gpeten@azleg gov>; Leo Biasiucci <Biasiucci @azleg gov; Lisa Otondo
<lotondo@azleggov; Lorenzo Sierra <LSirra@atleg.gov>; Mark Finchem <MFinchem@azleg.gov>; Noel Campbell
<NCampbell@azleggov»; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg. gov; RandyFrese <RFriese@atleggov; Rosanna Gabaldon
<rgabaldon@azleg.govs; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@aile, gov»; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@azleg.gov>; Sonny Borrelli
<sborreli@azleg gov>; Steve Pierce <SPierce@atleggov»;Travs Grantham <TGrantham@azleg.gov»; Tony Rivero
<Thivero@atleg gov»; Victoria Steele <vteele@atleg gov>; Walter Blackman <Wilackman@azleggov»; Warren
Petersen <wpetersen@azleg gov>; Andrea Dalessandro <adalessandro@arleg.gov>; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg gov>;
Daniel Hernandez <DHernandez@azletgov»; John Kavanagh <Kavanagh(@atleg, gov; Kirsten Engel
<kengel@azleg gov»; Karen Fann <KFann@aleg.gov>; Pamela Powers Hannley <ppowershanley@atleg gov; Sally
Ann Gonzales <SGonzales @aleggov>
Ce: Athena Salman <asalman@azleg.gov>; Arlando Teller <ATeller@azleg.gov>; Becky Nutt <brutt@azleg gov>; Ben
Toma <btoma@azleggov; David Bradley<dbradley@azleg.gov>; David Cook <ccook@azleg.gov>; Diego Espinoza
<DEspinoza@arleggov; Diego Rodriguez<DRodriguez @azleg gov»; Eddie Farnsworth<EFarnsworth@azleggov»;
Frank Carroll <FCarroll@azleg gov>; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg. gov»; Joanne Osborne <JOsborne@azleg. gov;
Jamescita Peshiakai<jpeshiakai @azleg,gov»; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@aleg gov; Lela Alston
<LAlston@azleg gov>; Lupe Contreras<lcontreras @atleg, gov»; Mitzi Epstein <mepstein@aleggov>; Martin Quezada
<MQuezada@azleggo>; Myron Tsosie <MTsosie@azleg gov»: Michelle Udall <mudall@aleg gov»; Paul Boyer
<PBoyer@atleg.gov>; Richard Andrade <RAndrade@atleg,gov>; Reginald Bolding <RBolding@azleg.gov>; Rick Gray
<RGray@azleg.gov>; Sean Bowie <sbowie @azleg.gov>; Tim Dunn <TDuRN@azleg. ov»; Thomas T.. Shope
<tshope@arleg gov»; Vince Leach <VLeach@arleg.gov>
Subject: Urgent

Hello my name is Cherise. Today I'm emailing to urge you to support a transparent audit of votes in Arizona to
protect all legal votes. There have been proven irregularities nationwide, including with electronic voting systems.
Please support electoral transparency and integrity, with an urgent aut of both ballots AND electronic voting
systems.
Sincerely,
Cherisse Harrington
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:49:26 AM
To: Dawn MeGroarty <dawnmegroarty@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Regarding the AZ hearings next week

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Dawn McGroarty <dawnmegroarty@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:31 AM
Tos Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov»; Russell Bowers <RBowers@atleg gov>
Subject: Regarding the AZ hearings next week

AZ State Senate Pres Karen Fann:
AZ Speaker of the House Rusty Bowers:

1am writing to urge you to go to the Hearings in your state. | ama Floridian and an American. | have
family and friends in AZwho love your state. | am writing for them and all Arizonians.

Clearly, this election was stolen from WE THE PEOPLE!!! Everyone especially elected
officials should be outraged and want to get to the bottomofthis!!! We need fair and honest
elections.

My home state of PA is getting to the bottom of this and not certifying the results until they clear up
all thevoter fraud.

So please go and hear for yourselves all the evidence of voter fraud.

‘Thank you for your timel! Thank you for caring about America and AZ!

Dawn McGroarty
Big Pine Key FL
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:49:39 AM
To: Elisa Holland <elisaholland487@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Do your CONSTITUTIONAL JOB

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Tel 6029265874

roms lisa Holland <elisahollandds7@gmailcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28,2020 9:28 AM
Tos Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg,gov»; Sonny Borrell <sborrel@azleg gov»; Paul Boyer <Poyer@aleg gov; Kate
Brophy McGee <KBrophy McGee@azleg.gov>; Heather Carter<HCarter @azleggov; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg.gov>;
David Farnsworth <DFamsworth@azleg gov; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth @azleg gov; David Gowan
<dgowan@aileg gov; Rick Gray <RGray@aileg.ov; Sine Ker <SKerr@aileg,gov>; Vince Leach <VLeach@atleg gov;
David Livingston<diivingston @azleg gov»; .D. Mesnard <IMesnard@arle, govs; Tyler Pace <TPace@atleg,gov>; Frank
Pratt <FPratt@atleg. gov; Michelle Ugent-Rita <mugenti-rita @azleg gov>
Subject: Do your CONSTITUTIONAL 10B

To the Republican Members of the Arizona Senate:

It is wonderful news that members of the Arizona legislature plan to meet on

November 30!" to hear allegations of election irregularities. This is a great first
step toward the Arizona Senate and House doing their CONSTITUTIONAL JOB,
ariff on the motto of the New England Patriots NFL football team: DO YOUR
JOB. The members of the Arizona Legislature took an oath when they were
sworn into office to uphold the United States Constitution.

Article II, Section 1, Clause 2, gives to the state legislatures the power to appoint
electors to the Electoral College. This is one ofthose instances when the
Constitution grants powers to entities not part of the federal government: powers
characterized by federal courts as the exercise of a “federal function.” The power
of the Michigan state legislature to appoint electors to the Electoral College is the
exercise of a federal function. As such, the “CONSTITUTIONAL JOB” of the
Arizona state legislature in appointing electors is exercising power under the
Constitution on behalfofall American voters. To continue to do their
CONSTITUTIONAL JOB, the full Arizona Senate and House need to investigate
alleged election irregularities and determine what to do with Arizona's 11
electoral votes.
As reaffirmed by the United States Supreme Court in Chiafolo v. Washington,

this summer, while state legislatures have broad authority under Article IT to
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appoint electors, it is not limitless. A state may not select its electors in a
manner that violates the Equal Protection Clause by treating voters
differently. This appears to have happened in the November 3 Arizona
presidential election. What should the Arizona legislature do to properly exercise
its federal function under Article 2 of the Constitution? The CONSTITUTIONAL
JOB of the Arizona legislature is not to blindly follow state law and ignore
suspect election results certified by state officials but rather to investigate
further. The CONSTITUTIONAL JOBof the Arizona Legislature is to determine
whether the results certified in the Arizona Presidential election were obtained in
violation of the United States constitution. If they were, then how can Arizona's
electors be properly appointed to the Electoral College? 3 U.S.C. § 2 provides a
remedy by giving to the state legislatures the power to step in.

The statute states that if a state has held an election for the purpose of choosing
electors to the Electoral College and has failed to do so, for any reason, then
those electors may be appointed on a day after the election in such manner as the
legislature of the state may direct. An election to choose electors which was
conducted in violation of the United States constitution is a “failure” as its results
cannot be accepted. The November 3 Arizona Presidential election may be such
an election.

Therefore, the “CONSTITUTIONAL JOB” the Arizona legislature must
complete, if it determines the November 3 Arizona Presidential election is.
a “failure”, is to uphold and follow the United States Constitution and determine
a manner by which to appoint Arizona's electors. The remedy could be to hold a
special election limited to presidential electors only; to choose the electors itself;
or to craft some other constitutionally acceptable solution.

Please investigate, deliberate and take action to decide the correct path for the
Arizona legislature. In such circumstances, faced with evidence of constitutional
violations, ignoring suspect election results is a violation ofyour duty to uphold
the United States constitution. All Americans are in this together. Please do
your CONSTITUTIONAL JOB.

Elisa Holland
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:49:47 AM
To: bake landry <b landry4@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: Please stand up and do duty re election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: blake landry <b ancry@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 20209:23 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Please stand up and do duty re election

Dear senator,

We need you to stand up to the forces that have clearly stolen ths presidential election. You have the constitution
and soulsofbrave patriots behind you

Godspeed,

Blake Landry

Sent from Yahoo Mail foriPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:49:55 AM
To: SheriMoran <SheriMoran@protonmail com>
Subject: RE: Itis not acceptable to not attend Mondays hearing...your constituents are talking!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change tis process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential lector, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue i those cases
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statute, including Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidateforvice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in tis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes onthe selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant o statute to make the selection on tha date. there is a question abou the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: SheriMoran <SheriMoran@protonmal.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:24 AM
Tos Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov»; RussellBowers <RBowers@atleg gov>
Subject: Its not acceptable to not attend Monday's hearing. our constituents are talking!

Good morning to you both,
just read an article regarding he hearing the President Trumps team will be presenting on Monday heren
Phoenix. The article stated that neitherof you had committed to attend. | was shocked to hear that and truly hope
that the article was incorrect as so much of the news is these days.
Both of you hold the highest seats in our State Legislative branch. Both of you were elected by the people of
Arizona. Bothof youowe your constituency the respectof showing up on Monday and hearingwhatwe have to tell
You as people who actually witnessed this years voting processes. This process isn't about President Trump's legal
team, this process is about We the People of Arizona who saw corruption first hand and could not get our Governor to
convene the Legislator so we could speak to you directly.
urge you to commit to being at “our” hearing on Monday. We need to share with you what we saw happen, 50 you
an make an informed decision on how to move forward with regard to the electoral certification of our state.

Thank you,
Sheri Moran
602.370.8768

Sent with ProtonMai Secure Email.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:50:02 AM
To: Gary Tatterson <glatterson805@gmail. com>
Subject: RE: Follow PA's example

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Gary Tatterson <gtatterson305@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:20 AM
To: John Alen <jallen @azleg. gov»; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov>; Leo Biasiucci <\Biasiucci@azleg govs; Walter
Blackman <WBlackman@atleg gov»; Shawnna Bolick <S8olck@atle gov; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@aleg.gov>;
FCarrol@aleg gov; Regina Cobb <RCabb@azleg gov; David Cook <dcook@azleg.govs; Tim Dunn <TDun@azleg.gov>;
John Fillmore <Jillmore@aleg gov; Mark Finchem <MFinchem @azleg.gov»; Travis Grantham
TGrantham@azleg.gov>; Gail Griffin <GGrifin@azleg.gov>; John Kavanagh </Kavanagh@atleg gov>; Anthony Kern
<Aem@azleg gov»; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov»; JOsborn @azleg.gov; Kevin
Payne <kpayne@atleg.gov; WPeterson@azleg.gov; Steve Pierce <SPierce@atleg.gov>; Tony Rivero
<Thivero@atleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@arleggo>; Thomas TJ. Shope <tshope@atleg. gov»; Bob Tharpe
<bthorpe@atleg. gov»; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg, gov»; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend @azleg go>; Michelle Udall
<mudall@azleg gov; Jeff Weninger <)Weninger@atleg.gov>; Sylvia Allen <Allen@azleg.gov>; Sonny Borrelli
<sborreli@azleg gov; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@arleggov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg.gov>; Heather
Carter <HCarter@atleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg.gov>; David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg gov; Eddie
Famsworth <EFarnsworth@atleg. gov»; David Gowan <dgowan@aleg gov»; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg, gov; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@atleg,gov>; Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg gov; Dlivington@atleg.gov; .D. Mesnard <IMesnard@atleg govs;
Tyler Pace <TPace@azleggov; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@azleggov>
Subject: Follow PA's example

Please follow PA's example
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:50:09 AM
To: Dr. Craig Barton <craig sellers barton@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Constitutional duty

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Dr. Craig Barton <crai sellers barton@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:15 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Constitutional duty

Dear President,

Fulfil your Constitutional duty.

Prosecute this Election fraud that has clearly taken place in Arizona.

It would be a dereliction of duty if you le t stand, giving way to the 3rd world aspirations for our beautiful State and
Country-

PLEASE ACT NOW!

Or. Crag Barton
President - Barton International Academy
Scoutmaster Troop 122/Crew 2122
"We prepare global youth for better 21st century leadership"
(602) 327-4521
drbarts7@yahoo.com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:50:20 AM
To: Roger Owers <rowers@civignite.com>
Subject: RE: Karen Fann - Request for Legislative Session to Hear President Trump's Election Fraud

Allegations

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30%, we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do nothave the votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committea” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being fied.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Roger Owers <rowers@civignite com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:11 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>
Subject: Karen Fann - Request for Legislative Session to Hear President Trump's Election Fraud Allegations

Dear Senator Fan,

1 pray that you and yours had a very Happy Thanksgiving. | send this email to you to urge you to hold a Legislative
Session tohear theallegations from President Trump regarding 2020 election fraud in Arizona.

Avizona's people deserve to know if such fraud occurred. And you, as Arizona's legislative body, have the authority and
responsibilty to ensure that Arizona's electors put forth their vote based only upon legal votes from the electorate.

1ask that you hold this Session in the next few days because this matter is extremely urgent.

Kind regards,

RogerOwers
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:50:34 AM
To: Gary Tatterson <glatterson805@gmail. com>
Subject: RE: Follow PA's example

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Gary Tatterson <gtatterson305@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:11 AM
To: John Alen <jallen @azleg. gov»; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov>; Leo Biasiucci <\Biasiucci@azleg govs; Walter
Blackman <WBlackman@atleg gov»; Shawnna Bolick <S8olck@atle gov; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@aleg.gov>;
FCarrol@aleg gov; Regina Cobb <RCabb@azleg gov; David Cook <dcook@azleg.govs; Tim Dunn <TDun@azleg.gov>;
John Fillmore <Jillmore@aleg gov; Mark Finchem <MFinchem @azleg.gov»; Travis Grantham
TGrantham@azleg.gov>; Gail Griffin <GGrifin@azleg.gov>; John Kavanagh </Kavanagh@atleg gov>; Anthony Kern
<Aem@azleg gov»; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov»; JOsborn @azleg.gov; Kevin
Payne <kpayne@atleg.gov; WPeterson@azleg.gov; Steve Pierce <SPierce@atleg.gov>; Tony Rivero
<Thivero@atleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@arleggo>; Thomas TJ. Shope <tshope@atleg. gov»; Bob Tharpe
<bthorpe@atleg. gov»; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg, gov»; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg go>; Michelle Udall
<mudall@azleg gov; Jeff Weninger <)Weninger@atleg.gov>; Sylvia Allen <Allen@azleg.gov>; Sonny Borrelli
<sborreli@azleg gov; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@arleggov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg.gov>; Heather
Carter <HCarter@atleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg.gov>; David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg gov; Eddie
Famsworth <EFarnsworth@atleg. gov»; David Gowan <dgowan@aleg gov»; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg, gov; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@atleg,gov>; Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg gov; Dlivington@atleg.gov; .D. Mesnard <IMesnard@atleg govs;
Tyler Pace <TPace@azleggov; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@azleggov>
Subject: Follow PA's example

Please follow PA's examplel!
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:50:52 AM
To: dugmiller@hotmailcom
Subject: RE: Election Fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Doug Miller <dugmiller@hotmalcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 6:44 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election Fraud

Name: Doug Miller

Email: dugmiller@hotmailcom

Phone: 9287137329

Leg. District:

Subject: Election Fraud

We need courage from our state legislators. We know what happenedin this election. Do the right thing!

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 15:44:11 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:51:04 AM
To: W195 <lwt1955@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: wt1955 <hit1955@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 8:38 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election

Please verify every legal vote and throw out every illegal vote. The integrity of this election and al future elections are:
at stake. The evidence is overwhelming, not only of voter fraud, but wide spread election fraud. If this is not stopped,
wehave lost all confidence in the integity of our voter system. Any mathematician will tell you the numbers do not add
up. This election in Arizona and acrossourgreat country should be scrutinized and al illegal votes should be dismissed.
Thank you for all your hard work. Sincerely, Larry W Thomas.

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28,2020 9:51:11 AM
To: Diana Becerril Matejsek <dbmatejsek@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Election 2020 USA

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Diana Becerri Matejsek <dbmatejsek@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 8:34 AM
To: Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg,gov; Lela Alston <LAlston@azleg.gov>; Sonny Borrell<sborreli@aleggov; Sean
Bowie <sbowie@aleg go>; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg.gov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMeGee@atles §0v>;
Heather Carter <HCarter(@atleg.gov>; Lupe Contreras<lcontreras@azleg, gov»; Andrea Dalessandro
<adalessandro@azleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg. gov; David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth @azleg.gov; Sally Ann.
‘Gonzales <SGonzales @azleg.ov>; David Gowan <dgowan @stleg gov; Rick Gray <RGray@atleg gov; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@azleg,gov>; Vince Leach <Vleach@azleg.gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@aleggov; Juan Mendez
<imendez@azleg gov>; .D. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleggov; Tony Navarrete <tnavarrete@azleggov; Lisa Otondo
<lotondo@azleggov>; Tyler Pace <TPace@ale. gov>; Jamesita Peshiakai <jpeshiakai@azleg.gov>; Frank Pratt
<FPratt@azleg gov>; Martin Quezada <MQuezada@azleg gov»; Rebecca Rios <RRios(@azleg gov; Victoria Steele
<vsteele@arleg.gov>; Michelle Ugenti-ita <mugenti-ita@azleggov>
Subject; Election 2020 USA

Hello my name is Diana Matejsek.

Today I'm writing to urge YOU to supporta transparent audit of votes in our state to protect all legal votes.
There have been proven iregularities nationwide, including with electronic voting systems. I'm asking that
YOU support electoral transparency and integrity, with an urgent audit of both ballots AND electronic voting
systems.

In addition, itis against the law for tv networks to knowinglyreport false news. CNN, Fox, & others are
reporting that Joe Biden is the, quote, “President Elect” This is not true because a legal election winner has
not been declared by official election authorities. Authorities have not made this announcement and states
have not certified their votes. Please take action to prevent networks from spreading this dangerous faise
information, which does material harm and damage to the country. Thank you.

Sincerely,
Diana Matejsek
Zip Code: 85259

Diana Becerril Matejsek
541-390-4531
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28,2020 9:51:19 AM
To: Tovmullins@yahoo com
Subject: RE: WILL YOU BE AT THE HEARING?

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change tis process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential lector, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue i those cases
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidateforvice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in tis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes onthe selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant o statute to make the selection on tha date. there is a question abou the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Lovalerie <lovmullins@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 8:28 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: WILL YOU BE AT THE HEARING?

Name: Lovalerie:

Email: loumulins@yahoo.com

Phone: 2026956611

Leg. District: Mullins

Subject: WILL YOU BE AT THE HEARING?

Liberty needs you to show up in Arizonal Thank you

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 15:28:15 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:51:45 AM
To: ‘Tawney Benner <bennertawney@gmail com>
Subject: RE: OPPOSITION TO CERTIFYING OUR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change tis process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential lector, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue i those cases
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidateforvice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in tis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes onthe selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant o statute to make the selection on tha date. there is a question abou the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Tawney Benner <bennertawney @gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020.8:03 AM
Tos Steve Pierce <SPierce@aleg gov; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@aleggov; Leo Biasiucei <LBiasiucci@azleg govs;
Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg, gov»; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@atleg gov»; Walter Blackman <Wlackman @azleg gov»;
David Cook <dcook@atleg gov»; Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@azleg.gova; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg.govs; Mark
Finchem <MFinchem@azleggov; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleggov;
Joanne Osborne <JOsborne@azleg go>; Tim Dunn <TDunn@aleg gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@atleg gov>; Gail Grifin
<GGriffin@azleg gov»; John Allen <jallen@azleg gov»; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov; John Fillmore
Fillmore @azleg.govs; Kelly Townsend<ktownsend@azleg. gov»; Jeff Weninger <IWeninger @azleg,gov»; Anthony.
Kern<AKern@atleggov»; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@atleg gov>; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleg.gov>; Ben Toma
<btoma@azleg gov; Frank Carrol <FCarroll@atleg gov; JayLawrence <JLawrence@azleggov>; John Kavanagh
<IKavanagh@aleg.gov>; Michelle Udall <mudall@atleg.gov>; Russell Bowers<RBowers @azleg gov»; Karen Fann
<KFann@atleggov»; Sonny Borrel <sborrelli@azleg gov; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleggov;Frank Pratt
<FPratt@atleg.gov>; Vince Leach <VLeach@atleg gov; Eddie Farnsworth <EFamsworth@azleg, gov; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@azleg gov>; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg.gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg,gov>; David Farnsworth
<DFarnsworth@atleg.gov>; 1.0. Mesnard <IMesnard@atleg. gov»; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@aleg.govs; Kate Brophy McGee
<KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>
Subject: OPPOSITION TO CERTIFYING OUR PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION

Dear Representative, I'm writing to ask you not to certify our election.
There was to much fraud and legal votes.
im asking for our ballots and signatures be audited and or the dominion machine to be inspected.
In our last Presidential election, over 18k legals voted.
Weare a sovereignnationthat for the people.
Please stand and fight for our country.

Thank you. Tawney Benner
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:53:07 AM

To: Jane Hubbard <jchubbardS6@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Hearing on voter and election fraud

Jane, 1 wil be watching the hearing via ve streaming and zoom just as 1 did with the Pennsylvania hearing which |
found very informative.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tek 602.926.5874

From: Jane Hubbard <jchubbards6@gmalcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 7:53 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Re: Hearing on voter and election fraud

Senator Fann,

Thank you for your prompt response. | understand the procedures you laid out. Noneoftha prevents you from
attending the hearing that Mark Finchem has scheduled on Monday, November 30. You MUST personaly attend this
hearing and listen to the evidence presented by President Trump's [egal team. You need to hear it irt hand. Your
leadership of the senate and the GOP majority requires i. As a voter in Arizons, | am very concerned that my vote vil
be iseniranchised by the legal voting and regularities with Dominion software. Our electors were chosen by the
LEGAL voters inthe state of Arizona. You have a constitutionalduty to ensure that is the case. All llega votes must be
removed from the count and no certfcation of votes can occur until the accurate and legal count is determined. There
mustbean accurate hand audit of all precincts, not just polling centers and all signatures of votes cast must be:
analyzed. The citizens of Arizona will never have faith and confidence in our 2020 election or future elections if that is
not done.

Sincerely,

Jane Hubbard

On Fr, Nov 27, 2020 at 6:51 PM Karen Fann<Kfann@azleggov wrote:

Below is the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate has already set up a dedicated email account 2020clection@azles gov asking the voters to email us
with their concerns and documentation of fraud and regularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is able o gather as well. We are al
working hard to make sure this election was fair and accurate.

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting process.
We have received many inuiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results
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were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as
possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to not allowthecertification to happen on Monday, November 30, please be
aware that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give us a path to move forward.

-Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020
as part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal
explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us infor a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the.
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have
31R’s and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we.
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatorypowers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by
thevoters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedingsiscrucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopesof restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share inyour frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other
‘administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrityof the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum is in response toyour questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilty of
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the legislature to change this process fo the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof ma direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled inthe Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const art 1, §1,d.2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. Il § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did nt address this
Congressional authority because it was not an ssue in those cases
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “[t]he electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the frst Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election of a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
Several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A... section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November §, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday aterthe first Monday in November, 1956, and quacrennialy thereafter, there shall be:
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this sate.
5. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorso this state shal cast their electoral college votesfor the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state a prescribed in the
canvass
The statutes also provide tha the chai of the state committee of each political party that qualifies or a column on
the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature wouldhaveto amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes tha the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
Voted pursuant to statuteto make the selection on that date. there is a questionabou the conduc ofthe election,
the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results
through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
PresidentoftheSenate

Karen Fann
PresidentoftheSenate
Ter 602.926.5874

From: Jane Hubbard <ichubbardS6@gmail com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 231 PM
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To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>
Subject: Hearing on voter and election fraud

Name: Jane Hubbard

Email: jchubbards6@gmail.com

Phone: 5206097937

Leg. District: 11

Subject: Hearing on voter and election fraud

a€cstate Legislatures are uniquely qualified and positioned to hold hearings on election irregularities and fraud
before electors are chosen. As established in Article 2, Section 1.2 of the United States Constitution, State.
Legislatures have thesole authority to select thei representativestothe Electoral College, providinga critical
safeguard against voter fraud and election manipulation. &€ce As president of the Arizona Senate you must show
leadership and attend the hearing scheduled for Monday, November 30 with the Trump Campaigna™s legal team to
hear the evidence of voter and election fraud in our state.

Sent Fri, 27 Nov 2020 21:31:12 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:53:13 AM
To: Tammi KP <westiegirls|@msn com>
Subject: RE: PLEASE DO NOT CERTIFY MONDAY

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602926.5871

From: Tammi KP<westiegirs1 @msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 7:34 AM
To: Tammi KP <westiegirls1@msn.com>
Subject: PLEASE DO NOT CERTIFY MONDAY

Please audit the Presidential votes

Thank you,

Jeff Pitchford
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:53:24 AM
To: Lee Rosenfeld <leerosenfeld@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Voter Fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Lee Rosenfeld <icerosenfeld@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 7:23 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Voter Fraud

Dear Karen
Significant evidence of vote fraud was revealed throughdata analysis and investigations by Matt Braynard, executive
director of Look Ahead America (ntos://youtu. be/atkp6nwkSw). Other widespread election regularities are being
documented throughout Arizona and the nation al benefiting Joe Biden. Many election experts now estimate that the
President won the election in a landslide!

Itis clear that there can be no confidence in the integrity ofthis election in Arizona and many other sates. Therefore,
respectfully request that you exercise your authority granted by Article I, Section 1 of the U.S. Constitution and appoint
a slate of presidential electors to reelect President DonaldJ. Trump in the Electoral College.

Thank you for your service toourstate and our great nation!

Sincerely,
Name Lee Rosenfeld
Address 2820 N Siow Drive
Chino Valley Az. 86323
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:53:37 AM
To: sumner_andrews@yahoo com
Subject: RE: Consequences Not Stopping Arizona Vote Fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Sumner R AndrewsJr <sumner_andrews@yahoocom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 6:58 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Consequences Not Stopping Arizona Vote Fraud

Name: Sumner R Andrews Jr

Email: sumner_andrews@yahoocom

Phone:

Leg. District: LD1

Subject: Consequences Not Stopping Arizona Vote Fraud

Comments:
Dear Karen, Whatever t takes to reveal and reverse the legal vote talliesdue to fraud you should do so. Why? | have.
lived in the beautiful town of Prescott for 18 years. | am Republican and have consistently voted for you. Now itsnd€™t
a questiono the tables being turned, we are about to experience a transformation that the lft has been dreaming of
for more than 50 years, a revolution. | started to think about you and your family business that has beena center of
Prescott as a point of reference. With Biden your business will fail from the emergence of athird world economy. You
will become a minority ina sea of democratic legislators and legal voters. Please find a way. Put it before the people.
We will support you. We love ou state and want it to be a leading igh.

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 13:57:40 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:53:45 AM
To: Julianne Curtis <curtis_julianne@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: Plea to NOT certify Electors in Arizona

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Julianne Curtis <curtis_julianne@hotmal com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 6:28 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Plea to NOT certify Electors in Arizona
Importance: High

Dear Senator Fann,

You are no doubt aware of serious allegations of pervasive voter fraud and election
irregularities in Arizona and the recent evidenceofforeign and domestic actors’ attempts to
usurp the will of the American voters.

As such, | am asking you to please protect the integrityof the 2020 Presidential Election
and not certify any electors until the State of Arizona has thoroughly pursued these
allegations and conducted a full audit of your election results (including Republican
observers no more than three feet away, verification of signatures and the dates on which the
ballots were received, etc.).

Millions of Americans are watching Arizona right now and pleading for you to take a firm
stance to enforce election integrity. Fair and free elections are a protected right, and indeed,
oneof the foundations upon which our Republic rests. If voter fraud and corruption are
allowed to go unchecked, and unpunished, we will lose our nation in this generation.

Thank you in advance for being resolutein this matter. | pray that we will look back on this
moment with gratitude for those leaders who stood with honor and fortitude at this critical
juncture in our nation’s history.

Sincerely yours,

Julianne E. Curtis
Nashville, TN
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:53:57 AM
To: Hattie Bryant <hattie@authorhattiebryant com>
Subject: RE: please stand for fairelections

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Hattie Bryant <hattie@authorhattiebryantcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 6:25 AM
To: Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov»; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleggov»; Paul Boyer <PBoyer @atleg gov>; Kate
Brophy McGee <K8rophyMcGee@arleg go>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov; Karen Fann <KFann@atleggov;
David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg. go>; David Gowan <dgowan @azleg,gov»; Rick Gray <RGray@aleg gov; Sine:
Kerr <SKerr@azleg.gov>; Vince Leach <VLeach(@aleg gov>; David Livingston <clivingston@azleg gov
Subject: please stand for fair elections

Dear Ladies and Gentlemenofthe Arizona State Senate,

You are no doubt aware of serious allegations of pervasive voter fraud and election
irregularities in Arizona and the recent evidenceofforeign and domestic actors’ attempts to
usurp the will of the American voters.

As such, | am asking you to please protect the integrityof the 2020 Presidential Election
and not certify any electors until the State of Arizona has thoroughly pursued these
allegations and conducted a full audit of your election results (including Republican
observers no more than three feet away, verification of signatures and the dates on which the
ballots were received, etc.).

Millions of Americans are watching Arizona right now and pleading for you to take a firm
stance to enforce election integrity. Fair and free elections are a protected right, and indeed,
oneof the foundations upon which our Republic rests. If voter fraud and corruption are
allowed to go unchecked, and unpunished, we will lose our nation in this generation.

Thank you in advance for being resolutein this matter. | pray that we will look back on this
moment with gratitude for those leaders who stood with honor and fortitude at this critical
juncture in our nation’s history.

With great expectations,

Hattie Bryant
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:54:04 AM
To: rose ann puma <roseannpuma@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: SPECIAL SESSION

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand thata states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: rose ann puma <roseannpuma@yahoocom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 6:24 AM
To: KevinPayne <kpayne@azleg.gov>; Russell Bowers <RBowers @azleg, gov»; Michelle Udall <mudall@azleg gov;
Warren Petersen <wpetersen@aleg gov>; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@atleggov»; Steve Pierce
<SPierce@aleg gov>; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleg.gov>; Tim Dunn <TDunn@azleg.ov>; Joanne Osborne:
<I0sborne@azleggov»; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg gov>; John Kavanagh <JKavanagh @azleg gov; Mark
Finchem<MFinchem @acleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@atleg go>; Thomas T.. Shope <tshope@atle§ov>;
David Cook <dcook@aleggov; Frank Carrol <FCarroll@atleg gov»; Ben Toma <btoma@atleg gov»; Nancy Barto
<NBarto@arleg. gov»; John Allen <jallen@atleg. gov»; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg gov; Leo Biasiucci
<LBiasiucci@azleg gov»; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@ale gov»; John Filmore <Fillmore@azleg.gov>; 1.
Mesnard <IMesnard@atleg gov»; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg.gov>; Paul Boyer <PRoyer@atleggov»; David Gowan

<dgowan @atleg gov;Rick Gray <RGray@azleggov; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov; Kate Brophy McGee
<KBrophyMcGee@azleg. gov»; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth@azleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@acleg gov; Sine:
Kerr <SKerr@azleg.gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@azleg.gov»; Vince Leach <Vleach@azleg.gov>; Frank
Pratt <FPratt@azleg.gov»; David Livingston<divingston @atleg gov; Heather Carter<HCarter@azleg gov; Sonny
Borrell <sborrel@azleggov>; David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@aleg.gov>
Subject: SPECIAL SESSION

Hi, my name is Rose Ann Puma, live in (cit or county). 1 am VERY upset with the process. ANDITRUST
THAT YOU WILL BE AT MONDAYS PUBLIC ELECTION INTEGRITY HEARING WITH RUDY
‘GIULIANI AND JENNA ELLIS!!! We NEED confidence in OUR elections. The fact that WE THE PEOPLE
gave YOU a REPUBLICAN MAJORITY IN THE STATE HOUSE, the fact that cours can't move fast
enough, and the fact that BOTH SIDES are divided means YOU should issue a press release calling fora
SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE SESSION to address the following issues:
OVERSIGHT OF THE ELECTION
OVERSIGHT OF THE CERTIFICATION
STATE LEGISLATURES CHOOSING THE ELECTORS
"THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE
HOUSE”
1£YOU are not willing to issuea press release within the next 48 hours that YOU support acall FOR A
SPECIAL SESSION. so that YOU can HAVE OVERSIGHT over these things, THEN I'M NOT VOTING
FOR YOU OR ANY OTHER REPUBLICAN EVER AGAIN!!!
Call for a special session RIGHT NOW.
Thank you,
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:54:12 AM
To: M3SCompanies <m3scompanies@msn com>
Subject: RE: REQUESTING... Article 2 remedy for the election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: M3SCompanies <m3scompanies @msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 6:18 AM
To: Steve Pierce <SPierce@azleg gov
Subject: REQUESTING... Article2 remedy for the election

Please join PA and do what's right for the Republic of OUR United States.

We cannot let the Former President have a third term. With Biden's picks that's
exactly what will happen.

Thank you from the bottom of my red, white and blue heart.

Tammi Krizman
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:54:19 AM
To: Robert Panebianco <rlpanebianco@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Do the right thing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the following
information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30, we wil be providing the live
streaming and zoom links to our membersso they have the opportunity to hear anytestimonygivenaswe did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can
then see what issues arebeingcited which will give us a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes topass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
2 forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyof the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
nacessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure
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that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings andotheradministrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
70: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art 11,5 1,dl. 2.

Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the presidential
electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush v. Gore, 531
U.5..98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the timeofchoosing presidential
electors. U.5. Const. art. 11 § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional authority.
because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congresshasdirected that “(t]he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding every
election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the frst Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from this
state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the candidate
for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political party.
ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Robert Panebianco <rlpanebianco@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 6:13 AM
To: Shawnna Bolick <SBolick @azleg gov>; Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg.gov>; Becky Nutt <bnutt@aleggov; Gail Grifin
<GGrifin@atleg.gov>; Tony Rivero <TRivero@aleg gov>; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleg.gov>; Russell Bowers
<RBowers @azleg,govs; Michelle Udall <mudall @azleg. gov»; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg gov; Travis Grantham
<TGrantham @azleg gov>; Steve Pierce <SPierce@arleg gov; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleg gov>; Tim Dunn
<TOunn@atleg gov»; Joanne Osborne <IOsborne@azleg gov»; Jay Lawrence <ILawrence@atleg,gov>; John Kavanagh
<IKavanagh@aleg gov; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg gov»; Thomas .J. Shope <tshope@aleg gov; David Cook
<dcook@azleg gov»; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg.gov>; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov»; John Alen <jallen@azleg gov>;
Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg gov»; Leo Biasiuce <Lbiasiucci@aleggov; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleggov; 10.
Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov»; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@aleg.gov>; David Gowan

<dgowan @atleg gov; Rick Gray <RGray@azleggov>; Tyler Pace<TPace@atleggov; Kate Brophy McGee
<KBrophyMcGee@aleg gov; Eddie Farmsworth <EFamsworth@azleg,gov»; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@aileg gov>; Michell Ugenti-ita <mugenti-ita@aleggov; Vince Leach <VLeach@stleg gov; David
Farnsworth <DFarnsworth @aileg, gov»; Frank Carroll <Carroll@aaleg.govs; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@atleg ov;
John Fillmore<Jilmore @azleg gov; Mark Finchem <MFinchem @azleg.gov>
Subject: Do the right thing

As US. Citizens 1, my family, and friends willNOT have our vores defrauded, and We The People demand:

1) a complete audit ofthe election (i. legal ballots counted only; signatures, adresses and names all
verified: no ballots allowed after election night orifseparatedfrom envelope, no dead vorers, no out ofstate
voters, etc), and

2) full investigationsand
3) prosecutionsfor voter fraud, and

since there is massive evidence of massive voterfraud and that Trump legitimately won the election then
We The People demandyou only send Eleciors for Trump.

Your Seat depends on your actions, We The People will reward those whofight and comply with our demands
for justice, those who dont we will rec:
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:58:25 AM
To: Victoria A Dolan <mvaed@msn.com>
Subject: RE: Please hold a proper 2020 General Election fraud hearing

Thank you Victoria. | have been in contact with the Trump legal team many times this week. Because of conflicting
legal advise from the Trump team and our Arizona election attorney experts, | have asked them to please have a
conference call to make sure everyone s interpreting our constitution the same way. Its difficult for our legislative
body to move forward without lear legal advise:

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Victoria ADolan <mvaed@msncom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 5:44 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@aileg,gov>
Subject; Re: Please hold a proper 2020 General Election fraud hearing

Dear Senator Fann,

Please know how much | truly appreciate your immediate reply over this Thanksgiving weekend to my
concerns and the concerns of millions of Arizona citizens.

Regarding one point noted in your email because iti truly the "sticking point":
Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020
as partofthe vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactivelymodify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal
‘explanation provided by Legislative Council.

We, the citizens of Arizona, through rife fraud did not elect Joe Biden. Therefore, ourelectorswill be
certifying this fraud along with others involved in the certification process - including the Secretary of State.

I sincerely hope you will remain steadfast and do your utmost to reversethis travesty of corruption once the
lawsuits permit youto open those floodgates.

Moreover, | appreciate your hopefulness that "all efforts will be made to ensure safe elections in the future”

However, should this fraud and corruption be allowed to stand there will never be fraud free elections ever
again in this state and in this country.

Yes, iti that dire and every person knows this deep down, that is why a "business as usual" approach of
implementing this rule or regulation orpassingthis piece of legislation here or there will do nothing, because
the precedent for outright, in your face corruption has be set in stone.
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May the course of this fraudulent certification be reversed.

My thanks and with respect,
Victoria Dolan

From: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 6:53 PM
To: muaed@msn.com <mvaed@msn.com>
Subject: RE: Please hold a proper 2020 General Election fraud hearing

Below i the response | am sending to those who have emailed me. With respect to the hearing on Monday, the
Arizona Senate hasalreadyset up a dedicated email account 2020election@azleg.gov asking the voters to email us with
their concerns and documentation of fraud and irregularities so we can act upon that information. Apparently
Representative Fincham decided he wanted to have his own hearing to gather information as well. We willbe glad to
share the Senate information and welcome him sharing any information he is able to gather as well. We are all working
hard to make sure ths election was fair and accurate.

‘Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every efforttoensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd ike to respond as quickly as possible
toll of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", please be aware
that President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
Statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

~For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting.
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information weare being providedby the
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Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reformsinthe hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO.
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislaturetochange this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
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The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. f there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannotchange the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Victoria ADolan <mvaed@msn.com>
Sent: Thursday, November 26, 20207:32 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg. gov>
Subject: lease hold a proper 2020 General Election fraud hearing

Name: Victoria A Dolan

Email: mysed@msn.com

Phone: 4802959750

Leg. District: 1

Subject: Please hold a proper 2020 General Election fraud hearing

Dear Senator Fann, I'm writing to you on this Thanksgiving morning because the 2020 General Election fraud is that
overwhelming and can not be ignored. Our country satstake. | watched the Pennsylvania State legislature committee
conduct their hearing on the election fraud n thei State and it should be watched by every citizen. Repeatedly
referenced inthe hearing was Article 2of the Constitution: "State Legislatures are uniquely qualified and positioned to
hold hearings on election iregularites and fraud before electors are chosen,” the press release said. "As established in
Article 2, Section 1.2 of the United States Constitution, State Legislatures have the sole authority to select their
representatives tothe Electoral College, providing a critical safeguard against voter fraud and election manipulation.”
(excerpt from the “Just The News" website) It is deeply disheartening to hear the Attorney General of our state, and to
Some degree the Governor, present a "nothing to see here" attitude. Please disregard the naysayers, and as our
representative listen to th citizens who demand and deserve a fraud free election and hold a very specific hearing to
address the fraud that did occur in our state!Your time and consideration are appreciated. Respectfully, Victoria A Dolan

Sent Thu, 26 Nov 2020 14:31:33 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:58:37 AM
To: nateschmidt1988@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Election Hearing- Monday November 30th

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Nate <nateschmidt1983@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:39 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject; Election Hearing: Monday November 30th

Name: Nate

Email: nateschmidt1988@gmailcom

Phone: 623.262.2615

Leg. District: 19

Subject: Election Hearing: Monday November 30th

Comments:
Hil hope you had an excellent Thanksgiving! 1am a long time Republican resident of Arizona and a huge fan of our
President Mr. Trump! | watched the voter fraud hearing in Pennselvania in ts entirety earlier this week and the
evidence is compelling. | was informed a similarhearing will be taking place here in Az on Monday. | would like to be.
involved in any way|can!A | understand the gravity of keeping our President in the White Houseanother4 years. | am
also starting tosee a path to victory with these hearings. Please help support our President in undertaking your
constitutional right in Article 2 Section 1.2 as the state legislature has the sole vested authorityto appoint the electoral
college delegates. Thanks, NateA (Az resident for over 30 years)

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 09:39:28 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:58:45 AM
To: james grenierl @gmail com
Subject: RE: election legal action

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: James Grenier <james grenier1@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:23 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: election egal action

Name: James Grenier

Email: jamesgrenier1@gmailcom

Phone: 01522 6926650

Leg. District: district 13

Subject: election legal action

Comments:
Wake Upli! We the people are pissed off and are fed up!l! Follow the Pennsylvania Judge and State Legislatures. We
dona™ need you; if your not willing to fight for what i legally right. We the people elected you to insure our country
staysa free land. A quote from EPOCH Times: a€ceThe judge who ordered Pennsylvania to not certify the results of the
2020 election wrote in an opinionon Friday tha the Republicans who fled the related lawsuit will likely win the case.
Pennsylvania Commonwealth Judge Patricia McCullough made the assessment as part of an opinion explaining her
rationale for blocking Pennsylvaniad€™s election certification. Agroup of Republican lawmakers and candidates sued
the Keystone State earlierthsweek, arguing that the state legislatures malin voting law3€”Act 773€"violated the
commonwealtha€™s constitution3€ We are demanding you take action, there is nothing more important! Verify each
Votes legal. If we the people lose in court, then itis ok, t4€" the law. But, f you dona€™ do anything, you become
part of the problem. Our country needs YOU. Do something now!i! What more proof do you need -
ittps://snvw: youtube com/watch?v=WGRhBmHYNO

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 07:22:35 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:58:54 AM
To: Missingthegreen@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Monday meeting

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: RachelDzierzek <Missingthegreen@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 11:59 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Monday meeting

Name: Rachel Drierzek

Email: Missingthegreen@gmail com

Phone: 4803902037

Leg. District: 6

Subject: Monday meeting

Comments:
Biden as winner. Suppose to be a meeting on it Monday, informal. | must assume you aren't interested in finding out
whoreallywon. | guess my voteisof no importance toyou,so my husband and are not voting for you again. Oh,
wonder if Pa proceedingare of any value. GOP are not my party ater this. 2

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 06:59:20 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:59:10 AM
To: Yooperslayer@gmailcom
Subject: RE: Arizona Legislature hearing on 2020 election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: John Krolk <Yoopersiayer@gmal.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:51PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Arizona Legislature hearing on 2020 election

Name: John Krolik

Email: Yooperslayer@gmail.com

Phone: 5202357792

Leg. District: 03

Subject: Arizona Legislature hearing on 2020 election

Comments:
Greetings from Tucson my name i john i am a Registered Republican and i would ike to let you all know that
hope that the Arizona Republican party Supports the president. and and we the people in our Quest for the truth
weall know that trump won the election the night of the election every single egal vote and fraudulent vote in
Arizona should be made null abd void this includes votes for trump that were switched to biden instead we have
al of the proof and evidence to over tum the resultsofthis election now s the time for All Republicans
Nationwide to unite and not only support our president but also the 70 million plus voters who voted for OUR
President Donald John Trump lets all remember that that now is not the time fo political correctness when it
comesto the integrity of this and any future elections inal reality if ony paper ballots would have been used this
problem would not have happened not to mentional the mailed in ballots itis this Americans sincere suggestion
that the only people who should be alowed to mail i a ballot are those American citizens who are ving abroad.
itis time that Arizona Republicans Reclaim their constitutional Rights in matters concerning the choosing of
electors As a americani refuse to allow my Republic to be taken hostage by a socialist Agenda its time for actin.
And to those Republicans who are on the Fence concerning this election remember this lt it burn inside your
memory ts the will of the people that all politcans are Obligated to Obiige We the people have made our choice
to Re Elect Donald John Trump to be The Next president Of Our Republic no we are not a Democracy we are a
Republic. Now really wish to also say thank you to all Republicans here in Arizona who have not caved to
Democrats demands in wish i could attend this conference. | would aso ike to say that were notout of the
Woods yet this election is not over yet but if this election is not over turned than the future of our Republic and
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future GenerationsofAmericans will cease to exist. Every single instance of voter fraud ilegal ballots including
dead people. and ballots that were mailed to those living in our Republic who are not US Citizens also i there were
any instances where Republicans were not allowed to preform the sacred duty of being apoll watchers and being
denied their authority toviewall ballots during the counting process Etc would alsoliketotake the time to
address the possibility of even more ballots that are being found or that have already been manafactured but yet
claimed as newly discovered ballots in bidens favor. In closingiwoulld like to say live in Tucson pima country
nevertheless i still wanted to reach out to you Karen Fann cannot write to Raul giljava he is a democrat so i have
reached out to my fellow Republicans in the Arizona Legislature

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 05:51:12 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:59:21 AM
To: kenneth basham <kwbmxr123@yahoo.com>
Subject: RE: MONDAYS ELECTION MEETING-THIS IS OUR COUNTRY! NOT COMMUNIST

COUNTRY!

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd ike to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

~For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in witha 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
10 receive the required 40 and 20 votes, We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor. the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyof the voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewofour elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Govemment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offuture elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election

results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential lection.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manneras the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionofa President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretary of stateissues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conductofthe
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~---
From: kenneth basham <kwbmxr]23@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:43 PM
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To: Jeff Weninger <JWeninger@azleg gov>; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov>; Bob Thorpe
<bthorpe@azleg gov>; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@azleg gov=; Anthony Kern <AKem@azleg gov>; Becky
Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov>; Gail Griffin <GGriffin@azleg gov>; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg gov>; Kevin
Payne <kpayne@azleg gov; Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>: Michelle Udall <mudall@azleg gov=;
‘Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg gov>; Travis Grantham<TGrantham@azleg gov>; Steve Pierce
<SPierce@azleg gov>; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleg gov>: Tim Dunn <TDunn@azleg gov>; Joanne
Osborne <JOsbome@azleg gov>; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg gov>; John Kavanagh
<IKavanagh@azleg gov>: Mark Finchem <MFinchem@azleg gov>; Bret Roberts <BRoberis@azleggov;
Thomas TJ. Shope <tshope@azleg gov>; David Cook<dcook@azleg gov>; Frank Carroll
<FCarroll@azleg gov>; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg gov>; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov>; John Allen
<jallen@azleg gov; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg gov=: Leo Biasiucei <LBiasiucci@azleg gov>; Kelly
Townsend <ktownsend@azleg gov>; John Fillmore <JFillmore@azleg gov>; J.D. Mesnard
<IMesnard@azleg gov>; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg gov>; David Gowan
<dgowan@azleg gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov>, Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov>; Kate Brophy McGee
<KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Eddie Famsworth <EFamsworth@azleg gov>; Karen Fann
<KFann@azleg gov>; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugeni-rita@azleg gov>; Vince
Leach <VLeach@azleg gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg gov=;
Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov=; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg gov=; David Famsworth
<DFamsworth@azleg gov>
Subject: MONDAYS ELECTION MEETING-THIS IS OUR COUNTRY! NOT COMMUNIST COUNTRY!

Hi, my name is Kenneth B. live in (Maricopa, AZ). 1am VERY upset with the process. AND I TRUST THAT
YOU WILL BE AT MONDAYS PUBLIC ELECTION INTEGRITY HEARING WITH RUDY GIULIANI
AND JENNA ELLIS!!! We NEED confidence in OUR elections. The fact that WE THE PEOPLE gave YOU a
REPUBLICAN MAJORITY IN THE STATE HOUSE, the fact that courts can't move fast enough, and the fact
that BOTH SIDES are divided means YOU should issue a press release calling for a SPECIAL LEGISLATIVE.
SESSION to address the following issues

“OVERSIGHT OF THE ELECTION
-OVERSIGHT OF THE CERTIFICATION
“STATE LEGISLATURES CHOOSING THE ELECTORS

“THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE.
HOUSE”

If YOU are not willing to issue a press release within the next 48 hours that YOU supporta call FOR A
SPECIAL SESSION, so that YOU can HAVE OVERSIGHT over these things, THEN I'M NOT VOTING
FOR YOU OR ANY OTHER REPUBLICAN EVER AGAIN!!!

Call fora special session RIGHT NOW.

Thank you,

Kenneth B
“Tax Paying Citizen,
THIS IS THE PEOPLES USA!!
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:59:42 AM
To: douglaschase@me. com
Subject: RE: Voter Fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Doug Chase <douglaschase@me.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:30 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Voter Fraud

Name: Doug Chase

Email: douglaschase@me.com

Phone: 4253015720

Leg. District:

Subject: Voter Fraud

Comments:
Please require that Arizona tens to the voter fraud discussions and takes a close detailed audit and forensics study to
find the truth balletbyballet). | have looked at thestatisticsand can easly identify the unexplainable problems with
the votes. Respectfully, Doug and Pauline Chase Arizona (we voted)

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 05:30:15 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 9:59:56 AM
To: Sfemz @hotmail com <sfemz@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Urgent public hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 6029265874

From: Semz @hotmailcom <sfemz@hotmail.com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:24 PM
Tos: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Urgent public hearing

You need to attend and participate in this public hearing. Stand

with President Trump and the 73 million American voters to Stop

the Steal of this election!

a MONDAY 11/30/20 AT 9 AM.
=

ae STOP THE STEAL AZ
v "M

AS *
hy URGENT PUBLIC HEARING

4 WITH PRESIDENT'S LEGAL TEAM
A ~ AND SELECT MEMBERS OF

he 7) THE AZ LEGISLATURE

[ /),
7 /) HYATT REGENCY PHOENIX

A 122 NORTH 2ND ST. PHOENIX, AZ 85004.

StopTheSteal.us RSVP and Text AZ to 202-788-5070 #StopTheSteal
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:00:03 AM
To: jeffprescoti@gmail com
Subject: RE: Voter fraud &amp; Dominion Voting Systems

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: efirey Bunch <jefinprescott@gmal com>
Sent: Friday, November 27, 2020 10:10 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Voter fraud &amp; Dominion Voting Systems

Name: Jeffrey Bunch

Email: jeffnprescott@gmail com

Phone: 9287135514

Leg. District: Prescott

Subject: Voter fraud & Dominion Voting Systems

Comments:
Dear Senator Fan, | write tourge you to use your Legislative & Constitutional authority o stand up against the
Democrats whom have interfered &tainted our election process. | have read much information regarding the Dominion
Voting machines which were designed in such a way to be easily compromised va an internet connection. Also in
question are use of Sharpie which were handed out in Chino Valley & other locations and supposedly our Secretary of
State assured usthat was not a problem, whichi not true. Other information is available on how those votes were:
rejected& never recorded. There are hundreds o violations recorded by people whom signed affidavits under penalty
of perjury witnessing voter fraud not only in Az, but in MI, WI, PA, NV & GE, all of which use Dominion Voting Systems
Since Democrats have compromised our election process this election should not be certified for Biden. President
Trump should be awarded, through your Constitutional authority& twolegisative power, Arizona's electoral votes. If
ths interference & fraud i allowed, the Republican Party may never win another election. Our freedom & liberty are at
stake. Thank You for yourtime & your public service.Sincerely, Jeff Bunch

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 05:10:22 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:00:17 AM
To: carole] 6@yahoo. com
Subject: RE: Supporting President Trump.

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Carole Lindly <lcarole16@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:58 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Supporting President Trump

Name: Carole Lindly

Email: learole16@yahoo.com

Phone:

Leg. District: 10

Subject: Supporting President Trump

Comments:
Dear Ms. Fann, as a registered voter in Pima County, | am requesting that you full support President Trumpa€™s
efforts to present his case to AZ legislators and the American people. Based on the evidence presented to date, I firmly
believe thatthe 2020 general election was severely compromised. To deliver this election to Joe Biden given what we
know so far would be a travesty. Four years of watching the democrats and iberal eft try to destroy President Trump
(and therebyME,oneofhis supporters) without EVIDENCE is akin to treason. Please stand up and stop this election
from being stolen. Sincerely, Carole Lindly

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:57:38 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:00:20 AM
To: Erin Kelley <eckelley@gmail com>
Subject: RE: AZ Vote Audit

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Erin Kelley <eekelley@gmail.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:52 AM
To: David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg,gov; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg, gov; Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg gov>;
David Gowan <dgowan@azleg.gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@aaleg.gov>; Paul Boyer <PRoyer@atleg gov»; Eddie
Farnsworth <EFamsworth @aleg gov;RickGray <RGray@azleg gov; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@azlegov>;
Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov»; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg,govs; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg. gov>; Kate Brophy.
McGee <K8rophyMcGee@azleg.gov>; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@atleg gov»; Sonny Borrell<sborrel @atleg gov>; Karen
Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject; Re: AZ Vote Audit

Justa reminder fo those who can affect and ensure the integrity of our AZ Elections, | know there will be a hearing on.
Monday and | am asking as oneof the many citizens in AZ that you do whatever you can to oversee that adequate
measures are taken to ensure our votes were counted which means any voter who was not legal should not be counted
2s well as any concerns with electronic, ballot harvesting, signature matching need to be investigated & audited. This is
for now and the future of al our elections.

Fraud or illegal actionsofANY type cannot be tolerated and must be acted upon immediately.

Thank you, 1 look forward to seeing the hearing on Monday.

Erin Kelley
Scottsdale, AZ

On Mon, Nov 16, 2020 at 7:24 PM Erin Kelley<cekelley @gmail.com> wrote:

Dear AZLES,

Please demand a full audit of the AZ election results immediately.

Asalong time citizen/voter in AZ as well as business owner, | am very disturbed about voter irregularities in our
state and nationwide.

The only way to ensure the trust and integity of the voting public in this election and for all future elections is to
demand aful external audit of our votes regardless of party preference so we can be assured the results are accurate
and fair. And to identify any operation deficienciesso that we know our vote is secure and counts and correct them.

We count on you to be our voice and be fully transparent and ethical inyour approach and this can only be ensured
with a fll audit and operational assessment of our process in AZ
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Sincerely.

Erin € Kelley
Scottsdale, AZ,
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10.0037 AM
To: mamac7l@gmail.com
Subject: RE: election CONSTITUTION

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: LeeAn Cagle <mamac71@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:46 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: election CONSTITUTION

Name: Leeann Cagle

Email: mamac71@gmailcom

Phone: 4236183926

Leg. District:

Subject: election CONSTITUTION

Comments:
am emailing on the concerns of the Presidential election. There is ALOT of evidence and SWORN affidavits from
citizens. The Constitution is on your side - You have the final say. Your governor had no right certifying a corrupt
and stolen election. There is so muchevidence and affidavits. So this the highest office residentofthe USA
There s alot more fraud, corruption stealing going on here in the presidential section. So, lease do your job and
the right thing. WE THE PEOPLE ARE FED UP AND SICK AND TIRED OF HOW THIS HAS GONE. STAND UP FOR THE
RIGHT THING AND OUR CONSTITUTION. Thank you for your time, God Bless! 1!

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:46:02 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:00:48 AM
To: tom brady <tb12abe@gmail com>
Subject: RE: General election fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: tom brady <tb12abe@gmail. com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:45 AM
To: Rick Gray <RGray@atleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleggov; Sonny Barrell<sborelli@atleg gov»; Eddie
Farnsworth<EFarsworth@aleg gov; Sylvia Allen <sAllen@azleg.gov>; Paul Boyer<PBoyer @atleg govs; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg,gov>; David Farnsworth
<DFarsworth@azleggov»; David Gowan <dgowan@atleg gov>; Sine Kerr<SKerr@arleggov>; Vince Leach
VLeach@atleg gov»; David Livingston <diiingston@azleg.gov>; .0. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov; Tyler Pace
<TPace@aleg gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@aleg gov>; Michelle Ugent-Aita <mugenti-rita@azleg,gov>
Subject: General election fraud

Dear Fellow Republican,

We urge you to call the state legislature into session, initiate an immediate full audit ofboth ballots
and electronic voting systems, and reclaim authority over the electors. We request you support
electoral transparency and integrity and also pursue the true resultsofthis election in your state

If you help, we will remember. Ifyou don't help, we will remember. We are 73 million strong! The
world, and indeed all of the United States is watching. Truth equals a peaceful transition, don't you
think?

Sincerely,
zack

Address: 18 commerce way, woburm,ma
Phone Number:863-666-0518
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:12:36 AM
To: j_johnandrews@yahoo com
Subject: RE: Election fraud hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From:John Andrews <|johnandrews@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:11 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election fraud hearing

Name: John Andrews.

Email: 1_iohnandrews @yahoo.com

Phone: 480-266-9894

Leg. District: 23

Subject: Election fraud hearing

Comments:
Dear Ms. Fann, | am writing to implore you to listen closelyto the hearings regarding election fraud in Arizona being
conducted this upcoming Monday. There have been far too many iregularites in our election in Arizona, and most
specifically, Maricopa County, for my wife and | o feel comfortable accepting the election results. We have contacted
our legislators, and | have personally spoken with a number of them ata gathering in Fountain Hills only to be told
either, 3€ceOur hands are tieda€ or by the Maricopa Board of Supervisors, 4€ceNo, youa€™re wrong, there has been no
evidence of fraud. &€ How can people know about evidence f they have no desire to look for it? How can voters be
expected to trust the very people who are possibly complicit in the fraud, or who will be the ones embarrassed by
revelations of thei incompetence which may have led to it? Our requests for outside investigations and audits have
fallen on dea ears and have made my wife and |, both stalwart Republicans, seriously question the future of the Arizona
Republican party. This Monday will thebe the frst timethat Arizona legislators wil be publicly forced to face actual
evidence of voter irregularities in Arizona. If they are even a fraction of what was presented to the Pennsylvania
legislature this past week, you cannot ignore it. To simply rubber stamp certified elections results, which are shrouded
ina specter of fraud would be both unethical and embarrassing for the Arizona legislature and will frankly alienate a
significant portion of your base. We are demanding that you follow the courageous acts of the Pennsylvania legislature
and use al that is within your legislative powers to not allow the Arizona legislature to back questionable election
results. Sincerely, John Andrews

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 18:10:46 0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:12:42 AM
To: WordPress <wordpress@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: PLEASE ATTEND THE HEARING REGARDING ELECTION INTEGRITY

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change tis process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential lector, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue i those cases
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statute, including Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidateforvice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in tis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes onthe selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant o statute to make the selection on tha date. there is a question abou the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: WordPress <wordpress@atleg.gov>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:09 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: PLEASE ATTEND THE HEARING REGARDING ELECTION INTEGRITY

Name: Tim Duy

Email:

Phone: 6234516975

Leg. District:

Subject: PLEASE ATTEND THE HEARING REGARDING ELECTION INTEGRITY

Comments:
Please | urge you to at least attend the hearing and listen to the evidence before you decide to move forward with
certifying results. Please | urge you. Thank you.

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 18:08:51 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:12:51 AM
To: Hayle Aldren <ddmmgg@me com>
Subject: RE: Urgent Election Feedback

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Tel 6029265874

From: Hayle Aldren <ddmmgg@me.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:06 AM
Tos Karen Fann <KFann@azle, gov>
Subject: Urgent Election Feedback

Dea Sensor Fon
Ax rsserd votr i District 1, ave becomecri concerned and utd nc the way our mot rent ection wasconductedDeca of paren rand, and what ook Heong over of male pe 0d veof fra ve colnet rele Putori su econ otal or he Scr of
Aescralty important that yo my Kgtor stand up fo hats ight 2d no be ll or bli noscp le, tet highlytoniate. esersakslong acne, war,a ls BEncSor, CAE ndrpSemel by th mt qualied exer ne con nd.
Wha ronsoing ots conrup i found, you mtb ready to demand hat lv forcement authorities in roma dothee job. 1 they dooAA Tise Reb obTrecates and tot wrongly soEtPolocmbrace ree
Bathe we wai forthe hel Justice um, ou 5 my represents have the bly and the ligation sc now.
hough ousr arty wel amarof the elm responsibil sive you unde the United Sts Comsat (Artie I, Section 1 0 be thedor Coreen anor Tor appoiin pretdemial lector | want i copheut nh SOARS ems dha hfTingmeof001Caen, RamenHl08 smd yoSoh,oteh 0OatFRExomfHoHE,
The poner iyo ands,ples don drop the bal
Drage Alden

Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:36:58 AM
To: Danny Chasan <dannyc@creatorentertainment com>
Subject: RE: DO YOUR JOB OR GET OUR OF OUR GOVERNMENT

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Danny Chasan <dannyc@creatorentertainment. com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:56 AM
To: aren Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: DO YOUR JOB OR GET OUR OF OUR GOVERNMENT

1f you don't attend the hearing with Mr. Giulianiregarding the United StatesofAmerica Presidential Election you
will be VOID from working or us the American people moving forward.

Yes you do work for us and we demand you attend this hearing! There is ZERO excuse not to and your actions thus.
faalready have you on thin ice.

Danny Chasan
Creator Entertainment
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:57:09 AM
To: Greg Dennerlein <gregdennerlein@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Greg Dennerlein <gregdennerlein@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:55 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election Integrity

The Honorable Karen Fann;

My name is Greg Dennerlein and | am a resident of Chandler, AZ LD #17. Iam writing to you today as senior elected
representative in the tate legislature regardingthe aeged widespread fraud from mailn ballots to electronic
tampering and EVERYTHING in between

5 concerned resident of Arizona, | ask that you attend the Trump Campaign's hearing in the legislature at 9am on
Monday November 30 and listen carefully and ask questions. More importantly, 1 ask you to reflect on the day's
voluminous evidence of elaborate, coordinated and wanton incidences of fraud and ask yourself if this isthe type of
elections we should be conducting in Arizona and the United States of America?

Ifyou answer NO, this is unacceptable, then you need to vote NO on any certification of the Arizona elections and
ABSOLUTELY vote NO on seating any Electors forCheating Joe Biden.

You also need to immediately cal a special session of the legislatureto sort out this Joe Biden induced nonsense!

My taxes pay your salary and 1 will be resolute in following your votes on this important issue as see it a a threat to
our great Republic and an assault on our Constitution. Indeed, this is the most profound Constitutional criss in more:
than 100 years!!

Just ask yourselves, why are we here? and how did we get here? Well Joe Biden is on video claiming to have put
together the most comprehensive voter raud apparatus in history... the evidence is overwhelming that something
rotten happened on Nov 3rd so | believe him!! Do YOU?

With respect,

Greg Dennerelein
234.500.7995

Cheers,
Greg
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:57:19 AM
To: johnadams24@gmail.com
Subject: RE: 2020 Presidential Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: johnadams24@gmail.com <johnadams24@gmail.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:54 AM
To: John Alen <jallen @azleg. gov»; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov>; Leo Biasiucci <\Biasiucci@azleg govs; Walter
Blackman <WBlackman@atleg gov»; Shawnna Bolick <S8olick@azleg gov; Russel Bowers<RBowers@arleg gov>; Noel
‘Campbell <NCampbell@azleg. gov»; Frank Caroll <FCarroll@azleg, gov»; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg gov; David Cook
<dcook@azleg.gov>; Tim Dunn <TOuRN@azleg. gov»; John Fillmore <IFllmore@aleg gov>; Mark Finchem
‘<Minchem @azleg.gov>; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@atleg.gov>; Gail Griffin <GGriffin@azleg.gov>;
Javanagn@azleg gov; Anthony Kern<AKern@atleg gov; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg gov>; Becky Nutt
<bnutt@azleggov»; Joanne Osborne <JOsborne@aleg.gov»; Kevin Payne <kpayne@aleg.gov>; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@atleg gov»; Steve Pierce <SPierce@atleggov»; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleggov>; Bret Roberts
<BRoberts@azleg gov>; Thomas J Shope <tshope@ale gov; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg gov>; Ben Toma
<btoma@arleggov; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@atleg.gov>; Michelle Udall mudall@azleg.gov; Jeff Weninger
<IWeninger@atleg gov»; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg.gov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMecGee@atleg gov; Heather
Carter <HCarter@atleg.gov»; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg.gov>; David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg gov>; David
‘Gowan <dgowan@azleggovs; Rick Gray <RGray@aleg gov>; Sine Kerr <SKerr@atleg. gov»; Vince Leach
<VLeach@azleg gov»; David Livingston <divingston@azleg§ov>; .D. Mesnard <IMesnard@aleg gov; Tyler Pace
<TPace@arleg.gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg.gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@azleggov>
Subject: 2020 Presidential Election Integrity
Importance: High

I'am an American citizen residing in Fridley, Minnesota. | am concerned about the integrity and
legitimacy of the 2020 Presidential election. As Arizona is ne of the battle ground states where the
election is very close, | urge you to ensure a fai, free, and legitimate Presidential election. There
‘appears to be an extensive amount of evidence of fraud in Arizona and as the state's legislators itis
critical that you reclaim your state legislative authority and do your constitutional duty by Selecting
Arizona's electoral college delegates based on the actual election results whereby all legal votes are
counted and no illegal votes are counted. The integrity of this election and all future elections is at
stake. Thank you

Sincerely,
John Adams
1478 Royal Oak Court NE
Fridley, MN 55432
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:57:28 AM
To: Carlos Figueroa <figeyhomel @gmail com>
Subject: RE: Trump support

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Carlos Figueroa <figgyhome @gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:49 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Trump support
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Support our president
We want a audit
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:57:39 AM
To: Lynn McMiller <lynn memiller@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: November 30, 2020 Hearing with Jenna Ellis and Rudy Guiliani

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change tis process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential lector, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue i those cases
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidateforvice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in tis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes onthe selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant o statute to make the selection on tha date. there is a question abou the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Lynn McMiler <lynn.memiller@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:49 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg.gov>; Sylvia Allen <Allen@atleg.govs; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg.gov>; David Farnsworth <DFamsworth @atleg gov>; Sine Kerr <SKerr@atle gov>;
David Livingston <dliingston@azleg gov>; Tyler Pace <Tpace@azleg gov; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-
rita@azleggov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg.gov>; Eddie Farnsworth<EFarsworth@aleg gov; Paul Boyer
<PBoyer@azleg go>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg gov»; Vince Leach
Veeach@atleg gov»: Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov>
Subject: November 30, 2020 Hearing with JennaEllis and Rudy Guiliani

ve very disappointed to hear that many of you have declined 10 or “may not” attend this hearing on November 30h.
Nationally, fm sure you are aware that massive levels of voter fraud are being discovered in swing states, including
Arizona. Sharpie-gate was just one such example of this.
1 believe you owe 10yourconstituents to hearth real fe evidence fiom YOUR BOSSES-the people -n this mater.
Please reconsider and attend. America is walching
Thank you
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:38:18 AM
To: nn52102012 <nns52102012@gmail. com>
Subject: RE: Voter Fraud Hearings

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: nn52102012 <nn52102012@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:44 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Voter Fraud Hearings

Irecieved word that you would not be attending the voter fraud hearings in Arizona. If | am incorrect, please
disregard this message butif you are, in fact, skipping out on these hearings | am highly disappointed. As an
elected Republican politician, there will never be a more important ight in your political career. Your voters
voted for Trump. If you allow their votes to be silenced and stolen by systemaiic fraud, then you are not worthy
of your office. There will be no return to "business as usual” if we lose the republic as founded. Stand up for
your constituents. Whether you believe fraud occured or not, you owe ito your voters to hear the evidence
‘and fight for them if necessary. Do the right thing,

Sincerely,
Alexander Nunez

Sent from my T-Mobile 4G TE Device
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:58:27 AM
To: Comeast <dan_jackson@comeast net>
Subject: RE: Election hearing

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Comeast <dan_jackson@comeast net
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:39 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election hearing
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‘Was wondering why if someone was puting forth evidence ofpossible election fraud , why would you not
attend the hearing to see what they had to say ?

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C4SD6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:58:39 AM
To: Hank Fagnant <hank fagnant@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Saving the Republic

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action hope the following
information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to al of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 301%, we will be providing the live
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot fil their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

~For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. Onei the Governor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second wayis the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to voteto convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: theLegislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related tothe accuracy of the voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
offutureelections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and calltoaction to ensure
that all votes are legally counted. The resultsofcourt proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
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certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVECOUNCIL MEMO
TO: president Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response toyour questions about the appointment of presidentialelectors and theabilityof the
legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a NumberofElectors, equal o the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be enfited in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Personholding an OfficeofTrust or Profit under the United States, shall beappointed an Elector.
U.S. Const. art. 1,61, cl. 2.
Underthisauthority, the legislaturemayselectthe presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the presidential
electors and it may change how the electors re selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892); Bush v. Gore, 531
U.5. 98,529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congressdetermines the time of choosing presidential
electors. U.S. Const. at. I, § 1, cl. 3. TheCourt in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressionalauthority
because it was not an ssue i those cases.
Under its constitutionalauthority, Congress has directed that “(lhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourthyearsucceeding every.
electionof a President and Vice President.”3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislaturehasprescribed the methodof appointmentofpresidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennial thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the numberofUnited States senators and representatives in Congress from this
state.
B. After the secretary of tate issuesthe statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the candidate
for vicepresidentwho jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state a prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chaiofthe state committe of each political partythat qualifies fora columnonthe
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential lector for the respective politcal party.
ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections
However, thechanges that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied tothe current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 an the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election resus through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
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President ofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate
Tk 6029265671

From: HankFagnant <hank fagnant@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:37 AM
Subject: Saving the Republic

Dear House and Senate members of AZ:

1m a proud, tried and true, American. My grandmother Lilian, whose maiden name is Adams, was direct descendant
of John Adams and John Quiney Adams. Patriotism runs thick in my blood. When |see the globalist attack on America,|
standupand fight for my freedom and those of others. Afterhearing numerous unfoldings of massive voter fraud in this
nation, | cringe. Ordinarycitizensof al walksof fe are coming forward with sworn testimony to speak out against voter
fraud. They are risking their veihoods. The evidence i appaling and overwhelming when youconsiderthe numbers

On Monday, there will be an evidentiary hearinginAZ an the testimony will be mind blowing. | ask you to consider
attending the hearingo at least watch t on Right Side Broadcasting vi YouTube. This election was stolen and this fight
isn't about Trump. It's about fighting for our Republic and the American people's most sacred righttovote. If Biden
gets away with fraud, | believe this nation will lose to the global elists an the socialist agenda who |believe, rigged this
election. We can'tallow this to happen.

13m begging foryoursupport of an openearwith these hearings on Monday. sk that you consider protecting this
nation from iefutable election aucstha the American peoplecan be assured that they can rust the lection system
for generations to come.

Yours truly,
Hank Fagnant
Blessed are the pure of heart for they shall see God. (Matthew 5:8)
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:58:46 AM
To: Renee <liray2] @gmail com>
Subject: RE: Hearing

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Renee <liray21 @gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:37 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Hearing
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Hi

Pls do what's right for the country and attend the hearing Monday w Rudy & Jenna.

Thank you

Renée
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 10:39:01 AM
To: afslaughter@yahoo com;Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg gov>Sylvia Allen

<SAllen@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: Is this true?

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file thei lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two waysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting,
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From:afslaughter @yahoo,com <afslaughter@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:37 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>; Sonny Borrell <sborrell@azleg,gov>; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>
Subject: s this true?

Is ths true?
TheseAZState Senators REFUSE 2attend @RudyGiuliani
& @lennakllistsq's Hearing!

Karen Fann
Sonny Borrelli
Sylvia Allen

1£50, you should be ashamedof yourself. The citizens of this country are fightin for free and far elections. Whatare
You doing?
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:59:09 AM
To: Lindacorsi <leshore@comcast net>
Subject: RE: What?

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Lindacorsi <leshore@comeast net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:32 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: What?

You are hiding too 211 How smallof you

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 11:01:02 AM
To: Mary Baldwin <mel3478@msn com>
Subject: RE: Election

Thank you Mary. That'sagood question re the counting of votes ater Nov. 3. 1 will check with legal council on
Monday. And yes, agree, ur SOS s definitely favoring the democrats based on her own statements

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tek 602.926.5874

From: Mary Baldwin <mel3478@msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:21 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Re: Election

Dear sen. Fann:

Thank you for your response. However, since the counting of the votes went past Nov. 3, | question whether the date
offered inthe legal counsel's opinion takes precedence. Further, as far as the Secretary of State certifying the election,
she should be disqualified from that decision due to her blatant and very public disdain for President Trump and his
supporters. Katie Hobbs has repeatedly mocked President Trump and his supporters in sacial media. She publicly called
Trump supporters Nacis Her involvement in this election should be invalid and nullified

We ask you to show courage and do your part in correcting this fraudulent election. There should definitely be legal
remedies you can exercise in light of what has transpired in the lection scam

Best regards,
Mary Baldvin

From: Karen Fann <KFann@aleg gov>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:44:10 AM
To: mel3478@msn.com <mel3478@msn com>
Subject: RE: Election

Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting.
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
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live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have been
toldPresident Trump's legal team cannot file thei lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
donothave the votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

~Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The resultsof court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe slections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
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Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United Sates, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors or this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (&.R.S. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

AO the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes inthis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: Mary Baldwin <mel3478@msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:19 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleggov>
Subject: Election
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Name: Mary Baldwin

Email: mel3478@msn.com

Phone: 480-807-9682

Leg. District: 25

Subject: Election

Dear Sen. Fann: Do yourjob and be at the hearing on Monday. We wantall LEGAL ballots counted in Arizona. Thereare
too many regularities. Step up. Dona€™t look the other way. Sen. Fann, show some courage and do what i right. The.
Arizona election should not be certified. Take back your Constitutional legislative rights and stop this invalid election.
Republican observers were denied access, Dominion machines were used in Maricopa County and many other
anomalies happened. Stand up and have courage!

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 17:18:37 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:02:02 PM
To: keesjongsma75@gmail com
Subject: RE: elections

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Cornelius Jongsma <keesjongsma7s @gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:58 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: elections

Name: Cornelius ongsma

Email: Keesiongsma?5@gmailcom

Phone: 5202891177

Leg. District:

Subject: elections

Comments:
1 demand a full audit of the votes for President,Senate,and House. | want this done with streamed cameras on all the

ballotsthat are counted, so that the public can watch, as well a the observers. | expect the observers tobeclose:
enough to identify the votes on each ballot, We deserve a trustworthy election i Arizona.

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 20:57:42 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 1:02:14 PM
To: chris chechan <glasswizard2000@gmail. com>
Subject: RE: Hearing on AZ Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: chris cheehan <glasswizard2000@gmail. com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:51 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Hearing on AZ Election

Heard you are not attending the hearing.

Why?

Your Secretary of Sate has stated publicly that Trump voters are Neo-Nazis, and yet she stil was allowed to be in
charge of the vote:

Your counting machines are NOT certified.

Your Secretary of Sate released the Certificate to prove no Republicans bothered to show up.

She didn't realize she was exposing the fact that a Republican is REQUIRED to be present and part of the process, by
State law. | have seen no official statement from any elected official regarding thi certification, so | must assume the
count was completed with uncertified electronic equipment.

This hearing is pivotal step in YOUR education, and you should be there. If you don't believe it is not in your
constituents best interest for you to be informed on matters concerning the election, perhaps you should resign your
seat.

Hope to see you there, still employed and working for your Arizona constituents.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:02:27 PM
To: Tara Petsch <cmp76@sbeglobal net
Subject: RE: Election Security

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Tara Petsch <cmp76@sbeglobal.net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:49 PM
To: Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleg gov>; Steve Pierce <SPierce@azleg gov>; Andrea Dalessandro
<adalessandro@azleg gov>; Daniel Hemandez <DHemandez@azleg gov>; Rosanna Gabaldon
<rgabaldon(@azleg gov>; Alma Hemandez <AHemandez@azleg gov=; Andres Cano <ACano@azleg gov;
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Sally Ann Gonzales <SGonzales@azleg gov; Charlene Femandez <CFemandez@azleg gov>; Karen Fann
<KFann@azleg gov>; Geraldine Peten <gpeten@azleg gov> Lisa Otondo <lotondo@acleg gov>; Leo
Biasiucci <LBiasiucci@azleg gov>; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg gov=; Sonny Borrelli
<sborrelli@azleg gov=; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg gov>; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>; Walter
Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov>; Arlando Teller <ATeller@azleg gov>; Jamescita Peshlakai
<jpeshlakai@azleg gov>; Myron Tsosie <MTsosie@azleg gov>; David Cook <dcook(@azleg gov>; Frank Pratt
<FPrati@azleg. gov=; Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@azleg gov>; Pamela Powers Hannley
<ppowershannley@azleg gov>; Randy Friese <RFriese@azleg gov>: Victoria Steele <vsteele@azleg gov>;
David Bradley <dbradley@azleg gov; Domingo DeGrazia <DDeGrazia@azleg gov; Kirsten Engel
<kengel@azleg gov>; Mark Finchem <MFinchem@azleg gov>: Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg gov>; Eddie
Famsworth <EFamsworth@azleg gov>; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@azleg gov>; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@azleg gov>; Joanne Osbome <JOsbome@azleg gov; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg gov>; Tim Dunn
<TDunn@azleg gov>; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov=; Jennifer Jermaine <lermainc@azleg gov> Mitzi
Epstein <mepstein@azleg gov>; Sean Bowie <sbowie@azleg gov>; Diego Espinoza <DEspinoza@azleg gov;
Lorenzo Sierra <LSierra@azleg gov>; Lupe Contreras <Icontreras@azleg gov=; Anthony Kem
<AKem(@azleg gov>; Paul Boyer <PBoyer(@azleg gov>; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@azleg gov>; Rick Gray
<RGray@azleg gov>: Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg gov; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg gov; David Livingston
<dlivingston@azleg gov>; Frank Carroll <FCarroll @azleg gov>; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg gov=; John
Kavanagh <JKavanagh@azleg gov; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-rita@azleg gov=>; Amish Shah
<AShah@azleg gov>; Lela Alston <LAlston@azleg gov>; Michelle Udall <mudall@azleg gov>; Russell
Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>; Tyler Pace <TPace@azlég gov>; Athena Salman <asalman@azleg gov> Isela
Blanc <iblanc@azleg gov=; Juan Mendez <jmendez@azleg gov; Diego Rodriguez
<DRodriguez@azleg gov>, Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg gov>; Reginald Bolding <RBolding@azleg gov>:
Aaron Lieberman <ALieberman@azleg gov: Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov> Kelli
Butler <kbutler@azleg gov>: Cesar Chavez <cchavez@azleg gov=, Martin Quezada <MQuezada@azleg gov>
Richard Andrade <RAndrade@azleg gov>: Raquel Teran <RTeran@azleg gov>; Robert Meza
<meza@azleg gov=; Tony Navarrete <tnavarrete@azleg gov>
Subject: Election Security

Dear legislators,
PLEASE protect our constitutional rights and stop the steal of our 2020 election! At the hearing on Monday
please look at the massive amounts of evidence. I've seen the data, read all about the changes that were made to
the voting process and listened to the voters and pollsters testify to massive election interference. We'll never
have afair and just election ever again if you don't do something. The numbers don’t ie and they don’t match
up. Everything is on the line. I have NEVER been so disturbed by what has occurred in our critical swing states.
You have the power to fix this so I'm begging you to protect we-the-people!!! Thank you
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:02:38 PM
To: Ron Leith <lbaseball@verizon net>
Subject: RE: Meeting with Trump team

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after te first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Ron Leith <rlbaseball @verizon net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:46 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Meeting with Trump team
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You need to be at the meeting on Monday. Are you afaid tohearthe truth? You represent the people of
Arizona. Do your job!

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:02:45 PM
To: Pj LiBrandi <pjlibrandi@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: AZ hearings on Monday, Nov 30 re: integrity of our elections

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: pj Uisrandi <pjibrandi@gmal.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:44 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject:AZhearings on Monday, Nov 30 re: integrity of our elections

Ms. Fann,

1am hearing through posts that you will NOT be attending this Monday's, November 30th, most IMPORTANT
hearing. | am hoping that this is not true. This hearing is of the UTMOST importance to not only Arizona but

forthe integrity of our elections, our nation and its constitution.
Please advise Ms. Fann if you are attending or not. Your response is requested as soon as possible as this
most important for ALL Patriots of this tate to know.
Thank you.
PJ LiBrandi
AZ PATRIOT for &with our President & for which our Constitution Stands.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:02:56 PM
To: Scott Franks <franksscott92@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Do Your Job

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art. IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~—--
From: Scott Franks <franksscott92@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:42 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg gov>; Sylvia Allen
<SAllen@azleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov>; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg gov; Vince
Leach <VLeach(@azleg gov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; David Famsworth
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<DFamsworth@azleg gov> Sine Kerr <SKem@azleg gov>, dliveston@azleg gov; Tyler Pace
<TPace@azles gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@azleg gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov>; Eddie
Famsworth <EFamsworth@azleg gov; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg. gov>
Subject: Do Your Job

It has been brought to our attention that you will not be attending the upcoming hearing about the 2020 election
fraud. 1 have not looked to see what your political party might be but that does not matter. You were elected to
work for the citizensof AZ.
If you do not feel it is your duty to attend this very important hearing may I suggest you quit so we can get
someone who wants to work for AZ. 1 will be posting this email on every social media platform so everyone
know you are too lazy to do your job
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:03:05 PM
To: Claire Honeycutt <cfhoney@hotmail.com>
Subject: RE: Election Fraud must be investigated and certification questioned!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Clare Honeycutt <cthoney@hotmalcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 139 PM
Tos Jeff Weninger<JWeninger@aleg gov»; Walter Blackman <WBlackman @azleg gov; Bob Thorpe
<bthorpe@azleg,gov>; Shawnna Bolick <S8olick@atleg gov>; Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg.govs; Becky Nutt
<bnutt@azleg gov>; Gail Griffin <GGrifin@azleg.gov>; Tony Rivero <TRivero@aleg gov; Kevin Payne
<kpayne@azleg.gov>; Russell Bowers <RBowers @azleg, gov»; Michelle Udall <mudall@azleg, gov»; Warren
Petersen <wpetersen@aleg gov»; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@azleg gov»; Steve Pierce <SPierce@azleg.gov>;
Noel Campbell <NCampbell@ae gov>; Tim Dunn <TDunn@atleg gov; Joanne Osborne <J0sborne@aleg.gov>;
Jay Lawrence <iLawrence@atleg.gov>; John Kavanagh <IKavanagh@aleg.gov>; Mark Finchem
<MFinchem @azleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@aleg gov; Thomas T.). Shope <tshope@atleg, gov»; David
Cook <dcook@atleg govs; Frank Carroll <Carroll@azleg gov»; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg.gov>; Nancy Barto
<NBarto@atleg.gov>; John Allen <jallen@atleg. gov; Regina Cobb <RCobb@atleg gov; Leo Biasiucci
<UBiasiucci@azleg gov; Kelly Townsend <townsend @azleg. gov»; John Filmore <IFillmore@azleg gov>; 1.0.
Mesnard <IMesnard@atleg gov»; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg.gov>; Paul Boyer <PRoyer@atleggov»; David Gowan
<dgowan@azleg.gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@atleg gov»; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov>; Kate Brophy McGee
<KBrophyMcGee@azleg.gov>; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth@azleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg gov»; Sine:
Kerr <SKerr@azleg.gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-ita@azleg,gov>; Vince Leach <Vleach@azleggov>; rank
Pratt <FPratt@azleg,gov>; David Livingston <divingston@azleg gov»; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov>; Sonny
Borrell <sborrel@azleg.gov>; David Farnsworth<DFarnsworth @atleg gov>
Subject: Election Fraud must be investigated and certification questioned!

My name is Claire Honeycutt | lve in Mesa in Maricopa county.

1 am very dismayed to see that our election process may not have been fat If the people can not be certain
that their vote counts, we are no longera republic. Moreover, | fear the ramifications of over half the country
believing the election was not fai. Curent polls say even 30% of Democrats think the election was stolen.

1 implore you to look carefully at allegationsof fraud with an open mind.

Ifthere are enough to cast doubt on the election, you have no choice but o declare that the vote can not be.
certified (you as legisatures ALONE have tis responsibly per the US constitution). This will send the vote to
the House or Representatives. lis the only path forward. Certying fraud wil oly lead to complete division of
the country- and maybe worse.

Stand up for the truth!
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Know that Republicans who don't stand with MAGA now - will be primaries OUT! The base is more fervent
than before.

~Claire
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:03:15 PM
To: Mandi owen <mandihowen@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Hearing in Arizona on Monday

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Mandi owen <mandihowen@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:36 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>
Subject: Hearing inArizona on Monday

Karen,

Will youbeattending the hearing that Rudi Gillan and Jenna Ells are hosting in Arizona on Monday? You need to hear
the evidence. If you truly believe it is an American's democratic ight to vote, then you need to stop this steal and
protect all future elections. It is your duty o speak fo the people of Arizona and the people of the United states of
America

Thank you for your service,

Amanda Owen
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 1:03:24 PM
To: ‘georgiaper se <georgiaper se@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Election recount

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: georgiaper.se <georgiaper.se@gmail.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:26 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election recount

Dear Senator,
Every American has the Constitutional right not only to vote but to have that vote and every other legal vote cast,
verified and counted. We also have the right or legal votes it to be dilute with the count of illegal ballotso vote
count manipulation.

Iti, therefore, incumbent upon you to not onlyprotect the integityofall elections or the citizens of Arizona, but also
to protect every American voting in a Federal election from having their vote, cast in good faith, from being cancelled
out by the counting of fraudulent ballots.

DO NOT throw off your responsibilty to all the voters of Arizona and all voters rom sea to shining sea. We deserve
your best effort, and only your best effort, to sanitize the Arizona tally, from the top of every legal balot to the bottom.
Protect the integrity, not only of the State of Arizona, but of yourself, no matter who the vitor may be. That is suppose
to be the American way.

Best regards

Georgia Carroll
American Giizen

Sent rom my Samsung Galaxy smartphone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:03:33 PM
To: Robert Stanick <rstanick77@outlook com>
Subject: RE: special session

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Robert Stanick <rstanick77@outlook com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:26 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: special session
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Hello,
Tamwriting in an attempt for you to follow the constitution and hold a special session in regards to electors for
“Trump. Everyday that has passed since the election confirms the overwhelming amountof voter fraud in this
election. You are working for the people and swore and oath to the Constitutional of the United States. Even the
media is now being forced to admit there is evidence of fraud. With even a small amount of fraud present, it's
time to use the process the founding fathers laid out to remedy a fraudulent election. You must follow the
constitution hold the special session. 74 to 80 million voters spoke on the 3rd. Every computer glitch and other
amount of fraud went to one sideofthe aisle. The nation and world is watching. If you can't bother to look into
it than you must be bought and paid for. Either side should be following every avenue to ensure a free and fair
election. People have died in combat for that right. Don’t trample on every veteran who paid that ultimate price.
Follow the constitution and remedy this fraudulent election. Arizona is better than this. This is activity seen in
third world countries. Time to step up and honor your oath. When elected officials don’t follow their oaths,
Others who have have also taken oaths will have to follow theirs. Against all enemies foreign and DOMESTIC.
Thank you foryour time
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:04:06 PM
To: Perry Song <lokamice@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Cal fora special session RIGHT NOW.

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Perry Song <lokamiee@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:20 PM
To: Rick Gray <RGray@atleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleggov; Sonny Barrell<sborelli@atleg gov»; Eddie
Farnsworth<EFarsworth@aleg gov; Sylvia Allen <sAllen@azleg.gov>; Paul Boyer<PBoyer @atleg govs; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg,gov>; David Farnsworth
<DFarsworth@azleggov»; David Gowan <dgowan@atleg gov>; Sine Kerr<SKerr@arleggov>; Vince Leach
VLeach@atleg gov»; David Livingston <diiingston@azleg.gov>; .0. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov; Tyler Pace
<TPace@aleg gov; Frank Pratt <FPratt@aleg gov>; Michelle Ugent-Aita <mugenti-rita@azleg, gov»; Russell Bowers
<RBowers@atleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg, gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@arleg gov>; Thomas T.. Shope
<tshope@azleg gov>; ohn Allen <jallen@azleg.gov>; Nancy Barto <NBarto@atleg gov»; Leo Biasiucci
<UBissiucci@azleg gov; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov»; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@azleg, gov»; Noel
‘Campbell <NCampbel@azleg gov>; Frank Carrol<FCarroll@azleggov»; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg.gov>; David Cook
<dcook@azleg.gov>; Tim Dunn <TOuRN@azleg gov»; John Filmore <IFllmore@sleggov>; Mark Finchem
<MFinchem@aleg.gov>;TravisGrantham <TGrantham@azleg gov>; Gail Griffin <GGriffin@arleg. ov»; John Kavanagh
‘<IKavanagh@azleg gov; Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg, gov»; Jay Lawrence <lLawrence@azleg, gov»; Joanne Osborne
<I0sborne@azleg gov>; Kevin Payne<kpayne@atleggov; Steve Pierce <Sierce@aleg go>; Tony Rivero
<Thivero@atleg gov»; bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg, gov>; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@aleg gos; Ben Toma
<btoma@azleg.gov»; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg gov>; Michelle Udall <mudall@azleg, gov»; Jeff Weninger
<Weninger@atleg gov>
Subject; Callfora special session RIGHT NOW.

Hereis what we suggest you tell your local legislators-by phone
Hi, Senators! My name i Perry Sung, | lve in Phoenix city. I'm upset with the process. We need confidence in our
elections. The fact that We The People gave you a Republican majority in the state house, the fact that courts can't
move fast enough, and the fact that both sides are divided means you should issue a press release calling for a special
legislative session to address the following isues:
Oversight of the election
Oversight of certification
State legislatures choosing the electors

“THE ELECTION THAT 1S CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE HOUSE."

If you're not willing to sue a press release within the next 48 hours that you support a cal for a special session, so that
You can have oversight over these things, then I'm not voting for you or any other republican again.

Callfor a special session RIGHT NOW.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:04:21 PM
To: Amy Stephens <amyandpeyton@me com>
Subject: RE: Monday Hearing

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Amy Stephens <amyandpeyton@me. com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:17 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: Monday Hearing

Dear Senator,

Tam writing to request that you please attend the hearing with the Trump Team Monday. Pleasegive them a fair
chance to present their case and to listen to what they have to say.

‘We the peopleofthe United Statesof America and President Trump humbly ask that you seek the truth in this
election. I pray that you will seek wisdom, guidance, and clarity when it comes to doing the right thing for our
country.

begof you to please hear their case on Monday, not just for me and the futureof my children but for you in the
futureofyour family!

Sincerely,
Amy Stephens
Seminole, Florida

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 1:04:38 PM
To: Wendy <shmingeo@q com>
Subject: RE: AZ legislative Hearing Nov. 30

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Wendy <shmingco@a.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:16 PM
To: Ben Toma <btoma@azleg gov»; Frank Carroll<FCarroll@aleggov»; David Livingston <dlvingston@azleg gov>
Ce: David Farnsworth <DFamsworth@atleg gov»; Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@azleg gov; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@azleg,gov>; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azieg gov; Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov»; Sonny Borrell
<sborrel@azleg gov»;Rick Gray <RGray@azleg.govs; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>
Subject:AZlegislative Hearing Nov. 30

Ihope this email finds you safe and wel!

1am writing to implore you to please uphold a free and fair election in the Great Stateof AZ. Listen
to the evidence presented to you on Nov 30th. If you feel that fraud was committed and legal votes
were diluted by illegal votes, please do your constitutional duty and introduce a resolution disputing
the 2020 presidential election. Please let every legal vote count! Our nation is counting on you

“Courage is contagious. When a brave man takes a stand, the spines of others are often stiffened"
Billy Graham

Praying for you and your families,

God Bless,
Wendy Ensminger
Peoria, AZ
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:04:46 PM
To: momingstar001@msn.com
Subject: RE: Election Hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfora specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
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ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure thatall votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
70: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Numberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t}he electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (AR. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be:
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from ths state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifes for a column
on the general election ballotmust appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective.
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the
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election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection pracess for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Nancy Belt <morningstar001@msn com>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 1:12 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election Hearing

Name: Nancy Belt

Email: mormingstar001@msn.com

Phone: 5202210807

Leg. District:

Subject: Election Hearing

Comments:
1am writing to express my concern over voter fraud and to request that you attend the upcoming hearing where
evidence of voter fraud will be presented by Donald Trumps legal team. Please hear this evidence with an open
mind. We should all be concerned about far and clean elections. No fraudulent votes should be counted. Nor
should we ever allow voting machines to be connected to the internat where other nations could hack in and
affect the ote. | am asking you to stand fo truth andclean and fair elections

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 20:12:22 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:04:55 PM
To: James Bixby <jamesjbixby@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Tomorrows Meeting Attendance

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: James Bixby <jamesjbixby@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:11 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg.gov>; Sylvia Allen <Allen@atleg.govs; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg.gov>; David Farnsworth <DFamsworth @atleg gov>; Sine Kerr <SKerr@atle gov>;
David Livingston <dliingston@azleg gov>; Tyler Pace <Tpace@azleg gov; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-
rita@azleggov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg.gov>; Eddie Farnsworth<EFarsworth@aleg gov; Paul Boyer
<PRoyer@auleg gov»; Heather Carter <HCarter@asleg gov; David Gowan <dgowan @azleg.gov>; Vince Leach
Veeach@atleg gov»: Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov>
Subject: Re: Tomorrow's Meeting Attendance

Dear Senator,
Please, you must attend tomorrows meeting with Rudy Giuliani and Jenna Ells in suppor. Our Repubic depends on you!
Respectfully,
James Bixby
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:05:03 PM
To: Penny Panayiota Deligiannis <pennypdeligiannis@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Free and fair uncorrupted elections MATTER. That's why we have Article I, Section

1.2. TAKE ACTION NOW!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file thei lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two waysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting,
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Penny Panayiota Delgiannis <pennypdeligiannis@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 104 PM
To: penny delgiannis<pennypdeligiannis @yahoo.com>
Subject: ree and fair uncorrupted elections MATTER. That's why we have Article I, Section 1.2. TAKE ACTION NOW!

Dear Senator,

Free and fair uncorrupted elections MATTER. That's why we have Article l, Section 1.2. TAKE IMMEDIATE
ACTION NOW!

No reasonable person can look at this TOTAL DISASTER state election and want this kind of precedent for
our nation. Democrats, Mainstream Media and Big Tech may like the “projected” outcome now, but that is
NOT how the law works. DO YOUR JOB NOW ORYOU WILL BE VOTED OUT OF YOUR JOB.

Penny Deligiannis
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 1:05:12 PM
To: Tom Duffy<tomduffy14@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Extremely Urgent - schedule a Hearing to Investigate Election Fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change tis process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential lector, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner asthe Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.5. 98, 529-30 2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue i those cases
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[he electors of President and Vice President shall be:
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statute, including Arizona Revised Statutes (ARS) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for resident and the
candidateforvice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in tis state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide tha the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344,
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes onthe selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant o statute to make the selection on tha date. there is a question abou the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Tom Duffy <tomduffy14@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 102 PM
To: Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg.gov>
Cet John Allen <allen@azleggov; Nancy Barto <NBarto@atleg gov»; Leo Biasiuce <LBiasiucci@atleg gov>; Walter
Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov; Shawnna Bolick<SBolick @azleg gov>; Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>; Noel
‘Campbell <NCampbell@azleg gov»; Frank Carll <FCarroll@azleg,gov»; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg,gov; David Cook
<dcook@anleg.gov>; Tim Dunn <TDuAN@atleg gov»; John Filmore <IFllmore@sleggov>; Mark Finchem
<MFinchem@azleg gov»; Travis Grantham <TGrantham@azleg. gov»; Gail Griffin <GGriffin@azleg gov>; John Kavanagh
‘Kavanagh@azleg.gov>; Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg,gov; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@azleg. gov; Becky Nutt
<bnutt@azleg.gov»; Joanne Osborne<JOsborne @atleg. gov»; Kevin Payne <kpayne@aleg gov; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@azleg gov»; Steve Pierce <sPierce@atleg,gov; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg gov; Bret Roberts
<BRoberts@azleggov»; Thomas TJ. Shope <tshopeazleg.ov>; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg,ov»; Ben Toma
<btoma@azleg.gov>; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@atleggov; Michelle Udall <mudall@aleggov: Jeff Weninger
<IWeninger@azleg gov>; Sylvia Alen <SAllen@azleg.gov>; Sonny Borrell <sborell@azleg.gov>; Paul Boyer
<PBoyer@azleg. gov»; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@arleg gov; Heather Carter<HCarter@azleg gov; Karen
Fann <KFann@azleggov»; David Farnsworth<DFamsworth @azleg, gov»; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth @azlegov;
David Gowan <dgowan@arleg.gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleggov»; Vince Leach
<VLeach@azleg gov>; David Livingston <dIivingston@azleg. gov»; 1.0. Mesnard <JMesnard@atleg.gov>; Tyler Pace

<TPace@azleggov; Frank Pratt <FPratt@atleg gov; Michelle Ugent-Rita <mugenti-rita@azleg,gov>
Subject: Extremely Urgent - schedule a Hearing to Investigate Election Fraud
Importance: High

Dear Speaker Bowers,

Tama resident of New Jersey but more importantly I am a citizen of the USA. Because the results of
the presidential election in Arizona affect all US citizens, and because there is overwhelming evidence
of election fraud in Arizona, 1 am respectfully requesting with the highest possible urgency that you
schedule a legislative session to review the evidenceoffraud.As you maybe aware, the evidence
includes more than a hundred affidavits from eyewitnesses of egregious criminal acts, illegal barring
of vote auditors from overseeing the counting of hundreds of thousandsofballots, and much more.
‘Under the US Constitution it is the responsibilityofstate legislatures to ensure the integrityoffederal
elections. I firmly believe that the current counts do not reflect the will of the citizensofArizona. This
isa crisis not only for this election but also to avoid public erosionof confidence in the results of all
future elections. It is the solemn responsibility of the Arizona legislature to investigate and ensure the
electors represent the will of voting citizens.

Respectfully yours,
Tom Duffy
Randolph NJ.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:08:32 PM
To: Lynn Gibson <lynngibson918@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: My vote matters

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after te first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Lynn Gibson <lynngibson918@hotmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1-01 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: My vote matters.
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Attend the hearing.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:08:41 PM
To: Kari Frank <kari frank@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Election Hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Kari Frank <kari.frank@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 1:00 PM
os: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>; Sonny Borrell <sborrell@azleg, gov>; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>;
Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg.gov>; Vince Leach <VLeach @aleg gov»; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg ov»;
Frank Pratt<FPratt@aleg gov; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee @azleg.gov>; David Livingston
<diivingston@aleg gov; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov»; Michelle Ugenti-fita <mugenti-ita@ale gov; Rick
Gray <RGray@azleg gov>; Eddie Farnsworth <EFamsworth @azleg gov»; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@arleg gov>
Subject: Election Hearing

Dear Sir/ Madam,

1am writing in response to being told that many of the members within the legislature, are refusing to attend the
hearing abou the fraud committed during the 2020 lection. | do implore that you change your min. The people.
deservea fair and honest election. As it apparent that did not transpire n the great state of Arizona, this burden
now fals on to the shoulders of those that they have voted into office, You.

Please ensure that the constitution i begin upheld in your state.

God Bless you all

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:08:49 PM
To: Brooke Griffin <brookepapier@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Public Hearing Monday

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Brooke Grif <brookepapier @gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:59 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Public Hearing Monday

Senator Fann,

1 have decided to write to you and convey the importance of attending the upcoming hearing on Monday with Mayor
Giuliani

The time is now to take a stand and be the voice for the power of the people. We as a whole deserve to have ownership.
in our elections and demand for a fair process. We will not accept anything less.

Thank you for your support.

Brooke Griffin
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:09:11 PM
To: Jordan Schroeder <jschroe6 js@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Hold Fraud AND ATTEND Hearings, Throw out the Fraudulent Results and

Certification, Send Trump Electors or Resign

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30%, we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do nothave the votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committea” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being fied.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Jordan Schroeder <jschroeJs@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:58 PM
To: Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov»; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg,gov»; Karen Fann <KFann@arleg gov»
Ces John Allen <jallen@atleg.gova; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg.govs; Leo Biasiuci <LBiasiucci@azleg.gov>; Walter
Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov»; Shawnna Bolick<SBolick@azleg gov>; Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov>; Noel
Campbell <NCampbell@atleg gov»; Frank Carroll <Carroll@azleg gov»; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg.gov>; David Cook
<dcook@azleg gov; Tim Dunn <TDunn@azleg.gov>; John Fillmore <JFilmore@azleg,gov; Mark Finchem
<MFinchem@azleg.gov»; Travis Grantham <TGrantham @azleg.gov; Gail Grifin<GGriffin@atleggov»; John Kavanagh
<Kavanagh@azleg.gov>; Anthony Kern <AKern@atleg gov»; Jay Lawrence <JLawrence@ale gov; Becky Nutt
<bnutt@azleg gov; Joanne Osborne <Osborne@azleg gov; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleg govs; Warren Petersen
<wpetersen@arleg.gov>; Steve Pierce <SPierce@atleg,gov>; Tony Rivero<TRivero@azleg.gov; Bret Roberts
<BRoberts@atleggov»; Thomas TJ. Shope <tshope@azleg.gov>; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azlegov; Ben Toma
<btoma@arleg.gov>; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg, gov»; Michelle Udall <mudall@aleg.gov>; Jeff Weninger
<Weninger@azleg gov>; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg, gov; Kate Brophy McGee <K8rophyMcGee@aleg gov; Heather
Carter<HCarter@atleggov»; David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg.gov>; Eddie Farnsworth
<EFarmsworth@azleg.gov>; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg.gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@atleg gov>; Vince Leach <Vleach@arleg.gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg,gov»; 1.0. Mesnard
<IMesnard@azleg.gov>; Tyler Pace <TPace@arleg. gov; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg.gov>; Michele Ugenti-Rita
<mugenti-ita@azleg gov>
Subject: Hold Fraud AND ATTEND Hearings, Throw out the Fraudulent Results and Certification, Send Trump Electors or
Resign

Sylvia, Sonny, and Karen,
Attend the fraud hearings. Ifyou don't you might as well resign now. You won't win again-unless you've paid some to
Dominion for a 2-3% voting overage. | don't knowif that wil be enough though. Your names ar all over the internet
right now. You're been revealed as backstabbing never-Trumper RINGS. The republican party i now Trump's whether
you'ike tor not. The populist movement has taken over full force and your only hope of re-election is through
Dominion cheating. Will itbeenough?

You can redeem yourselves. Attend the hearings and vote to throw out the fraudulent results. Count the votes cast by
the constitution and aw only. GROW A PAIR The democrats would have already decided to use their legislative
powers, and would have already said theyre sending their electors

You have the power to do this. You have the evidence to justify it, and the Trump team is going to put that evidence
out for you to consider this upcoming week We're watching to see if you're representing us, and the nation is watching
tao.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:09:49 PM
To: Beth Guard <bethguard@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Election

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Beth Guard <bethguard@yahoo com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:55 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Subject: Election
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Dear Senator Fann,
Thope and pray you will atiend the hearing on Monday November 30, 202010 listen to potential evidence of
voter fraud in Arizona. Ifafter the hearing, you believe there was fraud, you MUST stand up for what is right
“The citizens of Arizona deserve to knowif their elections are fair. Ifthis election was not fair, and you do
nothing, we will no longer live in a free society, and life as we know it will never be the same.
‘God bless Arizona and The United States of Americal
Beth Guard
Proud US Citizen

Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:09:56 PM
To: Shelly Holt <shellyh@ne.rr com>
Subject: RE: 2020 Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Shelly Holt <shellyh@nc.rr.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: 2020 Election

Dear senator Fann,

The people of this country are quickly losing hope that their voices even matter anymore. Are we living in the United
States of America or a third world country?

Iwanta fair electionand for every legal and legitimate voice to be heard and counted. Unfortunately, it seems that is
not happening and democracy is taking a backseatto personal bias and agendas. Therei enough hard evidence now
toknow there was widespread election fraud across our nation. | am calling on our elected officials, of every state, to
audit their votes. Without this we may never know the legitimate winner of any of these races or the true extent of the.
corruption that has taken place and that is just not acceptable. The people wil never believe or trust an election when
You have biased representatives ike Katie Hobbs, who in 2017 actually tweeted “@realDonaldTrump has made it
abundantly lear he's more interested in panderingto his neo-nazi base than being @POTUSfor ll Americans.” The
fact that she i in charge of the election process in Arizona is appalling and on that basis alone there should be a new
election!
1 don't care which "side" you are on. We must not allow an election to be stolen. Elections have to be fair and unbiased
or we lose everything our country was founded on. This should be overwhelmingly bi-partisan because today may be
the dayRepublicans freedoms are taken away, but tomorrow just might be yours.

It seems like our Representatives believe if they keep quiet long enough Donald Trump wil just fade away and this will
allbe over. I'm here to tell you, this is not going away and 77 million Americans will not stand for a coup against our
President.

Vm praying fora great awakening for our politicians, our media, our churches, and our people. Its time to pick a side.
You are either going to stand for this country and it's people or truth and justice or you are going to sell us al out. You
are either going to be on the right side of history or you are going to be the reason this country falls.

pray you choose wisely because our Republic and i's people are counting on you.
Let our voices be heard, truth prevail and justice be served or our country will be lot forever

Sincerely,
Michelle Holt

Sent from Mail for Windows 10
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:10:02 PM
To: Lielei Wahlmann <lielei cw@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Urgent! Protect Our Republic and Elections

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Lilei Wahimann <liele.cw@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:52 PM
To: Rick Gray <RGray@atleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleggov; Sonny Barrell<sborelli@atleg gov»; Eddie
Farnsworth<EFarsworth@aleg gov; Sylvia Allen <sAllen@azleg.gov>; Paul Boyer<PBoyer @atleg govs; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg,gov>; David Farnsworth
<DFarsworth@azleggov»; David Gowan <dgowan@atleg gov>; Sine Kerr<SKerr@arleggov>; Vince Leach
VLeach@atleg gov»; David Livingston <diiingston@azleg.gov>; .0. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov; Tyler Pace
<TPace@aleg gov; Frank Pratt <FPratt@aleg gov>; Michelle Ugent-Aita <mugenti-rita@azleg, gov»; Russell Bowers
<RBowers@atleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg, gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@arleg gov>; Thomas T.. Shope
<tshope@azleg gov>; ohn Allen <jallen@azleg.gov>; Nancy Barto <NBarto@atleg gov»; Leo Biasiucci
<UBissiucci@azleg gov; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov»; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@azleg, gov»; Noel
‘Campbell <NCampbel@azleg gov>; Frank Carrol<FCarroll@azleggov»; Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg.gov>; David Cook
<dcook@aaleg.gov>; Tim Dunn <TOuRN@azleg gov»; John Filmore <IFillmore@sleggov>; Mark Finchem
<MFinchem@aleg.gov>;TravisGrantham <TGrantham@azleg gov>; Gail Griffin <GGriffin@arleg. ov»; John Kavanagh
‘<IKavanagh@azleg gov; Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg, gov»; Jay Lawrence <lLawrence@azleg, gov»; Joanne Osborne
<I0sborne@azleg gov>; Kevin Payne<kpayne@atleggov; Steve Pierce <Sierce@aleg go>; Tony Rivero
<Thivero@atleg gov»; bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg,gov>; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@aleg gos; Ben Toma
<btoma@azleg.gov»; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg gov>; Michelle Udall <mudall@azleg, gov»; Jeff Weninger
<Weninger@atleg gov>
Subject: Urgent! Protect Our Republic and Elections

Dearsenator representative,

Our nation’s future as a constitutional republic is hanging on the balance of actions
by state legislators in a few states, including Pennsylvania. Your urgent and decisive
action is needed to defend it.

The public hearing held in Gettysburg on 11/25 brought into public view with sworn
testimonies asserting large scale frauds, confirming the suspicions already held by
many that the 2020 election was actually a coordinated effort to steal an election and
push our nation towards a socialist dictatorship in the likesof Venezuela, Cuba or
communist China.

1am very grateful to PA state Senator Doug Mastriano who only spearheaded the
aforementioned public hearing which exposed the conspiracy, but also is working on
righting the wrong by bringing up a joint resolution to return to the legislature the
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constitutional authority of appointing the electors. Ths is not just about supported
the candidate truly representing the willofthe peopleof your state, but also about
restoring the integrity of our election process and the public's faith in it.

I urge you, elected representative in Pennsylvania, to support the senator Doug
Mastriano’s resolution with all your might. The fate of our nation and also the GOP
depend on all of us, but you in particular, taking the right action at this important
juncture, and this brave patriotic act will be remembered by the people and by
history.

Respectfully,

Lielei Wahlmann
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:10:11 PM
To: Roger Traylor <rablor@msn.com>
Subject: RE: 11/30/2020 Hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Roger Traylor <rablor@msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:49 PM
Tos Joyce Zaharis <jezcrohook@gmail coms; John Allen allen @azleg.gov>; Nancy Barto<NBarto@ale gov;
Leo Biasiuce <LBiasiucci@azleggov>; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@aleg gov; sbolik@azleg gov; Russell
Bowers <Rowers@atleg gov; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@atle, gov; Frank Carrol <FCarroll@atleggov>;
Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg, gov»; David Cook <dcook@azleg gov; Tim Dunn <TDunn@azleg gov; John Fillmore:
Fillmore @azleg.gov>;mfinchman@aeg gov; Travis Grantham <TGrantham @azleg.gov>; Gail Griffin
<GGrifin@azleg gov>; John Kavanagh <IKavanagh(@atleg gov>; Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg gov; Jay Lawrence
<ILawrence@azleggov; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov»; Joanne Osborne <JOsborne@azleg gov>; Kevin Payne
<kpayne@azleg gov; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg gov; Steve Pierce <SPierce@arleg gov; Tony Rivero
<Thivero@atleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@aleggo>; Thomas TJ. Shope <tshope@atleg gov»; Bob Thorpe
<bthorpe@atleg.gov>; Ben Toma <btoma@atleg.gov>; Michelle Udall muda @azleg. gov; Jeff Weninger
<IWeninger@atleg.gov>; Sylvia Allen<SAllen@atleg gov>; Sonny Borreli <sborrelli@aleg gov>; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov»; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>;
David Famsworth <DFamsworth @azleg gov»; dgowen@atleg gov; Rick Gray <RGray@atleg.gov>; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@azleg,gov»; Vince Leach <Veach@azleg gov>; David Livingston <ivingston@azleggov; 1.0. Mesnard
<IMesnard@azleg,gov>; Tyler Pace <TPace @azleg,gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg,gov»; mugentirta@azleg gov;
Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth @azleg gov>
Subject: Fw: 11/30/2020 Hearing

Sent rom my Galaxy Tab A

We the people need you to be the leaders we elected. Stand up and lead the fight against this massive election
fraud, to save our Republic! There iserious concern fo election integrity, the use of Dominon voting machines
and smartmatic software i alarming! This election was bias, Republicans and Libertarians were not allowed in the
counting rooms from the beginning. Witnesses are being threatened if they come forward, ridiculous!
If we ail to investigate right now, |fear there won't be a remotely honest election again. You havea constitutional
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duty to the people of Arizona and we urge you to use that power.

stronglyurge you to listen to the hearings and select pro-Trump electors!

Sincerely,
Roger H. Traylor.
Barbara A. Traylor

Sentfrom my Galaxy TabA
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:10:30 PM
To: Stewart Pickett <jstewartpicketi@gmail com>;Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>:Sonny

Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg gov>
Subject: RE: Please, ATTEND the hearing!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file thei lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two waysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting,
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Stewart Pickett<jstewartpickett@gmailcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:45 PM
Tos: Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg,gov>; Sonny Borrell <sborrell@azleg,gov»; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Please, ATTEND the hearing!

[Karen Fann, Sonny Borrell, and Sylvia Allen]

Please reconsider and attend the hearing on Monday. Whether you agree or not attending will allow you
to voice your concernseither way.

Thank you from concerned citizen seeking faimess inour elections.

Sincerely,

Stewart Pickett

o forced
py
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:10:46 PM
To: Kevin Musa <kevinmusa0@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Hearings

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Kevin Musa <kevinmusa0@gmai com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:44 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Hearings

We the people who pay you ask for you to attend election fraud hearings. Your constituents wil remember. Especially if
You're a republican.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:12:13 PM
To: Denise Carr <aldeed@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Trump legal team hearing in AZ Nov 30th

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after te first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Denise Carr <aldecd@yahoo. com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:42 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Trump legal team hearing in AZ Nov 30th
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Dear Senator Fann,

Rumor has jt that you will not be attending the Trump legal team hearing on Monday, Nov. 30th. 1 hope this is
not true. It is important to see and hear the facts ofelection fraud that occurred in AZ 50 it can be fixed now and
moving forward. Please do your job in representing the overwhelming majority of Arizonans who voted for
President Donald Trump and Republicans down the ballot

Thank you for standing for truth!

Respectfully,

Denise Carr
Arizona Resident
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:12:36 PM
To: dallaslandshark@Hotmail com
Subject: RE: 2020 arizona election irregularities

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Ryan LeNguyen <dallaslandshark@Hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:41 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: 2020 arizona election irregularities

Name: Ryan LeNguyen

Email: dallaslandshark@Hotmail. com

Phone: 6237031093

Leg. District:

Subject: 2020 arizona election irregularities

Comments:
Hi Senator Fann, live in the City of Litchfield Park. I'm a naturalized US citizen born inVietnam and now a retired police:
officer. My family escaped a communist regime in 1975 and werefortunate enough to become citizens of the greatest
country in the world. | have voted for both democrats and Republicans throughout my voting history. For the last 16.
years, [have been a registered Republican because | easly identified with the core conservative values of the party
Since the 2016 election, my commitment to the republican party was immensely increased predominately due to
President Trump and everything he was able to accomplish, despite overwhelming resistance from democrats,
Republicans, and the media. This 2020 election has made me doubt the worth of my vote. Facts and evidence of voting
irregularities in Arizona are increasing by the day. Ifyou doa simple search on the internet, you will find unbiased
information showing the results in arizona to be inaccurate. My biggest concern involves al the mail n ballots that were:
susceptible to fraud. Its been reported that 36,000 legals voted in this election. In addition, i's been reported that
republican poll watchers were denied any meaningful oversight of ballot counting. arizona law requires poll watchers
from both parties to have the ability to contest the validity of ballots. The dominion machines should have never been
used. Texas found they were not reliable and Canada won't even use dominion despite thats where dominion s from.
Why did thesecretaryof state stop counting the night ofthe election? Arizona should have been able to complete the.
ballot counting by November 4th like the majority of the other states...thats just unacceptable. Arizona legislators in
good consciousness can NOT allow the certification of these ballots due to the many irregularities. The only remedy i to
count the legal votes and remove al the egal votes. An audit that allows a true inspection of ballots will arify many
of these irregularities. The legislators need to retake their election authority from the executive members and
immediately intate a resolution torectifythe election results. I's disgusting to me that Republicans i the arizona
house and senate are not aggressively taking public action to expose these irregularities. Where is ou republican
governor and republican attorney general? We need republican leadersto actually LEAD and nt sit dey by while this
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elections stolen by dishonest means. Please be the warrior that we need and rally the rest of the warriors in this critical
time in history...ime is of the essencelll Honestly, I'm tired of seeing Republicans getting abused and just accepting.
defeat in our current 2 ier justice system. Please stand up and do the right thing for our country, otherwise these
corrupt practices will continue and fester in our governing. If our party allows the radical left to steal this election, then
they will ultimately destroy our republic. Thank you in advance, Ryan LeNguyen

Sent sat, 28 Nov 2020 19:40:32 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:12:44 PM
To: chiron.sky@gmail com
Subject: RE: Election Fraud

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: chironsky@gmail.com <chiron.sky@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:38 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Subject: Election Fraud
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Dear Ms. Fann,

Tam encouraged thata hearing concerning election fraud will be held on Monday, November 30.

Twill be attending the support rally, on the same date, at the Hyatt Regency. Will you be in attendance at the
hearing? Or at the rally?

T strongly suggest that our elected Republican legislators show up and represent the citizens of Arizona with
respect 10 the discovered election fraud.

‘We must unite to fix the current election malfeasance. Please be in attendance at the hearing and give a few
minutes of your time to the rally Patriots who stood together and voted for Republican candidates.

“Thank you foryour reply.

Sincerely,
Tonya Sky
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:12:54 PM
To: Judith L Redman <judyredman@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Election integrity

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process.
‘We have received many inquiries and wil endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results
were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as
possible tollofyou
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020
as partofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal
explanation provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 20 D's in the House; 17 R’s and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session
and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes is investigatory powers
to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyof the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by
the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopesofrestoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concems raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeofthe presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we wil have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
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the integity of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the
abilityof the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors,
equa to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the
‘Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the
United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select
the presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S.
1,35 (1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress
determines the timeof choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in
McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those:
cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice
President shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in
every fourth year succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President” 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for ths state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in
part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday aftr the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall
be elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and
representatives in Congress from this state
B. Afterthe secretary of stateissues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election,
the presidential electorsof this state shall cast theirelectoral college votes for the candidate for president
and the candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as
prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a
column on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for
the respective political party. AR S. section 16-344
“To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory
sections. However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the
current election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the
people voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct
of the election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the
2020 election results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~---
From: Judith L Redman <judyredman@yahoo com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:37 PM
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To: Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg gov>; Steve Pierce <SPierce@azleg gov; Tony Rivero
<TRivero@azleg gov>; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@azleg gov>; Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@azleg gov>;
Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg gov>; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg gov>; ktownshend@azleg gov; Michelle
Udall <mudall@azleg gov>; Jeff Weninger <JWeninger@azleg gov=; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>;
Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg gov>; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg gov; Kate Brophy McGee
<KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov> Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov> Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>;
David Famsworth <DFamsworth@azleg gov>: Eddie Famsworth <EFarnsworth@azleg gov>; David
‘Gowan <dgowan(@azleg gov>; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov>; skeer@azleg gov; David Livingston
<dlivingston@acleg gov= J.D. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov=; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov>: Frank
Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-rita@azleg gov>
Subject: Election integrity

1 request a 2020 Election full audit, matching signatures, checking for dead voters, ghost voters, voters
‘who voted in other states, voters who voted illegally from PO Boxes, UPS stores. 1 also demand a
‘computer forensic auditof the election machines including an auditof the flash drives. I have no
confidence in the Arizona 2020 General Election. Please read Sidney Powell's lawsuits against Michigan
and Georgia, including the exhibits. I have no confidence that my votes weren't flipped by a foreign
country. I also want Dominion software and anything like it prohibited from future elections. The evidence
of fraud is overwhelming. We cannot in good conscience certify this election without a forensic audit of
the voting machines and of the election results

Sent from my iPad
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:13:01 PM
To: Rhonda H <r huettenmueller@gmai com>
Subject: RE: Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Rhonda H <r huettenmueller@gmal.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:36 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election Integrity

Karen Fann,

Please go to the hearing with Rudy Giuliani. We deserve an honest election.

Best wishes,
Rhonda Huettenmueller
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:13:12 PM
To: ‘Thomas Bares <tbarmes progress@gmail com>
Subject: RE: This Election Cannot Go Unreviewed

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Thomas Barnes <tbarnesprogress@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:35 PM
To: Michelle Ugenti-ita <mugenti-ta@azleg gov; Rick Gray <RGray@azleggov; Eddie Farnsworth
<EFamsworth@aleg gov>; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg go>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleggov>; Sonny Borrell
<sborrelli@azleg, gov; Sylvia Allen <sAllen@azleg, gov; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gova; David
Farnsworth<DFarnsworth @azleg,gov»; David Livingston <diivingston@azleggov; Tyler Pace<TPace@arleggov>;
Russel Bowers <RBowers@arleg gov>
Subject: This Election Cannot Go Unreviewed

For the sake of unity in our country, please review the widely publicized statistical anomalies associated with this
election

Not until these unusual results are auditedcan the public be comfortable with the results of this election.

« This message was sent from my Verizon Wireless Phone.

I—
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:13:22 PM
To: gloriadn@ecox net
Subject: RE: Monday\&#x27:s Hearing on Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Gloria Dean <gloriadn@coxnet>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:31 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Monday\&#x27;s Hearing on Election Integrity

Name: Gloria Dean

Email: gloriadn@coxnet

Phone: 4803065217

Leg. District: 15.

Subject: Monday\'s Hearing on Election Integrity

Comments:
Dear Madame President: 'm a precinct committee woman and have worked for many Arizona Republican races in this
election cyce. It is my understanding that President Trump's legal tearm will be in town on Monday, asking legislators to
contemplate the fraud that occurred in Arizona's election. Like me, | hope you find t concerning tha there are 3
precincts where theGOP won all down-ballot aces in scope, including the US Senate, but Trump allegedlylost the
Presidential race. Alarming to me, there are also 10 precincts where the GOP won all down-ballt races in scope except
for the US Senate and Presidential races. (Source: Marissa Hamilton of trong Communities) I'm asking you to stand up,
unwavering, to protect the legitimate votes in Arizona that re-elected President Trump. Please do whatever is.
necessary in your capacity as President of the Senate. | believe we are at a crucible for our country and if you and other
legislators don't hold th line, we will never have another legitimate election in our country. Please don't let the flag fll
on your watch, Sincerely, Gloria Dean

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 19:30:55 0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:13:35 PM
To: Natalie Purucker <27purucnl @pennfield net>
Subject: RE: Getoff your ass and do your job.

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfora specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
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ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure thatall votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
70: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Numberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t}he electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be:
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from ths state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifes for a column
on the general election ballotmust appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective.
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the
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election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection pracess for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Tel 602.926.5874

From: Natalie Purucker <27purucnl@pennfield net>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 12:26 PM
Tot Karen Fann <KFann@aileg.gov>
Subject: Get off your ass and doyourjob

You are elected to represent the people.
Partake in the hearingsorget out ofthe office you hold

This mails intended only or the us of the adressee() named herein maycontain egal privieged and confidential
information. fou are not the intended recipient, ora authorized representativeofth intended recipient, you ae hreby notified
ha any review, copyingor distribution of this eval and ts attachment, f ny i sic pronibited. fou have received this ema
inrror, please immediatelynot the ender by return email and delete this email from your system Thr you.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:13:42 PM
To: JEFF FUSCO <maildjeff2014@gmail com>
Subject: RE: STOP THE STEAL YOU CROOK!!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From:JEFF FUSCO <maildjeff2014@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:23 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg, gov>
Subject: STOP THE STEAL YOU CROOK!

WHAT ARE YOU AFRAID OFI!
YOUCAN'T HIDE THIS
IT'S MASSIVE!
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:13:49 PM
To: Jerilynn Mitten <jerilynn mitten@yahoo. com>
Subject: RE: Constitutional Duty

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: erilynn Mitten <jerilynn.mitten@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:18 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Constitutional Duty

Hell,
Just mind tat i ourConstitutional du ral ot profte)calourself no session nd ot for sectors rer ten simply
Siting bck and ceding our duty otheScrery ofSc

@ seriynn
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:13:57 PM
To: Greg Hardy <joker198213@gmail com>
Subject:  RE:ELECTORS

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Greg Hardy <joker198213@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:15 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: ELECTORS
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Karen,
“The presidential election seems very suspicious. You need to hold a session about choosing different electors
now! We're all watching you
Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:14:08 PM
To: pickascoop3465@gmail com
Subject: RE: STOP THE CERTIFICATION OF THE VOTES

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Kimberly Ketcherside <pickascoop3465@gmal com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:15 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: STOP THE CERTIFICATION OF THE VOTES

Name: Kimberly Ketcherside

Email: pickascaop3465@gmail.com

Phone: 9282430951

Leg. District:

Subject: STOP THE CERTIFICATION OF THE VOTES

Comments:
November 28, 2020 This my 3rd time emailing you. | am a fourth generation of Arizona. love my state and have
traveled many places within the state. | grew up when there were dirt roads and four way stop signs just outside of
Phoenix. | have seen Arizona grow to an enormous never ending city. | can not recall however the protest to the extent
that we are seeing now. Most of my life stayed away from politics because | felt that corrupt people were the ones in
control and none ofthem were worth voting for. | was asked a few years ago to vote and make a difference. | id,
researched and voted and became consumed by politcs and find that more corruption is out there than | had ever
imagined. You have an obligation as an elected offical to do a job and to take that job seriously. You should have called
for a SPECIAL SESSION when there was issues with voting fraud. You should have had the backbone to look into the
allegations and research each and every ane of them. It should not have taken a meeting with the Presidents Lawyers to
look into these criminal activities. Arizonans are protesting fora very good reason. We know that the election i being
stolen and we know that you can top thisIf it takes a HAND COUNT OF THE VOTES FOR AN AUDIT then dot, please.
The evidence that is coming out i from Arizona Citizens, the ones that have elected you. If you were not invited to the
meeting downtown in Phoenis, then please go anyways and show up! You are important and canfind a way to stop the
Certification of the FRAUDULENTVotes.

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 19:15:19 0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:14:14 PM
To: Leah Starr <lrstarr89@gmail com>
Subject: RE: A plea

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Leah Starr <IrstarrB9@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:13 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg.gov>; bowers@azleg com
Subject: A plea

Please Karen and Rusty,

Itis your federal, constitutional duty to call yourselves into session and vote for electors rather than simply sitting dy
while you surrender your duty to the Secretary of State. We are relying on you to fight for us and combat the corruption
and FEAR

Please understand your rights and fight on behalf of the people of Arizona.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:14:21 PM
To: Jay Loden <jmloden@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Election fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(tlh electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: Jay Loden <jmloden@gmal.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:11 PM
To: Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg, gov»; Info@kellward.com
Subject: Election fraud

Dear Ms. Fann and Mr. Campbell;

Significant evidence of vote fraud was revealed through dataanalysis and investigations by Matt
Braynard, executive directorofLook Ahead America (hitps:/ tkpbfnwkw).

As a retired statistical /data analyst specializing in health care fraud detection, I am willing to bet my 27-
year career that the outcome is not an anomaly, but a fraud.

‘When you add the empirical information, such as how did Biden get 1,040,000 votes in Maricopa County.
‘when Obama only received 542,000, ths does not pass the smell test.

Ihave trained state and federal agents to use data in criminal case development and the available data for
this election is textbook perfect! This election is riddled with fraud

Other widespread election imegularites are being documented throughout Arizona and the nation all
benefiting Joe Biden. Many election experts now estimate that the President won the election in a
landslide!

Tisclear that there can be no confidence in the integrity of this election in Arizona and many other states
Therefore, I respectfully request that you exercise your authority granted by Article II Section 1 ofthe.
U.S. Constitution and appoint a slate of presidential electors to reelect President Donald J. Trump in the
Electoral College

“Thank you for your service to our state and our great nation!

Sincerely,
Jay Loden
861 Scenic Pointe
Prescott, Az
6616449228
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:14:27 PM
To: ib <LOLABIRD27@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Special session

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From:  b <LOLABIRD27@hotmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:09 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Special session

Senator,
we demand a special session of the AZ Legislature! Now is thetime to act! Do the right thing! We believe in
you!
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:14:36 PM
To: Gene Acton <actoncontracting ga@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Special session

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Gene Acton <actoncontracting ga@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:05 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov
Subject: Special session
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Twould hope you would not fight the constitutional right of Arizona to request a special session. This election is
important andI as an arizona resident demand a special session

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:14:53 PM
To: john_trimble@cox net
Subject: RE: Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: John Trimble <john_trimble@cox.net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 12:00 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election Integrity

Name: John Trimble

Email: john_trimble@cox net

Phone: 360-907-1892

Leg. District: 23

Subject: Election Integrity

Comments:
Dear Senator Fan: | know there is a meeting on Monday where the Trump campaign wil present evidence of election
fraud. | have seen more than enough for me to have deep concerns about the integrity of this election and future ones.
Please do not certify thi election beforea full and complete aut of all aspects of vote and voter integrity have been
completed. John Trimble

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 18:59:40 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:15:03 PM
To: Linda § Tucker <tuckita@icloud com>
Subject: RE: Appeal to AZ State Legislators

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Linda § Tucker <tuckita@icloud com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:58 AM
To: Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>; Lela Alston <LAlston@azleg gov=; Sonny Borrelli
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<sborrelli@azleg gov; Sean Bowie <sbowie@azleg gov: Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg gov>; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov=; Lupe Contreras
<Icontreras@azleg gov>: Andrea Dalessandro <adalessandro@azleg gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov;
David Farnsworth <DFamsworth@azleg gov=; Sally Ann Gonzales <SGonzales@azleg gov>; David Gowan
<dgowan@azleg gov>: Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov>; Sine Kerr <SKem@azleg gov= Vince Leach
<VLeach@azleg gov>; David Livingston <dlivingston@azleg gov>; Juan Mendez <jmendez@azleg gov>; 1D.
Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov>; Tony Navarrete <tnavarrete@azleg gov>; Lisa Otondo
<lotondo@azleg gov=; Tyler Pace <TPace@azleg gov>; Jamescita Peshlakai <jpeshiakai@azleg gov>; Frank
Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov=; Martin Quezada <MQuezada@arleg gov> Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg g0v>;
Victoria Steele <vstecle@azleg gov; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-rita@azleggov>
Subject: Appeal to AZ State Legislators

Nov 23,2020

Hello my name is Linda Tucker

Today I'm writing to urge YOU to support a transparent audit of votes in our state to protect all legal votes
‘There have been proven regularities nationwide, including with electronic voting systems. I'm asking that
YOU support electoral transparency and integrity, with an urgent audit of both ballots AND electronic voting
systems

In addition, it is against the law for tv networks to knowingly report false news. CNN, Fox, & others are
reporting that Joe Biden is the, quote, “President Elect.” This is not true because a legal election winner has not
been declared by official election authorities. Authorities have not made this announcement and states have not
certified their votes. Please take action to prevent networks from spreading thisdangerous false information,
‘which does material harm and damage to the country. Thank you.

Linda Tucker
7324 N Del Norte Dr
Scottsdale, AZ 85258

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:15:18 PM
To: seahorizon1 960@yahoo com
Subject: RE: Hearing voter fraud.

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: seahorizon1960@yahoo.com <seahorizon1960@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:16 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Hearing voter fraud.

Please attend the hearing, our democracy depends upon this. We will remember you at election time.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:15:35 PM
To: seer06281962 <seer06281962@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: seer06281962 <seer06281962@Yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 2:14 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: election

1 don't care how scared you are, if the election was stolen, something needs to be done about i

SEER

Sent rom my Table SG Device
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:15:41 PM
To: Joanna Aaron <joanna aaron6S@gmail. com>
Subject: RE: Support the hearings!!!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Joanna Aaron <joanna aaron65@gmal com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:11 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Support the hearings!

You will be held accountable f you fail the state of Arizonalll
Stop the stealll!

Sent from my U.5 Cellular® Smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:15:47 PM
To: Kayce Hollingsworth <kcheda@hotmail. com>
Subject: RE: Constitutional Duty

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Kayce Hollingsworth <kchcda@hotmail.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:10 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Constitutional Duty

Hi Ms. Fann,

T am writing to let you know that there are a lot of people in Arizona and across
the country that are counting on you to follow your Constitutional duty to find out
the TRUTHofthe election. 1 understand that you plan on skipping the hearing that
the Trump lawyer team is holding on Monday. 1 strongly encourage you to do the
right thing and attend to hear all the EVIDENCE. We the People KNOW there was
an injustice in this election and a lot ofthat fraud occurred in Arizona. Don't you

think you owe it to your constituents and the REST OF THE COUNTRY to support
your President and set the election to rights? The country is watching what you do,
along with your colleagues and the citizens will remember what you decide to do. Are
you going to do the RIGHTTHING? Or are you going to stand with the Deep State
establishment that is on the wrong side of this? T pray you choose the right thing,

Sincerely,
Kimberly Hollingsworth
A concerned citizen and supporter of the TRUTH andJUSTICE
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:15:54 PM
To: Joanna Aaron <joanna aaron6S@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Support Giuliani!!!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Joanna Aaron <joanna aaron6S@gmal com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:09 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Support Giulianill!

You wil be held accountable if you fal the state of Avizonal11 STOP THE STEAL!

Sent from my U.5.Cellular® Smartphone
Get Outlook for Android
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:16:02 PM
To: Janet Whittier <jkwhittier@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: 2020 Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Janet Whittier <jwhittier@gmail.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:05 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: 2020 Election

Why are you choosing not to attend a time sensitive hearing regarding the rampant raud and corruption
during the 2020 presidential election? Its So apparent to every US constituent that fraud in favor of Biden
‘occurred. When this ends up before the SCOTUS, AZ needs to pay for rather than the taxpayers.

Regards,

Janet Whittier
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:16:10 PM
To: Joe Hopf <joemamad@cox net>
Subject: RE: Cerification

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Joc Hopf <joemamad@cox.net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:03 PM
To: Russell Bowers <RBowers@azleg gov=; Michelle Udall <mudall @azleg gov>; Tyler Pace
<TPace@azleg gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg gov>
Subject: Certification
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Dear Representative,
Tt was most disappointing to leamofthe certificationof the election. Soon you will have the opportunity to
delay, postpone, or decertify the results as tallied. This is exactly what “We The People” demand you do.
Certainly you should have observed, with each passing day, the unexplainable, mysterious, and impossible
“anomalies” ( A KA. fraud) appearing within the vote totals in our state, as well as 6 others. Yes, “Every Legal
Vote Must Count”, none the less, every illegal, fraudulently cast attempt to steal an election must be
nullified/discarded!
‘We will be monitoring closely to observeyourdecision in the coming days Thisis about much more than THIS
election but instead retaining the right of “We The People” to freely choose OUR goverment.

Respectfully,
Joe Hopf
District 25
Az Resident since 1953
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:21:34 PM
To: Brad Bates <brad@mobeer org>
Subject: RE: Awaken

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process.
‘We have received many inquiries and wil endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results
were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as
possible tollofyou
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020
as partofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal
explanation provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 20 D's in the House; 17 R’s and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session
and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes is investigatory powers
to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyof the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by
the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopesofrestoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concems raised and share in your frustration.
“The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeofthe presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we wil have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
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the integity of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the
abilityof the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors,
equa to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the
‘Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the
United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select
the presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S.
1,35 (1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress
determines the timeof choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in
McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those:
cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice
President shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in
every fourth year succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President" 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for ths state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in
part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday aftr the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall
be elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and
representatives in Congress from this state
B. Afterthe secretary of stateissues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election,
the presidential electorsof this state shall cast theirelectoral college votes for the candidate for president
and the candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as
prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a
column on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for
the respective political party. AR S. section 16-344
“To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory
sections. However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the
current election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the
people voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct
of the election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the
2020 election results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~---
From: Brad Bates <brad@mobeer org>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:20 PM
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To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Awaken

I'm tired of apologizing for being a Republican. I'm tired of lettin the left get away with everything. I'm
DONE. Either stand up and call a special sessionor cave forever to the Dems.

If we don’t stand up, I'll never got for another R. I'l stay home. My vote doesn’t matter anyway.

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:23:14 PM
To: Dory O'Toole <doryotoole@gmail com>
Subject: RE: What do you have tomorrow that’s more important thenattending the hearing

tomorrow?

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file thei lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the elevenelectorswere selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two waysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
Rs and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
donot have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting,
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being provided by the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

n addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Dory O'Toole <doryotoole@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 2:23 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Fwd: What do you have tomorrow that's more important then attending the hearing tomorrow?

Sent from my Pad

Begin forwarded message:

From: Dory O'Toole <Doryotoole@gmailcom>
Date: November 28, 2020 at 13:14:38 PST
To: Kfann@azeggov
Subject: What do you have tomorrow that's more importantthen attending the hearing tomorrow?

‘Good day Ms. Fann,
Did read correctly that you are refusing to attend the hearing tomorrow in the state you represent? Are
You not an American first and foremost? Is it possible you can leave politics at home and attend a hearing.
to show you are committed to a fair election? You choice i it i true suggests to me you are not
representing your constituents fairybyrefusingto hear evidence that suggests voter fraud. It looks more
like you are playing politics and possibly tied to the deep state by simply denying facts. Would you not
wantafair election if it was you who had concerned as to your election if the tables were turned? | hope
you will lear your calendar your prejudices and your mind 0.2 to think see and hear as an American. Just
a reminder you represent the People not yourself. Thank you for your time and consideration to do the
ight thing, show up at the hearing tomorrow.
Respectfully,
Dory O'Toole
Sent from my Pad
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:51:55 PM
To: beckysweddings@yahoo com
Subject: RE: Voter Fraud 2020 election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgivethis mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will iveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation

provided by Legislative Council.

~For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twowaysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not havethe votes to passtheelection changes some are asking fo.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings i crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
‘Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Reba shepherd <beckysweddings@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:50 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Voter Fraud 2020 election

Name: Reba shepherd

Email: beckysweddings@yahoo.com

Phone:

Leg. District:

Subject: Voter Fraud 2020 election

Comments:
Senator Fann, Legislators are in chargeofthe election process! Stop running out theclock and do nothing! We want.
an audit! We know there is Voter Fraudi! We want OUR VOTES TO COUNTII! Make a difference and be the Change the
American people want to see. Reba Shepherd

Sent Sat, 28 Nov 2020 21:49:58 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:52:03 PM
To: Kathrynubl@gmail.com
Subject: RE: Support President Trump!!

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after te first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: kathrynubl@gmail.com <kathrynubl@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:50 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Support President Trump!!
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Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:52:20 PM
To: 1) Hertz <ijhertz@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Monday Public Hearing amd your duty to attend

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: JJ Hertz <jhertz@yahoo com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:46 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann(@azleg gov=; Sonny Borrelli <sborrelli@azleg gov=; Sylvia Allen
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<SAllen@azleg gov>
Subject: Monday Public Hearing amd your duty to attend

Hello
‘Word is out that you are not planning to attend the hearing on Monday regarding the fraud allegations. You are
an elected representative and itis your duty to be there. No one is confident in how this election was handled
‘There is what amounts to massive proof In statistical and cyber data. Ifyou do not attend the hearing you are
failing all Americans no matter what party. Our country depends on a fairelection. Every legal vote must be
counted and every illegal vote must go.
Sincerely
13 Hertz
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:52:44 PM
To: Mustluvdogges Seattle <mustluvdogges@gmail com>
Subject: RE: My request fora transparent audit

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Mustluvdogges Seattle <mustluvdogags @gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:32 PM
To: Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleg gov>; Steve Pierce<SPierce@arleg gov; Andrea Dalessandro
<adalessandro@azleg go>; Daniel Hernandez <DHernandez@aleg gov»; Rosanna Gabaldon <rgabaldon@arleg gov>;
‘Alma Hernandez <AHernandez(@atleg gov>; Andres Cano <ACano@azleg.gov>; Sally Ann Gonzales
<SGonzales@atleg gov»; Charlene Fernandez <CFernandez@atleg gov»; Karen Fann<KFann@atleg gov»; Geraldine
Peten <gpeten@aleg gov; Lisa Otondo <lotondo@azleg.gov>; Leo Bisiucei <LBiasucci@azleg gov»; Regina Cobb.
<RCobb@arleg.gov>; Sonny Borrell <sborrelli@azleg gov>; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg. gov»; Sylia Allen
<SAllen@azleg,gov>; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@azleg. gov; Arlando Teller <ATeller@atleg,gov>; Jamescita
Peshiakai <jpeshiakai@azleg.gov>; Myron Tsosie <MTsosie@azleg.gov>; David Cook <dcook@atleg gov; Frank Pratt
<FPratt@azleg gov>; Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@aleg gov; Pamela Powers Hannley <ppowershanniey@azleg §ov>;
Randy Friese <Rriese@azleg gov>; Victoria Steele <vsteele@azleg gov»; David Bradley <dbradley@azleg gov;
Domingo DeGrazia <DDeGrazia@atleg gov»; Kirsten Engel <kengel@azleg,gov; Mark Finchem
<MFinchem@aleg.gov>; Vince Leach <Vleach@atleggov»; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarmsworth @aleg gov; Travis
Grantham <TGrantham @azleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleg,gov>; Joanne Osborne
<I0sborme@aleg gov; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg.gov>; Tim Dunn<TDunn@azleggov; Becky Nutt<bnutt@azleg gov>;
Jennifer Jermaine <llermaine@azleg,gov>; Mitzi Epstein <mepstein@aleg gov»; Sean Bowie <sbowie@azleg gov>;
Diego Espinoza <DEspinoza@atleggov>; Lorenzo Sierra <LSierra@azleg gov; Lupe Contreras <lcontreras@aleg govs;
Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg,gov>; Paul Boyer<PBoyer @atleg gov»; ShawnnaBolick <SBolck@aleggov; Rick Gray
<RGray@azleg.gov>; Tony Rivero <TRivero@atleg, gov; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg gov; David Livingston
<divingston@azleg.gov>; Frank Carroll <FCarroll@azleg.gov>; Jay Lawrence Lawrence @azleg.gov>; John Kavanagh
<IKavanagh@atleg.gov>; Lela Alston <LAlston@aleg.gov>; Michele Udall <mudall @azleggov; Russell Bowers
<RBowers@atleg gov; Tyler Pace <TPace@aleg gov»; Juan Mendez <jmendez@azleg gov>; Diego Rodriguez
<DRodriguez@atleg gov»; Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg. gov; Reginald Bolding <RBolding@atleg.gov>; Aaron Lieberman
<Alieberman@azleg.gov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg, gov»; Tony Navarrete <tnavarrete@azleg§0v>;
Athena Salman <asalman @aleggov>; Isela Blanc <iblanc @azleg. gov»; Michelle Ugenti-fita <mugenti-rita@azleg. gov;
Amish Shah<AShah@aleggov>
Subject: Myrequest for a transparent audit

Dear Congresswomen/Congressmen and Senators,

im reaching out to ask each of you to defend our constitutional rights and requesta transparent audit ofal votes in
Arizona immediately!

Tue seen the data, read all about the changes that were made to the voting process (fast-tracked), and listened to the
Voters and pollsters who testified in the Pennsylvania hearing. | just turned 50 and | have NEVER been so disturbed by
what has occurred in many of our critca swing states.

You al ave the power to fix this and protect ll egal votes by demanding a transparent audit of all AZ votes both the
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ballots and the electronic voting system. We the people NEED answers to the proven irregularities nationwide!

If the AZ electoral votes are perfected without a transparent audit, | believe the majority of voters will lose all
‘confidence in our ability to perform fair and just election.

Everything is on the line. There has been no greater cause in my lifetime, so I'm speaking up and begging for
Your attention and support.

Il be watching the hearing in AZ on November 30th. Thank you for your time.

Sincerely,

Kim Harvick
mustiuvdogggs@amail.com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:53:10 PM
To: Chris Olson <beacheruising2400@gmail com>
Subject: RE: From arizona resident Chris Olson

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: Chris Olson <beacheruising2400@gmailcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 2:30 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: from arizona resident Chris Olson

Karen,

The 2020 election i full o fraud. lease impound the dominion voting machines fora full forensic evaluation. We
need proof that our votes were counted, and counted for who we voted for.
We ask for a full investigation before our electoral votes are given to Biden.

Courage i contagious. Stand with us and lets show the country Avizonans courage and independence

Thank you,
chris
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 1:53:44 PM
To: Tedi Duree <thinkinfutures@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: propose Legislation (split Electoral College votes)

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Ted: Duree <thinkinfutures @hotmai com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:30 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: propose Legislation (slit Electoral College votes)

Please propose legislation to spit Electoral College votes. Because Article Il Section 1, Clause 2 of the US
‘Constitution empowers each state legislature to determine the mannerbywhich that state's electors are chosen.
Such will better represent the varied viewpoints of the people. Because winner-take-all s unrepresentative, while
distributing the vote proportionately is categorically more fair. Such will also help to dispel the idea of Blue states or
Red states. That wil proactively diffuse objection of revolt toward end results that aren’ deemed to match the broad
view, Thanks for considering it.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28, 2020 1:53:52 PM
To: Karen Shadbolt <kaydiss12@gmail.com>
Subject: RE

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Karen Shadbolt<kaydiss12@gmal.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:28 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject:

I need to attend the hearing. Elections are of the utmost importance.

Apatriot
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November28,2020 1:54:14 PM
To: Chase R <chaseroles@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Call a special session - Please hear me out

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgivethis mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will iveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation

provided by Legislative Council.

~For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twowaysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do nothave the votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating thisoption in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings i crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
‘Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Chase R <chaseroles@gmal.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:53 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov»; Sborelli@azleg gov; Russell Bowers <RBowers@aleg gov; Sylvia Allen
<shllen@azleg.gov>; Dducey@azleg.gov; engage@az.gov
Subject; Calla special session - Please hear me out

Hello,

Asa concerned resident of Arizona | am not happy with what I'm seeing regarding the Arizona election. I'm seeing
evidence after evidence pour in on how insecure our lection was. How do | know my vote went to the right
candidates? | am only one vote, but my one vote i the bedrock of our constitutional republic.

There are too many vulnerabilities i the system and the statistical evidencei overwhelming. The truth will continue to
come out, and those who are on the ight sideof this will show and those who are on the wrong side of ths will also
show. We the conservatives of Arizona are not going anywhere and we will remember who PROACTIVELY supports
investigations nto fraud and misconduct. We don't need lip sevice, we need action. We will now who is taking action
and who's sitting back

‘We know Dominion came in and the rules were changed that are new for this election specifically regarding the digital
review process of votes (or technically called digital adjudication) | was one of the voters who pressed the green button
and | was never told | was handing off my vote for someone ele to digitally adjudicate. | never gave permission to ive
away my vote!

Representingwethe people | am strongly and respectfully directing you to please hold a special legislature session to
look into Dominion and overall election and format legislature to contest the vote and electoral votes. Our republic and
very sense ofthe bill of rights are a stake.

We thepeople are not going anywhere.

Thank you for your time
chase
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 1:57:01 PM
To: Ed Burdett <burdetts@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Corruption

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
@residentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Ed Burdett <burdetts @hotmai com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:57 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Corruption

Hi, my name is Ed Burdett, live in Gilbert. Im upset wih the suspect voting process. We need confidence in our
elections. The fact that We The People gave you a Republican majorty in the state house, the fact that courls can't
move fast enough, and the fact that both sides are divided means you should issue a pressreleasecalling fora
special legislative session to address the following issues:
~Oversight of the election
~ Oversight of certification
State legislatures choosing the electors

“THE ELECTION THAT IS CLEAR IS THE ONE GIVING YOU A MAJORITY INSIDE THE STATE HOUSE."

If youre not willing to issue a press release within the next 48 hours that you supporta cal for a special session, 50
that you can have oversight over these things, then I'm not voting for you or any other republican again.

Call ora special session RIGHT NOW.

Sent from Mal for Windows 10
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:00:35 PM
To: Jim Hardy <jimmer@metamarkinc. com>
Subject: RE: AUDIT

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after te first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Jim Hardy <jimmer@metamarkinc com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:59 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: AUDIT
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Senate President Fann,

Please work with Senate Republicans to have a verifiable audit of the 2020 AZ election returms. We've seen
many unhanded things during the official vote count in many states. Arizona is oneof the disputed states. We
need assurance that our votes have been counted and that our election was clean. On Monday, Rudy Giuliani
and his team will present their evidenceofAZ voting irregularities. Please participate and heed what is
presented. Ifan audit is not possible then the vote should not be certified
T've read tweets by our Attomey General Hobbs. I do not trust her, especially with my vote.
“Thank you. Jim Hardy (Dewey, Country Club)
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:04:03 PM
To: Xin Liu <xin liu716@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Urgent! Protect Our Republic and Elections

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Xin Lu <vin.lu716@gmailcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 3:02 PM
Tos Rick Gray <RGray@azleg.gov>; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg gov»; Sonny Borreli<sborrelli@azleg gov; Eddie
Farnsworth<EFarsworth@aleg gov»; Sylvia Allen <sAllen@azleg, gov»; Paul Boyer<PBoyer@aleg gov»; Kate
Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@arleg gov; Heather Carter <HCarter@atleg.gov>; David Farnsworth
<DFamsworth@azleg go>; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg. gov; Sine Kerr <SKerr @azleg. gov»; Vince Leach
<VLeach@aleg gov»; David Livingston <diivingston@azleg.gov>; .D. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov»; Tyler Pace
<TPace@arleg.gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-ita <mugenti-ita@azleg.gov>; Russell
Bowers <RBowers@aleg gov; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleggov>; Becky Nutt <bnutt@azleg gov;
Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@aleg gov>; John Allen <jallen@ale gov; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg. gov; Leo
Biasuccl <LBiasiucci@atleg gov»; Walter Blackman <WBlackman@azleg gov»; Shawnna Bolick
<SBolick@arleg.gov>; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@azleg.gov»; Frank Carroll <FCarroll@azleg gov; Regina Cobb
<RCobb@arleggov; David Cook <dcook@azleg.govs; Tim Dunn <TDunn@atleg.govs; John Fillmore:
‘Fillmore @azleg.gov>; Mark Finchem <MFinchem@azleg gov>; Travis Grantham <TGrantham @azleg gov; Gail
rifin <GGrifin@azleg.gov>; John Kavanagh <IKavanagh@atleggov; Anthony Kern <AKern@azleg gov>; Jay
Lawrence <lLawrence@azleg gov»; Joanne Osborne <IOsborne@azleg. gov»; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleg gov;
Steve Perce <Spierce@arleggov>; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg, gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@aleggov; Bob
Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg.gov>; Ben Toma <btoma@azleg. gov; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend@azleg.govs; Michelle
Udall <mudall@azleg gov; Jeff Weninger <\Weninger@atleg gov>
Subject: Urgent!! Protect OurRepublic and Elections

Dear Fellow Republican,

Please don't be part ofcertifying this fraudulent election. There is overwhelming evidence that
this election was stolen by the Democrats. The politicians, media, and social media are trying
to silence the more than 73 million people who voted for our great President Trump. Ifyou
certify this election and disenfranchise the people who have voted for Donald Trump, I can
‘guarantee you that you will never be reelected to this office and will never be elected to any
other office again.

We the people, the American electorate, have had enough and we are tired of our freedom,
principles, values, and wayoflife being trampled on by politicians that are only worried about
their own skin. We will not tolerate the stealing of this election! You need to wake up because
we are not kidding!
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I hope you will take this advice seriously and not be partof the greatest travesty in American
history.

Sincerely,

Xintia
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:29:29 PM
To: Laurie Frame <laurie rentit@gmail com>
Subject: RE: AZ HEARING November 30

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Laurie Frame <laurie rentit@gmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 3:26 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: AZ HEARING November30

Karen, urge you as a Elected official To attend the hearing on November 30th to hear evidenceofelection
fraud in the stateof Arizona. By not attending you are choosing to forgo your responsibility and duties asa
elected official in this state. You have obligations in this regard and the Arizona public expects those
obligations to be met

Best Wishes,
Laurie Drake
Bennett Property Management
Cell phone-480-603-8012
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:20:42 PM
To: Jay Platt <jay@plattranches com>
Subject: RE: Monday hearing/Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Jay Platt jay@platiranches.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 3:24 PM
Tos Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>; RussellBowers <RBowers@atleg gov>
Subject: MondayhearingElection

Dear President Fann and Speaker Bowers:

As you are aware, Secretary of tate Hobbs has a history of injudicious tweets which underscore a highly partisan
character,adisdain for the President, and should because for concern about her role in the election process.

Beginning in September, 2015, following Trump's announced intention to seek the presidency, she spotted individuals
wearing Trump shirts in an airport and tweeted,

There are Trump tshirts. And people not embarrassed to wear them. In airports

On October 22, 2016, she tweeted,

There is so much deplorable ot Trump rallies it's hard to keep track.

On August 12,2017,

The president is on thesideofthfreaking Nazis. Don't just say stuff- DO SOMETHING!

On August 17,

@realDonaldTrump has made it abundantly lear he’s more interested in pandering to his neo-nazi base than bing
@POTUSfo all Americans.

Secretary of tate Hobbs has demonstrated a clear inability to run a clean, far election. The allegations in Sidney
Powells complaints filed in Michigan and Georgia make serious allegations. Though the exhibits were not attached, the
complaint references Exhibit 1 with these comments:

The same pattern ofelection fraud and voterfraud writ large occurredin all the swing states withonlyminor variations,
see expert reports, regarding Michigan, Pennsylvania, Arizona and Wisconsin... Indeed, we believe that in Arizona at
least 35,000 votes were illegally added to Mr. iden's vote count.
Reading the complain, especially the portions dealing with the Dominion software/hardware and the Smartmatic
software, there shouldbegreat cause foralarm in Arizonawhich also used the Dominion systems. The alarm is
heightened given the unhinged tweets from our Secretary of Sate.
have no confidence in our Secretary of State nor in the election system. Much time will be required to determine what
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actually happened and in many instances, evidence may have already been destroyed.

The Powell complaint cites 50 USC 20701 on the retention and preservation of election records and asserts “a wide
pattern of misconduct with ballots” which will show “preservation of election records have not been kept; and
Dominion logs are only voluntary, with no system wide preservation system.”

Sowhatis to be done? A detailed investigation and audit of Arizona's election is imperative to restore voter
confidence. Whiletime is now the issue, fraud must notbeallowed and this election appears to be irredeemably
compromised.

“The only remedy, pending a detailed investigation, is the invoking or Article 2 of the U.S. Constitution and appoint
electors

This step would invoke intense criticism; however, this nation cannot survive a stolen election. | urge you to take this
necessarystep and simultaneously begin an investigation of the election process in Arizona.

‘Governor Ducey's statements are alarming—"1 trust out election system, There's integrity in our election system. Joe
Biden did win Arizona.” How can there be trust and integrity with no examination, especially given the assertions in the.
Powell lawsuits and an unhinged Secretary of State?

There is no integrity in a vote by mail system period. The majority of European nations ban vote by mal, having
‘experienced much fraud. Ourallowance ofthispractice should be halted and the election results carefully scrutinized.

Respectfully,
say

H. Jay Platt
Platt Cattle Company
P.0.Box 426
St. Johns, AZ 85936
(928) 337-4159
i_platt@frontiernet.net
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 22048 PM
To: Laurie Stine <lauriestine@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Hearings

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Laurie Stine <lauriestine@gmail.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 2020 3:21 PM
Tos Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>; SBortelli@ale gov; Sylvia Allen<SAllen@arleggov>
Subject: Hearings

Please explainwhyyou won't show up for the hearings regarding the Presidential Election. fyou can't or won't explain
consider yourself out ofa job if Trump stays in because we the people will forget your names quickly
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:29:56 PM
To: Daniel Kwit <dkwit@cox net>
Subject: RE: Hearing on 11/30/2020

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Daniel Kit <ckwit@coxnet>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 3:20 PM
Subject: Hearing on 11/30/2020

Hello,

1 have heard that you will NOT be attending this Monday's, November 30th, most IMPORTANT hearing.

1amhopingthat this is not true. and thatyou are in fact attending. This hearing i extremely importance tonot only
Arizona but or the integrity of our elections, our nation and is constitution.

Please adviseifyou are attending or not. Your response is requestedas soon as possibleas this IS most
important for ALL Patriots’ of this state to know.

Sincerely
Daniel C kit
27276 N 81t Lane, Peoria, AZ 85383

AZ PATRIOT for & with our President & for which our Constitution Stands
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:30:03 PM
To: Geralyn Kit <kwitg@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Monday 11/30/2020 hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Geralyn Kwit <kwitg@hotmail.com>
Sent; Saturday, November 28, 20203:18 PM
Subject: Monday 11/30/2020 hearing

Hello,

1 have heard that you will NOT be attending this Monday's, November 30th, most IMPORTANT hearing.

1am hoping that this is not true, and that you are in fact attending. This hearing is extremely importance
to not only Arizona but for the integrity of our elections, our nation and its constitution.

Please advise if you are attending or not. Your response is requested as soon as possible as this IS most
important for ALL Patriots’ of this state to know.
Respectfully,
Geralyn Kuit
27276 N 81st Lane, Peoria, AZ 85383

AZ PATRIOT for & with our President & for which our Constitution Stands
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From: Karen Fann </O=EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBE760744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:30:29 PM
To: Kyle Phillips <kpxcreate@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Arizona Hearing - Your failure to attend will be remembered

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityof the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgivethis mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will iveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation

provided by Legislative Council.

~For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twowaysa special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do nothave the votes to passtheelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
do a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fied.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
‘Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Kyle Phillips<kpxcreate@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 3:10 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@aileg,gov>
Subject: Arizona Hearing- Your failure to attend will be remembered

Karen,

What could you possibly have gaing on that is more important than attendinga hearing regarding thepossible and likely
interference regarding our sacred elections? As an American citizen, | strongly encourage you to reconsider your choice
t02attend the hearing and remember whoi is that you work for.

We The People will not stand for anything less thana free and fair election. And thus, 3s a senator itis your duty and
responsibiltyto the American people to attend this hearing.

The American people are watching.

The world is watching.

We won't forget...

Regards,

Kyle Phillips
(518) 598.6337
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:30:40 PM
To: Patti Scheuer <pattischeuer@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: President Trump's hearing (Rudy Giuliani)

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: PattiScheuer <pattischeuer@yahoo com>
Sent: Saturday, November 25, 2020 3:09 PM
To: Sonny Borreli <sborrelli@aleg gov; Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,govs; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>
Subject: President Trump's hearing (Rudy Giuliani)

Dear Senator Fann
1 understand you are oneofthreeAZ State Senator's refusing to attend tis very important hearing on election fraud
in our state. Whether you are a Republican or Democral, this afecis all iizens. Thi is NOT a paris issue but
You are playing as i tis. Why wort you attend? Perhaps you and the dems are guily? Please reconsider; your
Constituents will remember, | quarantee you, and by nol securing an election's credibity i treasonous. Ether side
of the aisle. Think about i

Patt Scheuer
35355 No. 92nd Way

Scottsdale, AZ 85262
49-430.9621
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 2:30:49 PM
To: kevinmaierak<kevinmaierak@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Stop the Steal!

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: kevinmaierak <kevinmaierak@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 3:09 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Stop the Steall

Stand up and fightforWe the People!

Sent via theSamsungGalaxy S20¢ 5G, an AT&T SG smartphone.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:48:37 AM
To: Illarkin@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: Audit the 2020 Vote in Arizona

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd ike to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 20 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
Tawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call 10 action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential lection.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Laura Larkin <user@votervoice net>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:32 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Audit the 2020 Vote in Arizona
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Dear Senator Fann,

As your constituent,I request that you please take action and investigate our recent election for fraud and
misconduct. The integrityofour elections is essential to our republic, and now more than ever the people of
Arizona need to be ableto trust our system. I encourage you to take a stand on behalfofArizona, and please.
move to audit the 2020 election before the results are certified. Thank you

Sincerely,

Laura Larkin
42726 N Courage Trl
Anthem, AZ 85086
larkin@yahoo com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:48:51 AM
To: gailthiele@me com
Subject: RE: Audit the 2020 Vote in Arizona

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Mr. & Mrs. Hans and Gail Thiele <user@votervoice.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:30 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: Audit the 2020 Vote in Arizona

Dear Senator Fann,

Asyourconstituent,I request that you please take action and investigate our recent election for fraud and
misconduct. The integrityofour elections is essential to our republic, and now more than ever the people of
Arizona need to be able to trust our system. I encourage you to take a stand onbehalfof Arizona, and please
move to audit the 2020 election before the results are certified. Thank you

Sincerely,

Hans and Gail Thiele
35004 N Sunset Trl
Cave Creek, AZ 85331
gailthiele@me com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:48:59 AM
To: etcherhouse@aol com
Subject: RE: Stop the Steal

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
President of the Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: JULIA M MCKEE cletcherhouse@aol com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:37 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Stop the Steal

Name: JULIA M MCKEE

Email: letcherhouse@aolcom

Phone: 6023593069

Leg. District: 28

Subject: Stop the steal

Ms. Fann, Because the U.S. Constitution (Art I Sect) provides “that each sate shall appoint, in such a manner as the
legislature thereof may direct, a number of electors, equal to the whole number of senators and representative to
which the state may be entitled i the congress" | am boldly asking you to do your solemn duty toward protecting
integrity in thevitally important election by NOT certifying any electors UNTIL the state audits the election results witha
full recount, with Republican observers no morethanthree feet away, and with a ull verficatioof signatures and the
dates on which the ballots received. Our nation now critically depends on you doing your duty to insure that "we the
people” are convinced everything has been done to the utmost level of integrity lest the nation's citizens lost trust in
their most important institutions, andwe the lose the republic forever. You have acharge to keep an | ask you firmly
and humbly lease do your duty in keeping it. Thank you, Julia M. Mckee, lf long Arizona resident

Sent Sun, 29 Nov 2020 15:36:43 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:49:07 AM
To: tom <tamemahon@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Article 2 remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: tom <tamemahon@gmal.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:35 AM
Subject: Article 2 remedy

Dear Legislator,

We the people have the right to a fair and rue election. Due to the evidence of fraud this election has failed. When this
occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibilityto choose the slate of electors.
Asa voter and as an an American citizen, | am asking you to step up to the plate, and do your duty for those that you

represent. Please consider approving hearings to remedy the election and allow the legislatures to pick the states
electors.
Thank you,

Thomas memahon

spierce@arleggov;

senate
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:49:26 AM
To: Nick Ruggiero <nicholas ruggiero@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Monday's hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand thata states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: ick Ruggiero <nicholas ruggiero@gmai com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:34 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Monday's hearing

Dear Karen Fann,
AZ Senators:

Tam hearing through posts that you will not be attending this Monday's, November 30th, most IMPORTANT
hearing. I am hoping that this is not true. Thishearing isof the utmost importance to not only Arizona but for
the integity ofour elections, our nation and its constitution.
Tam extremely disturbed as (0 the voter fraud picture I am seeing
Dead people by the thousands, mail in ballots after the election dates, no verified signatures and voting
machines taped with flash cards and other means
Please advise ifyou are attending or not. Your response is requested as soon as possible as this IS most
important for ALL Patriotsof ths state to know:
Thank you.

Nicholas Ruggiero
Licensed Writing Agent
License# 18510231
A2,FL,TXSC.GA,IN.VANG MO,PA
E-mail: nicholosruagiero@gmail.com
Skype: nichols ruggierod
Gell # 609-290-3966

formore information visit my website ot:
hitp:/wnww.ushagent. com/nicholasruggiero
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:49:35 AM
To: tandl beaudetie@verizon net
Subject: RE: Audit the 2020 Vote in Arizona

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Mr. & Mrs. Lindsey Beaudette <user@votervoice.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:28 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: Audit the 2020 Vote in Arizona

Dear Senator Fann,

Asyourconstituent,I request that you please take action and investigate our recent election for fraud and
misconduct. The integrityofour elections is essential to our republic, and now more than ever the people of
Arizona need to be able to trust our system. I encourage you to take a stand onbehalfof Arizona, and please
move to audit the 2020 election before the results are certified. Thank you

Sincerely,

Lindsey Beaudette
1832 W Thumb Butte Rd
Prescott, AZ 86305
tandl beaudetie@verizon net
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:49:44 AM
To: Penny Lane Primitives <pennylaneprims@aol com>
Subject: RE: please support an Article 2 Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Penny Lane Primitives <pennylaneprims @aol.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:26 AM
Tos: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: lease supportan Article 2 Remedy

Dear Legislator,
We the people have the right to a fair and true election. Due fo the evidence offraud this election has failed. When
his occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibilty to choose the slate of electors. As a voter and as an
an American ciizen, | am asking you to step up to the plate, and do your duty or those that you represent. Please
‘consider approving hearings to remedy the election and allow the legislatures to pick the states electors
Thank you,
Kathryn Hecker
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:49:51 AM
To: Arkady Mayblyum <amayblyum@cgionline com>
Subject: RE: Urgent! Protect Our Republic and Elections

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Arkady Mayblyum <amayblyum@cgioniine.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 20208:24 AM
To: Rick Gray <RGray@atleggov»; Karen Fann <KFann@atleggov; Sonny Barrell<sborelli@atleg gov»; Eddie
Farnsworth<EFarsworth@aleg gov; Sylvia Allen <sAllen@azleg.gov>; Paul Boyer<PBoyer @atleg govs; Kate Brophy
McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg,gov>; David Farnsworth
<DFarsworth@azleggov»; David Gowan <dgowan@atleg gov>; Sine Kerr<SKerr@arleggov>; Vince Leach
VLeach@atleg gov»; David Livingston <diiingston@azleg.gov>; .0. Mesnard <IMesnard@azleg gov; Tyler Pace
<TPace@aleg gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@aleg gov>; Michelle Ugent-Aita <mugenti-rita@azleg,gov>
Subject: Urgent! Protect OurRepublic and Elections

Dear Fellow Republican,

We urge you to call the state legislature into session, initiate an immediate full audit ofboth ballots
and electronic voting systems, and reclaim authority over the electors. We request you support
electoral transparency and integrity and also pursue the true resultsofthis election in your state

The world, and indeed all ofthe United States is watching. Truth equals a peaceful transition, don't
you think?

Sincerely,
Arkady Mayblyum

Address:23 Oxbow Road, Framingham MA 01701
Phone Number:(781)696-9206
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:50:02 AM
To: doced75@yahoo.com
Subject: RE: Audit the 2020 Vote in Arizona

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chair ofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Gordon Dibble <user@votervoice net>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:12 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Audit the 2020 Vote in Arizona
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Dear Senator Fann,

As your constituent,I request that you please take action and investigate our recent election for fraud and
misconduct. The integrityofour elections is essential to our republic, and now more than ever the people of
Arizona need to be ableto trust our system. I encourage you to take a stand on behalfofArizona, and please.
move to audit the 2020 election before the results are certified. Thank you

Sincerely,

Gordon Dibble
7346 N Sunrise VISTA
Prescott Valley, AZ 86315
docgd75@yahoo.com
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:50:12 AM
To: Denora Drajpuch <denora01 10@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Nov 30 Public Hearing on Election

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Denora Drajpuch <denora0l 10@gmail com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:17 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: Nov 30 Public Hearing on Election

Ms. Fann,

My husband, my daughter, and Iare all registered Republicans in the state of Arizona. We all love our state, but
love our country more. We are glad to hear, that you will be attending the hearing tomorrow via Zoom to listen
to the vital testimony that will be given, showing the egregious fraud that happened in our Presidential election

‘We implore you not to certify the results andallow the President and his team to show you the widespread fraud
that happened throughout our country and specifically here in Arizona. This fraud, is not about turning around a
flew votes, one way or another, itis specifically to have all LEGAL votes counted, and all ILLEGAL votes
tossed. To ensure integrity in our voting system. If we can not have confidence that our elections are honest and
truthful, what makes us different than any other banana republic? Do we become like Venezuela, Cuba.”

Tdon’t knowifyou support President Trump, and in all honesty it does not matter. What should matter is that
you support the people of Arizona and our country in wanting to have free and honest elections. I didn’t vote for
‘Obama, butI accepted that hewas the President, I didn’t question the legitimacy. However, this 2020 election is
ful of fraud and out right dishonesty, not only against President Trump, but we the people. We can not allow
the fraud perpetrated by the Democrats to be upheld by our State

thank you for your time and consideration

Sincerely,

Denora Drajpuch
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:50:43 AM
To: marianmurphyroot@gmailcom
Subject: RE: Support Transport Audit

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process.
‘We have received many inquiries and wil endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results
were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as
possible tollofyou
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020
as partofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal
explanation provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 20 D's in the House; 17 R’s and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session
and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes is investigatory powers
to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyof the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by
the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopesofrestoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concems raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeofthe presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we wil have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
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the integsity of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the
abilityof the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors,
equa to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the
‘Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the
United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select
the presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S.
1,35 (1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress
determines the timeof choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in
McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those:
cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice
President shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in
every fourth year succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President" 3 United States Code § 1
‘The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in
part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday aftr the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall
be elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and
representatives in Congress from this state
B. Afterthe secretary of stateissues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election,
the presidential electorsof this state shall cast theirelectoral college votes for the candidate for president
and the candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as
prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a
column on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for
the respective political party. AR S. section 16-344
“To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory
sections. However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the
current election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the
people voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct
of the election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the
2020 election results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~---
From: marianmurphyroot@gmail com <marianmurphyroot@gmail. com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:15 AM
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To: Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleg gov>; Lela Alston <L Alston@azleg gov; Sonny Borrelli
<sborrelli@azleg gov>; Sean Bowie <sbowie@azle gov; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleg gov>; Kate
Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@azleg gov: Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg gov>; Lupe Contreras
<Icontreras@azleg gov>; Andrea Dalessandro <adalessandro@azleg gov>: Karen Fann
<KFann@azleg gov>; David Famsworth <DFamsworth@azleg gov= Sally Ann Gonzales.
<SGonzales@azleg gov>; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg gov; Rick Gray <RGray@azleg gov>; Sine
Kerr <SKerm@azleg gov="; Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg gov>; David Livingston
<dlivingston@acleg gov> Juan Mendez <jmendez@azleg gov=; .D. Mesnard <JMesnard@azleg gov>;
Tony Navarrete <tnavarrete@azleg gov>; Lisa Otondo <lotondo@azleg gov>; Tyler Pace
<TPace@azleg gov>; Jamescita Peshlakai <jpeshlakai@azleg gov=; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov;
Martin Quezada <MQuezada@azleg gov>; Rebecca Rios <RRios@azleg gov; Victoria Steele
<vsteele@azleg gov>; Michelle Ugenti-Rita <mugenti-rita@azleg gov>
Subject: Support Transport Audit

T'm writing to urge YOU to support a transparent audit of votes in our state to protect all legal votes. There
have been proven irregularities nationwide, including with electronic voting systems. I'm asking that YOU
support electoral transparency and integity, with an urgent auditofboth ballots AND electronic voting
systems. In addition, it is against the law for tv networks to knowingly report false news. CNN, Fox, &
others are reporting that Joe Biden is the, quote, “President Elect” This is not true because a legal election
winner has not been declared by official election authorities. Authorities have not made this announcement
and states have not certified their votes. Please take action to prevent networks from spreading this
dangerous false information, which does material harm and damage to the country. Thank you

Marian Root
6725 E Vemon Ave
Scottsdale Az 85257

Sent from my iPhone
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:50:55 AM
To: jenniferpurdon@cox net
Subject: RE: Election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Jennifer Purdon <jenniferpurdon@cornet>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:08 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election

Name: Jennifer Purdon

Email: fenniferpurdon@cox.net

Phone: 6027937608

Leg. District: 28

Subject: Election

Karen, 136m writing to ask you to PLEASE attend Monday's public hearing on the election. Please listen to the
compelling evidence theya€™ve collected and claim your legislative authority over this important election. Please do
NOT CERIFY this corrupt election. Thank you for your timel Jennifer

Sent Sun, 29 Nov 2020 15:07:48 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:51:09 AM
To: estilwell@efl rr.com
Subject: RE: FIGHT

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selectedby a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Emest Stel <estilwell@cfL.r.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 8:01 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: FIGHT

Name: Ernest Stilwell

Email: estivell@ctrr.com

Phone: 4073812003

Leg. District:

Subject: FIGHT

Your election process in you state is CORRUPT and BROKENwe are ane step away from being Venezuela,keep using.
Chavez's machines and unsolicited ballots and wel be theresoon voters for Trump and the GOP are getting screwed,
YOU'RE next my friend. SEND GOP electors to Congress. TS the right thing to do,you're supposed to be running the
elections,00 IT.I the Fraudocrats win the Senate and Biden steals the White House you won't recognize this country in
6 months. 80 millon people who voted for the GOP are going to be disenfranchised and our country as we know it wil
be destroyed. FIGHT THESE CROOKED BASTARDS!

Sent Sun, 29 Nov 2020 15:00:39 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:51:17 AM
To: Brad Schauf <brad@theschaufs com>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article Il Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30%, we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file thei lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fied.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Brad Schauf <brad@theschaus.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:58 AM
Subject: lease support an Article l Remedy

Dear Legislator,

‘We the peoplehavethe right to.afair and true election. Due to evidenceoffraud, this election has failed. When this
occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibility to choose the lateofelectors.

As avoterand as an American citizen, | amasking you to do your duty for those that you represent. Please consider
approving hearings to remedy the lection and allow the legislatures to pick the tat’s electors

Thank you,

Brad Schau
bradineschauts com
858.414.1381
KGW
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:51:25 AM
To: Alexis Butler <alexis butler|4@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Please Attend Public Hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Alexis Butler <alexi.butler1d@gmal.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:53 AM
To: Sean Bowe<sbowie@arleg gov>
Subject: Please Attend Public Hearing

Helo,

1am writing to urge you to attend Monday's public hearing with President Trump's legal team and LISTEN to the
evidence provided.

Please stand up for our nation, our state, my home and yours. | do not believe the election in our state was far. Please:
listen to the evidence andhelp fix what has been wronged.

Thank you,
Alexis Butler
District 28
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:51:34 AM
To: K&N B <offgridenergy| @gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Please Support Article II Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: KEN B<offgridenergyl@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:51 AM
Tos Steve Pierce <SPierce@aleg gov; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@aleggov; Leo Biasiucei <LBiasiucci@azleg govs;
Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg. gov»; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@azleg. gov»; Walter Blackman <Wlackman@azleg.gov>;
David Cook <dcook@atleggov>; Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@acleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@aleg gov; Mark
Finchem<MFinchem @atleg gov; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg.gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@atlegg0v>;
Joanne Osborne <JOsborne@aleg.gov>; Tim Dunn <TDunn@azleg.gov>; Becky Nutt <bnutt@aleg gov; Gail Griffin
<GGriffin@azleg gov»; John Allen <jallen@azleg gov»; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov; John Fillmore

<IFilmore @ale gov; Kelly Townsend <ktownsend @azleg.gov>; Jeff Weninger <Weninger@azleggov>; Anthony
Kern<AKern@atleggov»; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@atleg gov>; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleg.gov>; Ben Toma
<btoma@stleg.gov>; Frank Carroll <FCarroll@ale. gov; Jay Lawrence <Lawrence@aleg.gov>; John Kavanagh
<IKavanagh@arleggov; Michele Udall <mudal@azleggov; Russell Bowers<RBowers @azleg.gov>; Karen Fann
<KFann@atleggov»; Sonny Borrel <sborrelli@azleg gov; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleggov; Frank Pratt
<FPratt@atleg.gov>; Vince Leach <VLeach@atleg. gov»; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth @atleg.govs; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@atleg gov»; David Gowan<dgowan@azleg,gov»; Heather Carter <HCarter@atleg, gov»; David Farnsworth
<DFamsworth@azleggov>; 1.0. Mesnard <IMesnard @azleg,ov»; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@azleggov»; Rick Gray
<RGray@azleg.gov>; David Livingston<divingston @azleg gov»; Michelle Ugenti-fita <mugenti rita@aleggov; Tyler
Pace <TPace@aileg.gov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@aleg gov>
Subject: Please Support Article Il Remedy

Dear Legislator,

We the people have the right to a fair and true election. Due to evidence

of fraud, this election has failed. When this occurs, the legislature has

the authority and responsibility to choose the slate of electors. As a

voter and as an American citizen, | am asking you to do your duty for

those that you represent. Please consider approving hearings to remedy

the election and allow the legislatures to pick the state's electors.

Thank you,

Ken Blair
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An American Patriot and a Free American citizen "Born in the USA"!
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:51:43 AM
To: tim ford <timmy j ford@email com>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article 2 Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for Presidentofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority toprevent the Arizona Secretaryof State from certifying thecanvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfora specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed.

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
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ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure thatall votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
70: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Numberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. Us. Const. art. Il § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[t}he electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (AR. section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be:
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from ths state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electors of this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifes for a column
on the general election ballotmust appoint the candidates forthe office of presidential elector for the respective.
political party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question about the conduct of the
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election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection pracess for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5871

From: tim ford <timmyiford@gmal com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:43 AM
To: Steve Pierce <SPierce@sileggov>
Subject: Please support an Article 2 Remedy

Dear Legislators,
We the people of Arizona have the right to fair and true election. Due to an overwhelming evidenceoffraud, this
election hasfailed the people of Arizona and the United States. When thi accurs, the legislation has the authority
and the responsibilty to choose the tate electors. As avoter and an American citizen, | am asking you to do your
duty for those that you represent. Please consider approving hearings to remedy the electionfraud and allow the
legilators to pick the state's electors.
Thank you,
Tim Ford
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:51:51 AM
To: Joe Goodale <goodale_joe@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article Il Remedy for this past election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

ARZN_REV00049573_RE Please support an Article I| Remedy for this past election mht



Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Joe Goodale <goodale_joe@hotmail com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:27 AM
To: Steve Pierce <SPierce@azleg gov
Subject: lease support an Article I Remedy for this pat election

Dear Legislator,

We the people have the right toa fair and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election has failed.
When this occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibility to choose the slate of electors.

Asa voter and as an American citizen, | am asking you to do your duty for those that you represent.

Please consider approving hearings to remedy the election and allow the legislatures to pick the state's
electors

Thank you,

Joe Goodale
Tucson AZ 85710
520.603.0063

ARZN_REV00049573_RE Please support an Article I| Remedy for this past election mht



From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:51:58 AM
To: John Koch HQ <hqjk3@snet net>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article Il Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.

ARZN_REV00049574_RE Please support an Article I| Remedy mht



The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: John Koch HQ <hajk3@snet.net>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:25 AM
Tos John Koch HQ <hajk3 @snet net>
Subject: Please support an Article I Remedy

Dear Legislator,
We the people have the right to a fair and rue election. Due to evidence of raud, this election has failed. When this
occurs the legislature has the authority and responsibilty to choose the slate of electors. As 2 voter and as an American
citizen, | am asking you to do your duty for those that you represent. Please consider approving hearings to remedy the
election and allow the legislatures to pick the state's electors
Thank you,
John Koch
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:52:05 AM
To: John Carter <jlcarter3@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Special meeting conceming Arizona 2020 election results

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.

ARZN_REV00049575_RE Special meeting concerning Arizona 2020 election results mht



The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
7: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: John Carter <jcarter3@gmail. com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:15 AM
Subject: Special meeting concerning Arizona 2020 election results

Dear Legislator,
We the people have the right to a fair and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election has failed. When this
occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibilty to choose the slateofelectors. As a voter and as an
American cilzen, | am asking you to do your duty for those thal you represent. Please consider approving hearings.
to remedy the election and allow the legislatures to pick the state's electors

Respectfully, John L. Carter, Il.

ARZN_REV00049575_RE Special meeting concerning Arizona 2020 election results mht



From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:52 14 AM
To: Paulette <palmeratthelake@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Electors

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.

ARZN_REV00049576RE Electors.mht



The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Paulette <palmeratthelake@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:15 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Electors

Please consider approving hearings to remedy theelection and allow the legislatures to pick the states electors.

Thank you.
Paulette Palmer
18078 West Sammy Way
Surprise, AZ 85374
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:52:22 AM
To: cheri Blackburn <cherituc@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article Il Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Flector (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1,35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: cheri Blackburn <cherituc@hotmalcom>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:13 AM
Subject: Please support an Article Il Remedy

Dear Legislator, We the people have the right toa fair and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this
election has failed. When ths occurs, the legisiature has the authority and responsibilty to choose the
slate of electors. As a voter and as an American citizen, | am asking you 10 do your duty for those that you
represent. Please consider approving hearings to remedy the election and allow the legislatures to pick
the state's electors. Thank you,

Cheri K. Blackbum
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:52:30 AM
To: yakarose@outlook com
Subject: RE: hearing on 2020 election

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Helen Gray <yakarose@outlookcom>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:03 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: hearing on 2020 election

Name: Helen Gray

Email: yakarose@utlookcom

Phone: 5093887042

Leg. District: 2

Subject: hearing on 2020 election

urge you for the future ofourcountry and the integrity of elections for the future to listen to evidenceofcheating in
thi election with an open mind. Take up your constitutional role and overturn the false results. President Trump
should be winner, we the people deserve the President we voted overwhelming for

Sent sun, 29 Nov 2020 14:02:38 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:52:42 AM
To: Blair Enfield <blairenfield@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: Monday Hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Blair Enfield <blairenfield@gmal com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 6:58 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Monday Hearing

‘Good morning Ms. Fann,

Thank you for your service to aur country. Im writing to you as aVERY concerned citizen

itis imperative and we the people expect you to attend the Arizona State Legislature hearing on election integrity
Monday, November 30. Hosted by Mayor Rudy Giuliani on behalf of President DonaldJ. Trump.

Do whatis right and you will be able to rest peacefully.

God bless,
Blair M. Enfield

678.842.8657
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:52:50 AM
To: hazelmacmillan@yahoo com
Subject: RE: Election Integrity

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Hazel MacMillan <hazelmacmillan@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29,2020 6:40 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Election Integrity

Name: Hazel MacMillan

Email: hazelmacmillan@yahoo.com

Phone: 6027501700

Leg. District: 28

Subject: Election Integrity

Senator Fann, Please consider listening to evidence regarding election mishandling reclaiming your legislative authority,
and NOT certifya corrupt election. Thank you, Hazel MacMillan

Sent Sun, 29 Nov 2020 13:39:57 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:52:59 AM
To: Debbie Aritz <debaritz@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Please Protect Voting Integrity in Arizona

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Debbie Ariz <debaritz@gma.com>
Sent; Sunday, November 29, 2020 6:34 AM
Subject: Please Protect Voting Integrity in Arizona

Dear Legislator,
We the people have the right 0 a fair and tru election. Due 10 the evidenceof fraud this election has failed. When
this oceurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibilty to choose the slateofelectors. As a voter and as an
American citizen, | am asking you to step up to the plate, and do your duty for those that you represent. Please.
consider approving hearings remedy the election and allow the legislatures to pick the state's electors
Thank you.

Respectfully.
Marilyn Aritz
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:53:32 AM
To: LHood <hoodladonna@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article Il remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Hood <hoodiadonna@yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 5:10 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Please support an Article Il remedy

Dear Legisiator,
Wethe People have the ight to a fair & true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election has failed. When
this occurs, the legislature has the authority& responsibilty to choose the slate of elections. As a voter & as.
an American Citizen, | am asking you to Go your duty for those that you represent.
Please consider approving hearings& allow the legislaturesto pick the state's electors.

Thank you,
LaDonna Hood

Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:53:49 AM
To: getirdude@yahoo com
Subject: RE: Why not go to the hotel meeting 11&#x2F;3?

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the
election results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action
1 hope the following information is helpful. ~ Please forgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as
quickly as possible to all of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing
the live streaming and zoom links to ourmembers so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony
given as we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30", we have
been told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certifiedtheirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues arebeingcited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3,
2020s part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify
the current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have
the authority to prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the
legal explanation provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can
be convened. One is the Governor calls us in fora special sessionfor a specific issue. The second way is
the legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote ofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only.
have 31 R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special
session and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory.
powers to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the
Voting machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the information we are being
provided by the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms inthe hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have
created Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to
ensure the credibilityof future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your
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frustration. The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective
pursuit and call to action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings
and other administrative remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential
election.

‘Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process.

Selection of residential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability
of the legislatureto change this processfor the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United Sates Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner a the Legislature thereofmaydirect, aNumberof Electors, equal to the
whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to sect the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892);
Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 58, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of
choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. I}, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this
Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that “(th electors of President and Vice President shall
be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next ater th first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every electionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code§ 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
5. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shalcast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed i the

The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the offce of presidential elector fo the respective
politica party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidentil electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors ere in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there isa question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
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results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann

Presidentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: David Brown<getairdude @yahoo.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 4:49 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Why not go to the hotel meeting 1164x2F;37

Name: David Brown

Email: getairdude@yahoo.com

Phone: 3215768909

Leg. District: 1

Subject: Why not go to the hotel meeting 11/3?

Hit turns out to be bs, say so then go home. But other than our Republic, what s there to lose?

Sent Sun, 29 Nov 2020 11:48:50 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:53:58 AM
To: Brenda Green <bleegreen@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Election Fraud

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Brenda Green <bleegreen@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 2:54 AM
Tos Steve Pierce <SPierce@aleg gov; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@aleggov; Leo Biasiucei <LBiasiucci@azleg govs;
Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg, gov»; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@atleg gov»; Walter Blackman <Wlackman @azleg gov»;
David Cook <dcook@azleggov>; Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@acleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@aleg gov; Mark
Finchem <MFinchem@azleggov; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleggov;
Joanne Osborne <JOsborne@azleg go>; Tim Dunn <TDunn@aleg gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@atleg gov>; Gail Grifin
<GGriffin@azleg gov»; John Allen <jallen@azleg gov»; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov; John Fillmore
Fillmore @azleg.govs; Kelly Townsend<ktownsend@azleg. gov»; Jeff Weninger <IWeninger @azleg,gov»; Anthony.
Kern<AKern@atleggov»; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@atleg gov>; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleg.gov>; Ben Toma
<btoma@azleg gov; Frank Carrol <FCarroll@atleg gov; JayLawrence <JLawrence@azleggov>; John Kavanagh
<IKavanagh@sileg.gov>; Michelle Udall <mudall@atleg.gov>; Russell Bowers<RBowers @azleg gov»; Karen Fann
<KFann@atleggov»; Sonny Borrel <sborrelli@azleg gov; Sylvia Allen <SAllen@azleggov;Frank Pratt
<FPratt@atleg gov; Vince Leach <VLeach@azleg gov; Eddie Farnsworth <EFarnsworth@atleg gov>; Sine Kerr
<SKerr@azleg gov>; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg.gov>; Heather Carter <HCarter@azleg,gov>; David Farnsworth
<DFarnsworth@atleg,gov; J.0. Mesnard <Mesnard@atleg. gov; Paul Boyer <PBoyer@atleggov»; Rick Gray
<RGray@azleg.gov>; David Livingston<divingston @azleg gov»; Michelle Ugenti-fita <mugenti rita@aleggov; Tyler
Pace <Tpace@atleg gov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@arleg.gov>
Subject: Election Fraud

Dear Legistator,

We the people have the right to fair and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election has failed. When this
occurs, the legislature hastheauthority and responsibilty to choose the slate of electors. As a voter and as an
American citizen, | am asking you to do your duty for those that you represent. Please consider approving hearings.
to remedy the election andallow the legislatures to pick the state's electors.

Thank you,

Brenda Green
Paradise Valley
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:54:29 AM
To: Vikas Sharma <vickysharmal981@gmail.com>
Subject: RE: AZ Legislature Needs to Investigate Election Fraud in AZ

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but Id like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you.
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

Forthose of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteofyou, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes ts investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.
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Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandumis in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the ability
of the legislature to change ths process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 US. I, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday nextafter the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § |
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the frst Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
‘Congress from ths sate.
B. After the secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as prescribed in the
canvass.
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
“The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there is a question abou the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message
From: Vikas Sharma <vickysharmal981@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 2:09 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: AZ Legislature Needs to Investigate Election Fraud in AZ
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Asa resident, am pretty appalled by the lack of support from AZ legislature for investigating fraud in the 2020
elections. You and other legislative members better do your job and nominate the Republican electors or we are
‘going to protest in frontof your office every day until you are fired and removed from office. I promise you on
behalf of AZ residents, this will not go unnoticed and you will never be re elected.

You should plan onattending Jenna Ellis and Rudy Giuliani's meeting at the Hyatt. We wil be waiting to see
you there.
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:54:39 AM
To: high heel housewife <highheelhousewife@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Fraud hearing

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: high heel housewife <highheelhousewife @hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 1:21 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Fraud hearing

Why are you afraid to go to listen to the fraud hearing? Are you afraid you might hear something you don't lke? Did it
occur to you that you work for the people?
Your name is on blast in Arizona.

Get Outlook for Android
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:54:50 AM
To: robnchel@gmail com
Subject: RE: Consider the Evidence

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Chelsea M Henrickson<robnchel @gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 12:41 AM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Consider the Evidence

Name: Chelsea M Henrickson

Email: robnchel@gmailcom

Phone: 6235463193

Leg District: 22nd

Subject: Consider the Evidence

Karen, As a legal resident of Arizona and these United States of America|feel i incumbent upon me to reach out to you
about the alleged fraud that has taken place in our election. This is serious and i's YOUR job to represent the people of
this great state who want every legal vote counted and not one legal vote counted. Listen and take seriously the
evidence that spresented on Monday. If you wanta future in the Republican party you need totakeastand. We're
watching how you handle this. Don't buckle under the pressure. If you doyour job we'll remember and if you don't we'll
remember that too. Do therightthing. Our democracy is in your hands and you will bea too ether for good or for ev
choose good. I'm praying for you to be strengthened and for you to walk forward with courage and integrity. You were
made for suchatime as thi. Truly, Chelsea Henrickson Surprise, AZ

Sent sun, 29 Nov 2020 07:40:41 40000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:55:02 AM
To: Robb norton <rbnorton] @msn.com>
Subject: RE: Fair Elections: Please support an Article II Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Robb norton <rbrorton]@msn.com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 202012:24 AM
Tos Steve Pierce <SPierce@aleg gov; Noel Campbell <NCampbell@aleggov; Leo Biasiucei <LBiasiucci@azleg govs;
Regina Cobb <RCobb@azleg, gov»; Bob Thorpe <bthorpe@atleg gov»; Walter Blackman <Wlackman @azleg gov»;
David Cook <dcook@atleggov>; Thomas T.J. Shope <tshope@acleg gov»; Bret Roberts <BRoberts@aleg gov; Mark
Finchem <MFinchem@azleggov; Tony Rivero <TRivero@azleg gov>; Warren Petersen <wpetersen@azleggov;
Joanne Osborne <JOsborne@azleg go>; Tim Dunn <TDunn@aleg gov»; Becky Nutt <bnutt@atleg gov>; Gail Grifin
<GGriffin@azleg gov»; John Allen <jallen@azleg gov»; Nancy Barto <NBarto@azleg gov; John Fillmore
Fillmore @azleg.govs; Kelly Townsend<ktownsend@azleg. gov»; Jeff Weninger <IWeninger @azleg,gov>; Anthony.
Kern<AKern@atleggov»; Shawnna Bolick <SBolick@atleg gov; Kevin Payne <kpayne@azleg.gov>; Tony Rivero
<TRivero@azleg gov>; Ben Toma <btoma(@azleg gov; Frank Carrol <FCarroll@atleg gov; Jay Lawrence
<lLawrence@aleg gov>; John Kavanagh </Kavanagh@aileg,gov»; Michelle Udall <mudall@azleg gov»; Russell Bowers.
<RBowers@aleg gov»; Senate; Karen Fann <KFann@atleg gov; Sonny Borreli<sborell@azleg gov>; Sylvia Allen
<sAllen@aleg gov>; Frank Pratt <FPratt@azleg gov»; Vince Leach <VLeach @azleg.gov>; Eddie Farnsworth
<EFarmsworth@azleg. gov»; Sine Kerr <SKerr@azleg gov>; David Gowan <dgowan@azleg gov»; Heather Carter
<HCarter@azleg. go>; David Farnsworth <DFarnsworth@azleg. gov; J.0. Mesnard <JMesnard@azleg.gov>; Paul Boyer
<PBoyer@azleggov; Rick Gray <RGray@aleg gov»; David Livingston <diivingston@azleggov; Michelle Ugenti-Rita
<mugenti-ita@aleg.gov>; Tyler Pace <TPace@aleg.gov>; Kate Brophy McGee <KBrophyMcGee@atleg.gov>
Subject; Far Elections: Please support an Article I Remedy

Dear Legislator,
We the people have the right to a fair and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election has failed.
When this occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibility to choose the slate of electors. As a
Voter and as an American citizen, | am asking you to do your duty for those that you represent. Please
consider approving hearings to remedy the election and allow the legislatures to pick the state's electors.
Thank you,
Robb Norton
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:55:12 AM
To: bargainsplease@juno.com
Subject: RE: Accurate Election

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process.
‘We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results
were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as
possible toallofyou

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit unil the election HAS BEEN Certified.
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give us a path to move forward,

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020
as partofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal
explanation provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 20 D's in the House; 17 R’s and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes, We do not have the votes to call a special session
and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers
to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues relatedto the accuracyof the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by
the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overviewofour elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopes ofrestoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concems raised and share in your frustration.
“The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeofthe presidential election.
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Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
the integrity of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the
abilityof the legislature to change this process for the current presidential lection.
Tn regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manneras the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors,
equal to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the
Congress” but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an OfficeofTrust or Profit under the
United States, shall be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the votersto select
the presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S.
1,35 (1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress
determines the timeof choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in
McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those:
cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice
President shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in
every fourth year succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President” 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for thi state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in
part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday aftr the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall
be elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and
representatives in Congress from this state
B. After the secretary of stateissues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election,
the presidential electorsof this state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president
and the candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of voles in this state as
prescribed in the canvass
“The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee ofeach political party that qualifies for a
column on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for
the respective political party. AR S. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory
sections. However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the.
current election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November3, 2020 and the
people voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct
ofthe election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the
2020 election results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

++=+Original Message
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From: bargainsplease@juno com <bargainsplease@juno com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 12:16 AM
Subject: Accurate Election
Dear Legislator,
‘We the people have the right to.a fair and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election has failed
When this occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibility to choose the slate of electors. As a
voter and as an American citizen, 1 am asking you to do your duty for those that you represent. Please:
consider approving hearings to remedy the election and allow the legislatures to pick the state's electors.
Thank you,

Amy Hudelson
"Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction, faithful in prayer.” Romans 12:12
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:55:20 AM
To: Kim Rose <kim rose@live.com>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article II Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Kim Rose <kim.rose@live com>
Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 12:01 AM
Subject: lease support an Article I Remedy

Dear Legislator,
We the people have the right to a fair and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election has failed. When this
occurs, the legislaturehas the authority and responsibiy to choose the slateof electors. As a voter and as an
American citizen, | am asking you to do your duty for those that you represent. Please consider approving hearings
to remedy the election andallow the legislatures to pick the state's electors.
Thank you,
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:55:44 AM
To: Yo-at Silverman joesther@me com>
Subject: RE: Election 2020

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Conress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there s a question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Yo-at Silverman oesther@me.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:02 PM
To: Yo-at Silverman <joesther@me.com>
Subject: Election 2020

Dear Arizona State representative,

1am writing to encourage you to give serious thought (and prayer, if you pray) to th fraud allegations that have come
up in the recent 2020 presidential election.

Before | sayanything else, | want to express my understanding that it is not always easy to stand up for what i right, to
be brave when those around you are not. But itis my hope and prayer that you are.

As an American citizen interested in truth, tis my hope that youkeep an open mind and heart, and that you listen to
the evidence that is going to be brought orth Monday, and that you consider not only what is good for this election and
the country today, but what our Constitution supports and declares

Voter integrity and free and air elections are the comerstoneof our constitutional society and if we can't trust that our
elections will be conducted with honor, truth and in ful transparency, our country as we know t will cease to exist It is
incumbent upon us to ac, through you, as our representatives, to uphold and defend the Constitution upon which is
our bedrock.

This isn't about President Trump. This s about somethinggreater and more powerful than any one man. Thi is about
our nation, its foundations and its future.

1 pray that you consider these words and the sentiment behind them as you make thedecisions that will have an
inevitable impact on al of our American lives
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Iti noteasy tomake a decision that requires sich bravery. I'm certain you, as an elected offical, understand this.
Bravery is not an easy task when the eyes of the world are upon you, and when the price may be steep, but | and many
others have faith that you wil do thebravething and that you wil stand up for what is right.

Thank you for your time,

be brave and be well,

Yo-at Silverman, Hayward, California
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:55:52 AM
To: Mark Lair <markl_sir@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article II Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Mark Lair <markl_air@hotmailcom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 11:01 PM
Tos Steve Pierce <SPierce@atleg gov>
Subject; Please support an Article Il Remedy

Dear Legislator,
We the people have the ight 0 a air and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election ha faled. When this
occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibilty to choose the slate ofelectors. As a voter and as an
American cilzen, | am asking you to do your duty for those that you represent. Please consider approving hearings
0 remedy the election andallow the legislatures to pick the state's electors.

Thank you,
Mark A. Lair
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:56:07 AM
To: cookhomel @msn com
Subject: RE: Election 2020

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11, §1, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

President of the Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Phyllis Cook <cookhome1@msn.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:51 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: Election 2020

Name: Phys Cook

Email: cookhome1@msn.com

Phone: 4809266011

Leg. District:

Subject: Election 2020

I sincerely hope you are planning to attend the public hearings this Monday. concerning the 2020 election! Our great
state of Arizona should not have had al this embarrassing attention! Our state really messed up —- voting and counting
going on or days after November 3rd..when no one should have stopped the counting process. ..allowing for more
corruption! FLORIDA hadtheir election done without all these issues!! Only LEGAL and ALIVE Arizona citizens should
have voted in our state's election. and only ONCE!Icertainly hope you and all members of our state's legislature will
attend these public hearings — | and MANY others willbe there!.. praying for our state and country!

Sent Sun, 29 Nov 202005:50:47 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:56:15 AM
To: Tracy Roberts <roberts tracy@hotmail com>
Subject: RE: Protect the Integityofthe Election

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process.
‘We have received many inquiries and wil endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results
were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as
possible tollofyou
First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what
may work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified
Pennsylvania has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and
Senate members can then see what issues are being cited which will give usa path to move forward.

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the people, on November 3, 2020
as partofthe vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the
current statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the
authority to prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal
explanation provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only
have 31 R's and 20 D's in the House; 17 R’s and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to
Vote to convene to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session
and we do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes is investigatory powers
to doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyof the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by
the voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make
any necessary reforms in the hopesofrestoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concems raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcomeofthe presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions
outlined above play out we wil have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and
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the integity of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointment ofpresidential electors and the
abilityof the legislature to change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors,
equa to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the
‘Congress: but no Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the
United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const art IL § 1. cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select
the presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S.
1,35 (1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress
determines the timeof choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. II, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in
McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those:
cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[1Jhe electors of President and Vice
President shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in
every fourth year succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President” 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodofappointment of presidential electors for ths state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in
part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday aftr the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall
be elected a numberofpresidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and
representatives in Congress from this state
B. Afterthe secretary of stateissues the statewide canvass containing the results of a presidential election,
the presidential electorsof this state shall cast theirelectoral college votes for the candidate for president
and the candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as
prescribed in the canvass
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a
column on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for
the respective political party. AR S. section 16-344
“To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory
sections. However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the
current election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the
people voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct
of the election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the
2020 election results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

Original Message~---
From: Tracy Roberts <roberts racy@hotmail com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:42 PM
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To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
Subject: Protect the Integity of the Election

Dear Senator,

Every American has the Constitutional right not only to vote but to have that vote and every other legal
vote cast, verified and counted. We also have the right for legal votes not to be diluted with the count of
illegal ballots or vote count manipulation.
Tus therefore, incumbent upon you to not only protect the integrity ofall elections for the citizens of
Arizona, but alsoto protect every American voting ina Federal election from having their vote, cast in
‘good faith, from being cancelled out by the counting of fraudulent ballots.
DO NOT throwoff your responsibility to all the voters of Arizona and all voters from sea to shining sea
We deserveyourbest effort, and onlyyourbest effort, to sanitize the Arizona tally, from the topof every
Tegal ballot to the bottom. Protect the integrity, not onlyof the StateofArizona, butof yourself, no matter
‘who the victor may be.
Asan elected official, it is your job to be present and act in good faith
Best regards,
Tracy Roberts
Concerned Patriot
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:56:22 AM
To: Ok Hitz <ok hitz@gmail com>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article Il Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

Presidentof the Senate

Karen Fann

President of the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Ok Hitz <ok htz@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:38 PM
Subject: Please support an Article I Remedy

Dear Legislator,
We the people have the right to a fair and true election. Due to evidence of fraud, this
election has failed. When this occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibility to
choose the slate of electors. As a voter and as an American citizen, | am asking you to do your
duty for those that you represent. Please consider approving hearings to remedy the election
and allow the legislatures to pick the state's electors.
Thank you,
Oliver K. Hitz
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:56:31 AM
To: frankie nycSd@gmail com
Subject: RE: STOP THE STEAL

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity ofthe voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Please forgive this mass reply but Id ike to respond as quickly as possible
toallof you.

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and 200m links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to notallow the certification to happen on Monday, November 301", we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
has already certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which will giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of all members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R'sand 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceivethe required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we
do not have the votes to pass theelection changes some are asking for.

-Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigating this option in coordination with the informationweare being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview ofourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Comittee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
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credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
‘The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicingyour concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of actionfor Arizona and the integrity.
of the elections process

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum isin response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the abilityofthe
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equa to the whole.
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Office of Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be appointed an Elector.
US. Const. art. 11,51, dl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
V. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. US. Const. art. Il, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address this Congressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that "[tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be:
‘appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after the first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every election ofa President and Vice President." 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of presidential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A.R.$) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of state issues the statewide canvass containing the resultsof a presidential election, the
presidential electorsof this state shal cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest numberof votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for a column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidatesforthe office of presidential electorforthe respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. I there is a question about the conduct of the election, the
election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann

resident ofthe Senate

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Frank Di Biase <frankie.nyc54@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:36 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg,gov>
Subject: STOP THE STEAL

Name: Frank Di Biase

Email: frankienyesa@gmailcom

Phone: 16266763394

Leg. District: Yavapai County

Subject: STOP THE STEAL

Dear Senator, | implore you,pleaseurge your Republican colleagues to stand their ground against this fraudulent
election. Encourage them to hold the line and fight this electoral coup attempt by Demonrats andtheir globalist
overloads. Be brave; pay no mind to thef, opposition when they try to bullyo intimidate. Let each of your colleagues
know 74 millon legitimate voting Americans have their backs. | pray you sir, America requires fair and just election
EVERY ILLEGAL VOTE MUST BE DISCARDED. You have the majority in the legilature.A Remember, the Us. Constitution
(Art Sec 1.2) provides: Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof ma direct, a Number of
Electors, equal to the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the
Congress: By God, use your authority and make things right. We are on the precipice of keeping our Liberty or
surrenderingit to mob rule and a socialist dystopia. 160 years ago the Republican Party stood against this same
Demonrat Party and won a bloody civil war. Demonrats are attempting to divide our nation again. Don't let the lives lost
in that civil war preserving our union be in vain. The future of America is in your hands and i the keeping of the
Republican Party.A Make no mistake, many are saying if Republicans shrink from this ight and allow this electoral coup.
t0 pass, the GOP as a political entity will go the way of the WIGS. 74 millon legitimate voters will be disenfranchised.
They will not soon forget that when President Trump needied his Party most, it failed him and the millons who voted for
him. Sincerely yours, Frank Di Biase Prescott, AZ 86303

Sent Sun, 29 Nov 2020 05:36:27 +0000
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:56:41 AM
To: Juan <jab65743@yahoo com>
Subject: RE: Monday's hearing

“Thank you for contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrityofthe voting process. We
have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election results were
properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action I hope the following.
information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible to all of you

First and foremost, please understand that all states have different election laws and procedures so what may
‘work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Finchem on Monday the 30th, we will be providing the live:
streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as we did
with the Pennsylvania hearing this past week

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30th, we have been told
President Trump's legal team cannot file their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania has
already certified theirelection. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members can then
see what issues are being cited which wil give usa path to move forward

Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected by a voteof you, the peaple, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President ofthe United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona SecretaryofState from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council.

“For thoseof you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only two ways a special session can be
convened. One is the Govemor calls us in for a special session fora specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 voteofall members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31
R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to convene
to receive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to call a special session and we do not have
the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

-Auditofvendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to do
a forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracyofthe voting machines. We.
are investigating this option in coordination with the information we are being provided by the voters and the
lawsuits being filed

In addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of our elections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoring public confidence in the elections system. We have created Senate
and House Goverment (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the credibility
of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration. The election
results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collective pursuit and call to action to ensure that
all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative remedies will most
certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, than you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
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above play out we will havea better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integity of
the elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
TO: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
“This memorandum is in response to your questions about the appointmentofpresidential electors and the ability
ofthe legislature to change this processfor the current presidential lection.
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides
Each State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to
the whole Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no
Senator or Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trust or Profit under the United States, shall be
appointed an Elector.
US, Const. art. IL § 1..cl. 2.
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 USS. 1, 35
(1892); Bush v. Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines
the time of choosing presidential electors. U.S. Const. art. IL, § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did
not address this Congressional authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under its constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [t]he electors of President and Vice President
shall be appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next afte the first Monday in November, in every fourth year
succeeding every election ofa President and Vice President " 3 United States Code § 1
“The Arizona legislature has prescribed the methodof appointment of presidential electors for this state by
enacting several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (A RS.) section 16-212, which provides in part
1
November 6, 2020
A. On the first Tuesday after the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be
elected a number of presidential electors equal to the numberof United States senators and representatives in
Congress from this state.
B. Afterthe secretaryofstate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shall cast their electoral college votes for the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the
canvass
‘The statutes also provide that the chairofthe state committeeofeach political party that qualifies for a column
on the general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of presidential elector for the respective
political party. ARS. section 16-344
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could not be applied to the current
election, because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
‘The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people:
voted pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. Ifthere is a question about the conduct of the
election, the election would have to be challenged in the courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election
results through changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.

Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Karen Fann
Presidentof the Senate
Tel: 602.926.5874

—eeOriginal Message-----
From: Juan <jab65743@yahoocom>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:26 PM
To: Karen Fann <KFann@azleg gov>
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Subject: Monday's hearing

Senator Fann: I was told that you are not going to attend Monday's hearing with thetrump legal team
As you know, there is mountains of evidence of problems with this election in the swing states including
Arizona
If you don’t see that or are not atleast interested, then you can’t call yourselfan American.
Makingsure that this election was handled faily is of utmost importance to not only the United States but the
world as well. Everyone is watching and you not attending the meeting speaks volumes to the people of Arizona
and the United States
Weare the last bastion of freedom

1 strongly suggest you change your mind
Sincerely,
Juan Beal
407-222-3994
John 14:6
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From: Karen Fann </O~EXCHANGELABS/OU=EXCHANGE ADMINISTRATIVE GROUP
(FYDIBOHF23SPDLT)/CN=RECIPIENTS/CN=2ATBET60744B469197C45D6646442A44-
KAREN FANN>

Sent: Sunday, November 29, 2020 7:56:50 AM
To: Emlers <emlers@comcast net>
Subject: RE: Please support an Article Il Remedy

Thank youfor contacting my office regarding the election outcome and the integrity of the voting
process. We have received many inquiries and will endeavor to make every effort to ensure that the election
results were properly and legally conducted. To address the requests made for legislative action | hope the
following information is helpful. Pleaseforgive this mass reply but I'd like to respond as quickly as possible
toall of you.

First and foremost, please understand that al states have different election laws and procedures so what may
work in Pennsylvania may not be legally allowed in Arizona or other states.

Regarding the hearing organized by Representative Fincher on Monday the 30", we will be providing the
live streaming and zoom links to our members so they have the opportunity to hear any testimony given as
we did with the Pennsylvaniahearing this past week.

For those of you asking to not allow the certification to happen on Monday, November 30%, we have been
told President Trump's legal team cannot ile their lawsuit until the election HAS BEEN Certified. Pennsylvania
hasalready certified their election. Once the lawsuits have been filed, the Az House and Senate members
can then see what issues are being cited which wil giveus a path to move forward.

“Presidential Electors: the eleven electors were selected bya vote of you, the people, on November 3, 2020 as
part of the vote for President of the United States. The Legislature cannot retroactively modify the current
statutes on the selection of presidential electors. Additionally, the Legislature does not have the authority to
prevent the Arizona Secretary of State from certifying the canvass. Please see below the legal explanation
provided by Legislative Council

For those of you asking us to convene a Special Session: there are only twoways a special session can be
convened. One is the Governor calls us in for a special session for a specific issue. The second way is the
legislators can call ourselves in with a 2/3 vote of al members with no specific agenda. Since we only have 31

R's and 29 D's in the House; 17 R's and 13 D's in the Senate, we would need the Democrats to vote to
convene toreceive the required 40 and 20 votes. We do not have the votes to calla special session and we
do not have the votes to pass the election changes some are asking for.

“Audit of vendor: the Legislature can convene a “special committee” that utilizes its investigatory powers to
doa forensic audit by an independent expert to address issues related to the accuracy of the voting
machines. We are investigatingthis option in coordination with the informationwe are being providedby the
Voters and the lawsuits being fled.

in addition, moving forward, a comprehensive overview of ourelections proceedings is crucial to make any
necessary reforms in the hopes of restoringpublic confidence in the elections system. We have created
Senate and House Government (and elections) Committee that will be introducing legislation to ensure the
credibility of future elections. We sincerely understand the concerns raised and share in your frustration.
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The election results in Arizona and other battleground states have created a collectivepursuit and call to
action to ensure that all votes are legally counted. The results of court proceedings and other administrative
remedies will most certainly impact the overall outcome of the presidential election.

Again, thank you for reaching out and voicing your concerns. They are indeed heard. As the actions outlined
above play out we will have a better understanding on the best course of action for Arizona and the integrity
ofthe elections process.

Selection of Presidential Electors (R-54-142) ARIZONA LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL MEMO
0: President Karen Fann
FROM: Ken Behringer, General Counsel
This memorandum i in response to your questions about the appointment of presidential electors and the ability of the
legislatureto change this process for the current presidential election
In regard to presidential electors, the United States Constitution provides:
Each State shall point, in such Manner a the Legislature thereof may direct, a Number of Electors, equal to the whole:
Number of Senators and Representatives to which the State may be entitled in the Congress: but no Senator or
Representative, or Person holding an Officeof Trusto Profit under the United States, shal be appointed an Elector
US. Const. art. I, §1,cl. 2
Under this authority, the legislature may select the presidential electors, it may allow the voters to select the
presidential electors and it may change how the electors are selected. McPherson v. Blacker, 146 U.S. 1, 35 (1892); Bush
v.Gore, 531 U.S. 98, 529-30 (2000). However, the constitution provides that Congress determines the time of choosing
presidential electors. U.S. Const. ar. I § 1, cl. 3. The Court in McPherson and Bush did not address thisCongressional
authority because it was not an issue in those cases.
Under ts constitutional authority, Congress has directed that [tlhe electors of President and Vice President shall be
appointed, in each State, on the Tuesday next after th first Monday in November, in every fourth year succeeding
every lectionof a President and Vice President.” 3 United States Code § 1.
The Arizona legislature has prescribed the method of appointment of residential electors for this state by enacting
several statutes, including Arizona Revised Statutes (3.5) section 16-212, which provides in part:
1
November 6, 2020

A On the first Tuesday ater the first Monday in November, 1956, and quadrennially thereafter, there shall be elected a
number of presidential electors equal to the number of United States senators and representatives in Congress from
this state.
B. After the secretary of tate issues the statewide canvass containing the results ofa presidential election, the
presidential electorsofthis state shal cast their electoral college votes fo the candidate for president and the
candidate for vice president who jointly received the highest number of votes in this state as prescribed in the canvass.
The statutes also provide that the chair of the state committee of each politcal party that qualifies for column on the
general election ballot must appoint the candidates for the office of residential elector for the respective political
party. ARS. section 16-344.
To change how presidential electors are appointed, the legislature would have to amend these statutory sections.
However, the changes that the legislature might make to these statutes could notbe applied to the current election,
because the day for selecting presidential electors (November 3, 2020) has passed.
The current statutes on the selection of presidential electors were in effect on November 3, 2020 and the people voted
pursuant to statute to make the selection on that date. If there sa question about the conduct of the election, the:
election would have to be challenged inthe courts. The legislature cannot change the 2020 election results through
changing the statutory selection process for presidential electors.
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Karen Fann
Presidentofthe Senate

Karen Fann

residentofthe Senate
Te 602.926.5874

From: Emlers <emlers@comcast net>
Sent: Saturday, November 28, 2020 10:24 PM
To: Sue Emler <emlers@comcastnet>
Subject: Please support an Article I Remedy

Dear Legislator,

We the people have the right to a fair and rue election. Due to evidence of fraud, this election has failed. When this
occurs, the legislature has the authority and responsibilty to choose the slate of electors. Asa voter and as an American
citizen, | am asking you to do your duty for those that you represent. Please consider approving hearings to remedy the
election andallow the legislatures to pick the state’ electors.

Thank you,
Sue Emler
Homesmart Realty Group
Agent ID 701297
Cel 815.791.8243
Checkme out at: Suesells biz
Search the MLS:ht//ww homeasap.com/1108143

Napervite Office
651. Washington st.
Naperville, IL 60540

Orland Park office

9755 W 14314 st.
Orland Park, IL 60452

Chicago West Loop Office
220 North Green st.
Chicago, IL 60607

DISCLAIMER: This email, and any attachments, is intendedonlyfor the use of the individual or entity to which itis
addressed, and may contain information that is confidential or privileged and exempt from disclosure under applicable
law. Ifthe reader of this emails not te intended recipient, or the employee or agent responsibefo delivering this
message to the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution or copying of this
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